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OBSERVATIONS ON THE GRO['jrND WATERS OF RIO
GRANDE VALLEY.
By CHARLES S SLICHTER.
CHAPTER I
INVESTIGATION OF THE 1NDERFLOW AT TUE NARROWN
OF THE RIO GRANDE NEAR EL PASO, TEX.
An investigation of the underfiow of the Rio Grande was begun in
the latter part of August, 1904, at the nal rows of the Rio Grande, a
few mile-s above El Paso, Tex, where the stream flows through a
narrow gorge of limestone At this place is the site of the proposed
Mexican-American international dam. At the surface of the watet
the distance between the walls of the gorge is less than 400 feet The
darn site has been investigated by the international (Water) Boundary
Comnnssion, organized by the ]oint action of the American and Mexican Governments, and maps and reports concerning the proposed dam
will be found in the Proceedings of the International (Water) Boundary Commission, N ol 2, page 277
A brief reconnaissance at the site of the proposed international dam
indicated that there could be no undertlow of any magnitude at this
point The distance between the walls of the gorge is less than 400
feet, and the test borings made by the Mexican commission in 1897
seemed to indicate that the maximum depth to bed rok is 86 feet A
ero.s section of the gorge, based upon the Mexican borings, is shown
in fig 2 In this diagram the vertical and horizontal scale aie the
same A cross section of less than 40,000 square feet could not transmit a large volume of ground water even if othei conditions weie
favorable The highest velocity ever determined foi ground watei i'.
about 100 feet in twenty-four hours, and asurning this maximum
velocity at the above cross section, and a polosit) of one-thud in the
water-bearing sands and gravel, the dall3 disc harge -4 ould be 1,333,000
cubic feet, or 15k cubic feet per second The gradient of the watei
plane at the narrows is but 3% feet to the mile, and all othei indications point to a low rather than a high velocity
None of the usual indications of an undeiflow weie found at this
point If there was a true undertow a streani undouhtedls would
9
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flow perennialli in the nairoest pait of the gorge Some mi1e
above the site of the darn the i a1ley hioadens and is to 5 miks in
width, the sides graduall) converging a.-, the gorge is approached
The diminishing cross section would cause an undertlow waters in the
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meaccurements were made
valley above the narrow to '.eek iclief at the surface in the narrow
goige and form a peieiinial flowing stieaiii In-tead of this being the
ase the rivet is perfectly di at the goige when it eacs to flow aboe
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the pass. It was dry during se end months of 191)4 In addition to
a perennial 'urface flow through the narrowest portion of and above
the goige and near its convemging sides, the ground waters should
ha e a slightly artesian character None of these common indications
of an underfiow weie found
Notwithstanding the above considerations, &tual determinations of
the rate of underfiow were begun, largely on account of a local popular belief that there is an enormous underfiow at this point The
results of the investigation are in accordance with general considerations aboi e indicated
The material in the river bed at the site of the proposed international dam consists of sand and tine gravel with octasional layers of
silt No bowlders were encountered in sinking the test wells and the
borings were made with great ease The ground waters In the sands
of the gorge were found to contain a large amount of dissolN ed .oIids
Es 2--knen section of the gorge of the Rio Grande abose El Ptua, Tex at thL sltt of the irpeet
internationai dam
The numbeza Inciosed in the rectangies give the veiocity of the ground water In feet per ts enc four
bouts The numbers inciosed In circita gn e the amount of common salt In parts pt r 100 000 dl.'soi'.ed in the ground water The tabie at the right giee the depths of the te.'t itiis and the
amount of totai solids found In the water The supposed nx k bottom Is gIen as detennlned ii.'
the Mexican borings the vertical and horizontal teaks being aliki.
At a depth of 10 feet the wateis contained about 100 parts per 100,000
of Common salt, and the quantlt3 beutme larget as distance from the
surface increased Below a depth of 32 feet .'.o much alt was present
that it was . ei i difficult to determine the rate of motion of the gi ound
waters At a depth of 42 feet the coimimon salt in solution amoutited
to 1,340 parts per 100,000, at 60 feet it tea( hed 1,700 part.. pet 1004),
in a 50-foot test hole it amounted to 1,720 parts per 100,000 The
total solids dissol ed in the ground v. atet wel e proportionatel', as liii ge
as the amount of common salt, .'o that at a depth of 40 feet the watem
was about half as stiong as sea watei, and at a depth of bu feet it was
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about 30 pci u'nt '.tiongei than oidinarN sea watei
In fig 2 the
position, of the principal test well', aic slioin
The ieloeities as found at station', 1, 2, and 3 weie ieiy untfoiin,
being 2 9 feet per twent -four houisat station 1, 28 feet per twentfout hours at station 2, and 2 9 feet per twent -fotii hours at station 3
The greatest depth at whll h it was practicable to iiiake a determination
of the rate of flo was 42 feet, wheic the common salt in solution
amounted to about 1,400 pait'.. pet 100,000 In oider to mci ease the
conductivity of thi.. watez, it was necesai 1 to wake use of a stronger
ele trolyte than amnioniulit hloi ide Foi this purpose a quantity of
aminoniuni chloiide was 'saturated with a gallon and a half of hydiocliloiic acid 'l'his mixtuie was used to '4alt the uptteam well used for
deteinunmg the rate of the undei flow. Fioni the way the apparatus
worked it was evident that it is possible to determine the rate of movenient of giound waters as '.tiong in salt as the watt'i of the Rio Gntnde
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3 —Diagnun ehowing the ,ariatjon with dLpth of the total solids and chlorine In the ground
water at th,. gorge or narroa. of the Rio Graude abo%t. H 1',iso
The rapid rate of increaae in time di'eeji,ed &'iids at a depth of about 40 feet iimdiumtemm that the water
beioa such depth Is otagnant or without apprtM inbit. mo ement
at a depth of 42 feet, as a mattei of fact, however, the water at this
depth is eithei stationai ot move'., much sloiei than at liighei levels
After waiting three days none of the electiolytes had ieached the
do nstream wells, and it was conduded that thei e was practically no
motion of the ground water at this depth A few of the test wells
vere dri%en to a gleater depth, in oider to secure samples of the watet
and to note the amount of contained ',olids, but no nieasui ements of
the rate of motion of the waters vete attempted Fig 3 lepiesents
by Lurves the vaiiation of the chlorine,0 and total solids with the
depth as determined from the various test wells This diagram suggests that the watet below the 35- or 40-foot level is not moving. The
a The ,unoiun t 'if tommon piatit
to priiportional to hit t hiorin,.
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increase in totai '.olids is not unifoi m,-but becomes greater below the
35-foot line The amount of chlorine shows a similai jump at about
the same depth, but after increasing suddenly it seems to iemain stationary This may be due to the fact that the common salt in solution
originates abose the goige, and has been slowly concentrated during
a long time The total solids, on the contrary, include the dissolved
salts of lime, which can become almost indefinitely concentrated from
the limestone dbris in the gravels of the gorge itself
It would be interesting to know whethet the depth of the most sudden increase in the dissolved salts (say 35 feet) corresponds to the
depth of the maximum scout of the river at the gorge
The velocities of the ground watei in the tests described above are
undoubtedly the maximum velocities in the narrows of the gorge, since
pains were taken to make the tests in the coarsest strata encounteied
in the borings Laers of fine silt weic frequentls met with in putting down the test wells, which probably accounts for the stagnant
condition of the water below the 35-foot level These layers of silt
are undoubtedly imbricated in such a way that mo emeiit of the deeper
ground waters is impossible
The total cross section in which the giound waters move is about 35
feet in depth and 325 feet in width and has an area of 11,2(s) squate
feet If it is assumed that the porosit's of the material is one-third
and the maximum velocity of the giound water is 3 feet per day, the
total discharge through the gorge does not exceed 11,20 cubic feet
per twentv-foui hours, or about 0 132 cubic foot per seond, or about
50 gallons a minute This amount of undezflow Is entirely insignificant It is obvious that on account of the enormous quantity of disolved solids the underfiow would be worthless, no matter what its
magnitude might be
Ditzed b
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CHAPTER 11.
GROUND WATER$ BELOW EL PASO, TEX.
The Rio Grande Valley below El Paso has been studied with iefei ence to possibility of obtaining a ground-watet suppls fiom wells
East and north of El Paso is a verb level strip of countly known as
the "Lanoria Mesa" This mesa lies between 4,000 and 5,000 feet
above the sea level, and extends as a nearly unhioken plain between
two north-south ranges of mountains On the west the mesa is limited by the Franklin, Oigan, and San Audies mountains, to the east
it is bordered by the Hueco Mountains, and farther noith by the Sacramento Mountains At the soutbein end the east and west extent of
the mesa is about 20 miles, and at the north itis almost unbroken for 100
miles The noith end of the mesa is interesting on account of several
s ery unusual topographic features. A numbei of miles west and north
of Alaniogordo, N. Mex , are depressions which are said to be the
channels of an ancient rii er A gi eat os erfiow of lava covei s the
northern portion of the mesa, and apparently bides the bank of
the ancient rivei channel About 18 miles nol tb and west of Alainogordo are found the famous "white sands" of New Mexico, which
consist of wind-blown hillocks of gianular grains of gypsum The
white sands belt has, east to west, a width of 5 to 18 miles, a length
north to south of about 40 miles, and an area of nearly 600 square
miles
In the northern portion of the IAanoria Mesa good wells are eiy
rare, and at many places are quite unknown The ground waters for
the most part are highly alkaline and unsatisfactoi foi use Running watei can be noticed in inan3 places flowing beneath the la a
bed, foi ming a subterranean stream locally called the "Lo'.t River"
In the southern portion of the mesa within 20 miles of the Rio
Grande is a eiv fine.grained, watei -heaiing sand at a depth of about
230 feet The ater-bcaring stratum is between 30 and 60 feet thick
where it has been found and the contained wate.i is of an excellent
qualit The 'stiongly alkaline waters common in the noitbern part
of the mesa seem to be entit ely absent from this portion The water14
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bearing sand, howesei, it, too tine grauned to furnish wells of laige
mpacitv The origin of ground water in this and stiatum is difficult
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cemented ca1careou impervious conglomerate that prevents the seepage of ground water The deposit of" cahche" seems to be the result
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to penetrate the ground foi a distance of more than a few feet The
annual plecipitation is so slight, not exceeding a total of 9 inches, that
the portion that sinks into the ground must soon be evaporated by the
intense heat of the sun where%er the 'cahche" is piesent
It is difficult to belie', e that the ground water in the stratum of sand
referred to above is ierived from the run-off from the north-south
mountain ranges These mountain ranges consist very largely of
limestone, and the c,mall canyon sti earns run high in calcium, but the
water found in the sand stratum are ver soft and show no indication
of having originated in a calcai eous catdinient area The most probable source of the water of the sand stratum of the mesa is the rainfall on the mesa itself, especiall on limited poitions located between
12 and 25 miles north of the Rio Grande Part of the surface material
on the mesa near Hereford is %ery sandy and is fairh- e1l adapted to
ret cue and absorb a considerable part of the light rainfall The railroad wells drilled at this point indicate that only a fractional part of
the sand stratum is saturated with water, while in the lower part of
the mesa in the neighborhood of Fort Bliss, near the valley of the Rio
Grande, the water in the 'and is found tinder an artesian head These
facts are hiought out in fig 5 A. will he seen bN inspettion of this
diagram, the source of the ground watci found in the deep-lying sands
and gravels should be sought in the neigbboi hood of Hereford The
giound water certainly can not have had its souice near Fort Bliss, as is
proved by its artesian character North of Hereford a point is ieacbed
at which the ground waters are ery strongly alkaline, and it is evident that water can not have originated so far north The contrast
between the strong wateis in the north and the soft waters in the
southern part of the mesa suggests that the wateis of the one portion
of the mesa must he cut off geologically fiom those of the othei part
Within a few miles of the southern edge of the mesa several deep
wells have been sunk to obtain water fiotn the aboe-mentioned sand
and gravel Near the southern edge of the mesa the Southein Pacific
Railroad has a group of wells designed to obtain ground water for
railroad purposes The bells aie 8 inclie, in diametci and about 270
feet deep, and each contains at the bottoni a No 6 Cook strainei, 7
inches by 20 feet in dimensions The qualit3 of the water is excellent, but the quantity is ver limited The four ells, each supplied
with a Downey double-acting deep-well punip, aie able to e tire no
more than 150,000 gallons in twenty-fout horns About one-half
mile north of the Southern Pacific wells two wells have been sunk to
obtain water for the use of Fort Bliss Military Reseivation The
two wells are about 20 feet apart, the depth of the eastern well
being 313 feet and that of the westein 319 feet The wells hate a
diameter of 8 inches, contain 6-inch suction pipes. and carts' at the
bottom a No. 6 Cook strainer, 5* inches in diametei and 8 feet long
iaa 141-05----2
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They are pumped by two Cook deep-well punip, which lift f torn
52,000 to 86,000 gallons in tent) -foni hours About 200 feet north
of the military reservation at Fort Bliss the Inteinational Watet Supply Conipiuiy, of El Paso, Tex , has sunk seven 12-inch California
stovepipe wells for the puipose of securing a municipal water supply
for the city of El Paso In one of these wells, which ended at the
depth of 2,800 feet in it bed of dry clay, no water-bearing stratum was
found below the 'and iefcrrêd to above The yield of the interimtional wells had not been determined, but it was evident fiom samples
of matetial that it could not be much greater than that at the Southein Pacific oi the militaty reseivation wells A 3 ield of 100,000
gallons per twent -four hours for each of the seven wells of the International Water Supply Company is probably a large estimate
At the southern boundary of the mesa the Rio Grande is about 40
feet highei than the top of the water-bearing sand mentioned abo e
(see fig 5) There is every indication that at the time the river eroded
the goige aboe the city to the depth of 86 feet it also cut into this
deposit of sand and ie'.orted and redeposited the material, earrs ing
away the finer portions Foi this reason good wells can be had along
the edge of the mesa A heieer the iier has done its work, except in
a few places wheic the ris ci has cart ied a't ay all of the sand and left a
local deposit of clay and imid The water in the tesorted gravels is
very good, but not neai I) as soft as the watet of the wells on the mesa
pioper In these iesoited sands and giavels are located the wells
used for irrigation in the bottom lands of the Rio Grande The water
found in the sands in the neighborhood of these pumping plants is
probably in large pait contitlutted b the Rio Giande The accompanying table gives partial anabse', of water taken fiom the mesa
wells and from the 'aells in the bottom lands of the ii',ei Furthermore, as shown by fig 5, on the mesa the watet plane slopes very
gently to'aard the Rio Grande and neai the irrigation pumping plants
it slopes at a higher angle away f torn the ri'.ei channel As can be
seen from fig 5, the water planes on August 29, 1904, at the %%ells of
W N French, about 3 miles east of El Paso sloped away from the
river at a gradient of'2 feet to the mile, while the slope from the mesa
to French' ,4 well was two-third', foot to the mile On that date the
watei phine in the channel of the rivei stood about 2 feet lower than
the sniface of the stream This indicates that the ii's er probably does
not furnish er inut h watet to the sand oii account of the deposits
of silt in the ri ci bed, ex ept at tunes of flood, when the scour of the
riN ci extciids to a eo,isideral,le depth At SU h times it is p1 obable
that the sauids take tip and stoic it eonsidei ille quantit.% of iiver watet,
'a bu Ii Liltilnately hnds it waN to the puiiiping Plants
(Jotiditions siiuilat to those mentioned weie found about 8 miles east
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of El Paso, at the pumping plants of J. A. Smith and .J S Porehei
Fig. 7 'hOws the slope of the water plane between the i i er channel
jzp 4
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and the welli' of Smith and Porther, as determined on Septewbet 5,
1904.
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Partial aiwhises of iamplee of ,iaterjr&rn the Rio Graudt' Valley, l'e.rwi and Nt o Jfea ira
[In parts per 100 000]
- Name of well
-- Chlorine
I
Hardnes as AlkaIlnht)as
Samples taken near Fl Pawi,
Tex
FeeS
City eater, El Paso, Tex
127
54 0
70 4
20 0
El Paso Breer)
58
72
21 4
30 0
21
Felix Martrner
68
62
13 7
29 6
19 1
E J Hadlock
30
104
31 5
47 7
27 7
W N French
78
55
11 0
25 0
17 7
J 1'. Pon,her
60
110
22 6
73 5
25 3
J A Smith No 1..
62
174
55 8
67 0
23 0
J A Smith No 2 .
60
90
18 1
40 8
20 6
Southern Pat i6& ella
270
42
2 13
11 1
17 5
Fort Blii Military Reaervation ..........
315
29
1 95
10 5
lb 4
El Paso and Northeastern J
250
46
2 39
11 3
20 0
atFortBhss. .
1
410
International Water Co
260
22
1 48
7 25
11 5
Samples taken near Berino,
N Mex
Horaco Ranch Co No 2 .
53
126
30 9
45 8
29 6
Horaco Ranh Co No I .
75
170 :
54 2
62 8
37 0
Horato Ranch Co No 3
62
203
63 9
59 5
52 5
Samples taken near Las Criaes,
N Mex
G H Totten
62
99
19 6
59 8
29 5
T Roualt
48
76
11 2
47 3
19 4
W N Hager
63
71
13 8
50 8
23 6
A L Hines
59
73
10 8
47 5
28 5
F C Barker 48
96
15 8
58 1
28 7
Mrs E Ni Boyer
52
57
75
38 6
25 1
JCCarrera.......
58 '
83
112
542
273
Samples taken at the gorge
nearHPaso
I
Riser water.
....
128
96
55 8
11 7
Station No 2
10
169
63
95
23 0
Do
22
400
137
100
186
'tation No 3
- 29
5'9
213
139
20 9
Test well No 1
10
137
65 7
63 6
19 7
Station No 4
42
1,438
845
245 0
31 4
Do
60
4,600
1,033
224
35 9
Station No S .
50
2,500
1,040
224
31 4
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Dunng nine month' ending August 25, 1904, there sas no satvr in
the riser channel below El Paso. Dui ing this time the water plane
at the Porcher well No 1 (an unu.ed ssell 100 feet from the well of the
new pumping plant) fell a total distaiwe of 2 feet, or to an des ation
of 3,627.44 above mean sea level By Septembei 5. 1904, after four
days rain the water in this well had iisen 0 15 foot The recoid of
the week of rain is given in the table below Br October 2 the ssater
plane had risen 0 37 foot (to 3.627 81 feet) On November 20, 1904,
it vi , within I) 3 foot of the elevation before the 2-foot loss noted
above, and was still rising at the rate of about one-fifth inch per 24
hours On March 7, 1905, the water in the well had ieaehed an elevation of 3,630 79, or a total rise of 3.35 feet in seven months There
was 'usater in the Rio Grande during all of this period
These oh.,ervations show clearly that the principal source of the
ground water near Smith's and Poreher's ranches is seepage from
the Rio Grande A heavy flood about October 9 greath accelerated
the rate of rise of the water plane, as is shown b fig Il, ssheie the
changes in lesel at Pocher's ssell No 1 are represented bi a curse
Rnin fall, in ue'/u', a! El Pa,ici, Te.a &ptember 1 to 10, 1904, aq ri-ported by the t'uzted
,
.9ates H pother .Jhirew
September 1 ... ...
- .........
00
September 7 ...
...
.....
-0 09
September 2
--- ----09
September s
Trace
September
'
53
September 9.
Trace
September 4
- ----- --------62
September 10 .. -.
0
September5 --------------16
Total
2 10
September 6 -------------------61
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CHAPTER III
EXAMINATION OF GROUND-WATER SUPPLIES IN THE
MESILLA VALLEY.
The valley of the Rio Grande begins to broaden north of the narrows
in the neighborhood of El Paso, Tex. Near Las Cruce, N. Mex , the
level bottom lands are about 5 miles wide, and in igation has been
extensivel, carried on foi many ears Be.sides the city of Las Cruces,
there ate situated in this part of the valley the villages of Mesilla and
Mesilla Paik Between 01(1 Fort Selden, north of La.. Cruces, and
the post-offices of Berino and Anthon',, about 12,000 in res are undei
cultivation.
Owing to frequent shortage in the riser suppiy of water, a number
of pumping plants ha e been installed for the purpose of obtaining
ground watei foi Irrigation One of the first wells for this purpose
was drilled by the Agricultural College at Mesilla Park At this place
a coai se '.% ater-hearing gravel bed about 12 feet thick was found at a
depth of 32 feet This gravel is overlain by quicksand and adobe
The water level in the well', stood originally 16 feet below the surface
of the ground This well was used extensively for expet iniental purposes, and latci a 12-inch well was put down to the same depth in the
neighborhood of the 6.inch well A great many tests of diffetent kinds
of pumps and engines were made at these wells, and a cat eful study was
made of the cost of the recoi erN of the water, as well as of the amount
of land in various kinds of ci ops that could be irrigated with the water
recovered A report on this work was published in 1903 by Professors
Vei non and Lester and issued as a bulletin of the agricultural experimeat station at Mesilla Paik
As a result of the experiments and of
the published reports on the wells at the agricultural station, a number
of pumping plants hai e been installed during the pre'.ent sea-son, and
iiian nioie are likely to be establishea in the neai future For that
reason it has become important to have accurate information of the
souice of the ground-water supply in this part of the Rio Grande
Valley and to determine the amount aaiIable for such use.
A reconnaissance neat Las Cruces and Mesilla Pam k indicated that
thete is probably no underfiow in this alley in the true sense in which
that term is used The rainfall upon the catchment area northes.t of
the i alley Is vety slight and the run-off is correspondingly low, it
22
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TEST WELLS.
Fot the purpose of determining the source of the gi ound m aters in
the Mesilla ValleN two lines of test wells were sunk across the valley,
one at right angles and the other patallel to the general direction of
the river These test wells crc cased with 1+-inch pipe and were provided at the lower end with a common biass jacket well point The
were sunk to such a depth that the straineis woutd he conipleteh (OVered with watei at all times
The plan of the test wells is shown in fig 8 Across the alleti sic
9 wells on the average of one-half a mile apart The wells wete
A'eree
' -3dret
of
- 0409p'rn/c - CC) COIN
0054 .-09Y0i. 54*4±
VtNtICnt. SCALC
0
40
*0
30
'oftet
Fu. 9 —Pooltion of tha sater plane September 19, 1904, in the two llnia of test selii. shown In fig S
sunk as far as pr&tiuihle along the public highway.. soas to he readil
actessible at all times The were drilled primarily to deteiniine the
slope of the water plane in the allev and the changes in the position
of the water plane duiing fluctuations in the lei el of the flowing it atei
in the Rio Grande In fig 9 are shown the ipsults of leels taken on
both lines of test wells In the uppei pai t of the diagram is shown
the position of the watet plane September 19, 1904. in the tells of the
north-south hue The Boei well, located about miles north of the
northernmost 1+-inch te4 ells. was used as an additional test well so
as to extend the not tb-south line for a total distance of nearly 6 miles.
As will be seen f torn fig 9, the gradient of the water plane in the
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direction of the north south line of test well. averaged 4 64 feet pet
mile at the time of the first obser ation on September 19, 1904 As
show n on the lower pai t of fig 9 the water plane. in an east-w est dii cction, was nearly horizontal, but near the i iver it was somewhat higher
than at the east end of the line of teat wells, although the surface slopes
gently in the opposite direction A slight elevation in this section is
seen at station 3 On an average the water plane in the east-w est cross
setion slopes about 0 4 foot per mile tow aid the east end It is eident from these cross sections that the giound water must flow in the
general direction of the ri er valley The direction of maximum slope
of the water plane is shown in fig 8 by the large arrow. This arrow
should, therefoi e, indicate the direction of flow of the ground water
The gradient of the water plane of 4 64 feet pei mile is very moderate,
and it is probable that the real velocity of the ground water is low
The slight elevation at station 3 indsates that at this point the ground
water comes to some extent from the not th, and does not move fi om
east to west if su h an east-west movement took pla( e the motion
would be uphill for the entire distance from station 1 to station 3
SOURCE OF THE UNDERFLOW
When the test wells were sunk it was expected that the position of
the water plane in the wells would be observed every week until the
time of high water in the Rio Grande, which would naturall be the
spring of 1905 The te.t wells were sunk in cooperation with Prof
.J D Tmnsley of the Agricultural College of New Mexico, who has
made week13 observations of the height of the watem plane in them
On October 5, 1904, heavy rains in the Rocky Mountains prodii ed en
disastrous floods in the Rio Grande and in nearly all the ii%Cis heading in the Colorado Rocky Mountains In the neighborhood of Las
Crute, the maximum elevation of the rter was highem than had 1)1(11
obser ed at any time in the last ten years The pet iod of en high
water, so soon after the completion of the test wells, furnished an
excellent opportunity of obsering the effect of the floods in the Rio
Grande upon the giound waters of the valleN Instead, theiefore, of
waiting for the spring floods of 1905, it became possible to detei niine
immediately the essential facts in regaid to the effe t of the i tA ci
upon the ground-water level In Pt IV the ground-watet leels
in the east-west line of test wells are given fom each month horn septemaber 19 to March 26 The first ohseiiition taken on October 1
shows that the water had uisen 0 4 foot since Septernbei 19 On
October 9, however, the water at station 8 was I 6 feet higher than on
October 1 This was due to the flood of Ortobei 5 The flood taised
the ground water at station 8 about 0 7 of a foot moie duming the next
week, but fiom October 16 to 23 the small rise of 01 of it foot mdieates that by October 23 the ground-watei leel at station S had ternDigitized by
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pouti Il icahed 1t.. higtiet 1)u'Itioti Theiefore. a, a ieLilt of the
flood, the gradient of the '.atet plain' iininedititel HAIJa ent to the
iier, het'.een ',tation', S and 7, iuuieaaed fioiii 0 7 of a foot pci mile
to 2 3 feet per iiule The diredion of inoement of the water in the
gravel was therefore undoubtedly down,tream, e en during times of
flood, for while the east-west gradient mci eased to 2 3 feet to the mile
in the immediate neighborhood of the nvei, the original downstm earn
gradient of 4 64 feet to the mile was not mnateimally affected The tent
wells in the north-south line have not shown a departuie of more than
0 1 of a foot from the oiiginal levels on Septembem 19
The table contains the obsetvation, on both sets of test well', until
March 26, 1905 The Rio Grande had watem in it continuousli during
this time In high stages of the imer the water in the wello still
further rose, as is showmi by the table and fig 8 The total rise at
station 8, located 04 mile fioni the rivel, '.as ..uh'.tantially 5 feet.
The effect of the ri er can be traced at least 2 miles fioni its east
bank The mice at stations 1 and 2 duiiiig Maich, 1905, took place
after Irrigation had begun and is laigely due to that cause
Elevation of ground isa/er, in feel, (i/sate detuns,° In eszet-iiest line of teal ucla near Meail1a
ParL, .V Mex
[Feet aboe datum]
Elate
No I
No
2
No i
\o 4
\o 5
No 6
No 7
No S
1904
September 19 ...
2260 2303 23 45 231922572314 23851 2385
October 1
2261 2110 2143 2315 22852119 2316
2425
October 9
22742321 2350 231'2285 2319 2338
2985
October 16.
2277 23232348 23132286 2114 2359
2618
October 23.
I
22 77 23 25 21 441 2313 22 8.3 23 12 23 73 26 22
October 30- -.
22 77 23 21 21 42 23 13 22 86 23 07 23 Ml 26 28I
No'. ember &
22 74 23 18 23 36 23 08 22 84 23 014 23 94 26 .36
No'.emberl,L - -22 77 21 20 23 36 23 09 22 86 2310 24 05 26 38
November20
2276I2316 2332 2306 2283 2310 24131 2634
No'. ember 27..
2277 2318 2334 2303 2281 2311 24 19
2642
Detember 18 ......
2269230823272300 2284 2522 2441
2659
1905
January iS
222122146 2310 2281 2272 232' 2411
2685
Februar'. 2250i229612305 227912274 25414 2460
2678
Februar'. 26
222'2296I2301 2285 22164 2.573 24141
2720
Marsh 12
229812306 2101 2245 25012182 2510
2820
March 26
........
2312231412312 2248 2304239712537
2859
"Datum plani. 3 300 hi. t abo e mean sea ii'.s.i
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DIAGRAM SHOWING VARIATII
TEST WELLS
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Eleristu,n of ground ,ruter, u feet, ubo,e datum, ' in north-scull, line of test "eli. ,zear
Jfesilla ParL, N Alex
LFeU slant iiatum
Dale
I
No 10
I
No 11
No 12.
I
No IS
I
No 14
1904
September 20 -----------27 54
25 14
20 75
18 07
OetoberL
........ 2756
2512
2065
1808
October 9.
..
27 68
25 11
20 71
18 18
October 16.
27 56
25 14
20 71
18 18
October 23.
27 52
25 12
20 70
18 16
October30
-.
2740
2504
2063
1808
November 6
27 46
25 07
20 65
18 11
November 13
27 44
25 06
20 64
18 Ii
November 0 ----27 43
25 03
20 63
18 10
November 27 -----27 40
--I
25 03
December18 ------ ---2740
2503
2064
1814
1905
I
Januar15 .... ........ -2725
2489
2054
18051
Februar 5 --- --- --- -27 29
24 91
20 54
18 18
February 26
27 46
25 07
20 68
18 50
March 12-- ....... ---27 59
25 16
20 83
18 59
March 26- ------- - 27 59
25 19
20 84
18 58
a
Datum plane 8800 feet above mean sea level
The observations of the test wells show that the ground waters in the
Mesilla Valley oliginate in the flood waters of the river During times
of low water the river bed is so thoroughly covered with mud that
probably only a small amount of water escapes in the sand and gravels
of the valley. During the period of flood, when the scoui is deep, the
contributions, of the river to the underfiow reach a maximum, as at
that time the greatest amount of watei is available for this purpose
The observations of the ground-water level indicate also that a small
portion of the underfiow reaches the river N alley from the iiiesa and
foothills to the north and east of Las Cruces The changes in the eastwest line of watei levels reached a maximum at the wet end at station
8, with a secondary maximum at the east end at station 1 The high
floods in the river were accompanied by rainfall on the mountains and
mesa to the north and east of Las Ciues, and a sufficient amount of
water penetrated the ground to cause the elevation of the water plane
shown at the eastern end of the diagram It will be observed that the
total change in elevation at stations 1 and 2 was 0 2 of a foot. This
change took place almost 4unultaneou4y with the rise at station 8.
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14 96
1494
15 01
15 07
15 09
1504
15 ii
15 14
15 18
1529
1525
15 29
15 46
15 59
15 65
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Ne ertheless, a s]ight indication of a lag in the rise of stations 1 and 2
can be observed from the diagram The table on p 26 gives the eleation of the water in the test eli. as ob.ei wed by Pi ofessor Tinsley
between September 19. 1904, and March 26, 1905
INDICATIONS OF THE AMOUNT OF GROUND WATER AVAILABLE
The following table gives the rate at which water was contributed to
the undei flow at Mesilia Park bN the rivel, and also by the rainfall on
the foothills and mountains northeast of the river '.alley The total
amount contributed by the river dut ing the thirty-three days comprised in the peiiod of observation was 8,900,000 cubic feet of water
foi each lineai mile of the rivet salley Of this amount 5,120,(N)0
cubic feet, oi more than half, was contributed in eight daN s, between
Octohet 1 and 9, which include the flood beginning Octobet 5 In
column 4 of the table is given the iate at which 1 linear mile of the
rii et channel fuinished water to the underfiow, expressed as a continuous flow in cubic feet of wateu per second These same facts are
expiessed in gallons pei minute in (olumn 5 The average rate of
couttibution for the 33-day period waa 3 03 cubic feet per second, or
1,360 gallons a minute If a plant which pLimped continuou',ly 1,360
gallons a minute was installed foi each mule of the ri er valley, all
the watei contu ibuted by the ri er would be pumped, and the le el
of the ground water at the end of the period would be the same as
at the beginning &ny greatel uate of pumping would have a tendency to loweu the water plane below its initial value and make a draft
upon the permanent supply stoied in the gra%els
In columns 6, 7, and 8 is giveii the amount contuihuted to the
underfiow by the rainfall upon the mesa, northeast of the valle',.
The total amount contiibuted dui ing the thirtv-thiee da s covered h
the table was 1,317,000 cubic feet of water peu iiule of valle) —an
average flow of 0.515 cubic foot pei second, or 232 gallons a minute
Dining the last week co ered ))) the table the gravels iuear the eastern
edge of the vallei lost watel in.tead of gaining, and the entries in the
table for this period are negative A w eli pump draw lug 23'2 gallons
of watei pez minute. if opeuatethoiitiiuuousl dining the 33-da3 period,
would ju.t con.unue the .eepage fi ow the tainfall contributed by 1
linear mile of the valk
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Imount
of crater rwdril,utson to f/ce uncI.erfioll of the
Rio (.'rande ,,eur
IfesiIhs Pork,
\
jf.'x, lefcre 'cc September 20 anti October !S, 10913
Amount of ground watt r
C
ucictrib
Amount of grouiccd vucttur ontrfb
uted be rainfall upon rni..a east
cited to eat h mileof the ristr
of the 'uaiie) p&r tuck of rutir
aihis
1
2
S
4
6
7
1
.,
( uhie feet of Cubic feit' c,nhtons Cubic Itet of Cubti fiti (,allon,
D*tes.
datcu
water per 21 per cuet,
per mmwater jar 24 per cuet
I
per
hours
ond
I
uti
hours
ond
minute
September 20 to
Oetober I..
11
110,500
1 28
573
40,50)
0 47
Ottober Ito
9°
8
640,000
7 40 I , .130
1b2, 000
1 76
(tohsr
9th 16.
7
248,000
2 87
1, 290 1
29,9(0
35
(ktoLier
lb to 23
7
U7, 20(1
1 3b
743
3, ttS()
00')
TotaL.
3.3 68,900,000
.._
I"1,5I7,000
. -Aerageperda%
270,000
3
03
1,3b0
45,800
313
u Hiatt flood on October 1 19(M
5 Tctal amount cccntrch,cteut for each miii cut the i allt3 iii tldrtt thret da)s ( ontu rung c cmliii fit
cut,) at cm (tic we find that thi. rimer lost JD4 aert ftc t of eater to thi gram, I. ccf the undirticcw ccc
Jicrim threi dams, and 34 a aire-feat eec,. ,.ontributei lit th,. rainfall in tht same pircod Them,.
amounts art for each mile of the taut
NECESSITY FOR DEEP WELLS
The examination of the underflo of the Me'illa Vutlle
continel exc1uieh to the zone of giound K aterw, in which ate all of the
irngation wells of the valley
'E'he'e wells hae it depth of front 4s
to 63 feet, and ttintaiii no nioie than 12 lineai feet of trainei at the
bottom In sonic ae quit ksaiid or cut wac eta ounteted at the hottorn of the watei -beau ing gia elc.. but in othet (aMc the di ill
stopped hile ,till in good nuatesial l'heie ate no deep well, in the
valJe, but there i no indutatuon that good gua el., ill not he met %'cltli
at greater depthcl than those known at puecent 'fhcie eenis to be it
reasonable expectation of Increasing enoInloucl3 the 'spetihc (lI))acJtIe'
of the well',, and conseqtienth the anu,uuit of giOtihid %ctteI a itilable
fom if rigatlon by drilling well'u to greate! depth'.
'l'hcrc ic gi emit luee(l
of an expel iniental well ',e eral hundied feet in depth that ill test
atinfatotil, the ultimate powihuhtie ot gtound-ttei supply
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OBSERVATIONS AT BERINO, N MEX
Berino is situated in the Rio Grande Valles 13 mile, south of Las
Cruces The giound watei in this part of the N alley lies for the most
/5m11e5(apprwc)—._----.---..
W
WefLt alike Horaco
Co
of gi-,
,n rocr.
1ZZ?eIc 4
6 i3O4
_?f:.J:1z:37565
C
VcRICt. SCALE
9
ofeet
FIG 10 —Crose section of pert of Rio (,rande Vitiles at Rerino N '.ieX , showing position of the waur
platte on September iS 1904 V. ater rmild not be found in a hole excavated 31 feet below the level
of running water at the edge of channt.i of the Rio t,rande
part within 8oi 9 feet of the suiface There is much 'bosque," or
lowland, which is coveied V. ith dense gzowth of timber, and in V. hich
the watei plane i e'en nearet the '.uiface
A line of leveh was i on at lOSs the bottom lands of the valley at
this point and the well.; of the Hoiat o Ranch (Joinpan used to detetmine the position of the V. atei plane A. .;hown on fig 10, the watet
plane is nearly les el in section A at iight angles to the ri ci valles,
in which iespeitt the situation at Meilla Park is practicalli duplicated.
A bole excaated to a depth of 3 47 feet below the surface of the
running water in the ii'.ei %av, thy at the bottom The %atel plane
is therefote '.oine tli'.taiiee l)elol% the running Niatei at lon stages of
the iiei, as at Me,illa I'aik and at points below El Paso The losses
of the in ei to the 'aiid, and gravels of its thanncl at e undoubtedly
small during Imi, stage'-, of watei V. hen the '.ilt is heaA fly depo.ited
The principal eoiitrihiition of the iiei to the undeiflow must take
place duiing flood when the St oui is deep
In addition to the heavy autumn floods deMci ihed abo% e, very heavy
floods tame down the Rio Grande Valle duting the '.prrng of 1905.
Theie was it good i un of V. irter during the entire ' inter On this
ac( ount the gi ound watei at l4ei 1110 in Ma . 1903, had i ien about 4
feet ahoe the level ..hown it the pumping plants in hg 10
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ChAPTER IV
SITh(MARY OF TESTS OF PUMPING PLANTS IN SOUThERN
NEW MEXICO AND TRANS-PECOS TEXAS.
The table on pp 34-35 shows the results of tests of a number of
piunping plant'.. used fot irrigation in the valley of the Rio Grande in
southern New Mexico and trans-Pecos Texas Most of the headings
in the table explain themselves Under the heading "Location" is
giien the po4-office nearest to the ranch on which the pumping
plant is located The first three pumping plants, those of Felix Martinez, W N. French, and E J Hadlock, are located about 3 wiles
east of El Paso, Tex. The plants of J. A Smith and J S Porchei
are situated in the ialley of the Rio Grande about 8 miles east of El
Paso, Tex The plants of Baiker, Bo3e1, Burke, Carrera, Haget,
Hmes. Ronalt. Totten, and the Agncultural College are located in the
valley of the Rio GNnde in the neighborhood of Las Cruces, N Mex
The pumping plants of the Horaco Ranch Company are located neai
the post-office of Beiino, N. Mex .which is situated 24 miles north of
El Pa...o and 17 miles south of La.', Cruces
The fuel used in most of these pumping plants is gasoline, whiih
term as hei e used includes the "distillate" manufa( tured from Texas
crude oil, which is extensively used for fuel purposes Its (alorific
value is somewhat less than that of the gasoline used in the Eastern
States
DETERMINATION OF VACUUM
In all of the plants, except the one of E J Hadlock, water is raised
bi means of centrifugal pumps, which aic uunll) coupled diiectly to
the top of the well casings In oidci to determine the suction of the
pumps it was necessary to drill a hole in the goose neck of the (entrifugal pumps and insert the vatuum gage The measurements to
determine the distance the punip w eie obliged to lift the water were
made from this vacuum-gage tap fl.s datum in all ciLe In (OlUmlmn 6
L.. gi en the distance the pump i i equmi ed to lift the watci aho e the
acuuni-gage tap In column 7 t lie ' acuum i emiding i , gii en in feet
of water. The total lift of the puiiip can, thetefote, he found in emu Ii
w. iw adding the coiiespondiiig numbeis in oluiiiii.. 6 and 7 In
column S is gien the distance that the watci in the well i- loweied
during pumping If the vacuum gage had been placed at the exact
31
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Ie el of the undistut bed giound water, the re&hngs in .olumn 8 would
be identical to those in column 7 The numbers in column 8 are less
than those in tolumu 7, heuiuse in all cases the vacuum gage stood
some distance above the natural Ieel of the water in the seII
The vacuum gage was carefully calibrated against a mercury toluinn
at an altitude of 3,720 feet above mean sea level, and the corrected
leadings are tabulated in all cases In cases in which there weit' no
foot valves in the suction pipe, the depth of the well and the position
of the water plane could be deteiiiuned by sounding thiough the
(luartel -inch hole dulled fox the N auuiiii gage
SPECIFIC CAPACITY
The nuiiihei. in tolunin 11 expless the readiness with which the
well furnishes watei to the punip In each case the tesult was
obtained by diidiiig the numbeis ui column 10 h the coi responding
numl)eis in tolunin 8, &olumn 11, therefore, expiesses the amount of
water the wells would fuinish if the watet level in them was lowered
but one foot These number' constitute what is known as the "specific capacIty "of the well, and are large in case of a good well and
small in ease of a pooi well This subje t is more fulh. discussed in
Water-Supply Papei No 140. Chap VII
In column 12 aie given the same magnitudes as in column 11, ieduced
in each ease to I squale foot of well strainet The numbers in this
tolunin, therefore, expless the amount of water in gallons pci minute
furnished h 1 square foot of well strainer under a head of 1 foot of
watci The are a numei ical expression of the degree of coarseness
of the inateiial in which the well is pla(ed
COST AND OPERATING EXPENSES
In column 13 tue given the cost, of the plants expressed in round
numbers They are nearly equi alent in itiost cases to $1(H) per horsepower foi the total cost of engine, pump, and wells In a few special
(ases the cost was higher In estimating the expense of operation, an
allowance of 10 per cent has been made foi the depreciation and
repaits and of 8 pet cent fot intetest it is dtth nIt to make an
accurate estimate of the proportion of cost that should be chaiged up
to the w titer retovered bN an in Igation plant, on su ount of the presence of se'.eral unknown faetois If the phtnt were in operation
e'.er diii in the yeai it would be relati%elN eaN to make an
au unite estimate of these factois in the opelating expense As it is,
the plants are in operation for a longer oi shot ter pet iod, depending
on circumstances which vai ' from yeai to 3 ear Most of the plants
are used merely as auxiliaries to the suppl of ditch water In making the estimate of the chat e for intet est and depreciation it has been
ssunied that the plants are in operation for two thousand hours each
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sea.on This corresponds to a continuous use of three months of
twenty-foui hours daily, or two hundred days of ten hours each It
probably represents a fair average of the actual conditions.
In column 15 there is given a charge for labor and such other incidental expense—including oil and battenes—as is not properly included
under the head of depreciation The operation of the gasoline plants
can be easily put in charge of unskilled labor, and for the smaller
plants full time is not required of such labor.
FUEL COST
That part of the operating expenses which is properly chargeable
to fuel co't can be accurately determined. Column 16 expresses the
cost for fuel per hour Column 18 expresses the cost per acre-foot of
water i ecove red In column 17 are given the costs of fuel for lifting
1,000 gallons of water through a distance of 1 foot For the purpose
of comparison these results aie expressed in fractional parts of a cent.
In column 5 is given the price of fuel The price of gasoline is given
in cents per gallon in barrel lot8. The price of electricity is given in
cents per kilowatt hour Cost of wood at the ranch of T Roualt i
that of cottonwood per cord The pnce of wood at the Agricultural
College of $2.25 per cord is the rate for small Tornillo wood, which
ha a higher caloriflc value than the cottonwood used by Roualt.
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F111(( iuil data dero i'd from tests
of Rio Grande plimpilig p1iint
Horst
Prlc
Lift
\ actium Amount
Yield, gal Spe.itic
ame
of plant
i.tioi,
poaer
Fuel used
fuel
al.wne
In fet of I %sRter Ic Total lift lonc per (apatit)
I
minute
I
2
3
4
6
8
9
10
11
I (.uti ptr
Pret
I
Feet
Feel
mm
C
Felix Martiner
Fl Paso, Te
10 Electricity.- - $005
16771
2550
2216
3893
378
'
N Frenth ---- --- -do .................
- 8 (.asoline.....
14'
126.5
1805
1335
3070
269
2020
E .1 Hadlrk ---------- -(IA
do------14
5 20
22 60
13 03
2780
258
J A $niitli No 1 ---- -- -- do ___ ----- -----28 Crude oil
- - - 03
14 00
22 70
16 24
36 70
1438
J A niith No 2
(Ii)
22 (asoline
14
1545
2610
21(K)
41 45
1,325
J S Por her-------(10
-------15
ilo
14
12801
2307
2059
35 87
tl.58
} C Barker L.as Cruce, N Mex
S
do_
17
201S
2540
2248
4558
131
\1r4 }. M BO%erdl)
12
do
17
1760
2270
1976
4030
658
F Burke
---- -- - - lesilIa, N Mex
21
Ill)
- 17
145
2560
2285
4045
725
3175
C
J C ('arrera
Mesilla Park, N Mv
- - 8
......
17
1265
1420
848
2685
648
7460
C
X
. Ilager
do
- 12do ........
17
1717,
1760
1520
'34 77
325
22 .30
A L Iltites
Me-illa, N Me'c
----- -- I
8...do --- --17
1905
1700
1408
3605
271
1920
c
T Rounit ......... --- 1s ('rue, N Me .......
10 Wood . 200
866
2550
2386
3416
351
0 11 'Fotten --------Mesilla,N Me ..........
28 Gasoline - 17
1695
2640
2250
4335
464
2060
'Agricultural College
'\lesilla Park, N Mex
20 Wood
225
1710
1245
1137
2955
1,000
LTJ
Horaco Ranch Company
Berino, N Mex
- - ------12 Gasoline
17
971
1418
1375
2389
837
Nol
O
Q
Iloraco Ranch Compan
No2
- - - do
12
1_
do
17
1036
24110
2364
3526
191
810
(
Horaco Ranch Compan'.
ilo ..............
12
17
1156 2080
1855, 3236
750
NO .3

1750
1980
57 40
6320
32 00
583
3330

1600
8800

t

6080

'<

4040
a

1

Priiscipa datei derived/ram
te8ts of
Rio (,rande pumping
P(i1ItCoI1t1niliJ
C
L
Nanicof plant.
Tt'FlI,tMI
1000
..
Gai Per
Per hour Per hour
('nt
Felix Martinez.
El Pa8o, Tex
10
Electricity
aMp
1 21
81,200 $0 108 $0 050 $0 243
$3 43
$5 75
i-I
W N French .... ...... ....do .....................8 (asohne ....... 1 37
800
.
072
120 112
,
2 26
6 13
E J Hadlock ........... . ----- do. .................. ..53L.. do ..........792
800
072
140
074
,'
J A smith No 1.. ---- .do.. .... ............. .28 ('rude oil.
1 01
3,000 I
270
180
0975
J A Smith No 2 ...... ..
.
(to ....................
22 Gasoline ----- .. 1 37
2,200
198
150 35
1 43
2 79
J 8 Pon her ...........
do
..................15
. .
(10 ........ 1 28
1,500
135
150
21
1 73
4 10
F
('barker ......
La Crute, N Mex ........ .. L... 410 ......... 3.37 1,200
108
120
09
1J
Mn' 1'
M
Botr
........ .ito
...............
12
.. .io
1 969 11,200
108
150
163
0
F I-turkt
Mt'silla, N Mex ..........
21 .. tin
9.30 1,800
162
150 34
2 52
4 87
J (' ('arrern ....... Meiolla Park, N Mex
8 1
ito ....... 3 530
900
081
120
177
X Ilagr ................................. 12 ......do -----760 1,200
.I
108
150I 31
5 14
9 57
z
A L him"
.. ---- Me'.iita,
Mt'x. .......... ..S ................1 790
800
072
120
255
,'
T linualt
I
..... 1,is ('rut ", N Mex ........
10 V ood .......... 62
1,200
108
180
223
3 47
7 91
( H Totten ........ Mt'.ihla,
Mtx ............
28 (.a..olwe ....... .. 760 2,000
180
150
37
T
Agriuiltural ('ullege
.Me"ihIa I'ark, N Mex
20 W onil .......... 2 32
1,600
144
200
52
Horaco Ran Ii ('oIlipan%
I3erinu, N Mex ............
12 Gasoline ------- 1 690
992
.
090
090
16
J
1 04
2 21
O
Nol
o
Iloratii Ham Ii ('oiiipaii
do.. ...
.
...........
.
12 ...... do ..........178
992
090
090
204
No2
1-lor,uo 1anthi ('oliipan
.
do .................
12 . .....do .........
892
992
090
090
16
CO
Cn

1 58
70

6 02
.317

.3 73
1 34

1.3 20
3 47

1 48

3 16

5 10

8 95

4 34

8 19

0

2 83

5 50
1 16

4 70

10 90
2 46
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COMMENTS ON THE RIO GRANDE PUMPING PLANTS
The pumping plants of Maitinez, French, Hadlock, Smith, and
Pon hei are all located in the bottom lands of the Rio Grande, from 3
to 8 miles east of El Paso, Tex Column 12 of the table shows that
the specific capacity per square foot of well strainet is nearly the same
at the plants of Martinez, French, Smith No 2, and Porcher, ianging
from between 1 21 gallons a minute at Martinez's 'nell to 1 37 gallons
at French's well These numbeis, it should be remembered, represent the amount of water fum nished by each square foot of well strainer
for 1 foot head of water, and express, therefore, the degree of coarseness
of the material in which the strainer is placed, provided, of course, that
the well strainers themselves offer little or no resistance to the admission
of water to the well The specific capacity per square foot of sti ainei
at the Smith plant No 1 and at the Hadlock plant is much smaller
than at the others In the case of the Hadlock well, the low specific
capacity IM no doubt due to the fact that three of the Hadlock wells
obtain water from above a clay which overlies the sand and gravel from
which the fourth well and the neighbom ing wells of Martinez and French
draw their supply Furtherniome, the straineis on the three Hadlock
wells consist of nothing but common pipe peifoiated with round holes
This poor form of strainer is sufficient in itself to cut down vely
materially the specific capacity of the wells
The low specific capauty at Snuth's plant No 1 is probably due
chiefly to a local deposit of fine-sized water-beai ing sand There is no
covering layer of day over the water-bearing sands and gravels at
these wells The sands contain so little coaise material that fine sand
is constantly being drawn into the wells by the pumps This draft on
the sand deposit at the eastem nmost of the three wells at Smith's plant
No 1 is so great that several wagon loads of gravel have been placed
in the pit of the east well to replace the sand removed by the pumps.
The tests of the 9 wells in Rio Grande Valley near Las Cruces,
N Mex , form an interesting studs The relative locations of these
9 wells are shown in fig 8 The rank of these wells in order of specific
capacities per square foot of well strainer is as follows
Speci/w capac1y, in gallons per muiute,
of wells near Las (-uees, N Alex, per sqirnre fool
of strainer
(,ai, per mu,
Carrera -...
3530
gncu1Lura1 CoiIcg
22O
Mrs Boyer -.
1969
Hines ....................
1790
Burke ..................
930
Hager ................
760
Totten...
7b0
Roualt
627
Barker ........................
337
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The first three of these wells are located near the eastern edge of
the river valley, and their high specific tapacity is undoubtedIN due
to coarse mountain debris that has been deposited along the eroded
edge of the mesa The high specific capacity at Hines's plant seems to
be an exception to the general lower aerage prevailing in the inter mediate district between the border of the mesa and the riser channel,
as at the plants of Hagei, Totten, Burke, and Barkei The low specific capacity of the Barker well is due in part to its small diametci,
and it is to be classed, thetefore, with the Burke, Totten, and Hager
wells rather than with the Roualt well This last well is close to the
river chmnel. Its low specific capacIty is an indication of the progres.sive fineness of the deposits as the river is approached
The specific capacities should he considered exceptionally high in
the first wells in the above list, rather than exceptiona113 low in the
other4 Even the specific capa(iti of the Roualt well—ovei one-thud
of a gallon a minute per squate foot of well strainer—would be
regarded as high in many parts of the countr
The specific capacity of the thiee wells on the Horaco ranch near
Berino, N Mex ,present an interesting study These plants aie located
but a few hundred feet apart and are identical in all respects except in
the depth of the wells Nos 2 and 3 are 91 inches in diameter, and No 1
is fl inches in diameter Each has 18 linear feet of well strainet at
the bottom, formed by drilling 14.inch holes in the easing and wrapping the casing with No 9 galvanized iron wire, leaving one-eighth
inch space between The enormous diffeience in the specific capacities of these wells is entirely due to the fact that No 1 is 75 feet deep,
No 2 is 53 feet deep, and No 3 is 62 feet deep The small expense
necessary to sink well No. 2 from a depth of 53 feet to a depth of 75
feet should change the cost of the water recovered from $10.90 per
acre-foot to $2 21 per acre-foot
Most of the pumping plants near Las Cruces have been veiy Iecently
constructed, and changes will undoubtedly be made in many of theni
as the result of the experience of the present irrigation season The
wells at the Agricultural College were the first ones sunk in this part
of the valley, and an excellent report on the tests of these wells, by
Professors Vernon and Lester, was issued in April, 1903 The very
high specific capacity of the college wells has influenced the consti uction
of the other plants. With a few exceptions, it may he said that at the
pumping plants in Mesilla Valley the engines and pumps aie entiiely
too large for the wells, or the wells are too small foi the pumps and
engines By comparing the high lifts recoided in column nine of the
table with the amount of lowering of the water in the well, which is
recorded in column eight, it will be seen that the lift of many of the
plants can be considelabl) decreased by mci easing the amount of
strainet surface in the wells. In most cases this will make necessar
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the '.inking of additional vvelk, a the strainei ,uiface can not be
othet wise suthcienth incieaed The neces , iti of keeping the left of
the pump doA n to a nitniniuni is greatly etuplutsized in irrigation
plants, and large stiainer surface is the lust requisite
The efficiencl of the smallet plants can also be increased by the
constiuction of storage reseivoii or J)on(1s for the accumulation of
atei hefote it is used fot irilgation In this way the duty of the
atei can be considerabl3 iiicieased l3aikei's plant is the only one
ha tug such i esei ott s Foi plant, that 3 ield over a second-foot of
water the reserwoli is undoubtedlj of little additional alue
The mN estigation showed that genei ally the speed of the centrifugal
pumps had not been pioperlv adjusted, and in iieaily all eases was too
high This 'ias undoubtedl due to the fact that the vacuum had
neer been deteimined, so that the total lift of the pumps was
unknown A table of obeied and of coirect speeds follows
S,zeq and apeed (in reiolutioiis per minute) of rentrfnga.l pumps used in the Rio Grande
punspsnq j)la;sts
( orrect
'same of pliiilt
Kind of pump
speed
speed
Martinez ------ --- - Bron Jackson No 5 -----------1,028
565
Fremh ...
B) ron Jackson No 4 ----------938
890
Smith No 1. Fairbanks Morse No b
Smith No 2
Byron Jackson No 7 .........
585
592
I'orehcr
B', ron Jackson No 5..
712
629
Barker
BN ron Jackqon No 3 .....
1,110
1,244
Mrs Bo%er
B) ron Jackson No 5...
730
665
Burke.
Broii Jackson No 6
..
733 . 585
Carrera
B ron Jacks.on No 5.
560
527
Hager .......
(10 ..............
668
619
I v
XT. A
594
558
Rout1t
Van \Vie No 3
...
525
Totten ....
.. 13', ron Jackson No 6 ..........
692
I
606
lloravo No 1
El) ron Tm ksou No 5 ...........
695
513
Hora-o No 2
do --- ------ ......- 700
624
Ilorm o No I ----- do ---.
.
692
598
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CHAPTER V
DETAILS OF PESTS OF PITMPING PLANTS.
The follos ing pages contain detailed account, with diagranis of the
ariou-. pumping plant., discussed in general teims in the pieceding
chaptei of this report The location of the arIous l)lanlM it mai ked
in figs 4 and 8
PLANTS NEAR EL PASO, TEX
PLANT OF )
T IIA1)LOCK
The plant of E .1 Hadlock i% loated near the main countiy road
near El Paso, Tex , about 400 feet east of the pumping plant of Felix
Martinez. Water is pumped by it 5j-horsepoNv ci hom izontal Otto gasoline engine geared to a hom izontal double-acting pitton pump The
wells consist of four 4-inch wells, arranged as shown in figt 11 and 12
Three of the well'., No-. 1. 2. and 3 in fig 10. dravv '.uiface iNatei fiorn
Veil Nol
Fin Ii —Plan Rhowing arning1mnL
of ., t IN at lia,ilock pilinpilig plant
above a clay stratum The fourth well, which
54 35 feet deep and
-.
petietrates the surface water and clay, obtains eiy good ttci fioin
a deposit of sand and grits ci iselow the clay
Well, Nos 1, 2, and 3 aie about 30 feet deep Eah of these has
feet of perforated iron pipe on the hottomim, while well No 4 has a
6-foot strainer consti ucted of perforated gah anired ii on l)iii ing the
test the engine made 210 revolutions and Ml eplo.ion's pci iniiiute
The pump made 69 -.trokes per minute The Nactitinj gage attat bed
to the suction pipe fluctuated Nery eriaticall',. -.howiiig that the PhiliP
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valves weie badly worn. One end of the pump seemed to be working
very well and showed a vacuum of 22 inches, which is eqwalent,
when corrected for altitude, to 20 inches of mercury or 22 6 feet of
water The lift of the pump above the vacuum gage was 5 2 feet,
making a total lift of 27 8 feet The distance from the s acnun]-gage
tap to the water plane was 9 75 feet. The water in the well was
lowered 13 03 feet during pumping
The discharge of the pump was determined by means of a fully
contracted weir, which was placed in the main irrigating ditch. The
width of the crest was 1.01 feet, height of water on the crest was 0 313
feet, and the discharge was 258 gallons pci minute The pump cylinders were 9j by 14 inches With the speed noted above the pump
should discharge, if no allowance be made for shp, 507 gallons pei
minute It is seen that the slip of the pump was 49 per cent, which
shows that the valves at one end of the pump were doing practicall',
no work at all
Fii. 12 —ElevatIon of welia at Hadiock a pumping plant near 1 i Paao Tex
At well No 4 the elevation above mean sea level of the watei plane
on August 29, 1904, was 3,642 08 feet, that of the top of tee on casing
of this well and of the vacuum-gage tap v,as 3,651 652 feet, and that
of the surface was 3,656 feet
From the discharge (258 gallons pei minute) and the amount that
the watei level in the well was lowered dunng pumping (13 03 feet),
it is estimated that the specific capacity of the gioup of four wells is
19 8 gallons pei minute As the combined aiea of well-stiainer sul face in all of the wells is 25 square feet, the specific capacity pci square
foot of stiamer is 0 792 gallons pei minute
At the time of the test, on August 16, 1904, the Hadlok pumping
plant had been in continuous opciation day and night foi seseral
Diiitized bj
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months The quantity of gasoline used was determined from the
amount required to liii the tank to standard depth after one hour's
run As 2.1 quarts of gasoline were consumed per hout, the hourly
cost for fuel, with gasoline at 14 cents per gallon, is $0 0735 The
yield of water in one hour was 15,500 gal1on4, so that the fuel cost
was *0 00475 per 1,000 gallons, $1 58 per acie-foot, and *0 000171, or
one fifty-eighth of a cent per 1,000 foot-gallons (1,000 gallons raised
one foot).
PLANT OF W N. FREN('ii
At the pumping plant of W N French (..ee fig 13) water is obtained
from an 8-inch well, 66 feet deep, which has a 7-inch by 8-foot perforated galvanized iron strainer at the bottom The water is iaised
by a No 4 Byron Jackson hotizontal-shaft centrifugal pump drien
by a 10-horsepower Charter gasoline engine The engine made 189
revolutions and 95 explosions a minute, no explosions being missed
The diametei of the driven pulley on the pump was 6 inches, that of the
driving pulley on the engine was 30 inches The speed of the pump
was 938 revolutions a minute The top of flange on the well casing is
12 65 feet below the top of the 5-inch discharge pipe, which rises fiom
the pump at an angle of 45 0 Before pumping, the water stood 4 7
feet below top of flange on the well casing After one-half hour's
pumping it was 18.05 feet below top of flange, showing that it was
lowered 13 35 feet by pumping The lift of the pump above the top
flange of the well was 12 65 feet, making a total lift of 30 70 feet The
elevation of the water plane in the French well on Augut 29, 1904,
was 3,642 969 feet, on September 8, after several days of rain, it was
3,643 07 feet Between August 29 and September 8 it rained every
day, and the neighboring pumping plant of Mr Hadlock had not been
in use. The elevation of the top of the delivery pipe at the Fiench flell
was 3,658 884 feet
The discharge was measured both h) integrating with a Puce
acoustic current metei in a rectangular flume and b means of a fully
contracted weir placed in the main ditch not far from the pumping
plant. The cross section selected for the metei measurement had an
average depth of 0 857 foot, an average width of 0 885 foot, and an
area of 0 76 square foot The average ' elo its of the watci was 0 82
foot per second, giving a discharge of 0 596 'eond-fooL ot 269 gallons, per minute
The same discharge was also measured by a fully contracted s'. en
The length of the crest was 1 01 feet and the height of the watem on
the ci est was 0 30 foot The elocity of approach was about onehalf foot per second. Using the weir foimula,
q=c j % 1 i9j, (H-. 1 4h)"
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and NubAituting the coethcient U 61)8 foi the numbet c in the formula
(Table 23, Nfei rinian'i H3araulic. 1903) we obtain.
q=0609
x
j
x8O2X 101 (06)'
=0 55 eund-fOOt
=20 gFL11on4 iwr iiiinut*
(1ev 3658 884
ION Pgaso/ne eng,ne
I
I
'4
J
Woter p'ane Sept 8 /904. e/ev 364307
=--4-----Water plane Aug 29 /504. elev 3642 96
'1
'
Water level
CO
3
13
—1)1113. flUII
of pumping plal I
III V \ FrI IIC)1 11 ItT
The di'chiuge a deteiinined by the eurient meter ha., been used in
the follow ing e4imate
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The specific capacity of the well is 20 2 gallons a minute As the
strainer has an area of 14.7 square feet, the specific capacity for each
square foot of stramer is 1 375 gallons per minute
In the French test 8 gallons of gasoline were used in ten houts
With gasoline at 14 cents pei gallon the cost of fuel is 11 2 cents pei
hour As 16,150 gallons of water were obtained in one houi the fuel
cost per 1,000 gallons was $0 00695, or $2 26 per acre-foot The total
lift being 30 7 feet the cost per 1,0(0 foot-gallons was $0 000226, oi
one forty-fourth of a cent
PLANT OF FELIX MARTINEZ.
The plant of Felix Mai tinez is located about 3 miles east of the
court-house of El Paso, Tex , near the main counti v road (see fig 4)
It con8ists of a No 5 Byron Jackson horizontal-shaft centi ifugal
pump run by General Electric 10-horsepower direct-curt ent motor,
type C. E , class 4 The pump is located in a pit and is connected to a
6-inch well The well is 68 feet deep and has 10 feet of perforated oi
slotted galvanized iron strainet at the bottom The gras els, which
were reached at a depth of 56 feet are faitly large, but contain a gleat
quantity of fine sand The pump is connected with the well by a 5-inch
suction pipe and discharges through a vertical and horizontal 5-inch
pipe into a rectangular flume The discharge was measured by integrating with a Price acoustic current meter in the iectangulai flume
The cross section of flume where measurements were taken had an ai erage depth of 0.475 foot, an average width of 0 992 foot, and an area of
0 470 foot The mean velocity was 1.78 feet pei second, giving a total
discharge of 0.838 cubic foot per second, or 378 gallons per nitnute
The vacuum gage was attached to the goose neck of the centrifugal
pump After a few minutes pumping the vacuum was 18 inhcs, but
it gradually fell to 24+ inches at the close of the first half hout, s here
it remained constant during the next hour The vacuum, w hen coi rect.ed for altitude, is equivalent to 22 5 inches of mercury, or 25 5
feet of water
On August 29, 1904, the elevation above sea level of the watci plane
was 3,643.13 feet; that of the vacuum-gage tap was 3,646 47 feet.
and that of the top of discharge pipe was 3,659 90 feet As the Matci
leel in the well was lowered 2215 feet by pumping, the total lift sas,
therefore, 38.93 feet. The specific capacity of the well is 17 3 gallom.
per minute. As the area of the well strainer is 14 4 squaie feet, the
specific capacity for each squaie foot of well screen N% w, I 21 gallons
per minute
The amount of electric current used duiing the pumping as
determined by means of a Westinghouse watt metei The (Liii ent
used in one hour's test (average speed of motoL 1,4S5 ieolutions a
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minute) was 4,950 watts Speed of the pump was 1,028 revolutions
a minute The diameteis of the pulle3s are as follows Pulley on
motoi, 7j inches, diiven pulley on ountershaft. 24 inches, driving
oullev on counteisbaft, 14 inches, pulley on pump shaft, 6 inches
IO/?P e/ect,c motop
Fm 14—Diagram of pumping plant of Fdix Martinez near Fl Paso Tex
The power actuall used at the plant is the equiafent of 4,95() watts,
orG 64 horsepowci The powet iepiesented by the diehaige of 0 838
second-feet of 'water lifted 3s 93 fret i e(luialent to 2,030 footDqitized by
Google
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pounds per second, which is equal to 3 7 effective hoisepower If
the applied hor'.epower, 6 64, is compaied with the effectie horsepower, 3 7, the total efficiency of the plant i , found to be 55 5 per cent.
The duty of the plant can be found by tomparing 4,950 watts, the
electrical energy consumed in one hour, with 655,200 foot-gallons
the work done by the pump in one hour. The resulting duty is
132.400 foot-gallons of watet pci kilowatt hour of electric cuilent
PLANTS OF J A SMITH
The plants of J A Smith are located 8 miles east of El Paso,
Tex . neat the iight of way of the Southein Pacifk Railioad Thete
flo I —L)iagram of J A Smith's pumping plant No I near El Pa.so 'Fex
are two pumping plants on the same ranch At the fiit ot oldei
plant there are three wells, 40 feet apai t, in a row The pump pit i
over the middle well, which is 8 inches in diametei and 62 feet deep,
measured from the surface Fine sand and quicksand were passed
thiough to a depth of 50 feet, then 12 feet of coatse gravel containing
much fine material was encounteicd A 10-foot slotted galvanizediron strainei of the Porcher pattern was placed at the bottom of this
well The east well is 6 inches in diainetei and 73 feet deep The
gravel at this point is 22 feet deep A 16-foot Porchei strainer wa.
used. The west well is 6 inche', in diametet and 61 feet deep The
gravel was 11 feet deep, and a 10-foot Porchet stiainei was used All
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of the strainers have 119 by 1j inch slots or perforations The horizontal 8-inch suction pipe, which extends from the central well to
the east and sest wells, is 14 feet below the surface
The watei is pumped by a No 6 Fairbanks-Morse horizontal-shaft
centi if ugal pump, connected with rope drive to a 28-horsepower gasoline engine, with ci ude-oil gas generator attached The fact that the
engine is supplied with gas generated from Texas crude petroleum
ienders this plant of especial interest. Foi the amount of water
obtained the fuel cost is the lowest I have seen iecorded for a small
plant The attached gas generator has been in operation several
months, running continuously day and night, except when stopped for
deaning each week or two. When the generatol is kept clean there
is little trouble f roin caibon passing from the generator into the cylinder of the engine and cutting out the cylinder and packing This
plant is a decided success, as the furthei account to be given will show
The engine made 159 and the pump 544 revolutions per minute
The discharge as measured by integrating with a Price acoustic
cmirient metet in a rectangular flume. The selected cioss section had
an average depth of 0 53 foot, an average width of 1 87 feet, and an
effective ai ea of 0 992 square foot. The average N elocity was 2 085
feet per second, gii ing a discharge of 2 075 second-feet, or 934 gallons pei minute This measurement of discharge was made after
thiee months of continuous pumping day and night The elevation
of the %acuurn-gage tap, which was 0 917 foot above the top of horizontal suction pipe, was 3,63106 feet; that of the watei plane on Septembei 8, 1904, was 3,624.60 feet, and that of the middle of the 8-inch
opening in the tee in the side of veitical discharge pipe, from which
the water enters a horizontal wooden flume, was 3,645.06 feet The
acuum icad 22 inches, which, when coirected for altitude, is equivalent to 20 inches of mercury, or 22 7 feet of watei The total lift is,
theref ore, 36 7 feet The water is loweied in the wells 16.24 feet by
pumping, hich gives a specific capacity for the three wells of 57 4
gallons per minute. As the total atea of the strainers in all of the
wells is 56 7 squaie feet, the specific capacity for each square foot of
strainer is 1.01 gallons per minute
Se eral accurate tests haN e been made of the amount of fuel consunied at this plant One test was made by the n'ianufactui ers of the
gas generatom, and consequently the consumption of crude oil appears
at a mininiurn This test lasted sevent -four hours and fifteen nunutes
The amount of ci ude oil consumed was 241 gallons, or 3 24 gallons per
hour With oil at 3 cents per gallon, the cost of fuel will be $2 34 per
day of twent -four hours The cost of water was, therefoie, fl mills,
or ten hftv-se%enth of a cent per 1,000 gallons, or 57 cents per acrefoot The lift being 36 7 feet. the cost of 1,000 foot-gallons was one
two hundred and tenth of a cent
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Another experimental test of the plant was made hen the engine
was in charge of the regular help emplos ed on the ranch No cffoi t
was made to sae oil oi make it tecoid, eei)thing being managed
exactly as it was dui ing several months of pumping foi irrigation
The test was foi forts and one-half houis, extending oer foui consecuti e dai s of about ten woi king hours each The amount of ciude
oil used was 163 5 gallons, or 97 gallons pci twenty-four hour'., or
4 03 gallons pci hour This repiesents, thetefore, the actual rate at
which oil was consumed during the irrigation season The co'.t of
fuel is $2.90 pci twent -four bouts, 12 Cents PCI houi, ten foits -sixths
of a cent per 1,000 gallons, and one one hundied and ses ent -lust of
a cent per 1,000 foot-gallons.
The cost of the watei at the same plant, when pumped with gasoline, was also determined In a test of eleen houis' run with saDie
engine, using gasoline instead of etude oil gas, 40 gallons of gasoline
were consumed, ot 3 64 gallons pei houi At 14 ents pci gallon, the
hourly cost for gasoline was $0.51 This makes the fuel co.t of watei
) 0092 per 1,000 gallons and $0 000236, or one foity-second of a t ent
pet 1,000 foot-gallons
The above estimates do not represent, of coui se, the total cost of
pumping. as no items hate been included to coei inteiest, depreciation, labor, etc
The 934 gallons pci minute furnished by the ahoe plant amounts
to a little over 2 second-feet, ot 4 feet per t%senty-foui houi'. The
cost of fuel pci acre-foot of wate.i sas, thcicfore, 70 cents when using
crude oil and *2 95 when using gasoline costing 14 cent.s a gallon
J A Smith's pumping plant No 2 is about 1,000 feet north of plant
No 1, which is on the same ranch Theie tue two h-inch wells, 40
feet apart, in an east-west line Each one is 60 feet deep and is
equipped with 12 feet of Poiber slotted galanized lion stiainei
The gravel bed is 12 feet thick and is oeilain by a thuk deposit of
cIa) and haidpan A No 7 seitial shaft BN ion Jackson centtifugal
pump is connected to an 8-inch hot izontal suction pipe that Is 12 25
feet below surface The pump is 7 feet fioni the east sell and .33 feet
from the west well it was drieii at a speed of 5s ieolutions pci
minute by a 22-horsepowei Faiibanks-Moise gasoline engine The
engine made 195 tevolutions pci minute, the engine being belted to
the pump shaft from 36-inch di i' ing pullel to 12-inh di ii en pulle
The va(uum shown at centet of the suction pipe was 25 in( he-. oi 23
inches of mercury when corrected for altitude, Coi1cs)ondIiig to 26 1
feet of water. The vacuum-gage tap is 14 55 feet below the top of the
discharge pipe, above which the dischaigo jet u-es o 6 foot. -o that the
total lift is 41 45 feet & vertical 10-in Ii pipe delis ei the w atci into
aneamly horizontal iectangulai flume in which the disduuge was IncasDiyjitized by
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uied by integrating with a l'rice acoustic curient meter The di2chaige was determined to be 2 945 .econd-feet, or 1.325 gallons, per
minute. As the watet in the wcll was lowered 21 feet below the
'?
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Fin 16 —Diagram or .i A mtth s pumping plaut \o 2 near k. l Paso Ttx
normal water plane by the purnp. the Mpeclfic capacity of the two
wells was 63 2 gallon4 per minute, ot since the total 'jtrainei sudace
is 46 squate feet, 1 37 gallons per minute for each square foot of
strainer.
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The expense of pumping at this plant can readily be estimated as
far as the cost of fuel is concerned The engine, as run in the abo e
test, consumed per hour 2 5 gallons of gasoline or distillate, costing 14
cents per gallon. The fuel cost is, therefore, 35 cents per hour, 0 44
cent per 1,000 gallons, $0 000106, or one ninety-fourth of a cent, per
1,000 foot-gallons, and $1 43 per acre-foot
PLANT OF J S. PORCHER.
This pumping plant is located on the ranch of J S Porcher, in the
Rio Grande Valley, about 8 miles east of El Paso, Tex, and about
1,000 feet east of .J A Smith's first wells. Water is obtained from
a well 84 inches in diameter and 60 feet deep The water-heaiing
gras el has a thickness of 124 feet and lies below a layer of quit ki..and
There is a 12-foot slotted galvanized iron strainer at the bottom of the
el1 Mr Porcher first used this type of strainer in the Rio Grande
Valley At the present time this foi ni of strainer is unix ersally used,
and is known as the "Porcher" strainer (see P1 II, B) Water is
raised by a No 5 Byron Jackson horizontal-shaft centrifugal pump
dris en by a 15-horsepower Columbus gasoline engine The engine
made 212 1 eo1utions and 75 explosions per minute The diameter of
diii ing pulley was 30 inches and that of driven pulley 8 inches The
pump made 712 revolutions per minute The water is discharged
through an 8-inch %ertical pipe into a rectangular wooden flume The
discharge from this rectangular flume was measured by integrating
with a Price acoustic current meter The selected cross section had
an aer age depth of 0 1792 foot, a width of 1 92 feet, and an aiea of
o 344 squaie foot The current meter showed that the average veloclt.3
waM 4 245 feet per second, which giN es a dis€hatge of 146 second-feet,
or 658 gallons per minute The vacuum gage read 22 4 indies, v hich,
when con ected for altitude, is equi alent to 20 4 inches of iiiercur'.,
or 23 07 feet of water. The elevation of the ground watei at the uell
on September 5, 1904, was 3,627 59 feet and that of the vacuum-gage
tap was 3.630.07 feet, so that the water in the well wa4 loseted 20 59
feet by pumping. As the acuum-gage tap i 12 8 feet he1ov the top
of the discharge pipe the total lift is 35.87 feet
Since the water level in the well was lowered 20 59 feet, the pe ih
capa4It) of the well is estimated to be 32 gallons pci minute, oi 1 '2
gallons per minute for each square foot of strainer
The amount of gasoline used in running the engine was deteimined
in two test runs During the first test the coiiuniptlon of ga'oline
from 6 a ui to 4 p. m. was ascertained by ineasurenient' in the ga'.oline resersoir In the ten houis' test there vas used 14 3 galloiis, or
1 43 gallons per hour In the second test Mr Porcher detei mined the
time necessary to consume 5 gallons of gasoline in the engine At 6 30
a in on the day of the test 5 gallons of gasoline were placed in the empty
isa 141-05
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gasoline reservoir All the gaoline had been uhed up by 10 20 a rn.,
so that the consumption was 6 gallons in 3 83 hours, or 1 31 gallons
per hour As the engine wa', mun with onsiderable (ure duiing these
15/I Pso/,,e engine
F1. 17 —Diagram of pumping plant of J S i'orebor near El Paso Tex
tests, it is probable that the consumption of gasoline normally runs as
high as 15 gallons for ten hours The houmlv cost foi fuel, with gasohue at 14 cents pci gallon, wits 1 cents As 39,500 gallons of water
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weie obtained in one hour, the cost was $0.00531 per 1,000 gallons.
$1 73 pet acie-foot, and $0 0001, ot one sixt3 seventh of a sent, pet
1,000 foot-gallons
A 44-acre held of alfalfa can be irrigated with the pump in fioni
fourteen to nineteen hours After a rain it was iii igated in fout teeii
hours, but sixteen hours usually are required A numbet of it rigatton'
of the ',ame held have varied from sixteen to eighteen hours each
This field was irrigated every seven days, and the crop taken off at the
end of the fourth week, so there were three irrigations to a ciop
With gasoline, or distillate, at 14 cents pet gallon, or $2 36 pet acre,
pet crop of alfalfa (three irrigations), the crop cut from the field
averaged fully a ton to an acre, and at the selling price of $12 to
$14 per ton, the irrigation with the pump could be carried on at a good
prohit. If the selling price had been as low as $7 per ton there would
be no profit in the irrigation of alfalfa by pumping
TESTS OF PUMPING PLANTS IN MESILLA VALLEY, NEW MEXICO
PLA!4T OF F C BARKER
This plant is located on the ranch of Mr F C Barker, about 1 mile
south of Las Cruces, N Mex. The pumping plant is used to irrigate
about 20 acres of garden ti uck Water is obtained front a 6-inch
well, 48 feet deep, containing 12 feet of slotted galvanized-iron
strainer at the bottom The water is raised by a No 3 Byron Jackson
horizontal-shaft centrifugal pump, dri en by a 5-horsepo'wer Otto
gasoline engine The engine is belted diietly to the pump from a 20inch driving pulley to a 6-in&h diien pulley The engine made 334
revolutions and from 92 to 97 explosions pet minute The speed of
the pump was 1,110 revolutions per minute
The vacuum-gage tap was 2 92 feet above the water plane in September, 1904, and 17 73 feet below the center of 3-inch horizontal discharge pipe The lift of the pump above the vacuum-gage tap when
discharging into the lirst of two irrigation reservoirs is 17 73 feet
The lift above the vacuum-gage tap when disehaiging into the second irrigation reservoir was 20 18 feet The Nacuum gage iead '24 50,
which, when corrected for altitude, is equivalent to 22 50 inches of
meicury, or 25 4 feet of water This makes the tOtal lift when filling
the second reservoir 45 58 feet
The discharge of the pump was ascertained by determining, by means
of a stop watch, the time requited to fill a tank holding 47 6 gallons
As the tank was filled in 21 8 seconds, the discharge of the l)IiiilP is
0 291 second-foot, or 131 gallons pei minute As the atci leel in
the well is lowered 22.48 feet during pumping, the ',pecihit utpa it
of the well must be 5 83 gallon per minute, or 0 337 gallons pet minute
for each square foot of strainer.
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This pumping plant ii unu',ually well conti ucted The niathinery
is well housed, and there are two 4 onei ete-lined reservoi i for toring
lii 1$ —1)iagrnin of jolinpilig piolit of F ( Rurkt r lu_ar Lot ( rio e. \ Mt
water for lirigatioli It take, the PL1l) eight l)OL1I4 to till a reservoir.
which i emptied in about an hour's uhigatlon The cost of the plant
complete
$1.200
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The amount of gasoline used was not accurately determined, but it
haidli exceeded one-half gallon pei hour when the engine was deeloping about its full horsepower With gasoline at 17 t cuts a gallon, the
fuel cot mai 8afe]N he put at 9 cents an hour On this basis the fuel
cost of water was $0 0115 per 1,000 gallons, $3 73 pei acre-foot, and
$0 000252, or one-fortieth of a cent pci 1,000 foot-gallons.
PLANT OF J C. CARRERA
This plant is located on the ranch of J C Cariera, about half way
betw ecu lAs Cruces and Mesilla Park, N Mex , near the east oi upper
highway between the Agricultural College and Las Cruces The well
is 6 inches in diameter and 58 feet deep, and is equipped with a slotted
galvanized-iron strainer 54 inches in diameter h3 15 feet long The
water is recovered by a No 5 Byi on Jackson hori,ontal-shaft centrifugal pump, drib en by an 8-borsepowei Fairbanks-Morse gasoline
engine The engine tan at a speed of 234 reoluttons a minute, missing no explosions The pump was di iven at a speed of 560 i evolutioas
a minute by direct belting to engine fiom 20-inch diiing pulley to
8-inch di iven pulley
The vacuum-gage tap was 12 65 feet below the centet of the 5-inch
horizontal discharge pipe and 5 72 feet above the watci, which, when
the well was first dug, three N ears hefoie the test, was 2 7 feet highei
than at present The vauuui gage iea,d 145 inches, whihgte, aftei
correction for altitude, 12 5 inches of ineieurv or 14 2 feet of watei
The total lift was therefore 26 85 feet The disthaige of the PUIIII)
was 144 second-feet or 648 gallons a minute The water in the well
was lowered only 8 48 feet, so that the specihe capacity of the well is
76 4 gallons per minute, oi 3 53 gallons pci minute fot each squaie
foot of well strainer
Twelve gallons of gasoline were used fot eleven hour,' run, including
the amount consumed by Igniting torch With gasoline at 17 eent,
per gallon, the fuel cost of water is 174 cent, an houi, 0 456 cents pet
1,000 gahIon, $1 48 per acre-foot, and $0 017 oi one fift -ninth of a
cent per 1,000 foot-gallons
PLANT OF FRANK BURKE NEAR MESILLA, N MEX
This plant is located on the ianch of Frank Burke, about one-half of
a mile south of Mesilla Park, N Mex Wutei is obtained fiom a 12inch well, 52 feet deep, containing 115 feet of slotted galvanized-it on
strainer at the bottom The well passes through 8 feet of soil and
sand, 14 feet of quicksand with small pebbles, and 3S feet of sand and
gravel of maximum size 3 inches The watei is ieoeied by a No 6
Byron Jackson horizontal-shaft centiifugal pump, diiven by a 21hor8epower Otto gasoline engine The engine is belted to a pump
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shaft from 40-inch di tying pulley on engine, thence to a 20-inch dri en
pullei on counter'haft, thence from 16-inch di tying pulle3 on countershaft to 10-inch driven pulley on pump shaft The speed of pump
ON Pgase/,ne engine
8.
20'driring pu/fey
r,ven
II
!L92____
Ii
Water /e,ie/
ii
0
I
Fm 19 —Dtagmm of pumping plant of 3 C Carrern, near J Cruct \ Mi
during the test was 733 revolutions per minute, and of the engine
240 ievolutions pei minute
The vacuum gage was placed in the goose neck of the pump, and
the tap was 14 85 feet below the centet of the horizontal discharge
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pipe The vacuum gage iead 25 25 inches, %shlch, sheu em lected fot
attitude, is equivalent to 23 25 IncheM of mercury, oi 2. 6 feet of
water The total lift of the pump was, theiefore, 40 45 feet
HP gaso//ne eng're
Fzo 2D —Diagram of pumping plant of Frank Burke near Mcjlla Pack N \iex
The discharge of the pump was determined by integrating with a
Price acoustic-current meter in it rectangular flume through which the
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water was led aftet it had passed into the main ditch The at ea of the
water at the selected cross section was 0 383 square foot, and the mean
velocity was 4 21 feet pet second, making the discharge 161 second
feet, or 725 gallons per minute The level of the water in the well
was lowered 22 85 feet by pumping, whence it is concluded that the
specific capacity of the well is 25 4 gallons per minute, or 0 934 galIon per minute for each square foot of strainet
This plant had been run for very short periods and no conclusive estimate of the amount of gasoline consumed can be made During the test
the engine was not run at its full capacity The gasoline tank was so
constructed that an accurate measurement could not he made The
amount of gasoline consumed, howe%er, did not vaty gieativ from 2
gallons an hour With gasoline at 17 cents per gallon, the fuel cost
of water was 34 cents per hour, *0 0078 pet 1,00) gallons, *2 52 pet
act e-foot, and *0 000193, or one fifty-second of a cent per 1,000 footgallons
PLANT OF MRS E. M BOYRE.
The plant of Mrs E M. Boyer is iocated about one-fourth of a mile
north of the railroad station at Las Cruces, N Mex Watet is obtained
front a well 52 feet deep cased with 6-inch standaid pipe The well
is equipped with a slotted galvanized iron Porcher strainer 5j inches
diuiiietet and 12 feet in length The slots ate tliiee-sixteenths b3 1
inches The well dtiilei reports the following log of the well 18
inches of soil, dry sand to 20 feet, qukksand belon this, changing to
coarse gravel and bowlders containing sand, in which the strainei was
left The pumps threw a good heaN 3 stream of watei as soon as
started, only a few bushels of sand being drawn through the strainer
Ta tcr
is reco ered by means of a No 5 Byron Jackson hot izontalshaft centrifugal pump, driven by a 12-horsepowei Olds gasoline
engine The engine is directly belted to a pump from 30-inch di iving
pulley to 8-inch driven pulley The engine made 208 revolutions and
93 explosions per minute The speed of the pump was 728 ie%olutions pet minute The vacuum gage duiing pumping stood at 22
inches, whiih, cot rected for altitude, is equivalent to 20 inches of
mercuiy, or 22 7 feet of water On September 19, 1904, the water
plane stood 2 94 feet below the acuum-gage tap, or 3,836 867 feet
above mean sea level The vacuum-gage tap was 14.3 feet below the
surface and 17 6 feet below the center of the 6-inch hoii.zontal discharge pipe The discharge of the pump was 1 46 second-feet, or 658
gallons per minute The total lift of the pump was 40 3 feet, and
the water level in the well was loseied 19 76 feet during pumping
The specihc capacity of the nell is thus 33 3 gallons pei minute, or
1 969 gallons per minute for each square foot of strainer
A fifty-hour test of this pumping plant was run by F H Bascom, of
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Las Cruces, who reports that 48 gallons of gasoline were consumed
dunng that time With gasoline at 17 cents a gallon the fuel cost of
12 HPgasofrne ensine
FIG 21 —Dlagran' of puraping plant of Mrs E if Bover, near Las Cruces, N Mex
water would be 16.3 cents an hour, 0.412 cents pet 1,000 gallon, $1 34
per acre-foot, and $0 000102, ot one ninety-eighth of a cent per 1,000
foot-gallons.
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PT ANT OF W N HAGER
This pumping plant is located on the ianeh of W N Hagei, about
one-half mile west of the railroad station at Meil1a Pai k, N Mex
/8M
Pg8sc/neen8/ne
1in 22- Iliagram of pumping plant of V N Hager, near Mrsiiin Park N %kx
Wate: i, obtained from a 10-inch well, 63 feet deep, containing a
12-foot, slotteo gals anized-iton Pot ( hei ti ainer, 91 inches in dianiDiqiuzed b.
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etei The pumping is done bN a No 5 Byron Jackson horizontalshaft, centrifugal pump, directh connected to the 10-inch well easing
The pump is dru en by a 12-horsepower V. eher gasoline engine, powet
being transmitted by a belt from 24-inch diistng pulley to 18-inch
pulleys on countershaft, thence to 8-inch driven pulley on pump shaft
At the time of the test the engine niade 243 revolutions and 76
explosions per minute The speed of the pump was 668 revolutions a
minute The pump discharges through a fl-inch vertical discharge
pipe into a rectangular wooden flume The dischaige was measured
by integrating in this flume with a Price acoustic curient metei The
width of flume was 163 feet At the selected cross section the watei
had an average depth of 0 308 feet and an average velocity of 1 171
feet per second The total discharge was therefore 0 590 second-feet,
or 325 gallons a minute An attempt was made to catch the water in
a tub holding 15 9 gallons The time required to fill the tub was
determined by a stop watch, but as the watei had to be diverted into
the till) b', closing a gate at the end of the rectangular flume, the
results are not satisfactoiy The a erage time required to fill the tub
in seven trials was 4 3 seconds, indicating a discharge of only 209 gallons a minute This result is known to be valueless, but it illustrates
the impracticability of measuring such a discharge by means of a small
tub, unless the tub can be placed dii ectly under the discharging sti earn
of water without the nece.sity of diverting the water to one side
The vacuum-gage tap was 16 27 feet below the surface, and 16 84
feet below the top of the fl-inch discharge pipe The water Jet is
0 33 feet above the mouth of the dischaige pipe The vacuum gage
read 17 5 inches, or 15 5 inches of mercut , when con ected foi altitude
This is equivalent to 17 6 feet of water, making total lift of pump
34 77 feet The vacuum-gage tap was 2 405 feet above the water
plane, so that the water in well was lowei ed 15 2 feet during pumping
The specific capacity of the well is thetefore 22 5 gallons pet minute,
or 0.76 gallons per minute for each square foot of well strainer
The amount of gasoline used was determined by measuiement in a
round tank 1 87 feet in diameter In one houi a depth of 0 09 feet
of gasoline was consumed, or 184 gallons With gasoline at 17 cent',
per gallon, the fuel cost of water was 31 cents per houi, 1 6 cents per
1.000 gallons, and $5 14 per acre-foot The lift being 34 77 feet, the
eot of fuel for 1,000 foot-gallons was $0.00046, or one twenty-second
of a cent.
PLANT OF A L HINES
This plant is located on the ranch of Dr A L Hines, about 1 mile
north of east from the old village of Mesilla Watei is obtained fioni
a well 5J inches in diameter and 59 feet deep The log of this well
showed 8 feet of soil, 11 feet of dry sand, 28 teet of quicksand, and 12
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feet of gras ci on top of qticksand of unknown thickness The water
is iecovered by a No 4 Rum,e3 horizontal-shaft centrifugal pump,
which is di iven by an 8-horepowei veitical ga.o1ine engine placed on
Fi. .ti —Diitgntrn of i.11mpng plant of A L Hinem near Memilla N Mex
sills extending acios the top of the iell pit The engine was mannfactuied by the Chtctgo Gas Engine Cunipany It v, direet]3 belted
to pump shaft fiom a 4-iuch drii ing pulle3 and 9-inch di i en pulle
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The engine made 238 re%olutions and 119 explosions per iiiinutc
The speed of the pump was 594 revolutions per minute
The water plane was 2 92 feet below the vacuum-gage tap in gooseneck of pump on September 15, 1904, and 2 23 feet below on June 1,
1944, the water plane had fallen, therefore, in this inter at about 85
inches The pumping plant had been in use only twenty days during
the summer The vacuum-gage tap was 19 05 feet below the center
of the horizontal 5-incli dischaige pipe The vacuum gage read 17
inthes, which, corrected for altitude, is equivalent to 15 inches of metcurs', or 17 feet of water The total lift of the pump was, therefore,
36 05 feet
The discharge was measured with great precision by determining
with a stop watch the time required to fill a wrought-iron rectangular
tank The water vas conducted across the tank by means of an extra
piece of iron pipe until the pumping plant had been in operation for
some time, when the extra pipe was suddenly pulled off The tank
held 15 08 cubic feet and was filled in 30 6 seconds The discharge
was, therefoie, 0 492 second-foot, or 271 gallons per minute
An excellent opportunity was offered foi testing the accuracy of
estimating the duchai ge from partly filled pipes by determining the
mean velocity of the stream by a small current meter Only 44 3 pei
cent of the cross section of the 5k-inch discharge pipe was filled by the
watei raised by the pump The area of the cross section was (I 076
square foot, and the '.elocity of the water, as given by the current
meter, was 8 47 feet pci second The discharge was, therefore, 0 642
eeond-foot, or 290 gallons pci minute The true discharge was 271
gallons per minute, showing an error of 5 3 per cent in the meter
determination
The water in the ell was lowered 14 08 feet during pumping, therefore, the specific capacity of the well was 19 2 gallons pci niinute As
the aiea of the well strainer was 113 square feet, the specific capacity
per square foot of well strainer was 179 gallons per nunute.
At this plant 1 5 gallons of gasoline weic used per hour This is
at least 50 per cent more than should have been u.ed With gasoline
at 17 cents a gallon, the liourl3 tost of fuel was 255 cents As the
yield was 16,250 gallons of watei an hout, the fuel cost was $0 0157
pci 1,000 gallons, 85 10 pci acre-foot, and 80 000435, or one twentythird of a cent per 1,000 foot-gallons
PLANT OF ThEODORE ROUALT
This plant is on the ranch of Theodoic Roualt, about 3 miles northwest of IAIS Cruces, N Mex Watei is obtained from a 10-inc h ell
44 feet deep that contains 10 feet of '-iiieh slotted galanized-iioii
strainer It is raised by a No 3 Van \Vie '.ertu al-shaft icutiifugal
pump, driven by a 10 horsepo ci Nagle steaui engine, on 18-hot sepoiA er
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horizontal wood-bui fling boilet The engine is dii ectly belted to the
pump shaft from a 30-inch dris ing pulley to a 12-inch di iven pulley
Plo 24 —Diagram of pumping plant of Theodore Rousft ucar Las Cruc, N Mex
The water is discharged through an 8-inch vertical pipe into a
rectangular flume
The engine made 205 and the P11111I) 525 ievoluttons per minute
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The steam pressure varied between 81 and 83 pounds The i acuunigage tap was 3 64 feet above the water plane, 7 96 feet below the top
of bottom plank of flutne, and 8 66 feet below the top of water jet
The vacuum gage read 24 25 inches, which is equivalent, when corrected fot altitude, to 22 25 inches of inetcury, or 25 5 feet of watei,
making the total lift 34 16 feet The dischaige was measured by integrating 'c ith a Price acoustic current meter in the rectangular flume
The selected cross section had a width of 1 19 feet, an a erage depth
of 0.35 foot, and an aiea of 0 417 square foot As the average velocity
was 1 867 feet per second, the disharge was 0 78 second-foot or 351
gallon., per minute Fiom this it is estimated that the specific capacity
of the well is 16 gallons per minute, or 0 627 gallon per minute for
each square foot of strainer
The cost of fuel used for pumping can be readily estimated from careful tests by Mr Roualt For one irrigation of a 70-acre field of tomatoes the pump was run twenty-eight days of twenty-four hours, and
75 cords of cottonwood, costing *2 per cord, were consumed During
the twenty-eight days of twenty-fout working hours each 14,150,000
gallons, or 43 5 acre-feet, of water were pumped. The total cost of
wood being $120, the fuel cost of water was 106 cents per 1,000 gallons, $3.45 per acre-foot, and *0 00031, or about one thirty-second of
a cent, per 1,000 foot-gallons.
PLANT OF G. Ii TOTTEN.
This plant is located on the ranch of G. H. Totten, about one-half of
a mile west of the old ' iflage of Mesiila, N Mex Water is obtained
from a 10-inch well, 62 feet deep, that contains 11k- feet of 9-inch slotted galvanized-iron strainer It is raised by a No 6 Byron Jack.,on
honzontal-shaft centrifugal pump, driven by a 28-horsepowet Ohio
gasoline engine The engine is belted from a 36-inch dris ing pulle
to a 16-inch pulley on countershaft, thence from a 15-inch pulley on
countershaft to a 10-inch pulley on pump The engine made 205 re olutiona and an average of 78 explosions pet minute The speed of
the pump was 692 revolutions a minute
The iater is deliveied thiough an 8-inch veitical discharge pipe into
a horizontal rectangular wooden flume The vacuum-gage tap on
pump was 3 9 feet abose the water plane, 16 83 feet below top of dicharge pipe, and 16 95 feet below top of atci jet The vacuum gage
read 25 25 inches, which is equivalent, after correction for altitude,
to 23 25 inches of murcury, or 26 4 feet of water The total lift i.,
therefore, 43 35 feet.
The discharge was measured bi integrating with a Pt ice acoutii
current meter in rectangulat flume The ',elected cio.,s section had it
width of 183 feet, an average depth of 0 38 foot, and an effective area
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of 0 695 square foot The mean eloeity of the water was 1 482 feet
per second. giving a total dibehalge of 103 second-feet, or 464 gallons
per minute.
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The Nvatei in the se1l %w, loseied 22 5 feet dining pumping, from
which the .pecitic capae1t' of the uell i, estiniated to he 20 6 gallons
a minute, oi 0 76 gallon pci minute fot eath square foot of ',trainer
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The dicharge was also determined from the dimensions of the parabola of flow as the watem left the flume 'Ilie end of the flume was
almost exactly 1e el and the watei fell fi eels foi a sufhcient di4t&nLc
to peinhlt the determination of the dimensions of the parabola of the
fall This is 'shown in fig 26 The watei had an average depth of
0 171 foot at the end of flume, and in a total fall of 2 05 feet moed
fotward 1 285 feet According to the 1aw of falling bodies, a body
falls 2 05 feet in 0356 second If the watei adances 1.285 feet in
0 356 second, its mean velocit) pei second would he 1 285 divided by
0 356, or 3 6 feet The area of the stream i 0 171 by 1 83, or 0 313
square foot This gives a total dischaige of 1 13 second-feet, oi 507
gallons per minute These results are undoubted!', slightly too large
The pumping plant had been used but a shoi t time, and no experimental run had been made to deteirnine the quantity of gasoline
required As the gasoline tank was situated so that without a consid-Plo 26—Parabola of discharge from flume at Totten eIi
erable expenditure of time it was impracticable to ascertain the amount
of gasoline used, no determination was made dining the test However, it was estimated that the 28-horsepower engine gae 22 eflectie
horsepower it may therefore he safely asunmed that about 2 2 gallons of gasoline were used per houi If thi amount were used, and
gasoline costs 17 cents per gallon, the fuel (o'1t of satei would be 37
cents an hour, $0 0133 per 1,000 gallon'i, *4 34 per acie-foot, and
$0 000307, or about one thirty-third of a cent per 1,000 foot-gallons
PLANT AT AGRICULTURAl COLLEGE
This plant consists of a 12-inch and a 6-im h well located on the
experimental farm of the New Mexio Agricultural College A coinplete test of this plant was not made, as the woik ' ith the'.e 'sell'. i
frequently reported upon by members of the faculty of the Agi u. ulIBR
141-05---5
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tural College Only suflicient tests wei e made to determine the specific
capacity of the large well in order to make comparisons possible with
the othei pumping plants in the valley. At the time of the test a
'O/lP 5t.eem engne
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in use, but the pumps
aie frequentis changed foi experimental pulpo'es The pump is
speeded so as to diQcharge 1,000 gallons a minute at the measuring
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weir, in order that a known amount of water may be provided for the
experimental plats of ground
At the time of the test there was in use a 30-horsepower steam
engine, which has ample power to drive pumps placed on both wells
When both wells are used, about 1,800 gallons per minute can be
obtained.
On August 25, 1904, the vacuum gage read 13 inches, which, orrected foi altitude, is equivalent to 11 inches of mercury, or 12 45
feet of water The lift above the vacuum-gage tap was 17.10 feet,
making the total lift 29.55 feet The water lei el in the well was
lowered 11.37 feet by pumping, from which the specific capacity of
the well is computed to be 88 gallons per minute. As the well strai tier
is 12 inches in diametei, 12 feet long, and 27 6 square feet in area, the
specific capacity per square foot of strainer is 2 32 gallons per nun ute
The cost of fuel per acre-foot, as given in the table on p 35, is
taken from the bulletin issued by Professors Veinon and Lester in
1903 These results were obtained with a 20-horsepower steani engine
formerly used These results are included in the table for the purpose of comparison with the results at other plants.
TESTS OF PUMPING PLANTS NEAR BERINO, N MEX
PLANTS OF HORACO RANCH COMPANY
The Horaco Ranch Company has three plants in an east-west line on
a ranch just west of Berino, N Mex The east well is No 3, the
middle well is No. 1, and the west well is No 2
Well No 3 is 62 feet deep it is cased with 9-tneh pipe and contains 18 feet of strainer made of 9k-inch casing dnlled with forty 1Plo 28.—Pian of pumping plants of the HoraLo Ran.t, tompan, BLrino N Mex
inch holes to every linear foot of strainer and wound ith No 9 galvanized-iron wire wrapped so as to leave hoi izontal slots one-eighth
of an inch in width This strainer is locally known a. the "Mott"
strainer.
Water is obtained by means of a No 5 Byron Jaek'on hoijzontalshaft centrifugal pump, driven by a 12-hoisepower Weher gasoline
engine. The water is thscbarged through a i-inch pipe, which rises
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at an angle of 45 3 from the pump in the cli pit The engine made
244 revolutions and 97 explosions pci minute. The pump mAde 692
revolutions a minute, and was belted duectly to the engine fiom a
12ff Pso/,,'e
24 dr'vrnpu//ey
7 op,ven
H
zvl
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k.'ter plane
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I
Wate.- /e.'e/
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Fin 29 —Diagram of pumping plant No 3 Horaco Ranch Company
24-inch drising pulley to a 7-inch driven pulley On September 11,
1904, the ivater plane was 2.25 feet below the vacuum-gage tap
which was 11 56 feet below the end of the diiharge pipe The
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vacuum gage read, after one hour's pumping, 19 8, which, when corrected for altitude, is equivalent to 17 8 niche, of ineicury, oi 20 8
feet of watei The total lift of the pump was, therefore, 32 36 feet
The discharge was measured by holding a small Puce acoustic
current meter in the mouth of the 7-inch discharge pipe It was 171
second-feet, oi 750 gallons a minute
As determined by Mr. E. L buck, principal owner of the Horaco
ranch, a barrel of 50 gallons of gasoline was consumed by the engine
at well No 3 in fifty-three houus With gasoline at 17 cents pei
gallon the fuel cost of water was 16 cents an hour, oi $0 00356 per
1,000 gallons, or $1.16 per acre-foot Since the total lift of the pump
is 31.76 feet, the cost of fuel for 1,000 foot-gallons is $0 000112, or
one eighty-ninth of a cent The consumption of gasoline at the time
of the test was measured by noting the changing level of the gasoline
in a cylindrical tank 1.85 feet in diameter The change of level in
one hour was 0 0867 foot This is equivalent to 1 76 gallons an hour.
On this basis the fuel cost of water was $2.23 pei acre-foot, and
$0 000314, or one forty-ses enth of a cent per 1,000 foot-gallons
Well No 1 of the Horaco Ranch Company is 376 feet we.t from
well No. 3 It is 75 feet deep, is cased with fl-inch pipe, and equipped with 18 feet of Mott strainer Watei is delieied thiough a
11Kb vertical pipe opening into a horizontal wooden flume It is raised
by a No 5 Byron Jackson horizontal-shaft centi ifugal pump, dri' en
by a 12-horsepowet Weber gasoline engine The engine made 238
revolutions and 106 explosions a minute The pump made 815 revolutions a minute and was belted directly to the engine from a 24-inch
driving pulley to a 7-inch di iven pulley
The vacuum-gage tap was 0 43 foot above the water plane on September 11, 1904. it was 7 1 feet below the sut face and 8 95 feet
below the end of vertical dischaige pipe As the watei ]et iose
0 762 foot above the end of the discharge, the total lift aboA e the
vacuum-gage tap was 9 71 feet The vacuum gage iead 14 5, which,
corrected for altitude, is equivalent to 12 5 inches of meidury, or
14 18 feet of water The total lift of the pump was, therefote, 23 9
feet
The discharge was measured b3 integrating with a Price aeou',tic
current meter in the rectangular flume The selected ci o .ection had
an average depth of 0 278 foot, an aN crage -vi, idth of 1 49 feet, and an
area of 0 395 square foot The aveiage \elo( ity of the satei va
4.707 feet per second, giving a discharge of 1 86 'second-feet. or 837
gallons per minute
The area of the well strainer is 36 quare feet The ater leN el in the
well was lowered 13 75 feet duting pumping, and theiefoic the pedue capacity of the well is 61) S gallons PCI uiiinute, ot 1 619 gallon, pci
minute for each square foot of strainer
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Although the amount of water obtained at well No. 1 is very much
gleater than at well No 3, the cost for fuel is substantially the same
The con.4ulnption of gasoline is slightly les than 1 2 gallons an houi
With ga,oline at 17 cents a gallon, the hourly cost is 20 cent. The
/2 NP
-.
f7on,e
Fio 30—Diagram of pumping plant No I, Roraco Ranch Company
amount of watei obtained being 837 gallons a minute. or 50,220 gallons
an hour, the fuel ost was $4) 004 per 1,000 gallons. or $1 30 pci acrefoot The lift at well No 1 being 23 89 feet, the cost of fuel for each
1,01H) foot gallons wa $0 000167, ot one-sixtieth of a cent
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Well No 2 of the Horaco Ranh CompaII3
is
376 feet west of well
No 1 it is 53 feet deep, is cased with 94-inch
pipe,
and
is
with 18 feet of Mott strainer at the bottom Water is riti'.ed )r it No
5 Byron Jackson horizontal shaft centrifugal pump, drien by a
yIu 81 —Diagram
of
pumping plani
No 2,
Iloram
a i{aii
Ii ( oiniiin
12-horsepower Weber gasoline engine. It is taken fiom the iehl
through a 7-inch auction and di'charged though a 7-inch Aeitical
pipe into a horizontal flume The engine made
1 c ~ olutionq and
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103 explosions a minute it was belted diie€tly to the pump shaft
fiom a 24-inch di iN ing pulley to a 7-inch driven pulley The speed
of the pump was 700 ievolutions a minute
The vauiuni-gage tap placed in the goose neck of the pump
1 26
feet aboN e the watei plane and 10 09 feet below the top of the ertieal
discharge pipe A' the atei jet ro,e 0 34 foot aboe the dicharge
pipe, the total lift of the pump abo%e the vacuum-gage tap was 10 36
feet The vauum gage iead 24 inches, which, corrected for altitude,
is equivalent to 22 inches of mercury, ot 24 9 feet of water. The
total lift of the pump was theiefore 35 26 feet
The dischaige was measured by integiating with a Price acoustit
cm rent metei in the tectangular flume The selected cross section
had an average depth of 0 251 foot, a width of 144 feet, and an area
of 0 362 squaie foot The mean velocit) was 1 172 feet per second,
which gives a total discharge of 0 425 second-foot, or 191 gallons pei
minute
The water in the well was lowered 23 64 feet by pumping This
makes the ecific capacity of the well 8 1 gallons per iuinute, or 0 178
gallon per minute for each squaie foot of strainet
The consumption of gasoline by the engine at well No 2 is knosn
b comparison with that at well No 3. Although the amount of
water pumped i, N ery much less than at well No 3, the consumption
of gasoline is as gieat, and een slmghtl3 gieatei, say 1 2 gallons an
hour With gasoline at 17 cent" per gallon the hourly co't of fuel is
20 4 cents The fuel eot of watei is then 1 75 cents per 1,000 gallon'..
*0 000505, or one-twentieth of a cent pei 1,000 foot-gallons, and $5 MI)
pci acre-foot
Mr Houck gne-, the combined cost of the three pumping plants on
the Horaco ranch as follows
('oI of pumping jilants on Jiorwo ranch
Three 12-hor.epo%r Welwr gasoline engines, three No S Ii) roii Jackson
pumps A iLh piping, lielting, tfi • all in place $2, 100 00
Wdls at*2 50 per foot
-475 00
Well pits, huil(llngs, fluiiie"., eli. , extra
400 00
2,475 (10
Depieciatmon at 10 pci cent and inteiest at 8 pci cent amounts to
$536 per annum Fm an iiligation season of one hundied das tlii
a% em ages *iS 36 pci dai or $1 MO it da for each plant
The hourl o'.t of plant No 1 ma be figum ed a'. follows
11uur1i foRt of puinp.ui plaiit 'so I itt Ilurueo rune/i
Fuel (gasoline)
liiter st anil ilepre iation
L.ilsir, luhrii at ing oil, eli
Total
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The last item is based on the supposition that one man can run the
thiee plants
At well No I the yield of water is 837 gallons a minute, oi 50,220
gallons an hour The cost is thetefore $0 00876 pet 1,000 gallons, oi
2 85 per acre-foot.
The cost at the othci plants is iiiuch greater on account of poorer
wells The wells would piobably show little difference in (apacity or
tost of the watet if they were all as deep as well No 1 The coaise
gravels were not reached at all in well No 2, and were not penetrated
in well No 3
Mr Houck made a careful test of the amount of gasoline used at
pumping plants Nos 1 and 3 in Novembet, 1904 Each of the engines
at these plants ran sixteen hours on 16 gallons of gasoline These
tests are in substantial accord with the former tests quoted above, but
'.how a slightly smaller quantity of gasoline consumed
Plants Nos 1 and 3 wete used on two occasions to itrigate 25 acres
of land, consisting of 21 acres of alfalfa and 4 acres of otchard and
garden, and sixteen hours of continuous run wete required at each
trial This is equivalent to about 21 inches of watet pet litigation
In interesting observation was made of the effect of stopping the
pumps during the night instead of making a continuous run its above.
When this was done the pumps had to be run two and one-half hours
longel to irrigate land that had pievuously been ii iigated in sixteen
houus
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ANALYSES OF WELL WATFR AND DATA CONCERNING WELLS AT AND NEAR
EL PASO, TEX
This information was furnished by Mi A (ourchesne, of El Paso,
Tex
Waler in corral at stone quarry abore El Paso,
Tex
AnaIsIs
Part, per
100000
Vii
Probablecombinatlous.
I
I
Partsp&r
100,000
Silita
..
3 00 Silica
Alumina ... ... .... ..
2 00 Alumina
Lime
26 20 Carbonate of lime
Magnesia -------.
6 ii Sulphate of lime ........
Soda
--18 84 Sulphate of magnesia
-Carbonic at'id
15 00 Sulphate of soda --Sulphuric aud .....•1
23 70 Chloride of i-odium
Chlorine (Cl) ---------- I
20 60 Water of crystallization, eb
Water of trystallization, or
loss .................
1 20
Total solids.
Total hardne.s.
.62 20
116 65 Permanent hardness .....
28 20
Oxygen equivalent toCI
Total solids ....
112 00
I
This is not a good boiler watet, though most of the soli& will come
down as sludge in'4tead of sticking to tubes Still theic is enough
in combination to make a hai 4 seal of sulphate of lime and carbonate
of magnesia The watet will coi rode, but not badly.
74
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300
200
34 00
1765
18 30
190
33 95
120
112 00
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A nalys,s of wafer from mile 211, El Paso and South u estern Railroad
Constituent
Parts per
Probable tomblijation
100i0O
100000
Silica
700 Silica..
Alumina ......
00 Alumina..
.
Lime
-. 8 70 Carbonate of lime.
ji
Magnesia........
2 80 Carbonate of magnesia
Soda .
16 40 Sulphate of magnesia
Sulphuric acid
13651 Sulphate of soda
arbonu. acid.......
7 48 Chlori(leofsodiuin
Chlonne(Cl)
8 70 Waterofcrystallization
Water of crystallization.
25
Total solids.
62 00
63 98
Oxygen equivalent to Cl
1 98
Total solids.
62 00
This is a good locomotive water, and is a fairly good di inking water,
ery slightly medical from Glaubeis salts
Water from 70-fool well at ranch of A (ourc1iesne, near Ysleta, Ter
Constituent
Parts per
100 000
Silica......
. .
300
Alumina and phosphate .......
1000
Carbonate of lime.
1500
Carbonate of magnesia
301
Carbonate of soda --- ........
1213
Sulphate of soda ..... .....780
Chloride of sodium 230
Organic and water of crystallization. •
......176
10600
This water i comparatively soft and good foi boiler u'.e
It has
too much oiganic matter in it fot a safe di inking watei The di ied
solids blacken on Ignition and smell badly It is prohahl, polluted
with sewage.
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Parts per
.
.

.

900
1 00
12 00

.

3 62
3 45
2033
14 35
25

.
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lJ'àter from lone (piarril, El Patio, 80 feet deep
Conitituent
Partaptr
Probnbk ci,rnbinationg
100 000
100,000
Silica
260 Silica
-. Alumina
2001 Alumina
. . Lime
4472 ('arbonate of lime
Magnesia
logo ' Sulphate of lime
5 541 Sulphate of magnesia 32 40
Sulphuric acid
60 00 Chloride of sodium
Carbonn acid
14 00 Water of crstallization
Carbonu
75 60
Total solids, 100
Tater of crystallization
-.
27 50
Total solids, grains per
30.3 02
gallon (US).
167 00
O'vgen eqtualent toOl
17 02
Total solids, 100 c
286 00
This watet i', not good foi drinking 01 boilci purpose'. It till
',(ale and coiiode had1 It could be made ui..al)le for hoilei 4 ))y treatuncut with eau'.ti and carbonitte of soda, but it would not then be a
good watci on account of high plopoition'4 Of common salt
I na-him a
of vvth i froui uellA of 1:1 J',-uio ii e jlant
300-foot'.eiI 1 80-foot neil
Constituent
Surface tercin" per I (grains per
Watir j 11 gal
I S gui
I
i on)
ion
Organic
Silica
------Sulphate of lime
---35 003
Carbonate of lime
Carbonate of magnesia
.
I
Chloride of sodiuni
Chloride of lime-----....
Chloride of magnesia
----Sulphate of magntia
- Sulphate of sodium.
I
Carbonate of sodium
Iron and alumina -----Total solids.
-1150
mi rustants
('orroling salt'.
-Rating for boiler purpo-t
DrgItIz
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Parts per
260
200
32 00
6530
124 20
27 50

54
28

30331

26 3 1
53
38 9

5249
1 166

9 580
1 102
6 102
-----

32 5
5 2
14 '-I
Bail

10 940
883
52 464
4 391
--- 9 802
148

7 407
27224

125046
10 (AS

4i 942
14 341
en ))ad

UrHTER1
ANALISES O1 WATER
I mzlysv from a i,Ier from new 300-foot
it
i'll of El Paso be and Refriqerator (mnp.nI.,,
1 1 Paso,
Te,
NM4 pe,
r
Contitiicnt
1
i'robabh urn1hnntliIzIM
'iIica
-.
0 50
Siliia
.
liimina
Tr
Alumina
Lane
.
. .
2 23
Carbonate of hine
Magnesia
3 00
Carbonate of iiiagnesia
'otla
8 98
I
Carbonate of soda
Chlorine - - 5 31
$ulphate of soda
(arbonu acid.
5 72
Chloride of sodium
.ulphuric aci(L
4 45
Total solids
29 00
30 19
Total hardness
11 5
Oxgen equialent to Cl
1 19
Total solids
29 00
Thi', i, a good watei
The haidness is iathei high, but it is ternporarv, and only a 4niall part (about 20 pci cent) m ill mci ust, the iet
falling a.s '1ugs in the boilei, which can be blown out
i naliis
o/ El I'iuo
it
eli
it
ater
(onstituent
Incrusti iig 54 l iils
Cakiuni carbonate
3 20
Calcium %ulphate
None
Cakitini chloride
.
-Nont
Magnesium carbonate
Magnesium sulphate
'lagnesium chloride
Iron and alumina
Silica.
--Suspended matter .
.TotaL
\i'iiincrusting solids
t'isliuni sulphate "odium chloride.
Sodium carbonate
Total
Alkalinity
Hardness.
Carbonic acid
Pounds of incrusting solids per thousand gallonQ
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0 50
Tr
4 00
6 30
1 59
7 90
8 71

-

None
Nuiii
07
I 61
Ti-tue
0
27

i

52
7 02
4 19
17 03

I

5 20
2 42
90
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North well South well
?Yete
at
VOrIr,ng
at Id
FiG 82.—Wella at Fort Blin Ptation, } I Pa.o and Northeastern Railroad
Data concerning it eTht at 1brt Bt.is
NORTH V. ELL
Completed July 22, 1901
Total depth 249 feet.
Casing 249 feet of 6-inch
Depth of working barrel 245 feet
Water leeI 169 feet belon earth's surfa&e
Pump 12 h 36 in.hes, Cook
Tested capauty of V.ell 80,000 gallons per tventy-fonr hours
SOUTH V.XLL
Completed 1901
Total depth 410 feet.
Casmg 410 feet of 6-in(ii
Depth of V. orking barrel 400 feet
Water leel 190 feet belo% earth's surface
Pump 10 by 36 inches, Cook
Tested capacity of V.ell 30.000 gallons per tV.enty-four hours
FEtTURD4 ('O%IMO% Vt) NORTH A.Ii NOLTH V.LLR
Contractor W illiani M Lease
Size of hole 8 mm ties
Punip column 6-im h standard
Working barrel -iimt Ii, ('ook
Vt eli rKlM No 3, 3-inc Ii hit kory , 1-in Ii ..traight pinti
Storage 50,000 gallons, V. oodvn tank
Boiler 30 horsepoV. er, Economic
Diizea by
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8LICHTERJ
ANALESES OF WATkR
Jna!PI8IM
of Fort B1aq irn'll water
ConiiItuent
Cakium carbonate (incru.stmg)
Magnesium carbonate (incrusting)
ii1um (incrusting)
Oxides, alumina and iron (Incrusting)
Alkali carbonates (nonincrusting)
Alkali suiphates (nonincrustmg).
Alkali chlorides (nonincrusting)
-----Alkali nitrates (nonincrustrng)
Suiphates, lime, and magnIunI
Total inrusting solids
Total nonincrusting solids
-Pounds incrustlng matter per 1,000 gallons
Pounds nonincrusting matter per 1,000 gallons
This watei should be classed as good.
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PVBLICATIONS OF UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
[%aterSuppI) PaptrNn 141]
The senal publications of the United States GeOlogic iii Survey consist of (1) Annual
Reports, (2) Monographs, (3) Professional Papers, (4) Bulletins, (5) Miiieral
Resources, (6) Water-Supply and lrngation Papers, (7) Topographic Atlas of United
States__folios and separate sheets thereof, (8) Geologic Atlas of the United Statesfolios thereof The classes numbered 2, 7, and 8 are sold at cost of publication, the
others are distributed free A circular givingcomplete lists may be had on application
Most of the also% e publications may be obtained or consulted in the folio'. ing '.t a'. s
1 t limited number are delivered to the Director of the Stirse, from '.honi they
be obtained, free of charge (except classes 2, 7, and S), on application
2 A certain number are allotted esery member of Congress, from whom they
may be obtained, free of charge, on application
' Other copies are deposited stith the Superintendent of Documents, Washington,
1) C, from '.hom they may be had at pnces sltghth abose cost
4 Copies of all (o'.ernment publications are furnished to the principal public
libraries in the large cities throughout the United f.tat.es , 's here they may be consuited b% those interested
The Professional Papers, Bulletins, and Vater-Supply Papers treat of a sanety of
sulijeets, and the total number ssueti is large The% ha'.e therefore been classified
into the follo'.titig series 4, Economic geology, B, Descriptt'.e geolog'., C, Ssi.tentatit geology and paleontology, D, Petrogrxphy and mineralogy, }, Chemistry and
physici., F, (ieograph'., h, Miseellaneous, H, Forestr'., 1, Irrigation, J, Water storage, K, Pumping '.'.ater, L, Quality of water, M, General h'.drograplii( ln'.esugations, N, Water pover, 0, fnderground waters, P, H'drographic progress ieports
This paper is the ele'.enth in Series K and the forty-fourth iii Series 0, the complete
lists of hiili follow (PP=Professuonal Paper, B=Bulletmn, WS=Water-Suppls
Paper)
SERIES K, PUMPtISO '.%ATaR
¶7,9 i Pumping water for Irrigation b) H H Wilson 1896 67 pp 9 pis
¶S 8. ¶7. mndmnlils for irrigation, by E C Murphy 1897 49 pp 8 p18
¶S H New tests of certain pumja and water lifts used in irrigation by 0 1' Hood 1898 91 pp
1 p1
V.9 20 Fxperiments with windmills by 1' () Perr'. 1899 97 pp 12 pis
'.55 20 Vi ellis and windmills In Nebraska by E H Barbour
1899 89 Pp 27 pus
'.15 Ii The windmiil its efficiency and economu use Pt 1 ti h C '.turph'.
1901 72 pp 14 pt
%% 42 The windmill, Pt 11 (contInuation of No No 41) 1931 71-147 pp 15-16 j.is
Vi'- 91 yaturat feature., and economic development of Sandtt.,t.'. Maimmet Stu.kingum and Shamt
dralnageareasinOhio b) B H Fl3nnand '.9 S Finn 1901 liOpp
5%'. 116 1 nderground watersof Salt River \aIIe, Arizona hi W V Lte 10. 194 pp 24 pls
'5 141 Obisenations on the ground waters of the Rio Grande VaIlci 1904 bi C , Slichter 190,
89pp Spla
SERIESO. E'.DFRGROLXI) S'.ATR',
ViS I A reconnaissance in southeastern V,ashington bi I ( Ru'..eli 11497 96 pp 7 pl
¶5', 6 L nderground waters of southwestern Kania'. bi Frasm.,4 line orth 1897 65 pp 12 pi
'.59 7 "cepage waters of northern Utah bi Samuel Fortler 1897 50 pp 3 pI
P.S 12. Underground waters olsootheasteni hebriu.ka bi N 14 Lhmrt..n P498 SIt pp 21 1.1%
¶5'. 21 Vietisof northern Indiana by Frank Leverett 1899 412 pp 2 pts
P.S 20 Vsellaolsoutbern Indians (continuation of No 21) to Frank Lei.rett
1889 ('.4 pp
'.55 30 V.ater resources of the lower penin ule of Michigai
A C Lane 1899 97 pp 7 pt
'58 Si Lawer Michigan mineral eaters by A C Lane 1899 97 pp 4 ciii
P.S 34 .eoiogy and water resources ofa portion of sutheaterii '.outh Dakota bi 2 I' T,al,I 190(2
Slpp 19pl8.
'59 53 Geology and water resources of her Perees Counts Idaho i't I bi I ( Ripeett 1901 i'd
pp 10 p18
V.5 54 (;eoiogy and water resources of bei Peree'. Counti Idaho I'! 11 bi I C Rui'. II 1901
87-141 pp
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ADVERTISEMENT.
WS 55 Geology and water resources of a portion of 'iaklma Count) We.sh bs 6 0 Smith 1901
68 pp • 7 pIe
ViS 57 Preliminary list of deep borings in the United States, Pt. I by N H Darton 1902 60 pp
WS 59 Development and application of water in southern California Pt 1, by 2 B LippiRoott
1902. 96pp,11pls.
VS 60 Development and application of waler in southern California Pt II, by 2 B Llppincott
1902. 96-140 pp
ViS 61 Preliminary list of deep borings in the United Slates, Pt U, by N H Darton 1902 67 pp
WS 67 The motionsof underground waters, by C S Sliehter 1902 106 pp. 8pls
B 199 Geology and water resources of the Snake River Plains of Idaho, by I C Russell 1992. 192
pp 25p1a
WS 77 Water resources of Molokal Haeaiian Islands, by W Llndgren 1903 62 pp.4 p1s
WS 78 Preilminars report on artesian basins In southwestern Idaho and southeastern Oregon, by I C
Russeli 1903 53 pp , 2 plc
PP 17 Preliminary report on the geology and water resources of Nebraska west of the one hundred
and third meridian bi " H Dartoti 1903 69 pp , 43 pla
.'tS 90 Geoiog) and water resources of apart of the lower James Riser Valley, South Dakota b>
2 E TOdd and C M Hall 1901 47 pp 23 pla
V. S 101 Underground waters of southern Louisiana by (. D Harris, with discussions of their uI.es for
eater supplies and for rice irrigation, by All U Fuller 1904 98 pp. 11 pIe
V.S 102. Contributions to the hydrology of eastern I nited States, 1903, b H U Fuiler 1904 522 pp
V. , 101 Underground waters of (..ila S alley Arizona, bu V. T Lee 1904 71 pp 5 pie
WS 110 Conlributtons to the hydrology of eastern United States, 1901, M L Fuller geologist in
charge 1904 211 pp 5 pie
PP 32 Geology and underground water resources of tli3 central Great Plains bs N H Darton 1904
433pp 72pls
V.S 111 Preliminary report on underground waters of Washinglon, b) Henr} Landes 1904 85 pp
1 p1
WS 112 Undertlow tests in the drainage basin of Los Angeles River Ity Homer Bamlin. 1904
55 pp. 7 pls.
V.8 114 Underground waters of eastern United States M L Fuiler, geologist in charge 1904
285pp ISpIs
V.S 118 Geology and water resources of east-central Washington, by F C C.aikins 1905 96 pp.
4 ph
B 262 Preliminary report on the geoiog) and eater resources of central Oregon, b3 I C Russell
1905 188 pp 24 p1'.
WS 102 Bibliographic review and index of papers relating to underground waters published by the
United States Geulogi.ai Surse), 1879-1904 b M L Fuller 1906 128 pp
WS 12. Relation of the Ian to underground eaters, bi 0 Vs Johnson 1906 56 pp
Vi S 128 Geology and underground water conditions of the Jornada dcl Muerlo New Mexico, by C R
Keses 1905 42 pp YpIs
V.8136 Underground waters of the Sail Riser Valie), by W V Lee 1960 194 pp .24 pIn.
B 264 Record of deep-well drilling for 1904, by ft I Fuller, E F Lines and A C Veatch 1906
DiG pp
PP 44 Underground water resources of Long Island, New I ork bs A C Veatch and others 1906
WS 137 Des elopmentol underground watersin the eastern coastal plain region of southern Calilornia
by Vs C Mendenhali 1905 140 pp 7 pIe
ViS 138 Development of underground waters in the central coastal plain region of southern Califorlila by V. C Mendenhail 1905 162 pp 5 pIe
V.S 139 Des elopinent of underground eaters in the western coastal plain region of southern Ca iifornia bs V. C Mendenhall 1905 lOS pp 7 pIe
V.8 140 Field measurements of the rate of movement of underground waters by C S Slichtcr 1905
V.5 141 Obsers ations on the ground waters of the Rio Grande S alles, 1904 bs C S Silchter 1905
PJpp SpIs
The following papers also relate to this subject Underground eaters of Arkansas Valle in eastern
Colorado b C. K Gilbert iii Seventeenth Annual Pt II Preliminary report on artesian eaters of a
portion of the I)akotas b N H Darton, In Set enteenth Annual Pt if \%iiter resource'. of Imirots
by Irank Leseru.tt in Sc'. enleenth Animal Pt If %%ater resources of Indiana and Ohio by Frank
Leverett in Eighteenth Annual Pt IV Nec de'.etopments in cell boring and irrigation in eastern
South Dakota, bs N H Darton In Eighteenth Annual Pt IV Rot It a utters of Ohio b) Ed'.'. ant
Orion in \uneteenth Annual Pt IV Artesian Well prospects in the Atlantic coastal plain region, by
N H Darton Bulletin '.4o 138
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Shchter, Charles S [umner] 1864Observations on the ground waters of Rio
Grande Valley, by Charles S. Shchter Washington,
Gov't print off., 1905
83, iii p illus, Vp1 ,diagrs 23' (U S Geological surve
Watersupph and Irrigation paper no 141)
Subject series K, Pumping water, 11, 0, Underground saters, 44
Appendix Analysis of well water and data (oneerning wells at and near
El Paso, Texas
1 Water, Underground—Texas 2 Water, Underground—New Mexico
Slichter, Charles S[umner] 1864Observations on the ground waters of Rio
Grande Valley, by Charles S Slichter Washington,
Gov't print off, io
83, in p illus, V pl , diagra 23'"-.
(U S Geologita. survey Watersupply and irrigation paper no 141)
Subject series K, Pumping water, 11, 0, Underground vaters, 44
Appendix Analysis of e1l sater and data concerning ells at and near
El Paso, Texas
1 Water, Underground—Texas 2 \ ater, Underground—Nes Mexico
U. S. Geological survey.
Water-supply and irrigation papers
no 141. Shchter, C. S Observations on the ground
waters of Rio Grande Valley 1905
U. S. Dept. of the Interior.
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
309 Federal Buildthg
Albuquerque, New Mexico
1t•i1
October 23, 1947
t .
Mr. John L. Gregg, Manager
Elephant Butte Irrigation District
Las Cruces, New Mexico
Dear Hr. Gregg:
Herewith is, a copy ,of the prelñminary memorandum on groundwater supplies for Elephant Butte Irrigation District by Hr. Conover.
This has been reviewed in Washington and officially approved for
release to you and to the State £ngineer.
Very truly
.j4 711.
Gins. V. Theis
District Geologist
cc/Chief Hydraulic Enginóer, Washington, D. C.
a
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Pre]±ninary memorandum on ground-water supplies for
Elephant Butte Irrigation District, New Mwdco
By Clyde S. Conover
U. S. Geological $urvey
September 1947
Reasons for investigation
A study of the ground-water supply of the Elephant Butte Irrigation District
in the Nov }led.co portion of the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys of the Rio Grande
was begun In 1946 by the U. S. Geological Survey in cooperation with the
Elephant Butte Irrigation District, in response to a request from that District.
The study was brought about by continued droujht and indications that the Rio
Grande Project of the Bureau of Reclamation, of which the Elephant Butte Irrigation District forms the New l4eñco portion, would be seriously short of surfacewater supplies.
The amount of storage available to the Project had dropped to
about 465,000 acre-feet by the second week of August 1947.
Storage in Elephant
Butte Reservoir on August 12, 1947, was 317,000 acre feet, the lowest on record
for the 32 years of operation of the dam. The capacity of Elephant Butte
Reservoir is 2,219,000 acre-feet and that of Cabaflo Reservoir 345,870 acre- •
feet. With another month of irrigation in 1947, the prospect of having the
aflowable supply of irrigation water in 1948 is poor if £he drought conditions
continue. The annual supply of water allowable to the Project under the terms
of the Rio Grande Compact is 790,000 acre-feet, including 60,000 acre-feet that
must be delivered to Ne,d.co.
The U. S. Geological 5urvey was asked to make a study of the possibilities
of pumping grbund water for irrigation, mainly from the standpoint of productiveness of wells and the effect of pmping upon the surface-water supply in the
rivers and drains. Because of the imminence of some action regarding pumping,
this preliminary memorandum is issued at this tjne.
I,
1

All data concerning irrigated acreage, annual, diversions, canal wastage,
canal seepage losses, water delivered to farms, and flow of the drains were
furnished by the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation.
General features of Rio Grande Project.
The Rio Grande Project of the Bureau of Reclanrntion includes the valley
'
lands of the Rio Grande in both New Medco and Texas from Caballo Dam southward
below El Paso, a distance of about 130 miles. From Cabaflo Dam to Selden
Canyon, a distance of about 30 miles, the Rio Grande flows in the Rincon Valley,
which has a madmum width çf . about 2 miles. Below Selden Canyon the valley
floor widens into the NesIl in Valley, which extends about 55 miles south to
"The Pass",' 4 miles above 3]. Paso. The Nesilla Valley is one of the larger
subvafleys and has a width of about 6 miles near Las Cruces, 45 miles north of
El Paso. The El Paso Valley extends about 90 miles southward from El Paso and
ranges in width from 4 to 6 miles, 'but only the upper 40 miles is included in
the Rio Grande Project.
The water for the Rio Grande Project is stored in Elephant Butte Reservoii'
and in Cabaflo Reservoir, about 22.5 miles below Elephant Butte Dam. Water
released from Cadallo Reservoir is diverted from the Rio Grande to the. canals in
the flincon Valley by the Percha Dam, about 1.5 miles below Cabaflo Dam; in the
Mesilla Valley by the Leasbury Dam at the head of the valley and by the idesilla
Dam about 51 miles southwest of Las Cruces; and in the El Paso Valley by the
Anerican Dam about 2 miles above the International Dam. Water for the Mexican
side of the El Paso Valley, generally referred to as the .Juarez Valley, is
diverted at the International Dam.
An 'extensive system of drains has been constructed, covering practically
the whole area of the project. Drain water from 42 miles of drains in the

Rincon Valley is discharged into the river above the Leasbury Dam, and drain
water from 218 miles of drains in the Mesilla Valley, except for two drains,
is discharged into the river below Mesi lip Dam to be diverted for re-use in
the El Paso Valley portion of the project and Mexico.
The total, land irrigated in the Rio Grande Project in 1945 was 154,775
acres, of which 16,272 acres was in the Rincon Valley, 83,271 acrà in the
I4esilla Valley, and 55,232 acres in the El Paso Valley. Of the irrigated
lands in the Mesil],a Valley, 10,834 acres is in Texas. The division of irrigated lands in 1945 by states' is 88,709 acres in New Mexico and 66,066 acres in
Texas.
Land that is subject to construction charges of the project is referred
to as SOC land and carries a ftfl water right. The remainder of the area of
land within the lisiits ,of irrigation from 'the canals is referred to as suepended land, which is classified into nine catagories dependent upon the conditions of the individual tracts. The total SOC land in the Rincon and Mesi'Ila
Valleys is 90,623 acres and the total suspended land 11,532 acres. The area
of SOC land in the New Mexico portion of the project is 88,000 acres.
For the purpose of coflection of charges, the lands in New Mexico are under
the Elephant Butte Irrigation District and those in Texas under the El Paso
County Water Improvement District.
Present use of surface water' in the Rio Grande Project
In order to discus's the effects caused by pumping in the Rincon and
Mesilla Valleys o £ the Rio Grande Valley, it will be necessary to conöider
first the quantities involved in the present irrigation with surface water exclusively. In 'general £hese quantities can be estinated only approximately, as
-'
many are, not measured accurately.in the operation of the project.
3'
3

The Mè'ãb ãITh.tA1 diteWioh to the Rio GNnUe Pibjeôt iii the pa'iod 19301945 was 982,300 acre-feet. The average annual diversion for the Rincon and
Mesilla Valleys was 584,800 acre-feót and the - average annual drain flow returned
from the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys and diverted again in. the Project was
247,600 acre-feet, or 42 percent of the diversipns in these valleys.
The total diversion for the Project minus the drain-flow return from the
Rincon and I4esifla Valleys indicates an annual average release from the reservoirs of 734,700 acre-feet, not including allowable diversions of 60,000 acrefeet per year to Med.co and losies due to evaporation from the river bed. The
average annual river depletion by the Rincon and Resilla Valleys was therefore
about 337,200 acre feet or 46 percent of the reservoir releases, although the
diversions were 80 percent of the reservoir releases.
The average annual diversion of water from the river to the canals in the
Mesilla and Rincon Valleys from 1930 to 1945 was about 6.5 acre-feet per acre.
Of this total diversion a part is wasted directly back to the river or to the
th'ains. This wastage is estimated at the canal wasteways and is not included
in the figures for drainage return used herein, the practice being to not maste the drain flow when it contains waste water as evidenced by a change in
color of the drainage water. The minimum figure teported for canal waste in
these years was 11 percent of the diversions and the madimim was 35 percent,
lower percentages in general being reported in the lAter years. The reported
average wastage is about 20 percent of the diversions, which is assumed to be
about correct. The lowest percentage of canal seepage losses reported was 26
percent. As canal seepage lofles-are taken to be the rMnMnder of the diversion after estimation of canal wastes and deliveries t9 the farms, it is probable that the actual, seepage losses are lower than any repox'ted. Therefore,
in a normal year it is estimated that the canal seepage losses would average
-1
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about 20 percent. The remainder, 60 percent of the diversions, is presumably
delivered to the lands and amounts to 3.9 acre-feet per acre. In contrast,
the reported average delivery of water to the land in the period 1930-1945 was
only 2.74 acre-feet per acre, about 42 percent of the water diverted £roi the
river, but it is believed that the reported deliveries are somewhat less than
actual as they are mainly estimated quantities on which payment for water is
based and are gezieraily estimated conservatively. The maadmum reported percentages of the diversions delivered to the farms in ahy one year was 58 percent.
In general, larger percentiges have been reported as delivered to the farms in
the later years.
The unit consumptive use for crops is subject to a large variation both
in actual use and computed use. The unit consumptive use for cotton for the
17-year period from 1919 to 1935 in the Rincon and }lesilla Vafleys was taken
as 2.5 acre-feet per acre in the report of the tio Grande Joint Investigation,
with an estimated minimum of about 2.00 feet and a maximum of about 3.00 feet.
The unit consumptive use of alfalfa for the same period was takexf as 4.5 acrefe!t per acre with an estimated range from 4 feet to 5 feet. The consumptive
use for other crops ranged from a mintmtm of 1.5 feet for grains to a maflmum
of 3.0 feet for forage, with an average of about 2.00 feet. J The acreage of
j: Regional Planning, Part VI, The Rio Grande Joint Investigation in the Upper
Rio Grande Basin in Colorado, New Med.co, and:Texass National. Resources
Committee, Volume I, pp. 382-3831 1938.
cotton in 1945 in the Rincon and Mesilla Vafleys was 66,624, that of alfalfa
21,864, and that of other crops U, 060 acres. Using the above, unit figures,
the total consumptive use in 1945 was about 288,000 acre-feet, giving an average
unit consumptive use for the total irrigated acreage in the Rincon and Nesifla
Valleys of 2.9 'acre-feet per acre. Precipitation probably furnishes about 0.4
acre-feet per acre, leaving about 2.5 acre-feet per acre to be supplied by
irrigation.

Assuming that in the period 1930-1945 the average consumptive use of the
irrigated lands supplied by irrigation was the same as in 1945, 2.50 cre-feet
per acre, the excess water delivered to the lands was 1.4 feet or 21 percent
of the total diversions. The return seepage from the irrigated lands plus that
from the canals is about 41 percent of the diversions, and is to be compared
with the measured drain-flow of 42 percent of the diversions.
During yearS of plentiful water supply the average amount of water believed
to be delivered to the lands was 3.9 feet. The amount of water applied to-the
lands in past years is doubtless more than actually nebessary, even though
irrigation of crops requires an excess of water applied. It is assumed that an
excess of about one-third of the consumptive use, giving a total. of 3.3 feet of
irrigation water, would be sufficient to grow a normal crop in the Rincon and
Hesilla Valleys if the water supply was short.
In a dry year with a shortage of water it is eqected that wastage could
be cut to 5 percent. Also in a dry year the canal seepake losses would probably be relatively higher than in an average year, probably about 25 percent
of the diversions. The delivery of water to the lands would therefore be
about 70 percent of the surface-water diversions.
In a year having 3.25 feet;
or 50 percent of an average supply, of surface water available, 70 percent or
2.28 feet of water could be .delivered to the farms or about 70 percent of the
3.3 feet believed necessary to raise a noSal crop.
Thus J.n .a year bf 50-percent avenge surface supply, with judicious use of water about 70 percent of
the land could probably be irrigated without pumuing; or, as about two-thirds
of the total acreage is planted to cotton, sufficient water would be available
to water all the cotton, the main stanle crop of the District, if every care
in the distribution of the water was exerted by the farmers and ditch riders.
S
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In order to irrigate all the land in a year having about 50 percent of
an average surface supply of water, it would be necessary to pump some ground.
water.
Ground-water conditions
General character of ground-water flow.— The direàtion of flow of ground
water in the Mesilla Valley, as indicated by maps prepared in 1919 by the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation from water levels measured in auger holes in -the sunmter
of 19.9, indicates that the general movement is southward down the valley with
a gradient of 4 to 8 feet per mile. At the time the map was made only the
lower portions of a number of the drains had been constructed. In some parts
of the valley the ground water was indicated as moving toward the river and in
others away from the river. In places where the constructed drains were near
the river a large ground-water flow was indicated from the river to the drain.
The direction of flow of ground water under the mesa lands bordering the
Mesilla Valley has been determined from a prel Inhlnary map of the water table
prepared from elevations obtained by aneroid, aided by topographic maps. Under
the mesa to the east of the river the direction of ground-water flow is generally
southwest, from the Organ Mountains to the valley. Under the mesa to the west - of the valley movement of the ground water near the upper portion of the valley
is in general southeast to the valley. However, farther south the direction of
flow of the ground water under the west mesa gradually changes to south, with
some indication of a small flat from the valley into Mexico.
In the Cabaflos Mountains, which parallel the Rincon Vafley on the east,
- the strata dip to the east. Thus thE amount of ground-water accretion to the
Rincon Valle* from the east is probably. small. On the west the Rincon Valley
is flanked by mesas underlain by marls and sands of the Santa Fe formation,
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that are dissected by numerous large arroyos which empty into the valley; The
elevations of the water levels int.wefls located
in
the arro'os west of the
valley are above the level of the Rio Grande and thus indicate some underground
flow from the west to the valley, particularly in the arroyos.
Under present conditions in the Rincon and I1esLlli Valleys the surface
and ground waters maintain an appioxi.mate state of balance. Surface water released from Cabaflo Dam is diverted to the canals and irrigated lands mainly
from April through August of each year. The part that is not lost by transportation and evaporation seeps underground from the canals and irrigated
lands to return to the river as drain/flow which is re-used in lower divisions
of the Project. A large part of. the drain water is return seepage from the
surface-water supply, mainl4r from the canals and irrigated lands but in part
directly from the river. A small portionS of the drairyflow is ground water
from the higher mesa lands that bdrder the valleys. Because of the drains,
the amount of ground water in storage each year at the beginning of the irrigation season is approximately constant, qmpll variations from year to year occurring
as a result of the varying amounts and time of application of irrigation watbr to
the lands in thepreceding yeqr and to the condition of the drains. The low
flow of the drains occurs approximately a month later than the minimum diversions,
and the madmwn flow of the drains usually occurs in the same month as the
maximum divei"sions.
Performance of existing wells.--The discharge of a well, other things
being equal, is dependent upon the size and condition of the pump and the speed
.
of the pump, which in turn is dependent upon the amount of power available.
A pump dischatg.ing only a few gallons per minute does not in itself indicate
whether the wellS is a poor well or a good well. In order to make a comparison
[i
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between wells the specific capacity of a we].l is usually given, expressed in
gallons per minute per foot of drawdown. For a particular well this value is
generally regarded as nearly constant for reasonable valuesof drawdown. For
cased wells the specific capacity depends to some extent upon the perforations
in the casing, which if plugged or insufficient in total area will indicate a
low specific capacity even though .the aquifer is highly permeable.
A few irrigation wells have been drilled in the Rincon and Mesifla
Valleys. In the Itincon Valley 10 irrigation wells have been drilled in the
valley floor, sevenS of which haie been equipped with pumps. Reliable Information is lacking on the discharge of some of the wells, particularly those not
at present equipped with pumps. The discharges of those either measured or
reported range from a minimum of 250 to a maximum of 1,000 gsp.m. The specific capacities of six of the wells range from a minimum of 47 to a maidmum of
74, indicating good irrigation wells.
In addition to the irrigation wells in the valley floor in the Rincon
Valley, about 13 wells have been drilled on the alluvial fans of the arroyos
to the west of the valley, U of which have been equipped with pumps. The
dicharges. of the ll wells, either reported or measured, razged from a minimum
of 125 to a maxbmim of 800 g.p.m.,and the specific capacities for nine of the
wells ranged from a minimum of U to a maximum of 100.
Very few irrigation wells are in opexation at pràent in the }iesilla
Valley, A number of irrigation wells were in operation in the early 1900's
but were abandoned atter7water supply was assured by Elephant Butte Dam.
A
.few irrigation wells are being drilled or have been drilled in the last few
months as a result of the contemplated shortage of surface water in 1948.
None of these hae pumps installed at present.
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The New He3dco College of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts has two Lrrigation wells equipped with pumps located on the valley floor and one well
intended for use for irrigation, but not at present equipped with a pump,
located at the school on the east side of the valley above the valley floor.
Oiie of the ixlrigation wells of the College, located about half a mile west of
the College, was drilled to 50 feet in 1935 and produced 1,625 g.p.ni. with a
drawdown of 18 feet, after being developed for 2 weeks. At preseüt the well,
equipped with an electric motor and a pump, discharges 1,270 g.p.m. with a
drawdown of 13 feeb as measured in November 1946 thus indicating a specific
capacity of about 100 g.p.m. per foot of drawdown.
The other irrigation well of the College, located on the horticulture
farm, was drilled to 71 feet in 1935 and at. that time produced about 1,100
g.p.m. This well at present is sanded up and is equipped with an electric
pump and motor that discharges about 250 g.pan.
Avnl 1 able information indicates that good irrigation wells can be
developed on the alluvia], floor of the valley, with probabLe exceptions in
the Belden Canyon area of the Rincon Valley and in the southern and of the
ilesilla Valley. The upper 60 or 80 feet of the alluvium in the lUncon
Valley seems to be quite permeable but clay apparently predominates at greater
depth. There seem to be no definite extensive clay layers in the 1Iesilla
Valley. In both vfleys considerable trouble is caused by loose sand that
tuns into the wells and at times causes caving of the ground surface around
the well ciasing. It is possible that gravel packing would eliminate this
trouble.
In the southern part of the Rincon Valley, south of the vicinity of Tonuco,
the river has eréded through the mountain masses of the Sierra de las Was to
form the SeJ,den Canyon. The valley floor which in the Rincon Valley, is from
I' to more than 2 miles wide, narrows in the canyon area to less than half a mile,
I'O'
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and in one place to not much more than 200 feet.. •There is some seeped (waterlogged) land in the canyon area that thight be reclaimed by a lowering of the
water table. However, as the aquifer is nartow and undoubtedly thin any
irrigation wells located there would probably soon draw down excessively, partitularly in the part of the vafley south of sees. 1 and 2. T. 19 5., R. 2 W.
Reports of well drillers seem to indicate that in the lower part of the
Nesilla Valley, south of the vicinity of La Union, about 18 miles north of El
Paso, the alluvial sediments are too flné-grained to yield quantities of
water to wells sufficient for irrigation.
Successful irrigation wells, many of which would be of small capacity,
can probab]r be developed in places in the alluvial-fan deposits of the arroyos
and on the lower terraces above the valley -floor.
-Hydrologic charact.eristiès of the aquifer
In order to evaluate properly the amount of flow of underground water and
the long-term effects of pwnpixig, two hydrologic characteristics of the aquifer,
the coefficient of transmissibility and the storage coefficient, the latter approxinate1- equal to the specific yield under jqater-table conditions,must be
known.
- The ease with which water flowe through an aquifer depends upon the interconnection and size of the porC spaces. - The coefficient of transptissibiity,
which expreses the rate of flow, is defThed as the quantity of water in gallons
a day that will percolate through a vertical strip of the aquifer 1 foot wide,
oriented perpendicular to the direction of flowof the water, pnder a unit
hydraulic gradient.
The specific yield of an aquifer is a measure of .the ability of the aquifer
to release water to wells under the action of gravity. The specific yield is
defined as the ratio, expressed as a percentage, between (1) the volume of water
ii
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that an aquifer saturated with water would Yield by gravity and (2) its own
volume.
The coefficient of transmissibility of the aquifer in the Rincon and
Mesilla Valleys was determined from pumping tests on wells, and from the
correlation of slopes of the water table to various .drains with the flow of
the drains. The value of the coefficient of transmissibility as determined
from pumping tests on four wells in the vafley floor ranged from a minimum of
91,000 to a madmum of 167,000. The value of the coefficient of transmissibility computed from well-profile cross-sections obtained from the U. S. Bureau
of Reel antation across various lengths of six drains ranged from a minimum of
47,000 to a maSium of 135,000. Computations from data obtained from two lines
of auger wells established across the Park Drain gave values for the coefficient
of transmissibility ranging from a minimum of 53,000 to a madjmzm of 116,000.
It seems probable that the average coefficient of transmissibility for
the aquifer as a whole can be taken as about 75,000, The values of the coefficient of transmissibility for other localities in Nçw MexLco in which irrigation pumpinj has been successful have ranged from about 50,000 to more than
100,000.
The specific yield of an aquifer is difficult to determine accurately,
either in the field or. the laboratory. .Deterzainations of the specific yield
in other localities of unconsolidated afiuflal fill indicate that the average
for the Rincon and Mesifla Valleys is probably about 25 percento
Effects of oumping wells.—Pumping ground hater results in a lowering of
the water table, at first in the vicinity of the well but as time goes on at
greater and greater distances from the well. The area affected by pumping
-. continually expands until an area of rejected recharge or an area of groundwater discharge is reached. In many localities, areas of rejected recharge
nd ground-water discharge either do not e]d.st or are at such great distances
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that the water pumped imist be taken from storage ,for years to come with a continual lowering of the water table. All water pumped from wells is balanced
by a loss of . water from somewhere else in the ground-water system, either from
the amount stored underground, from the amount seeping out of the aquifer, or,
less commonly in and countries, from the amount of surface water that the
system is unable to absorb (rejects) because the aquifer is ov-erful.1 under nonpumping conditions. Places of ground-water discharge in the Rincon and Mesilla
Valleys are the drainage ditches, where lowering of• the water table would result
in a decrease' in the pickup of the drains, and the relatively small areas of
waterlogged land'where a lowering of the water table would decrease the evaporation and transpiration now taking place. Areas of rejected recharge are sections of the river where the water level in. the river is above and in direct
contact with the ground water. A lowering of the water table in such aras
induces a larger amount of water to seep away from the river.
The increased seepage from the river to the aquifer' and the decreased
drain'flow resulting from the effects of pumping would not make more water
available to 'the Project as a whole but instead would divert to the pumps water
that would otherwise 'be available as surface supply lower down the valley.
However, any water saved by pumping that is now lost , by evapo-transpiration in
the waterlogged areas would result in an. actual increase in water. supply for
beneficial use in,the project. , Unfortunately, •because the, waterlogged area, of
the Rincori and Mesilla Valleys is very
sn1
only 5,135 acres being classified
as seeped, and a portion of this is farmed, the 'amount of 'water saved would be
small.
The effect'of a pumping well upon the flow of a drain or of a river that
is in direct connection with the' water table can be evaluated theoretically
with the aid of a formula developed by Theis. By using the average coefficients
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of transmissibility of 75,000 and specIfic yield •of• 25 percent determined
for the Rincon and liesilla Valleys, it is indicated that if a well in one of
these valleys were located a quarter of a mile from a drain the flow of the
drain would be. reduced aftet' 3 months of pumping by 63 percent of the pumping
rate, after 6 months by 73 percent of the pumping rate, and after 1 year by
81 percent of the pumping rate. After 6 months of pumping the flow of a
drain would be reduced by 88 percent of the pumping rate for a well located
an eighth of a mile from the drain, by 73 percent for a well located a quarter
of a mile from the drain, 50 percent by a well làcated half a mile from a
drain, and 18 pei'cent by a well located 1 mile from a drain. Fifty percent
- of the water pumped would be diverted from a drain in about 12 days by a .well
located an eighth of a mile from the drain but it would take about 2 years
for a well located 1 mile from a drain to have the sante effect.
The effect of the pumping upon the flow of the drain would initially be
a reduction of the pickup of ground water by the drain iii the area affected by
the pumping. With continued pumping the gradient of the water table would be
reversed and the th'ain would lose water in the section affected and finally, if
the pumping rate were great enough, the drain would be dried in that section.
The average drain-flow accretion under the present conditions of an average
surface supply of water is froni 0.6 to 0.8 second-foot per mile in the late
winter months, increasing to a little ovdr 2 second-feet per.mile of drain in
the late summer. The pumping effect per mile of drain must be at least equal
to the pickup of the drain per mile in order to dry the drain.. Wells pumping
continuously at the rate of 3 second-feet each and places every mile along a
drain and a quarter of a mile from it would theoretically dry a drain in the
summer under the present conditions of drain,rflow at the end of about 4 months
of pumping.
14
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The theoretical effect of the pumping of a well upon the flow of a drain
is possibly somewhat greater than would 'actually occur, at any particular time
because of clay layers that extend under the drains, 'which might introduce a
lag in the effects of pumping. If a well were located betüeen drains or between a drain 'and the river, the total effect of pumping upon the drains at any
particular time would be greater than upon one drain. Because of the numerous
drains in the Rincon and particularly the }fesifla Valley this condition would
occur and this accelerated effect of the Sumping would probably offset the
possible lag caused by the stratification of the aquifer.
}Ioreover, in' a year of about 50-percent average surface supply 'of water,
the flow of 'the drains would be reduced and the amount of pumping required to
dry the drains would not be as large as notpd.
Amount of ptñped water necessary in a' drought period.—The economy of a
suppleinental pumping project in the Elephant Butte District depends upon the
quantity of water that must be pumped. This in turn depends upon how the gravity water in the Rio Grande Project, is distributed to the various' valleys,
what economies could be effected in the distribution of the gravity supply, and
what salvage of water would occur by reason of the lowered water table in a dry
year. The basis of distributIon might be in proportion to the average, diversions, or in proportion to the average river depletions It might be assuthed
that pumping would also be done ,in the El .Paso District, and thus would save
soflie of the water 'which would otherwise drain from the land, thus saving more
water for the Project; or the reverse might be aèsumed, in which âase the
Ilephant Butte District may be regarded as having an obligation not to interfere
with the deliveries of water to the lower diàtrict. Some water would be, saved
from evaporation by drying up the drains and some saved from evaporation by
lowering the water table in waterlogged areas. All these factors cannot be
15
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evaluated in this preliminary memorandum.
For the purpose of this ntemorandua, it will be assumed that; direct canal
waste would be largely eliminated throughout the Project and that the Elephant
Butte District has no obligation to the lower District to continue this direct
loss. it will be assumed also that an . obligation does eñst to continue to
deliver the average proportionate drai7flow, which win be taken to be 40
percent of the diversions,
As stated on page 6, in a year in which the surface supply of water was
only half the average, it; is .believed that 2.28 feet of water could be delivered
to the farms, or about 1 foot of water less than that needed foz successftl
irrigation of the crops, if the additional Loot of water were supplied by
pumping ground water into the canals, some loss of the pumped water would occur,
due to waste and to seepage from the canalä • Owing to closer control of the
pumpsrand to the shorter distance that the pumped water would travel in the
canals as compared with surface water, a wastage of 3 percent and a seepage
loss of 17 percent of the pumped water may be assumed. The combined loss would
amount to abdut 20 percent, compared with a probable minimum of30 percent for
gravity water. Evefl additional ac'e-foot of pumped waterS delivered to the
farms would therefore necessitate pumping about 1.25 acre-feet,
However, pumping of wells would diminish the draixyulow. The decrease in
drain1fflow resulting from the effect of ptunping would presumably necessitate
a corresponding decrease in the allowable diversions for the Elephant Butte
Irrigation District,
The narrowneàs of the valleys and the large number of drains precludes
locat;ing pumps very far from either the drains or the river. If a large number
16
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of pumps were installed, as would be necessary for a District pumping system,
the average distance would be about a quarter of a mile and'it is expected that
the drains would be dried during the first suiwner of pumping if only a
cnal 1
gravity water supply was available. The amouit of the drain'flow in an average
year is about- 42 percent of the diversions. In a dry year, with less excess
tiater applied to the lands, the drai'flow is expected to be less, probablr
about 40 percent of the diversions. If in the assumed dry year only gravity
water were available, 3.25 acre-feet per aère would be diverted in the Rincon
and Nesilla Valleys, of which 40 percent would be returnd to the system, as
draisyflow, leaving a total diversion used within these valleys of 1.95 fet.
If a pumping system were installed and the drains were dried up, presumably
1.95 feet would be the justifiable diversion to these valleys. It has been
assumed that, in a dry year, 3.3 acre-feet of water per acre is needed for a
full crop, that 30 percent of the surface water diverted would be lost largely
by seepage from the canals, and that about 20 percent of. the pumped water
would be lost by seepage and waste from the cAnAls. Therefore, 33 = 1.95 x 0.7 + pumpód water x 0.8
and. pumped water t 2.42 acre—feet per acre.
Thus in order to make up the deficiency of 1 acre-foot per acre which
would result from gravity irrigation alone in the assumed dry year it would be
necessary to 'pump about 2.4 acre-feet per: acre. This is the minimum, amount
with judicious use of water. If canal wastage were higher and tie water were
inefficiently used on the land this amount would not be sufficient.
As about 88,000 acres of land has water rights in the New Me,d.co portion
of the project, -the total pumpage of water would be about 213,000 acre-feet
-- and the total surface water diverted about 172,000 acre-feet.
17
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The amount of water pumped from storage in the ground would be the d31ference between the amount of water actually used by the crops, assumed to be.
2.5 acre-feet per acre, and the amount diverted from the river, 1.95 acre-feet
per acre, plus canal evaporation and waste. The latter has been taken as 3
percent of the pumped water or .07 foot and 5 perceit ot the gravity water or
II .
0.10 foot, making the water pumped from storage 0.72 acre-feet per acre per year.
Looked at in another way, the amount of water pumped from storage would
equal the difference between the total watir pumped. and that part of the
pumped and surface water that would return to the water table. This amoqrit
from storage, all quantities being given in acre-feet .per acre, would be (1)
the total amount pumped, 2.42; less (2) the pumped watpr lost by seepage from
the canals, 17 percent (see p; 16) of that pumped or 0.41; less (3) the
gravity water lost by seepage from the canals, 25 percent (sei p. 6) of that
diverted, 0.49; less (4) the diffei,ence between the water applied to the land,
3.3, and the consumptive use 2.5, or 0.8. The amount of. water pumped from
storage in 1 year would therefore be 0.72 acre-feet per acre irrigated, or
63,360 acre-feet for the 88,000 acres in the flephant Butte Irrigation District.
The amount of water returned underground by seepage from the canals and from
the irrigated lands would be 1.70 acre-feet per acre or 39 percent of the total
diversions and pumpage of abâut• 4.4 acre-feet per acre.
The period of drought during which supplemental pumped water might be
needed is, of course, a matter of conjecture. The longer the period the less
would be the cost per acre-foot of water pumped As the flow of the lao Grande
at San flarcial at the head of the Riâ Grande Project averaged only 697 secondfeet in the 5Lyear period 1898-1902,inclusive, against a• 50-year average of 1,560
second-feet, it appears that an assumption is justified of a 5-year drought
period in which only half the normal supply of rmter is available.
16
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If' pumping was done, for 5 such dry years the total pumpage from storage
would be about 316,800 acre-feet. This amount of grouz4 water would have to
be replaced before the flow of the drains would return to normal.
It would appear to be iquitable that because the draihs would have been
dried by the pumping, the diversions to the District in a year of average stirfac'eewater supply following a period of 5 yearq of pumping would be reduced
by the amount tht the drains would normally flow, or 42 percent of the diversions. The actual diversion would then be 6.5 - (.42 x 6.5) = 3.77 feet.
This amount would make 2.64' feet av11 pble for dilivery to the farms, thus
necessitating additional pumping' of ground water to make up the difference to
3.3 feet believed necessary for delivery to the farms. The amount of ground
water necessary to be pumed would be:
3.30 = 3.77 x .7 + pumped water x .8
pumped water = . 83 acre-feet per acre
The amount of water that would seep to the water table in this year would equal
the seepage losses of pumped and surface water from the. canals plus the seepage
return of excess tàter above the consumptive use delivered to the farms, and
would be:
'
(.83 x .17) + (3.77 x .25) +(3.30 - 2.50) = 1.88 acre-feet per acre
The payment or reduction of the ground-water debt would be the return seepage
in excess of the punipage, or 1.05 feet. the number of years ,required while' pumping 0.83 acre-feet per acre to pay off the debt would be '.g;72 = 3.4 years.
The available surface-water diversions without pumping in the fourth year of
average surface supply following the assumed five years of 'pumping would be less
than the average by the amount of water that would have, to be by-passed to Texas
to make up for the reduction in average drai,flow resulting from the remaining
effects of the pumping. The amount of by-passed water, x, plus the actual drain-,
flow, y, must be equal to the average drain return flow of 2.73 feet (.42 x 6.5)
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in a year of average diversions. The actual drain return flow would be equal
to 42 percent of the actual diversions reduced by the remaining ground-water.
debt of 0.45 foot (5 a .72 - 3 a 1.05)..
Therefore:
a 4 y = 2,73
and (6.50.ax) .42-0.45=7
therefore: a = 0.78
and the actual diversion would be:
6.50.- 0.78 = 5.72 feet.
The water schedule for the 5 years of abbut 50 percent average surfaäe
supply followed by 4 years of average surface-water supply is given in the
following table:
Comparison, in acre-feet per acre, of irrigation water available as
diversions to the canals of the Elephant Butte Irrigation District,
for 5 years of 50. percent average surface supply followed by a
period of average surface sup1y, when a supplemental pumping system
is used and when a surface supply only is used.
With supplemental
Without supplepping
mental nzmpinR
Pumped . - . Surface
.. Surface
.
water
water
water
1st year
.
2.42
1995
2nd II
2.42
1.95
3rd
"
2.42
1.95
4th
"
.
2.42
1.95
5th
"
2.42
1995
6th
.
..
d.83
.
3.77
7th
0.83
3.77
8th
"
.
0.83
3.77
9th
"
0.00
5.72
10th
"
0100
6.50
Totals
.
1459•
33;28
Little .net water can be kained to the Rib Grande Project as a whole by
pumping .ground water in the Elephant Butte District and the total amount of
water reèeived by the Elephant Butte District under a pumping system is practicaJ.ly no more .than would have been obtained from surface supplies, if the

3.25
3.25
3.25
3.25
3.25
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
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customary interest of the El Paso istrict is preserved. The reason for this
is, of course, that the drain water is used again in the Project and the
District would be physically responsible for any decrease of the flow of the
drains resulting from pumping.
.
.
The grothid-water debt can be repaid by efficient use of water in 4 years
of average water supply. If waste of water is not avoided, it would not be
possible to repay the ground-water debt and puin,ping would probabij have to be
continued for years.
As indicated previously. (p. 0, Rincon and ZiesI 11-a Valleys custcanarily use
about 46 percent of the total reservoir releases in a year of average surface
supply.
rni
the assumed drought period of 5 years the surface water available
for diversidna was considered as 50 percent. of the average. The average diversion to the El Paso division has been 397;480 acre-feet, and therefore in such
a dry year 199,000 acre-feet should be available for diveràions to the El Paso
Valley. The reservoir releases in a year should be equal to the sum of an
diversions minus the return drainp'flow. As the return drainf flow frSa the
Rincon and Hesilla Valleys would be zero if extensive pumping was done the
reservoir releases wbuld be 88,000 x 1.95 i. 1992 000 = 371,000 acre-feet. The
depletion of reservoir releases by the Elephant Butte Irrigatioki District for
any of the first 5 years of. pumping is then 46 percent; which is the same
reservoir depletion as in an average year; In the sixth, seventh, and eighth
years, the drains still being dry, the percentage depletion of reservoir releases would be about 45 percent. This shows that the Rincon and Ifesilla
Valleys would be etting their customa4' share of the reservoir releases.
In the analysis it was assumed that the drains would be dry during all of
the first yearj whereas the drains would not be dry until the end of the first
21
a,

S
pumping. season and might flow a
small
amount during, the first winter. Therefore, during the first suxmner it is probable that a analler amount of water
need be pumped. Also, it has been assumed that the water taken from storage
was from lowering of the water table under only the irrigated area of the valLey. Actuaflr, the effects of pumping would be somewhat smaller in the valley
area, as the cone of depression would extend away from the valley, under the
mesas. As the irrigation water is applied ,to lands near the drain8, it is
possible that the drains would begin to flow in tha eighth year even though all
of the ground-water debt had .not been repaid. The District would benefit by
this lag, which would spread the repayment of the ground-water debt over a
longer periàd of time than was assumed.
The minimum number of pumps required to deliver the 213,000 acre-feet of
ci,
water believed necessary is estimated to be about 148, at the assumption that
each pump would discharge 1,800 gallons per nlinnte continuously for 6 months.
Allowances should be made for periods of high demand, breakdown of pumping
equipment, and a lower average discharge per well, perhaps about 1,500 gallons •
per minute. The probable number of pumps may therefore be est'imated as about 220.
The cost of installation per well, pump, and motot' is estimated to be about
46,000. Fuel and lubrication costs for a Diesel motor of appropriate size per
pump per year of 6 months of pumping is estimated to be' about $1,080. Fixed
charges are estimated as $1,452. per pump per year on the basis of 6 pez'cent.
ave'-°pr iivn/'wr_n5,4_elcfde/nr&t/.en
iet
Cytati, ad 96rrs a?'
'/ee!'47'Chr
interest on
percent initial cost. Labor and transportation charges are
estimated at $356 per pump per year. The total âha'ges per pump per year are
therefore about $2,900 and the total
£OZ
220 puñtps would be $638,000 or 53,190,000
for the 5-year period. However, as some of the pumps would be used for an add.tional three years, the taxes on all of the pumps, plus the charges for fuel,
&07
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lubrication, labor, and transportation for the numbr of pumps required during
the additional three years, should be included in the total, charges. The
number of pumps necessary to deliver the required 73,000 acre-feet per year
for the sixth, seventh, and eighth years would be about 75 on the basis of 220
pumps being necessary to pump 213,000 acre-feet per. year. The fUel and lubrication costs and labor and transportation charges for the 75 pumps for three
years would amount to $323,100. Taxes on 220 pumps for three years would be
23,760 mklng a total of $346,860 for the three years and $3,536,900 for the
eight years of operation. The estimated unit, cost for the first five years on
the basis of the 'total. pumpage necessary per year would be about $3.00 per
acre-foot which includes allowances for breakdowns, peak dnands, etc.
As the pumping of irrigation water resulted in saving all the crops on at
least 30 percent of the acreage, the pumping costs should be justified by. that
acreage. The average gross return per acre in 1945 for the Rio Grande Project
was about $140. The gross savings then in five. years would be GlB,500,000.
The total cost of pumping and pumping equipment is thus less than one-fifth of
the savings in gross crop returns and probably less than the normal net profit.
The average cost per acre for 88,000 adres would be about $7 per year.
The favorable factor of cost is offset somewhat by the unfavorable factors
of little gain of net water, and the problem of installation and operation.
S
Installatiob of 220 wefls, pumps, and motors would consume untold time as
drillers are scarce and casing, pumps, and motors would be hard to obtain.
The ahortage .of surface water might well be ovei' by the time installation
could be completed.
Operation 'would present problems, one of which 'would be the distribution
of the ppmped water to the New }feñco lands only. About 10,000 acres of land
in the Kesilla Valley is in Texas and is served by the same canal system.
23
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Pumping of ground water in the vafley by individual tanners would of course
have the same effect upon the flow of the drains as would pumping by the
Elephant Butte Irrigation District. Any water pumped on the land that does not
return to the ground-water body would be water lofl to the Project, even
though a gain of water might acue to an individual farm. It is probable
that in a dry year enough tanners would install wells and pimps so that the
flow of the drains would be reduced markedly or even in some sections be
stopped entirely. If such a reduction o4 normal draixyilow occurred as a
result of individual pumps, then diversions to thó Elephant Butte Irrigation
District would hive to be reduced by a like amount, if the El Paso Division
receIved its accustomed share of the reservoir water. Any such reduction in
diversioni would work a hardship on the farmers who had not installed pumps,
providing the available surface water was distributed equally. It it were
desired to maintain the delivery of the same amount of water to the fanis not
having a pump as they would have received had there beed no pumping, then it
would be neccèsary to reduce the delivery of water to the farms having pumps.
Intermittent iperation and the probable
qmcii
1 er capacity of a pump on an
individual farm would result in a somewhat higher unit cost of pumping than
- that given for continuous operation of large capacity pumps of a District
pumping system.
Effects of irrigation of new land. - In addition to pumping water for the
88,000 aóres of land in the New Meñco portion having water rights there are
süspnded lands and lands at elevations above that of the canal system within
the boundaries of the Elephant Butte Irrigatioh District, and additional
undeveloped lands outside the boundaries, for which a water supply from weils
might be. developed.
CI,
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The number of tracts of suspended land of all classifications in 1946 of
20 acres or more per tract was 135, With a total area of 5,822 acres in the
}iesilla and Rincon Valleys. Only a part of this could be irrigated, probably
not more than .3,000 acres.
The area of undeveloped land not served by canals and inside the boundaries
of the District that might be developed and watered by pumping is about 900
acres in the Rinàon Valley and 2,000 acres in the Mesi
11 a
Valley. Undeveloped
lands outside the boundaries of the District that might be developed and
- watered by pumping total ahout 4,700 acres in the luncon Valley and 5,600 in
the Mesilla Valliy. These areas are madmum figures and would 1e reduced by
land needed for roads and other improvements, land not suitable for farming,
and areas in which successful wells could not be obtained.
It seems probable that about 15,000 acres of suspended and new land might
eventually be irrigated from ground water, provided that the conditions remain
favorable for such development. If such a develoinent obcurred the miniiiuim
amount of water consumed annually on these lands would be about 38,000 acrefeet, on the basii of 2.5 acre-feet per acre. As a large portibn of these
lands is on the higher ground along the edges of the talley, only a part of
this water would be diverted from the drains or the river at the outset.
However, as all the ground water in the valleys and mesas is connected and
contributes to the drains, any. pumping nnist eventually mean a decrease in the
drainyflow, in the long run equal to the amount that had been pumpea, less
any
qmni
1 amount saved by reduction of evapo-tránspiration losses.
c
.
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Conclusions
Successful irrigation wells can be obtained over the major part of the
valley floors of the Rincon and Mesila Valleys, with the probable
exceptions of the Sel en Canyon area and the southenf end of the Mesilla
Valley. Running sand will cause trouble in maxtr of the wells and special
well construction may be necessary to eliminate it.
Irrigation wells, generally of sminll capacity, can be obtained on the
arroyos and on the low bench lands. )iany weflS in these areas wfl . not
obtain sufficient quantities for irrigation.
3;. Pumping of ground water would divert water from the drains and the river.
The drains would be dried the first summer if enough pumps were installed
to furnish an adequate water supply for all lands in a dry year.
On a long-term basis all water removed from storage must be replaced before
the drain system returns to normal.
If water diverted from the drains were made up to the lower district by
additional releases from the dams, a corresponding reduction in the diversions to the Elephant Butte Irrigation District would be nebessary.
As there is nouhused ground-water recharge, and iery little unused groundwater discharge, only a small amount of water can be salvaged to the Rio
Grande Project as a• whole over a period of years b' pumping in the Elephant
Butte District
.
.
Assuming that the El Paso Division continues to get diversions in the same
proportion to reservoir releases as in the past, pimping of ground water
will not result in any additional water £oi the District on a year-to-year
basis unlesi the amount of pumping exceeds the amount of the diverted drain
flow, thus pumping from storage.
26.
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I.
S. tiith a gravity water supply of 50 percent of average, about 70 percent of
the land could probably be irrigated with careful use and control of
gravity water alone.
To furnish an additional 88,000 acre-feet of water per year to the farms
in order to have a bare minimum for all the irtigated land- would require
pumping of 213,000 acre-feet per year, assuming again that the El Paso
Division redeives its accustomed share of the reservoir water.;
On the basis of the gross crop return of $140 per acre pbr year (1945
prices) on about- 30 pücent of the acreage, the gross saving for a 5-.
year period is estimated at $18,500,000.
fl. The total number of pumps required is estimated as about 220 and the total
cost about $3,190,000 on the basis of a 5-year period and $3,536,900 for
the ejght years, including all charges, or less than one-fifth of thq,
gross dollar benefits from crops grown.
12. Total cost per acre-foot of water pumped would be about $3.00, equal to
- about $7.00 per irrigated acre per year for the District.
-.
13 9, Pumping - of ground water on individual farms would u1imate1y reduce the - water supply of the Rio Grande Project. If such a reduction were borne
by the Elephant Butte Irrigation District, deliveries of surface water to
farms with pumps might - be reduced in order to maintain the expected
deliveries to farms without pumps.
-,
14. About 15,000 acres of presently undeveloped land and suspended land could
be irrigated by ground water. Water pumped on these lands will, in a few
years, reduce the water available to the thdsting irrigated lands by
nearly a like amount. 2?
2?
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Copy MS/SB
Comp.
RIO GRANDE COMPACT
The State of Colorado, the State of New Mexico, and
the State of Texas, desiring to remove all causes of
present and future controversy among these States and
between citizens of one of these States and citizens of
another State with respect to the use of the waters of the
Rio Grande above Fort Quitman, Texas, and being moved by
considerations of interstate comity, have resolved to
1)
conclude a compact for the attainment of these purposes,
•H
and to that end, through their respective Governors, have
named as their respective Commissioners:
0
<0
For the State of Colorado
Deiph E. Carpenter
H
z
For the State of New Mexico
Francis C. Wilson
C/)
0
For the State of Texas
T. H. McGregor
C/)
who, after negotiations participated in by William
J. Donovan, appointed by the President as the representative of the United states of America, have agreed upon
Cl)
the following articles, to—wit:
ARTICLE I
(a) The State of Colorado, the State of New Mexico,
the State of Texas, and the United States of America, are
hereinafter designated "Colorado", "New Mexico,"
and
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-2and the "United States," respectively.
The term "Rio Grande Basin" means all of the
territory drained by the Rio Gande and its tributaries
in Colorado, New Mexico and Texas, above Fort Quitinan,
Texas.
The term "tributary" means any water course,
the waters of which naturally flow into the channel. of
the Rio Grande.
The "Closed Basin" means that part of the •San
•
Luis Valley in Colorado where the streams and waters
naturally flow and drain into the San Luis Lakes and
adjacent territory, and the waters of which are not
tributary to the Rio Grande.
use of water has the significance
which attaches to the word "domestic" in that sense at
I
D
common law.
"Municipal" use means the use of water by or
0 -4
through water works serving the public.
"Agricultural"
ZH
z
use means the use of water for the irrigation of land.
The term "power" as applied to the use of
water means all uses of water, direct or indirect, for
the generation of energy.
I5pjI
or waste of water at a reservoir means
the flowage of water over the spiliway, or the release
of water through outlet structures other than for
domestic, municipal or agricultural uses, and losses
incident thereto.

-3The provisions hereof binding each signatory State
shall include and bind its citizens, agents and corporations, and all others engaged in, or interested in, the
diversion, storage or use of the water of the Rio Grande
in Colorado or New Mexico, or in Texas above Fort Quitnian.
ARTICLE II.
The States of Colorado, New Mexico and Texas hereby
declare:
That they recognize the paramount right and duty
w
of the Tjnitea States, in the interests of international
peace and harmony, to determine and settle internationa.l
controversies and claims by treaty and that when those
purposes are accomliehed by that means, the treaty bez
H
comes the supreme law of the Nation;
C/)O
That since the benefits which flow from the
cJ)
wise exercise of that authority and the just performance
of that dirty accrue to all the people, it follows as a
corollary that the Nation should defray the cost of the
discharge of any obligation thus assumed;
That with respect to the Rio Grande, the United
States, without obligation imposed by international law
and "being moved by considerations of international
comity", entered into a treaty dated May 21st, 1906,
(34 Stat. 2953) with the United States of Mexico which
obligated

-4obligated the United States of America to deliver from
the Rio Grande to the United States of Mexico 60,000 acre
feet of water annually and forever, whereby in order to
fulfill that promise the United States of America, in
effect, drew upon the States of Colorado, New Mexico and
Texas a draft worth to them many millions of dollars,
and thereby there was cast upon them an obligation which
should be borne by the Nation;
That for the economic development and conserva1tion of the waters of the Rio Grende Basin and for the
fullest realization of the iDurDoses recited in the IDreamble to this Compact, it is of primary importance that
the area in Colorado known as the Closed Basin, be
z
drained
and the water thus recovered be added to the
flow of the river, and that a reservoir be constructed
in Colorado upon the river, at or near the site generally
described as the State line reservoir site.
The installar.
QH
tion of the drain will materially auent the flow of
the river, and the construction of the reservoir will so
regulate the flow as to remove forever the principal
causes of the difficulties between the States signatory
hereto;
That in alleviation of the heavy burden so placed
upon them, it is the earnest conviction of these States
that, without cost to them, the United States should
construct

-5-construct the Closed Basin Drain and the State Line
Reservoir described in (a.).
The signatory States agree that approval by Congress
of this Compact shall not be construed as constituting
an acceptance or approval, directly, indirectly or
impliedly, of any statement or conclusion appearing in
this Article.
ARTICLE III.
(a) Colorado, under the direction and administration
of its State Engineer, shall cause to be maintained and
operated an automatic recording stream gauging 8tatiOfl at
each of the following points, to-wit:
On the Rio Grande near Del N'orte at the station
now maintained, known and designated herein as
the Del Norte Gauging Station,
(the water
records from this station to include the flow
C1)
diverted into the canal of the Del Norte
oIrrigation System);
)-1
On the Rio Conejos near Mogote, a. station known
and desianated herein as the Mogote Gauging
Station;
On the Rio
Grande
at or near the ColoradNew
Mexico Interstate line, a station known and
designated 'herein as the Interstate Gauging
St at 10 a;
(4)

-0(4) Such other station or stations as may be
necessary to comoly with the provisions of
this Compact.
(b) New :'iexico, under the direction and ad:inistration of its State Engineer, shall cause to be maintained
and operated, an automatic stream gauging station at each
of the following noints, to-wit:
(1) On the iiio G-iande at the station Anown as
Euckman;
() On the Rio Vrande at San aa.rcial;
On the Rio orande at the Elephant Eutte
Reservoir outlet;
C-)
Such other station or stations as may be necessary
to comply with the arovisions of this Compact.
(c)
Texas, under the direction and administration of
its duly constituted of±icial, shall cause to be maintained
o
il
and operated an automatic stream gauging station at each
of the folloeirp ooints
to-wit'
On the Rio Wrande at C:ourchesne;
On the Rio Grancle at Toi'nillo;
On the Eta Orende at Yort -uitman.
(d)
geEexico and Texas shall estoolish and maintain
such other gauaina station or stations as may be necessary
for ascertainin0 and recording the release - flow, distrioution,

-7bution, waste and other disposition of water at all
points between the Elephant Butte Reservoir and the lower
end of the Rio Grande Project, both inclusive; Provided,
however, that when the United States shall maintain and
operate, through any of its agencies, an automatic gauging station at any of the points herein designated, it
shall not •be necessary for the State within which said
station is located to maintain a duplicate gauging
station at such point, whenever the records of such
Government stations are available to the authorities of
the several States.
X41)
4-4
cii
(e) The officials in charge of all of the gauging
C—)
stations herein provided for shall exchange records and
H .-1
z
data obtained at such stations.for monthly periods, through
ci: o
the operation thereof, orat such other intervals as they
Crj
may jointly determine, and said officials shall provide
>
O..
OH
for check ratings and such other hydrographic work at
z
the designated stations as may be necessary for the
1IH
accuracy of the records obtained at such stations and to
that end may establish rules and regulations from time to
time.
ARTICLE IV.
The State Engineer of Colorado, the State Engineer of
New Mexico and such officer of Texas as the Governor thereof
may

may designate shall constitute a Committee which may
employ such engineering and clerical aid as may be
authorized by the respective State Legislatures, and the
jurisdiction of the Committee shall extend only to the
ascertainment of the flow of the river, and to the prevention of waste of water, and to findings of fact reached
only by unanimous agreement.
It shall communicate its
findings of fact to the officers of the respective states
charged with the performance of duties under this Compact.
-14
Its findings of fact shall not be conclusive in any court
or other tribunal which may be called upon to interpret
or enforce this Compact.
Annual reports compiled for
each calendar year shall be made by the Committee and
Z
4
transmitted to the Governors of the signatory States on
JD C)
or before February let following the year covered by such
report.
>:i
DF-4
ARTICLE V.
It is agreed that to and until the construction of
the closed basin drain and the State Line reservoir herein
described but not subsequent to June 1, 1935, or such
other date as the signatory States may hereafter fix by
acts of their respective State Legislatures, Colorado
will not cause or suffer the water supply at the Interstate
Gauging

Gauging Station to be impaired by new or increased diversions
or storage within the limits of Colorado unless and until
such depletion 18 offset by increase of drainage return.
ARTICLE VI.
To the end that the maximum use of the waters of
the Rio Grande may be made, it is agreed that at such times
as the State Engineer of New Mexico under the supervision
and control of the Committee shall find, that spill at
Elephant Butte Dam is anticipated he shall forthwith give
notice to Colorado and New Mexico of the estimated amount
of such spill, and of the time at which water may be
impounded or diverted above San Marcial, and thereupon
Colorado and New Mexico may use in equal portions the amount
of such estimated spill so found by the State Engineer of
0
New Mexico, and on notice from the said State Engineer of
New Mexico that the period of said spill, or estimated
spill, is terminated, Colorado and New Mexico shall desist
I
M
from such increased use.
ARTICLE VII.
(a) On or before the completion of the closed basin
drain and the State line reservoir, and in any event not
later than June 1, 1935, a commission of three members
shall be constituted to which the Governor of each of the
signatory

- 10 signatory States shall appoint a commissioner for the
purpose of concluding a Compact among the signatory States
and providing for the equitable apportionment of the use
of the waters of the Rio Grande among said States. The
Governors of said States shall request the President of
the United States to name a representative t,o sit with
said Commission.
The Comiissiqn so named shall equitably apportion
the waters of the Rio Grande as of conditions ottaining
on the river and within the Rio Grande Basin at the time
of the signing of this Compact and no advantage or right
shall accrue or be asserted by reason of construction of
works, reclamation of land or other change in conditions
or in use of water within the Rio Grande Basin or the
Closed Basin during the time intervening between the signing of this Compact and the concluding of such subsequent
Compact to the end that the rights and equities of each
State may be preserved unimpaired;
provided, however,
that Colorado shall not be denied the right to divert,
store, and/or use water in additional amounts equivalent
to the flow into the river from the drain from the Closed
Basin.
Any Compact concluded by said Commission shall
be of no force or effect until ratified by the legislature
of each of the signatory States and approved by the
Con g ress of the United States.
ARTICLE VIII.

- 11 ARTICLE VIII.
Subject to the provisions of this Article,
Colorado consents to the construction and use of a Reservoir
by the United States and/or New Mexico, and/or Texas, as
the case may be, by the erection of a dam across the
channel of the Rio Grande at a suitable point in the Canyon
below the lower state bridge, and grants to the United
States and/or to said States or to either thereof, the
right to acquire by purchase, prescription or the exercise
•
of eminent domain such rights of way, easements and/or
lands as may be necessary or convenient for the construction, maintenance and ooeration of said Reservoir and the
0
storage and release of waters.
Said Reservoir shall be so constructed and
operated that the storage and release of waters therefrom
and the flowage of water over the spiliway shall not imoede
or interfere with the ooe rat ion, maintenance and Unz
interrupted use of drainage works in the San Luis Valley
in Colorado or with the flow and discharge of waters therefrom.
The construction and/or operation of said
Reservoir and the storage and regulation of flow of
waters thereby for beneficial uses or otherwise shall
not become the basis or hereafter give rise to any claim
of

- 12 of appropriation of waters or of any prior, preferred
or superior right to the use of any such waters. The
purpose of said Reservoir shall be to store and regulate
the flow of the river.
The United States, or the signatory States, as
the case may be, shall control the storage and release
of water from said Reservoir and the management and operation thereof, subject to a Compact between the signatory
States.
Colorado reserves jurisdiction and control over
said Reservoir for game, fish, and all other purposes not
-4Cj
herein relinquished.
0
(±') Colorado waives rights of taxation of said
z
Reservoir and appurtenant structures and all lands by it
Cl) 0
occupied.
ce
044 CI)
ARTICLE IX.
0
0-4
z
Nothing in this Compact shall be construed as
1H
affecting the obligations of the United States of America
to the United States of Mexico, or to the Indian Tribes,
or as impairing the rights of the Indian Tribes.
ARICLE X.
it is declared by the States signatory hereto to be
the policy of all parties hereto to avOid waste of waters,
and to that end the officials charged with the performance
of duties hereunder shall use their utmost efforts to

- 13 prevent wastage of waters.
ARTICLE XI.
Subject to the provisions of this Compact, water of
the Rio Grande or any of its tributaries, may be impounded
and used for the generation of power, but such impounding
and use shall always be subservient to the use and consumption of such waters for domestic, municipal and
agricultural purposes. iVater shall not be stored, detained
nor discharged so as to prevent or impair use for such
dominant purposes.
Hc
ARTICLE XII.
New Mexico agrees with Texas, with the understanding
that prior vested rights above and below Elephant Butte
Reservoir shall never be imoaired hereby, that she will
not cause or suffer the water supply of the Elephant Butte
Reservoir to be impaired by new or increased diversion or
H
storage within the limits of New Mexico unless and until
such depletion is offset by increase of drainage return.
ARTICLE XIII.
The physical and other conditions characteristic of
the Rio Grande and peculiar to the territory drained and
served thereby, and to the development thereof, have
actuated this Compact and none of the signatory States
admits

- 14 admits that any provision herein contained establishes
any general principle or precedent applicable to other
interstate streams.
ARTICLE XIV.
This Compact may be terminated, or extended, at any
time by the unanimous legislative action of all of the
signatory States, and in that event all rights established
under it shall remain and continue unimpaired.
w
ARTICLE XV.
Nothing herein contained shall prevent the adjustment
or settlement of any claim or controversy between these
'States by direct legislative action of the interested
States, nor shall anything herein contained be construed
to limit the right of any State to invoke the jurisdiction
of any court of competent jurisdiction for the protection
of any right secured to such State by the provisions of
this Compact, or to enforce any provision thereof.
ARTICLE XVI.
Nothing in this Compact shall be considered or
construed as recognizing, establishing or fixing any status
of the river or the accuracy of any data.or records or
the rights or equities of any of the signatories or as a
recognition, acceptance or acknowledgment of any plan or
principle or of any claim or assertion made or advanced by

- 15either of the signatories or hereafter construed as in
any manner establishing any principle or precedent as regards future equitable apportionment of the water of the
Rio Grande. The signatories agree that the plan herein
adopted for administration of the water of the Rio Grande
is merely a temporary expedient to be applied during the
period of time in this Compact specified, is a compromise
temporary in nature and shall have no other force or
interpretation, and that the plan adopted as a basis therefor is not to be construed as in any rianner establishing,
acknowledging or defining any status, conaition or
principle at this or any other time.
0
kRTICLE XVII.
<0
The signatories consent and agree to the extension of
time for construction of reservoirs on sites covered by
approved applications during the time of this Compact and
04
CI)
for a reasonable time thereafter.
ZEz
ARTICLE XVIII.
Cl)
This Compact shall become operative when approved by
the legislature of each of the signatory States and by the
Congress of the United States. Notice of approval shall
be given by the Governor of each State to the Governors of
the other States and to the President of the United States,
and the President of the United States is requested to
give notice to the Governors of each of the signatory
States of its approval by the Congress of the United States.

IN WITNESS WREOF, the Commissioners have signed
this Compact in quad.ruplicate original, one of which shall
be deposited in the archives of the Department of State
of the United States of Anierica and shall be deemed the
authoritative original, and of which a duly certified copy
shall be forwarded to the Governor of each of the signatory
States.
Done at the City of Sante Fe, in the State of New
Mexico, on the 12th day of February, in the year of our
1<
Lord, One Thousand Nine Hundred and Twenty-nine.
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MEMBERS AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
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SLIITE905EDISONBUILDING
LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA
January
27
1936
Mr Frank
B
Clayton
Bassett Tower
21 Faso Texas
Dear
Mr Clayton
Your letter of January 18 reached me just before I
left Denver for Los Angeles and I have just had the
chance to go over the memorandum of Prof Barrows which
you sent me
This reply is being dictated late
Saturday
which will explain why I do not personally
sign it
However I have asked my secretary to send me
a copy
at Phoenix where I will be for a week or ten days
on work for the Salt River Valley Water Users Association
You can reach me there if you desire
Before discussing
in detail some of the suggested
work
to
made a part of this investigation I wish to
be
express as my general opinion that the sum of $200000
allotted by Public Works Administration
will be entirely
adequate for such an investigation
I saw the break down
of some of the estimates prepared by the varioue
Governmental bureaus and unquestionably
many of these
were unreasonable
the amounts being put in as an upper
limit which they would like to have but which they knew
they did not need
For example Mr Walter of the Bureau
of Reclamation
in conversation
with Mr Harper and me
stated definitely that he thought the $60000 now allotted
to the Bureau
of Reclamation
for the trans mountain
investigation
would be entirely adequate
although I
believe this Bureau asked for $200000
for that item alone
I also know that the
US
Geological Survey asked for about
$60000 to cover investigation of groundwater
with the
idea that they might indulge
in a lot of geophysical
work
which probably will neither be necessary nor particularly
desirable
Groundwater
supplies along the Rio Grande are
of little
importance in relation to the total supply
In
other words the estimate of cost has been padded
and the
men who made those estimates know less aboAt conditions
than the people on the ground who considered that $200000
would be ample
Furthermore it is my understanding that
the allotment of $200000 to the National Resources
Committee was not made dependent upon contributions
from
the states and I see no reason why the National Resources
Committee should not carry out the program within that
allotment without
calling upon the states for more than
theinfornation now available which the various states
Golleoted or eause4A0 heliolleittedin the past
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With reference to the last paragraph on page 2 of the
memorandum
I do not understand the point of view in the
following
statement
they cannot be regarded as dis
charging in whole Or in oaxtio the obligation of a atate
to share equitably
in the cost $300000
of the additional
cooperative
work that ia needed
Refusal to recognise the
furnishing of data as even a partial contribution
seems to
me to be entirely unreasonable and not in accordance
with
the spirit
of the statement made by Prof Barrows and Prof
Adams at the meeting of the Compact Commission in Santa Fe
With further reference
to this paragraph
particularly
to
theunderlined words near the bottom of the page this
language was insisted upon by Barrows and Adams but from
the discussion I would certainly have presumed that they
intended
to accept
contributions
in kind regardless of
the date of such services
Regardless of that
however
it seems to me that the interest of the Federal Government
is so great as to make this investigation largely a Federal
matter
The United States not only has a very large
financial interest in the Rio Grande Project
but it also
financed the Middle Rio Grande Project and presumably will
finance
whatever is to be done in Colorado
One might also
include the obligation of the United States under its
treaty
with Mexico and the interests of the Indians
along the Rio
Grande
In fact
the states as such have
little
direct
interest in this matter
The primary interest is that of
the Federal Government
and of the individuals owning land
within Federal Projects or Federal financed
projects
With reference
to cooperation
with the United States
Geological
Survey under the usual contract
whereby the
local community or the state contributes $100 and the
Geological
Survey contributes
$75
this is nothing out of
the ordinary
However
the State of New Mexico
for
example and the other states to some degree are now
making such contributions
and in a number of cases are
carrying on
measurements
on their own part
It is quite
poseible
that
the
State of New Mexico could match
its
stream flow expenses
with those of the Geological Survey
and in that way increase the contribution
for stream gauging
However
I understand that in the $200000
there is already
set up an item of at least $30000 for stream gauging by the
Geological
Survey
As to the State of Texas
all of the
measurements
in Texas
are now kept by the Bureau of
Reclamation
and charged
to the operating
cost of the Rio
Grande Project
with the exception of those kept by the
International Boundary Commission
It seems to me that
such measurements by the Bureau of Reclamation
which are
a charge against
the lands in the Rio Grande Project
constitute
as much a contribution
as a contribution
in
cash and the Geological Survey could properly match such
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contribution
if
necessary
Withreference to the last clause in numbered para
graph
1
is my recollection
it
that the National Resources
Committee were the ones who promoted the investigation and
I do not believe failure on the part of the states to
contribute $100000
in cash or future services should
justify abandonment
of this investigation
now that
$200000 has been made available by Public Works Adminis
tration
Certainly with $200000
satisfactory basis
a
for the equitable apportionment of the waters
of the Rio
Grande Basin will not be lost
With reference to numbered paragraph 2 on page
it
is my feeling
that the general scope of the investigation
has been expanded beyond the desires or at least the
expressed desires of all but a few people itr the meeting
of the Commission in Santa Fe
With reference to the
detailed program I wish to make the following
comments
Taking the various items on the organization
chart
I believe
that stream gauging and compilation of river flow
data by the
USGeological Survey is of primary importance
I consider however
that underground water studies
should
be limited in extent
except possibly in the San Luie
Valley and not there unless stations are favorable
to the
development
of groundwater
Studies of return
flow and of
present waste and losses by the
Geological
US
Survey and
the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering are probably of the
greatest importance
Less is known
regarding
these matters
and more depends upon the amount of return flow and losses
than upon any other single element
Actually most of the
other factors affecting
a proper determination of water
supply
water use and losses could be approximated without
seriously affecting
conclusions but without
definite
information on this specific
phase of the investigation
no conclusion can be more than an approximation and a
rather crude approximation at best
Is to studies of use of water plotting of irrigable
and irrigated lands the use of water is of course of
importance and will require investigation not only of the
proper duty of water but also of the consumptive use of
water in each of the various valleys along the Rio Grande
Plotting of irrigable and irrigated lands should not be a
major problem as the entire valley of the Rio Grande has
been surveyed within the last year or two by aerial
photography
The limit of irrigation the amount of land
now developed
and even the amount of land which might be
classed as irrigable can be determined rapidly and
accurately
from such aerial maps
rdo not believe that
these extend
into the San Luis Valley but this area could
be mapped
or the existing maps could be brought
up to date
without
much difficulty
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Investigations
and surveys of reservoir sites by the
Bureau of Reclamation
should not require a great amount of
work
For the purposes of this investigation
it is only
necessary
to know the approximate capacity of reservoirs
and the approximate cost of dame which might be built
The
equitable apportionment of the waters of the Rio Grande will
not depend upon a variation of ten or twenty per cent in
the cost of storage works
Investigations
of possibilities of increasing supply
by iiportation
ehould of course be made
However the
cost of such an investigation should not be great as much
of the necessary
field work has already been done and
surveys sufficient for a reasonable estimate could be made
rather quickly
Location
surveys will not be necessary
as again the apportionment of the waters of the Rio Grande
will not depend upon the accurate
cost of future work
In
my opinion
the $60000
set up for the Bureau of Reclaiation
will be ample for all of the work which that Bureau might
undertake
It does not appear to sus that investigation of hydro
electric power development including
market for power
forms any part of this investigation
It was Specifically
set forth in the resolution that
the investigation was to
be limited to the collection
correlation and presentation
of factual
data and I at least understood that such data
were to form a basis for the equitable apportionment of
water
I do not see that expansion
into the possibilities
of developing hydro electric power
is pertinent to this
matter
Such power as could be developed
as a byproduct
might reduce the gross cost of the work but use of
water
for power on the Rio Grande exclusive of its use for
irrigation or domestic purposes
should not be contemplated
I
feelaomewhat the same regarding studies of land
utilisation
particularly irrigated and irrigable lands
which Apparently would be handled by the Resettlement
Administration
The problem at hand is to provide water
for lands already in cultivation
and I do not feel that
the investigation should cover the field of social economics
The opinion of some economiets
that it would be best for
the Nation for lands in the El Paso Valley to be excluded
from cultivation
in order that lands in the Middle Rio Grande
might be brought under cultivation
or vice versa seems to
me foreign to the issue
Certainly it would be a matter
of opinion and outside
of the scope of the investigation
As to air mapping and erosion control surveys the
entire valley of the Rio Grande in fact
the entire basin
above Elephant Butte excepting the area within Colorado
has already been sapped by the Soil Conservation Service
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and all the valley lands below Elephant Butte have been
mapped by the International Boundary Commission
With
the possible exception of the San Luis Valley no
additional air mapping is needed
Only copies of maps
will be required for study
I am at a loss to determine
what relation erosion control surveys have
to the equitable
apportionment of the waters of the Rio Grande
In any case
the Soil Conservation Service has been allotted tremendous
sums of money and does not need the assistance of the Rio
Grande Compact Commission to carry on its program
In
general the investigation
as outlined on this organisation
chart goes far beyond the collection
correlation and
presentation of factual data
In fact
it is quite evident
that the National Resources Committee proposes to do just
that which I feared they would do namely make a broad
engineering
agricultural economic and social study of
the entire Rio Grande Basin above Fort Quitman as a phase
of national planning now popular in Washington
While
Interesting much of the program ha e no practical relation
to the problem before the Rio Grande
Compact Commission
namely the equitable apportionment of the waters of the
Rio Grande
We all know that there is not enough
water
for the lands now under ditch in the various valleys between
the headwaters and Fort Quitman
A study in social economics
would unquedionably be interesting
but the determination
of facts bearing on the amount of water and its use is all
that the Commission agreed to at Santa Fe
Briefly
I
believe
that the Division of Irrigation
of
the
Bureau
of
Agricultural Engineering
which apparently
prepared the outline of the work attached to the memorandum
has reasonable grasp of the problemand
their plan of
procedure is generally in accordance
with my views
I wish
that the other Governmental bureaus had equal appreciation
of what is required
Is to personnel I have already sent you word that I
consider Mr Harlowe
M
Stafford to be a proper man to head
this investigation
Since letting you know this ten days
ago I have made further inquiry and wish to reiterate my
previous recommendation that you concur in his appointment
I am a little
hesitant however
to accept with equal
pleasure the designation
of members of the National
Resources Committee to work in clone nssocijitiou with the
engineer in charge
I do not see the necessity
of their
so doing
as what is wanted is the collection
correlation
and presentation of factual data and not the development
of a social theory
In other words
the more the engineer
is let alone
the better will be the results which
will
come out of the investigation
I
hope
you will
not get the idea from the preceding
discussion
which is
unduly long
that I have permitted
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prejudice to sway my judgment
I have had however
in
the past two years many opportunities
to study the
peculiar working of the bureaucratic
mind and the more
peculiar working of the minds of those in many of the
new agencies of the Government
The difference
is only
relative
both groups being quite
convinced that they
were specially elected
to sit in judgment
on the common
man and to guide his in hie ignorance
It was on that account that I objected so strongly
at the time of the meeting in December to the evident
desire on the part of Prof Adams to have
the investigation
made more broad than finally
stated in the resolution and
the resentment of Prof Adams to my objection arose from
that same attitude of the bureaucrat
I am more convinced
now having read this memorandum and the outline of the
work to be done that the members of the Rio Grande Compact
Commission must rigidly
restrict the investigation to a
factual
survey otherwise
time effort and money will be
dissipated in the development of a planned economy
for the
Rio Grande Basin
Regardless
of my feelings in the matter however
I
am satisfied that $200000
will be ample to accomplish
the
expressed purpose of the Commissioners and that additional
contributions
from the states will be unnecessary
if the
investigation is held within the desired limits
Specifically
as to contribution
from the State of Texas the continuation
of measurement of stream flow use of water drainage return
etc
by the Bureau of Reclamation
as the agency
operating
the Rio Grande Project and by the International Boundary
Commission should be sufficient
As stated before the land
owners in the Rio Grande Project must now pay for all of
such stream flow measurements made by the Bureau of
Reclamation and for all other operating
expenditures
which would make unnecessary
certain investigations
as to
use of water in the El Paso region
The fact that such
contributions
are not made directly should
not alter the
situation
As a gesture of course it might be good policy
to persuade
the Governor
to transfer
some part of the fund
now expended by Texas on stream flow measurement
in the
easterly portion of the state
I hope that the foregoing
will be of some value to you
in formulating your recommendations
and in closing I wish
merely to reiterate my view that only a truly factual report
will prove acceptable
to the Commissioners from the three
states and that a report which goes beyond facts and is not
acceptable
to all of the Commissioners will be wasted effort
on that account
Sincerely
yours
RAH
Dictated
but not
signed
vat
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LAW OFFICES
McBROOM & CLAYTON
BASSETT TOWER
EL PASO,TEXAS
February 1, 1936
National Resources Conriittoe,
Interior Building,
Washington, P. C.
Gentlemen:
With further reference to your memorandum of January
10, 1956, on the Rio Grands joint investigation, I respectfully
submit the following suggestions on behalf of the State of
fr
1. Financial Support: As previously indicated, the division of the expense as between the various agencies of the
Federal Government on the one hand and the several states on
the other hard, outlined in § 1 of your memorandum, seems to
us to be reasonable.
Bowever, it is our belief, as we shall indicate in
our discussion of the procedure, that perhaps the investigation
described in your memorandum embraces a somewhat larger territory than was originally contemplated, and that the estimated
coats seem to be excessive. Should the investigation be limited
in its scope and the costs of certain phases be eliminated or
decreased, this would operate to proportionately decrease the
share of the costs allotted to the states. Our understanding is
that the allotment of $200,000 to the National Resources Committee was not made dependent on contributions from the states, and
it occurs to us that it might be possible to complete the investigation within the limits of that appropriation or perhaps with
some financial aid from the states, without the necessity of an
expenditure of $300,000 as mentioned in your memorandum.
We submit also that in alloc at inS between the respective states the states' share of the burden, Texas should be
called upon to bear a smaller proportion than the two upper basin
states. We take this position for the reasons: first, that the
records in the El Paso area are complete and are constantly being
brought to date, and little or no investigation will be necessary
south of Elephant Butte darn; second, the acreage benefiting from
the investigation is very much smaller in Texas than in either
Colorado or New Mexico, that is to say substantially eighty thousand acres in Texas will be benefitted as against tour hundred
thousand acres, roughly estimated, in each of the upper basin
OSE/LF-0002772 1
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states; and, third, apparently a considerable amount of the
proposed expenditure is to be used in an investigation of the
San Juan diversion and the San Luis basin drain, and from
neither of these projects as we Sec it can Texas benefit, at
least not directly.
Finally, when it has been determined what share of
the expense Texas should bear, we regret to say that we can
make no definite commitment at this time as to the availability
of the funds. There is at present no state appropriation for
this purpose, and the water districts in Texas are operating
on very narrowly restricted budgets, which do not admit of any
expenditures such as this. The most we are at liberty to say
along this line is that when the Texas Legislature meets again
in January, 1937, we will endeavor to procure an appropriation
to cover whatever share of the expense shall finally be allocated to Texas.
We will of course furnish the records we now have,
procured at an expense of many thousands of dollars to the
water districts of the State, and will continue to furnish
these as they are brought to date. Thile they are prepared by
the Bureau of Reclamation, their cost is charged as part of
the operating expense of the E1ephant Butte project and hence
is paid by the water districts under that project. A list of
these records, which are prepared annually, will be furnished
on request. Generally spea1d.n, they are those required by the
terms of the Rio Grands Compact.
2. OrganizatIon of Investigation: Taken as a. whole, we
consider the s-up as outlined in graph form and attached to
the memorandum satisfactory. Stream gauging and compilation of
river-flow data by the United States Geographical Survey we behove to be of primary importance. We consider, however, that
underground water studies should be limited In extent, except
probably in the San Luis Valley and not there unless stations
are favorable to the development of. ground water. Studies of
return flow and of present waste and lossess by the Geological
Survey and Bureau of Agricultural Engineering are probably of
the greatest importance. Least Is known regarding these matters
and more depends upon the amount of return flow and losses than
upon any other single element.
It does not appear to us that investigation of hyth'oelectric power development, including market for power, should
necessarily come within the scope of the investigation. Since
the purpose of the collection, correlation and presentation of
factual data, as set forth in the resolution, was to form the
OSE/LF-00027722
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basis for the equitable apportionment of water, we can not
SOS that expansion into the possibilities of developing
hrdo-elootric power is pertinent to this matter. We feel
somewhat the same regarding studios of land utilization, particularly irrigated and irrigable lands, which apparently would
be handled by the Resettlement Administration. The problem at
hand as we see it is to provide water for lands already in cultivation.
As to studies of use of water, plotting of irrigable
and irrigated lands, the use of water is of course of importance and will require investigation, not only of the proper
duty of water but also of the consumptive use of water in each
of the various valleys along the Rio Grande. Plotting of irrigable and irrigated lands should not be a major problem, as the
entire valley of the Rjo Gr'ande has been surveed within the
Last year or two by aerial photography. The limit of irrigation,
the amount of land now developed, and even the amount of land
which might be classed as irrigable can be determined quickly
and accurately from these aerial maps. We do not believe that
this photography extended into the San Luls Valley, but this
area could be mapped or the existing maps could be brought up
to date without much difficulty.
Investigation and surveys of reservoir sites by the
Bureau of Reclamatiou should not require a groat amount of
work. For the purposes of this investigation it is only necessary to know the approximate capacity of rqservoirs and the
approximate cost of dams which might be built.
Investigation of possibilities of increasing supply
by importation should of course be made. Bowever, the cost of
this should not be great, as much of the necessary field work
has already been done and surveys sufficient for a reasonable
estimate could be quickly made. Location surveys will not be
necessary, as, again, the apportionment of the waters of the
Rio Grande will not depend on the accurate cost of future work.
As to airmapping and erosion control surveys, the
entire valley of the Rio Grande - in fact, the entire basin
above Elephant Butte darn, except the area within Colorado has already been mapped by the Soil Conservation Service, and
all the valley lands below )lephant Butte have been mapped by
the International Boundary Commission. With the possible exception of the San Luis Valley, no additional airinapping is
needed, and only copies of maps will be required for study. It
likewise seems to us that erosion control surveys have no relation to the equitable apportionment of the waters of the Rio
Grande.
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As to the personnel, as we have already stated we
consider that Mr. Flarlowe M. Stafford is eminently fitted to
head the Investigation.
In fact, we believe that the studios to be made
should be strictly confined to engineering studies, and, as
contemplated by the resolution, the surveys should be strictly
factual in their nature.
With the investigation limited along the lines suggested here, it is our belief that the costs will be much less
than the f300,000 untioued in the memorandum. However this may
be, if the costs should exceed the amount allocated and to be
allocated by the Federal Government for this purpose, we will
endeavor, in the 2nanner mentioned in the first numbered paragraph of this letter. r to raise the amount which may be equitably
allocated to the State of Texas, and the writer, as Rio Grande
Compact Commissioner for Texas, again assures the National Resources Counittee of our desire to do everything within reason
to assist in carrying out this investigation.
Respectfully submitted,
Frank B. Clayton
Rio Grande Compact Cornmissioner for Texas
ri
c :ESC
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EL PASO, TEXAS
February 1, 1936
National Resources Comnittee,
Interior Building,
Washington. D. C.
Gentlemen:
With further reference to your memorandum of January
10, 1936, on the Rio Graride joint investigation, I resnectfully
submit the following suggestions on behalf of the State of
Texas:
1. Financial Supoort: As previously indicated, the division of the expense as between the various agencies of the
Federal Government on the one hand ad the several states on
the other hand, outlined in § 1 of your memorandum, seems to
us to be reasonable.
However, it is our belief, as we shall indicate in
our discussion of the procedure, that perhaps the investigation
described in your memorandum embraces a somewhat larger territory than was originally contemplated, and that the estimated
costs seem to be excessive. Should the ±nvestigation be limited
in its scope and the costs of certain phases be eliminated or
decreased, this would operate to proportionately decrease the
share of the costs allotted to the states. Our understandin is
that the allotment; of 200,000 to the National Resources Committee was not iude deoendent on contributions from the states, and
it occurs to us that it might be possible to complete the investigation within the limits of that appropriation or perhaps with
some financial aid from the states, without the necessity of an
expenditure of300,000 as inent!oned in your memorandum.
We submit also that in allo eating between the respective states the statesy share of the burden. Texas should be
called upon to boar a smaller proportion than the two upper basin
states. We take this position for the reasons: first. that the
records in the El Paso area are comrlete and are constantly being
brought to date, end 1:ittle or no investi:ation will be necessary
south of Elephant Butte darn; second. the acreage benefiting from
the investigation is very much smaller in Texas than in either
Colorado or New Mexico. that is to say substantially eighty thousand acres in Texas will be henefitted as against four hundred
thousand acres, roughly est;imated. in each of the upPer basin
OSE/LF00027725
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states; and, third, apparently a considerable amount of the
proposed expenditure is to be used in an investigation of the
San Juan diversion and the San Luis basin drain, and from
neither of these projects as we see it can Texas benefit, at
least not directly.
Finally, when it has been determined what share of
the expense Texas should bear, we regret to say that we can
make no definite commitment at this time as to the availability
of the funds. There is at present no state appropriation for
this purpose, and the water districts in Texas are operating
on very narrowly restricted budgets, which do not admit of any
•
expenditures such as this. The most we are at liberty to say
along this line is that when the Texas Legislature meets again
in January, 1937, we will endeavor to procure an appropriation
to cover whatever share of the expense shall finally be allocated to Texas.
We will of course furnish the records we now have,
procured at an expense of many thousands of dollars to the
water districts of the State, and will continue to furnish
these as they are brought to date. While they are prepared by
the Bureau of Reclamation, their cost is charged as part of
the operating expense of the Elephant Butte project and hence
is paid by the water districts under that project. A list of
these records. which are prepared annually, will be furnished
on request. Generally speaking, they are those required by the
terms of the Rio Grande Compact.
2. Organization of Investigation: Taken as a whole, we
consider the set-up as out1iid In graph form and attached to
the memorandum satisfactory. Stream gauging and compilation of
river-flow data by the United States Geographical Survey we be• hove to be of primary importance. We consider, however, that
underground water studies should be limited in extent, except
probably in the San Luis Valley and not there unless stations
are favorable to the development of ground water. Studies of
•
return flow and of present waste and lossess by the Geological
•
Survey and Bureau of Agricultural Engineering are probably of
the greatest importance. Least is known regarding these matters
•
and more depends upon the amount of return flow and losses than
upon any other single element.
It does not appear to us that Investigation of hyth'oelectric power development, including market for power, should
necessarily come within the scope of the investigation. Since
the purpose of the collection, correlation and presentation of
factual data, as set forth in the resolution, was to form the
OSE/LF-00027726
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basis for the equitable apportionment of water, we can not
see that expansion into the possibilities of developing
hyrdo-electric power is pertinent to this matter. We feel
somewhat the same regarding studies of land utilization, particularly irrigated and irrigable lands, which apparently would
be handled by the Resettlement Administration. The problem at
hand as we see it is to provide water for lands already in cul• c
tivation.
As to studies of use of water, plotting of irrigable
and irrigated lands, the use of water is of course of importarice and will require investigation, not only of the proper
•
duty of water but also of the consumptive use of water in each
of the various valleys along the Rio Grande. Plotting of irrigable and irrigated lands should not be a maflor problem, as the
entire valley of the Rio Grande has been surveyed within the
last year or two by aerial photography. The limit of irrigation,
the amount of land now developed, and even the amount of land
which might be classed as irrigable can be determined quickly
and accurately from these aerial maps. We do not believe that
this photography extended into the San Luis Valley, but this
area could be mapped or the existing maps could be brought up
to date without much difficulty.
Investigation and surveys of reservoir sites by the
Bureau of Reclamation should not require a great amount of
work. For the purposes of this investigation it is only necessary to Imow the approximate capacity of reservoirs and the
approximate cost of dams which might be built.
•
Investigation of possibilities of increasing supply
by importation should of course be made. However, the cost of
this should not be groat, as much of the necessary field work
has already been done and surveys sufficient for a reasonable
estimate could be quickly made. Location surveys will not be
necessary, as, again, the apportionment of the waters of the
Rio Grande will not depend on th& accurate cost of future work.
As to airinapping and erosion control surveys, the
entire valley of the Rio Grande - in fact, the entire basin
above Elephant Butte dam, except the area within Colorado has already been mapped by the Soil Conservation Service, and
all the valley lands below Elephant Butte have been mapped by
the International Boundary Commission. With the possible exception of the San Luis Valley, no additional airmapping is
needed, and only copies of maps will be required for study. It
likewise seems to us that erosion control surveys have no relation to the equitable apportionment of the waters of the Rio
Grande.
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As to the personnel, as we have already stated we
consider that Mr. Harlowe M. Stafford is eminently fitted to
head the investigation.
In fact, we believe that the studies to be made
should be strictly confined to engineering studies, and, as
contemplated by the resolution, the surveys should be strictly
factual in their nature.
With the investigation limited along the lines suggested here, it is our belief that the costs will be much less
than the $300,000 mentioned in the memorandum. However this may
be, if the costs should exceed the amount allocated and to be
allocated by the Federal Government for this purpose, we will
endeavor, in the manner mentioned in the first numbered paragraph of this letter, to raise the amount which may be equitably
allocated to the State of Texas, and the writer, as Rio Grande
Compact Comnissioner for Texas, again assures the National Resources Connittee of our desire to do everything within reason
to assist in carrying out this investigation
Respectfully submitted,
Frank B. Clayton
Rio Grande Compact Cornmissioner for Texas
i
C
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An analysis of data available relative to the water supply
and. the use of water for irrigation purposes of the Rio GrandLe in
New Mexico, revealed, the fact that little was known of the actual
gains or losses of the river below Elephant Bu,tte Dam. It has been
assumed. that there were large losses by seepage from the reservoir
into the river and, also that there was a large invisible inflow to
the river from the tributaries having their source in the Black
Range to the west of the valley. Some measurements were mad.e by the
United. States Reclamation Service in November 1917, January 1918 and,
February 1918, but this stu.d.y is the first that has been mad,e since
the completion of the d.rainage works and, the stbilization of the
river.
The flow of irrigation water was shut off at Elephant Butte
Dam on November 21, 1928 and. in ord.er to allow the flow to become
stabilized. and. for the bank storage along the river to be d.epleted.,
the measurements were d.eiáyed. until November 26th. It was found. that
the auxiliary power plant at the d.am was used. each &ay from 5 P. M.
to 11 P. M. with an average discharge of 15 second-feet and. it was
planned. to so time the vario,s measurements that the flow from that
source be avoid,ed. as much as possible.
The first measurement was mad.e just below the d.am in the
late. afternoon of November 26th just before water was released. for
the power plant. At that time the visible flow from the relief or
d.rainage wells in the dam and. from seepage at the east end. was estimated. at 0.50 second.-feet. The next measurement was mad.e at Hot
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Springs the following morning, nine hours after the valves to the
power plant had been closed.; the last measurement of the d.ay was
mad.e at Tonu.00, and in ord.er to complete the run to Leasburg Dam,
it was necessary to measure at the same place the following morning before taking the flow at Leasburg Dam.
In all, measurements were rnad.e at seven stations on the
river between Elephant Butte Dam and. Leasbu.rg Dam and of all
visible contributing flows between those points. The results of
the measurements and the time are shown in Table I.
Table I.
11EASUREMENTS
Station
Measured,
Distance
Disoharge
_Tirne
Date
Miles
Sec. Feet
Elephant Butte Dam
:4.15P.:11-26-28::
0
:
Est. 0.5
Oyster Canyon
:4.30P :11-26-28 :
0.5
:
1.54
Hot Springs
:8.00i :11-27-28 :
5.0
:
10.56
McElroy Ranch
:9.30A :11-27-28 :
15.75
:
28.69
Mouth of Percha Creek
:11.00L:11-27-28 :
26.75
:
49.24
Dana Ana-Sierra Co.Line
:12.00k:11-27-28 :
34.25
:
55.85
garfield. Drain
:2.30P :11-27-28 :
46.00
:
8.75
Hatch Drain
:3.50P :11-27-28 :
51.00
:
11.13
Angostura Drain
:3.45P :11-27-28 :
55.75
:
1036
Tonu.co
:5,00P :11-27-28 :
59.00
:
75.12
Tonuco
:lO.OA :11-28-28 :
59.00
:
75.96
Rincon Drain
:4,15P :11-27- 7 3 :
61.00
:
8.63
Leasbur Dam
:11.OA :11-28'28 :
69.25
:
100.35
For the greater part of the time d.uring which the measurements were being mad.e, an& for several d.ays before, the sky had. been
overcast and the wind movement was very light. The channel of the
stream was still d.arnp from the wetting it had received d.uring the
last flow of irrigation water some six d.ays previously and from a
light rain which had fallen on November 24, amounting to 0.12 inches
at Elephant Butte Dam. It is therefore probable that the effect of
evaporation in the river was confined. to the exposed. water surface
oSE/LF00024974

and, that the evaporation from the channel clid. not represent a
clepletion of the water then flowing.
The channel had. been formed by the flow of some 2000
second.-feet of water and the reduction from that amount to flows
of less than 100 second.-feet resulted. in a network of broad. shallow streams winciin.g along the river bed, only rarely joining to
form a single channel for short d.istanoes. In the more sandy
stretches this d.ivergence ws much more marked., there being in
places, as many as seven d.istinct branches. For this reason it
is difficult to make an approximation of the area of water surface.
However, assumptions have been made of the average wid.th of water
surfaces based on the kind. of materials of the river bed., the
slope, and. the amount of water and. from these wid.ths the area of
the surface has been calculated..
The rate of evaporation at Elephant Butte for the month
of November was 2.752 inches and. at State College, 2.671 inches.
The rates for Elephant Butte for November 27th and. 28th were
0.045 inches and. 0.035 inches respectively while those f' State
College were 0.020 inches and. 0.104 inches. These figures for
the d.aily rate of evaporation do not check, especially in view of
the data on sunshine and. wind movement for those clays. It was
d.ecid.ed. to use the average d.aily evaporation for November of
0.09 inches or 0.0075 feet in the computation of the loss in
stream flow by evaporation from the water surface and. the results
of these computations are given in Table II.
Table II.
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AREA OF WATER SURFACE AND LOSS BY EVAPORATION
Rate of Evaporation 0.0075 Feet per Day.
From
:
To
Dist- : Av.
Area
: Evap.
ance : Wid.th: Ac.
: Loss
Miles : Feet :
S. F.
Oyster Canyon
:
Kot Springs
4.50 ;
20
10.91: 9.04
Hot Springs
:
McElroy Rnch
10.75 .
30
:
39.09: 0.15
McElroy Ranch
:
Percha Creek
11.00 :
35
:
46.66: 0.18
Percha Creek
:
]ona Ana-Sierra
7.50 :
40
:
36.36: 0.14
Coiintr Line
Dona Ana-Sierra
County Line
:
Tonaco
24.75 :
60
: 180.01: 0.68
Toniico
:
Leasburg
10.25 :
45
:
55.91: 0.21
:G7:
:
368.94: 1.40
From Table I it is seen that there was a lge increase in
the flow of the river even before it was supplemented. by contributions
from the d.rain ditches. The difference between the amounts at the
successive stations shows the inflow that is measu.ra'ble. The inflow
obtained, in this manner is subject to correction by the amount of loss
by evaporation from the water surface in the stream bed. between, measuring points. The correction to be applied, for each section red.uoed. to
terms of second.-±'eet may be found. in Table II. Inasmuch as the sections are of varying lengths, the figures for the increase per section
d.o not give a true indication of the rate of inflow and. therefore thig
has been extend.ed to show the gain per mile, both for the inflow as
measured. and. as corrected.. The resultant quantities for the Inflow
per section and. for the gain per mile are tabulated.hereiind.er .
TABLE III
Invisible Invisible Gain
Dist.: Gain S.F. :
per Mile
From
:
To
: MU :Obs.: ;Corr.: Obs.: :Corr.
Oyster Canyon ; Hot Springs
: 4.50: 9.02;
9.06:2.005:
2.014
Hot Springs
: McElroy Ranch
: 10.75:18.13: 18.28:1.686: 1.700
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TABLE III (con.tTd.)
Invisible : Invisible Gai
Dist. :Gain S. F. :per Mile From
To
Mi. :Obs. :Corr.: Obs.:Corr.
McElroy Ranch
Percha Creek
11.00: 20.55; 20.73:1.868; 1.885
Percha Creek
Dona Ana-Sierra
: County Line
7.50: 6.61; 6.75;0.881; 0.900
Dona na-Sierra
County Line
Tonuco
24.75: -1.97: -1.29:-.079: -.052
Tonuco
Leasburg Darn
10.25: 15.76: 15.97:1.538: 1.558
Oyster Canyon
Leasbu.rg Dam
68.75: 68.94: 70.34O.988: 1.008
* Corrected. for evaporation loss, see Table II.
A graphical representation of the facts and, resultant computations therefrom is also given. This graph d.oes not show the loss by
evaporation nor the corrected, inflow as the amount of change is too
small, the total in the entire d.istance being only 1.40 second-feet.
The rate of evaporation used., 9.0075 feet is u.nd.ou,bted.ly too high for
the time of the month and, weather conditions existing at the time of
the work but it is also probable, in spite of the dampness of the river
channel d.ue to previous irrigation flows from the darn, that some portion of the evaporation loss from the land. surface was contributed. by
the water in the stream, and. this factor would. counteract, to some
extent, the effect of the higher rate of evaporation.
The intermittent flow from the dam through the turbine also
complicates the d.ed.uctions mad.e from the measurements. This flow of
approximately lb second.-feet for a six hour period. wouli be small for
a channel ordinarily carrying several thousand second-feet, and. although
it had. und.oubted.ly cleared. in the extreme upper portions of the river by
the time the measurements were made, it wouli be gradually overtaken in
the lower sections. As has teen mentioned., the flow for the greater
OSE/LF00024977

part of the d.istance was d.ivid.ed into two or more channels with conseq,u.ent lessening of velocity and it is believed that the effect of
the ad.d.itional waste from the power plant on the minimum flow had. become completely d.issipated before reaching the Leasburg Dam. A single
series of measurements, such as this, is insufficient to elicit any information concerning this lag, and, its effect on the
esent discussion
must be ignored beyond mention of the fact that the continuous flow of
15 seconcl-±'eet for six hours when smoothed, out into a continuous flow
is at the rate or 3.75 second.-feet and the total invisible gain at
Leasburg Dam is irobably lessexd by this amount.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
UNITED STATES RIECLAMATION SERVICE
DENVER. COLORADO
November 22, 1919.
From
Board of Engineers
To
Chief of Construction, Denver, Colorado.
Subject: High Line Canal and Power Plants - Rio Grands
Pro j e c t.
INODUCT ION
Under your Instructions of September 6, 1919,
tI.
this board has made a study of the Rio Grands Project water.
supply, and the proposition made by the High Line Canal Cornmittee for the construction of a High Isine Canal and of three.
power plants with appurtenant transmission lines and substations; -and for furnishing the city of El Paso with domestic
water supply from the Elephant Butte Reàervoir.
The board has been in close contact with the
committee on which the Districts and Farm BurQ.Ua, as well
as the City of El Paso were represented. It held frequent
hearings at El Paso and held two sessions at Las Cruces.
At one of these sessions Mr. H. H. Brook, the. manager of
the committee presented the board with written statements
which are attached as exhibit I. A report to the committee
by its consulting engineer, Mr. L. C. Hill, was also submitted and is transmitted herewith as a separate document.
For ready understanding there 'is attaOhed a general map of
the project, marked exhibit II, on which the location of
the High Line Canal and the power plants are shown.
.3. The proposition was worked out by the High
Line Canal Committee with much labor and at considerable
expense and is the work of able men experienced in irrigation and large business affairs, friendly in every way to
irrigation interests - men who are progressive and of the
type whose efforts will develop any community in which
they reside. It was presented with clearness and has
deserved and received great care in its consideration.
Our study was facilitated by the thorough
work done by the project office in advance of the board
meeting.
The subject under investigation is so
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comprehensive that it has been found advisable to divide
it into five parts, the portions following being numbered
from II to V.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Part II
Part II deals with the features of water supply,
storage and project area. The effect upon water supply of
past and possible future irrigation drafts from the Rio
Grande above San Marcial is discussed, as well as various
reservoir features, from which an annual safe draft is deduced of 720,000 acre feet.
Project irrigation demands together with evaporation and other losses, are estimated., andit was found that
the total irrigable area of 149,600 acres, now considered in
the project, can be reasonably supplied on the basis of proper
economical use and that during a period of probably thirty
years only two serious shortages would have occurred such as
seem fully permissible with a full use of supply sources.
It was found that there is some danger in future
depletion through extension of upper Rio Grande irrigation,
but no direct allowance was made therefor on the assumption
that legal ways will be found to protect the project from
injury.
Part III
Part III deals with the effect which the furnishing to the City of El Paso of a domestic supply is likely to
have on the project. The City now pumps from deep wells
located on the Mesa east of town and maintains also an emergency pumping plant drawing water from river wells. The
possibility of meeting growing demands from additional
Mesa well development is not fully known. The investigation made by the City has led to the conclusion that it
must ultimately, if not at an early date, depend. upon
Elephant Butte storage, and the plan is to divert this
water from the river at Leasburg Dam.
The superiority of domestic over irrigation demands is unquestioned as is also the close connection between city prosperity and growth and the interests of the
project. It is, therefore, believed that the project and
the Reclamation Service should cooperate to the fullest ex)
tent with the city in securing for it an abundant supply at
lowest cost.
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Putiu'e ultimate city water supply requirements
are assumed on the basis of suggestions made by the City
and it is shown that a reduction of project area from
13,000 to 15,800 acres may result therefrom according to
whether or not the city wishes to make special reservation
for basic storage as a reasonable guarantee against shortage. Aforecast indicates that for the next four or five
years only one-third of this supply may be needed.
An estimate is made of the financial loss to the
project caused by the use of part of its water for city supply on which basis, with or without profit, it is assumed
such payment will be ultimately based. This amount without
profit is provisionally estimated at over l,250,000 for estimated ultimate requirements or proportionately less if less
water is desired than was assumed. Since the construction
acre cost has not yet been determined and was for this sole
purpose taken at 6180, any change would correspondingly affect the amount figured.
In addition, suitable annual payments were tentatively figured to be made by the city for depreciation and operation of the reservoir, amounting to 2,000 and $1,000 per year
respectively if without profit to the districts.
The expenditure of such sum as above mentioned.
for purchase of water storage in addition to the construction,
if necessary, of an independent conduit from leasbuxg Darn and
of a pumping plant is not relatively large, considering population, as compared with outlays incurred by other western
cities.
Part IV.
15. In part IV a study is present
d of the High Line
Canal proposition and its probable effect
on the project. It
is shown that in many respects this board
cannot agree with
the statements of the cinnittee, in which
numerous advantages
are claimed, which have been discussed in
the order they were
presented.
It finds that drying up a great length of the river
channel is not feasible, that no great saving of water can result and that consequently the project area cannot be increased at reasonable expense.
It is consequently found that the project can
not justly be charged with any part of the cost of High Line
3
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construction, which is estimated at $,467,000, but that
it can properly be charged with the principal part of operatioii and maintenance of this canal, the balance being paid
b y the city.
The cost of all eleotric construction is estimated
at 4 1 828,000, including installations of respectively 18,000,
5,000 and 3,000 K.W. for the three plants and appurtenant
transmission lines and substations. The aggregate cost of
High line Canal and electric construction is thus found to
be 9,295,000, including connection of the High line Canal
with present distribution systems.
After deducting an assumed contribution towards
the High line Canal construction by the city of $670,000, the
necessary investment for complete development is.shown to be
for power alone 8,625,000, and the annual expense, including
interest and depreciation 786,000.
A study was made of probable income from power
sales on the basis of a selling price appropriate for intermittent power, and it was found that average results to be
expected may be as follows:First five years, average annual loss
6 9 000.
Second. "
"
profit
27,000.
Ultimate
if
11
1?
719000.
These amounts, however, are shown to be subject
to fluctuations due to low cycles of run-off and occasional
times when large amounts of winter power can be developed which
may cut the average annual ultimate returns down to about
37,500, which it will be noted is less than 1/2% on the investment after all fixed charges, Including interest on bonded. Indebtedness, shall have been met.
An estimate is also made of the charges which may
have to be made to the city, amounting to over two million
dollars for water and power canal construction and $6,800
annually for operation and maintenance. This is independent
of pumping and conveying city water for delivery into its
Sunset reservoir, in regard to which no estimates are presented.,
The conclusion is drawn that even if the city
agrees to its estimated part of the expense with some profit
the High Line Canal proposition does not appear attractive.
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Part V.
In this final part of the report a study is
presented of a single power plant with 16,500 K.W. installation at Elephant Butte Dam with a transmission line to El Paso.
The construction cost is estimated to increase from 1,946,000
to 2,870,000, the installation being increased by steps of
5500 E.W. in accordance with the growth of the power market.
It is shown that an early annual loss of 458,500
may be expected to change in five years to an annual net profit of $25,000, which in the course of a few years, may increase to about $87,000, or 3% on the investment over all
fixed and other charges including interest on bonded indebtedness. These results,are, however, subject to increases
and decreases, according to the water supply and so that the
ultimate annual net profit may be reduced to $68,300, or 2.4%
on the investment (assumed to be not increased by early losses).
The plan is shown to be independent of any action
of the city of El Paso may desire to take regarding water supply, except that the winter power income may be somewhat reduced if the city supply is not taken from the Elephant Butte
Reservoir.
It is concluded that this proposition is worthy
of consideration by the districts and that it should receive
every encouragement from the Reclamation Service.
GENERAL CONCLUSIOI'IS
It is concluded:
That until the Elephant Butte Dam is raised at
some future..date the reservoir may be estimated to be capable
of sustaining an annual draft of 720,000 acre feet and that
approximately 150,000 acres can be irrigated and receive a
full supply except at very infrequent intervals.
There is every reason why any proposition from
the city of El Paso looking towards providing it with an
p1e domestic water supply should be met in a thoroughly
cooperative spirit.
That the plan of the High Line Canal Committee
so far as it includes the construction of a High Line Canal
and power plants thereon does not appear at the present time
financially feasible unless far greater burdens be placed
upon the city than can be equitably justified.
-5OSE/LF00018707

(d.) That the construction of a power plant at the
Elephant Butte Dam possesses very favorable features and
is deserving of immediate consideration.
While this report affects the plans presented
by the High Line Canal Committee in an adverse way in many
particulars, this is largely so because recent studies made
on the Upper Rio Grande appear to show a smaller water supply available than had been previously assumed.
Another point, but of less importance, on which
the conclusions of this board differ materially from those
of the High Line Canal Committee is the estimated cost of
the High Line Canal itself. Neither the higher estimate
made by us, nor the much lower estimate made by Mr. Hill,
are at present supported by enough detailed information to
enable forming an unalterable conclusion. Nevertheless,
the unexplained discrepancy has a large adverse bearing on
the proposed plans of the High Line Canal Committee.
While not agreeing with the vieve of the High
Line Canal Committee as to the feasibility of a dry river
bed or to any large saving in project cost resulting therefrom, nor agreeing in general that any saving is possible
in irrition and drainage construction through pumping,
except with increased, operation charges, it may well be
the case that with cheap power available there will still
be abundant opportunities for irrigation and drainege pumpIng which even at increased operation cost may be of immense
benefit to certain areas of the project and to the project
and community in general.
OSE/LF000 18708
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RIO GRANDE WATER SUPPLY
San Marcial Plow.
32 - The flow at San Marcial was measured from 1895
to date and has average 1, 135,000 acre feet annu8fly, equivalent to a steady flow of 1,555 second. feet. The minimum flow
(1902) was 18% of the average and the maximum (1905) was 214%.
33 - The supply is characterized not only by above
great variation from the average, but also by a remarkably long
period of low run-off from May 1, 1898 to October 1, 1904, diiiing which the annual average was 503,000 acre feet, or for the
entire period 3,800,000 acre feet short of the general average.
Effect of Past Upper Diversion Increase.
34 - .4 careful analysis has been made in the Denver
Office in com1ection with studies of the San Luis and Middle
Rio Grand.e Valleys of the past and future effects of upper
irrigation diversions and drainage. This board has not visited upper irrigated areas but has studied this analysis and,
while unable to fully confirm its findings, it has not discovered. any reason for questioning them.
35 - This study takes up in the first place the effect
on the Sam Marcial flow of past diversions. There has been
a material effect on the flow by the increase of upper irrigated area, principally from 1896 to 1912.
-7OSE/LF0001

36 - The increased, depletion by expansion of the
San Luls Valley irrigation has been studied by comparing
Rio Grande flow at Del Norte, Colorado, above the San luis
diversions with the flow at the State Bridge. Curves have
been constructed showing the relatively larger flow at
State Bridge for earlier years of record than for later years.
Upon these data, an estimate has been based of what past
flow at San Marcial would have been if present irrigation
conditions had obtained during the past period of record.
37 - The results as regards amended annual rn-off at
£)
San Marcial after making allo.nces for reduced valley and
river evaporation losses, due to lesser flow, are shown in
exhibit III, which gives both the recorded annual flow at
San Marcial and the amended flow on basis of present upper
irrigation diversions. The decrease in average annual flow
at San Marcial is shown to be 643,000 acre feet for the period
and 68,000 acre feet during the low cycle 1898 to 1904.
Effect of Possible Future Exiansion of Uper Irrigation.
38 - A large part of the Denver . analysis is devoted
to a study of the possible effect upon the San Marcial flow
of further irrigation expansion, both in the San Luis Valley
and along the Middle Rio Grande Valley. The areas at present irrigated in these valleys are respectively 376,000
acres and 49,000 acres, and it is estimated that these areas
OSE/LF0001871 I

may be ultimately increased to 725,000 acres and 134,000
acres.
The above development is predicated principally
on reclamation by drainage of alkalied lands. The first
effect of drainage is the drying up of wet lands and the
consequent decrease of evaporation losses and increase of
run-off. The second effect is increased diversion or pumping draft for irrigation, increased evaporation losses, and
decreased run-off.
The combined: effect may be either a decrease
or increase of. So far as the San Luis Valley is
mn-off.
concerned it had been generally taken for granted that an
increase of run-off would result and a report made by J. D.
Stannard. in 1915 confirms this impression.
The Denver study leads generally to the same conclusion as regards the results of drainage and added irrigation in the Middle Rio Grande Valley and the southwestern
part of the San Luis Valley. As regards the northern and
eastern part of this valley, the conclusion is the reverse.
It was found that full development of this part of the valley
to the extent of available water supply and feasible pumping from underground sources will have the effect of materially diminishing the ran-off so as to greatly over-balance increase of ran-off elsewhere.
The reason for this difference lies in the fact
MC
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that evaporation from alkaijed land in the southern part of
the valley, which may be saved, by drainage without irrigation,
is figured to cause a loss of 1.07 feet as against 0.45 feet
for the northern part of the valley. A depth of 1.25 feet
was adopted as the consumptive loss due to irrigation and it
was found that for each acre of swamped land drained and irrigated additional water consumption per acre in the one case
will average 0.18 feet and in the other 0.80 feet, and that
to accomplish this without affecting the run-off, it will
require the drainage of 1.2 acres for every acre newly irrigated in the southern part of the valley, and of nearly 3
acres in the northern part. These figures used in connection
with areas which can be drained as compared with areas which
can be irrigated, result in gains in one locality and losses
in the other.
The conclusions as to the combined effect on runoff are of necessity, based to a large extent, on assumptions
and are in the nature of the case difficult, if not impossible,
of absolute proof considering the constant fluctuations in
weather conditions and run-off. The results ultimately to
be faced may be more detrimental than figured if only such
part of the development should take place as would cause a
decrease, and if for instance drainage along the Middle Rio
Grande were to be indefinitely postponed..
In exhibit III, column 4, the flow past San Marcial
-10OSE/LF0001 8713
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amended for future limits of upper irrigation is shown side
by side with San Marcial flow amended for development up
to the present time and with San Marcial flow as actu.ally
measured.
45. The average annual depletion of stream flow due
to development during the period of record averages 63,000
acre feet and, unless prevented, the further future depletion
is figured at 73,000 acre feet.
For the period 1898-1904,
which will be shown to be controlling, the annual depletion
estimates are 68,000 acre feet in the past and 116,000 acre
feet in the future. The latter figure is made up of the difference between an estimated future depletion on the upper
Rio Grande of 162,000 acre feet and a gain In the Middle Rio
Grande of 46,000 acre feet. It will be seen what may be the
serious effect on the Rio Grande Project, should the upper
loss materialize without the lower gain.
46. The possibility of future depletion was discussed
With the High Line Committee which argued that in view of project water filings, taken in connection with uninterrupted construction work and growing water use, It would be possible,
as it is deemed essential, to protect by litigation, if necessary, the project rights from further encroachment. The fact
that the damage would result from work north of the Colorado
State line appeared to the committee to be no bar to effective
protection; neither did the fact that the land to be reclaimed
in the San Luis Valley had been irrigated years before project
-11OSE/LF.00018714

filings were made.
47. The question is a legal one on which this board
cannot express an opinion. It points, however, to the fact
that the first vvork of drainage may be expected to benefit
the project supply, that the subsequent irrigation increase
may gradually absorb the benefit, and that it will be difficult to estimate and may be impracticable to prove in court.
where injury to the project water supply begins and at what
point of development an injunction could be expected to be
proper and effective.
ELEPHA.NT BUTTE RESERVOIR
Available storage.
48. The reservoir was completed in March 1915 when
storage commenced. It was figured to have a capacity of
2,400,000 acre feet to a poixt five feet above the permanent
spillway gate sills, and 2,640,000 acre feet to the spiliway
crest. The capacity has been somewhat diminished by silting.
The object of the spillway gate control was to
permit a regulated spiliway overflow so as to prevent the
total outflow and overspill from exceeding 8,000 second
feet, so far as possible. The storage of 240,000 acre feet
was considered as an emergency flood absorbing storage for
the protection of the valley lands below.
Large floods have always come during May and June.
-12OSE/LF-00018715

The largest flood on record occurred in May and June 1905,
during which two months over 1,600,000 acre feet passed San
Marcial and when, had a full reservoir been in existence
and had the emergency storage been preserved intact till
May 1st, the maximum outflow would have reached. about
16,000 second feet. Without such emergency flood storage
it would have reached. 22,000 second. feet. This flood occurred after a long period of drouth when the reservoir would
have been nearly empty, and may, therefore, not be a proper
criterion.
There was, however, a flood. in May 1897, when
the reservoir would probably have been full and during which
the flow could have been held down to 8,500 second feet with
available emergency flood storage of 240,000 acre feet,
while without such storage 14,000 second feet would have
passed the dam. Floods such as those of 1903 and 1904 would
have had practically the same results.
It appears important, therefore, to preserve
the figured amount of flood storage for the purpose for which
it was intended, at least until May 1st of each year. This
fact is of importance becamse it diminishes to that extent
the available capacity of the reservoir at the beginning of
a low cycle which for the period of record commenced in May
1898. This year was one of heavy spring run-off, 1.4 times
the average, and during March or April it could pro-130018716

bably not have been foreseen that there was safety against
a big flood, such as occurred the year previous.
In the study of safe annual draft from the
reservoir it will, therefore, be assumed that storage on
May 1, 1898, was 2,400,000 acre feet as was done in the project office studies, and not 2,640,000 acre feet as was assumed in the Denver study.
Evaporation Losses.
The Elephant Butte Reservoir has a surface when
full of about 40,000 acres. The climate is warm and rain fali
is light. The reservoir capacity is over two times the average annual Infow, and is intended to supplement deficient
water supply during cycles of long duration, six years and
more. The evaporation loss during such long periods of down
draft is very large and its correct determination is of ujausual importance.
The only evaporation measurements available cover
the period 1916 to date and are made from a standard W.B.
land. pan, 4' x 0.83 1 , set about 3 inches above the ground..
The average annual evaporation, determined by completing the
1919 record by assuming averages for the lacking fall and
winter months is 8.54 feet
It is knorn that the evaporation from a land pan
greatly exceeds that from afioatingpan. The relation is not
definitely known, but may be aroximated from the results of
-14-
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studies may by R. B. Sleight (Journal of Agricultural Research,
1917).
Sleight found that evaporation from a buried land pan,
12 1 . x 30', was 0,67 times that of the standard W.B. land pan
and that evaporation from an open water surface is 0.99 times
c
b
that of a 12' buried land pan, and consequently about twothirds of that of the smaller exposed land pan.
On the above basis evaporation from the Elephant
Butte reservoir may have been as follows:W. B. Standard.
:Year:
Pan
: Open water surface
:1916:
8.74 feet
:
5.83 feet
)
:1917:
9.14
"
:
6.09
"
:1918:
8.79
"
:
5.86
"
Average 1916 — 1918
:
8.89
"
5.93
Jan. 1
Oct. 1 1919
:
6.25
T
:
4.17
"
Est'd. for year 1919
:
7.49
"
:
4 1 99
"
Average 1916 —
1919
8.54
"
:
5.69
"
It is possible if no serious disturbing factors
exist like seepage losses and direct side inflow to approximate
evaporation losses by volumetric measurements. The results
which may be thus obtained are shown in the following table:
(See next page for table)
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1000 a c r e
f e e t
In-:Out-:
:Stor-:Storage
:Rain:Evap:Avg. :Evap.
:
Period:flow:fiow:Stored: age : increase:lose:fall:ioss:A.
:d.epth
:1000 A: feet
359:
1916
:1649:1025: 624
:
: 505
: 119: 15 : 134: 15.8 : 8.48
864:
1917
:104:1303;.-249
:
: -329
:
80:
5:
85: 16.6 : 5.13
535
:
1918
: 410: 694:-284
:
: -312
:
28:
-&
:
-36; 10.3 : 3.49
: 223
1919
:1512: 709: 803
:
: 766
:
37: 18.
:
45: 16.5 : E-e72
989:
To.Oct. 1 1 19
Estimated.. :
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
: 3.12
The rest1lts obtained by the two methods are com:pare&
an& differences are determined in the following table:
Indirect an: Voiumetrio
Y e a r
:Measurement : Measurement:
Difference
1916 : 5.83 feet
: 8.48 feet
:
2.65 feet
1917 : 6.09
"
:
5.12
1918 : 5.86
2..W7"
:
Jan.- Sept. 1919
4.17
7?
-2.72
TT
:
345
j
The great variation of difference indicates serious disturbing
factors.
Bik Storage.
The filling of the reservoir during the years 1916
and 1919 may be expected to cause a large amount of water to
enter the soil and cause bank storage and the emptying would
have the opposite effect of bank storage releqse. If bank
storage were the only disturbing factor, the amounts stored
and released could be approximated as follows:-16OSE/LF000l872O
•0

:
Apparent Bank Storage
Elevation
Depth
Av. Area : Amount
:Reservoir Viater
ft. : Acres. :
A.F.
4,307.7 feet
1916; 2.65
15,800
: 41,900
,. ''
4,344.9
1917;-0.83 : 16,600
:-3O-41DO,
:
4,323.3
1918:-2.-3?, : 10,300
;-24,400
1.or
•.,,
o'
4,292.5
Jan.-Sept.19:--1 .45
: 16,500
:-2-7 --200
:
4,351.7
61. It will be noted that there is lack of balance in
the above figures. This is undoubtedly d.ue in the first place
to lack of accuracy in flow measurements, small error in which
will cause a large error in the differences upon which above
table is based. The difficulty of estimating a true average
area may also be a contributing factor. There remains, however, a large discrepancy in the apparent absence of large
bank storage in 1919, during which the reservoir rose to a
higher level than was attained at the end of 1916.
Side Inflow.
62. The above lack of consistency can be neutralized
by assuming side inflow above and below ground from the area
draining directly into the reservoir below the San Marcial
station. If the pan evaporation deductions may be considered
as correct, the side inflow may be approximated as follows:-17OSE/LF-0oçj 8721

Apparent:
sumed: esu1tant: Resultant: Raiiifall
Period.:Bank Stor: Inflow
:Bank Stor.:Bank Stor.:
at
:age A.P.
. A.P.
:
:Incr. A.F.:Bai.
A.P.:Elephant Butte
0
1916 : 41,900 : 5,000 : 46,900
0.93:
46,900
1917:-4 -400
:
5,000 : -E8-4O0
:
:
0.29
3 1
1918 :-24 ):400
;
5,000 : -19,000
;
j - .
:
Jan.:
:
.-2 1-500
:
Sept.l9:-27-;OO
74-00 :
4-00
:
Assumed - :4'-0,oQ0
An attempt has been made to determine the relative
importance of side inflow by comparing the measured flow at
San Marcial with that at Elephant Butte in 1914, when the dam
was being completed and no water was stored. The comparison
is as follows:Measured flow at Elephant Butte, Jan.-Nov.1914 1,409,000 A.P.
at San Marcial
1,137,000 IT
Difference ------------272,000
The drainage area is about 1,600 square miles, as
compared with a drainage area above San Marcia]. of 30,000
square miles, from which the run-off, roughly corrected for
irrigation diversions was, in 1914, 1,860,000 acre feet. The
measured increase from San Marcial to Elephant Butte is 152
acre feet per square mile, as compared with a flow of 62
acre feet per square mile above San Marcial from an area
with a far higher average elevation and with heavier run-off,
which indicates a serious error in water flow measurement.
In discussing this matter with project officials,
the only explanation which could be offered was that duriflg
-18OSE/LF-0001 8722

0.87
0.78

11

the time when dam construction was rushed to completion there
may have been interference with river flow at Elephant Butte,
tending to lesser accuracy than usual in stream flow measurement.
If above figures permit any conclusion it would
be that side inflow does take place at times, that it cannot
be approximated from the data at hand, that it is probably
erractic and that it may be small for an extended period of
drought. It is therefore proposed to make no allowance for
it as a water resource an I to consider it merely as a margin
of safety.
Rain,
Precipitation records have been kept at Elephant
Butte Dam since 191 6 9 and at Mesilla Park since 1852, with
results as follows::Elephant : Mesilla
Period
: Butte
: Park
1916: 0.93,ft. : 0.65 f:
1917: 0.29 ft. . 0.46 ft..
1918: 0.87 ft.
0.60 ft..
1919: 0.94 ft. : 0.64 ft.: Completed for year
Average -1916-1919: 0.76 ft. : 0.59 ft.: by estimate
TY
1852-1917: 0.9*ft. : 0.72 ft.:
* Estimated by proportioning.
Comparison for the years 1916 to 1919 makes it apparent that
there is little direct relation between the precipitation
at the two points considered.
Aggregate Reservoir Losses.
If occasional side inflow be ignored the data
-19OSE/LF-00018723

above listed, would lead to the following estimate of losses
in depth over the water area of the reservoir:
Annual evaporation from
feet
feet
open water surface
1916 - 1919 5.69 1916-1919
5.69
Annual precipitation,
average
1852 - 1917 0.93 1916-1919
0.76
Net Loss - - - - - - 4.76
4793
The analysis of this matter by the project office,
so far as evaporation is concerned., is, based on pan evaporation
measurements at Elephant Butte Dam for 1916 to 1918,
8.9 feet,
omitting the use of the partial 1919 record., which, if taken
into account, would reduce the average to 8.5 feet. The
open water evaporation was estimated on the basis of relations found. by Sleight between ground pan and floating pan,
instead of the more direct, though less conservative, relation of Sleight (Page 237, J. of A.R.) between ground pan
with open water surface. Thus the office places the figures
for evaporation loss at an annual depth of 6.2 feet and makes
no deduction for rainfall. In its reservoir operation study
it adopts 7.0 feet as the annual loss. In the Denver study
this loss is taken at 7.15 feet, based upon volumetric determination.
Possible low rainfall, combined with high evaporation during a cycle of low run-off, may cause greater losses
than above figured. in Sections 68 and 69. For instance,
for the Deriod 1916-1919 evaporation was maximum (6.09 feet),
and precipitation was minimum (0.29 feet) in 1917 and the
differente is 5.8 feet.
0
F001
24
.
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Thus it is apparent that the data are far too
scant to permit the drawing of definite conclusions. For purposes of this stucl..y it is proposed to assume the annual net
loss at 5.5 feet, and as stated before to consider side inflow
as a margin of safety.
Silting.
StudIes have been made especially by W. W. Follett
of silt carried by the 1io Grande. In W.S. Paper 358, he estimates the number of acre feet of solid sediment which would
have entered the reservoir from 1897 to 1912, from which an
average annual reduction of reservoir capacity may be deduced,
of 19,700 acre feet, as compared with an average annual waterflow of 1,122 second feet. Since the average flow for the
period 1895 to 1918 is 1,135 second feet, the Follett estimate
would be an average of about 20,000 acre feet of settled silt
entering the reservoir per year for the entire period now
available.
The determination was based on measuring the silt
contents in water samples by weight. The space occupied by
silt was found from a single experiment with a 3 inch cube and
the weight was reported as 53 pounds for dry settled silt per
cubic foot, or 85% of that of water. Other experiments have
since been made by the project office and the weight was found
to be 92.3 pounds per cubic foot.
The great diversity of these basic figuxesis sur
-21OSE/LF000 18725

prising and has not been fully e:plained. If the specific
gravity of silt may be taken as 2.50, the voids in the material
in place implied by the various weights found would be 66%
in the dase of Follett and 41% in the case of the project
experiment. A great variation of voids seems likely, according to degree of compactness in settling. The latter percentage seems most nearly correct although possibly slightly
too low, for which reason, for present purposes, an average
weight is assumed of 90 pounds per cubic foot of dry settled
silt. Revising the silt determination of Follett on the above
basis of greater weight the average annual encorachment on
reservoir capacity by silting infiow may be estimated at
20,000 x 53/90 equaling about 12,000 acre feet.
It has been argued that part of the silt deposits
will take place above the high water line. Reservoir operation will maintain the r9servoir, however, usually below the
high water line. Moreover, when the silt storage in the river
bed above the high water line is once used up all silt carried
must enter the reservoir.
A further argument has been to the effect that increased diversions above San Marcial have already cut down the
river flow and that future upper reservoir storage will cause
reductions in river flow and therefore decreased silt inflow.
There may be some validity in this general argument but it
should be borne in mind that the project will require addi-22OSE/Lp00018726
.

•)
tional storage and diversions stopped, If legally possible,
if decieased project supply should result therefrom, and
further, that In any event the heavy silt inflow is due
rather to floods which will continue to
C(
rne down than to
normal low flow.
Sand Filling.
Besides silt in suspension, with which above determinations deal exclusively, there will enter the reservoir
a certain amount of heavy sand, principally fine sand, which
is moved along the bottom of the river, and which it has not
yet been possible to estimate. Follett says, in regard thereto, that he believes it possible that this heavier material
may amount to 25% of the silt contents. If so, the total
annual filling of the reservoir might be 15,000 acre feet.
Measurement if silt and sand filling by survey has not yet
been made, other than an accurate contouring, carried out last
year for comparison with future surveys.
Storage Reduction.
The annual storage reduction wliich will be suffered,
may therefore be any figure between 12,000 and 15,000 acre feet
less outflow of silt In suspension. The water released IS
generally clear. At one time, for unknown reasons it carried
considerable silt for a brief period and may thus have discharged three thousand acre feet of settled silt from the res-23-

ervoir. The only ex-planation so far offered of this phenomenon
is. that it may have been due to flood flow from the Rio Pierco
which has pecular characteristics.
Material carried in between San Marcial and the dam
has not been included in the above estimate and may be regarded
as an off-set to material occasionally discharged thru the gates,
or which may be suspended in the ordinary dischsrge.
There is to be mentioned a compensating item of increased bank storage contained in the deposited sand and silt.
If these materials contain 42% of water filled voids, a part
of this will undoubtedly drain back as the reservoir lowers.
What portion may be thus given up is uncertain. ilygroscopic
and capillary water will not drain out at all and steep drainage
slopes may still exist In the silt mass after the crisis of a low
reservoir is passed, leaving a large amount of free water stored
in the silt masp unavailable. Until this matter can be studied
in greater detail a release of 15% of silt water storage will
be assumed.
81 ',.fl.th such release available storage will suffer an
average annual decrease through silt, and sand filling of from
12,000 to 15,000 acre feet less 1 5%. A net decrease my thus
be epDroximately 11,000 acre feet.
SAFE ANNUAL DFJd"T FRO11 RESERVOIR
82. Studies of the above subject were made indepdently
by the project and Denver offices. The Drernises and results are
shown in the following table:
24OSE/LF-0001 8728

Board.
Project Office:
Denver
Studies
: Tentative
:Correôted fo
:futie
Available storage
si.Lting
cacity
:2,400,000 A.P. :2,640,000 A.P.:2,640 9 000 A. 1 .:2 9 345,000 A.F.:
Silting of reservoir :
No allowance:
No allowance
:Allowance to
date 55,000 AF
Net evaporation losses;
7 feet
: 7.15 feet
: 7.15 feet
: 5.5 feet
: 5.5 feet
Water supply data
:Recorded flow :Recorded. flow :Recorded flow :Recorded flow :
unaniended.
;amended. on
;amend.ed. on ;amended. on
:;basis of pre- :basis of fut- :basis of pre:sent irriga- ;ure irrigation:sent irriga:tion above San:above San
:tion above
;Marcial
;Marcial
;San Marcial
Determination on
:
basis
: Annual flow :Monthly flow :Monthly flow :Monthly flow
Estimated safe draft ; 816 9 000 A.F. : 683,000 A.P. : 610,000 .F.: 750,000 A.F.:720,000 A.F.
Shortage
:
0
:
0
:1902- 93,000 TT:1902_ 24,000
U:
o
:
: 1904-346,000 11 :1904-218,000
0
Qq
N
42

•
.:
,
All estimates are controlled by the period May
1 9 1898 to October 1, 1904. At the beginning of the period
it is fairly certain that the reservoir would have been full
as has been assumed in all studies quoted and the safe annual
draft has been found on the basis of a complete draw-down during the period. The first two determinations listed in the
above table are adjusted to the supply as practically no
shortage was found at the end of the period. The third d.etermInation, however, assuming future additional depletion in the
Upper Iio Grande, finds a very heavy shortage in 1904 in spite
of a reduced annual draft.
Some shortage at very infrequent intervals must be
regarded as permissible and as in harmony with full use of
water resources. It should, however, be limited in studies
of this kind to an amount which will not result in fatal damage to the project.
This board differs in its premises from those made
in past studies. Its assumptions an& preliminary findings uncorrected for future silt inflow, are shown in the fifth column
of above table. The correction to be made for further silt
inflow is entirely a question of opinion. The reservoir will
have been in operation five years by the beginning of next
irrigation season, for which reason, capacity reduction up to
1920 has been taken at 55,000 acre feet. For the next ten years
a further reduction of 110,000 acre feet may take place, and
0SVLF_()0018130

by the time the project may have fully repaid.constructjon
charges it may be 250,000 acre feet.
The inflow of silt will alter to some extent the
relation between reservoir capacity and exposed reservoir surface from which evaporation losses take place. Part of the silt
inflow will cause a reduction of both capacity and surface and
part will settle in the bottom of the reservoir, where except
at extreme low stages it would not affect surface area. The
evaporation losses in further studies have been assumed to
proceed from surfaces reduced on the arbitrary basis of 50%.
of the silt inflow having no effect on surface reduction.
The effect of silt capacity reduction will not
appreciably alter the shortage for a year like 1904, since it
results merely from insufficiency of inflow after the 1902 shortage and Is not dependent on reservoir capacity. It will, however,
seriously aggravate the earlier shortage, increasing it from
24,000 acre feet to 134,000 acre feet and 299,000 acre feet for
respective silting conditions assumed as at the end of 1929 and
1944. These thortages would in each case be followed by another
shortage two years later, for the reason stated above.
If correction of annual draft by reason of future
silting be made by reducing it from 750,000 to 720,000 acre feet
future shortages are roughly estimated as per table below:(See next page for table)
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1920
1934
:
1945
Reservoir capacity:2,345,000 A.F.:2,191,000 A.F.:2,070,000 A.F.
Annual draft
: 7502000
U
: 720,000 "
720,000 "
Shortage, 1902
:
24,000
:
44 0 000
: 140,000
I?
Shortage, 1904
: 218,000
: 160,000
: 160,000 "
89. It has been stated that irrigation expansion above
San Marcial may result in a decrease in annual inflow during a
crucial period of 116,000 acre feet and upward, as it has already
resulted in recent years in a decrease figured In Denver studies
at 68,000 acre feet. For present purposes this board, without
venturing an opinion, will assume that most of this, if not all,
further depletion can be prevented by legal means and without
other than legal and engineering expenditures.
90. There is a possibility of using for irrigation in
future the upper 240,000 acre feet of storage capacity, which has
been assumed as nedessary for flood control. The damage which
may result from floods of 14,000 second feet, as stated in paragraph 51, as compared. with 8,500 second feet must depend on
river protection throughout the length of the project. The
necessity of such protection was touched upon In board reports
of December 1913 and October 1914, and an allowance of 100,000
has been made for this work in the general project estimates.
The possibility of large additional expenditures Is discussed
later.
o,4F-c,00Is73z

At the proper time in the future the Elephant Butte
Dam will undoubtedly be rai sed. This work will be very expensive and will probably be postponed until the demand there±'or
becomes imperative.' On the whole, it is believed, that at least
for present purposes a safe annual draft of 720,000 acre feet
may be assumed, and on this basis, exhibit IV "Operation of
Elephant Butte Reservoir" has been compiled.
C0N51Th1PTION BELOW
ELEPHANT BUTE. RESERVOTh.
Project Areas.
The project office advises that if the Tornillo
Valley be considered as iithe project, the acreages divided
over the various valleys now in the project are as follows:Gross
Irrigable
Rincon Valley
21,700 acres
17,600 acres
Mesilla Valley
95,700
77,400
El Paso Valley
59,100 "
47,000
Tornillo Valley
- 10 2 700
7600
187,200 "
149,600
Areas by irrigation districts differ from these figures because
El Paso District includes some land in Mesilla Valley.
Other lands have been regarded as available for
irrigation as follows:Palomas Valley by pumping
11,000 acres
Rincon Bench
by pumping
4,600
"
Port Hancock
by gravity
17,000
"
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In addition there are areas above the Iviesilla and Franklin
canals which can be irrigated by pumping and which could be
made very valuable.
Duty.
Diversions at main canal heads have been very
high, ranging from 7 to 9.6 feet per acre irrigated. About
40% of this water is used for flushing and spill discharge
and is not lost except as regards the area below the lowest
river heading. The systems as now laid out appear to make
this method of distributing water control economical and to
a large exten unavoidable.
Of the remaining water, a large portion is lost
by seepage from canals and laterals. This year was the first
In project history that the community ditches were generafly
controlled by the Service and water delivered to farms could
be measured. Variable acreages for various months were reported and it is not possible without great detailed study
to grasp the full meaning of the information now in the project office. It appears in general that if the amount used
be divided over the maximum area actually Irrigated during
any part of the year an application results of about 3.2 feet.
If the calculation be based on area under contract an aver age application of about 2.9 feet is found.
Use of water on lands not yet fully drained is
likely to increase. Better preparation of land on the other
hand will cut reçuirements down. In this report a net duty
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is assumed of 3.0 feet per season, except in the El iaso and.
Tornillo vslleys, where by reason of high alkali contents in
the water to be referred to hereafter, respective figures of
3.2 and 3e6 feet were adopted.
Canal Losses.
97. At present there are irrigated about 40% of the
lands in the Rincon, Mesilla and El Paso Valleys. This land
is largely scattered and the distribution system now in use
covers nearly the full area. Both increased canal flow and
complete drainage will add somewhat to canal losses. It has
been assumed that ultimate canal losses will be 15%, 25% and
25% greater than at present for each of the valleys in the
order as named above.
Return flow.
Water soaks into the ground from irrigated land
and from canal losses. With a net irrigation supply to the
lands of 3.0 feet it is deemed probable from various studies
of net consumption that 0.5 feet is added to the underfiow,
increasing as more water is applied..
Unavoidable Evaporation from Irrigated Surface.
The aiDove loss during the irrigation season may
be estimated at 0.35 acre feet per acre irrigated on the basis
of an average annual evaporation from such land of 1.75 feet
and a proportionate area of such land of 20 1;,o.
If this figure
may be adopted the loss for the year may be about 0.45 acre
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feet per acre ultimately irrigated.
Recovery.
It is possible by re-diversion of the water returned, to the stream, or by pumping to recover all water joining the water plane. Its use for irrigation by gravity is
limited to that portion which returns during the irrigation
season estimated at about 8.0% of the total. Recovery above El
Paso will take place with or without pumping. Below El Paso
recovery in case of no pumping depends on the portion of drain
water which can be re-used by gravity.
Evaporation from River Channel.
Various estimates have beenmade, all based on
assumed open water width and assumed position of water plane
below the broad river channel surface. These estimates can not
be reliable but are the best that can be made. For the irrigation season the loss from open water is taken at 5.5 feet and
from low river lands at 1/3 or 1.8 feet. The losses during the
seaSOn
irrigation/along various river stretches are estimated as follows;
Elephant Butte to La Percha Dam
5,000 A.]?.
La Percha Dam to Leaeburg Dam
16,000
Leasburg Dam to Mesilla Dam
9,000
Mesilla Dam to International Dam
16,000
International Dam to San Elizario
Heading
7,000
San Elizario Heading to head of
IT
Tornillo District
9,000
62 9 000 A.]?.
Returned Diversions.
102. Diversions reciuired and available at the various
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headings on the basis of 720,000 acre feet annual release at
the dam, are determined as per exhibit V, sheets 1, 2 and 3.
They do not include water discharged at desaguas, which must be
considered in figuring canal capacities, but are not important
from the standpoint of water supply since this water becomes
available at lower headings. For water thus wasted from the
TornjJj.o District allowance has been made.
Sufficiency of Water Supply.
In regard to available volume it appears from
sheets 2 and 3 of exhibit V that the water supply is sufficient
on the basis of previous assumptions for the various valleys now
considered in the project, leaving a surplus of about 9,000 acre
feet. This margin in itself is exceedingly small considering
the grave uncertainties as to the basic data upon which the
calculation is based. Such matters as evaporation losses can
be but imperfectly known. Moreover for some time to come there
may be great difficulty in confining Mexican diversions to
60,000 acre feet per year.
It may well be argued that too few facts are known
to permit definite det rmination of reservoir silting and that
a water study based on silt conditions as far ahead as 1934
is over conservative.
This argument might have some force if
all other factors were definitely known. Occurrence of more
severe dry cycles than the one included in the record is quite
probable. Evaporation arid, river losses are uncertain and the
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extent of necessary regulation and other waste is very uncertain while possibility of comDlete protection of water supply is problematical. Thus a reduction of annual draft for
silting and other contingencies from 750,000 to 720,000 acre
feet amounting to only 4 does not appear to this board excessive.
Saving El Paso Vafley Canal Seepage.
In exhibit V, sheet 1, El Paso Valley ultimate
canal seepage is estimated at 61,000 acre feet. The saving of
a large part of this loss by concrete lining of ditches has been
considered. If a saving could be affected by lining project
canals of 30,000 acre feet and this water could be placed on
land already provided with ditches and drains it might have a
value of nearly .'700,000, which may be regarded as a maximlnn
at present. An estimate of cost of lining these canals shows
a probable cost of nearly 1,500,000, showing that this method
of water saving cannot be economically employed.
klkai1 in Water.
A very serious question is the alkali contents in
the water allowed for the Tornillo District. If alkali contents are estimated on the basis of 400 parts per million in
the reservoir, some studies made by proportioning and by assuming that only alkali carried by the supply water need be
removed, indicate that water at the head of the Franklin
Canal may contain about 800 parts per million, and water discharged from El Paso drains nearly 2,400 parts per million.
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107. If no other supply were available for the Tornillo
District its irrigation would probably be infeasible. Mr.
Harwell of the Farm Bureau of the El Paso Chamber of Commerce
per million for
considers 2,000 parts / the salts which occur in this valley
as the limit. However, the water su -oply as applied in the estirnates in exhibit V renders available at the Tornillo Heading
50,000 acre feet of fluctuating reservoir waste besides 27,000
acre feet for sand flushing in addition to the estimated surplus of 9,000 acre feet. The dilution thereby made possible
is likely to reduce the average alkali contents of the Tornillo
supply water to an average of less than 1,500 parts which is
considered by Harwell as permissible in connection with an
abundant application.
Conclus ions.
108. The general conclusion drawn from this study is
that for many years to come the water supply is reasonably sufficient with economical use, with careful reservoir regulation,
and assuming protection of supply, for the irrigation of 149,600
acres, now considered within the project, and that unless a
decisive saving in evaporation losses can be effected, it
would not be to the interest of the project to enlarge its area.
109. It is recognized that there will be long intervals
of ample water supply between periods of shoi 4 tage and that the
water users may demand that this supply be utilized when available taking chances on their ability to so distribute the
35
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water to be had during periods of low water as to minimize
the injuries that are likely to result from such increased.
use. There is also a possibility that the quality of the
ground 'ater may in time improve so that it may be used to
reduce the shortages as they occur provided cheap power
is obtainable.
OSE/LF00018740
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CITY OF EL PASO WATER SUPPLY
110 - The High Line Canal Committee has proposed
certain changes in the present project, one of which Is to
furnish a d.omostie water supply to the City of El Paso from
the regulated river flow at the Leasburg Dam.
Amount Required
111 - From statements made by the city water departmerit recent water consumption has been as follows:
Gallons
S.F.
per day
Maximum - August
8 9 000 9 000
12.3
Minimum - November
4,500,000
6.9
Average
6 9 000,000
9.2
112 - The city population is estimated at 80 0 000.
It is anticipated by city officials that through growth of
population and greater water. consumption the past annual
increase in water use of 7% will rise materially, assuming
lower water rates. It has been suggested that reservation
on behalf of the city should provide for many years in the
future, and in the report of the Committee's consulting
engineer, L. C. Hill, a maximum quantity of 75 second
feet is implied.
113 - It is very uncertain when any such large quantity even considered as a peak demand will be required. Curves
of growth of population combined with increased demand per
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capita justifies the belief that meximum requirements may
be doubled in the course of four or five years. Even then
it would be only one-third of the Hill estimate.
114 Definite information as to either the distribution of gross supply throughout the year, or total annual amount
to be made the basis of estimate, could not be obtained. It
has, therefore, been necessary to make assumptions, which are
based on ultimate requirements implied in the Hill report,
it being understood that conclusions resulting therefrom are
subject to proportionate change according to the supply to be
finally agreed upon.
115 - An estimate of annual city supply, with deliveries
varying from 40 second feet in winter to 76 second feet in summer, shows a total Quantity for the year of 45,000 acre feet,
of which, as above stated, only about one-third may be needed
at the end of four or five years.
Quality of Water.
116 - This subject has been dealt with by this board
only as regards alkali contents at Leasbu.rg Dam0 At this point,
with small or no storage release from the reservoir, there will
flow from Rincon Valley irrigation above return water which
may be too heavily laden with salts, and which will in winter
require dilution with reservoir water, for which tentative
allowance has been made in above estimate.
Effect on Project
117.- An annual draft of 720,000 acre feet may, without
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considering the needs of El Paso, be broadly divided if used
for irrigation only as follows:Evaporation from river channel 62,000 A.P.
lost for sand flushing
27,000 IT
Regulation waste
50 9 000
Mexican supply
60,000 IT 199,000 A.F.
Project Irrigation 149,600 acres at
3.48 A.F. (average net)
521 9 000
FIgl2xed surplus
9,000
IT
Total - - - - - - - - - - 720,000
IT
118 - It Is evident that unavoidable losses and Mexican
supply cannot be affected by allowing the city to take Elephant
Butte water and that the city requirements must come out of the
521,000 acre feet balance annually remaining available. The
above is true with one possible exception.
119 - A portion of the city water supply will be returned in the form of sewage ancl of underfiow which, in one
way or another, will feed the water plane or increase the river
flow below the city.
120 - So far as underfiow from lawn sprinkling is concerned the water will be charged with alkali, the same as, or
even more heavily, than irrigation return flow. So far as
sewage goes, the character of return water must depend upon
sewage treatment. Ultimately some form of sewage treatment
will be enforced upon the city for sanitary reasons and if
this should take the common form of sewer filtration, return
flow from sewage will, through evaporation losses during
filtration, be likewise heavily impregnated with alkali.
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121 - Thus the effect of city return flow most likely
be an increased duty to be performed by El Paso Valley drains,
and an increased flow in such drains not materially different
as to alkali contents from that which would otherwise obtain.
122 - Increased drainage discharge above the Tornillo
heading with over 2,000 parts of alkali per million, whether
directly into the river or as an addition to the und.erflow,
is of no advantage to the project since the water estimated
to be available from irrigation is more than sufficient for
the Tornillo District supply and necessitates dilution. In
fact such additional flow may be harmful as a greater amount
of river dilution water may have to be provided to reduce
alkali contents to permissible limits.
123 - It must be assumed, therefore, that unless return flow from the city shall be proven to have value to the
project, city supply will ultimately diminish the irrigation
balance of 521,000 acre feet annually available by 45,000 acre
feet, the city thus taking 8.7% of the total useful supply.
This is provided the city should not require for its purpose
a superior right to storage.
124 - In discussing this matter with the Committee
it developed that in view of possibility of irrigation shortage, and a considerable period of empty reservoir, It might
be necessary for the city to arrange for irrigation draft to
be stopped when reservoir contents should drop to 45,000 acre
feet equal to approximately a year's supply. If such provision were made irrigation draft during a period of 4-2/3
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years preceding a year like 1902 would have to be curtailed
for city protection about 10,000 acre feet per year, and consequent1y such provision would increase the curtailment of the
irrigation supply from 45,000 to 55,000 acre feet or from 8.7%
to 10.6% of the total.
125 - The effect upon the project must be, if no other
changes are assumed, a reduction of project area of 8.7% or
13,000 acres, or with storage guaranteed 10.6 6j6 or 15,800 acres.
Payment of City for Water.
126 - Such payment may be approximated by taking as a
lower limit the damage done to the project together with an
allowance for reservoir depreciation and operation.
127 - Canals and distribution systems and drains have
been built to a large extent for all of the land, except as
regards the extreme southeastern end of the project. Thus a
reduction of project area will render impossible the collection of construction charges from the land necessarily exeluded. These charges have not yet been determined. All that
can be said now is that should they amount for instance to
80 per acre, the loss to the project would amount to from
1,040,000 to 1,264,000 according to whether the city should
wish to provide a supply likely to suffer shortage or should
desire to insure its supply to the extent above figured.
128 - The reservoir is subject to depreciation by
silting. A rough approximation for present purposes may be
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annual depreciation of 20,000, which would involve an annual
payment by the city of about $2,000. There should also be paid
by the city its proportion of the annual reservoir operation
cost which may amount to $1,000.
129 - The charges to be actually made to the city on
behalf of the district should be made a subject of far closer
study than this board has been able to make. On the one hand
the views of the districts would have a decisive effect and
are only hrod1y known, particularly as to adding to these
charges an allowance for unforeseen contingencies and for profit.
On the other hand the city officials must be fully heard on
this question, especially as to whether arrangements are desired at present for far more water than can be used now or
whether greatly reduced quantities should now be reserved, the
city depending upon obtaining additional supply later at probably greatly enhanced prices by purchase of rights from improved and irrigated, lands.
130. Offsets may also be c'aimed by the city for such
rights as, for instance, the legal right which it may now have
in the unregulated flow of the Rio Grande River. The city supply was at one time taken from wells In the river bed and while
this supply has apparently been discontinued and Mesa deep
well supply has been substituted, this may yet leave the city's
rights unimpaired and practically unlimited in connection with
future expansion.
131 - The question may arise as to whether the location
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of the city's right below the International Darn may be
changed at its option to points above the dam, and as to
whether it might be still further changed from Texas into
New Mexico. Riparian rights may also be claimed by the city
which may affect the problem.
132 - It should be understood that all above payments, whatever they might ultimately be determined to be,
would simply provide water for the city at Leasbuig Dam and
would impose upon the city the further expense of conveying,
purifying and pumping this water.
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HIGH LINE CANALS
IN CONNECT ION WITH P OWER DEVEL 0PIthNT A ND EL PAS 0 WATER SUPPLY
Proposal
133 - The proposal made by the High Line Canal Cornmittee for "Settlement, Completion and Power Development",
contains provisions:(a) For the construction of a 50-mile concrete lined
canal from the Leasburg dam to Canutillo with a drop midway
between at Tortugas. The upper section of this canal is to
carry the entire irrigation supply needed below the Leasburg
dam, including project lands below El Paso, together with water
for the city of El Paso. At a point four miles below the d.am
irrigation supply is to be released for the lands above the
Mesilla Dam. At Tortugas there will be a 75-foot drop, from
the lower end of which water will be taken for the irrigation
of the Mesilla Valley lands below the Mesilla darn, the remainder continuing in the lower section of the new canal to
Canutillo, where all water except that needed for El Paso will
be dropped 70 feet and returned to the river for the irrigation of lands below El Paso in both the United. States and
Mexico.
For the construction of power plants at the
Elephant Butte Dam and at the Tortugas and Canutillo drops
on the High Line Canal.
For the building of transmission lines to El
Paso, Texas, and Hurley, New Mexico, with appurtenant substations.
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134 - In general the committee expects this plan to
greatly increase the project area, reduce construction cost
per acre and lower operation and maintenance cost, and also
create a large revenue through power development.
135 - The change in the carriage of irrigation water
resulting from the above plans is expected by the committee
to enable drying up the Iio Grande between Leasburg and. Canutillo and to permit the prevention of large evaporation losses.
In this connection it is proposed to change the drainage system for the Mesilla Valley as now being constructed with its
widely separated outlets in the river above Canutilbo so as
to discharge all drainage by gravity below Canutillo, or by
substiuting pumping into canals or direct on to lands for irrigat'ion. In connection with the rendering available of cheap
power, it was proposed to irrigate lands by pumping from wells
Instead of by gravity flow. The l'ioacho lands and other parts
of the Mesilla Valley were particularly mentioned in discussby
Ing this point. The water to be saved/these changes is to be
applied to playa lands in the Mesilla Valley, lands under the
new canal and to pumped lands in the Pabomas, Mesilla and El
Paso Valleys.
136 - The proposal provides for the construction of a
High Line Canal and necessary changes in the drainage system
from the Reclamation fund., and for the building of power plants,
transmission lines and substations from fund.s to be raised
through the sale of irrigation district bonds. Surplus power
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is to be sold in El Paso and Hurley, and intervening points,
and water delivered at the end of the power canal for the use
of El Paso is to be paid for by that city.
137 - The expenditure of reclamation funds for High
Line Canal construction is argue& to be justified by resultant
savings elsewhere on the project and is judged to be capable
of recovery through increased project area and sale of water
to El Paso. Part of the construction charges may also be paid.
by El Paso.
138 - The fixed and annual charges resulting from district financing and operation of electric power construction
are to be defrayed from the sale of surplus power, and it is
estimate& by the committee that a large profit can be realize&
which will accrue to the districts and facilitate repayment
of charges to the Government.
Cost estimate High line Canal
139 - The cost of the High Line Canal with 2" concrete
lining is estimated by Mr. Hill at 2,550 9 000. This board estimates the cost. on the same basis of concrete lining, but
with 2fr feet freeboard instead of the freeboard allowed by
Mr. Hill, understood to be 1 foot (see exhibit VI) at 3,677 9 000.
It is believed., however, that 2" lining is insufficient for a
canal of this size and importance and that at least 3" lining
is necessary, which will raise the cost to Tortugas Division
2,543,000
Canutillo Division 1,924,000
4,467,000
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The cost of an unlined earth canal was roughly estimated (See
exhibit VII) at 2,298,000, Such canal, however, is not deemed
suitable for the carriage of city water, is less dependable
than a lined canal for power use, and is subject to heavy seepage losses.
140. The capacities are figured on the basis of 2,200
secondfeet diversion at the upper end as far as the drop four
miles below, thence 1790 second feet, diminishing to 1675 second feet at the Tortugas drop. The capacity of the TortugasCanutiUo canal varies from 1065 to 905 seoond. feet. The capacity of the upper end of the canalie too large in relation to
the safe annual draft of the reservoir as now estimated. The
remainder of the canal is well adjusted as to capacity in connection with available water and needs in the El Paso Valley.
Cost Estimate - Dry River Bed
141 - Two estimates were made in connection with changes
to drainage work necessary to produce a dry river bed below
the Leasburg Darn. These show an added cost to the project as
follows: Gravity
257,000
Pumping; construction cost
including power 125,000
Operation & maintenance,
1,700, capitalized
at 6%
195 1 000
320,000
The pumping scheme is the cheapest In first construction but Is
the more expensive and ]e ast dependable in the end. Aside
from the additional cost of drainage, some annual expenditure
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for maintenance of a dr y river channel to keep it fit for carrying occasional floods is necessary, estimated. by Mr. Hill at
from $10,000 to $12,000. In any case, as is shown later, no
ultimate saving in project cost is effected nor is it feasible
to produce a d.ry river bed..
Estimated Cost of Power and Electric Power Construction.
142 - Power plants are estimated. on Exhibit VIII to
cost as follows:Elephant Butte plant, 190 ft. head., 18,000 k.w.
installation
1,647 9 000.
Tortugas plant, 75 ft. head, 5,000 k.w. "
637,000.
Canutlllo plant, 70
"
. 3 2 000 "
'
422 1 000.
Transmission lines - 175 miles
1,750,000.
Substations, 26,000 k.w.
372,000.
4,82S,0O0
Division of cost.
143 - In accordance with the outline of the Committee's
proposal, the construction cost may be roughly divided as follows:
District:
:
:
Project
: Power
: El Paso n : Total
Upper Section:
§
:
High Line
:1600 2,427,000
000
:
:75 116,000:2,543,000
Canal
:1675 '
:
:1675
Lower Section :_7451,748,000 :
: 75 i176,000:1,924,000
High Line .Canal:820
:
: 5
Mesilla Valley:
257,000
:
:
257,000
Drainage
:
Electric Power;
:
Construction :
:4,828,000:
; 4 2 828 2 000
4,432,000 :4,828,000:
292,000: 9,552,000
144T The above division of cost as to the amount to be
paid by El Paso for proportionate canal cost is tentative only,
4;
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It may be proper and would be legal to assess El Paso with an
amount greater than cost, in which case the charge against the
project would be reduced.
INTERESTS OP PROJECT_
Add.itional Area Irrigated..
145 - The committee states that the project may be
properly assessed with a large amount for High line Canal construction in view of the water saved by its plans and greater
area of irrigable lands over which the gross cost may be divided.
146 - The water saved results from prevention of evaporation losses from that part of the river assumed to be laid dry
by High line Canal diversion. The saving to be effected by this
means is placed by Mr. Hill at 20,000 acre feet and in the statement of Mr. Brook at from 40,000 to 50,000 acre feet.
Evaporation.
147 - losses have been estimated on Sheet 2, Exhibit
V at 9,000 acre feet as far as Mesilla Dam and 16,000 acre feet
down t0 El Paso. The plan does not contemplate drying up the
river below Vinton bridge. The total amount which may be saved
may thus be estimated. at 9,000 acre feet above and 10,000 acre
feet below Mesilla Dam, or at a total of 19,000 acre feet.
148 - From the above amount must be deducted the water
necessary for sand sluicing at the High Line Canal diversion.
On this point Mr. Hill holds that the water at that point, due
to retention of floods, has been cleared so as to carry but
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little sand and that only a small amount of sluicing water will
be required.. He advocates quick periodical heavy flushing as
the most economical means of preventing accumulation of sand
at the intake and entrance of large amounts of silt and sand
into the canal.
149 - The project officials state that the river at
Leasburg brings In considerable sand and believe that It will
continue to do so indefinitely. The immediate source of supply,
in their opinion, is the river bed itself, which is scouring
and which is constantly replenished from side Inflow, which
at intervals discharges large amounts of sand. directly Into the
river, refilling Its scoured bed and also builds out cones which
are subsequently eroded.
150 - Their experience In handling the river leads them
to believe that at least 10 of the water coming to the canal
heading must be devoted to sand flushing, either by sluicing at
the head or by additional sand flushing tbrough outlets below.
Since about 640,000 acre feet is figured as the annual Inflow
of the High Line Canal, their estimate would result in a use
for sand flushing of at least 64,000 acre feet, which of course
would remain available for El Paso Valley irrigation. The method
adopted on this project, after many trials, Is to do constant
flushing, since periodic sluicing has not proven successful.
151 - This board has had no personal experience with this
local problem other than occasional observation, but Is inclined
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to the belief that sand will continue to come down to the Leasburg
Dam and that a larger quantity of water must be discharged for
sluicing than the 19,000 acre feet which it is figured may be
saved by drying up the river, together with any additional
amount which may be saved by drying up scattered areas in the
Mesilla Valley left wet in spite of gravity drainage, and any
further amount which can be reasonably estimated as usuable by
pumping in the Mesilla Valley in connection with the creation of
ground storage below the level of drains such as would be refilled by flood flow coming in below the dam.
152 - As regards saving evaporation from surfaces left
wet in spite of gravity drainage, the amount for the Picacho
District, if irrigated by pumping, is estimated at 1800 acre
feet, and after a study of available data on local floods during
the 1898-1904 cycle, the flood percolation filling ground storage produced by pumping, assuming a dry river, was estimated at
an average of 1,800 acre feet per year. Even making allowance
for similar pumping and saving of water in other parts of the
Mesilla Valley, the saving to be accomplished will, in our
judgent, as above stated, fall well below the amount found
necessaryfor sluicing, which must be thoroughly done to prevent undue wear on canal concrete and turbines, in order to
obviate heavy cleaning charges and especially to preserve
capacity.
153 - If sand flushing at the head of the High Line Canal
be deemed possible with less than the 19,000 acre feet saved
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from river channel evaporation, it must nevertheless take
some water. If this be placed at one-fifth that deemed
necessary by the project officials, or 13,000 acre feet,
the remaining gain would be 6,000 acre feet. So far as this
water may go for the irrigation of playa lands, as has been
suggested, or be used for gravity lands under the High Line
Canal, it may have a value of about $50,000. This gain,
however, makes necessary the expenditure of 257,000 for
extra drainage construction.
154 - it is concluded, therefore,' that the High Line
Canal as a means of laying the river dry and thereby adding
to project area will in each of its phases cost more than
its value and tend to increase project cost.
155 - Claims have been made of water saving in other
directions, partly made possible by High line Canal construction and by cheap power and parly independent thereof.
156 - In that connection it has been deemed well to
carefully consider means of project enlargement suggested by
Mr. Hill in his report to the Committee, which are treated
seriatum as follows:Suggestions of Mr. Hill.
157 - 'TStorage in'Eleihant Butte Reservoir." - As the
Elephant Butte Reservoir is now constructed to its full
capacity, except as to raising the dam at some time far in
the future, no further development of this storage can be
anticipated at present which will ensble any increase of
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project area. Mr. Hill may, however, have in mind, the
utilization of the margin left below the spiliway crest for
flood control. This margin has so far been considered necessary and its preservation was recommended by a board of engineers of which he was a member, which placed it at 270 9 000
acre feet. In water supply studies in this report an allowaries was made of 240,000 acre feet for flood control storage
up to May let.
158 - Undoubtedly if the ad.ditional 240,000 acre feet
were stored and held for irrigation purposes the project area
could be increased by about 15,000 acres, but this would entail increasing flood flow about 6,000 second feet at rather
frequent intervals. The board assumes that floods of 8,000
second feet must be faced and will do no serious harm, but
that those of greater magnitude will work greatly increasing
damage.
159 - To prevent damage by flood to the irrigated, lands
and irrigation works and also to other improvements in the
various valleys a complete plan of river improvement and control would, have to be considered. No estimate has been made
as to the cost of this item. The project estimates carry an
item of $100,000 for the small amount of work figured as needed to protect irrigation structures. This is entirely inadequate to prevent damage to lands, crops and other improvements along the river from floods greatly exceeding 8,000
second feet and,while no data are available for estimates,
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it is very likely that large additional expenditures,
possibly amounting, with capitalized maintenance cost, to
1,000,000, would be needed for adequate river control.
160 - Thus the cost of irrigating 15,000 acres by
using emergency flood storage and charging against it additional river protection made necessary thereby would become
excessive, unless it should prove in future that complete
channel protection is necessary in which event, river control
undertaken jointly by the States, Counties and Iec1arnation
Service might be accomplished at no great expense to the
project, thus enabling the utilization of the 240,000 acre
feet of flood storage now provided'for.
161 - "The Use of Drainage water as soon as it clears
up". - The present plans for drainage and future construction
of irrigation works contemplate the use of all drainage water,
except that of the drains in the Island District, and by reason of the strong alkali contents, a part of the drainage from
the El Paso Valley. This board has estimated the available
water supply on that basis. The use of drainage water from
the Island Distribt from its natural outlet is physically
feasible only for the Port Hancock lands. However, water
supply limitations exist which render it unlikely that suf ficient dilution water can be passed to make the use of this
water safe.
162 - "Lowering of the water plane by pumps or drains
below the capillary range so as to eliminate evaporation from
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the ground surface.' 1 - This will virtually be accomplished
by the present plans for drainage construction. These plans
cannot well be postponed in any area now being irrigated or
in any area which will require drainage in the next two or
three years, so no direct reduction of project cost can be
anticipated by a change of plans in this respect, except
such as may be wrought through delivering drainage water
directly by pumps for irrigation. This is covered by the
next paragraph.
163 - "Pumping plants raising water from the water
plane and delivering this water to the lands in the immediate
vicinity." - There are some areas on the project, of which
the Picacho District is the best example, on which this
method might be applied. A rough estimate has been made
showing that the value of the incidental evaporation, even
if doubled by additional ground storage, is not sufficient
to justify the expense of pumping. Other similar areas may
exist in the Mesilla Valley but consideration of this method
would lead to similar results. As regards the El Paso Valley,
the greater percentage of salts in the ground water is likely
to render it unfit for direct irrigation use.
164 - "Pumping plants only, for drainage of the lowest valley, since the water receoved must be utilized in this
valley and drains would deliver a. large part at least below
the land." - This is largely covered by the previous remarks
regarding "The use o ±' drainage water as soon as it clears
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up", it having been shown that such use is contemplated to
the fullest extent feasible in the case of the El Paso Valley.
In addition, it may be stated that pumping the drainage water
into canals in El Paso Valley, if estimated at 100 second
feet, which is somewhat less than the amount available, lifted. 15 feet would entail an operation and maintenance chsrge
of about $22,000 per year. This would cover only the cost
of lifting the water from open drains at six different points.
Should a larger number of pumping plants be installed the
operation and maintenance cost would be increased, but some
saving would be possible in constructioh cost where building
of open drains can be postponed, and the saving would be
larger if the drain water could be applied direct for irrigation. The board considers the ground water in El Paso Valley,
as previously stated, to be unfit for direct application, so
can figure no reduction of project cost or increase of area
thereby.
165 - "Utilization of underground storage by lowering
of the water plane durIng years of extreme drouth below its
average normal level." - It may be conceded that this proposition would have decided advantages if it could be worked
out at a reasonable cost for construction, operation, and
maintenance, but as shown in the paragraphs covering "Pumping plants raising water from the water plane and delivering direct to the lands in the immediate Vicinity," the
areas within the present project limits on which pumping
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plants can be installed to any advantage are limited in extent and the operation and maintenance cost is much higher
than for a gravity system. No great results can be expected.
It may be argued that an extensive pumping installation might
be provided for this purpose to cover periods of extreme drouth,
using gravity water when supply is aband.ant. The chances are
that in this case the cost would be far too great for the oxceedingly intermittent benefit and that the pumping plants
would not be kept up for the emergency. It is therefore
more than likely that the actual result would be that the
project area would not be increased, and the acreage cost
would not be reduced.
166 - Mr. Hill's report to the High Line Canal Cornmittee estimates that the High Line Canals will effect certain
savings in d.rainae cost to the Mesilla Valley. The total saving to drainage is shown to be 1,470,000, of which 41,200 9 000
is a saving in construction cost and 2'?O,OOO is a saving in
operation cost.
167 - The drainage work in Mesilla Valley, Picacho
District, excluded, has progressed since 1917 under an approved plan and contract with the land owners, which provides for
the construction of 174 miles of open drains at an estimated
total cost of 1,854,550. This drainage is now 45' complete
and the need for additional drainage is such that work can
not be delayed without further land damage and loss of crops.
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The work completed has cost approximately 75% of the estimated cost.
168 - It has been tentatively estimated that the drainage of Picacho District will cost $81,000 and, based on present cost records, it is probable that the final cost of
drainage under present plans will not exceed $1,500,000 for
the entire valley. It is thus apparent that the large saving
shown by Mr. Hill cannot be made as the total cost of gravity
drainage system will barely exceed the gross estimated sayings to be effected by an implied change in present drainage
plans.
Points raised by Mr. Brook.
169 - Mr. Brook has made a full statement of a number
of points which have been fully explained by him (see exhibit
I) and fully discussed with him and the Committee at Las
Cruces.
170 - 'Will reduce the constructioncost of present
project." - The point has been partly covered in some of the
preceding discussions. It will be further discussed in this
report after assembling of cost figures.
171 - "Will reduce the operation and maintenance cost".The above remarks apply likewise to this point.
172 - "Will improve the present distribution system" It is claimed that several miles of present main canals will
be eliminated. The plan as it has been explained to us does
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not accomplish this result. The system required for the East
Iiesi1la Valley above the Mesilla Dam will not be changed. The
same is true of the East Side below the Mesilla Darn except
that the water will be taken from the Tortugas power plant instead of the Mesilla Dam. On the other hand a three mile long,
new canal will be required to carry the water from the Tortugas drop across the valley to above the Mesilla Dam for the
supply of the West Side Canal. The plan may permit a pumping
system for the Picacho area, and might thus permit omission of
a gravity supply canal, but this method of supply has been
shown to be too expensive.
173 - It Is also claimed that "the new plan will give
quicker control and better regulation of water supply, that
it will give better service because eliminating inflow of sand
and that It will permit irrigation In winter". As regards control and reguiat ion the claim Is doubted, since the lands will
on the average be at a greater distance from the heading.
As to eliminating sand, this cannot be true as regards service
to the land above the Mesilla Dam since the only change made
is the serious reduction of flush water. As regards the Mesilla
Valley, it must be admitted that conditions at the Mesilla
Dam are not favorable at present and that an Inmiediate improvement in canals below the Mesilla Dam would result. To what
extent present conditions at this dam and at the International
Dam would be permanent is difFicult to judge. it is probable
Elm
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that conditions will improve in the course of time.
174 - As regards sand at the International Dam, this
sand has come mostly from above the Leasbuig Dam, the grade
below being much flatter. The sand which would come down
to the Franklin Canal will, under the assumed dry river bed.
condition, :pile up below the Leasburg Dam, where it will
quickly interfere with flushing. The river channel will
gradually become completely choked further and further down
stream, and the ultimate disposition of sand may be a matter
of great difficulty and expense. Nevertheless there is validity in Mr. Brook's claim that the effect of the High Line
Canal in this respect will be distinctly beneficial. The
matter has been thoroughly discussed with the project Manager, especially as to actual cost of sand cleaning incurred
and estimated cost for this year. It seems probable that
until conditions Improve the annual cost of cleaning will
be close to $50,000 per year, and that about 40% of this
may be saved by the High Line Canal. Credit is allowed,
as will be seen later, for a little over 20.,000 on this
account.
175 - In regard to winter irrition, it is not believea that the changes proposed will affect this problem
to any extent.
176 - "Makes drainage certain of success in Mesilla
Valley" - The success of the present plans is Practically
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f.
assured, judging from the results so far attained. It is
true that the arainage flow will be lessened by the various
proposed changes, but this may be a disadvantage from the
standpoint of the drains keeping themselves clear. The nwnber of miles of drains necessary will not be materially affected, if at all.
There is fifteen miles of new drain opposite the Picacho area which has been argued as possibly unnecessary by reason of a dry river bed and Picacho pmnping.
The latter is too expensive. It is, in any event, very
&pubtful whether the above drain can be cut out because
of frequent small floods below the Elephant Butte Dam,
during a cycle of wet years, which will maintain the river
bed wet and leave these lands, for long periods, In the same
unsatisfactory condition in which they are now.
177 - In regard to isolated spots which it has been
argued can be drained by pumping, but cannot be feasibly protected by gravity drains, a large credit is claimed therefor.
It should be remembered, however, that in the determination
of the irrigable project area these lands have been eliminated, that they would require more water for irrigation than
can be saved from stopping evaporation, that the general
water Supply is insufficient, that any ground storage created by such pumping will not become filled by the infrequent
flashy floods during the crucial period, that any excess
water consumed for the irrigation of these lands must, of
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necessity, deprive other lands of their water supply, and
that this scheme would reQuire expensive pumped supply. It has
already been discussed under the head of "Evaporation", where
the saving of incidental evaporation is shown to be insufficient to cover the excess pumping cost.
178 - Lands insufficiently drained at the lower ends
of the Montoya Area and the San Elizario Island., and near the
Vinton bridge by present gravity drains are figured excluded
from the project and no water is available for them. The
lands at the lower ends of the Mesilla and El Paso Valleys
are planned to be drained by carrying drains across the river.
179 - "?i1l save $30,000 for a river flume" and "inestimable sums due to sand being deposited in the Pranklin
Canal of the Lower Mesilla Valley" - As to the first point,
the construction of the Montoya flume referred to can only
be obviated by an independent canal from the Canutillo power
plant to the head of Montoya, the cost 0fwhich will be more
than that of the flume. The question of dealing with sand
at the heads of canals has been discussed in previous paragraphs.
180 - "Will irrigate 20,000 acres of land and aid
in the irrition of 30,000 acres more." - This is principally a question of water supply. It is believed that no
water for this land will be available even If the plans of
the committee are carried, out, for reasons previously stated.
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181 - "Will reclaim 5,000 to 7,000 acres from seepage
and overflow along the river in the Mesilla Valley" - The
lands referred to are playa lands, which have been mentioned.
heretofore. It has been indicated, that the cost of the water
saved by drying up the river will be excessive. There is not
likely, therefore, to be water available for the irrigation
of these lands.
182 - "Capital cost of pumping plants to serve lands
above canal and around. El Paso Will be less than the drainage
of the valley' lands" - This board finds that there is no water
available for pumping to lands above the canals, except dur-'
irig periods of surplus run-off and ground water of undetermined quantity and quality.
183 - "Conserves 200,000 to 300,000 tons of coal annually, the capital value of which is beyond. estimate" - The
argument has force where conservation involves no financial
loss to the farmers. Possibilities of profit and loss will
be discussed. later.
184 - "Permits the efficient development of a hydroelectric system that will eventually pay off all project
costs or create its equivalent in assets" - The investment
of funds to be raised by the districts for power development
deserves encouragement if their financial status may thereby
be improved. The financial effect upon the districts, of
the proposed plan, is treated in subsequent paragraphs.
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185 - "Insures the success and prosperity of the project" - The various arguments made by Mr. Brook under this
head refer to matters which have been discussed heretofore.
On one point something more may be said, namely, operation
and maintenance. This important element of cost may possibly be somewhat reduced by reason of lesser sand troubles for
some time to come. The operation of the Mesilla d.istribution
system will however be frequently embarassed by inability
to "desagua" in the river channel, an operation which assists
in regulation and sand flushing and with which it may not be
possible to dispense without reconstruction. Any such diecharge will reduce the saving of water to be attained by a
dry river. Discharge into drains may be objectionable.
The cost of operation will, without canal flushing, be increased.. There is also one large item of increased operation and maintenance cost introduced by the construction of
the power canal itself which may well reach an average figure
of $25,000 per year. Unless the operation, cleaning and upkeep of this canal can be charged to power production and to
El Paso, the operation cost under the Committee's plan will
probably be increased, instead of decreased.
186
"Insures the growth of a big city at El Paso,
etc." - The importance of a growing industrial city in the
midst of the project is fully appreciated. If power development is possible without financial loss it should be strongly
encouraged.
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187 - "Provides the most wid.e spread benefits of
federal funds of any known projecttT. - Comparison of benefits of expenditure of reclamation money for this project
with those to be secured on projects elsewhere is understood to be beyond the scope of this report.
Division of Cost.
188 - It has been shown that this board. differs materially from the Committee regarding credits to be allowed
by the irrigation interests of the project in construction of
the power canal. An amended division of construction cost
and a division of High Line Canal operation and maintenance
costs are shown below and are based on a wet river.
CONSTRUCTION COST
District:
: Project: Power
: El Paso :
Total
High Line Canal :
: .3,797,000: 670,000 : 4 9 467,000
•
Electric Power
Construction
:
: 4 1 828,000:
: 4,828,000
8,625,00U: 670,000 :9.29b l 000
OPERATION A) MPINTENANCE
Distric
Project: Power
: El Paso :
Total
Power Canal
: 21,200::
:
3,800 :
25,000
Electric Power
Operation
:
:
110,000:
:
110,000
Fixed Charges,
including depredation
:
:
676 2 000:
:
676,000
21,200 : - 786,000:
3 2 800 :
801,000 -64OSE/Lp0001 8771

-

189 - In explanation of the above division It should
be stated as follows:The project is charged with no constructioncost
for the High Line Canal as it receives no. benefit therefrom other than In operation and maintenance by reason
of lesser sand troubles based on a wet river for which,
reason 421,200 of the annual cost of maintenance an
operation Is charged to the project as a reasonable
allowance.
190 - The district power development is charged with
the cost of the power canal less an assumed charge to El PaBo,
amounting to $670,000. The amount is greatly in excess of
the city's proportionate cost on basis of capacity utilized.,
but seems reasonable as a compromise between such proportion
and the cost of an independent city canal, which may exceed.
1,000,000. The city's proportionate cost of High Line Canal
operation and maintenance is assumed at 15%, whichs also
more than the proportionate use by reason of necessity of
winter operation.
191 - The cost of electric power operation and the
fixed ch2rges are shown in detail in exhl'oitslx and X. The
fixed charges are for interest, depreciation and insurance,
figured on construction cost chargeable to this item.
192 - The division is made in such a manner as to
affect the project financially, neither beneficially nor ad_65_
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versely, it being understood that a charge is to be made by
the project to the city for storage water at least to the extent that the project is damaged by a reduction of area resulting therefrom.
Cost of Power.
193 - It will be noted that the proDosition as above
amended makes the cost of power development $8,625,000 and
the annual charges which must be met $726,000. These charges
are figured on the third five year period, when all plants
shall have been constructed.
194 - No specific charge was made for interest during
construction as the unit prices as well as the general additions, especially as to electric construction, are sizCficient
to cover this item, and no addition to capital investment
or interest thereon was figured due to losses incurred during early year.
195 - In figuring interest charges it was assumed that
if the districts finance the proposition through the sale of
district bonds, such bonds would bear interest at the rate of
six per cent per annum and that they can be sold at par.
Income from Power.
196 - In exhibit X is shown the estimated income from
power in three five year periods of progressive power development and consumption, the final results being as follows:-66OSE/LF00018773

First
: Second
:five-year :five-year : Ultimate
period
: period
Investment
:7,565,000 :8,203 9 000 :8,625,000
:
Annual Loss
:
6,000
: )May become an
Annual Profit
:
:
27,000 :
71,000 :)annual loss of
:)250,000 in a
Percentage of
:
:
: :)dry cycle. May
investment
:
1/12%
:
113%
:
1.2% :)beoomè a profit
:)of $371,000 in
:)years of winter
:)spill
197 - Mr. Hill has argued that during the earlier periods
large amounts of winter power can be safely developed and an
average higher price for power can be obtained. This assumption would be justified if the Elephant Butte Reservoir were
now full. Its present contents, however, are but 41% of full
and the irrigation interests will render it imperative to
waste no water for any purpose until the reservoir shall have
filled to at least 1,800,000 acre feet. Upon this point this
board places particular stress, as the project is not now protected against the occurrence of a cycle like that of 1898-1904.
198 - The above income estimate has not taken into
consideration the occurrence of such cycle which for five years
would convert .an ultimate annual profit of 71,000 into an
annual loss of 250,000, which would be a burden difficult
for the farmers to carry, especially in conjunction with
heavy irrigation shortages which would coincide therewith.
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These losses may be offset by additional profits which might
accrue from the sale of additional winter power as, for Instance, in seasons like 1907-1908 and 1911-1912, when large
eounts of winter water are available, and an additional profit of $300,000 per season might have been earned. The average general result must depend upon the frequency of such
dry cycles, which cannot be foretold. If the average of
losIng years should be five in thirty, and of winter excess years should be two in thirty, as is indicated, by the
record., the total net profit would be reduced by 1 0 005 9 000
In thirty years, an average of $33,500 per year, lowering the
average annual profit from 71 9 000 to 37,500.
199
The income estimates proceed upon the assumption
that wholesale prices obtained for power are 0.6çi( per k.w. hour
at El Paso, and 0.8 ~ at Hurley. Puel cost on the basis of coal
at $6.76 per ton is figured at 1.07ç1 per k.w. hour, and on the
basis of oil at 01.60 per barrel, It Is estimated at 0.8V,
the cost figured for coal being that of last April, and that
of oil being on the basis of present contracts. Since oil
may well become cheaper, it Is believed that the price assumed
for intermittent water power are sufficiently high.
Cost to El Paso.
200
The entire estimate proceeds on the assumption
that El Paso can and will meet the charges assumed for storage
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water delivery. In part III It has been shown that it may
be required for the city, if i1 wishes now to purchase storage in quantities there stated, to pay for water from qol,040,000
to 1,264,000, merely to hold the project harmless from injury,
on the basis of and arbitrarily assuming an 80 per acre project construction cost. The latter may well be more, and a
profit may also be figured to the project. It is not safe to
estimate a charge to the city of less than 411,400,000.
201 - Thus charges to the city for water delivered at
the end of the High line Canal near Canutillo would be Capital Outlay
For water
$1 9 400,000
For proportion of
power canal
670,000
2,070,000
Annual Expense
For depreciation and
operation of reservoir
3,000
For High Line Canal
3,800
6 9 800
202 - The city will, in addition, have to pump this
water about 130 feet to the elvation of the Sunset Reservoir
and convey, it to this reservoir. Moreover it will be necessary
to treat and probably to filter the water. It is here taken
for granted that the city will be able to meet these charges
and to finance its part of construction costs in spite of
legal limitation of both indebtedness and annual levy, a
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matter which can only be decided by the city itself.
Conclusion.
203 - The figures presented should permit fair judgment regarding the financial feasibility of power development
in connection with High Line Canal construction. It is realized
that no great accuracy can be claimed for the figures presented.
So far as they go the prosition does not promise any material
profit to the districts, but the matter is one. on which the
water users' view is of first importance.
It is expected that
if the subject be fu.rther pressed by them some distinct understanding shall be reached with the city of El Paso as to the
amount of water to be sold to it and the maximum amount it is
willing and able to pay to the end that suitable corrections
may be made in the estimates. It would, in that case, also
be desirable that the districts make a close canvass of the
portion of the power output for the sale of which binding
contracts. can be made in advance, and ascertain the prospects
of selling district bonds on whatever showing of income can
be fairly made.
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PART V
POWER PLANT A‘l‘ ELEPHANT BUTTE DAM
PAGES 71 to 73
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P0#R PLANT AT ELEPHANT BUTTE
Districts' Interests,
204 - The high cost of the power canal, the apparent
necessity of charging nearly its entire cost to power and
the fact that the canal power plants are relatively smafl
and their operating cost high in proportion to the output,
have sugested consideration of power development at the
Elephant Butte Dam only. This simplified plan would compel
the city, should it desire water from Leasburg Dam, to construct an independent conduit from this dam down.
205 - Accordingly, an estimate of cost of such power
plant and of its earnings has been made on the basis of a
transmission line to El Paso only, as shown on exhibit XI,
with the following results:
First
; Sixth :
Year
: Year
: Ultimate:
Capital Investment:1,946,000;2,563,000:2,870,000:
Profit
:
25,000;
87,000: May become a
:loss of 105,0J0
Loss
:
58,500:
:
:during a dry
:cycle.
% on Investment
3% :
1% ;
3%
: May become a
:rofit of
:p287,000 for
;years of winter
:splll.
206 - The same arguments as to early income and effect
of low cycle, made in the discussion of the High Line plan,
aly to this case. The most serious Is the reduced income
during a dry cycle, only partially offset by Increased income
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during winter spill. If, as assumed
before, the average
of losing years is five in thirty and of excess years of
winter spill two in thirty, the average income figured at
$87,000 would become reduced to $66,300, or about 2.4% on
the investment.
207 - The estimates given of the probable revenues
from this plant are believed to be conservative as it is
possible that more winter water may be available than has
been estimated and that a more rapid business development
and demand for power may take place under an energetic
management than has been anticipated in this report.
208 - It is apparent that the showing with the single
power plant is far more favorable than that with three plants,
and deserves careful consideration. The scheme is practically
independent of any action as to change of the city's water
supply, except as to a reduction of available winter power,
which would out down the annual income about $3,600.
City's Interests.
209 - This plan Is not as favorable to the city as
the one including the High line Canal because it involves a
conduit for city use alone which may cost $1,000,000 as
against $670,000 previously assumed as charged to the city.
The willingness and ability of the city to proceed with such
more expensive plan must be left to its decision, which, how-72OSE/LF000 18780

ever, need not be awaited in reaching conclusions as to
an Elephant Butte power plant.
210 - Should the city decide to proceed and arrange
for paying for Its water reserve in Elephant Butt e Reservoir
in cash, this arrunt may be ordered paid into the Reclamation Fund as the equivalent of payments which would otherwise have been collected from land now remaining unirrigated..
211 - On the other hand it may be legal and receive
the Department's approval to use this In the construction of
the Elephant Butte power plant, leaving a far smaller amount
to be financed by the districts. The showing would be especially improved if such contribution be turned over to the
districts free from interest charge, although the effect of
this on reclamation charges would be that the acre construction charge would be increased.
212 - It is concluded that should the city be willing
to make a large cash payment for water rights and should the
Department rule favorably as to the disposition of this payment, the single power plant may prove a decided benefit
to the project.
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EXHIBIT NO. I.
SYNOPSIS OF PROPOSAL
For
COIJPLETION AJD ELECTRIFICATION
Of The
RIO (EAE PROJECT
The people of the Rio Qrand.e Project propose that
the United States acquire and develop available idle lands
within the present project for soldier settlement; that the
project be completed by the addition of the Palomas Valley;
lands served by a high line canal and lands of the Fort
Hancock Valley, as originally considered, a total of about s--50,000 acres; that a high line concrete lined canal be built,
also as originally considered, to divert all the water from
the river at Leasburg, carry it to various drops for the
purpose of irrigating land; makthg drainage successful;
improving the distributing system; saving water, developing pOwer and furnishing El Paso with abundant pure city
water.
The three power plants - at the dam, Tortugas and
Canutillo - will develop 33,000 h.p., cost 4,000,000; pay for
themselves in less than ten years and thereafter produce a net
revenue exceeding $500,000 per year. El Paso's extension will
cost approximately 1 9 000 9 000, It is shown that the value of
the canal to the United States and present project, in water
saved, land reclaimed, irrigable area and drainage, is
3,500,000 yet will cost only 2,250,000.
The proposition to the United States is that if the
United States will build the canal to the extent of its interest in irrigable area, distribution and drainage, then
the farmers will finance and build the power system and furnish power to the government for the project purposes at cost.
El Paso will extend canal to city and pay all her share, In
any maimer justly determined, of canal, storage, diversion,
etc. In other words, the farmers and citizens will invest
5 9 000,000 or more in cooperation with the government's
2,250,000 for principal features.
The proposal submitted Is based on the sound economy
of completing this project by utilizing drainage return waters
(and water saved by the High line Canal) developed at enormous
unexpected expense by the farmers, thus making possible the
maximum beneficial use of the present large federal investment. Incidentally it means a reduction in project costs
per acre; a reduction of the operation and maintenance, increase of taxable assets in a desert country and a double
assurance of prompt regular repayment and ultimate complete
success.
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The investment, over and above the ordinary and usual
benefits, affords the United States an opportunity, without
any direct expense, to lift a heavy burden from the present
farmers; to make a now backward project successful; to aid
the growth, industrial expansion and comfort of a 100,000
American citizens in El Paso; create and conserve national
assets and resources to an extent Impossible on any other
Vlestern project.
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PLAN OP BOARD ARGU1NT
General instructions give four points as follows:
(
Cost estimates
Any difficulties in construction
1. Feasibility
(
Maintenance of River Channel
(
Refer to Point No. 7
C These two instructions covered. by
C the 13 points under separate heading
Benefits and C entitled. "Why the'United States Reclamation Service should build the
(
Economic Value( High Line Canal."
•
( Balance sheet showing value to
C Project or the U.3.R.S.
Expenditure
C Statement of amounts that can be
by the U.S.
C repaid and how.
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WHY THE U.S. RECLAMiTION SERVICE
SHOULD BUILD TNE HIGH LINE C.NLL ON TBE RIO GRANDE PROJECT."
It will reduce the construction cost per acre.
It will reduce the operation and maintenance.
Will imrove the present distributing system.
Make drainage certain of success.
Save $30,000 for a river flume and an inestimable sum
due to sand being deposited In lower end. of Mesilla Valley.
Will irrigate 20,000 acres of land and aid in the irrigation of 30,000 acres more.
Will reclaim 5,000 to 7,000 acres from seepage and overflow along the river In the' Mesilla Valley.
That the cost of pumping plants for lands above the canal
and around El Paso will be less than the cost of drainage
canals for the valley lands.
Conserves 200,000 to 300,000 tons of coal annually. The
capital value of which is beyond. estimate.
Permits the efficient development of hydro-eleetric system
that will eventually pay off all project costs or create
its equivalent In assets.
Insures the success and prosperity of the project.
Insures the growth of a big city at El Paso as a market,
financial and recreational center for the project; as a
military center, for National protection, and as a fort
of entry for the stimulus of foreign trade.
Above all, provides the most wide-spread benefits of
federal funds of any known project and the greatest
opportunity for vision and foresight In National
Building.
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POINT No. 1.
WILL RTJCE TRE CONSTRUCTION COST OF PRESENT PROJECT.
The proposal to complete the project by various additions, of which the High Line Canal is an essential and intepal part, will reduce the construction cost by approximately
8.50 per acre.
Original area in U.S.
147,000
Plus Tornilla
7,600
Present area in U.S.
154,600 per A.26.50
Less inevitable eliminations
.12,000
142,600
"
"
29.80
Plus estimated additions
47,000
1899,600
"
"
21.30
Cost of dam and surveys
$
5,052,497.
Less credit
1 000 000
Amount pro-ratable to new areas
L05,497
General charges to Sept.1,1919
7,538,669
Less cost of d.am
5 2 052 2 497
a,466,172
Less general credits
1,249,757
Aint. pro-ratable to original acreageijl,2Z6,4l5
If no additions are made to the project the increase per acre
will be $29.80 - $26.90 . $3.60 per acre.
If additions of approximately 40,000 acres are made, the decrease per acre will be 29.80 - 21.30 =8.50 per acre.
The estimated reduction of construction cost is then
$8.50 per acre. As an alternative there is an estimated increase o± $3.60 per acre based on the cost of the dam as the
only pro-ratable cost.
The U.S.i:.S. is certainly interested in avoiding any
additional unexpected increases in construction cost. Likewise they should be interested in increasing the efficiency,
and spread of benefits, of federal funds accomplishing at the
same time a reduction to present project farmers.
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Point No. 2.
WILL RUCE THE, OPE1ATION MDINTENJCE COST.
This must be d.one to prevent substantial increase
d.ue to operation and maintenance of
miles of d.rains.
Estimated cost of 0. & M. for drains:
Under any assumption El Paso would rightly and
necessarily contribute a large amount to the 0. & M. at a
rate higher than the farmers, thus spreading a more or less
fixed burden over a greater number of units. El Paso's share
might reach 15% of the whole operation and maintenance cost.
Due to the cement lining, the High Line Canal will
require but very little cleaning, and permit the elimination
of several miles of present main canals, difficult and expensive to clean and maintain.
Since the river will soon be clear of moving silt
and sand as far as leasburg, the High line Canal will prevent
very largely the costly 8afld accumulations in the lower canals
of the Mesilla Valley and around the International dam and
in the Franklin Canal, - thus removing to a great extent the
greatest single cost of operation.
Since there is always a certain fixed overhead.,
office force and crew necessary, regardless of Size of project,
it follows certainly that the operation and maintenance of a
larger acreage including a large consuming city, will cost
substantially less per unit.
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Point No. 3.
WILL I12ROVE TI PRESENT DISTRD3UTION SYSTEM.
Feeding main laterals across the Valley;
Will eliminate several miles of present main canals
difficult and expensive to operate.
Will give quleker control and better regulation of
water supply.
Will give better service all around, - due to elimination to a large extent of sand accumulations during
growing season, which frequently jeopardize, and often
cause - a loss of crops.
4, Will permit irrigation in the winter, so necessary to the
maximum utilization of expensive land without interruption
necessary for cleaning.
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Point No. 4.
MA.1ES DRAINAGE CERTAIN OF SUCCESS IN 1U3ILLt. VALLEY.
High Line Canal will eliminate the seepage from several miles
of present main canal.
By taking all the water out of the river at Leasburg and carrying it in a concrete lined canal:It will reduce the seepage losses from the river to the
water plane, or the amount of water to be handled by the drains
by 70,000 acre feet, approximately.
Consequently it will reduce the mileage of drain canals
necessary to construct to iandle this seepage.
The large Hyd.ro-electric system made possible by the High
Line Canal will make cheap abundant power available to supplement by pumping the present drainage system.
It is certain that there will be many isolated undrained spots
scattered over the project, so small that drainage by canal
would be too expensive but where electric pumps could be installed profitably.
Still more important it is acknowledged that at the lower
ends of each of the principal valleys of the project, it is
impossible to drain by canals because there is no outlet low
enough. Pumping by electricity generated by the High Line
Canal will certainly be required in these places which represent some of the most valuable areas.
Therefore, some povier being inevitably necessary, the High
Line which would furnish this necessary power at cost, should
be credited with the capital cost necessary to obtain it estimated at 120,000.00.
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Point No.5.
WILL SAVE 3O,000.00 FOR A RIVER FLUME AND INESTIMABLE SUM DUE TO SAND BEING DEPOSITED IN THE FPJNXLIN CANAL OP THE LOWER MESILLA VALLEY.
Present plans contemplate the immediate construction of a
flume across the river to irrigate the comparatively small
area of lands around Montoya.
It will cost not lees than
30,000.00, and probably more, together with a substantial
annual maintenance.
This wou'd be unnecessary, if High
Line were built.
Accumulating sand at the International dam and in the Franklin
Canal is assuming a menacing condition and is adding thousands
of dollars to the operation and maintenance. In fact, the unprecedented jump in the cost of operation, so complained of by
the farmers in 1917, was due almost to this alone.
The condition is growing rapidly worse.
It is not improbable that the
dam would have to be raised at intervals and possibly as high
as $30,000.00 a year be spent in these improvements, and in
removing sand from the Franklin and other Canals.
Such an
annual expenditure would justify an investment of $500,000.00
to improve the service and risk to which crops are subject.
It is a fact that in two or three years the river will be
cleared up as far as Leaaburg, so that water entering High
Line will not carry sand or silt.
In the meantime, if the
river is not clear at Leaeburg, by the time the Canal is built,
sand traps with sluice gates could probably be installed.
Clear water would then be delivered into the Canals and into
the River from the Canutillo power plant, a few miles above
the International dam.
Possibly this board may see fit to recommend the straightening of the river at this point where it makes a big bend, or
carrying the water in a canal to the narrows above El Paso.
In either event, it is obvious that by delivering this volume
of clear water at a point so near, will have a tendency to
scour away the sand near the International dam.
Consequently,
the detour in a lined canal will prevent the eventual accumulation and necessary costly artificial removal of a large
part of the sand in the river bed of the Mesilla Valley.
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The same reasoning holds true at the Mesilla darn where the
East and West side Canals are fe.d.
The High Line Canal is certainly entitled to some credit
as capital cost for the elimination of this annual menace
to the water supply and large annual expense.
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Point No. 6.
Will irrigate 20,000 acres of land and aid in
the irrigation of 30,000 acres more.
The gross area below the High Line Canal and above the
present system is 12,600 acres.
Above the canal to
reasonable lift from Leasburg to El Paso there is roughly estimated 6000 acres more.
Adjoining and Immediately below El Paso there 18 approximately 5,000 acres more making a total gross acreage of
around 23,000 acres.
This mesa land has an average season 47 days longer between
frosts than the valley land and as has been conclusively
proven by several years of experimenting by the State Agricultural College to be equal, if not superior, to valley
land.
Ample data to this effect is at hand.
The saving in water by the High Line due to evaporation
from free water surface and saturation of adjacent low
lands Is estimated at 70,000 acre feet.
Due to this saving in water by the High Line Canal, and
water developed by the farmers expense for drainage, suf ficient supply has been developed to permit the addition
of the Palomas lands and the Fort Hancock lands totaling
over 30,000 acres.
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The irrigation of the Palomas Valley was part of the
original plan of the project.
Within recent years,
however, it was abandoned owing to the high cost of a
gravity system. Many farmers bought this land in
good faith on the assunipt ion that it would be irrigated.
Now it appears feasible to irrigate this valley
with electrical pumps and while power for this would in
no way depend on the High Line Canal in the Mesilla
Valley, this larger power sistem proposed would give
them assurance of better service and the profits therefrom would relieve them to the same extent as the rest
of the project.
It is also expected that present investigations will
show that more than 13,800 acres can be irrigated by
this method. There are also possibilities of a High
line Power Canal.
The Hancock lands are particularly dependent upon the
saving of water by drainage and High Line Canal because
they have never yet been a part of the project as was
Palomas Valley. The waste in carrying their Supply
through nearly 200 miles of river would be excessive
and unsound except that the drainage waters are picked
up by drainage works paid for by the farmers.
Consequently it is true that the High Line Canal is an
integral part of plans for the complete utilization of
available water supply and incident irrigation of the
greatest amount of land.
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Point No. 7.
Will reclaim 5000 to 7000 acres from Seepage
and overflow along the river in the Mesilla Vafley (in
addition to acres described as possible of irrigation).
Refer to Maintenance of River Channel argument.
There are now sui'veyed out of the project as
river bed approximately 10,000 acres.
The greatest area ever submerged by known
floods has not exceeded 5000 acres.
Reference is made to Engineers' report of Oct.
1914 and Project Managers' letter of June, 1919.
The building of bridges, protection work for
irrigation structures on basis of recommended channel
of 400 ft., plus some river control work in way of protection to openings of old river beds and some simple
protective work suggested and directed by U. S. R. S.
done by individuals together with artificial maintenance
of the channel by plowing will provide ample channel for
floods and permit 5000 to 7000 acres to be reclaimed and
added to the project the value of which will be 500,000
to $700,000 and the annual production of which, eoluaive
of indirect benefits, wild equal 0250,000 or more.
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Point No. 8.
CAPITAL COST OP PUMPING PLANTS TO SERVE
LANDS ABOVE CANAL AND AROUND EL PASO
WILL BE LESS MAN THE DRA INAGE OP THE
VALLEY LANDS.
This being true the economy and efficiency of the federal
investment is increased up to the limits of water supply
and area within reasonable lift.
This point will be discussed by Mr. Hill.
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Point No. 9.
CONSERVES 200 9 000 TO 300 9 000 TONS OP
COAL ANNUALLY, TEE. CAPITAL VALUE OP
WHICH IS BEYOND ESTIMATE.
This fact being established the value to the nation in
conservation of reeou.roes is of paramount importance.
The conservation of fuel oil is of even greater importance owing to the diminishing supply and ccnatantly
increasing demand.
This conservation is not only in the raw fuel but in
transportation as fully one-half the cost of fuel at
El Paso is made up of transportation.
Coal ranges
in price in El Paso from $5.00 for slack to $7.50 for
best per ton, meaning an annually saving in raw fuel
and transportation of $1,000,000 to 1,500,000.
The capital va]ue of this saving cannot be measured
in dollars and cents.
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Point No. 10.
PERMITS THE EFFICIENT DEVELOPMENT OP A
HYDRO-ELECTRIC SYSTEM THAT WILL EVENTUALLY PAY OFF ALL PROJECT COSTS OR CREATE
ITS EQUIVALENT IN ASSETS.
This fact being established, it is obviOusly just as
important to the United States as to the :farmer due
to (1) the double security of its investment, (2) the
eventual and certain need for power for complete drainage and (3) the irrigation of the maximum amount of
land with the avilab]..e water supply.
(Refer to Hills report on power earnings)
Points6and8
The High line Canal is an essential and integral part
of this power system in that it permits the small
winter flow to be used twice, thus increasing the
winter power available, and increasing enormously the
safety and reliability of continuous service, thereby
materially increas2.ng the profits of such electrical
development.
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Point No. 11.
INSURES THE SUCCESS
AND
PROSPERITY OF THE PROJECT.
This is true because of the big, widespread cumulative benefits described under points 1 to 10, inclusive, as follows:Reduction of a large project cost.
Reduction of a large and increasthg operation and
maintenance charge.
Impiovement of distribution system, better regulation
of Water, etc.
Only final and conclusive solution of drainage problem.
Relieves the risk to crops and the increasing annual
cost of removing sand from canals and around diversion
dame.
The wisdom and economy of adding a large area to an
already established project is obvious because the
community aSSet8 are built, the new man can profit by
the experience of his neighbor and the period of discouragement and depression is avoided.
71
It is not conceivable that a thrifty, energetio people
will tolerate an uncontrolled river to destroy irrigable and productive land to the extent of $600,000 or
700,000 in a desert country where all land and water
is doubly valuable • Removes an eyesore from the
pro jeot and without some work or river control there
is not any assurance that the river will not destroy
new land.
B.
See item six.
The cost of farming by irrigation - the leveling of
land - the application of water - the loss of land in
ditches, of loss of efficiency of necessarily small
areas - enormous water right or construction costs puts the irrigation farmer under big handicaps in competition with the farmer of the humid sections.
Consequently, any resource tending to relieve him or any
of these handicaps is of inestimable importance.
Since the best engineering advice shows that it is
possible that the power revenues will pay the project
cost, if not in the time required by the Government
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then in just a little longer, it follows that such
power development is of inestimable economic importance to the farmer.
Further, it is granted by most economists that the
indirect benefits are greater than the direct returns.
Some of these are: 1. Larger market.
2. Better price for produce. 3. Easier financing
and better credit. 4. More comforts of life and
social refinements. 5. Improved tranaportation.
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Point No. 12.
Insures the growth of a big city at El Paso
as a market, financial and recreational cen-..
ter for the project; as a military center
for natjonal protection and as a port of entry
for the stiirailus of foreign trade.
The plans proposed furnish the three basic fundamentals of
any big city--..--eheap abundant water of low mineral content--abundant cheap power --- and. the substantialà.bility and permanence given by a large intensively farmed agrioultru.al
trade tributary.
..
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Point No. 13.
PROVIDES TEE MOST WIDESPREAD BENEFITS OP
PEDERAIJ FUNDS OP ANY KO17N PROJECT AND TEE
GREATEST OPPORTUNITY FOR VISION AND FORESIGHT IN NATION BUILDING.
The plans proposed are more than a reclamation project.
Over and above all the usual and splendid benefits of
the reclamation law it provides for the conservation of
resources by hydro-electric power and the growth and
comfort of 125,000 American citizens, eager, hopeful and
willing to do their full share in the d.evelopement of
their homes, farms, industries and nation. Rarely is the
United. States Reclamation Service presented with a proposition where the farmers and citizens freely of±'er to
spend double the share of the United States in building
up their future resources.
Cooperation and three party agreement.
No other project has the opportunities.
Nothdng is asked not wholly the intent and purpose of
the Reclamation Law.
here the United States by cooperating with farmers and
a city can secure so much greater spread of
benefit and efficiency of federal funds, such
proposition should be given preference.
OS&LF000

VALUE OF THE INVESTIENT TO THE UNITED STATES.
Lands along High Line Canal, $10o.00 per acre water
right minus 25.00 for storage and $20.00 for distribution - 55.00 x 18,000 acres net.............. *990,000
Land.s supplied with power in Palomas Valley,
(13,800 acres).....................................
300,000
Power eventually needed for drainage............... 120,000
4.. Value of land reclaimed adjacent to river channel
6000acresat1O0.00peracre..................... 600,000
Capital value of water saved (70,000 A.P.
*52,000yearlyat75cA.P.)................... . ... .1,000,000
Capital value of eliminating annual risk and cost
of removing sand in canals 30,000. annually,
capitalized at 6% and other.improvoments of the
d. istribu.ting system................................
500,000
Increased efficiency of drainage due to reduction
in volume of water entering valley and probable
reduction in mileage of drain canals ............... 100 I 000
3,6l0,00C
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ELi1iTI0N OF TEI "VLLUE TO UNITED STTES.T'
Since it is proDosed that t1e fir:ers build., finance
and operate the power system, and supiiy current at cost
for rroject purposes if the government will build the h:Lgh
line canal, it is ad.visabe to -ooint out and segregate the
interest of the United. States.
The lands to be served, by the High Line Canal
(estirrted. 23,000 acres, gross) cannot obviously justify or
stand security for the whole cost of the concrete lined canal
estnated at 2,500,000.
IMT NO. 1. However, ince the value of the present
mesa lands is low, from $10.00 to 20.0.0 per acre, they can
stand a comnaratively high cost for v;ater right, say 100.
which, less 25.00 estated portion for storage and diversion,
and less an average of 20.00 per acre fo r laterals below the
High Line and pumps and pressure pipe above the canal leaves
55.00 per acre aDDlicable to construct.ion of the canal. In
this
55.00 is a'osofoed of course the cail cost of power
for Dumping and this is legitimate because the power system is
furnished by the farmers and the canal is an essential part of
this system.
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The averag.e of 20.00 for runips and laterals is obtained
by eatioating 10.00 per acre for laterals below the canal and
30.00 for punma and mains above the canal. Since the acreage
above and below is about the same, the average would. be 20.00.
Assuming then that there is a 20% reduction of the gross
area or 18,000 acres net at 55.00 per acre, this would total
990, 000.
This would. be secured and repaid in the usual way by
the irrigation districtp under the terms of the reclamation
law.
IM NO. 2. The irrigation of the Palomas Valley by a
gravity system has been abandonedhutan examination and retort
recommends its irrigation by piLmping. If this is found feasible
the report shows that an installation of 3000 k.w. would required. This, together with main transmission line, would reauire an invoatment of 300,000.
Since the farmers oovzer system would make this investment unnecessary and even auply rower at less cost owing to
larger capacity and higher efficiency, it is legitimate that
this should be credited to the High Line Canal, particularly
so rhen the Palomas Valley farmer will share the nrofits of
the power system which is e:peced to ultimately ay a. large
part if not all of their costs.
This sin of 300,000 would be secured and. repaid by
the irrigation district under the usual terms of the reds.mation law precisely as if a divers ion darn imci been built.
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IM NO. 3. It is obvious that complete dainage of
the Droject cannot be accomDlished. by oen canals.
It is reasonable to believe that at the lower end of
each valley and oerha -ps in the vicinity of each drins.e
canal outlet, -p1mping will be required as there would. not be
sufficient depth in the canals for Droper drainage. Some of
the areas, notably the Montoya District, are the most valuable.
Still further it is unouestionable that there will be
small isalated spots of valuable land that could not be drained
at reasonable cost by ditches but which couJ4 be done cheaply
and efficiently by pumping.
)
A rough estimate would indicate that 600 to 700 kilowatts
would eventually be required for such drainage pumping.
The canita.l value of the Dower for this purpose should
properly be credited to the High Line Canal system and is estimated at $120,000. This would be secured and repaid by the
land directly benefitted as assessed by the board sitting to
assess drainage damages and benefits as reauired by law.
ITEM NO. 4. The lands reclaimed from seepage and overflow of' river and restored to the wroject in the Mesila Valley
is estin:ted at 6000 acres having a value based on the future
of n o t less than lOO,OO per acre or a totd of 600,000. For
discussion refer to Point 7 under
' 1
}.[Y
U.
BUILD TI RIGII LINE CJAL."
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The lond in ciueat:Lon is not in the nroect as now surveyed although the general inmression among the farmers owning
this land is that it is a art of the project and. subject to
estimated constraction cost of 71.00 to 75.00 per acre. Since
this land. is now comparatively valueless and. will remain so even
after drainage as long s the river is used as a carrying canal,
it is only reasonable to assume that those
owners would be
iillinri to nay the nresent iject cost if their lands were
made roductive and valuable by reason of taking the water out
of the river particularly since many are exoecting to d.o so
anyway.
It would. likewise be legitimate and fair that t}se
lands be relieved of any of the present project costs (as
t1ie , are now) and. the entire sin tiiva secured (less iobably
a trifling sum for extens ion o± laterals) be aplied. to the
constraction of the Highiine Canal because this canal is the
only feature of the irrigation system that gives any aeal
value to these lands. Being strictly fair, not affecting in
any way the present i- ject cost per acre, because it removes
to a. large extent an eyesore of the project and because the
present riject is not being asked to way for any of the indirect benefits Of the High line--the two irrigation, districts
in LJev,' i.exico and. Texas would. d.oubtless sanction this
arrangement.
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This v.oulU then 'ecuro and reay the sum of 71. 00
on 6000 acres, or a total of - 426,000.
IThfl
iTc.
5. The loss of water in the resent river
through the Mesilla Valley hyevaporation.from free water
surface and ad1acent saturated land at 60,000 to 70,000 acre
feet. At the current price of 75V an acre foot a lose of
70,000 acre feet would mean a loss of 52,000 annualy.
Caritalized at
io%
this would reoresent a caiital value of
52O,000, but an able engineering board has set the value
of 60,000 acre feet delivered to Ire::ico at 41,000,000.
Conseauently this 70,000
X1.
1 1 . should be worth at least the
same 1,000,000 if not to this piject then to some other
as all water has a. definite value in a desert country.
It is not contended that all of this should. be credited
to the High Line but only such amount as can reasonably be Daid
by the lands receiving the benefit of this water, saving, that
is to say, by the lands being added to the roject by reason
of this saving by the High Line.
ittention is further called to the fact that these
ad:ditions will also sbare ecually in the wrofits of the High
Line oower system.
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In other words, the ±t
ol' t.i - jj
ra nde is sufficient
for only the original acreage of 180,000. Now, if the farmers
by the construction of drainsge works and. a Hi?h Line Canal at
enormous expense, -- hays been able to develop a 'ater sapnly
:hich permits additions to the :pject, they are entitled to all
benefits of their exnenditure. These benefits should be assessed
viitbin reason to. the lands most directly 'oenefitted but with
full consideration, at the same time, of the cost of bringing
in t he a e new lands.
ITEM NO. 6. If the Hi:h Line Canal will prevent to a
large extent the accumulation of sand in the canals of the
Mesilla Valley and the Pranklin Can, and at the same time
eliminate the annual risk to crows from this ssurce which will
grow constantly more acute as the full acreage comes into
cultivation, then it should be credited with an amount equal to
the annual exoenditure. Capi1ized at a fair rate of interest.
See Point 5.
It is also fair to allow some cawil investment for the
other improvements to the distributing system. We have estimated that the annual operation and maintenance exwense would
be reduced by these factors at least 30,000 per year which
caitalized at 6% would eoual 500,000.
This could only be charged and rep aid by the entire project as a generally proratable anunt just as the dam, diversion
dams and main canals have been charged.
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IL1E11 NO. 7. It is not Limro'oa;ly that the removal of
the water from the river channel will make unneces.ary the
const'uction of some of the drains projected along the river.
\'e have estims ted. this amount at 100 9 000 to 140,000.
Vihatever amount might be determined would be charged
and repaid in same manner as the present drainage cost.
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Secretary (Typing), GS-318-5/6
NAME: Cynthia M. Masszonia
NC-85-07
Ranking Factors:
Ability to make arrangements for such things as travel, conferences and meetings.
In my present Job there are virtually no conferences or meetings requiring
arrangements. I occasionally arranges for travel and prepared travel voucher.
Previously employment I arranaes for travel, appointments, space, cQnferences
and meetings for staff.
Ability to locate and assemble information for various reports, briefings,
and conferences.
I have been asked to gather information on a specify subject frci time to
time. I do collect and prepare material for the monthly statistical retort,
auarterly travel report for the ijinediate office.
Ability to caripose non-technical correspondence.
In m' current job assignment this activities is not perform.. I feel that
I am capable. of writing non-technical correspondence correctly.
3. Ability to organize anddesin a filing system.
I establishes and maintain office fi3.inq system plans under reauired records
disposition action for iirniediate office.
5. Ability to organize effectively the flaw of clerical processes in an office.
I set priorities for deadlines on congressional, other correspondence and
reports for typing for present office. Assist division secretary with typing
when there is overload of typing.
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EXHIBIT III
SAN EARCIAL PLOW IN 1,000 ACRE PEET
Amended on basis of upper Rio Grande
Recorded :
Irrigation Development
As at Present
Puture
1895
1427
;
1337
1181
1896 :
577
517
493
1897 :
2215
:
2105
1779
1898 :
961
:
841
557
1899 :
240
:
210
238
1900
:
467
:
392
281
1901 :
656
:
586
446
1902
:
201
:
153
:
115
1903
:
1272
:
1162
:
862
.1994 :
710_
:
69Q
72
1905
:
2422
:
2280
1728
1906
:
1564
:
1449
1345
1907
:
2158
:
2003
2181
1908
:
765
:
695
693
1909
:
1280
:
1190
1113
1910
:
853
768
691
1911 :
1800
:
1725
1957
1912 :
1500
:
1435
1368
1913
:
526
:
526
499
1914
:
1178
:
1178
1117
1915
:
1354
:
1354
1302
1916
:
1657
:
1657
1815
1917
:
1054
:
1054
1067
1918
:
410
:
410
420
Average
1135
:
1072
999
Difference
63
73
Quantities in 1,000 acre feet.
* Pigares show possible depleted £u.ture water supply
(See pages 10 and 11)
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OPItLTION OF Rf2HAN!L! BUTTE RE3.V0IR
720,000 acre feet annual Irrigation demand, 5.5 feet annual evaporation and 11,000
Units - - - 1,000 acre feet and 1,000 acre
:Reoord-:Pat : :Red.iie'1 up-' • iApprpn:4yg. :Epo8Eva
Irigu.;
:ed...d.is-.:d.eple- ;tion in ,p1y..0o1. :content:4ppar.;A.rea
;Qra U;
tion
'charge ;.tion
;Bnekniau ;1-2/3
;at be- ;onf or
;Ool.
; d.e;at San :by San :8axiMar- .;11 0 000.3 gmnningtent :001, ;&
x :mand.
:e
4MaroIe.1L.Val1eyoia1
1oaCi1t
d.op.:• of yr. :for yr:
6
:5.5
0 ;
.
t
S
. .
,
.
.per
1yearly
a
.
:
:
:
• ..
: year
3.
;
4
;
5
:6
:
7: 8 : 9
.I
•
.
.,
S
S
•,
.
S
,
.,
..
5•
S
S
July-Dec. 1892
:
80
:
0
:
0
:
80 :
2400
:
2198
:
35.5:
117:
283:
1893
:
650
:
50
:
15
;
604 :
2078
:
1936
:
32.7:
180:
720:
1894
:
800
:
60
:
20
;
749 :
1791
:
1722
;
30.3:
167:
720:
1895
:
1427
:
115
:
25
:
1326 :
1661
:
1876
:
32.1:'
720:
1896:
577
:
90
:
30
:
506 : .2102 ;
1906
:
32.3;
720:
Jan.-Lpr. 1897 :
2215
;
125
:
15
:
2094 : 1720 :
2300
:
36.5:
201:
720:
1898 ;
451
:
45
:
15
:.
416 ; 2400 :
2400
:
37.0:
54:
218:
May -Dec. 1898 :
510 :
115 :
25
:
414 :
2400 . 2282 .
35.7.
148.
502.
1899 :
240 :
50 :
20
:
199 :
2168 : 1822 :
31.0:
171:
720:
1900 ;
467 :
105 :
30
:
381 :
1477 : 1242 :
23.6:
130:
720:
1901 :
656 :
100 :
30
:
575 :
1002 : 880 :
18.4:
101:
720:
Jan.-Iov. 1202. :
190 :
78 :
30
:
132 :
755 : 420 :
11.0:
61:
720:
Dec. 1902 ;
11 :
0 :
0
;
10 :
87 :
92 :
4.5:
11
0:
1903 ;
1272 ;
130 ;
20
:
1151 ;
96 : 287 ;
8.8;
48;
720:
Jan.-Sept.1904 :
154 :
35 ;
15
:
132 :
496 : 295 :
8,8:
32:
672:
Oct.-Dec.
1904
;
556 :
0
;
0.
:
547 :
95:. 340 :
9.6:
10:
48:
.
.
1905
;
2422 :
162
;
20
;
2269 :
• 601 :
1600
:
28.5;
157;
720:
Jaii.-July
1906
;
1260 ;
130
;
20
;
1141 ;
2054 :
2200
;
35.0;
128;
535;
Aug. -Dec •
1906
:
304 ;
5
;
0
;.
297 ;
2400 :
2350
:
36. 5 :
69 ;
185;
1907
:
2156 ;
176
;
20
;
1992 ;
2400 :
2400
:
37.0:
204;
720:
Jan.-Feb, 1908
;
92 ;
0
:
0
:
90 :
2400 :
2400
:
37.0:
13
19:
Mar.-Dec, 1908
;
673 ;
100
;
30
;
594 :
2400 ;
2250
:
35.2:
181:
701:
1909
;
1280 ;
110
;
20
:
1179 :,
2114 :
2225
:
34.8:
191;
720;
Jan.-May 1910
;
746 ;
100
;
20
;
657 :
2393 :
2400
36.7;
:
82:
328:
June-Dec.. 1910
:
107 :
10
;
5
;
100 :
2400 :
2195
35.7'
:
117:
392:
1911
;
1800 ;
95
:
20
:
1714 :
1982 ;
2300
:
35.8 0
197:
7200
Jan.-June 1912
;
1294 ;
70
;
10
:
1225 :
2400 :
2400
36.7:
:
109:
437:
July-Dee, 1912
;
206 ;
10
:
'5
:
199 :
2400 :
2315
:
35.8:
91:
283
1913
526 ;
:
;
515 :
2222 :
2030
:
3300;
181:
720:
1914' :
1178
1167 :
1830 :
1965
32,2:
177:
Jun.-June 1915 :
:
720:
1099 :
:
;
1090 :
2108 ;
2300
:
35.8:
107:
437:
July-Dec. 1915 :
255 :
:
:
253 :
2400 :
2289
:
36.0:
91:
283:
Jan.-June 1916 :
1195 :
•
:
1187 ;
2277 :
July-Dec. 1916 :
2400
:
36.7:
109:
437:
462
459 :
2400 :
2300
35.7:
Jan.-Feb, 1917 :
:
91:
283:
83 :
:
::
82 :
2400 :
2400
:
36.7:
13:
19:
Mar.-July 1917 ;
913. ;
:
903 :
2400 :
Lug.-Dec, 1917 ;
2400
:
36,7:
120:
516:
58 ;
;
;
58 :
2400 :
2303
:
35.7:
67: 185:
1918 ;
410 ;
;
;
399 :
2201 :
2050
Jan.-Oot. 1919 :
: 3300: 182: 720:
1485 :
:
:
1474 :.
1693 ;
1980
: 32.5: 156: 706:
S
S
5
,'
S
•
'
S
•
S
Totals 460t
S
S
: 30262 ;
2065
:
;
2 360 :
:
:
. 4607 19709 2
*
8timated.
N0T - When reservoir spills Ccl. 13 eque.1e Col. 12
In refilling an exnpty reservoir Ccl. 1. becomes Ccl. 13 - Ccl. 5 thin:
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EXHIBIT NO. IV.
Sheet No. 3.
OPERATION OP ELMHANT BUTTE RESVOIR
• .•
•• .- with.. -• •
.
.
5.5 feet annual evaporation and 11,000 Lore U'éet annual silt d.epoeit.
nits
- - 1,000 acre feet and 1,000 acres
,
-..
,
'-''
•'
.
.
W•
i
-'Jd.L,.L I.
U.WLLL. .LV1i•"
.
U %J. S
S
Ccl. :oontent:4ppar:Area
;oramn;.tionV;
d.enand.:or d.e- :Tot;Amt. :InO.in:c]iangçoont. :con't
"
.
"'s
'3
;at be- 'oon- ;for
;Ool. ; de- ; eoi. :fiolt . ;•. to:below;coi.13:in apv..:end ::end :
:ShortOO.LF :gmnning!tent :Col.
; 6 x ;mand. :8*9
:001.
;d.at:Avg.
:over
:par't:0f
er:.o'f.. :Spill:age
dep.:of yr. :for yr; 6
:5.5
t 720 ;
:4-10
:
:W.Levpreod..:oon!t:dbl. :pera
:1y
:
:
:
:
per
:
:
:for :years :Qol. :5ti5. Oo1 :year
:
per'd.'
:1l ~ ].4: •. .... : 16-13
.
:
5
:
6
:
7: 8 : 9
:10
:1].
:12:13:14:351:17:18:19
S
S
S
S S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
55
5
5
5
S
S
.
S
•
S
S
S
a
80 : 2400 : 2198 : 35.5:
117:
283:
400 : -320 : 55: 53 :
-2. : -322: 2078:2025:
604 : 2078 : 1936 : 32.7:
180:
720:
900 : -'296 : 66: 62 :
:
/9 : -287:
1791:1729:
749 : 1791 : 1722 : 30.3:
167:
'720:
887 : -'138 : 'P7: 70 :
/8 : -130:
1661:1591:
1326 : 1661 : 1876 : 32.1:
177:
720:
897 :
429 : 88: 82 :
12 : 1441:
2102:2020:
506 : •2102 : 1906 : 32.3:
178:
720:
898 : '392 : 99: 92 :
/
10 : -382:
1720:1628:
2094 : 1720 : 2300 : 36.5:
201:
720
921 : /1173 :110: 110 :
/
18 :1191
2400:2290: 511:
416
2400 : 2400 : 37.0:
54:
218:
270 ::I46 :114: 114 ;
/
4 :/ 150:
2400:2286: 150:
414 :
2400 : 2282 : 35.7:
148:
502:
650
:
236 :121: 118 : / 4 :
232 2168:2050:
:
199 :
2168 : 1822 : 31.0:
171:
720;
891
:
692 ;132:119 : / 1 : -591: 1477:1358:
381 :
1477
1242 : 23.6:
130:
720:
850
:
469 :143: 113 : - 6 : -475: 1002: 889:
575 :
1002 : 880 : 18.4:
101:
720:
821 :
246 :154: 112 :
1 : -247:
755: 643:
-:
132 :
755 : 420 : 11.0:
61:
720:
781 :
649 :164: 102 :
10 : -659:
96: - 6:
:: 6
10 :
87 :
92 : 4.5:
1;
0:
1 ;
9 ;165; 87 ;
0
9.
96.
9.
.
1151 :
96 : 287 : 8.8;
48;
720;
768
; .383 ;176; 104 ; / 17 ; /400;
496; 392;
132 :
496 : 295 : 8.8:
32:
672;
704 ;
572 ;1?8: 104 ; • 0 ; -572;
76;-180;
; 180
.
S
S
S
S
•
S
•
. •
. .
•..
S
•
S
S
S
S
547
;
95 ;. 340
9.6:
48;
58 :
489 :187; 112
/i'i J506:
601 489;
2269
.
• 601 : 1600 : 28.5: 157, • 720:
877 : •1392 ;8; 173 ; / 61 ,'1453, 2054:1881.
1141
: 2054 : 2200 : 35.0; 128;
535;
663 : / 478 ;206.; 206
/ 33 : 511: 2400:2194: 165:
.;
297
: 2400 : 2350 : 36.5:
69; 185;
254 ;
43 :209: 209 : / 3 : / 46: 2400:91 :
46:
1992
: 24.00 : 2400 : 37.0: 204;
720:
924
, /106.8 :220: 220 :
11
X1079 2400,2180: 1079.
90
: 2400 : 2400 : 37.0:
13: 19:
32 :
.58 :222: 222 : X 2 : / 60: 2400;2178:
60:
594
: 2400 : 2250 : 3562: 181:
701:
882 :
288 :231: 224 : / 2 ; -286: 2114:890;
1179
: 2114 : 2 225 : 34 4 8: 191; 720:
911
:.
268 ;242; 235 : 1 1]. : -279; 2393:23.58:
:
65'?
: 2393 : 2400 : 3647:
82: 328
410 : / 247 :2.51 : 251 :
16 : 263: 2400:2149: 256:
100
: 2400 : 2195 : 35.7: 117:
392:
509 :
409 :253: 242 :
9 : -418: 1982:1740:
:
1714
: 1982 : 2300 : 35e8: 197;
720:
917 : / 797 :a64; 264 : / ae : 8l9: 2400:2136: 401:
1225
: 2400 : 2400 : 36.7: 109: • 437:
546 : / .679 :273: 273 :
9 : /688: 2400:2127: 688:
199
: 2400 : 2315 : 35.8:
91: 283:
374 :
1'75 :275: 270:
3 : -178: 2222:1952:
:
515
: 2222 : 2030 : 33,0: 181:
720:
901:1
386 :286: 264 :
6 : -392: 1830:1566:
1167
: 1830 : 1965 : 32.2: 177:
720:
897 : / 270 :297: 272 : / 8 : /278: 2108:1836:
1090
: 2108 : 2300 : 35.8: 107:
437:
544 : / 546 :306: 306 : / 34 : /580: 2400:2094: 288:
253
: 2400 : 2289 : 36.0:
91: 283:
374 :
121::308: 304 :
2 : -123: 2277:1973:
1187
: 2277 : 2400 : 36.7: 109:
:437:
546 : / 641 :316.: 316 : / 12 : /653: 2400:2084: 530:
459
: 2400 : 2300 : 35.7:
91: 283:
374 : / 85 60 319: 319 : / 3 : /88: 2400:2081:
82
: 2400 : 2400 : 36.7:
88:
13:
19:
32 :
• 50 :320: 320 : / 1 : / 51: 2400 402080:
51:
903
: 2400 : 2400 : 360: 120:
516
636 : /267 :330: 3.30 : / 10 : /277: 2400:2070: 277:
•
58
: 2400 : 2303 : 35.7:
67: 185:
252 : -194 :330: 325 :
5 : -199: 2201:1876:
399
: 2201 : 2050 : 33.0: 182;
:720:
902 :
503 341: 320 :
5 : -508: 1693:1373:
L474
:. 1593 a 1980 : 32.5: 1566 • 706:
8.62 : / 612 :352: 331 : / 11 : 623: 2316:1985:
:
3360 :
:
:
: 4607: 19709: 24316
686 i
:
:
:
:
'
4590: 186
13 eaa1s Ccl. 12
roir 001. 14 becomes 00].. 13
Ccl. S d.uring first refilling period..
OSE/LF00018815

Exhibit V
Sheet 1
Dpper : Lower
:
:
:Rincon:Mesilla:Mesilla:E]. Paso: Tornhllo
Irrigable Area
:17600A:30,800A:46 ,600A:47 ,000A:7,600A
Irrigated in 1919
: 5500
32,500
:18,100
Proportion Irrigated
:
31% :
42%
:
Canal Seepage, 1919
:29300 :
101 9,800
:48,500
o
Estimated Ultimate
Seepage
:34000 :
127 0 000
:61,000
Canal Seepage per Acre
Ultimately Irrigated
:1.92 P;
1.64 ft.
:
Net on Land
:3.00
:
3.00
:
Total Diversion in
:
Depth
:4.92
:
4.64
:
:
Seepage per Acre Tiltimat ely Irrigable
Seepage from Irrigation
:0050
:
0.50
:
Seepage from Canal
:
Seepage
:1092
:
1.64
:
Total
;2.42
:
2.14
:
Evaporation from Un:
irrigated surfaces ex-::
elusive of river
Channel
:0.45
:
0.45
:
Gross Possible Recovery for full Year
:1.97
:
1.69
: 1.49
For Irrigation Season
80%
:1.58
:
1.36
: 1.20
Per Cent of Underfiow
Recovera ble
:
65% :
63%
:
)
OSE/LF00018817

:
39%
:
:
1.29 ?: 1.29 F.
3020
:
3.60,
4.49

:

4.89

0.65

:

0.95

1.29
1.94

:
:

1.29
2.24

0.45

:

0.45

62% :

:

1.79

:

1.43
64%

Exhibit V
Sheet 2
REQUIRED DIVERSIONS AT VARIOUS HEADINGS AND
AM0UITS AVAILABLE IN RIVER
Released from Reservoir during year
:
Released from Reservoir for power
during non-irrigation season.
Released from Reservoir during
:
irrigation season
:
Evaporated from river channel to
Percha Darn
:
Balance in river at Percha Dam
:
S
S
Diversions for Rinoon Valley,
17,600 x4.92 :
86,600A..
Evaporated, from River Channel to
Leasburg Darn
:16 1,000
:102,600
Recovered from Seepage, 17,600 x1.58r 27,800
Balance in River at Leasburg Darn.
:
•
.
Diversion for Upper Mesilla Valley
:
30,800 x 4.64:143 9 000
Evaporated from River Channel to
Mesilla Darn
:
91P 000
;152,000
Recoveredfrom Seepage, 30,800 x 1.36: 41,800
Balance in River at Mesilla Dam
:
Diversion for Lower Mesilla Valley, :
46,000 x 4.64
:213,000
Evaporated from River Channel to
Int ernat ional Darn
:16,000
:229,000
)
Recovered from Seepage, 46,000x 1.36: 66,600
0sE/LF00018819

:

1

720 0 000 A.P.
2,500

:717,500
:
5,000
:712 0 500
:

: 74 1 800
:637,700

:110,200
:527,500

:163 9 000

Exhibit V
Sheet 3
REQUIRED DIVERSIONS AT VARIOUS HEADINGS
AND AMOUNTS AVAILABlE IN RIVER, Continued
Ba1ane in River
at International Dam
Reserved for Mexico
Available Balance for American Irrigation,
at Ixternationa1 Darn
Diversion for El Paso Vafley, 47,000 x 4.49
T.
Evaporated from River Channel to Tornillo
227,000:
losses due to Sand Sluicing,
27,000 A.P.
losses due to Reservoir Regulation
50,090 A.P.
Available at Tornillo Heading frcm River
Available at Tornillo Heading from El Paso
Drains 38,000 x 1.2
Available at Tornillo Heading
Diversion for Tornillo District, 7,600 x 4.89:
Surplus
DISCHARGE PROM LOWER END OP PROJECT
Drainage from San Elizario Island, 9,000 x 1.20 =
Tornillo District ,
7 0 600 x 1.43 = 10 9 900
Sand Sluicing and Regulation Losses
Surplus
10,600
During non-irrigation season
From El Paso Velley, 47,000 x 0.29 - 13,800
Tornillo District 7,600 x 0.36 = 2,700
Annual Discharge
OSE/LF0001 8819

:
:
:
:
:
:

:
60 9 000:

364,500

:
211,000:

304,500

16,000:

:
:
:

_77,000: 304,000
:

:

:
:

500

45,600
46,100

37,200:
:

8,900

10 0 800
77,000
8.900

16.500
124,100

Exhibit V
Sheet 4
WATER SUPPLY FOR PROJECT BELOW EL PASO
ON BASIS OF DRAINAGE PTJ1IING
Available at Head of Franklin
Canal for American Irrigation :
:
Required - 47,000 acres x 4.49:
:
Recovered from Upper Drainage
:
Pumps 2,500 acres x 1.20 ft.
:
3,000:
Recovered, from Lower Drainage
Pumps 28,000 acres x 1.20 ft.: 31,200:
Diversion required
Loss in River Channel to Tornil-:
10
:
:
192.800
:
Gravity Plow from Lower End of
Valley Exclusive of San Elizario lelazid 9,500 acres x
1.20 ft. =
:
:
Available at Tornillo Heading
:
:
Losses due to Sand Sluicing
: 27,000:
Losses due to Reservoir Regula- :
tion
: 50,000:
Available at Tornillo Heading
;
:
Diversion for Tornillo District :
7,000 acres x 4.89 ft.
:
1
Diversion Surplus
:
:
OSE/LF0001 8820

: 304 0 500
211,000 A.P.:

34,200
176,800
16,000

:

11,400

: 181,400
: 123 0 100

77 9 000
:

46 9 100

37 0 200
:

8 9 900

HIBIT VI
ROUGH ESTIMPATE OP COST OP HIGH LINE CANAL FROM LEASBURG Dt
TO CANIJTILI0, INCLUDING BY-PASSES AND DELIVERY CONNECTIONS
T0 LSILLA DAM, EAST SIDE CANAL AND TO RIVER AT CANUTILLO.
Capacity at headworks, 2,200 sec.ft.; at Tortugas drop 1,675 sec.
ft.; at Canutillo drop, 905 sec.ft. N. 0.015. Velocity, 5 feet
Concrete lining 3" thick. Freeboard 2ft. Excavation is based
on economic cut, with allowance for shrinkage of 15% and 35%
additional.
Heathvorks
$110,000
Other structures .
554,100
Fencing, 516,000 linear feet
89,000
Excavation, 2,740,000 cu.yds. at .15
.
411,000
Concrete lining, 143,380 cu.yd.s. at $16.50 - 3 11 thick
2,365,500
Total - - - - - - -3,529,600
Add, for engineering, administrative expenses and
contingencies - 22-%
794,400
Total ---------- 4,324,000
Connection to present distributing system
143,000
Grand Total - - - -- - - § 4,467,000
By using 2" concrete lining instead of 3 11 , would
reduce the cost of the canal to - - - - - - - - 3,677,000
Cost of Canal from Leasburg to Tortugas 2,543,000
Cost of Canal from Torugas " Canutillo 1,924, 000
-.
4,461,000
If upper end, of canal is left unlined from
Leasburg darn to railroad crossing, about
5 miles, deduct - - - - - - - - - - - 250,000
This estimate is based on a drop of 55 feet at Tortugas and a
drop of 56 feet at Canutillo. Canal velocity, about 5 feet.
With a drop of 75 feet at Tortugas and a drop of 70 feet at
Canutillo, the cost would be increased by $350,000 and the
velocity reduced to about 4.4 feet.
This increase of cost will more than offset any reduction
possible on account of leaving upper end unlined.
OSE/LF-00018821

HIBIT VII
ROUGH ESTIM'TE OP CO$T OP HIGH LINE 0.&NAL PROM LESBURG DAM
TO CNUTILLO.
Capacity, 2,420 second feet at Leasburg; at Tortugas, 1,765 sec.
feet; at Canutillo, 820 second feet; earth section. Drop at
Tortugas, 75 feet, at Canutillo, 70 feet.
Based on economic cut; 15fo allowance for shrinkage and 35fo
additional.
Velocity 2.4 feet.
Head.works
115,000.
Other structures
805,000
)
Penclng
89 1,000
Excavation, 5,000,000 cu.yd.s. at 15
750,000
Total - - - 1,759,000
Add overhead and contingencies about 22%
396,000
Total - - - 2,155, 000
Connections to present distributing system
14300O
Grand. Total - - - 2,298,000
OSE/LF-0001 8822

Exhibit Viii
ROUGH ESTIMATE OF OUST OF PWM SYSTEM
Elephant :TortUS:CaflUtillO
Construction Data.
:Butte plant: plant : Plant
Capacity in K.W.
: 18,000
:
5,000 :
3,000
Head. feet
0 -190
75
70
Maximum flow available c.f.s..
1,800
:
1,675 :
82
Construction Cost
Building
: 334,000
: 54,000 : 33,000
Machinery installed
:
714,000
:220 0 000 :146,000
Penstocks and headworke
:
113,000
:181,000 :118,000
Switchyards
:
:
8,000
:
7 9 000
Preparatory work and
miscellaneous items
:
93,750
: 20,500 : 16,630
Contingencies, engineering
and general expense
:392,250
:153,500 :101,380
Total
:1,647,000
:637,000 :422,000
Transmission lines, 88,000 volt double circuit lines.
Elephant Butte - Hurley, 60 miles
600,000
Elephant Butte
El Paso, 115 mIles
1,150,000
Total
175 miles
41,750,000
Sub stati ons
Hurley, 7,000
$151,50cr
El Paso, 19,000 LW,
220,500
Total
2,000
Note:
Above estimates contain no partof High Line Canal,
reservoir, or by-pass costs.
OSE/LF-00018823

Exhibit IX
ROtXH ESTIMATE OF COST OF POWER SYSTEM
ANNUAL OPERATION & MAINTENANCE
:Elephant:TOrtugas: Canutil].o: Tranamis-: Sub: Total
: Butte :
:
:sion Line;Station:
.
.
Interest, 6% :99,000 :38,O0Q :25,000 ;106,000 :22,000:290,000
Insurance, % : 8,000 : 3 1,000 : 2,000 :
: 2,000: 15 0 000
Depreciation
& Repalre, 4% : 66,000 : 25,000 : 17,000 : 23,000 : 11,000: 142 9,000
Labor
16,000 : 12,000 12,000 :
7 9 000 : 10,000; 57,000
Supplies
:
3 1 000 : 2,000 : 2,000 :
: 1,000:
8 9,000
Gen. Expense ; 20,000 : 10,000 : 8 9,000 :.
2,0(0
6,000: 46,000
Totals
:212,000 : 90,000 : 66,000
138 9 000 : 52,000: 558 9,000
Annual Output and Unit Costs.
:Possible LW.
:Minimum Unit Cost
:hour delivered :per K. W. hour
:72:0,000 acre :delivered..
0. & M.
:feet draft.
Elephant Butte
:2I2,000
:. 89,000,000
:
0,24ç1
(176 ft, average head)
:
Tortugas
;
90 9,000
:
28,000,000
:
0.32
Canutillo
:
66,000
:
16,000 0 000
:
0,41
Sub-total Power Plants
;
368,000
: 133,000 9 000
0.28
Transmission Lines
: 138,000
: 133,000,000
:
0.10
El Paso Substation
:
31 1,000
:.
73 9,000 9,000
:
0.04
Hurley Substation
:
21,000
:
60,000,000
:
0.035
Totals and average
:558,000 : 133,000,000
: 0.42çl
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EXHIBIT X
ROTJCH ESTILITE OF ANNU-.L POWER OUTPUT OF THR PLANTS
and.
ANNUAL POWER SALES AT HTIRLEY AND EL PASO
Averaco of Wet Period.
First
: Second.
:
Third
:5 yr Per:iocI:5 yr Period. :5 yr Period
Hurley- Demand HN
:
8 1,000:
8,000
:
8,000
11 Energy Consumption:52,000,000:55,000,000
:60,000,000
El PasoDemand. 191
-4,500:7,000-10,000:10,000-15,000
Energy Oonsumption29,000,000:46,000,000 :58,000,000
PumpingDemand. 271
625:
625
:
625
Energy Consumption: 4,500,000: 4,500,000
: 4500,000
Total Energy sold
:85,500,000:105,500,000 :122,500 9 000
Plant Capacity
:
:
Installed MY
18,000:
23,000
:
26,000
Constru.otjon Costs
Power Plants
:
1,647,000:
2,284,000 :
2,706,000
Transmission Lines
': 1,750,000
11-7501,000 :
1 1,750 2 000
Sub-Stations
:
372 1 000:
372 9 000
372 9 000
85% of Highline Canal
3,797 2 000:
3,797,000 :
3,797,000
Total
7,566,000:
8,203,000 :
8,625,000
Annual 0 & M Costs
Power Plants
:
212 9,000:
302,000 :
368 9 000
Transmission Lines
:
138,000:
138,000 :
138,000
Sub-Stations
52,000:
52,000::
52,000
Power Canal
:
228,000:
228,000 :
228 1 000
Total
;
630,000;
720,000
786,000
Average cost per 11 hour
delivered
:
0.74i
:
0.68
:
0.64
8825

EXHIBIT X
.
S)
ROUGH ESTThLATE OF. ANNUAL POWER OUTPUT OF THREE PLANTS
and
ANNUAL POWER SALE AT HITRLEY AND EL PASO
Average of Wet Period
(continued.)
: First
: Second
:
Third
-:5 yr Period:5 yr Period:5 yr Period
Power Sales
Hurley, at 0.8
t416 1 000
: $40,000
: $80,000
El Paso, at 0.6 ci
:
174,000
:
276 1
000
:
348 9 000
Pumping, at cost
:
34,000
:
31,000
:
29 9
000
Total Sales
;
624 9
000
:
747,000
857 9 000
Average Se,ling Price
:
0.73ci
:
0.71ç1
:
0.70ci
Profit
:
:
27 1 000
:
71,000
Loss
:
6,000
:
Note:
Construction and operation costs shown hereon contain
a proportionate part of power canal costs.
During a dry period similar to 1900-1905 the average
output would be reduced to about 80,000,000 EW Hr per year,
resulting in a net loss of $1,250,000 for the five year
period. Power developed from spill at Elephant Butte
during the period of record., 1896-1918, would have produced
add.itonal income of about $600,000.
0SE1LF00018826

Exhibit Xi
Sheet 1
ROUGH ESTIiATE OP ATTNUAL POWER OUTPUT OF SINGLE POWER PLMTT AT
EILEPHAI'IT BUTTE AIM .AN1UAL POWIR SALES AT EL PASO AND PROJECT TOWNS,
AVERAGE OF WET PERIOD
Pirat
: Sixth
: Eleventh
: Year
: Year
:
Year
Customers demand K.W.
:
4,500:700010000:1000015000
Energy Sold K.W. hour
:29 1,000 1,000:53,000,000: 72,000,000
Annual load factor, %
:
73:
86 - 60:
Installed plant capacity, LW.:
500:
11,000:
Construction Costs
Power Plants
:
730,0OO41,28O,000: $1,520,000
TransmissiOfl lines
: 1,150,000: 1,150,000: 1,150,000
Sub Station
:
66,000:
133,000:
200,000
Total.
:l,946,00O:2,563,000: 2,87O,0OU
Animal 0. & M. Costs
powerplants
97,000:
150,000:
Transmission Lines
:
122,500:
122,500:
Sub Stations
:
13 1,000:
20,500:
Total
:
232,5O0:
293,0O0:
345,OOO
Average coat per K.W.delivered:
0.801:
0.551:
Power Sales
El Paso and project towns
:
174,000:
318,000;
Average selling price per LW.:
:
hour
:
0.61 :
0.6
:
Profit
25,000
Loss
58,500:
:
OSE/LF0001 8827

82 - 55
16,500

$195,000
122,500
27 1,500
0.481
432 9 000
0.6w
87,000

exhibit XI
Sheet 2
Note:
During a dry Deriod similar to 1901-1905
the average annual power output would have been reduced to about 40,000,000 KW Hours with practically
no power available during 1904. The average annual
income for this period would have been $240,000 for
the complete development, producing a net loss of
525,000 in the five years. Power generated from
the water spilled during 1907 and 1912 would have Droduced
400,000 additional income.
See exhibit XII for 0. & M. details.
OSE/LF000

EXHIBIT XII
ROUGH ESTI1.TE OF COST OP POWER SYSTEM
ANIItliL OPER.TION MID MAIITTEliNCE
Single Powerplant
:Powerplant; Transmis-;Substation;
Total
:
:sion Line:
Pirst to fifth year:
:
Investment
:
730,000:1,150000:
Interest 6%
:
44 1,000:
69,000:
Insurance 1/2%
;
3 9 600:
:
Depreciation & repairs :
29,000:
46,000:
Labor
:
10,000:
6,000:
Supplies
;
1 9 500;
:
General expense
:
8,00:
1,500:
Total
;
97 11 000;
122,500;
Sixth to tenth year :
Investment
: 1,290,000:1150,900:
Interest 6%
:
77 9 000;
69,000;
Insurance 1/2%
:
6,400:
;
Depreciation & repairs :
41,000:
46 9 000:
Labor
:
10,000:
6 9 000:
Supplies
:
2,000:
:
General expense
:
13,600:
1,500:
Total
:
150,000:
122,500:
Eleventh and succeeding:
:
years
Investment
: 11,520,000:1,150,000:
Interest 6%
:
91,000:
69,000:
)
Insurance 1/2%
:
7,600:
Depreciation & repairs :
61,000:
46,000:
OSE/LF-Oçj 8829

0

66000:1,946000
4,000:
117,000
300:
3,900
2,600:
77,600
4,000:
20,000
500:
2 9 000
1 3 600:
12,000
13,000;
232,500
133,000:2,563,000
8 9,000;
154 0 000
700:
7,100
5,300:
92,300
4,000:
20,000
600:
2 9 600
1,900:
17,000
20,500:
293,000
200 1, 000:2, 870, 000
12,000:
172,000
1,000:
8;600
7 9,600:
114,600

:

EXHIBIT XII
ROUGH ESTIMATE OF COST OF POVIER SYSTEM
.
Th
ANNUAL OPER.TION AND MINPENANCE
Single Powerplant
:Powerplant: Transmis-: Substation:
:sion Line:
Eleventh and sucoeed.ing:
:
years
Labor
:
15,000:
Supplies
:
3 9 000:
General expense
:
17,400:
Total
:
195,000:
)
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(continued.)
Total

6,000:
:
1,500:
122,500;

-

4 9 000:
600:
2,300:
27,500:

25 0 000
3,600
21,200
345,000
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Chief of Construction U. B. Reolamation Service
EXTRAGT FROM REPORT OF HAROLD OONKLING
o
011
WATER SWPLY OF THE RIO GRAND}?- RIVER
Report dated June 18, 1919.
This report covers water supply for the San
Luis Valley, Middle Rio Grende and Rio Grande Project,
together with study of effect of development of the first tvm
areas on the recorded supply for the last.
along the Rio Grands must first be drained.
formerly seeped will consume a part or all of the water released
by drainage. In the San Luis Valley there seems to be no reason
why oonaugption under irrigation- may not even exceed the present
All the additional acreage which can be irrigated
evaporation .
18:7;
Irrigation of land
AdOD EDIJAO
The. oonsmnptive use of water used in this report
.‘_;
Wo '
Total
Plant Inclden- Preoi- Total Evaporatrens- tel evap- pltation benefi— tion be- consump—
pira- oration clal cause of tive use
tion coneump— inefficient
tlon drainage
Sen Lni_ .
Valley 1.00 0.25 0.60 1.85 2.10
Middle ‘ '
Rio Grands 1.00 1.00 0.75 2.75 3.06
Rio Grande
Ptojec‘b 1 e 00 1 .50 0o 80 3 030 r 5 I 65
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As records deal with stream discharge only, the quantities
seemed, in the report are those which consume diverted water
J and are:
Beneficial Evaporation Total Diversion
donswup- because of duty.
tio'n insuf_cienui;
drains_e.
' San Luis .
' Valley ‘ 1.25 0.25 1.50 2.50
Middle Rio .
Grands - 2.00 0.31 2.31 3.81
Rio Grands
Project 2.50 0.35 2.85 4.55 O
.n
. conning believes that the upper projects 2
are neither so complicated nor so expensive as to depend upon :1
government aid for their ultimate-construction. 0
San Luis Valley. A large body of water rights 0
'U
exist totaling more than the discharge of the streams. These _<
rights have been used in succession on various tracts in the
valley. Irrigation ceased on any particular area. because of
rising ground water so that it would be difficult to show ‘
‘ abandoment. The rights are merely quiescent. Duty of water is
such that irrigation of these areas, if drained, will exhaust
the stream flow. Additional area must be irrigated from drainage
. return or pumping from ground water. The courts have held that
movement of ground water is so obscure no restrain can be placed on
its use before it reaches the stream.
Middle Rio Grande. The burden of proof of
g {1 BRISCQE CEll_ER l/ P 1
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depletion of supply may rest on the Reclamation Service.
Thid may be impossible to prove because the contention will be
made that drainage releases more than enough water to compeneate
for the consumption through irrigation of the same area. This
matter ,in the absence of convincing data, would be the subject
of expert testimony which might, with any two men, be diametrically
opposite .San Luis Vallez. The subject is too voluminous
to present in any detail in this letter but the following conclueione may be presented:
(1). The present nonpbeneficial loss of water is
about 580,000 acre feet or 0.65'depth per acre average on the
860,000 acres of seeped land.
(2) The consumptive use for irrigation may be
AdOD EOlddO
as much as 1.50 acre feet and about 770,000 acres is the probable
ultimate irrigated acreage if the valley is drained plus 40 ,000
acres now irrigated in lmmmtain valleys — a total of 810,000 acres.
)5) Surface .mter eupp_vy is not sufficient for ‘
this and reservoirs, if built. will not give 9. satisfactory
water supply.
(.4) manage will not develop increased water
at the valley outlet because the water so developed will be re-ueed ,
in the valley. In fact , drainage will cause a. reduction in outflow
because with the probable irrigated acreage the consumptive use
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will be larger than present evaporation.
At the present time there are in the valley
several small drainage projects and it is understood that the
construction of two more is;} about to be financed. One great bar
to extensive development isithe expense of outlet drains and this
particularly applies to the lead area which embraces the northern
half of the valley. As eta ed, nothing was found to indicate
that this construction is sell difficult that 11-. will not be done
eventually if left to private development, but it is also true
that it is and will be difficult to secure the necessary cooperation
among private interests. It is probable that no very serious
effort has yet been made in that direction.
It is the common belief in the valley that so
such water will he saved by construction of a main drain to the
AdOO EDlddO
area that the government can undertake it free to the valley for
the development of projects below.
The conclusion of this report is directly the
opposite. It is found that the net result of drainage will be
the diversion of meterwter on the average from the, streams and
its consumption in the valley than will be regained by drainage.
This applies both to the dead and the live areas.
-_ lTréneéi_QueteinL-‘sliversion
Trans-mountain diversions from the Gunnison and
San Joan Rivers, While not examined in the field, are believed
I infeasible. Two possibilities exist: from. the first to the Saguache;
I
F
l
k _ .
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from the second to the south fork of the Rio Grands... This
is based on examination of topography sheets.
Middle Rio Grands. - In the Middle Rio Grands,
. the situation , while somewhat similar, works out to entirely
different results, The irriga'ble land considered is in the
river bottoms and is definitely limited by the steep bluffs on
either side. The probable'total area which it is feasible to
drain and irrigate is, 134,000 acres gross, or 116,000 net.
7 Only half of the tributaries between Buolonan at
the ripper end and San Marcial at the lower end have been measured.
The recorded loss between these stations is not the true lose
because of the tributary inflow. When to the measured in_ow
(discharge at Bushman plus measured tributaries) is added the
estimated inflow from tributaries, the loss through the Middle
ACIDS" Ealddo
Rio Grande averages 508 .000 acre feet annually. It is probable
that the loss from the seeped bottom is about 2.5 feet in depth
including the approximately 49,000 sores now irrigated. Based.
on the consumptive use of 2.0 acre feet estimated in this report,
the development or'the Middle Rio Grande will increase the dis—
charge at San Marcie]. 94,000 acre feet annually, but when the
effect of the assumed decreased discharge from San Luis Valley
in reduoing present loss thru the Middle Rio KGrande is considered,
the proportion of reduced loss ascribed to irrigation in the Middle
Rio Grands is changed to 70,000 acre feet in the final analysis;
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This varies with different cycles and for the critical period
1898-1902 it is estimated that a loss of 21,000 acre feet annually
will be caused by irrigation innthe Middle Rio Grande instead of
a gain of 70 .000 acre feet.
The difference in estimated results from drainage
of the San Luis and the Middle Rio Grande are due partly to the
difference in soil. The coarse soil of San Luis .Valley is not A
evaporating any large quantity of water while the finer Middle
Rio Grande is. It is aleo'partly due to the cirownscribed area of
the Middle Rio Grande which does not permit expansion.
The complete cutting off of outflow from the San.
Luis Valley does not greatly affect the water supply for the Middle
Rio Grande. The average recorded gain between the Colorado-New
Mexico State line and Bushman, at the head of the Middle Rio Grande,
is 618,000 sore feet and this is all available to the Middle Rio
AdOD EOlddO
Grands independent of the San Luis Valley. In occasional short years,
however, the gain is not sufficient for full supply.
The conclusion in the report is that 94,000 acre
feet annually will be saved. This rests on two estimates — first,
of tributary inflow and, second, of consumptive use. That these
estuates are accurate would be too much to expect but certainly there
is room for considerable of margin of error.
With the above previous in mind as to the accuracy or
the data on which the conclusions are based , it is believed that the
margin of allowable error is sufficient to' say:
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(1) That construction or the Middle Rio Grande
will probably‘ increase the supply for the Rio Grande Project on
the average, but that a probable decrease trill be caused in the
critical period 1858-1902. This is not necessarily an arglment
against government construction because less efficient private
drainage may cause a greater decrease. This decrease could be
obviated if no reservoir were constructed but a reservoir is
believed necessary if drainage works are built. The foregoing
conclusion as to decrease is made, of course, on the assumption
that at present no sure means of limiting development is apparent.
(2) That water supply for the Middle Rio Grande
is independent of development in the San Luis except in the occasional
short year which sould come to every projedt where the land area
exceeds water supply.
Rio Grande Projeotl The water supply depends on
the residue after (emands above are satisfied.
.A a C) :> a :>l.d s (3
Estimated Supply after completeudevelopment,
as outlined above. .
Some deficiency in supply is evident to prevent
complete development: , ~
A.F. Percent
1902 ' 93,000 14
1904 346,000 51
Yet the average spill, excepting the six years from 1899 to 1904,
is 140 ,000 acre feet. In 1896, Follett nude an extensive inquiry
at various points in the Rio Grande Valley as to runoff in previous
years. Information can gained as for back as 1861 and no protracted
-Td
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period of rum-off similar to 18994904: was found so that 11; is
possible that the oily extended series of 1m: years in a. cycle of
fifty—eight years is embraced in the period of record. His date, ‘
together with records at El Paso, which bear a. fairly constant re-'
lotion to these at San Mercial, make it very certain that the
large flood of 1891 would have more than cmnpletely filled the
reservoir and maintained it full until August 1 at which time the
graph starts.
The diversion duty is assumed at 4.55 acre feet per
acre, As the irrigation season is ten months, alnost all of the
return flow may be utilized on the project if this duty can be
obtained. Therefore, the actual diver-ion duty is immaterial so
long as the return flow does not exceed the capacity of the drains.
'If it does exceed capacity of drains, either new drains must be
AdOOVEDlddO
constructed until a balance is reached or the same result he reached
by reduction of diversion.
The acreage assumed in 155 ,000 as estimated by the
project office. This does not include the Fort Hancock Unit. '
Actual acresge is problematioal and depends on the efficiency on
drainage in reducing the water table under the lower lying lands.
It should he borne in ‘mind that increased land prices may make
possible seine day the irrigation by more efficient drainage, of
more of the 184,000 acres new under canal or to which extensions
are planned. '
Evaporation from the reservoir is taken at 7.15 feet
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annually. ' The estimated annual evaporation with the second'scheme
is 226 ,000 acre feet. Silt deposits in the reservoir will decrease
its capacity, and therefore, in some future cycle of yours ,
similar to the pest, shortage will be more save... Tending to
relieve this is a possible item of 180,000 sore feet bank storage
not considered in computations.
0 While reduction in diversion in a period of
shortage would produce no result if the consumptive-use remains
the same, yet it is believed that the evaporation incidental to
irrigation can be reduced by oareml irrigation. If this is true,
a retraction in diversion when the reservoir approaches 1,500,000 acre
feet in contents may decrease the draft sufficiently to considerably
alleviate the shortage shown.
Extension of the project will increase the shortages
(noted in paragraph 40) This extension may take place privately
AA d c>:3 3 :3 l.d s (3
by pmuping from ground water under assmned unirrigable acreage
of 29,000 acres. An additional draft of 70,000 acre feet annually
would increase the shortages shown to the following: (Approximately)
- 1902 549 .000 acre feet 80%
1904 459,000 “ “ 68%
without adverse effect in other years. As stated, it may be
possible to distrubute this shortage.
(The above are extracts from letter of transmittal of Harold
Conkling, Chief of Construction. The following are extracts
from the Oonkling, Debler report).
~....
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EXTRACTS FROM GOMLING DEBLE'R REPORT.
Characteristic _ats. _
The following table in the essential data as
to each division:
e223;
San Luis Middle Rio Grande
-- ' . , Valle! Rio Grands Project.
1. Elevation ' . 7600' 4900' 3800'
2. Annual temperature 43° 58° ' 64°
3. Annual precipitation 7" 9" 10"
4. " evaporation - m: 5' we 6' 7'
5. Area irrigated ' 376,000 A 49000 A. 65000 A.
a. " seeped - 850,000 l _ -96000 A. 1
7. A.F. water used or lost
annually 1,000,000 508,000 as 288,000
M Estimated. at From San Marcia]. to El Paso. Before Elephant Butte
dam constructed.
AdOO EOlddO
luver Dishhargee
N Because of the international question of its
a_msmtikn, several stations have been maintained_ on the Rio
Grande since an early date. '
m
Discharges of lilo Grande River.
Station Parlor! Length Avg. annual
maintained record discharge a.f.
El Paeo, Texas ._ (1889-1891
‘ (18974918 25 years 862,000
San Marcial, N. M. 1897-1918 22 " 1,150 ,000
Bushman, H. M. (1895-1905 '
1910-1918 19 " 1,590,000
Embudo. N. H. ( 1889—1893
( 1895-1905
( 191351018 29 “ 786,000
Sohatos’ , Colo. 1900-1918 19 " 590,000 .
—10-_ V '_ ,
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Almose. , Colo . 19124918 7 years 309 ,000
Del Norte , 0010. ‘ 1889-1918 50 u 690 ,000
‘ Wesson, 0010, 19074913 13‘ " 512,000
so Mile Bridge, Colo. 1909-1918 _ 10 " 183,000
8A]! LUIS VALLEY.
The valley is a flat plain having a. general»
elevation of over 7500 feet and almost, completely surrounded by,
mountains which rise directly from the plain without foot hills,
The Denver and Rio Grande Railroad furnishes the outlet and there
are three small private railways. The valley floor covers about
2500 square miles and the entire basin from rim to rim about 7800.
Climate
The irrigation season covers about 150 days but
the bulk or it only 100 days. Precipitation averages 7 inches 'with
about 60 percent in the growing season. A large percentage of
AdOD 3315.40
sunshiny days and a high spring and early summer wind velocity are
features.
The geological formation of the San Luis Valley
is such that an arteeisn basin exists under that: of the valley floor.
This basin is gradually extending, m probably to contribution
from return water irriytion. The estimated discharge from artesian
wells is 245 ,000 sore feet per anmm were they left to flow freely;
Actually, these walls are capped. part of the time, and the estimated
contribution is 187,000 acre feet. in addition about 90 .000 acre
feet canes from the springs within the valley.
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,_ ,0. _____,_, ;_:_ 7T”———I.l
It appears that a large part of the land.
which is usually called "seeped land“ is not new seeped but is
threatened with seepage. That is, abandonment of irrigation
in any particular district lowers the water table to four or five
feet below the surface - at which depth, with the coarse subsoil
of the valley, there is little opportunity for cEpillarity to act
and evaporationtecomes negligible. If new a portion of'thie area
is carefully irrigated, the ground water does not rise enough to
cause seepage to reappear. When it is stated that 250,000 acres are
seeped, enz‘erroneous impression is created and it is possible that
. this has been the cause of the gross errors in estimates of the
amount of water which can be regained by drainage. The land is not
seeped but would be seeped, if formed.
The result arrived at is that the original runoff
AdOO EDI-.430
of 1,5425 ,000 acre feet, irrigation in mountain Valleys uses 442,000
percolation demands 200,000 and 1,301,000 is available for irrigation
in the main valley.
Tabling this and using round figures:
Irrigation demand above valley floor 40,000 e..f.
Percolation................. 200,000 "
Available to valley through surface streams 1,300,000 "
1,540,000 “
‘ . The outflow of the valley is measured at the
State Bridge, which has been maintained since 1900. Present
development in the valley, if it had taken place before the period
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of record, would have caused some dimimtion in the recorded
discharge.
As nearly as can be estimated from various water
cemissionere‘ reports and others, there has been an increase or
150,000 acres in the irrigated area of San Luis Valley from 1896
to the present, practically all of which too]; place before 1912 and
the greater part of which probably took place shortly after the
'years of low runoff which ended in 1904. This increased acreage has
not resulted in proportionate increase of use of water because of
O
probable previous lavish use which had built up the water table and 1|
. rendered further lavish diversion unsafe. :1
0
Discharge Rio Grande River at State "1
Bridgcolorado-New Mexico Boundary. 0
Year Recorded Discharge Corrected for Revised 0
State Bridge . Change in amount Discharge. 'u
of Diversion _<
San Luis Valley
190s 203,800 a.£‘. 105 .000 98,800
1901 283,600 100,000 183,600
1902 98 ,700 78 ,000 20 ,700
1908 627,000 130,000 497,000 Av.1900-04
1904 188,000 85,000 153,000 190,600
1905 986,500 162,000 820,500
1903 842,000 155,000 707,000
1.90? l ,436 ,500 175 .000 l ,261 ,500
1008 356 .000 100,000 256 ,000
‘ 1909 933 .400 110,000 82:5 ,400
' 1910 ‘ 556,000 110 .000 446,000 Av.1900~11
‘. 1911 1,036,900 95,000 941,900 477,500
1912. 849 ,200 80 ,000 a 769 .200
l 1918 288 .200 0 288 ,200
1914 593 ,500- 0 593 ,300
1915 4'71 .000 0 ' 471 ,000
1916 762 ,500 D 762 ,500'
1917 77.? ,400 0 777 .400 Av.l912-l.8
1918 283 .200 0 263,200 547,000
A70 608 ,000 74 ,000 ‘ 554 4,009; 1
-13~ i
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During the period from 1900 to 1018 the Rio
_rende at Del Norte showed a discharge of 105 .4 percent of the
average. Applying this to the grand average at the State Bridge
gives a discharge of 573,000. Reducing this again by the 74,000
acre feet calculated reduction leaves an average outflow of 504 .000
acre feet. The difference is due to evaporation from seeped lands and
to neem eenmpeien, the total being 1,041,000 acre feet.
The net present acreage of irrigated land is estimated
at 376,000 in Table 6 of which 40,000 lies in the mountain valleys,
leaving. 336 .000 acres in the main valley. A consumption of 1 acre
feet bee been ascribed to the mountain valleys. For the main valley
where the season is longer, it is believed from various data from
other irrigated areas that the beneficial consumptive use may be .
abwt 1.25 acre feet per acre. The beneficial use on this basis is
Ado-3 EOIJJO
Mountain valleys, 40,000 acres at $1.00'a.r. = 40,000 a.f.
men Valley, 356,000 acres at 1.25 a.f. . . =420,ooo "
Total beneficial use. . . . . . . . . 460,000 "
Wasted Evaporation
Inflow . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,545,000 e.£.
outflm_tocooooooo 504,000"
Used in Valley . . . . . 1,041,000 "
Beneficial use . . . . . . 460,000 "
Wasted evaporation . . . 581,000 .
3: possible filling of
artesian basin.
In other words, there is 1,041,000 acre feet used
or lost in the entire valley of which 40,000 censure~ in the mountain
‘ ~14»
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valleys and about 1,600,000 in the main valleys. The average ammal
ammmt which could be regained by 100 percent efficient drainage is,
if the irrigated acreage did not increase when the land is drained,
5'78 ,000 acre feet, giving a total annual average discharge at the
State Bride of 1,082,000 acre feet. During the period since 1904.»
the emolmt lost by evaporation must have been considerably more than
the above figures.
Hanifestly 100 percent efficient drainage is
impossible while extension of irrigation is certain with drainage and
it remains to determine the probable expansion of irrigation with
drainage and hence the new valley outflow or residue after irrigation.
The physical conditions of the San Luis Valley are:
(a) A flat plain of easily irrigated and easily
drained fertile soil containing an area far in excess of any possible .
water supply. Practically all or this land is in private ownership.
(1:) Canals and lateral already constructed to cover
a large part of this acreage, or so easily built that their cost
will be no bar to construction.
(o) The presence of a large underground lake of
about 850,000 acres in area: the surface of which will be lowered only
a few feet below the ground surface by drainage.
(d) A climate which makes the stream runoff
particularly favorable to irrigtion from direct flow. ‘
(e) The easy diversion from drainage ditches of
the damage return.
a15FOR AMERICAN HIS‘IORY
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(f) A top soil generally very shallow and
everlylng'a coarse gavel or sand subsoil.
As shewn_n Table No. 5) there are 346,000 acres
new irrigated from the streams of the valley mepting the southeast
area. 01’ this . a trifle more than. 500,000 are on the valley floor.
The average runoff is estimated to the l ,4100 .000 acre feet tributary
to this area. It is evident that much more land can be irrigated
than at present. Such extension depends largely on ability to control the discharge by reservoirs. O
Aesmned distribution of demand :2
San Luis Valley; _
AQF s Er acre ETOtal >
April 14—30 0.15 s 0
May 0.50 20 In
June 0.80 32 0
July 0.50 ‘ 20
August 0.50 12 0
September 0.15 6 '0
001:. 1-15 0.10 47 _<
2.50 100
Water available for San Luis Valley except
southeast area.
Period Years Average Rio Percent Total
' Grands Normal Surface
Diecharge discharge
i allietreams .
1 2 3 4. 5
Average 30 690 .000 ‘ 100 1 ,440 ,000
1890-1898 9 641 .000 ' 93 - l ,340 ,000»
1890-1904 15 593 ,000 83 1 ,195 ,000
1893—1904 6 471 ,000 68 978 ,000
1905—1918 14, 812 ,000 118 l ,688 ,000’
' Based on the foregoing duty, preliminary estimates
show that reservoirs of capacity not more than 33 percent of the
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average runoff of the river will completely control the stream.
It is apparent that there are sufficient reservoirs to completely control the streams in question.
Unlimited Irrigable Ares .
The absence of definite limits to the irrigable
area makes it difficult to approximate the acreage which will be
irrigated. Court rulings up to (the present time are not sufficient
to state that acreage can be limited by law. Although direct ,
floor rights. of the Middle and Lower Rio Grande are senior to any
rights of the Middle and Lower _lo Grands are senior to any rights in
the San Luis Valley, yet the difficulty of enforcing these rights
is anemone because of state lines. The storage right of the Elephant
Butte reservoir is junior to practically all the rights of the San
Luis Valley and although'its case may be urged successfully against
AdOD EDIJJO
rights for land which has never been irrigated, yet the case is not
so clear. that» such assmnption can be made. The shortage in a
reserocir of this kind is the result of a series of years of small
supply. It would be very difficult to shit: off diversions above
until the year the reservoir went dry.
It wouldseem, if supply for lower projects is
in jeopardy, that the present control. of reservoir sites by the federal
government could be continued and reservoir development not allowed
and that such a course would effectually out down“ the acreage to a
point where present rights below would not be in danger. However ,
as is shown in succeeding paragraphs , this prohibition would not be
-173’ gysggg CENTER
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effectual in reducing the amount of water used in the valley
because of possibility of pumping from ground enter.
It is diffimzlt, as stated, to arrive at a basis
for estimating the ultimate irrigated acreage. If the Reclamation
Service were developing a. project under similar conditions and had
no stream flow records prior to 1905, the development would be based
on these later irecorde which are, 18, ‘percent above the average and 42
percent above the average for the fifteen years preceding. Since
water rights in Colorado are private property which may be transferred
or sold at a profit and since there is no method or limiting the
acreage which may be irrigated, it is inevitable that private development will be such as to use the supply of the last fourteen years.Since the less by evaporation,(ee shown in paragraph 81)i| only 581,000
acre feet which approximates only 0.65 feet in depth per acre because
AdOD EOIJJOof lack of oepillarity of the soil, and since it is entirely improbable
that the oonmmptive use of irrigation water would be so small, the
additional area irrigted must be smaller than the area drained if
the net runoff from the valley is to remain the some as in the Pa_ta
I ' Gcnkling eetbmates the consumptive use of
the $.11 Luis Valley as follows: '
Plant transpiration ‘ 1.00
Incidental evaporation 0.25
Seeped land evaporation 0.25
Precipitation 0. 60
2.10
As a preliminary step,- 725,000 acres was adopted
‘ as the probeb_e screw rind approximate estimates made of the
~13- , _ ‘ A ,
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i
possibility of _nishing a water supply to that area. This ‘
figure was finally adopted as the probable ultimate net
'eureege, or about 425,000 acres more than new on the west
side of the valley.
Based on e. diversion duty or 2.5 acre feet,
a re-use of the return flow and use of the arteeien water,
a table and mess paisgrem was prepared from which Gonkling
concludes that it is entirely evident that, on Such deity as
one seemed, the water supply is insufficient for the acreage
in question. Yet it is probable that the development might
approximate the figures in question if diversion could be
regulated to the duty assumed and these was no restriction on
reservoir building. Evidently else, even with the duty assumed,
reservoirs do not appreciably help the mixer supply in the low
years. '
It seems probable that if pumping development is
undertaken and is found to be successful. and there appears to
he no reason why it should not be, canals will divert the entire
flamseve in the extremely high yearemnd maintain the ground
water against depletion by pumping, while the surplus water
will be removed by drains".
It is evident that if pumping homes general, in
9. series of lee years ground water my be lowered sufficiently so
that there will be little drainage outflow. In the estimates of
outflow from the valley and water supply for this scheme, which
‘13,.
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follow, this is seen to be the case in the period 1899-1906,
but the depletion, on the basis of 25 percent voids,’ which is
perhaps too small a percentage, would be not more than 5 feet.
It has often been urged that the government should
construct a main drain up the trough of the valley to the dead
area. free of charge to the settlers in the dead area. and charge
the cost to projects below because of increment to water supply.
Undoubtedly drainage will result in a. considerable immediate increment to the suppby but the possible great
extension to the irrigated area which will also be the result
of drainage will cause a. larger diversion from the streams which
it is believed will ultimately more than off—set the gin from
drainage. While such a. possibility exists, it can hardly be
recommended that lower projects bear any part of the cost in
AdOD 331550
expectation of an increase in water supply.
It is believed that these conclusion can be
safely nude:
' (1) Thenentire cost of Government construction
should be borne by the benefittod lands in San Luis Valley.
(2.) No increment to water supply may be expected
for laser projects.
(a) In the absence of definite court rulings
and because of the many conditions heretofore outlined, no
method of restricting development is now apparent. ‘
b (4) The ultimate acreage irrigated in the entire v
.J-l
valley may be more, than 800 ,om.
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(5) Government's proposition to the
valley should be restricted to building a main drain to the
deed area. for the present with possible future enlargement of
prom. ' ‘ l
(6) Topegophy, soil fertility and climate
unite to make the possibilities of the valley very attractive.
' MIDDLE RIO WEB
The name “Middle Rio Brande“ is epplie'e
to the river valley from the Indian village of Cochiti at the
mouth of the White Rook canyon to the town of San Maroial at
the head. of'Esgle canyon. a. division point on the Santa: Fe
Railroad.
Elevation varies from 6245 at the upper end to
4455 at the lower end. The entire length is V150 miles, the
AdOO 3313.10
mean annual temperature varies from about 52 degrees at the
upper to 58 degrees at the lower end. The growing season
averages a trifle over six months with the hottest month July
and the coolest Jemxery. .
The following quotes from the State Engineer's
report:
"Lend Areas. The total goes levee. of the valley,
as determined by the. survey, including all areas from the foot of
the $101193 as nearly as may be determined, is 206,912 acres,
@i’ g__‘ég_f__tl‘ .
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classified as follows:
Cultivated Eelass 1; $0 .063 acres
Cultivated classll 8 .753 "
‘ Alkali and Salt arena. 51 ,977: "
Swamp 8,517 "
Timber 87,594. "
River and River Wash 27,338 "
other Valley _ 55,593 "
Total 206 ,013 "
"In cultivated (classic) or this classification
is included all areas that are being cultivated, and, by a
superficial eminetion, do not show that crops are being
impaired by a. too high water table. It does not mean that the
land is net suffering from a high water table or even endangered,
nor that it will grew all crops without injury, but that there
are no surfaee indications a”: a. shallow son.
IIn Gultivuted (Glassll) are included those
AdOD 39l:|.:|0
cultivated areas which do show indications o: a. high water
table either by evident saturated soil or the presence of alkali.
or by affected crops. ‘
"In Alkali and Salt Grass are included those
areas which are not being farmed, have visible quantities of
alkali or are overgrown with salt grass. .13: is usuallthat such
areas have the water table within a' very few inches of the
surface and during periods of high water table it may be at, \
or even above, the ground surface.
“The Swamp areas are those that have the
pound water exposed and are indicated by the water surface,
~22—
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marsh and rushes. This eiaee is very closely related to
Alkali and Salt Grass arena, as the two may eeoillate to a certain
extent with flnotuetiene of the ground water withinthe same
year or from year to year. ‘ . '
i ”The Timbered arena ere those 'overgruwn with
timber or brush. usually oottonwoede, willow; , or thorn bushes,
"In the River and River Wash areee are those
_ actually occupied by the river or the washed channels through
which the water flows at a. higher river stage. These latter are u .
usually free from vegetation and contiet of washed sand or d ‘
gravel.
"In the other Valley areas are included all
lands that do not come under the other classifications and may
be send wastes or sand dunes er cage brush either above or '
AdOD EOIddO
below ditches . and village or teen arena."
mememeqte of the flaw of the Rio Grande at
Bushman station show average emml lose for 18 years record
- 204,000 acre feet. This is in addition to losses from mime
tributaries, as well an the discharge from Pueroc.
As noted , the actual loss of water is much
more 1:31;in shown by comparison of Buchanan and San Mercial gaging
etatioha, It is necessary to approximate the true figure in
order to determine the effect of drainage and irrigation of the
Middle Rio Grande on the water supply for Elephant Butte Reservoir.
It is apparent that the lots will increase with
increased discharge at Buckznan; that with no inflow at Buckman‘
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and with no tributary inflow, it will be zero and that it will
increase as _oat so the inflow until a certain point is
reached there evaporation is not sufficient to dissipate the
entire inflow. At this point, some discharge appears at
San Harem. This will occur in summer, as ohm by records,
if there is no tributary inflow, with about 700 second feet at -.
mom, has the inflow increases, the lace also increases
but at a slower rate than formerly, This increase: is due to
larger free water surface and higher water table from
higher water stage of the river. These items will not increase
. proportionally to the discharge and hence, are the discharge
still increasee , the rate of increase of the loss grows smaller.
Conkling estimates that when all tributaries ‘
are- taken into account, and other adjustments are made, that
the average snrmal present lose in the Middle Rio Grande is
AdOD 33|:l:l.0
soc ,occ acre feet. He 'rurther concludes that if rater had
.been available, the average loss would have been 523 ,000 acre feet.
The following Table No. 25 shown the assumption
made of present lees (including the 15 ,200 acre feet of Table
No. 23) by each class of land:
W' . Lees in Middle Rio Grande
3 Acres from Manned evap— Total
State Engr. oration or 1000 am,
Report. use of water
__ . in a.£. per a. L
1. cultivate-d, 01sec I 40100 2.5 . 100.2
. “ "‘ II 8700 . 3.0 26.1
5. Salt aces and alkali 52000 3.3 171.6
4;. Stamp 6500 ‘ 'Tf'i‘i__ . 32.5
5. Timber 37600 1.4. - 62.7
6. River and river wash 27500 4+5 125.8
7-. other valley 33600 0.5 16.8
\
_____I, _e,
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The pertinent items in the foregoing are
the last two. Drainage will affect all the others but will
cause no change in evaporation tram river Nb and probably
very little from “other areas“, although ”motion of floods by
oontrol above may reduce the present river channel. At any
rate, this eeemnp_on as to Item ‘7 is on the safe aide.
Assuming a eonmnnptlve use. of 2 acre feet,
taking into account probably re—uee of: return flow, Oonkling
estimates an ultimate demand of 4:30.0003135 against a present
estimated loss of 623,000 acre feet, or a gin of 93,000 acre feet.
It was deduced in the ease of San Luis Valley
that the mtflow iron the valley will ultimately be reduced.
This will cause a corresponding reduction in discharge through
the Middle Rio Grande. As the 1033 in this letter depends on
AdOD EOIJJO
river stage, reduction in discharge will muse a decrease in
loss through the Middle Rio Grande so that the reduotion in
water supply from the San Luis Valley development will be oompenseted for to some extent by emller lessee by evaportaion
in the Middle Rio Brande.
Discharge at Buckner: measures the supply of
the Rio Grade-for thesmmddie Rio Grande area, and in addition,
there is available the discharge of the tributaries between
mum and and Harold, which are estimated toeverage 268,000
aore feet; A large part of this _ow from tributaries, however, '
comes in m. - and August in sudden floods mien are very
4-24!" 233182913 were
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eratic and unclependable and even with a high menial discharge
only a small portion could be diverted for irrigation.
'It is evident that storage is needed for irrigation of leads
in the Middle Rio Grande Valley. Three possible sites exist:
(1) Gireux reservoir on the Rio Grande in
Colorado Just above the New Mexico line.
089301” I 'Io o 0 51,500,000 aura feet.
(2) El Vaduz reservoir on the‘chama in >
New Mexico at E1 Veda. “
Capacity . . '. . 14:6 ,000 acre feet
or more.
(3) White Rock Canyon Reservoir in White
Rock Canyon, just below Bushman.
Capacity - . . . 26,000 acre feet.
The latter site is not of value due to the extreme depth to
bed rock and to small capacity. The Girour reservoir ford »
150 ,000 acre foot capacity costs $7980 per acre feet. As was
’ developed in the discussion of the San Luis Valley, the supply
for this reservoir which is just below State Bridge is
extremely uncertain in low years.
E1 Veda reservoir (estimated cost per acre
feet $11.75) has an excellent dam site. The capacity of
146.000 is from rough surveys and can be increased by hiigher
dam. Right of way is somewhat complicated by the presence of
a large lmnher mill which will contime operations for another
twenty years. The discharge of the chem River at that point
has been measured for only three years.
1914 311.000 sof.
1915 343,000 "
1916 362,000 "
The State highest intends to maintain the station beginning
this year.
{3 E____g_w‘z__gR .
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While the date is incomplete; it appears
I' that, aside from the severe shortages in the years 1899
to 19oz, memo acre feet capacity is sufficient. ' Much
more complete series of records is needed, however, before
the above conclusion can be made definite.
It is apparent from the foregoing that, allow‘ ing the shortages mentioned, there is sufficient water supply
for the Middle Rio Grande even withdevelopmeht in the San
Luis Valley an pre_ously.toutiined.
This appears to be a desirable government
enterprise for the following reasons:
(1) Because if drainage is done privately, it
may not be so efficient as government
drainage. As noted, the average gain is
canputed lat 94:,000 acre feet annually.
However, if the computations are amljrsed
by periods, it is found that for the critical
period 1898—1902 , the estimates show a loss
by irrigation and drainage of 21 ,000 13.13.
annually (Table 43); also the gain when
estimates are extended back t01890 averages
70,000 a.f. annually. This makes apparent
‘ the fact that less efficient drainage may
pro_les a very adverse effect at the critical
time.
AdOD EOlddO
(2) Because of possible increase of water supply
for the Rio Grande project.
(3) Because of possible decrease in silt to
Elephant Butte reservoir.
(4) Because water supply is approximately sufficient.
(5) Because fertile soil and favorable climate
will make the region productive.
(6) Because of the better laid plan which can
be made by the government.
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(7) Because the cost should not be
excessive and may approximate the
following figure:
Drainage 825.00 per acre.
' ‘1
Storage 18.00 "
Canal Revision 25.00 “ "
"chemo "' "
RIO GRAHDE PROJECT
At Elephant Butte reservoir, the upper
end of which lies at the town of San Haroiel, New Mexico,
and which reaches southward forty miles to Elephant Butte
km. the discharge of the river is, for practical purposes,
Q omnpleteay controlled. and used for the Rio Grands Project
and to satisfy the terms of the convention with Mexico, which
engages to supply 60,000 acre feet to quiet the claims of the
Mexican gavel-meat for damages arising from diversions of
AdOD 30l.:|.:l0.
meter in the Upper Rio Grande against the interests of the
prior users of Mexico. . - \
Below Elephant Butte Reservoir, the Rio Grande
Project lies in a. succession of narrow valleys not over four
miles at the widest» The gross acreage of these valleys in
order down the river is as follows:
TABLE N0. 29.
Gross area. Assumed Assumed Percent
. excl. of waste . not not of
‘ Valley river wash. land. area. goes.
81110011 19000 a. 2,009 17000 . 89
Mesills. 98000 " 15 ,000 83000 85
El Peso 58000 " 11,000 43000 81
Turning . 9000 " . 1,000 8000 89
1.840% 29 .000 155000 84
' ~27 . J , .
_———
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There is a lost volmne of the Rio :Grende
River from Elephant Butte Dem to 131 Penn which before
Elephant Butte dam was oomtmoted averaged 288 ,000 acre feet.
The underfloor at El Peso has been measured and found'negligible
. so that no water is eeoeping 1:11:33!ng in the direction of
river flow.
It is apparent that there is little in past
reoorda(this report dated 1919) on the Rio Grande Project to
form an estimate of the future. However ,the Carlsbad Project,
in ecmtheeetern New Mesioo, has a. similar climate and length of
irrigation season though the rainfall averages 3.5" instead of
10". On this the water delivered at farm: has averaged 2.4: acre
feet per acre in the 12-year period 1967-1918.
The Rio Grande stretches for 150 miles down
AdOO 30l:l.-IO
the valley, or rather series of valleyn, so that the situation
is aome_lmt complicated. '
The demandg on Eleplmnt Butte Reservoir will
consist of the following itemez. ’ .
TABLE N0. 31.
(1) Loss in stream bed.
(2) Mexican convention - 60 ,000 ad".
' (3) Demands for plant growth.
(4:) Evaporation incidental to irrigation.
(5) Evaporation from areas not cultivated
where the water table is close to the
wound surface.
(6) Lose poet last heedgate through and
trap at head of diversion canal.
-28-r
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(1’) loss past last headsets because of
difficulty of regulation from
reservoir 150 miles. away.
(a) Seepage from river into banks.
Loss in stream bed;
The total arcs of river bed is now about
22,000 acres. In the pest, floods have effected constant
. changes of channel and have kept‘this ares. larger” than would
probably have been the case if the river had been controlled by
Elephant Butte reservoir, as now. Control and narrowing of the
river channel have been the subjects of some study in the
past but the effect of control by the reservoir, both because
of flood diminution and the lack of silt in the water escaping.
from the reservoir, has been so salutary that is has of late been
Belieseddthet the river would accomplish almost all of its own
AdOD EDI-.430
was}: in narrowing the channel. Lack of silt has already enabled
the water to erode a channel for some distance below the
reservoir much narrower than its old wash. It is to be expected
that this effect will continue on down the river and that for
eventual control only a small amount of artificial not]: will be
necessary. Hm, the fleshy floods from tiibutaries may at
times have serious effect and will probably mks neoussary work
in the» vicinity of their confluence with the main river. For
this report, it is estimted that the ultimate netted river
area will be 10,000 acres. me evaporation from this surface
'-29eeagggwwwk
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for the irrigation season of ten months , February to November,
inclusive, is taken at 66,000 sore feet.
The Mexican Convention. recites that. 60 .500 sore feet shall be
delivered anmelly‘to the nexieen dam, opposite E1 Peso. Since
all transportation losses from Elephant Butte dam are taken
care of in item 1 or succeeding items, no allowance isnade
under this head for such losses.
Demands for plant Earth.
The water demands of plants were discussed
in Part II, and as noted there, have been the subject of experimental work by agricultural research workers for the last
two centuries and from the literature on the subject which has
been fairly well crystallized, it is doomed that plant consu_ption san hardly be more than one foot in depth for crops
of the Rio Grande Project.
Evaporation indidental to irrigation.
In applying water by surface. irrigation there
must always be a large evaporation loss. This is partly
within the control of the irrigator, but in a region of almost
sontimms sunshine and heavy winds, such as the Rio Grande ,
and with ordinary methods of irrigation, it may be larger than
plant .oonsmap‘bion. The 2.4 acre feet applied to the carlsbad
Project supplies both the plant consumption and incidental
evaporation and also, since some deep percolation is necessary
AdOD 3<DI:I:IO
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in theordinary practice of irrigation, it includes that
item. It is probable am the deep percolation on the;
Garlebed Project is about 0.4: ft. per acre giving a cenaunptive
use of 2.0 acre feet but since the rainfall on the Rio Grands
is 3" less , the extra water must be supplied from irrigation
mter. Altogether it in estmategl that beoenee of the heavy
evaporation the incidental lose on the Rio Grande Project
will be 1.5 feet in depth.
Evaporation from uncultivated areas.
, This is proportional to the depth to ground
water, and in heavy soil, it will draw on water as i‘er balm?
the surface as 8 feet. In sandier soils of less capillary
poner, ifs e_'eot may not reach _zrther than four feet from
the surface. What has just been said applies only to fellow
A4503 30l.=l_-IO
land containing a growth of needs for it there is no vegetation
present , evaporation will not be felt to so great a depth,
I In this project, drains are constructed in the lowest lands ‘
and the water where it enters the drain may be eight or nine
feet below the general surface. With a. slope of 1 foot per
IDOo'aznay from the drain and drains averaging between one mile
and one and one-half miles apart, it should be possible to
maintain the average ground water six feet belon the surfaee.
Assuming in addition to the usual minimum of 10 percent uncultivated land, another 6 percent for waste areas. and an
e
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evaporation from a six foot water table of 25 percent of
the free water surmise evaporation of 7 feet gives 1.76 at.
annual evapcretion from each acre of mate land or 0.35 to. ‘
_mhen pro rated to each acre of irrigated land.
Loot throng: last sand trap.
In operating the canals, it has been found
necessary, in order to prevent sand and the heavier silt from
entering, to" install a sand trap which discharges the lower
filaments of miter into the river. This discharge is about
so a.f. Only the last heading ccnetitutee a draft on the
reservoir because of re-nee of mate from the other headings
by lower canals.
Loee through difficulty of regulation can be cut to a minimum
on this river because of the email number of canals and small rainfall.
AdOD 331550
The principal difficulty will be due to the diurnal _uctuations
caused by evaporation. As noted in’item 1 , the evaporation
loss in the future in estimated at 66,000 e..f. most of which
will take place in the day time. The diurnal fluctuation will t
total a_oat that amount in the course of the year and regulation .
losses will approximate that figire. The total annual has 'chn
placed at 60,000 a.f. for this report.
Sam from river. ‘
This is taken up by evaporation. It is
aaetmed that drainage will make the amount of loan from this
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item negligible in the future since the seepage will be
almost immediately returned to the river through drains instead
of being taken up by evaporation ae-‘in the past. At the
present time there is notznovement on foot to drain the Mexican
side and evaporation from these lands will be a prior draft
on the river until they are drained and even ai'ter drainage,
there seems to be no reason that pumping from ground water will
not be practiced on the Mexican aide.
Summarining these different items , there are a
certain of them which constitute demands which must be "1
satisfied before any land in the Rio Grande Project can be 0
. I . m
, irrigated:
‘ Item 227 0
Item 0
1. stream bed loss 66 ,000 a.f. 1]
2. Mexican convention BO ,000 "
a. Loss through last sand trap 50,000 “ <
7. Regulation 1033 60,000 ”
216 ,000—
The demands‘for irrigation are as
follows:
Eleni?Item
3. Plant consumption . 1.00 a.f. per A.
4:. Incidental evaporation 1.50 " " "
5. Evaporation from uncultivated areas 0.35 " " "
W n n
Return flow.
If irrigation were carried on the year round. the
sum of the items of paragaph 227 plus the items of 228
(tabulations shown above) the items of 228 into the number of
~33F‘OR AMERICAN H151 DRY
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of acres irrigated would be the annual demand below the ?
reservoir. But as it is necessary to divert more ester
I than is consumed, there will he an item of return flow to
I the river from the irrigated areas which cannot be utilised.
That from the Tornilla, which is the lowest amt, will he
entirerr lost, while that which takes place from the remainder
of the project will he lost out of the irrigation season and
if diversion is large,a'lpsrt may also be lost in the late
irrigation season. The Tornilla and San Elizario units can
probably use the entire return from the El' Paso Valley.
The. mozmt of return flow depends on the excess 01:
diversion over consumptive use. It consists of the transportation loss from canals and deep percolation from irrigated areas.
In most projects these items are of considerable importance
AdOD 33l:l:l0
because they are lost to the project, but on the Rio Grande
are. comparatively unimportant if diversion is approgdmately
as assumed, because oi‘ innnediate rediversion by canal headings
below. Deep percolation on the Rio Grande Project will maintain
the ground water at such depth that the plant roots can take: .
advantage of it and relieve, to some extent, the necessity of
surface irrigation. 0n the other hand, if irrigation is lavish,
it may raise the gonna water so much that anuunduly large
mount will be “sterility surface evaporation from-un_lled areas.
454:.
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C
The emotmt of water which can be handled by the
drains , the construction of which ie new contemlated, without
We rise ill: the water treble, is uncertain, but is here
assumed to Eye 1.5 acre feet per acre drained. per year. Except
for the retire-n from the Tornii 18. unit, which is the lowest,
and the whee:- return from th entire "project this drainage
is assumed entirely roused. :g
Diversion Dutz.
The diversion is assumed to be consumptive 0
use of 2.05 acre feet ”noted in 228, plus the 1.5 return 2
giving 9. total of 4.35 acre feet per acre. 8
Demnd on Elephant Butte except evaporation. ’ "1
This may be divided as follows: 8
Useeo other than irrigation 216 ,000 e..£. 11
Tornilla Unit, 8000 a. at 4.35 35,000 " _<
Other units, 147,000 a. at 2.94: 452 ,000 “
683 .000
The Elephant Butte Reservoir was originally
built to capacity 2 .640 ,000 acre feet with a. surface area. of_
40,009 acres. Silt deposits are continually reducing this
capacity, and in this report storage of 2,627 ,000 acre feet
has been used.
Evaporation. from Reservoir .
In the cycle of years 1916-1918, the reservoir
partially filled and returned to an elevation somewhat below
-35-‘ . _. 7 ‘
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1"
its starting point. From this, the _loes per unit of area.
may Fe ralmlated' without interference from bank storage.
It is ptoha-ble that this loss is entirely evaporation since
theré would seem to be little opportunity for escape from the
2'
reservoi . The following tablge shown the loss per acre
_amrged. I]. l
.l‘ " I 3
f [ex-BL}: so. 33.
‘ .Ci' .5
/ Evaporatioh 1033i; Elephant Butte Reservoir
{I Year 2 Av. area. in Total loss Depth of O
‘ acres .1 a. .f . loss . "'1
f— 'n
,f 1916 '15 ,590 1K5,ooo 9.35 —
1 1917 317,150 f ' 127,000 7.42 o
1/:- 1818 .‘10,250 ‘ 335,000 5.32 m
(1 Total {42,970 , 307,000 Avg. 7.15 0
7 0
Bank Storage. ‘1“: 1
———.— f " -<
Bank storagegof_ about 160,000 acre feet
has been considered as an additiomtotthe reservoir capacity,
which to some extent would offset i‘deoreese _ne to silt
J I ‘
accummlations . / 3 1‘
/ .‘ ".
Reservoir OEration. l ‘
1 ‘ ',
The demands on the discharge at San Marcial are
1. Ammo]. draft 1'6 ,000 sore feet.
2. Annual empor Mob5 of 7.15 feet in depth.’
3.Additiona1 nds above reservoir.
curves of operation of the reserzroir have been worked. out for
two conditions: f
J
l
% L—————-—
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1. Water supply with-present conditions
above. This water supply is the recorded
discharge at San Marcie]. minus the estimated
reduction in discharge from the San Luis
Valley caused by development during the period
of record. For convenience, this reduction
is treated as a demand.
2. Water supply with the estimated discharge
from San Luis Valley after ultimate development by pimping. (as outlined in Part II) a total of 750 ,WO net acres in the valley
plus mountain valley irrigation plus
irrigation in the southeast corner (about
810,000 acres in all) , and with the Middle
Rio Grands bottom lands developed to 8.
total of 116 ,000 net acres.
Ham an investigation given in a report by
l‘ollett on the equitable distribution of the Waters of the Rio
Grande , Conkling same that the Elephant Butte Reservoir
would have been full on August 1, 1891. From his study of
reservoir operations, he concludes that with present conditions
AdOD EDIddO
there exists a. surplus water supply and that if this were not
depleted above, there is sufficient water for some extension
below. .
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The discharge at San Marcial for the second
condition (development above) is us_d in the following ways:
TABLE NC. 35.
Distribution of San Marcia]; Discharge
(1892 — 1918 0 Table No. 43)
Future average armuel discharge 980,000 a.f. _
~36—
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our. , JTotal
1. Reservoir evaporation 2&6 .000 3.5
2. Mexican Treaty 60,000 6.0
3. stream bed loss 66,000 - 6.6
4. Evaporation from waste land 54,000 5.4
5. Evaporation incidental to
irrigation 283 ,000 23 . 2
6. unavoidable caste - lower and
pro jeot 115 ,000 11.5
‘3'. Plant consumption 155 ,000 15.5
8. Shortage in project supply 16,000 — 1.6
Total use below , 667 ,000 66.5
9. Reservoir spill 109,000 10.9
Total - 1 ,002 ,000- 100.0
10. Reservoir decrease 22 ,000 2.2
980,000
The amcmrt used beneficially is surprisingly low
(item 7) but the others are indirectly bene_cial and incident
to the directly beneficial use.
Most of the items are not directly contnollable
but items 4 and 5 are controllable to some extent. Certainly
by the careful application of water which will be necessary
in times of shortage, the evaporation incidental to irrigation
can be reduced. Also careful irrigation will lower the
water table and thus reduce loss from waste areas.
Assumptions on which the foregoing is based
have been taken as fairly as possible from known data in
other projects and estimates of probable development above,
also, but the ultimate result is not necessarily reliable.
-37.
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o‘I‘his result shows one severe shortage in 1904 for the 27 year
cytle. An underestimate of _xture supply or demand would
aggravate this shortage to some extent but would seriously
increase the shortage of 1902 and might even make 1901 short.
However, the’oaloulations also show some spill in low first
half of the cycle and considerable spill in the second half.
The result reached is predicated on efficent
drainage in the Middle Rio Grande which might not be true if
grained privatelys It is also predicated on perhaps too
severe a reduction in supply from the San Luis Valley.
There appears to be no reason, however,
at present apparent Why land values will not bringahout irriga—
tion of a part of the 29 ,000 acres assumed unirrigable in the
Rio Grande Project.
AdOD EOIddO
Eith these possible reductions in supply to the
project in view, the question of extension lies in whether
the Reclamation Service believes it advisable to extend the
project to an acreage where it seems fairly certain that
severe shortages would have been incurred in 1902 and 1904.
It is believed that experimental work to
arrive .111: correct consumption of water should be preliminary
to final deoiSinn.
Conkling's calculations as to the water supply
are best shown on the following diagram
\‘V
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GROUND-WATER RESOURCES OF THE EL PASO AREA, TEXAS
PROGRESS REPORT NO, 6
By
R” A“ Scalapino
October 1949
INTRODUCTION
Location and extent of area
El Paso, which according to recent estimates has a population of 135,000, is in the extreme
western part of Texas on the Rio Grande just below the Franklin Mountains and the Sierra del Paso
del Norte in Mexico; it has been known since Spanish times as M"I'he Pass of the North.” C_udad
Juarez, which according to the Rand MdVally Commercial Atlas of 1940 had a population of 48,676,
is across the river from El Paso. I
The area and the ground-water reservoirs in it have been described in detail by Sayre and
Livingston_1/ and the review of the extent of the area, the ground-water reservoirs, and the
early history of development of ground water is swnnarized largely from their report,
For about 50 miles along the west side of the Franklin and Organ Mountains the Rio Grande
flows south-southeast through a broad, flatebottomed valley known as the Mesilla Valley, locally
called the Upper Valley. Near the southern end of the Franklin Mountains, the river turns
abruptly southeastward and passes through the El Paso Valley, locally referred to as the Lower
Valley° The El Paso Valley, which is about 6 to 8 miles in width and 225 to 350 feet in depth,
is carved diagonally across the Hueco bolson, The bolson is a broad, gently tilted plain
bounded on the east by the Hueco and Finlay Mountains, on the south by part of the Sierra Madre
Oriental of Mexico, on the west by the Franklin Mountains, and on the north by the Tularosa Basin.
The bolson surface rises abruptly from the Rio Grande valley floor, giving the appearance of a
broad elevated table land, and for this reason it is locally referred to as the Mesa° This report
deals primarily with the grpund-water reservoir beneath the Hueco bolson and the El Paso or Lower
Valley.
Previous reports
An intensive study of the groundewater resources of the El Paso area was begun in 1935 by the
Geological Survey, United States Department of the Interior, in cooperation with the City of
El Paso and the Texas State Board of Water Engineers. The first report on the results of that
investigation was released to the City of El Paso in 1937. A detailed report of the study was
released in March 1941; it was later published by the U, S, Geological Survey as Water-Supply
Paper 919.
Since August 1936, personnel from the water department of the City of El Paso have made
measurements of water levels in wells monthly, collected water samples for chemical.analysis
fran selected wells at regular intervals, and obtained records of the monthly pumpage from city,
Army, and industrial wells in the El Paso area, including Juarez, Mexico. The data obtained have
l/ Sayre, A. N.I and Livingston, P0P” Ground=water resources of the El Paso area, Texas: U. S. Geol.
Survey Water-Supply Paper 919, 1945,
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-2been given careful study from time to time by several members of the Geological Survey Ei ht
memoranda and progress reports based on these data have been released since 1937 and the me:—
surements of water levels have been published annually in water supply papers of the U S
Geological Survey. ° °
Purpose of this report
The present progress report discusses the amount of water pumped, the fluctuations in water
levels, and the removal of water from storage during the 13~year period 1936-48° It discusses
the salt-water encroachment in certain areas and the resultant effect on the quality of water.
The report also discusses the experimental work carried on in cooperation with the City of
El Paso to determine the feasibility of artificially recharging the valley or artesian area of
the reservoir with surface water from the Rio Grande.
GROUND-WATER RESERVOIRS
The principal water—bearing beds in the El Paso area are the unconsolidated
bolson deposits that partially fill the deep structural trough between the
Franklin and Hueco Mountains, the younger outwash deposits that form a mantle over the older
bolson deposits, and river alluvium that has been deposited in the valley. The unconsolidated
deposits consist of alternating beds of clay, sand, and gravel; the individual beds range in
thickness from a fraction of an inch to nearly a hundred feet. Although many wells have been
drilled in this area and drillers’ logs of the material penetrated have been compiled and
studied, it is difficult, and in places impossible, to correlate beds from one well to another;
therefore, these unconsolidated deposits will be considered as a unit in this report.
Mesa area
Sands can be found in the bolson deposits that yield water of good quality nearly everywhere
on the Mesa except in the northeastern part. The yield of wells and the depth to water vary widely
from place to place. Near the east side of the Mesa the water level ranges from 300 to 400 feet
below the land surface; on the west side near Fort Bliss it is 200 feet; and near the New MexicoTexas boundary it is about 300 feet. The difference in the depth to water is caused in part by
the bolson surface rising toward the east and in part by the water table dipping toward the
southeast. In general, the water in the Mesa area does not rise appreciably above the level at
which it is encountered-that is, it occurs unconfined or under water-table conditions.
El Paso Valley (artesian) area
Water occurs in the sands and gravels beneath the El Paso Valley at depths ranging from 10 feet
to at least 1,276 feet below the land surface; however, not all this water is potable. The water
in deep wells in the valley is under artesianrpressure and rises in the wells to an elevation cone
parable to that of the water table in the wells on the Mesa. Water drawn from wells between the
depths of about 300 to 800 feet below the surface in the immediate vicinity of El Paso and
possibly for a short distance downstream from El Paso generally is of satisfactory quality for
public and industrial supplies. In the valley downstream from El Paso most wells are relatively
shallow and the water, with the exception of the public supply at Fabens, is in general more or
less highly mineralized. A well drilled at Clint to a depth of 1,100 feet is reported to have
encountered only briny water.
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-3Shallow water-bearing beds
Shallow water-bearing beds in the Lower Valley contain moderately to highly mineralized water
and are apparently more or less completely separated by impervious beds from the deeper aquifer
which contain water of good quality. These shallow water-bearing beds occur at about the same D
level as or slightly above the upper fresh-water—bearing beds of the Mesa, and under certain
condltlons this highly mineralized water moves from the shallow beds in the valley into the beds
beneath the Mesa. This condition poses a constant threat to the fresh-water—bearing beds in the
area.
DEVELOPMENT OF GROUND WATER
History of development and use of ground water
According to Water-Supply Paper 919 (pp, 5-6) the first well to furnish water to the City of
El Paso was known as the Watts well, which was dug about 1892 in the El Paso Valley a few hundred
feet from the Rio Grande. It yielded a large amount of water but the water was of unsatisfactory
quality for human consumption During the time that water was supplied chiefly from this well,
drinking water was shipped to El Paso from Deming, New Mexico. The Watts well supplied the
City until 1904. In 1904 the International Water Cbmpany bought the water-works and started
drilling wells on the Mesa north of Fort Bliss, In 1910 the City acquired the property of the
water company and continued to drill wells on the Mesa. The Mesa wells were operated from a
central plant by air lift, Owing to the low efficiency and high cost of operating this plant,
city officials decided to explore the deep water sands below the Mesa nearer the city. In
December 1917, construction was begun on City welll(well 50) in the Montana well field,
(see fig. 4)° Pumpage was gradually shifted from the Mesa well field to the Montana well field
and wells in the downtown area of El Paso, and in 1926 pumping from the Mesa well field was discontinued. In 1934 an increase in the chloride content of the water from the Montana well field
became noticeable and a large part of the pumpage was shifted to the Mesa well field, where new.
deep wells had been drilled and equipped with deepuwell turbine pumps powered with electric motors.
With few exceptions there was a steady increase in total pumpage from deep wells from 1906
to 1943 when the City of El Paso placed in operation its plant for treating surface water. The
total average daily pumpage from all deep wells in the El Paso area, including Juarez, Mexico,
from 1906 through 1948 is shown graphically in Figure 1,A.
The City of El Paso is the principal user of ground water from deep wells in the El Paso
area° Records show that the City used approximately 44 percent of the total amount of water
pumped from deep wells during the years 1943 to 1948, inclusive; industries in the area used
about 26 percent; the City of Juarez, Mexico, used about 18 percent; and the United States
Army at Fort Bliss used about 12 percent,
Figure 1,8 0. At_e shows the total estimated average daily pumpage from all deep wells
in the El Paso area from 1936 to 1948, inclusive, and also shows graphically the division of
the pumpage between Figure 1,3, the average daily pumpage from deep wells on the Mesa and the
pumpase from deep wells in the valley or artesian area for the same period, The graph shows
that there was an almost continuous increase in the total demand for ground water from 1936 to
1944. The average total withdrawal from 1936 through 1940 was 16,800,000 gallons a day; from
1941 through 1943, 22,400,000 gallons a day; and frun 1944 through 1948, 21,600,000 gallons a
day. In 1943 the City of El Paso completed a plant for treating surface water. The pdant was
placed in operation in November 1943 and thus lessened to some degree the demand on the ground=
water reservoir.
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-4In the Mesa area the average daily pumpage by years from 1936 through 1940 was 6,200,000
gallons a day; from 1941 through 1943, 10,500,000 gallons a day; and from 1944 through 1948
8,700,000 gallons a day, ’
In the valley artesian area including Juarez, Mexico, the average daily pumpage by years
from 1936 through 1940 was 10,600,000 gallons a day; from 1941 through 1943, 11,900,000 gallons
a day; and from 1944 through 1948, 12,900,000 gallons a day, Increasing demands for water by
the local industries in the valley artesian area has kept the total pumpage at or near the same
rate as in 1942, although the City has lightened the draft on the ground-water reservoir by the
use of surface water,
Figure 1,B shows that the rate of pumpage from the Mesa area has declined whereas the rate
of pumpage from the artesian area has increased, The average pumpage on the Mesa during the
period 1944—48 was 1.8 million gallons a day less than it was during the period from 1941
through 1943. In the valley or artesian area the average rate of pumping during the period
1944 through 1948 was 1,000,000 gallons a day greater than that in the period 1941 through 1943.
. The following table shows the estimated average pumpage from deep wells in the El Paso area
from 1936 to 1948, inclusive, in gallons a day,
Table 1. Estimated average daily pumpage from deep wells in the El Paso area from 1936 to 1948,
inclusive, in gallons a day
Year Artesian area, including Juarez
and Montana field Mesa area Total
1936 8,200,000 7,500,000 15,700,000
1937 11,600,000 5,100,000 16,700,000
1938 11,300,000 4,900,000 ‘ 16,200,000
1939 10,300,000 6,500,000 ' 16,800,000
1940 11,600,000 6,800,000 18,400,000
1941 11,400,000 8,200,000 19,600,000
1942 10, 200, 000 11, 800, 000 22, 000, 000
1943 14,100,000 11,500,000 25,600,000
1944 12,800,000 9,200,000 22,000,000
1945 12, 400. 000 9, 900, 000 22, 300, 000
1946 12,600,000 9,400,000 22,000,000
1947 13,100,000 6,900,000 20,000,000
1948 13,600,000 8,400,000 22,000,000
Pudpage from shallow ground water,— The shallow ground water in the valley, as previously
mentioned, is too highly mineralized to be used without treatment where water of good quality is
required. However, for refrigeration, air conditioning, and other uses it is a convenient source
of cool water, No attempt has been made to locate all the shallow wells and only rough estimates ‘
lave been made of the total volume of water pumped, but it seems likely that the total pumpage is,#011u:
rather large. A large electrical plant, an oil and a copper refinery, several office buildings,
and others use shallow ground water, largely untreated.tkThéLC&ty of El Paso is now pumping some
shallow ground water and treating it in the new Rio Grande treatment plant, to help reduce the
draft on the deeper aquifers, 'It is estimated that the average over-all withdrawal from the
shallow wells amounts to more than 3,000,000 gallons a day but probably less than 6,000,000
gallons a day,
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FLUCTUATIONS OF WATER LEVELS
Mesa area
Monthly measurements of water levels in selec
OW1ng to variations in seasonal pumpage, it has been found that measurements made in Jpnuary of
each year are the most reliable for purposes of showing annual changes of water leveIS‘ The
contour map (figu 2) has been prepared to show the change in water levels on the Mesa from
January 1936 to January 1949a This map shows that in the 13-year period the water level has
fallen a maximum of 16 feet in the Mesa well field and 15 feet in the Fort Bliss well field“
It also shows that the compound cone of depression created by these two centers of pumping has
spread about 12 miles to the north and perhaps 9 miles or more to the caste Control for the
contour lines east of the fields is based on only a few wells; therefore, the position of the
contours in the eastern part is largely estimateda The boundary formed by the Franklin Mountains, which halts the migration of the depression to the west, probably causes the cone to
spread farther to the north than to the east“ '
ted wells have been made since [bcember 19350
The changes in water levels in seven observation wells located at distances of 1 to 12 miles
from the center of pumping are shown graphically in figure 3, In general, the rate of decline
has been almost constant since 19360 The approximate locations of these and all other observation
wells used in this report are shown on the sketch map, figure 4°
Valley area, including Montana well field
The water levels in the deep artesian wells in the valley respond quickly to changes in the
rate of pumping from a well itself or from other wells in the area, and they fluctuate over a
rather wide range. This is illustrated by the graphs in figure 5 showing changes in artesian
pressures in three observation wellso Although these graphs show variations in water levels of
as much as 23 feet during one season, the artesian pressure in none of the wells has shown a
sustained downward trend since the first available recordsa
Table 2 below shows numbers and owners of observations wells shown in table 3 and figurer4.
Table 2a Observation wells in the El Paao areay Texas
Well No. Owner Well Noo Owner
8 El Paso Electric Co.v well 4 62A El Paao Water Control and Improve-ant
9 El Paso Electric Co. well District No 1, well 2
10 El Paso drainage well 64 U. So Geological Survey teat hole 1
12 City of Juarei, well 1 65 Cityaof El Paso Municipal Airport well 1
13 ,City of Juarez, well 2 67 Texas and New Orleans Railway
18 City of Juarez, well 3 ' 678 Texas and New Orleans Railway
19 El Paso Milling Company 68 Texas and New Orleans Railway
21 El Paso City well 10 '72 Fort Bliss well 2
25 El Paao Ice and Refrigeration Co. 75 Fort Bliss well 5
28 Acne Laundry Co. 753 El Paso City well 15
29A Consumers Ice C0,, well 2 750 El Paso City test well 12
30A El Paso City well 14 76 Ho S° Geological Survey test hole 2
32A El Paso City well 17 17 El Paso City well 11
39 Price Dairy 773 El Paso City well 15
42 El Paso City well 9 78C El Paso City well 4 (test well)
44 Harry Mitchell Brewing Coo 78 El Paso City well 11
48A El Paso City well 28 79 El Palo Caty well 8
483 El Paso test well 33 82A El Paso City well 20 '
49 El Paso City well 4 112 El Paso City well 32 (Old leaa well field)
50 El Paso City well 1 1283 El Paso City well 21
51 El Paso City well 2 128C El Paso City test well 23
52 El Paso City well 3 130 G“ L. Cook _ h 1
52A El Paso Water Control and Improve-eat 136 U. So Geological Survey test 0 e 3
District No° 1, well 1 138 Us S° Aray reservation
53 Loretta College 139A El Paso City test well 29
55 Texas Company Refinery 140 Southern Pacific Lines
59 Nichols Copper Co. (PhelpsnDodge) 143A El Paso City test well 30
59A Nichols Copper Co. (Phelps-Dodge)
The following table gives the altitude of the water levels or artesian pressure in feetfnhuve
sea level in observation wells in the El Paso area during the period 1944-480 '
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Table 3. Water levels in the E1 Plan area, Texas, in feet above sea level
1945
Well Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
8 3,693.27 3,691.62 3,692.63 3,691.82 3,691.82 3,692.12 3,692.22 3,693.81
9 3,694.73 3,691.62 3,693.61 3,690.17 3,690.42 3,692.58
10 3,693.87 3,691.80 3,693.00 3,691.67 3,689.99 3,690.37 3,690.12 3,691.81 3,693.25
12 ‘5/3,534.21 _g/3,628.05 _g/3,628.32
18 ,5/3.559.30 _§/3.650.59 _;/3,650.96
19 3,688.47 3,688.05 3,694.44
21 3,684.41 3,683.44 3,682.81 3,681.88 3,682.03 3,681.89 3,681.86 3,682.95 3,684.67 3,684.45 3,683.37
22A 3,691.74 3,691.68 3,691.52
28 3,681.89 3,676.71
29A 3,665.59 3,657.29 3,661.12 3,655.07 3,654.02 3,653.27 3,655.36 3,654.87 3,665.19 3,675.49 3,659.74
BOA 3,665.09 71/3,640.77 ,3/3,644.12 _g/3,639.10 :/3,637.59 .;/3,637.34 ,3/3,640.18 3,675.27 3,676.35
32A 3,666.16 _g/3,636.16 _;/3,638.12 ,5/3.633.05 g/3,634.09 _g/3,632.28 75/3,634.73 3,675.56 3,675.66
39 3,666.37 3,658.02
42 _§/3,620.52 _g/3,625.37 3,669.73 313,523.95 4/3,525.31 _g/3,625.94 ,3/3.623.54 _g/3,621.16 3/3.621.35 3,574.04 3.575.90
42A 3,688.77 3,688.89 3,688.95
44 3,663.57
48A 3,671.51 3,669.85 3,674.44 3,672.74 3,664.39 3,662.00 1/3,623.83 3,665.31 3,675.68 3,678.03 3,673.23
488 3,674.51 3,673.12 3,676.15 3,675.42 3,670.78 3,669.13 3,668.20 3,669.99 3,669.88 3,676.68 3,678.11 3,674.92
49 3,669.86 3,668.35 3,672.51 3,671.36 _1/3,600.4l 5/3,599.91 3/3,599.16 3,660.93 3,659.75 3,675.57 3,675.57 3,671.67
50 3,674.42 3,673.76 3,676.13 3,675.28 3,657.29 3,657.95 3,657.12 3,666.04 3,665.27 3,675.48 3,677.02 3,673.28
51 3,669.95 3,668.76 3,672.17 3,671.21 3,652.37 3,652.12 3,651.54 3,659.07 3,659.85 3,671.43 3,674.67 3,671.42
52 3,669.69 3,668.55 3,671.51 3,671.06 _g/3.629.32 3/3,629.18 _g/3,629.51 ~5/3,633.83 3,671.06 3,674.10 3,670.67 I
53 3,668.90 3,667.53 3,670.67 3,669.17 3,656.55 3,655.60 3,655.40 3,659.49 3,660.13 3,673.16 \n
55 3,667.54 3,668.60 3,670.09 3,671.17 3,666.46 3,663.99 3,663.20 3,664.75 W
59 3,555.07 3,550.55 '
59A 3,669.05 3,665.57
64 3,676.96 3,677.49 3,677.08 3,677.31 3,676.08 3,676.82 3,676.62 3,676.54 3,676.49 3,675.98 3,676.32
678 3,668.05 3,665.21 3,666.52 3,657.35 3,659.13
72 3,660.47 3,653.48 3,662.44 3,643.49 3,640.56 3,636.91
753 3,662.36- 3,664.81 3,664.71 3,664.40 3,663.10 3,662.65 3,662.46 3,663.23 3,662.10 3,663.18 3,663.10 3,663.56
15D 3,665.99 ‘
76 3,674.33 3,674.12 3,674.38 3,673.75 3,672.89 3,672.42 3,672.26 3,672.32 3,672.07 3,673.83 3,674.07 3,674.44
77 3,658.85 3,660.56 3,660.45 3,658.40 3.652.62 3,650.49 , 3,649.63 3,650.11 3,649.83 3,658.29 3,659.76 3,660.22
78C 3,673.96 3,673.76 3,673.89 3,673.91 3,673.60 3,673.49 3,673.30 3,673.15 3,673.00 3,672.90 3,673.09
79 3,658.53 3,661.62 3,661.18
828 3,667.79 I/3,605.49 £/3,606.89 :/3,607.38 l/3,603.55 5/3,602.74 :l3,602.74
112 3,661.21 7‘ 3,663.25 3,663.52 3,663.26 3,656.15 3,657.62 3,658.33
128C 3,681.49 3,681.37 3,681.40 3,681.33 3,681.18 3,681.04 3,680.90 3,680.79 3,680.68 3,680.59 3,680.48
1233 _:/3,535.07 ,,/3,534.53 513.534.59 :j3,635.83 313,534.34 _gj3,664.22 3/3,634.44 3/3,534.4a :j3.634.46 513,535.42 313,535.73 ‘1/3,535.50
130 3,502.12 3,579.99 3,551.95 3,530.57
136 3,697.41 3,697.42 3,697.57 3,697.61 3,697.31 3,697.89- 3,697.23 3,697.20 3,697.17 3,697.17 3,696.98
1396 3,709.07 3,709.24 3,709.02
143A 3,723.36 3,723.37 3,723.28
3/ Pumping.
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~6REMOVAL OF WATER FROM STORAGE ON THE MESA
In the progress reports of 1944 and 1945. water-table conditions were assumed to exist through=
out the Mesa north of the rimrock, and computations based on the records of water—level measurements
showed the volume of material unwatered on the Mesa to be 206,000 acre-feet from 1936 to 1943 and
100,000 acre-feet during the 2-year period 1943-44. Using the same method, it is estimated that the
volume of material unwatered during the years from 1945 to 1949 was 118,000 acre-feet and during the
entire 13—year period 1936 to 1949 was 424,000 acre-feet.
In previous reports the figure of 17% percent has been used as the specific yield, and it has
been computed that the amount of water removed fran storage was about 4,600,000 gallons a day fran
1936 to 1943, and about 8,000,000 gallons a day during 1943 and 1944. Using the same figure, it
has been computed that 4,600,000 gallons a day was removed from storage from 1945 to 1949; and
about 5,100,000 gallons a day for the entire period from 1936 to 1949.
The pumpage of ground water in the El Paso area for the 13-year period from 1936 to 1949
averaged about 20,100,000 gallons a day, Of this amount it is computed that about 5,100,000
gallons a day was removed from storage on the Mesa° Therefore, the difference between these
figures indicates that an average of about 15,000,000 gallons a day was obtained from recharge
or lateral movement of water toward the well fields from beyond the Mesa; study of the available
data indicates that most of this water Cane from recharge on the Mesa,
ARTIFICIAL HECHAHGE
Experimental studies
The availability of excess surface water from the Rio Grande during the winter, when the
demand on the output of the treatment plant is low, suggested to Mr. E. J. Umbenhauer, Superin—
tendent of the El Paso Department of Water and Sewage, the possibility of storing some of this
water in the artesian area for removal at a later date. The practice would have the added
advantage of increasing the head in the fresh-water sands and helping to prevent, to some extent,
the encroachment of salt water into these sands. In 1947 the U. S. Geological Survey was requested
to make an investigation to determine the feasibility of this plan, and considerable field work
and study have been done by R. W. Sundstrom and the writer.
In February 1948 the Geological Survey, in cooperation with the City of El Paso and the Texas
State Board of Water Engineers, began field work to obtain the data necessary for computing the
effects of recharge and comparing these computations with the observed effects. Water was injected
into well 49 (City well 4) at the rate of 1,060 gallons a minute for 15 days, and the effect on
the water level in well 50 (City well 1) was recorded by an automatic water-stage recorder.
In connectipn with the recharge investigation, a pumping test was made in the Montana well
field to determine the effect of pumping on the artesian pressure; In this test, well 49 (City
well 4) were pumped continuously at the rate of 1,360 gallons a minute for 48 hours and the resulting drawdowns were observed in well 50 (City well 1), 1,000 feet from well 49; well 53
(Loretta College), 3,200 feet from well 49; well 52 (City well 3), 3,450 feet from well 49;
TX_00203269

=7and well 48 (City well 18) 4, 000 feet from well 49 From the results of this test the coefficients
of transmissibility and storage for the water= bearing materials were computed mathematically by means .
of the Theis nonequilibrium formula The coefficient of transmissibility may be expressed as the
number of gallons of‘water that will move in 1 day through a vertical strip of the aquifer 1 foot
wide and having the height of the aquifer“ when the hydraulic gradient is unityb The coefficient
of storage,under artesian conditions,may be expressed as the volume of water, measured in cubic feet?
released from storage in each column of the aquifer having a base 1 foot square and a height equal
to the thickness of the aquifer, when the artesian head is lowered 1 foot;
The coefficients of storage and transmissibility obtained from this test are listed in the
table below
Table 4. Coefficients of transmissihility and storage obtained in pumping toot on well 49 (City well 4)
Well COefficient of Coefficient
Non transmissibility of storage
49 Pumped well
50 ' 1249400 0~0027l
53 139n600 “00117
52 82n400 v 00063
48a 129q100 , 00138
Using the data above, the theoretical rise in the artesian pressure in well 50 (City well 1)
resulting frun the artificial recharge at 19060 gallons a minute was computed and found to follow
very closely the observed rise in pressure recorded by the automatic water‘stage recorderc Water
was again injected into well 49 (City well 4) at a constant rate of 550 gallons a minute for 3
days and then increased to 700 gallons 8 minute for 9 days“ The rise in water levels was recorded
on automatic water-stage recorders in wells 50 and 53 and measured with a steel tape at frequent “
intervals in wells 52 and 483 By using the coefficients of transmissibility and storage obtained
from the pumping tests, by means of the Theis nonequilibrium formula the theoretical rise in artssian pressures was computed The observed and computed theoretical rises in pressure caused by
artificial recharge agree closelya (See figu 6)“
Theoretical effect of recharge
Owing to the close correlation between the computed and observed rises in pressure, calculation
of the theoretical effect of recharging the Montana well field at a higher rate than'that used during
the experiment seems justifiedu For the purpose of computation” four wells spaced at intervals of
1,500 feet were assumed to be located in the Montana well field, each well to be recharged at the
rate of 1,000 gallons a minute for 90 days“ The pressure cone developed by this hypothetical res
charge field has been computed using averages of the coefficients of transmissibility and storage
obtained in the pumping test and taking into consideration the boundary formed by the Franklin
Mountains on the westo The results of this study are shown in figure 7 The contour showing a rise
of 10 feet reaches a distance of about 4 miles south and east from the center of recharge, and it
was computed that a rise in artesian pressure of 1 foot would occur at a distance of about 11 miles
south and east from the center of rechargeo
The boundary between artesian and ground-water conditions has not been definitely established,
but for purposes of computation it was assumed to be near the rimrock of the Mesa; The rise in
water levels in wells on the Mesa where water=table conditions prevail would not be nearly so great
TX_00203270
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age
nor would the cone spread so far, owing to the fact that the water-bearing beds have a specific
yield of about 17% percent (09175) as compared to an average storage coefficient of 000015 in
the artesian area° The exact boundary between the two areas has not been established; therefore,
the spread of the pressure cone has been computed only for the area assumed to be under artesian
pressure.
It is apparent from study of the data that recharge at the rate of 4,000 gallons a minute for
90 days would raise the artesian pressure in most of the deep wells in the artesian area from 10
to 35 feet, (See fig. 7), It must be remembered that the rise is largely a result of the tranSm
mission of pressure and does not represent the position of water introduced by rechargeo The
position of the recharge water has not been computed, but at the end of 90 days the recharge water-xi
would not have moved more than a few hundred feet from the recharge wells, and most of the water could
be recovered if pumping in the immediate vicinity of the recharge wells were started iuuediately
after injection stops. Pumping from industrial wells near the Montana well field would lower the
artesian pressure built up by recharge, but it would not withdraw any appreciable quantity of the
water used in recharge,
A discussion in a following section of this report points out that salt-water encroachment
into the fresh-water beds is taking place in some parts of the artesian area, Where such
encroachment is taking place, the increase in artesian pressure due to artificial recharge would
be beneficial in retarding or halting the advance of salt water into the aquifer, Further
benefits of artificial recharge in the Montana well field area could be expected in the Mesa
area, where the rate of movement of ground water from the Mesa toward the artesian area would
be retarded owing to the increase of pressure in the artesian area, Also, the yield of the
wells in the valley area, where many of the city and industrial wells are located, would
increase at comparable pumping levels and the cost per gallon of pumping from the wells would
decrease.
SALT-WATER ENCROACHMENT
In the artesian area, where wells penetrate beds containing highly mineralized water before
reaching fresh—water beds, there is always danger of the mineralized water moving into the fresh
water, either through holes in the well casings or by penetration through or around the barrier
separating the two aquiferso Since 1935 the mineral content in the water from some of the wells
in the El Paso area has increased steadily, As examples, the increase in chloride in 10 wells is
shown graphically in figures 8, 9, and 10,
Although the total increase in mineral content has not become alarming at any of the City
wells, there is a definite upward trend that should be given careful consideration in future
development of the ground-water supply of the area, Further lowering of water levels or the artesian
pressure probably would accelerate the rate of encroachment,
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Chloride in parts per million
Texas Board of Water Engineers in cooperation with the City at El Paso and U. 3, Geological Survey
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Figure 8.- Graph showing increase in chloride content in the water from wells in the artesian area
of El Paso, Texas and Juarez, Mexico.
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-9The following table shows the chloride in parts per million in water from eight observation
wells in the artesian area at the time of the first analysis and last analysis and the percentage
1ncrease in chloride of the last analysis over the first
Table 5. Chloride in water from eight observation wells in the El Paso area, Taxes
FIRST ANALYSIS LAST ANALYSIS
Well Owner Date Chloride Date Chloride Percentage
(PPM) (ppm) increase
12 Juarez well 1 8-22-35 77 4‘22-49 129 68
18 Juarez well 3 9-23-35 91 4-22-49 17S 92
25 El Paso Ice and
Refrigeration Co. 8-23-35 316 4-22-49 478 52
30A El Paso well 14 4-20-37 108 4-26-47 178 65
32A El Paso well 17 2' 4-39 69 4-22-49 107 55
44 Mitchell Brewery 1- 5-35 158 5- 8-44 260 65
67 and T. 8 N. 0. well at
67B_l/ edge of the Mesa 10-25-31 38 4-21-49 920 2,400
I ‘
1/ Companion wells.
QUALITY OF WATER
By Burdge Irelan
Analyses of water from 24 supply wells, arranged chronologically, are given in the tables on
pages 13-21 . Most of the analyses were made in the laboratory of the City of El Paso or in
the Geological Survey laboratories in Washington or Austin: A few of the analyses were made in
connercial or industrial laboratoriesu Information as to the source of a small number of
analyses is missing. When known, the sources of the analyses are given.
As has been previously pointed out in Water-Supply Paper 919, few generalizations can be
made regarding the quality of the ground water in the El Paso area. The tables indicate that
most of the wells yield water that varies somewhat in chemical composition“ These variations
are probably due to changes in pumping and mutual interference of the wells. Wells that produce
water from more than one zone may show some changes in composition due to changes in the proportions of the water produced from the different zones°
In order to determine whether significant changes are occurring in the character of water
being produced from any area or from a particular well, it is helpful to know the limitations
and precision of the analyses themselves“ The collected analyses come from a number of sources
and in many cases the methods of analysis used are not known; Where changes shown in the tables
are small, they may be due to differences in analytical procedures and techniques” Changes of
only.a few parts per million or a few percent in any constituent should not be regarded as
important unless supported by changes in other constituents.
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-10Not all the constituents tabulated can be assumed to have been determined with equal precision.
The determinations of chloride are probably the most nearly correct, followed by the bicarbonate
and sulfate determinations, whereas the dissolvedwsolids and hardness determinations are the least
accurate.
The tabulated dissolved solids may be either the residue left on evaporation or the sum of
the constituents found by analysis, bicarbonate being recalculated as carbonate. The sum may or
may not include the silica, as the silica determination has been omitted by many analysts. The
residue on evaporation may also include some water of crystalization. A variation of 10 percent
in the dissolved solids reported should not, therefore, be regarded as significant.
Formerly many of the hardness determinations were made by the soap method. Where calcium and
magnesium are reported, the hardness is customarily calculated° The soap-method and calculated
values for hardness do not ordinarily agree exactly. The soap value is the least reproducible and
is increasingly unreliable for hardness values above 100.
In some of the analyses sodium was determined and separate calculated values are given for
potassium. Usually, however, sodium was calculated by difference from the reacting values of the ix or!
other constituents, and the value includes potassium. As the error in calculating sodium is the sun
of the errors of the individual determinations, small changes in the sodium tabulations are not
significant.
The bicarbonate value is usually precise unless accompanied by changes in calcium that may
indicate precipitation of calcium carbonate. Most of the sulfate values are good, but some sulfate
determinations may have been made by turbidity methods and may be as much as 25 percent in error.
Where sulfate exceeds 100 parts per million, turbidity methods are seldom used and the higher values
for sulfate are dependable.
Chloride is easily determined and the amounts reported are usually reliable. Consequently
changes in chloride in the table indicate accurately changes in the water quality. Nitrate is
usually low and is mainly useful in accurately calculating the sum of dissolved solids and the
sodium. Nitrate above 10 parts per million is more apt to be in error than lower amounts.
Wells 12 and 18 in Juarez and well 25 in El Paso show a gradual increase in the dissolved
solids without significant changes in the proportions of the various constituents. These changes
may indicate contamination of the main water=bearing beds. Other wells in the downtown area show
smaller changes of the same nature. The effect of the recent artificial recharge of well 49
(City well 4) with treated surface water is plainly shown by the increased sulfate and decreased
chloride in the analysis for April 22, 1949.
The tabulated analyses clearly show that changes are occurring in the chemical characteristics
of water from wells in the El Paso area. A continued program of chemical analyses is necessary to
observe future changes and to determine the remedial measures that may be needed to protect the
available water supplies.
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SUMMARY
Pampage from the bolson deposits, the principal fresh-waterabearing aquifersof the El Paso
area, increased from 1,200,000 gallons a day in 1906 to 15,700,000 gallons a day in 1936, and to
a peak of 25,600,000 gallons a day in 1943, In 1944 the City of El Paso placed its Rio Grande
treatment plant in operation. Since that time the city has been using treated surface water
from the Rio Grande and treated ground water from shallow wells in the downtown area of El Paso
to reduce the total pumpage of ground water from deep wells to an average of 21,700,000 gallons
a day during the period from 1944 to 1948, inclusive. During recent years less water has been
pumped from wells on the Mesa, and thus the center of pumping from all wells in the El Paso area
in 1948 was farther south, toward the valley of the Rio Grande, than it was prior to 1944.
Each year since 1936 the withdrawal of ground water from storage on the Mesa, has exceeded the
amount of water contributed from recharge. As a result, the water levels in wells on the Mesa have
declined persistently since 1936. From the amount of decline in water levels on the Mesa, it has
been computed that about 425,000 acre=feet of material has been unwatered, which indicates that on
the average about 5,000,000 gallons of water a day has been removed from storage on the Mesa fran
1936 to 1949. Subtracting the amount of water removed from storage from the total pumpage indicates
that an average of about 15,000,000 gallons a day was obtained from recharge on the Mesa or from
other sources. A study of the data at hand indicates that most of this water came from recharge on
the Mesa.
It has been pointed out in this and previous reports that there is danger of salt-water rencroach.ment into the fresh—water aquifer, both in the artesian area in the valley and in parts of the Mesa.
Graphs of the chloride content of the water from 10 wells are shown in the report. These graphs
clearly indicate that, during the period of observation since 1935, the mineral content of the water
from these wells has increased steadily. The continuation of the steady rise in mineral content-of
the water poses a threat to the future usefulness of at least a part of the greund-wpter reservoir
that is now yielding good potable water,
The results of experimental tests in artificial recharge indicate that it may be practicable
to inject surface water into the ground-water reservoir for the purpose of storing water for later
use. Such recharge would also be advantageous in maintaining the water table and artesian pressure
at higher levels, which in turn would halt or retard the rate of ingress of salt water into the
fresh-water sands.
Careful observation and study should be continued in the El Paso area. More observation wells
for both water—level observation and the collection of water samples for chemical analyses are
needed northeast and east of the Mesa well field,
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Table 6.
Analyses of Inter from wells in the El Paso area, Texas 4- Continued
Well Owner Depth Date of Dissolved Silica Iron Cal~ Ingne- Sodium and 310.1- Su1- Chlu- Fluor- Ni- Total S ource of
of collection solids ($102) (Fe) ciun sin: potassium bonate fate ride ide trace hardness nnulysia
well ‘ ‘ (Ca) (Mg) (Na + K) (HCO ) (SO ) (C1) (F) (N0 ) Is CnCO. 5/
Us.) 3 ‘ 3 3
25 E1 Peso, Tex-I 509 JII. 7. 1935 - - a - - - 173 112 319 - - 234 1
(El PISD Ice & Aug. 23. 1935 - - - e - - 164 - 316 - - 165 1
Refrigeration Apr. 22. 1936 796 - - 49 16 230 170 107 310 - 0.0 188 1
Co. well 4 1 Oct. 28. 1936 842 - - 56 17 240 170 97 348 ° «0 210 1
Apr. 19, 1937 904 31 0.06 57 17 247 169 105 352 - .10 212 1
Nov. 2. 1947 - - - 56 17 - 174 104 331 - .0 210 1
Sept.20. 1936 898 31 - 56 17 244 176 109 342 “ .0 210 1
Nov. 14. 1932 904 - - - - 222 170 110 380 - .0 308 1
June 11. 1940 951 = - 68 21 262 172 115 400 - .0 256 1
N01. 29. 1940 937 - - 66 21 259 178 113 390 - .0 251 1
Jule 17. 1941 937 - - 55 22 268 144 113 408 0 .0 ’228 1
Sepc.19. 1941 935 - - 64 21 260 166 112 395 - .0 246 1
June 2, 1942 1.059 - - 80 24 206 170 123 462 = .0 298 1
Soyt.15. 1942 1.053 - - 77 24 286 165 126 458 - 1.0 290 1
Inr. 26. 1943 1.066 - - 82 24 286 177 127 460 ‘ .0 303 1
Feb. 12. 1944 1,140 - - 94 27 295 166 136 502 - 1.5 346 I
lay I. 1944 1.110 - - 85 30 289 161 136 490 — .0 336 1
luv 23. 1945 1.060 - - 89 27 270 164 134 453 .2 333 1
III. 25. 1946 1.130 - - 97 29 285 103 140 405 - 1.0 361 1
Apr. 20. 1947 - ~ - - - - 176 ~ 488 - - - 1
Apr. 22. 1949 1.150 34 - 92 32 280 170 151 478 — .2 361 l
3.4 21 Ptlo, TOXI(City I511 14) 703 Apr. 20. 1937 450 26 0.12 23 8.6 126 172 69 108 - .0 93 1
Int, 11. 1930 465 25 6.4 27 17 108 179 69 106 — - 137 2
June 24. 1938 446 10 5.0 34 3.0 115 176 69 108 - - 118 2
38p¢.24. 1930 423 29 .02 22 7.5 129 171 63 112 - .15 86 1
May 1, 1939 471 17 - 32 4.6 148 168 112 118 - - 99 2
I01. 16. 1939 425 - - i - 138 172 66 118 - .0 76 1
Jlle 10. 1940 435 - - - = 138 176 6! 121 a .0 86 1
AI]. 20. 1940 473 31 a 17 6.2 141 170 73 113 - - 68 2
June 16, 1941 443 - - 24 8.1 135 161 60 122 0.3 .25 94 1
30pt.10. 1941 467 - = 24 9.7 141 170 73 136 - .0 100 1
Sept.10. 1941 399 30 - 28 10 143 170 77 140 - .25 111 2
III. 13. 1942 504 35 - 25 9.0 JIII 175 61 140 - - 100 2
1'10 2. 1942 438 - - 22 8.5 134 172 69 120 - .0 90 1
June 2. 1942 475 42 - 20 12 153 182 95 145 - — 120 2
Sth.16. 1942 454 - - 23 7.7 141 193 67 118 - - 89 1
Ilr.,23. 1943 445 - - 26 8.1 133 173 69 2123 - .5 93 1
Pub. 11. 1944 450 - - 26 8.0 135 170 69 128 - .2 90 1
“:7 22, 1945 499‘ — - 27 0.6 135 170 70 131 - .0 103 1
Int. 25. 1946 519 - - 25 0.7 152 192 71 139 - .0 98 1
Apr. 26, 1947 - - - - - - 178 - 156 - - 74 1
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Table 6. Anelyees of water frol wells in the El Paso erel, Texas _. Continued
Well OIIer Depth Date of Dissolved Silica Iron Cel- Iegne- Sodiul and Bicnr- Sul- Chio- F1uor= Ni» Tot-1 Source of
of collection solids (5102) (Fe) ciul eiul poteseiun bonate fete ride ide trite hardness Analysis
I211 (Ce) (ll) (Ne + K) (HCOa) (50‘) (C1) (P) (N03) as CICOa 3/
(ft.)
32A El Paso, Texas
(City well 17) 750 Feb. 4. 1939 426 17 4.3 34 14 74 88 62 69 - - 143 2
July 11. 1939 377 15 .15 18 6 133 172 124 64 - - 71 2
Oct. 28. 1939 382 20 = 31 9 1 102 174 92 63 - - 115 2
Apr. 16. 1940 364 25 2.4 30 9.1 92 172 77 66 - - 113 2
June 10. 1940 323 = - 37 11 71 178 50 66— - .0 134 1
Aug. 23. 1940 394 22 = 35 ll 89 177 B7 64;. - - 133 2
Dec. 5. 1940 397 31 = 35 ll 96 179 81 63 = .0 133 1
June 16. 1941 397 26 - 36 11 49 178 81 63 .6 .0 135 1
Sept.18. 1941 407 45 = 37 9.0 106 190 86 80 = .0 129 2
Sept.18, 1941 374 - a 35 12 I9 123 80 68 = .0 137 1
Feb. 6. 1942 410 36 = 43 12 97 193 86 86 = E 166 2
June 2. 1942 386 = = 35 ll 94 180 80 72 = n 135 1
June 2. 1942 413 51 = 42 14 93 187 94 80 = = 163 2
Sept.15. 1942 387 a a 36 11 94 162 81 75 = .0 135 1
Int. 24. 1943 401 ~ = 40 12 93 196 85 79 ° .0 150 1
In! 22. 1945 457 = a 43 12 94 164 87 85 = = 157 1
Apr. 26. 1947 a = = . = - 198 = 94 = § 148 1
Apr, 22. 1949 552 = = 67 20 BB 197 123 197 = = 249 1
42 31 P450. Texan » 5
(City 1011 9) 602 Sept. 1. 1933 538 16 = 25 5.2 7161 191 66 147 = - 84 4 E:
III. 30. 1935 529 14 = 31 7.4 147 29' 61 138 - ° 109 ~ l
4.8. 19. 1935 - = = u = = 172 a 130 = e 72 1
8094.16. 1935 490 = - 21 6.0 156 183 76 139 = .0 85 1
Int. 17. 1937 611 31 = 30 10 184 174 79 202 = .05 116 1
June 13. 1938 507 25 1.8 22 6.0 167 283- 84 132 = - 132 2
Sept.24. 1938 516 35 = 20 8.1 156 186 83 130 = .0 33 1
HIV 1. 1939 531 23 1.6 30 4-9 167 183 117 130 a = 112 2
June 10. 1940 501 = = 22 4.0 154 188 90 130 = .0 54 1
4a.. 29. 1940 $15 2! = 23 8.2 144 183 45 124 - = 92 2
I01. 29. 1940 444 = = 20 ‘7.7 155 186 80 129 = .0 82 1
June 16. 1941 4.9 a a 23 6.9 154 176 74 136 0 9 .0 £6 1
Sept.10. 1941 514 40 = 26 9.0 154 195 80 142 a .0 102 2
Feb. 6, 1942 515 40 - 25 14 162 197 IS 145 = - 104 2
Jul: 2 1942 471 = = 24 7.4 152 1.4 66 135 = .0 30 1
June >2. 1942 521 44 a 25 12 172 193 105 156 - - 112 2
Ill. 23. 1943 491 - = 25 7.7 152 186 76 137 - .5 94 1
Ve‘. 11. 1944 446 = a 22 7.0 155 1.5 75 136 = .2 I4 1
In a. 1944 m - - 10 5.1 15: m 75 132 - 1.. 1| 1
In? 22, 1945 526 - - 2! 7.3 153 141 76 136 - .4 88 1
III. 25. 1946 544 = - 22 7.0 164 205 77 142 - .9 44 1
‘pr. 22. 1949 524 22 — 19 7.1 76 18! 77 139 - .0 76 l
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Tuble 6. Analyses of water fro: wells in the El Paso area, Texas -= Continued
Well Owner Depth Date of Dissolved Silica Iron Cal- Iagne— Sodiu- and Bicar- Snl- Chlo. Fluor- Ni- Total Source of
of collection solid: (Si02) (Fe) ciu- aiul potassium bonate fate ride ide trace hardness analysis
well (c.) (lg) (N. + K) (Hcoa) (504) rc1) (F) (N03) .. c.co :1
(5..) 3
67 El Pnso, Texas
(T & R 0 tell 8) 869 Oct. 25. 1921 309 24 . 32 ll 66 225 27 38 = - 125 '
June 12, 1929 434 - a 55 24 62 223 37 102 u 8.9 236 3
Aug. 22. 1933 578 32 - 90 40 54 201 49 200 - 8.7 389 3
Jan. 12. 1934 576 41 - 83 40 58 204 38 202 - 8.9 372 3
Feb. 19. 1934 589 35 - 88 29 76 186 53 204 - 8.9 339 3
July 25. 1934 585 22 - 87 43 60 202 50 212 v 8.7 394 3
May 27. 1935 666 35 — 96 48 68 198 53 255 = 8.7 437 3
June 4. 1936 702 36 a 102 49 75 217 53 268 = 11 456 3
May 6. 1937 - - = 107 47 90 “ 228 56 288 = 5.5 460 1
Jnae 17, 1941 875 - = 136 67 91 178 68 420 0.3 4.0 615 1
Sept.16. 1942 911 - = 143 63 105 178 55 452 a 5.0 616 1
67‘ El Plso, Texas
(T G N 0 well 4) 860 lit; 26, 1943 890 - e 144 71 83 196 64 425 = 6.3 651 1
May 23, 1945 1.400 - = 240 124 95 180 95 755 = 5.4 1,110 1
Mar. 26. 1946 1.520 - = 260 139 95 167 99 840 a 4.0 1.220 1
Apr. 28, 1947 - - - - = - 174 = 1.020 n a 1,350 1
673 El Paao, Texas a
(r 1 n o v.11 5) 860 Sept.13, 1941 cos , a 136 57 no 150 51 402 a 5.2 514 1 p4
June 2, 1942 799 = = 125 53 96 166 50 388 = 5.6 530 1 ‘J
June 9, 1948 1,750 35 = 293 130 148 154 102 958 = 4.3 1.270 1
Apr. 21, 1949 1,700 33 = 280 123 154 160 103 920 - 5.9 1.200 1
68 El Paso, Texas
(T 4 l O Ie11 2) 864 1922 (?) 330 36 = 34 14 43 174 32 42 = a 142 2
Jane 12. 1929 384 = a 55 19 52 211 40 76 = 5.8 215 3
July 11, 1932 479 26 = 65 26 71 192 43 153 = 6.2 272 3
Aug. 22. 1933 566 24 - 76 41 66 182 47 209 = 8.7 358 3
Jan. 12. 1934 606 35 = 82 33 56 160 25 19. = '8.9 340 3
Feb. 19, 1934 522 ' T! a 84 31 57 172 46 188 = 8.9 337 3
July 25. 1934 514 21 - 75 31 63 178 44 180 ~ 8.7 315 3
Jan. 5, 1935 - - - - - - 199 44 202 - - 218 1
lay 27, 1935 612 33 - 88 36 75 182 44 232 - 8.7 368 1
Apr. 23. 1936 580 - - ll 39 73 194 48 230 - 6.3 380 1
Oct. 28. 1936 651 - a 100 49 72 ll! 48 282 a 7.3 451 1
lav. 16. 1939 737 - = 108 55 71 182 55 312 = 3.2 496 1
Jane 11, 1940 764 - . 124 64 66 200 72 335 a 4.4 572 1
Nov. 29. 1949 _ 743 - = 112 $5 86 200 58 328 p 5.6 506 1
June 2. 1942 1.042 - = 161 I4 100 197 76 515 - 7.5 756 1
Se 1,15. 1942 1.046 - - 167 91 103 192 77 548 - 5.0 791 1
. 17. 1944 1.240 - - 208 149 99 181 85 650 - 12 967 1
Il‘l 9. 1944 1.270 - _ 196 111 111 148 91 685 - 5.5 946 l
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Table 6“ Analyses of water fro. wells in the E1 Peso area, Texas -- Continued
Well Owner Depth Dnte of Dissolved Silicn Iron Cll= Hagueu Sodium end Bicarw Sula Chloe Fluor- Nia Total Source of
of collection solids ($102) (Fe) ciun Jinn pot-seiun bonate fate ride ide trate hardness analysis
well (CI) (MB) (NI 1“ (Ems) (504) (C1) (F) ("03) u CnC03 _A_/
(in)
773 El Peso, Texas
(City well 15) =- HIy 23; 1938 607 16 12 39 12 163 178 109 171 = = 147 2
Novn 16; 1939 569 - = 32 12 154 172 89 162 = 2¢S 129 1
Apr. 8, 1940 530 25 = 31 10 173 177 109/ 167 = a 119 2
June 10, 1940 543 n = 34 12 155 180 91 162 = a 134 l
Augu 29. 1940 578 32 = 30 10 182 178 93 155 - a 116 2
June 16. 1941 580 34 - 32 11 154 177 85 157 1"] 215 125 l
Febu 69 1942 488 47 w 32 '1!" 136 214 95 104 - a 124 2
June 3, 1912' 426 = o 25 10 124 202 73 90 = 415 104 1
May 30, 1942 484 43 v 29 12 136 208 107 95 = a. 122 2
Septulé. 1942 450 = e 26 10 130 202 92 89 = 310 106 1
Merv 259 1943 446 a = 28 10 126 202 91 67 = 4u0 111 l
Feho 150 1944 450 n a 27 9a8 129 198 93 90 e 318 108 1
Ily 289 1944 440 o = 26 10 127 202 SS , 89 = 490 106 1
lay 22, 1945 512 a a 28 10 127 198 92 39 c 411 111 1
Here 259 1946 530 = a 27 10 138 220 92 92 a 3n. 108 1
Apr. 26V 1947 v a = = - a 193 - 86 o 1 a 1
Jule 7? 1948 493 39 a 25 12 132 208 92 92 a 308 112 l
A’ru 229 1949 442 36 o 24 10 129 197 91 86 u 414 101 l
H
F4
78 E1 Peso“ Texas \0
(City well 11) 736 SeptollD 1935 430 ° = 56 21 73 193 64 96 = 415 226 1 1
Apra 22v 1936 = o 2 c = = 193 ° 68 c = 264 1
June 25” 1937 477 36 013 56 20 76 195 83 94 a 6:7 222 1
1 June 3, 1938 460 25 16 52 19 73 200 86 88 = 3 203 2
June 11, 1940 49B 39 ‘0u04 56 21 78 204 92 92 = 512 226 1
June 16, 1941 447 a = 56 20 61 204 91 91 0.9 668 222 1
Septglg, 1941 453 - n 55 21 02 209 97 88 - 705 224 l
Apra 28. 1947 - ~ = v - = 204 - 92 ° = = 1
Apra 219 1949 481 36 a 54 21 75 196 86 91 ° 8.3 222 1
79 ll hue, Teu(City ll13 I) =--= Jen. 5,, 1935 -= = = c = = 190 60 52 = = 196 1
Sept.16y 1935 311 = = 44 16 49 144 59 46 n 607 176 1
Apr; 22v 1936 = c = = a = 162 D 42 = = 206 1
Octa 28p 1936 292 = 44 16 44 162 54 42 a 850 176 1
Apr. 25D 1937 - a n 45 17 50 104 64 47 = 9A4 182 1
Oct“ 29" 1937 _ a = 43 16 a 130 46 41 — 893 173 1
Iain 11v 1938 347 26 In. 61 21 = 169 62 43 e e 239 2
July 9V 1933 325 27 6,0 65 18 a 143 57 46 o u 23‘ 2
Sept.239 1938 353 56 - 44 16 52 192 60 45 = 7o. 17‘ 1
lay 1. 1939 399 19 - 60 16 44 190 03 50 - O 316 2
lay .7 1940 371 31 1:5 45 15 35 192 65 64 o a 177 2
June 101-1240 324 = a 46 16 52 194 59 46 = 90‘ 181 1
AIIu 29» 194B 342 37 u 41 15 55 169 61 45 = a 163 2
Nova 13‘ 1954 325 - = 46 16 52 196 62 4s - 110 181 1
June 16” 1941 315 - - 44 16 51 190 56 46 .7 718 176 1
sucuuv 1111 11% , , 4.3 16 s: 193 56 u. 1 910 114 1
3Q}4°19a~1941‘ '36.‘ _ ‘43 w 54 20 41 200 69 50 = = 215 2
June 3a 1242‘ -3ll_ A - : 44 16 52 194 55 46 u 912 176 1
June '3D 19421 364 51 = 54 19 4‘ 198 80 61 = Q 213 2
Saptol6. 1942 344 ' = 49 10 53 201 60 52 c 4a5 196 1
.6!» 25, 1943 334 = = 51 18 49 202 65 49 = 700 202 1
In! 22v 1945 423 = = 51 19 52 200 69 51 w 13 206 1
June 7a 1943 402 42 - 46 17 50 200 60 54 = 06 185 1
Apro 219 1949 346 42 a 44 18 55 198 64 48 a 11 186 1
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UNITED
STATES
DEPARTMENT
OF THE
INTERIOR
BUREAU
OF RECLAMATION
RIO
GRANDE
PROJECT
NEW
METTC04EXAS
Statement
of Water
Supply
June
20
1950
The
runoffinto Elephant Butte Reservoir for the period January I
Jump 20 this
year has been disappointing
The total runoff has been
259600
acrefeet which includes approximately 140000 acrefeet of
debit
water
released
from El Vado
Reservoir
during
February and
March
If
the
inflow for the year to date into Elephant Butte is arbi
total
trarily corrected by this amount the result of 119600 acrefeet
indicates this is one of the lowest years of record for the runoff
season
Average inflow 18951949 for the period January 1 June 30
is 790000 acrefeet it may thus be estimated that the normal runoff
this year has been only 15 per cent of the average
Project storage as of today is 649900 acrefeet
This
is
128600 acrefeet less than on the same date in 1949
Average
storage
on this date is 1286900 acrefeet the storage as of
today is
con
sequently
only 50
per
cent
of
the
average
Release
from storage
for
irrigation
this year is
40000 acrefeet
more than it
was
the corresponding period in 1949
In view of the
present
storage
being so far below average the water users and
operating personnel of the Project are requested
to
be as
conservative
as possible
in the use
of water
during
the
remainder of
the
irrigation
season in order that
begin 1951 will be available
a reserve to
It
appears at this time that rationing of water for 1951 will be prevented
only by runoff into Elephant Butte from summer and early fall rains
being
considerably
above
the
average
W F
Resch
Acting
Project
Manager
104
US0183515
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ASTICLb. XVII.
RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR
AIINIS1RATION OF THE RIO GRANDE COMPACT
This Compact shall become effective when ratified by the
legislatures of each of the signatory states and consented to by
the Congress of the United States. Notice of ratificatfon shall
A Compact, kmown as the Rio Grands Compact, between the States
be given by the Governor of each state to the Governors of the
of Colorado, New Mexico and Texas, having become effective on May 31,
other states and to the President of the United States, and the
1939 9 by consent of the Congress of the United States, which equitably
President of the United States is requested to give notice to
apportions the waters of the Rio Grands above Fort Quitman and permits
the Governors of each of the signatory states of the consent of
each State to develop its water resources at will, subject only to its
the Congress of the United States.
obligations to deliver water in accordance with the schedules set forth
in the Compact, the follosing Rules and Regulations have been adopted
IN WITNESS WREREOF, the Conmtissioners have signed this
for its administration by the Rio Grands Compact Commission, to be and
Compact in quadruplioate original, one of which shall be deremain in force and effect only so long as the seine may be satisfactory
posited in the archives of the Departaent of State of the United
to each and all members of the Commission, and provided always that on
States of America and shall be deemed the authoritative original,
the objection of any member of the Commission, in writing, to the reand of which a duly certified copy shall be forwarded to the Govermaining two members of the Commission after a period of sixty days from
nor of each of the signatory States.
the date of such objection, the sentence, paragraph or any portion or
all of these rules to which any such objection shall be made, shall
Done at the City of Santa Fe, in the State of New Mexico, on
stand abrogated and shall thereafter have no further force and effect,
the 18th day of ,Larch, in the year of our Lord, One Thousand Nine
it being the intent and purpose of the Commission to permit these rules
Hundred and Thirty-Eight.
to obtain and be effective only so long as the some may be satisfactory
to each and all of the Commissioners.
8/ N. C. Einderlider
N. C. HINRLIDER
GAGING STATIONS
8/ Thomas N. McClure
Responsibility for the equipping, maintenance and Operation of the
stream gaging stations and reservoir gaging stations required by the proTHOMAS N. McCLURE
visions of Article II of the Compact shall be divided among the signatory
states as follows
SI Frank B. Clayton
(a) Gaging stations on streams and reservoirs in the Rio Grands
PRANK B. CLAYTON
Basin above the Colorado-New Mexico boundary shall be equipped, maintained,
APPROVEDs
and operated by Colorado in cooperation with the United State Geological
Survey.
s/ S. 0. Harper
Gaging stations on streams and reservoirs in the Rio Grande
S. 0. HARPER
Basin below Lobatos ard above San Marcial shall be equipped, maintained
and operated by New Mexico in cooperation with the U. S. Geological
Survey, the gaging station on the Rio Grande at San Marcial shall likewise be the responsibility of New Mexico to the extent that this station
is not maintained and Operated by the International Boundary Commission,
or some other federal agency.
Gaging stations on Elephant Butte Reservoir and on Caballo
Reservoir, and the stream gaging stations on the Rio Grands below those
reservoirs shall be equipped, maintained and operated by or on behalf of
Texas through the agency of the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation.
The equipment, metl'od and frequency of measurements at each gaging
RATIFIED BYs
station shall be sufficient to obtain records at least equal in accuracy
to those classified as "good" by the U. S. Geological Survey. Water stage
Colorado, February 21, 1939
recorders on the reservoirs specifically named in Article II of the ComNew Mexico, March 1, 1939
pact shall have sufficient range below maxiinun reservoir level to record
Texas, March 1, 1939
major fluctuations in storage. Staff gages may be used to determine
fluctuations below the range of the water stage recorders on teee and
other large reservoirs, and staff gages may be used upon approval of the
Passed Congress as Public Act No. 96, 76th Congress
Commission in lieu of water stage recorders on small reservoirs, provided
Approved by the President, May 31, 1939
that the frequency of observations is sufficient in each case to establish
any material changes in water levels in such reservoirs.
14
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RESERVOIR CAPAC ITILS
TRAIiS-MOUNTAIN DIVERSIONS
Colorado shall file with the Commission a table of areas and
In the event any works are constructed for the delivery of waters
capacities for each reservoir in the Rio Grande Basin above Lobatos
into the drainage basin of the Rio Grands from any stream system outconstructed after 1937, New 1exico shall file with the Commission a
side of the Rio Grande Basin, such waters shall be measured at the
table of areas and capacities for each reservoir in the Rio Gride
point of delivery into the Rio Grande Basin and proper allowance shall
Basin between Lobatos and San Liarcial constructed after 1929, nd
be made for losses in transit from such points to the Index Gaging
Texas shall file with the Commission tables of areas and capacities
Station on the stream with which the imported waters are commingled.
f or Elephant Butte Reservoir and for all other reservoirs actually
available for the storage of water between hiephant Butte and the
first diversion to lands under the Rio Grande Project.
QUALITY OF WATER
Whenever it s)all appear that any table of areas and oapacities
In the event that delivery of water is made from the Closed Basin
is in error by more than five per cent, the Commission shall use its
into the Rio Grands, sufficient samples of such water shall be analyzed
best efforts to have a restzvey made and a corrected table of areas
to ascertain whether the quality thereof is within the limits establishand capacities to be substituted as soon as practicable. To the end
ed by the Compact.
that the records of flow of the Rio Grande at San Mareial, at San
Lcaois, and below Elephant Butte Reservoir may be correlated, the
Commission shall use its beat efforts to have the rate of accumulaSEOBETARY
tion and the place of deposition of silt in Elephant Butte Reservoir
checked at least every three years.
The Commission shall employ a secretary who shall be a registered
professional engineer, or a Corporate Member of the American Society of
Civil Engineers, experienced in irrigation, agricultural or hydraulic
EVAPORATION LOSSES
engineering. The period of employment of the secretary shall be at the
pleasure of the Coiisuission but not exceeding one year, at the end of
The Commission shall encourage the equipping, maintenance and
which period his services shall automatically terminate, provided, howoperation, in cooperation with the United States Yeather Bureau or
ever, that the Commission, upon unanimous agreement, may extend his
other appropriate agency, of evaporation stations at Elephant Butte
employment for a period not exceeding one year following the year withReservoir and at or near each major reservoir in the Rio Grande Basin
in which his employment has been automatically terminated, or may employ
within Colorado constructed after 1937 and in New Lexico constructed
another individual under like conaittons with respect to period of
after 1929. The net loss by evaporation from a reservoir surface
employmemt, it being the intent and purpose of the Commission to limit
shall be taken as the difference between the actual evaporation loss
the term of employment of any such appointee so that any re-appointaent,
and the evapo-trsnspxration losses which would have occurred naturally,
or the appointaent of any successor, can be made for a period of but
prior to the construction of such reservoir. Changes in evapo-transpione year, and then only by the unanimous action of the Commission.
ration losses along stream channels below reservoirs may be disregarded.
The salary of the secretary shall be determined by the Commission.
He shall be reimbursed for his necessary traveling expenses incurred in
ADJUSIMENTb OF RECORDS
performing his official duties, as may be deters-med by the Commission.
The Commission shall keep a record of the location and description
Each of the respective states, at its own expense, shall provide
of each gaging station and evaporation station, and, in the event of
adequate office facilities for the use of the secretary of the Commission.
change in location of any stream gaging station for any reason, it shall
ascertain the increment in flow or decrease in flo,' between such locations
It shall be the duty of the secretary to collect and correlate all
for all stages. Wherever practicable, concurrent records shall be obtainfactual data and other records having a bearing upon the administration
ed for one year before abandonment of the previous station.
of the Compact, and to keep each Commissioner advised thereof. It shall
be the further duty of the secretary to inspect all gaging stations maintained by the Commission, and to make recomrtendations to the Commission
NEW OR INCREASED DEPLETIONS
as to any changes or improvements to existing stations, and for the addition of new stations, to the end that reliable records may be had for
In the event any works are constructed which alter or may be expectthe proper carrying out of the provisions of the Compact.
ed to alter the flow at any of the Index Gaging Stations mentioned in the
Compact, or which may otherwise necessitate adjustaents in the appliThe secretary shall report to each Commissioner by letter on or
cation of the schedules set forth in the Compact, it shall be the duty
.before the fifteenth day of each month, except January, a smsnary of all
of the Commissioner specifically concerned to file with the Commission
hydrographic data then available for the current year - on forms preall available information pertaining thereto, and appropriate adjuathents
scribed by the Commission - pertaining to
shall be made in accordance with the terms of the Compacts provided, however, that any such adjustoents shall in no way increase the burden imDeliveries by Colorado at State Linej
posed upon Colorado or New Mexico under the schedules of deliveries
established by the Compact.
Deliveries by New Mexico at San Yarcial, and
(e) Release and Spill from Project Storage.
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MEETINGS OF CC!MIS8ION
He shall also compile a complete report covering his secretarial
activities, and a summary of all factual data required by the Compact
The Commieeion shall most in February of each year for the
durmg the preceding calendar year, and suheit the sane to the Comconsideration and adoption of the annual report for the calendar
mission at its regular meeting in February, first following the calenyear preceding, and for the transaction of any other business condar year'covered by such report.
sistent with its authority. The annual meeting in 1940 shall be
held at Monte Vista, Colorado, and thereafter rotate alphabetically
The secretary shall carry on such other duties as the Cission
according to the states, the place in each state to be designated
may assign to him from time to time, and shall devote his entire time
by the Commissioner from that state. Other meetings as may be deemed
to the duties of his office. He shall execute and deliver a surety
necessary shall be held at any time and place set by mutual agreement,
bond satisfactory to the Commission, conditioned upon the faithful
for the consideration of data collected and for the transaction of any
performance of the duties of his office.
business consistent with its authority.
No action of the Commission shall be effective until approved by
COSTS
the Ciissioner from each of the three signatory States.
In February or each year the Commission shall adopt a budget for
(Signed) U. C. HINRLXR
the ensuing fiscal year beginning July first.
U. C. Hinderlider
Such budget shall set forth the total cost of maintenance and
Commissioner for Colorado
operation of gaging stations, of evaporation stations, the cost of
engineering and clerical aid, and all other necessary expenses ex(Signed) TH!LS U. McCLURE
cepting the salaries and personal expenses of the Rio Grands Compact
Commissioners.
Thomas U. McClure,
Commissioner for New Mexico
Contributions made directly by the United States and the cost of
services rendered by the United States without cost shall be deducted
(Signed) JULIAR P. HARRISON
from the total budget amountl the remainder shall then be allocated
equally to Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas.
Juijan P. Harrison
Cmnissioner for Texas
Expenditures made directly by any State for purposes set forth in
the budget shall be credited to that States contributions in cash or in
Adopteds December 19, 1939.
services by any State under a cooperative agreement with any Federal
agency shall be credited to such state, but the amount of the Federal
contribution shall not so be credited, in event any State, through contractual relationships, causes work to be done in the interest of the
Commission, such State shall be credited with the cost thereof, unless
such cost is borne by the United States.
The secretary shall present to each participating state through
the Commissioner of such State, a certified statement of one-third of
the cost of his salary. traveling expense, the expense incident to the
maintenance of the offices of the Commission, and each Commissioner
shall arrange for the prompt payment thereof by the appropriate agency
of his state.
The Commissioner of each state shall report at the annual meeting
each year the amount of money expanded during the year by the state
which he represents, as well as the portion thereof contributed by all
cooperating federal agencies, and the Commission shall arrange for such
proper reimbursement in cash or credits between states as may be necessary to equalize the contributions made by each state in the equipment, maintenance and operation of all gaging stations authorized by
the Commission and established under the terms of the Compact.
It shall be the duty of each Commissioner to endeavor to secure
from the Legislature of his state an appropriation of sufficient funds
with which to meet the obligations of his state, as provided by the
Compact.
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MEMORANDUM OPINION
This suit arises out of a dispute over rights to
the underground water in an open basin in southern_New
Mexico. It comes to this court for resolution as an incidence
of sharp differences in philosophy concerning water management,
and the difficulty of making decisions about water rights in
this state that are accepted as equitable by all. The
significance of this dispute particularly for the Mesilla
Valley has not escaped the Court's attention. And while
the resolution of the controversy at this stage is the
responsibility of the Court, it does not claim to have the
panacea for the problems of an arid and dry climate; ‘Despite
its efforts in this case, the subject of water rights will
always be a matter of great controversy.
The plaintiffs in this case are member—users of
the Elephant Butte Irrigation District (EBID) and they
have brought suit for declaratory and injunctive relief
against the District and the United States, through the
Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, and A
the Rio Grande Project Superintendent, Mr. Kirby, alleging
that as a result of the pumping of five deep water wells
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drilled by EBID on Reclamation rightsaofnway, their
prior appropriation and use of the underground water has
been impaired. They Claim that the federal defendants
have no authority to allow the drilling of the wells on
the rights—of—way, and that EBID has no authority to construct such wells and to pump and sell underground water.
However, if such authorities exist, they allege that the
pumping program must be enjoined because the result is
an impairment of their water rights, and waste. Further,
they claim that any water permissibly pumped by EBID must
be apportioned pro rate to all lands assessed within the
District.
The federal defendants have denied any lack of
authority or any actions inconsistent with the relevant
statutes. Similarly, EBID has denied any lack of authority
to drill for and pump the underground water. Further,
it has denied any impairment of the plaintiffs' rights and
claims that its method of apportionment of the well water
is proper,
Cross motions for sunmary judgment were filed
by all parties on the question of the authority of the
federal defendants to allow EBID to use government rightsm
of—way for the drilling of wells and the authority of EBID
to pump and sell undergr0und water. The Court found the
first question to be an inappropriate one for resolution
on the motion for sunmarv judgment, and so did not rule
on it‘ however, on the question of EBID's authority, the
Court granted partial summary judgment in favor of EBID,
and held that it had authority, as an irrivation district)
created by statute, to deal in lands and water rights,
and that this authority encompassed EtID‘s actions in this
casea (See Memorandum Opinion and Order of Becember El,
rs.)
i

1978). Decision on all other issues was reserved for trial,
which was held on January 8, 1979. The Court has considered
the evidence and argument presented at trial and in post
trial briefs, and enters this Opinion as its Findings
of Fact and Conclusions of Law°
The Rio Grande Project was constructed by the
United States as a result of the passage of the Reclamation
Act of 1902, and the EBID, whose lands are a part of the
Rio Grande Project, was established under New Mexico law
to cooperate with the federal government in its effort
to reclaim these arid lands-1.:L Under the original contract
dated November 9, 1937, the Bureau of Reclamation was
responsible for the operation and maintenance of the storage
and delivery system for the irrigation water within the
District. EBID was responsible for assessing and collect—
ing the fees and charges for the water from the users
in the District, as well as for the repayment to the government
of the construction costs for the project. This repayment
was accomplished in 1971 and as of January 1, 1979, EBID
has taken over all responsibility for operation and maintenance
of the system. The Bureau of Reclamation simply makes an
allotment of water to EBID and then EBID is responsible
for the operation of the system, distribution of water,
and collection of fees.
The significance of EBID's well drilling program
can only be appreciated in the context of the particular
hydrological characteristics of the area in question,
which is that part of the Mesilla Valley between Las Cruces
and approximately Mesquite. Therefore, before proceeding
1For an excellent history of the Reclamation
laws and their purposes, see generally, State of California
v. United States, 46 U.S.L.W. 4997 (1978).

some note must be made of the area‘s geology and available
water supply. The area lies between two mountain ranges and
at one time had an elevation far greater than that of the
current flood plain. OVer time the Rio Grande River cut
through the sediments to a depth of about 100 feet, and
redeposited in this area what the experts refer to as recent
alluvium. This first 80 to 100 feet of recent alluvium
underlying the area contains water which has a high mineral
content, and thus for irrigation purposes is of a poor
quality. The depth of this shallow area varies throughout
the valley, but at about 200 feet and below, there is
sediment known as the Santa Fe formation. At this depth the
water has a much lower min ral content, is of a higher
quality and is considered preferable for irrigation purposes.
The actual depth of the Santa Fe formation, or deep water,
is not known, but some records show this high quality water
at a depth of 12,000 feet. Though movement of water is
difficult between the shallow area and the deep aquifer,
there is no impermeable barrier and the two sections therefore
form a single aquifer system.
The significance of this phenomenon for our purposes
is that any withdrawal of water from the deep portions of
the aquifer creates a gradient hetwaen the two sections
which results in water from the shallow portion being drawn
downward and then becoming part of the water which is
withdrawn from the Santa Fe formation. This is knoWn as
a leaky artesian aquifer condition. Of course the greater
the rate of withdrawal, the greater the drawdown of the poor
quality water. The consequence of this is that the qualitt
of the deep water deteriorates as the shallow mineralized
water moves downward, and in time the deep water becomes less
J
'ient is
{1:
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useful for irrigation purposes. This vertical gr
not reversed during nonupumping periods, so the deterioration

can be expected to continue with each pumping period and to
be permanent. Additionally, as the drawdown continues, the
water level in the shallow portion of the aquifer is lowered,
and at some point, the highly mineralized drain water in the
area will be intercepted and that also will be drawn down
into the deep aquifer.
None of the experts could specify how much water
there is in the Santa Fe formation. Though the United
States Geological Survey has done a study to determine this
fact, the results were not available at trial. However, all
estimates are that there is a vast quantity of water in the
area, and this being the only evidence available, the Court
so finds.
Though withdrawal of water from this aquifer
occurred as early as 1890 or l900, no real development
of the underground water occurred until the 1950's.
Because of severe drought conditions at that time, many
farmers drilled irrigation wells to supplement the little
surface water that was available. Most of these wells
were drilled to less than 200 feet, and thus drew water
almost exclusively from the shallow aquifer. Following
this period in the fifties, surface water was adequate,
and most wells were not regularly pumped until the early 1970*s
when once more there were drought conditions. The wells
of the 1950's were again used, and many completely new or
. ,. . 2 .
replacement wells were sunk in addition. Most of these walls
2Also at this time, the limitation inc
he reclamation laws prohibiting use of reclama
on farms larger than 160 acres was revived. 1
the area to develop underground water supplies. Thus
some of the drilling was motivated by both drought conditions
and the need to establish an alternative water supply as
insurance against future enforcement of the 160 acre
limitation.

were constructed to a depth below 200 feet and thus drew
better quality water from the deeper Santa Fe formation. It
was at about this time that the EBID wells were constructed.
The well drilling program first began to be studied
in the late 1960‘s as a result of inquiries from some of the
farmers in the district about the possibility of EBID
making underground water available to supplement the surface
or "project" water in dry years. The EBID Board, together
with the Bureau of Reclamation investigated the possibility
with geological and legal consultants, and visited the Salt
River Irrigation Project in Arizona which has over 230
wells. However, no study was made to determine what the
impact of such a program might be on the Mesilla Valley and
this particular aquifer. lNonetheless, EBID decided to
construct five deep water wells. The decision was made that
financing for the wells was to be from the reserve fund of
the District, which consisted of moneys accumulated over a
60 year period from the sale by EBID of excess water.‘3 It
was contemplated that the sale of the well water would
eventually cover both the initial construction and continuing
production costs of the wells;
Once EBID made this decision, it consulted
with the Bureau of Reclamation and others on the question
of where to place the wells. The Bureau was requested t
provide a list of proposed sites, based on the three
A
:riteria that the government have fee simple title to
‘the ri'ht—ofrway, that there be access to three phase
ricity and that the site not be closer than one
i“
._l
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cuarter or one half mile from any private well. When
3“Excess water" is any water over two acre feet
x Lch is sold to the users in the District so: a separate
f:t, atart iron the general assessment.

EBID received the prOposed list, it chose the sites based
upon the availability of fee simple title and three phase
electricity, as well as the permeability of the ground.
The District had sent a mailing to the farmers asking
them of their interest in purchasing the well water, but the
return was minimal. However, from what was learned, EBID also
tried to choose sites in the area of the greatest demand for
the water. It should be noted that this mailing was the
full extent to which the farmers in the District were consulted
concerning the location of the wells.
The result of this search was that the wells are
located in a cluster approximately 60 or 70 miles south of
Caballo Dam, which is near the northern boundary of EBID,
and about 20 or 25 miles north of the southern boundary,
thus placing the well field in the middle of the southern
half of the District. The first well was drilled in 1973,
and the others within a year or so thereafter. Though the
first well is substantially deeper than the others, it being
screened between the depths of 310 and 680 feet, the other
four are screened at about the same depth, that is between
145 and 180 feet at the top and 370 and 480 feet at the
bottom. Four of the wells discharge into the East Side
canal, while one empties into the Louisiana lateral which
subsequently runs into the East Side canal.
While the wells were operational in l975, no water
was pumped until the 1977 irrigation season. This was
because 1975 and 1976 were "full allotment” years in that
three acre feet of water per water right acre, which is the
amount considered sufficient for production of the average
crop on the Rio Grande, was available from the surface water
stored by EBID. When there is such a situation, EBID does

not pump the wells. However. in 197?, there was only
enough surface water for‘an allotment of 15 acre inches per
water right acre. Consequently the pumps were turned on in
the middle of March and they ran continuously, 24 hours a
day, until the latter part of August. EBID withdrew approxi~
mately 59 acre feet of water per day, for a total withdrawal
in 1977 of about 9500 acre feet of water. Again in 978
E._J
there was insufficient water for a full allotment and only 9
acre inches per water right acre were delivered. As a
result the pumps were again turned onr The 1978 pumping
season was more erratic however with the wells being pumped
continuously from the latter part of March through April,
then being turned off during May, and pumped again from June
through early August. The rate of withdrawal was about 58
acre feet per day, but the total withdrawal was only about
5600 acre feet.
During this period of continuous pumping by the
District, the farmers in the area noticed a dramatic change
in the performance of their own private farm wells. What
had formerly been satisfactory wells in terms of quantity
and quality of water pumpedr became what are called “lazy
s, the amount of water discharged
H.
eights” or ”lazy tens." That
fell off, the wells experienced some surging in that they
pumped both air and water, and some began pumping a great
deal of sand. As an example, one farmer testified he had a
-1.
L..
H.
well that, prior to the l9?7 irr- at on season pumped 2800
gallons of water per minute, but pumped only 2200 gallons during
the 1977 EBID pumping and only 2500 gallons during the 1978
M
pumping. This is typical of the effect the farmers ob-erved.
This drop in discharge in 1977 and 1978 resulted in a less
efficient and more expensive irrigation season for the
’mers in that it took longer to irrigate an area, thereby
1i]
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increasing their energy costs, due to the longer running of
the pumps and the increased lift necessary to produce the
same quantity of water as before, and their labor costs.
The farmers attributed responsibility for this
effect to the EBID wells. While there was no technical
evidence which singled out the effect of the EBID pumping
from all other pumping in the area, the weight of the
evidence would seem to support the farmers” conclusion. The
pumping practices among the farmers themselves are such that
a single farmer‘s wells run only about one Week out of four.
-Though there is no formal coordination among the farms, it
has been evidenced over the years that this pattern does not
cause any substantial interference with other wells- In
fact, in 1977 and 1978, when EBID shut off its wells and the
farmers continued to pump theirs, the interference ceased
after a short recovery period. It appears therefore that
the continuous high volume pumping of the EBID wells over
many months is responsible for the problems the adjacent
farmers are experiencing.
When the farmers in the well field area realized
the impact the EBID wells were having, they formed a protest
group and attempted to dissuade the Board of Directors from
continuing the well water program. The protestants, who are
in large part the plaintiffs in this case, were and still
are of the philosophy that there are sufficient private
wells in the Valley so that, through a system of farmer to
’armer cooperation, all water needs can be satisfied both in
times of drought and otherwise. They View the District
wells as unnecessary, and harmful to the extent that they
affect the productivity of surrounding Wells and lead to the
deterioration of the water quality in the aquifer. The
District on the other hand believes that its program

is not only necessary, particularly for small farmers who
cannot afford to drill their own wells and would not be able
to make a crop without the well water, but also the most
efficient and practical long range use of the water.
Despite efforts by the protestants to prove the feasibility
of a cooperative system, the EBID directors maintained their
position and did not halt the pumping program.
Beyond the philosophical arguments the protestants
also object to the clustering of all the Wells in this one
area. They are concerned that they suffer all the impact of
the wells, but that the benefit goes to the entire District.
On this point the Board has argued that the site selection
was made objectively, and that the demonstrated effect is a
savings of water for everyone in the District. That is, in
order to deliver 60 acre feet of water to the well field
area, which is what is pumped daily by the wells, BBID has
to release about 75 acre feet of water from Caballo Dam.
Because the wells are located south of the middle of the
District, the effect is to lessen transportation losses by
15 acre feet daily and save water for the members of the
District. Again, the protestants did not prevail on this
issue in front of the EBID Board, and ultimately filed this
lawsuit.
The question of the authority of the federal
defendants to allow EBID to drill wells on the government
0
wned rights—of—way was raised in the Motions for summary
.ment but not decided. The plaintiffs argue that the
.1
I
r.
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O‘al license to drill wells granted by defendant Kirby to
3319 was not within his authority under 43 U.S.C. § 387(b),
and further that no determination that such use would not be
incompatible with the purposes for which the lands are held
yes cede, though such is required‘

The relevant statute provides:
The Secretary, in his discretion, may ...(b) grant
leases and licenses for periods not to exceed
fifty years ... Such ... grants shall be made only
when, in the judgment of the Secretary, their
exercise will not be incompatible with the purposes
for which the lands or interests in lands are l
being administered. 43 U.S.C. S 387[b}. I
The government has established the necessary authority in :
defendant Kirby, as Project Superintendent, to exercise the
discretion of the Secretary of the Interior, and the only
question is whether the use by EBID is incompatible with the
use of the lands for reclamation purposes. The evidence at
trial established that the use by EBID has not interfered
with the necessary use of the rights-of—way by the Bureau.
Neither the use of the surface land nor the use of the
canals and ditches for transportation of the water has been
problematic. In fact, since the entire purpose of the
Project is to deliver water for irrigation, the wells have
aided this purpose by providing better quality water, and
reducing transportation losses from Caballo Dam. Therefore,
the Court concludes that the federal defendants had authority
to allow EBID to construct its wells on the rights—of—way
and no showing of incompatibility has been made.
Given this conclusion, and the fact that the Court
determined on the motions for summary judgment that EBID :as
authority to construct wells and to pump and sell underground
water, the first claim of the plaintiffs is that this program
cannot be continued because, as evidenced by the problems
P. they have had with their wells, the result 5 an impairment
of their prior appropriated water rights. EBID argues firs"
that the plaintiffs have not established the requisite
standing to complain, and second that if they have, the only
'“ airment demonstrated is to the wells of the plaintiffs
1m?
and not to their water rights.
*4
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EBID's argument concerning standing is based on
case law holding that where prior appropriators attempt to
enjoin a subsequent appropriation of water from a closed
basin, the burden is on the former to establish "the amount
[of water] required by them for reasonable beneficial
purposes.” Pecos Valley Artesian Conservancy District v.
Feters, 52 N.M. 148, 153 (1948). This would include proof
at least of the date of the original appropriation and the
amount of water actually applied to a beneficial use as well
as‘the fact of continuous use. Until this burden is met,
EBID argues the plaintiffs have no standing and that it has
no obligation to prove the availability of surplus water for
appropriation by it. Pecos Valley v. Peters, supra.
To label the above requirement as being one of
“standing" as EBED does is misleading for it is not a
preliminary jurisdictional requirement as the term usually
implies. The burden on the prior appropriators as outlined
in Pecos Valley V. Peters, supra, is simply a statement of
what must be proved and by whom in a situation where there
is a claim of a limited amount of water and rights to that
water are actually being adjudicated. Such is not the
situation here. No one has claimed that there is not enough
water in the aquifer for both the plaintiffs and REID? In
fact, there was evidence that some of the plaintiffs have
drilled wells after EBID, and thus they could not claim that
there is insufficient water. Therefore, the requirements of
proof in an adjudication situation or the ”standing" requirement
as EBID labels it, are not applicable here, and any lack of
impairment
in
proof of such does not bar consideration of th
ouesrion.
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In New Mexico the underground waters have been
declared to be public waters, and "to be subject to appropri~
ation for beneficial use within the state of New Mexico."
Section 72—12—18, N.M.Stat.Ann. (1978). As with surface
water, this right to appropriate is limited and defined by
the rights of prior appropriators in the same water system,
which rights are in turn measured by actual beneficial use
of the water. Yeo v. Tweedx, 34 N.M. 611 (1929); State v.
Hears, 86 N.M. 510 (1974). No appropriation is allowed
where the result is an impairment of an established water
' right. Therefore, the question in this case is whether the
lowering of the water table in combination with the in—
creasing degradation of the quality of the water resulting
from the pumping of the EBID wells amounts to an impairment
of the plaintiffs' water rights.
While the New Mexico courts have consistently
declined to define the Concept of "impairment of existing
rights," Heine V. Reynolds, 69 N.M. 398 (1962); gathers v.
Texaco, Inc., 77 N.M. 239 (1966), the supreme court has held
that
the lowering of the water table does not nec—
essarily constitute an impairment of the water
rights of adjoining appropriators.
City of Roswell v. Reynolds, 86 N.M. 249, 253 (1974). The
court also reached this conclusion in Mathers v. Texaco,
EEEEEI and held that the
... lowering of the water level in the wells of
protestants, together with the resulting increase
in pumping costs and the lowering of pumping
yields, does not constitute an impairment of the
rights of protestants as a matter of law. These
are inevitable results of the beneficial use by I
the public of these waters.
77 N.M. at 246; In so holding the court reversed a district
court finding of impairment which had been based on the rule
t t ”the taking of any water from the basin, which could
L...Ll
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never be replaced, amounted to impairment of existing rights ”
Mathers_y Tegaco, suEra at 244. The court held this rule
a
_,___J
erpetuity
“U
inappropriate because it included the concept of
in the delimition of water rights. The court found that
such was not possible, for if it were, then in any limited
water situation, the granting of any permit beyond the
initial one would constitute an impairment.
If a water right does not include the element of
peroetuity and if the lowering of the water table does not
constitute imnairment in a limited water situation, the same
is equally if not more true in a situation where the limits
of the water are unknown. That is, while not only is the
lowering of the water table simply an inevitable result of
the use of the water, but the impact of such is substantially
less also. While the New Mexico court has not addressed
this issue of the lowering of a water table in the context
of an open basin, the Court is satisfied that the rationale
of the above cases is applicable.
However, in this case there is an additional
factor which must be considered in determining impairment,
nd that is, the increasing salinity of the water. In
o
Heine v. Regnolds, 69 N.M. 398 (l962), the supreme court
upheld the denial by the State Engineer of an application
for a change in well location which was based not on the
availability of water but on the fact that increased pumping
in the new area would raise the salt content of the water
and would constitute impairment. The court found that
the gradual increase of the salt content oi the
water in the Basin, due to increased pumping,
could well prove to be disastrous to the entire ,
Basin, even though the increase of the salt
content attributable to one well would be very
small ...
A”. .. __.___,,__..,__r..... m.._,..,_....... W.__._i____. _._..____,.,._.. ____.,._...-—. .

69 N.M. at 402- Similarly, in City of Roswell v. Reynolds,
86 N.M. 249 (1974) the court affirmed a district court order
upholding the State Engineer‘s ruling that the City of
Roswell be granted only a conditional permit for a change
in well location. The conditions were imposed as a result
of the findings by the State Engineer that granting the
City's request without limitation would result in such
an increase in the salinity of the water as would constitute
an impairment of the rights of others.
In both these cases the court upheld findings of
impairment where there was a limited water situation,
and both a lowering of the water table and an increase in
the mineralization of the water. Though the court acknowledged
the difficulty the State Engineer would have in assessing I
the impact of a single well in terms of the resulting increase
in salinity, the task was possible because there was a
finite quantity of water. The situation in this case is
different. There is a gradual mineralization occurring, but
the impact on the aquifer is unknown. Just as a lowering of
the water table is a simple incidence of the use of the
water, so is an increase in salinity. It is only when both
reach a certain level that any impairment is found to result.
As already noted, the only evidence before the Court is that
there are vast, but not yet quantified, water resources in
this area. Until there is a sphere within which to assess
impact, there can be no determination of whether the effects
observed here from the EBID wells amount to impairment of
the water rights of the plaintiffs.
The Court realizes that to the farmers in the area
there is no problem in assessing the impact. But the effects
they have observed relate only to the functioning of their
wells and not to the integrity of their wacer rights.
_15_.

And there may be a remedy for what has occurred. See Tevis
v. Mcgraei, 72 N.Mu 134 (1963). Further, at some point the
interference with the performance of their wells might
become, for all practical purposes, a question of water
right impairment. HoweverF at this point in time there is
ample water of an acceptable quality available and it is
economically feasible to pump it. Therefore, on this
record, the Court finds that there has been no impairment
established at this time.
The Court is aware that a United States Geological
'jurvey report is soon to be released which may shed considerable
light on the quantity of water available, and the current
deterioration rate in the area. Because of the significance
of the quantity of water in the basin to this decision, the
Court will maintain continuing jurisdiction over this case,
and if necessary or if requested, could consider the impairment
question again in the future.
The second claim of the plaintiffs is that transpore
tation of the well water through EBID‘s system of earthen
ditches results in excessive losses and waste. The plaintiffs
argue that these seepage and transportation losses are multiplied
because EBID transports well water more than a mile and a
half from its source, which is in violation of State Engineer
regulations} There is no doubt that the waste of water is
not a beneficial use of the same and cannot be tolerated in
this state. State v;_McLean, 62 N.H. 264 (1957}. However,
rom unreasonable
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the testimony at trial concerning waste
carriage and seepage losses due to the use of earthen canals
was inconclusive. There was evidence that based on Bureau
eclamation figures for the past 20 years, the East Side
canal system experiences an aVerage carriage loss of 45
that iniS loss is excessive. However, all the experts
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the State Engineer does not have jurisdiction over this
basin, and while his regulations do not technically apply
here, there is no reason to exempt the water pumped by BBID
from a Court imposed restriction of a similar nature.
Neither the fact that the water is within an open basinr nor
the fact that EBID is a quasiemunicipal corporation as
opposed to an individual, nor the f—ct that the well water
is codingled with surface water in the system is reason to
allow BBlD to transport water without restriction. Therefore,
the Court will require that all water pumped from any EBID
well be used within one and one half miles of the well which
is the source of the water.
The final claim made by the plaintiffs is that the
distribution method adopted by EBID for the well water is
improper because the water is not apportioned pro rats to
the lands assassed. As it now operates, EBID determines
what quantity of well water will be made available on a per
water right acre basis throughout the District, and charges
a separate fee for that amount. In l977 the District originally
sold the water on a first come, first serve basis with no
restrictions on amount, but later allowed each purchaser to
buy one acre foot per water right acre. In 1978, the District
allowed the purchase of four acre inches per water right
acre. These quantity figures were chosen based upon the
expected demand from the farmers and were not based on any
7/
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ortionment of the water among all members in the District.
that is, because the projected demand was less than the
_'.1
total possible demand, the District was able to allot larger
a
cusntities of well water per water right acre than would
a
have been available if the water had been apportioned.
However, there was no discrimination among the users in the
?' trict and the water was available to everyone on a“ eiual
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Stahmann v. Elephant Butte Irrigation District, 61 N.M. 68
(1956) for this proposition and argues that the Court
should not interfere with the internal management decisions
that EBID has made.
The statutes in New Mexico provide in several
sections for the apportionment of water among the member
users in the District. Those statutes governing irrigation
districts formed to cooperate with the United States under
the reclamation laws, which includes EBID, provide that:
All waters distributed [by the irrigation district]
shall be apportioned to each landowner or entryman
pro rata to the lands assessed under this act
within such district.
Section 73ml0—16, N.M.Stat.Ann. (1978}. This section
mandates that any water provided by the District be distributed
on a pro rata basis. It cannot be read as being limited
only to surface water for the section applies to "all
waters." Presumably, if the District has the authority to
pump and sell well waterf as the Court has held it does, and
to use the same in fulfilling its purpose of providing
irrigation water in the area, then that water is subject to
the same apportionment rules as apply to surface water. The
fact that it is underground water does not exempt it from
these requirements once it becomes part of the District's
general supply of irrigation water.
The case of Stahmann v. EBID, supra, does not hold
to the contrary. The question decided in that case was
I‘,‘
:hether EBID had the authority to assess and collect charges
uoolemental water on a basis other than the cost to the
H
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District of obtaining and distributing that water, and the,
court held that it did. This case is not concerned with
EEID‘s water pricing system, but rather with its distribution
scheme. The Court recognizes the authority of the District
to formulate its own pricing program, and does not intend
t
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issue. They claim that any funds accumulated over the years
have had their source in the charges and assessments levied
against the users in the District, and that to use these
funds for the construction of wells, the benefit of which is
not apportioned pro rata throughout the District, is discriminatory.
The crux of plaintiffs' claim rests on EBID's
failure to apportion the well water on a pro rata basis and
its insistence in the Stipulation of Facts that it had no
plans to apportion the well water. The Court having ruled
for the plaintiffs on that issue, the Court finds that the
plaintiffs' Motion for partial sunmary judgment and EBID’S
Motion to dismiss are merged in this decision on the merits
and that no separate ruling is required.
Accordingly, the Court will enter an Order dis~
missing the complaint as to the federal defendants, and
denying any injunctive relief based upon the claims of
impairment of water rights or waste, at this time. However,
the Court will order that EBID not transport any well water
more than one and a half miles from its source, and that all
well water be apportioned pro rate to the lands assessed
M :éjal
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within the District.
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IN THE UNITED sTATES DISTRICT COURT Luihk_m
amt
FOR THE DISTRICT or NEW MEXICO “m“m____mdseeia
693‘ ii an
AMADOR D. MESTAS, et al.,
Plaintiffs ,
VS.
ELEPHANT BUTTE IRRIGATION “ 3"””V“Tw
DISTRICTr et al.,
Defendants. CIV. N0. 78-138—B
STIPULATION _
COME NOW the Plaintiffs and the Defendant Elephant Butte
Irrigation District and stipulate and agree as follows:
1. That this matter has heretofore been decided by judgment
entered June 12, 1979 which judgment was appealed to the Tenth
Circuit Court of Appeals. ,
2. That on April 14, 1981, the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals
did issue a decision in said case vacating the judgment of the
District Court entered on June 12, 1979, and remanding the matter
for consideration of the effect of the State Engineer of New MeXICO
declaring portions of the land within Elephant Butte Irrigation
District to be a declared basin and further to consider federal
subject matter jurisdiction3. That the parties desire to settle and reSOlVe the issues
in the above cause and this stipulation shall be a settlement of
all issues in said cause.
4. The parties stipulate and agree that the Court may enter
judgment in which judgment shall Contain the following provisions:
A. Plaintiffs' complaint shall be dismissed as to the
federal defendants.
B. Plaintiffs' request for injunctiVe relief against the
Defendant Elephant Butte Irrigation District based on the
claims of impairment of water rights or waste shall be denied
at this time.
MnWT YVJ QPZ7T uni onnvlnTrnT
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C. That water pumped from underground wells, now in
existence or hereafter constructed, shall not be transported
a distance in excess of one and one—half miles from the well
which is the source of supply and therefore Elephant Butte
Irrigation District shall be enjoined from transporting
underground water pumped from its existing or anyifuture
constructed wells a distance in excess of one and oneehalf
miles.
D. The Defendant Elephant Butte Irrigation District, in
the distribution of all underground water pumped and sold by
it, shall apportion such water to each landowner or entryman
on a pro rata basis to the lands assessed within the District;
provided, however, that the order of the Court shall reflect
that Elephant Butte Irrigation District shall be permitted to
pump said wells as may be required in order to comply with
§72— 12— 8 NMSA 1975 or otherwise in order to preserve its
accrued water rights, subject to the carriage limitations as
may be applicable at the time.
The Defendant Elephant Butte Irrigation District has
adepted a resolution, a copy of which is attached hereto as
Exhibit A, authorizing the sale or lease of its water rights
appurtenant to said wells to the City of Las Cruces or other
appropriate parties. ;It is understood that the apportiOnment
provisions of this stipulation and judgment to be entered are
applicable to the Irrigation District and shall not apply in
the event of a sale or lease to the City of Las Cruces or
other appropriate parties, except as to the extent such may be
applicable to those entities under any applicab1e_law or
regulation- It is agreed that in the event Elephant Butte
Irrigation District should sale or lease any water rights
appurtenant to any of its Wells to the City of Las Cruces or
other entity, the ground water from the existing sells shall
000/900@ MmIT YVH 952:?” Hm nnnzmT/nT
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not be pumped from those wells and transported to the leasing
or purchasing entity,
but the Well location shall he changed.
subject to state law.
E- That the Court may retain continuing jurisdiction
over this case and the issues decided herein.
BIVINS, WEINBRENNER, . MARTIN,
RICHARDS & PAULOWSKY, P.A.
1 I / f 'l
33?th ' me, E
WILLIAM w. BIVINS
P.O- Drawer 0
LUTZ,
CRESSWELL
'. 5-“ '.
P.O. Draw
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88004 Las Cruces, New Mexico 83004
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Attorneys for Elephant Butte
Irrigation District
NONI Wt? L_izT ram an7/nT/nT

RESOLUTION _
BE IT RESOLVED that the Elephant Butte Irrigation District
should preserve its water rights of the five deep wells and shall
lease them to the City 0f Las Cruces or other entities on terms
agreeable te the Board on the cdndition that the location of the
wells shall be mated to locatioz'is which will not adversely affect
the water rights of the members of the District. Prior to leasing
of the water rights for these wells, the wells shall only he used
to the extent necessary to preserve the District's water rights
in these wells.
EXHIBIT A
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ANADOR D. MESTAS, et al., 5:
Plaintiffs,
vs. CIV NO. 78—l38—B
ELEPHANT BUTTE IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, et al.,
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Defendan LSu _:—§‘_,H-’7Lj
MEMORANDUM OPINION
This suit arises out of a dispute over rights to
the underground water in an open basin in southern_New
Mexico. It comes to this court for resolution as an incidence
of sharp differences in philosophy concerning water management,
and the difficulty of making decisions about water rights in
this state that are accepted as equitable by all. The
significance of this dispute particularly for the Mesilla
Valley has not escaped the Court's attention. And while
the resolution of the controversy at this stage is the
reaponsibility of the Court, it does not claim to have the
panacea for the problems of an arid and dry climate“ rDespite
its efforts in this case, the subject of water rights will
always be a matter of great controversy“
The plaintiffs in this case are memberwusers of
the Elephant Butte Irrigation District (EBID) and they
have brought suit for deClaratory and injunctive relief
against the District and the United States, through the
Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, and '
the Rio Grande Project Superintendent, Hr. Kirby, alleging
that as a result of the pumping of five deep water wells

drilled by EBID on Reclamation rightswofmway, their
prior appropriation and use of the underground water has
been impaired. They claim that the federal defendants
have no authority to allow the drilling of the wells on
the rights—of—way, and that EBID has no authority to con—
struct such wells and to pump and sell underground water.
However, if such authorities exist, they allege that the
pumping program must be enjoined because the result is
an impairment of their water rightsr and waste. Further,
they claim that any water permissibly pumped by EBID must
be apportioned pro rate to all lands assessed within the
District.
The federal defendants have denied any lack of
authority or any actions inconsistent with the relevant
statutes. Similarly, EBID has denied any lack of authority
to drill for and pump the underground water. Further,
it has denied any impairment of the plaintiffs' rights and
claims that its method of apportionment of the Well water
is proper.
Cross motions for sunmary judgment were filed
by all parties on the question of the authority of the
federal defendants to allow EBID to use government rightsm
of—way for the drilling of wells and the authority of EBID
to pump and sell underground wateru The Court found the
first question to be an inappropriate one for resolution
on the motion for summary judgment, and so did not rule
on it. However, on the question of EBID's authority, the
Court granted partial summary judgment in favor of EBID,
and held that it had authority, as an irrigation district
created by Statute, to deal in lands and water rights,
and that this authority encompassed ErlD's actions in this
case. (See Memorandum Opinion and Order of Beoember 2i,

1978). Decision on all other issues was reserved for trial,
which was held on January 8, 1979. The Court has considered
the evidence and argument presented at trial and in post
trial briefs, and enters this Opinion as its Findings
of Fact and Conclusions of Law.
The Rio Grande Project was constructed by the
United States as a result of the passage of the Reclamation
Act of 1902, and the EBID, whose lands are a part of the
Rio Grande Project, was established under New Mexico law
to cooperate with the federal government in its effort
to reclaim these arid lands.l Under the original contract
dated November 9, 1937, the Bureau of Reclamation was
responsible for the operation and maintenance of the storage
and delivery system for the irrigation water within the
District. EBID was responsible for assessing and collect—
ing the fees and charges for the water from the users
in the District, as well as for the repayment to the government
of the construction costs for the project. This repayment
was accomplished in 1971 and as of January 1, 1979, EBID
has taken over all responsibility for operation and maintenance
of the system. The Bureau of Reclamation simply makes an
allotment of water to EBID and then EBID is responsible
for the operation of the system, distribution of water,
and collection of fees.
The significance of EBID's well drilling program
can only be appreciated in the context of the particular
hydrological characteristics of the area in question,
which is that part of the Mesilla Valley between Las Cruces
and approximately Mesquite. Therefore, before proceeding
1For an excellent history of the Reclamation
laws and their purposes, see generally, State of California
v. United States, 46 U.S.L.W. 4997 (1978).

some note must be made of the area's geology and available
water supply. The area lies between two mountain ranges and
at one time had an elevation far greater than that of the
current flood plain. Over time the Rio Grande River out
through the sediments to a depth of about 130 feet, and
redeposited in this area what the experts refer to as recent
alluvium. This first 80 to 100 feet of recent alluvium
underlying the area contains water which has a high mineral
content, and thus for irrigation purposes is of a poor
quality, The depth of this shallow area varies throughout
the valley, but at about 200 feet and below, there is
sediment known as the Santa Fe formation. At this depth the
water has a much lower mineral content, is of a higher
lit wnd is considered preferable for irrigation purposes.
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The actual depth of the Santa Fe formation, or deep water,
is not known, but some records show this high quality water
at a depth of l2,000 feet. Though movement of water is
difficult between the shallow area and the deep aquifer,
there is no impermeable barrier and the two sections therefore
form a single aquifer system.
The significance of this phenomenon for our purposes
is that any with rawal of water from the deep portions of
the aquifer creates a gradient between the two sections
which results in water from the shallow portion being draWn
downward and then becoming part of the water which is
withdrawn from the Santa Fe formation. This is known as
a leaky artesian aquifer condition. Of course the greater
the rate of withdrawal, the greater the drawdown of the poor
quality water. The consequence of this is that the qualitp
of the deep water deteriorates as the shallow mineralized
1.
water mOVES doanard, and in time the seep water becomes less
useful for irrigation purposes. This Vertical gradient is
y.“
not reversed during nonnpumping fer ods, so the deterioration

can be expected to continue with each pumping period and to
be permanent. Additionally, as the drawdown continues, the
water level in the shallow portion of the aquifer is lowered,
and at some point, the highly mineralized drain water in the
area will be intercepted and that also will be drawn down
into the deep aquifer.
None of the experts could specify how much water
there is in the Santa Fe formation. Though the United
States Geological Survey has done a study to determine this
fact, the results were not available at trial. However, all
estimates are that there is a vast quantity of water in the
area, and this being the only evidence available, the Court
so finds.
Though withdrawal of water from this aquifer
occurred as early as 1890 or 1900, no real development
of the underground water occurred until the l950's.
Because of severe drought conditions at that time, many
farmers drilled irrigation wells to supplement the little
surface water that was available. Most of these wells
were drilled to less than 200 feet, and thus drew water
almost exclusively from the shallow aquifer‘ Following
this period in the fifties, surface water was adequate,
and most wells were not regularly pumped until the early 1970’s
when once more there were drought conditions. The wells
of the 1950‘s were again used, and many completely new or
. ,. . 2 ,
replacement wells were sunk in addition. Most of these wells
2Also at this time, the limitation included in
the reclamation laws prohibiting use of reclamation water
on farms larger than 160 acres was revived. The threat
of its enforcement forced many of the larger farmers in
the area to develop underground water supplies. Thus
some of the drilling was motivated by both drought cond
and the need to establish an alternative water supply 8
insurance against future enforcement of the 160 acre
limitation.

were constructed to a depth below 200 feet and thus drew
better quality water from the deeper Santa Fe formation. It
was at about this time that the EBID wells were constructed.
The well drilling program first began to be studied
in the late 1960's as a result of inquiries from some of the
farmers in the district about the possibility of EBID
making underground water available to supplement the surface
or "project“ water in dry years, The EBID Board, together
with the Bureau of Reclamation investigated the possibility
with geological and legal consultants, and visited the Salt
River Irrigation Project in Arizona which has over 230
wells. Howeverr no study was made to determine what the
impact of such a program might be on the Mesilla Valley and
this particular aquifer. INonetheless, EBID decided to
construct five deep water wells& The decision was made that
financing for the wells was to be from the reserve fund of
the District, which consisted of moneys accumulated over a
60 year period from the sale by EBID of excess water.3 It
was contemplated that the sale of the well water would
eventually cover both the initial construction and continuing
production costs of the wells{
Once EBID made this decision, it consulted
with the Bureau of Reclamation and others on the question
of where to place the wells. The Bureau was requested to
provide a list of proposed sites, based-on the three
criteria that the government have fee simple title to
‘the right—ofeway, that there be access to three phase
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EBID received the proposed list, it chose the sites based
upon the availability of fee simple title and three phase
electricity, as well as the permeability of the ground.
The District had sent a mailing to the farmers asking
them of their interest in purchasing the well water, but the
return was minimal. However, from what was learned, EBID also
tried to choose sites in the area of the greatest demand for
the water. It should be noted.that this mailing was the
full extent to which the farmers in the District were consulted
concerning the location of the wells.
The result of this search was that the wells are
located in a cluster approximately 60 or 70 miles south of
Caballo Dam, which is near the northern boundary of EBID,
and about 20 or 25 miles north of the southern boundary,
thus placing the well field in the middle of the southern
half of the District. The first well was drilled in 1973,
and the others within a year or so thereafter. Though the
first well is substantially deeper than the others, it being
screened between the depths of 310 and 680 feet, the other
four are screened at about the same depth, that is between
145 and 180 feet at the top and 370 and 480 feet at the
bottom. Four of the wells discharge into the East Side
canal, while one empties into the Louisiana lateral which
subsequently runs into the East Side canal.
While the wells were operational in 1975, no water
was pumped until the 1977 irrigation season. This was
because 1975 and 1976 were ”full allotment“ years in that
three acre feet of water per water right acre, which is the
amount considered sufficient for production of the average
crop on the Rio Grande, was available from the surface water
stored by EBID. when there is such a situation, EBiL does

not pump the wells. However, in l97?, there was only
enough surface water for'an allotment of 15 acre inches per
water right acre. Consequently the pumps were turned on in
the middle of March and they ran continuously, 24 hours a
day, until the latter part of August. EBED withdrew approxi~
mately 59 acre feet of water per day, for a total withdrawal
in 1977 of about 9500 acre feet of water. Again in l978
there was insufficient water for a full allotment and only 9
acre inches per water right acre were deliVered. As a
result the pumps were again turned on. The 1978 pumping
-season was more erratic however with the wells being pumped
continuously from the latter part of March through April,
then being turned off during May, and pumped again from June
through early August. The rate of withdrawal was about 58
acre feet per day, but the total withdrawal was only abOut
5600 acre feet.
During this period of continuous pumping by the
District, the farmers in the area noticed a dramatic change
in the performance of their OWn private farm wells. What
had formerly been satisfactory wells in terms of quantity
and quality of water pumped, became what are called "lazy
eights" or "lazy tens." That is, the amount of water discharged
fell off, the wells experienced some surging in that they
pumped both air and water, and some began pumping a great
deal of sand. As an example, one farmer testified he had a
well that, prior to the 1977 irrigation season pumped 2800
gallons of water per minute, but pumped only 2200 gallons during
the 1977 EBID pumping and only 2500 gallons during the 1978
(D.
pumping. This is typical of the effect the farmers ohserv d.
This drop in discharge in 1977 an 1978 resulted in a less
=fficient and more expensive irrigation season for the
5" cars in that it took longer to irrigate an area, thereby
a. '>“
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increasing their energy costs, due to the longer running of
the pumps and the increased lift necessary to produce the
same quantity of water as before, and their labor costs.
The farmers attributed responsibility for this
effect to the EBID wells. While there was no technical
evidence which singled out the effect of the EBID pumping
from all other pumping in the area, the weight of the
evidence would seem to support the farmers' conclusion. The
pumping practices among the farmers themselves are such that
a single farmer's wells run only about One week out of four.
-Though there is no formal coordination among the farms, it
has been evidenced over the years that this pattern does not
cause any substantial interference with other wells. In
fact, in 1977 and 1978, when EBID shut off its walls and the
farmers continued to pump theirs, the interference ceased
after a short recovery period. It appears therefore that
the continuous high volume pumping of the EBID wells over
many months is responsible for the problems the adjacent
farmers are experiencing.
When the farmers in the well field area realized
the impact the EBID wells were having, they formed a protest
group and attempted to dissuade the Board of Directors from
continuing the well water program. The protestants, who are
in large part the plaintiffs in this case, were and still
are of the philosophy that there are sufficient private
wells in the Valley so that, through a system of farmer to
farmer cooperation, all water needs can be satisfied both in
Itimes of drought and otherwise. They view the District
wells as unnecessary, and harmful to the extent that they
affect the productivity of surrounding wells and lead to the
deterioration of the water quality in the aquifer. The
District on the other hand believes that its program

is not only necessary, particularly for small farmers who
cannot afford to drill their own wells and would not be able
to make a crop without the well water, but also the most
efficient and practical long range use of the water»
Deepite efforts by the protestants to prove the feasibility
of a cooperative system, the EBID directors maintained their
position and did not halt the pumping program.
Beyond the philosophical arguments the protestants
also object to the clustering of all the wells in this one
area. They are concerned that they suffer all the impact of
the wells, but that the benefit goes to the entire District.
On this point the Board has argued that the site selection
was made objectively, n that the demonstrated effect is a
savings of water for everyone in the Districtw That is, in
order to deliver 60 acre feet of water to the well field
area, which is what is pumped daily by the wells, EBID has
to release about 75 acre feet of water from Caballo Dam.
Because the wells are located south of the middle of the
District, the effect is to lessen transportation losses by
H‘!
15 acre feet daily and save water or the members of the
not prevail on this
DJ
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District. Again, the protestants
issue in front of the EBID Board, and ultimately filed this
lawsuit.
The question of the authority of the federal
defendants to allow EBID to drill wells on the government
owned rights—ofwway was raised in the Motions for summary
judgment but not decided“ The plaintiffs argue that the
oral license to drill wells granted by defendant Kirby to
B D was not within his authority under 43 U.S.C. S 387(b),
N
H
n further that no determination that such use would not be
DI
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incompatible with the purposes for which the lands are held
was made, though such is required.

The relevant statute provides:
The Secretary, in his discretion, may ...(b) grant
leases and licenses for periods not to exceed
fifty years ... Such ... grants shall be made only
when, in the judgment of the Secretary, their
exercise will not be incompatible with the purposes
for which the lands or interests in lands are
being administered. 43 U.S.C. S 387(b).
The government has established the necessary authority in
defendant Kirby, as Project Superintendent, to exercise the
discretion of the Secretary of the Interior, and the only
question is whether the use by EBID is incompatible with the
use of the lands for reclamation purposes. The evidence at
trial established that the use by EBID has not interfered
with the necessary use of the rights—ofwway by the Bureau.
Neither the use of the surface land nor the use of-the
canals and ditches for transportation of the water has been
problematic. In fact, since the entire purpose of the
Project is to deliver water for irrigation, the wells have
aided this purpose by providing better quality water, and
reducing transportation losses from Caballo Dam. Therefore,
the Court concludes that the federal defendants had authority
to allow EBID to construct its wells on the rightsHof—way
and no showing of incompatibility has been made.
Given this conclusion, and the fact that the Court
determined on the motions for summary judgment that EBID has
authority to construct wells and to pump and sell underground
water, the first claim of the plaintiffs is that this program
cannot be continued because, as evidenced by the problems
. they have had with their wells, the result is an impairment
of their prior appropriated water rights. EBID argues first
that the plaintiffs have not established the requisite
they have, the only
H
H\
standing to complain, and second that
impairment demonstrated is to the wells of the plaintiffs
and not to their water rights.
M . "V...

EBID's argument concerning standing is based on
case law holding that where prior appropriators attempt to
enjoin a subsequent appropriation of water from a closed
basin, the burden is on the former to establish "the amount
[of water] required by them for reasonable beneficial
purposes.“ Pecos Valley Artesian Conservancy District v.
Eaters, 52 N.M. 148, 153 (1948). This would include proof
at least of the date of the original appropriation and the
amount of water actually applied to a beneficial use as well
as‘the fact of continuous use. Until this burden is met,
.3310 argues the plaintiffs have no standing and that it has
no obligation to pr0ve the availability of surplus water for
appropriation by it. Pecos Valley v. Peters, supra.
To label the above requirement as being one of
“standing” as EBID does is misleading for it is not a
preliminary jurisdictional requirement as the term usually
implies. The burden on the prior appropriators as outlined
in Pecos Valley v. Peters, supra, is simply a statement of
what must be proved and by whom in a situation where there
is a claim of a limited amount of water and rights to that
water are actually being adjudicated. Such is not the
situation here. No one has claimed that there is not enough
water in the aquifer for both the plaintiffs and EBID, In
fact, there was evidence that some of the plaintiffs have
drilled wells after EBID, and thus they could not claim that
there is insufficient water. Therefore, the requirements of
proof in an adjudication situation or the "standing" requirement
as EBID labels it, are not applicable here, and any lack of
proof of such does not bar consideration of the impairment
question.

In New Mexico the underground waters have been
declared to be public waters, and “to be subject to apprOpri~
ation for beneficial use within the state of New Mexico."
Section 72ulZ—18, N.M.Stat.Ann. (1978). As with surface
water, this right to appropriate is limited and defined by
the rights of prior appropriators in the same water system,
which rights are in turn measured by actual beneficial use
of the water. Yeo v. Tweedi, 34 N.M. 611 (1929): State v.
iears, 86 N.M. 510 (1974). No appropriation is allowed
where the result is an impairment of an established water
right. Therefore, the question in this case is whether the
lowering of the water table in combination with the in—
creasing degradation of the quality of the water resulting
from the pumping of the EBID wells amounts to an impairment
of the plaintiffs' water rights.
While the New Mexico courts have consistently
declined to define the concept of "impairment of existing
rights," Heine v. Reynolds, 69 N.M. 398 (1962); gathers v.
Texaco, Inc., 77 N.M. 239 (1966), the supreme court has held
that
the lowering of the water table does not DBC*
essarily constitute an impairment of the water
rights of adjoining appropriators.
City of Roswell v. Reynolds, 86 N.M. 249, 253 (1974). The
court also reached this conclusion in Mathers v. Texaco,
supra, and held that the
... lowering of the water level in the wells of
protestants, together with the resulting increase
in pumping costs and the lowering of pumping
yields, does not constitute an impairment of the
rights of protestants as a matter of law. These
are inevitable results of the beneficial use by ;
the public of_these waters.
77 N.M. at 246; In so holding the court reversed a district
court finding of impairment which had been based on the rule
t-t "the taking of any water from the basin, which could
L...
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never be replaced, amounted to impairment of existing rights “
Mathers v. Texaco, supra at 244. The court held this rule
inappropriate because it included the concept of perpetuity
in the definition of water rights. The court found that
such was not possible, for if it were, then in any limited
water Situation, the granting of any permit beyond the
initial one would constitute an impairment.
If a water right does not include the element of
perpetuity and if the lowering of the water table does not
constitute impairment in a limited water situation, the same
is equally if not more true in a situation where the limits
of the water are unknown. That is, while not only is the
lowering of the water table simply an inevitable result of
the use of the water, but the impact of such is substantially
less also. While the New Mexico court has not addressed
this issue of the lowering of a water table in the context
of an open basin, the Court is satisfied that the rationale
H1
0 the above cases is applicable.
However, in this case there is an additional
factor which must he considered in determining impairment,
and that is, the increasing salinity of the water. In
Heine v. Reynolds, 69 N.M. 398 (l962), the supreme court
upheld the denial by the State Engineer of an application
I'I
well location which was based not on the
5
or a change i
availability of water but on the fact that increased pumping
in the new area would raise the salt content of the water
and would constitute impairment. The court found that
the gradual increase of the salt content oi the
water in the Basin, due to increased pumping,
could well prove to be disastrous to the entire 4
Basin, even though the increase of the salt
content attributable to one well would be very
small ...
an"...

69 N.M. at 402. Similarly, in City of Roswell v. Reynolds,
86 N.M. 249 (1974) the court affirmed a district court order
upholding the State Engineer‘s ruling that the City of
Roswell be granted only a conditional permit for a change
in well location. The conditions were imposed as a result
of the findings by the State Engineer that granting the
City's request without limitation would result in such
an increase in the salinity of the water as would constitute
an impairment of the rights of others.
In both these cases the court upheld findings of
impairment where there was a limited water situation,
and both a lowering of the water table and an increase in
the mineralization of the water. Though the court acknowledged
the difficulty the State Engineer would have in assessing
the impact of a single well in terms of the resulting increase
in salinity, the task was possible because there was a
finite quantity of water. The situation in this case is
different. There is a gradual mineralization occurring, but
the impact on the aquifer is unknown. Just as a lowering of
the water table is a simple incidence of the use of the
water, so is an increase in salinity. It is only when both
reach a certain level that any impairment is found to result.
As already noted, the only evidence before the Court is that
there are vast, but not yet quantified, water resources in
this area. Until there is a sphere within which to assess
impact, there can be no determination of whether the effects
observed here from the EBID wells amount to impairment of
the water rights of the plaintiffs.
The Court realizes that to the farmers in the area
there is no problem in assessing the impact. But the effects
they have observed relate only to the functioning of their
wells and not to the integrity of their water rights.
_15-

And there may be a remedy for what has occurredw See Tevis
Lizzie-_g, 72 NEM; 3.34 (1963). Further, at some point the
interference with the performance of their wells might
become, for all practical purposes, a question of water
right impairment. However, at this point in time there is
ample water of an acceptable quality available and it is
economically feasible to pump it. Therefore, on this
record, the Court finds that there has been no impairment
established at this time.
The Court is aware that a United States Geological
°Survey report is soon to be released which may shed considerable
light on the quantity of water available, and the current
deterioration rate in the area. Because of the significance
of the quantity of water in the basin to this decision, the
Court will maintain continuing jurisdiction over this case,
and if necessary or if requested, could consider the impairment
uestion again in the future.
L‘
The second claim of the plaintiffs is that transportation of the well water through EBID's system of earthen
ditches results in excessive losses and waste“ The plaintiffs
argue that these seepage and transportation losses are multiplied
because EBID transports well water more than a mile and a
half from its source, which is in violation of State Engineer
regulations} There is no doubt that the waste of water is
not a beneficial use of the same and cannot be tolerated in
this state. State u;‘McLea_, 62 N.Hi 264 (1957). However,
,the testimony at trial concerning waste :rom unreasonable
carriage and seepage losses due to the use oi earthen canals
was inconclusive. There was evidence that based on Bureau J
of Reclamation figures for the past 20 years, the East Side
31 5'stem experiences an averaoe carriace loss of 45%,
E L i a
and that this loss is excessive. However, all the experts
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agreed that the recharge factor in tne basin is unknown: and
tionally, it was admitted that {,8 45%
losses incurred at the initiation of t
when the earthen ditches are dry and the rate of less substanm
tially higher. Most importantly however, the loss ligure
does not relate selely to well water. It is equally aDDii"
cable to the transportation of the su.r , ace wateri and tJ_lQ
was no evidence that enjoining the trenspart:tion of the
well water would haVe any effect on the arri aie and seepe:e
losses which are due to the nature of the canal system.
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the State Engineer does not have jurisdiction over this
basin, and while his regulations do not technically apply
here, there is no reason to exempt the water pumped by EBID
from a court imposed restriction of a similar nature.
Neither the fact that the water is within an open basin, nor
the fact that EBID is a quasi-municipal corporation as
opposed to an individual, nor the fact that the well water
is comingled with surface water in the system is reason t
allow EBID to transport water without restriction; Therefore,
the Court will require that all water pumped from any EBID
well be used within one and one halt miles of the Well which
i the source of the water.
U}
The final claim made by the plaintiffs is that the
distribution method adopted by EBID for the well water is
improper because the water is not apportioned pro rate to
the lands assessed. As it now operates, EBID determines
what quantity of well water will be made available on a per
water right acre basis throughout the District, and charges
a separate fee for that amounto In 1977 the District originally
sold the water on a first come, first serve basis with no
restrictions on amount, but later allowed each purchaser to
buy one acre foot per water right acre‘ In 1978, the District
allowed the purchase of four acre inches per water right
acre. These quantity figures were chosen based upon the
expected demand from the farmers and were not based on any
_/
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“portionment of the water among all members in the District.
That is, because the projected demand was less than the
total possible demand, the District was able to allot larger
quantities of well water per water right acre than would
a
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have been available if the water been apportioned.
However, there was no discrimination among the users in the
iistrict and the water was available to everyone on an equal
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Stahmann v. Elephant Butte Irrigation District, 61 N.M. 68
(1956) for this proposition and argues that the Court
should not interfere with the internal management decisions
that EBID has made.
The statutes in New Mexico provide in several
sections for the apportioument of water among the member
users in the District. Those statutes governing irrigation
districts formed to cooperate with the United States under
the reclamation laws, which includes EBID, provide that:
All waters distributed [by the irrigation district]
shall be apportioned to each landowner or entryman
pro rate to the lands assessed under this act
within such districtc
Section 73—10-16, N.M.Stat.Ann. (1978). This section
mandates that any water provided by the District be distributed
on a pro rata basis. It cannot be read as being limited
only to surface water for the section applies to "all
waters." Presumably, if the District has the authority to
pump and sell well water, as the Court has held it does, and
to use the same in fulfilling its purpose of providing
irrigatiOn water in the area, then that water is subject to
the same apportionment rules as apply to surface water. The
fact that it is underground water does not exempt it from
these requirements once it becomes part of the District‘s
general supply of irrigation water.
The case of Stahmann v. EBID, supra, does not hold
to the contrary. The question decided in that case was
whether EBID had the authority to assess and collect charges
or supplemental water on a basis other than the cost to the
H1
District of obtaining and distributing that water, and the,
court held that it did. This case is not concerned with
“BID's water pricing system, but rather with its distribution
[Tl
scheme. The Court recognizes the authority of the District
to formulate its own pricing program, and does not intend
t
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issue. They claim that any funds accumulated over the years
have had their source in the charges and assessments levied
against the users in the District, and that to use these
funds for the construction of wells, the benefit of which is
not apportioned pro rata throughout the District, is discriminatory.
The crux of plaintiffs' claim rests on EBID's
failure to apportion the well water on a pro rata basis and
its insistence in the Stipulation of Facts that it had no
plans to apportion the well water. The Court having ruled
for the plaintiffs on that issue, the Court finds that the
plaintiffs' Motion for partial summary judgment and EBID's
Motion to dismiss are merged in this decision on the merits
and that no separate ruling is required.
Accordingly, the Court will enter an Order disd
missing the complaint as to the federal defendants, and
denying any injunctive relief based upon the claims of
impairment of water rights or waste, at this time. However,
the Court will order that EBID not transport any well water
more than one and a half miles from its source, and that all
well water be apportioned pro rate to the lands assessed
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
within the District.
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FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO
AMADOR D. MESTAS, et al.,
Plaintiffs,
VS.
ELEPHANT BUTTE IRRIGATION " “'“‘*f7w
DISTRICT, et al.,
Defendants. CIV- NO. 78—138-B
STIPULATION :
COME NOW the Plaintiffs and the Defendant Elephant Butte
Irrigation District and stipulate and agree as follows:
1. That this matter has heretofore been decided by judgment
entered June 12, 1979, which judgment was appealed to the Tenth
Circuit Court of Appeals. _
2. That on April 14, 1981, the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals
did issue a decision in said case vacating the judgment of the
District Court entered On June 12, 1979, and remanding the matter
for censideration of the effect of the State Engineer of New Mexico
declaring portions of the land within Elephant Butte Irrigation
District to be a declared basin and further to consider federal
subject matter jurisdiction3. That the parties desire to settle and resolve the issues
in the above cause and this stipulation shall be a Settlement of
all issues in said cause.
4. The parties stipulate and agree that the Court may enter
judgment in which judgment shall Contain the following provisions:
A. Plaintiffs' complaint shall be dismissed as to the
federal defendants.
B. Plaintiffs' request for injunctive relief against the
Defendant Elephant Butte Irrigation District based on the
claims of impairment of water rights or waste shall be denied
at this time.
MOWT YVJ Q011T unr unn7/nT/nr
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C. That water pumped from underground wells, now in
existence or hereafter constructed, shall not be transported
a distance in excess of one and one—half miles from the well
which is the source of supply and therefore Elephant Butte
Irrigation District shall be enjoined from transporting
underground water pumped from its existing or anyifuture
constructed wells a distance in eXCess of one and onewhalf
miles.
D. The Defendant Elephant Butte Irrigation District, in
the distribution of all underground water pumped and sold by
it, shall apportion such water to each landowner or entryman
on a pro rata basis to the lands assessed within the District;
provided, however, that the order of the Court shall re_lect
that Elephant Butte Irrigation District shall be permitted to
pump said Wells as may be required in order to comply with
572—l2—8 NMSA 1978 or otherwise in order to preserve its
accrued water rights, subject to the carriage limitations as
may be applicable-at the time.
The Defendant Elephant Butte Irrigation District has
adopted a resolutionf‘a copy of which is attached hereto as
Exhibit A, authorizino the sale or lease of its water rights
appurtenant to said wells to the City of Las Cruces or other
appropriate parties“ :It is understood that the apportionment
provisions of this stipulation and judgment to be entered are
applicable to the Irrigation District and shall not apply in
the event of a sale or lease to the City of Las Cruces or
other appropriate parties, except as to the extend such may be
applicable to those entities under any applicable law or
regulation- It is agreed that in the event Elephant Butte
Irrigation District should sale or lease any water_rights
appurtenant to any of its sells to the City of Las Cruces or
other entity, the ground water from the existing sells shall
HUG/900$] Nnur YVH 99:27 HUI nnnzznT/nT
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not be pumped from those wells and transported to the leasing
or purchasing entity, but the well location shall he changed,
subject to state law.
E. That the Court may retain continuing jurisdiction
over this case and the issues decided herein.
BIVINS, WEINBRENNER,
‘ MARTIN, LUTZ,
RICHARDS & PAULOWSKY, P.A.
CRESSWELL
BY
ILLIAM W. BIVINS
A ~
P.O. Drawer 0
P.O. Draw
Las Cruces,
AV'
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88004
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
New Mexico 88004
Attorneys for Elephant Butte
Irrigation District
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RESOLUTION .
BE IT RESOLVED that the Elephant Butte Irrigation District
should preserve its water rights of the five deep wells and shall
lease them to the City of Las Cruces or other entities on terms
agreeable to the Board on the condition that the location of the
wells shall be moved to loeations which will not adversely affect
the water rights of the members of the District. Prior to leasing
of the water rights for these wells, the wells shall only be used
to the extent'necessary to preserve the District's water rights
in these wells.
EXHIBIT A
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WATER DELIVERIES
UNDER THE RIO GRANDE COMPACT!
by
S. E. Reynolds? and Philip B. Mutz? }
A review of the record of the deliveries of the States of Colorado
and New Mexico and the releases of water from project storage*
under the Rio Grande Compact between the States of Colorado, New
Mexico and Texas may be of interest to students of the practical
aspects of interstate water compacts. Plate | illustrates those records.
The accrued credits,’ or accrued debits,® of the State of Colorado
and the State of New Mexico at the end of each calendar year as
determined at the following regular meeting of the Rio Grande Compact Commission are plotted on Plate 1. The amount of water released from project storage for beneficial use in New Mexico and
Texas and for delivery to Mexico under the Mexican Treaty of 1906’
during the calendar year indicated is also plotted.
Perhaps the most striking feature of Plate | is its illustration of the
fact that both Colorado and New Mexico have been in a debit status
during most of the time since the Compact became effective. Also
well illustrated is the fact that releases from project storage have
been fess than the contemplated normal release® of 790,000 acre-feet
per year in all but four of the thirty-three years of Compact administration.
The practical effect of the almost continuous debit status of the
two upstream states has been, by operation of the provisions of
unnumbered paragraphs 2 and 3 of Article VI, to restrict the use of
reservoirs constructed after 1937 in Colorado above Lobatos and
after 1929 in New Mexico above San Marcial.
1. Rio Grande Compact (1938), N.M. Stat. Ann. § 75-34-3 (1953), Act of May 31,
1939, ch. 155, 53 Stat. 785. (hereinafter Rio Grande Compact]
2. Rio Grande Compact Commissioner for New Mexico.
3. Engineer Advisor to Rio Grande Compact Commissioner for New Mexico.
4. Project storage: the combined capacity of Elephant Butte Reservoir and all other
reservoirs actually available for the storage of usable water below Elephant Butte and above
the first diversion to lands of the Rio Grande Project, but not more than a total of
2,638,860 acre-feet. Rio Grande Compact, Article 1.
5. Accrued credits: the amounts by which the sum of all annual credits exceeds the sum
of all annual debits over any common period of time. Rio Grande Compact, Article I.
6. Accrued debits: the amounts by which the sum of afl annual debits exceeds the sum of
all annual credits over any common period of time. Rio Grande Compact, Article I.
7. Convention between the United States of America and Mexico, May 21, 1906, 34
Stat. 785, T.S. No. 455.
8. The definition of hypothetical spill in Article 1 of the Rio Grande Compact is based on
an annual release from project storage of 790,000 acre-feet. See also Rio Grande Compact,
Articles VII and VHI.
*
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The year 1940 was the first full calendar year after the effective
date of the Compact and thus the first year of accounting under the
Compact.’ In that first year New Mexico accrued a debit of 58,900
acre-feet, but in the next year over-delivered by 108,300 acre-feet to
achieve an accrued credit of 49,400 acre-feet. This credit was wiped
out in 1942 by actual spill!® under the provisions of unnumbered
paragraph 6 of Article V1; from that time until the end of 1972 New
Mexico was continuously in a debit status.
It appears that the floods of 1941 and 1942, which caused New
Mexico’s credit water to spill from project storage in 1942, also
caused serious deterioration of the channel of the Rio Grande in New
Mexico between Otowi gage'' and San Marcial. The deteriorated
channel condition made it impossible for New Mexico to continue
the pattern of beneficial use existing before the Compact, and still
deliver water to Elephant Butte Reservoir in the same relation to the
flow at Otowi gage that had existed during the period of record upon
which the Compact was based.
By the end of 1956 New Mexico’s accrued debit under the Compact had mounted to 529,400 acre-feet. This fact demonstrates a
feature of the Compact which is often overlooked. In entering an
agreement obligating deliveries to Elephant Butte Reservoir in a
specific relationship to the flow at Otowi gage, New Mexico assumed
the risk that the channel conditions below Otowi gage would
deteriorate from the conditions which existed in the period of record
upon which the Compact is based. Those familiar with that reach of
the stream wili appreciate the magnitude of the risk, and the accrued
debit in 1956 demonstrates that the stakes were high. Accompanying
the risk, of course, is the corollary opportunity to benefit from
improved channel conditions.
In 1951, with New Mexico’s accrued debit calculated at 263,100
acre-feet, Texas filed in the United States Supreme Court a complaint against the State of New Mexico asking that the defendant be
enjoined from diverting the waters of Rio Grande above San Marcial
9, Rio Grande Compact, Article VI, unnumbered paragraph 1.
10. Actual spill: all water which is actually spilled from Elephant Butte Reservoir, or is
released therefrom for flood control, in excess of the current demand on project storage and
which does not become usable water by storage in another reservoir; provided, that actual
spill of usable water cannot occur until all credit water shall have been spilled. Rio Grande
Compact, Article I.
11. U.S.G.S. Gaging Station at Otowi Bridge near San Ildefonso, which is used to determine the Otowi Index Supply upon which New Mexico’s delivery obligation is based. Rio
Grande Compact, Article IV and Resolution Adopted by the Rio Grande Compact Commission, February 22-24, 1948.
*
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and that a watermaster be appointed to enforce the Court’s
decree.'? By the time this suit was dismissed in 1957, New Mexico’s
accrued debit was calculated at 529,400 acre-feet.
In 1948, with New Mexico’s accrued debit standing at 176,800
acre-feet, the Congress, apprised of excessive losses of Rio Grande
flows between Otowi gage and Elephant Butte Reservoir and of
serious flood threats in that reach, particularly in the vicinity of
Albuquerque, authorized the Middle Rio Grande Project. This
authorization,'? together with a subsequent authorization,'* gave
approval for the Bureau of Reclamation and the Corps of Engineers
to cooperatively rectify the channel of Rio Grande, rehabilitate the
works of the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District, construct and
rehabilitate levees, and construct and operate the Jemez Dam and
Reservoir Project, Cochiti-Galisteo Dams and Reservoirs Project, and
the Abiquiu Dam and Reservoir Project, Plate { suggests that the
early stages of these works began to be reflected in New Mexico’s
improved Compact deliveries by about 1953; the rate at which the
state’s accrued debit was mounting began to decline. As the work
authorized was accomplished New Mexico’s delivery record improved
and, with only four exceptions (1959, 1963, 1964 and 1965), New
Mexico’s annual delivery has exceeded the Compact requirement
each year since 1956.
The cost of the works constructed to date under the Middle Rio
Grande Project and subsequent authorizations is about $160 million.
Not all of this cost, of course, is assignable to the works.needed to
reduce waste and improve New Mexico’s ability to meet its Compact
delivery requirements; much of it is chargeable to the protection of
life and property in the Middle Valley from floods.
There can be no doubt that the November 29, 1956 Order of the
New Mexico State Engineer assuming jurisdiction over the drilling of
wells and the appropriation of groundwater in the Rio Grande Basin
above Elephant Butte Reservoir contributed to the liquidation of the
New Mexico debit by preventing new ground water appropriations
that would have diminished the flow of Rio Grande above Elephant
Butte Reservoir and thus delayed the realization of credit status for
New Mexico.
It is of interest to note that in the years 1968 and 1969 New
.Mexico’s accrued debit was reduced by about 200,000 acre-feet. This
large reduction can be attributed in part to the low level and rela12. Texas v. New Mexico, 352 U.S. 991 (1957),
13. Act of June 30, 1948, ch. 771, 62 Stat. 1171, Public Law 858, 80th Congress,
approved June 30, 1948.
14. Act of July 14,1960, § 201, 74 Stat. 480, 492.
*
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tively small exposed water surface at Elephant Butte Reservoir during these two years. New Mexico must bear the burden of
evaporation from Elephant Butte Reservoir. Under the 1948 Resolution of the Commission,’5 New Mexico’s delivery is denominated
“Elephant Butte Effective Index Supply,” which is defined as ‘the
recorded flow of the Rio Grande at the gaging station below
Elephant Butte Dam during the calendar year plus the net gain in
storage in Elephant Butte Reservoir during the same year or minus
the net loss in storage in said reservoir, as the case may be.” Thus the
evaporation from Elephant Butte Reservoir is, in effect, deducted
from the amount of water delivered by New Mexico.
The breakthrough for New Mexico % am in 1972 with an overdelivery of 153,600 acre-feet. Because of the limitation on annual
credits established by unnumbered paragraph 5 of Article VI, New
Mexico could be credited with only 150,000 acre-feet of this overdelivery; however, this amount was sufficient to eliminate New
Mexico’s remaining accrued debit of 107,200 acre-feet and leave the
state with a credit of 41,700 acre-feet in Elephant Butte Reservoir.
The large over-delivery in 1972 illustrates another little-recognized
feature of the Compact. New Mexico's annual delivery obligation is
set by the flow at Otowi gage, most of which results from snow melt
runoff. The Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District is able to divert
only a relatively small part of the flash floods resulting from summer
thunderstorms below Otowi gage. Thus, in a year of deficient snowpack and abundant thunderstorm activity below Otowi gage, such as
was the case in 1972, New Mexico’s delivery obligation is low and
the prospects for an over-delivery by New Mexico are good.
Conversely, in years of abundant snowpack and high snow melt
runoff, New Mexico's delivery obligation is high and the ability to
divert and consume the natural flow is enhanced. If, as in 1973, the
spring runoff is not followed by abundant thunderstorm runoff
below Otowi gage, there is a probability of an under-delivery by New
Mexico for the year.
COLORADO
Colorado also accrued a small debit, 19,400 acre-feet, in the first
year of accounting under the Rio Grande Compact. At the end of
1941, Colorado had an accrued credit of 127,000 acre-feet which
was wiped out by spill from project storage in 1942, Thereafter,
except in 1943 and 1947, Colorado maintained a comfortable credit
15, Resolution Adopted by the Rio Grande Compact Commission at the Annual Meeting
held at El Paso, Texas, February 22-24, 1948, changing gaging stations and measurements of
deliveries by New Mexico.
a
*
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status through 1951. Plate | indicates that Colorado reduced her
credit by 119,700 acre-feet in 1950. This reduction in credit was not
due entirely to an under-delivery for the year: in 1950 Colorado
relinquished, pursuant to Article Vil, 60,000 acre-feet of her accrued
credits.
It appears that water management practices of hydrologic conditions: or both, changed in Colorado in 1950. in the years 1950
through 1967 Colorado consistently under-detivered. with minor
exceptions in 1958 and 1966, until her accrued debit totalled
944,400 acre-feet at the end of 1967.
In 1966 Texas and New Mexico sued Colorado in the U. S.
Supreme C ourt!® to enforce the Compact. The Court accepted jurisdiction and in May of 1968 the three states filed a “Memorandum of
the Parties Relative to Motion for Continuance” in which they requested that the Court continue the case indefinitely on the condition that the State of Colorado undertake to deliver water at the
Colorado-New Mexico state line to meet every year the delivery obligation established by the schedules of Article HI of the Compact.
The continuance was granted; in 1968 and each subsequent year
Colorado exceeded her annual delivery obligation and her accrued
debit at the end of 1972 was 766.200 acre-feet. It is apparent that
Colorado’s accomplishment is attributable to a number of measures
including the curtailment ot diversions enforced by agents of the
state, improved drainage works, and control of groundwater use
under the Water Right Determination and Administration Act of
1969.'7
CONCLUSION
For most of the 33 years of Rio Grande Compact administration
both Colorado and New Mexico have been in debit status and the use
of reservoirs in both states has been restricted. By 1972 New Mexico
had liquidated her debit and Colorado had established a definite
trend toward credit status.
16. Texasv. Colorado, 391 U.S. 901 (1968).
17. Colo. Rev. Stat. Ann. § § 148-21-1 to -45 (Supp. 1969),
*
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UNTIED $TATES
DEPARTMEM’ 0F Tim? IMERIOR
BWEAII 0F REGLAMATION
RIO GRAMDE PRBJECT .. NEW MEXICO .. TEXAS
Water Annmcemant
February 19, 1951
Confewomea have been held with repreemntatiraa of the _lament
Butte. Irrigation Main-1451:, and the El Paso County Wat“ In_rmmat_ia’miat
for the purpose of determining action to be taken in rationing thia limitad
irrigation water supply far the Rio Grande Praject, and: thsfdnte for.
commencing ralaaau from atom-age for the season of 1951.
Following these aonf‘earanaes it is nonaidare_ advisable Eat this
than not to change the allotment of one aaremfoet per acre miProgaot
wataruright land as: made: in “Water Announmment, November 1,1950%. Prea—
ant low stage of ma_a“ staraga with very poor waspeats sign-986m for
spring runoff fram muting snow dam not seem to warrant an mm_se a1:
thistim‘ mwmmmm mm
Wmmmmmxwwmm ‘_ ;
m 33; 5 Mar “be, éepanding on reservoir inflow and storage»:
as they davelnp. ' ‘
a
Th3 data of relaasa to begin the 1951 Migation 829954311, as
agreed ta between the: two Migatim Dish-lama am: the Proje¢%#,,w111 be
March 5. Following this ralaase an March 5, water will be animus an
appmximately the ramming dates in tha respective diviéions} of the Project:
Rmoon Valley - Maren 7 - 3
hasburg Unit - March 8 - 9
Emilia Unit - Marah 10 - 11
E1 Past) Valley .. March 12 - 13
Projeat stair-age as; of today in 443,590 acre-feet as: compared with
899,200 acre—feet on the game data last year. The atwage 1.9 only 39 pa
cent taf‘ the average far “this time: of the year, and the lowest for this: data
since 1918. Rumnff prospects: reaper-ted in the Fem-nary lat Sum? Repm‘t are
very unfaverable; anti in earlier that any appz-eaiable ammunt of water can has
received into Projent s_orage, _nnwfall and pregipita_ian will have to be
far abave: normal far tha remainder of the rapleniahment midd. Snowfall
on the: Rio Grands ma_a-shed to data this year is: much less than last war;
and it may be raaallsa_ _ha‘h rum_‘f aux-mg April, May, and June last year
was an almcsat minimum; consaquantly, for monditions “to improve this year
over last year, ram}: greatear than narmal precipitation over the watershaa
will be nscessax'y during Februarya March, and! April.
Flat Rate wars, 2 acrea and undar, are advised that. water will
be available only once during each Amwaaks pen-ind» This schedule will apply
gmerally on nomnmn_y ditches irrigating small auhwdivmmna: and suburban
tracts.
It must be recagnized at this» time that the water aituation is
critical and all water users: and! the operating organization are urged to
”ca as careful and mmermt _ve in the 11:39 nf wa’nar as pessible. In
7:37

TX v. NM #141

New Mexico Exhibit

NM_EX-417

”136T 115393753 ushza‘__w_i” alight-mm .3 mamasaary tn mam
(seq-$311233 ‘13:: all c
:mm't. 1w amimly sham‘vwad Em_ tn that emi mar—:11. be} E‘tmm‘tly @X_‘fwmda
132119533 _en_itiom (m "113% watmrahza_ imw'me during the next
5213‘ {15.13733 zit- iaa éiiHEBS‘t marbain ‘1;hza1‘a “mm Prnjmt wakes-r gupply will be
131123 Ilmvasi {31:11:29 atwaga hen-an in Elleapham 1111313111 in 1915‘.
n ‘ m
it,“ $311,
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE IM‘ERIW
- BUREAU 0F RECLAMETTION
RIO GIRAME PROJECT « NEW i‘MKICO—EEXELS
WNH_iA_NGmmEMENP
April 11, 1951
5mm Repmta as of April 1, 1951 show a ccn_inued deterioration
of prospecets for spring runoff fram the Rio Grands Watershed. Present.
mméitions are man that very litiale, if any, muff of suffieion‘b volume
to marsh Elapham Butte Reameir can be axpaated. Only unusual heavy
rains can new praduce appreaiable runoff into the reservair.
With 374,100 aure~£eat mm in Rio Grande' Praject ream-1911's ,
atm‘aga is at the 19mm: as of Maize: data since 1919. In 1959 the W
in storage an April 11 was $343,200 awe—feat, and ”the avarage far that
68% since operation of the reservoir beam: is 1,063,460 awe—feat.
Bessrvoir in_ow is reported as only 20 mama—feet. There are
being released to meet the present comm planting saasen demand 1690
amend-met average sauna]. storage requirement; to meet Project Irrigation
releases since storage began in 1915 has ham: 1,030,469 Mime-fest; average
annual release since 1915 has been 849,400. Releaae during the past eight
years has averaged W1,A@O acre-feet. Inflaw to Elephant Butte since 1915
has averaged annually 1,039,500, while far the past eight years the average
has haen only 659,&00 acre~feet.
Presant mum}: fax“ the: Projeet water supply is Wamely wit-w
ieal, Tm necessity at? aim-ism adheranéa to the rationing of the existing
supply is man_atory. At present the current enlistment at the supply 18
one .am‘ewfmt per acre of Prejeet water—right land. Averages arm-1:21 use
during the past eight years has been 3.1 azure-$991: per acre.
Following conferemas wi_h the Bum-:13 <31? Directors of the
maphan‘h Butte Irrigation District, ancl the El Pasm Gmmty Water Improvesmm; District No. 1, a mnaermtion pragram to insure water far an irrigation in July and August 3.8 now being announced.
01: or ahwt May 2 the relmse from Cabana Ban will be reamed
tan a minimum and irrigation service; wtailed until abemt June 15 when
rslaase for sawice will again be made. During tha period of curtailed!
relaasa, water delivaries will b3 made to meet cure emergencies anly as
pussible with the available minim releaasa and return flow, with all such
claliveries being aharged against. the allatmen‘h.
Immediate axmuumamnt will be made when and if it appears the
allotment can be ahangad.
W. F. Reach
Acting Project Bianagar
7:37

WEED STMES»
DEPRRTWM‘ 0F TEE INTERIm
BREAK? OP RECLAMATIDH
RIO (Bf-{AWE RIG-TEN ~— BREW MENU-TEXAS
Water Annmenem
June 11, 1951
The normal spring runoff wind is about over anti the in_ow
13a Elephant Butts Raaarvoir during the» _aw mmoff mantha cf April, may
M Jan: has been a minimum. The only haw fer reservoir rerplenishmn‘t
this summer in from abova mm]. rains which would create flood MW.
The inflow for the three months he: data of em astimatad 1000 enema-feet
in has than two tenths «3f ms 336! een‘b of the average runaff for these
mmths $11190 1895 of 639,430 ware-feet, and is tha lament 31mm 1901».
“Project star-age toaay of 301,300 am’eni'mat is the lowest far
this time of the year 31mm atomga began in 1915. Amage storage far
this data 51mm reaarwir apera'bitm began is 1,233 ,900.
The period at“ mta_ad water dal_mrias as annaumed on April
11 he: be effective bstuaan May 2 -— 351m 15 haw in genaml “been sumaasful
111 consarv_ng the supply for later sumwr irrigations. Taking into can»
sidera_nn the 2:3ng undelivered part of 13119 cm (1000) aeramfmt
allotment, "the Prajeet with the commence of tha Elephant Butte Irrigvation Biatriat and the E1 Paar.» Gmty mam: Improvement District Ma. 1,
19 announaing an morease at“ one—half (0.5) Mrs-4800+, per acre in _le
51118121119131; to vaajeut mural-mm lands. Effeetive with this announcement
the allotmant is increased from (1.00) to one and man-half (1.50) acrefeet m: the ow’rem magatien season.
Dali‘veries to WWW-_ight warships of two aeraa or 16355 will
be made mama in ’ohrea mama far the mark. irrigation follming this
ammmsamen’c. and theraaftar (mm: in two weeks.
“_atar uaars are cautioned to match their irrigationa olesaly
am the aondi_icm emf tbs ijact watar Slzfpply is critical. .E_ery arm
15 being made to assura as: mm}; water as 1393811318 far this year's may,
but in aréar to do so each Migatian sshrmld b8 carafully watched in
mg. ammo that the allata_ water will give the maximum bana_‘t. Imdiate
11mins will be given in Mass want of inflow to tha reservoir prmiding
there :13 suffieimm volume to farinhar wax-ease the: alletmem.
1’0 RI FiWk
"Project E‘_anagar
JAN.3, 1989 7:38
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Wam: Annmmeamm,
NUI'ICE T0 WATER—R IGI‘IT
OWXQERST‘HP_ T'_‘lD ACRES AND UNDER
Jam» 18, 1951
The “_ats: Wmament 9f June 11, 1951 advising of an increase
in the allotmnt from one (1.00) Bare-what per am to cane and one half
(1.50) auras-foot per acre also gave noting cf a change in tha delivery
schedule fer warships of two aux-ea and lass from ones in four weeks
to mice in three) weeks for the: first irrigamon following the am
mama, _hame anew aaah mm weeks _herea_er; this mans that water will
be available for "the next irrigatien follawing that anneamamxxt three;
make: after the last previous irrigation and than each two weeks mareafter. Emu- di‘tchriciar, m? in the ease of Communi’ny détmhaa, your
Commits; dim}: affiaials mm, within a few clays: advise you of the
dalivary schedules in yam-€- area.
There is a mistmdarstandmg as ”to the manna? in which water can
be useo’i on the) small trams. Nimrws eewluinis have been remixed
mom residents that a few watear users are using an 6x39351119 amount of
water timing the deli_yary myriad. Be; not use water but once during
an irrigatian period, anal do not use an, exces_iva 3mm _aring the
period of delivery. If 13mm is any question as to “the amount you should
nae, can the ditmtu'ider, $2? wamrmastara
If abuse and smashes: use of water gamut ha controllad by co»—
npa‘rati’ve action, it may be mammary to cantrol «each ditch er turmt
by allating this mats]? in these amas an 2: 3131-101: time basis including
the lacking of gatea if that Memes mmsmry.
Help your mighbar and yoursalf by carefully controlling the um
01? water.
Bureau of Reclamatien
7:38
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WEED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERICB
BUREAE OF REGLAMATION
RIO GRILNDE PROJEGT .. NEW MEEGO—TEXAS
WM WOWEMEM‘
July 5, 1951
Inflow to Elephant Butte m? an Estimated 81,300 acre-rm for the periaa January 1 - June 30, 1951, is the lamest for
this gonna aims 1904. Inflow tn the lake from the Rio (hands
at the pageant _ns 13 mam.
Prajeat stem-age today is 218,900 aereofae‘h, the lamest
since .1915, Last year on the same data mirage ma 5%,” aurafeet. Average for the date Mme: atmaga began in 1915 is
1,234, 500 acre-feet.
Return frma bank storage in Elephant Butte is wow snaffle-—
16111; to make a small inst-saw in the allotment to tha wa‘her-qri-ght
lands of the Prcjeot. The inmase, as comm-red in by the Elaphant
Butta Imigaman mmmt, and the El Paso county Water Imprmnam
Dism‘iat No. 1 is 0.25 acre-feat per acre. The anahmnt etfmtive
with this annmneemnt is thereby intn-sased fran 1.50 aura-«£991; per
acre to 1.75 aux-Meet par acre: for the Flt-eject water-right lands.
No change in ache_ula for delivery to max-ships 2 acres and under
is being made. Swim ’66 151113 grwp will con_rm: me in ma
m_kau _
Tantamvaly, the date fer closing the Cabal-10 Dam gatsa,
ending “the 1951 migatinn season, has bean set batman Saptambor 15; however, shmzl_ stm'aga permit, 11m gatea will ramin open until
mptemher 10. Storage await-ions will central the au_ual date.
Water users will be advised late:- as to the actual «leasing _ate.
Further anmnnwment as to tha Projeat water supply will
be maria imad'ia'hely in the want of inflow.
W. 1“. Reach
mating Project Manager
7:38
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UNITED STATES
BEFARTMENE OF THE IMERIm
BUREAU £7? EEGLAMATIOM
RIO {mam PR_JECT - NEW MEXICO—TEXAS
WHERE ANNOUNEWPE
August 1, 1951
”036% stcrage turkey of 132,400 ameui‘eet, 52,500 acrereet in Elephant Butte and T9,?00 ameafaet in Sahallo reservoirs,
is the 1mm; since atomge began in 1915. Average stowage for this
date 13 1,161,900 acme—feat. Inflmv during July was mo. Total
inflow fm' the yea:- to date of 81,300 awe—feet is only 9.3 per cent
ef.‘ the average far the period since 1895, and is the) lamest sinea
3.904.
Side inflow, at bank storage return tn the reservears has
not ham; of suffieient valume during My ta eensider an inmase in
the present allotment of 137$ stare-feat per ears to watch-right lands
of the Preject. In the event of suffiaient inflow of any kind ta the
reservoirs that will permit an increase, immediate ammemnt will
he made. Unless rainstwms auteur which will aubstituta fm- ix‘rigatien
on the Project or result in _lms} inflow to the reservaira, present
indications are that the reeeweire will be emptied early in September.
Water users who have pumps of good capacity that will supply
their needs are req'amhted to arrange face transfer of a part at their
unused allotment water tn those who are in need of additicmal water.
If you are willing te negotiate a transfer, contact the Imigatien
District office in Lae Graces, er El Page, m“ the Project division
offices of the Bureau of Reelameticm at Las emcee, or Islets.
L. R. Fioak
Prejeet manager
7:39
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WITH) STATES
DEPARTWM‘ OF THE Immlm
3mm 01“ REGLAMATION
RIO GHAME PROJECT - m9: MEXIGG—TEXM
WM‘ER AWUUNCEI‘JENT
Saptamber ‘5, 1951
Present Mar-age :15 35,903 aroma-fem; today, of whiah only
20,980 acre-Jest is currently mallabla fer use.
Gomaltatiun with the Elephant Butte Irrigation Dish-kt
and the El Paso Gaunt}; Water Improvamnt District Ea. 1 haa wanna;
in the éeciazlon 1:9 class than gates: at cabana éam cm Septamber 12$
amiing the irriga_cm season 93? 1951.
Wa'ser mam-B may ha plasma with your ditamider to and
handing _eptember 8. Orders within the allotment will be filled
to the extant available: storage water permits,
Following the cha_ng of tnw games, mange water will bu
aw_able far agpmximtely man-half to one Gay ix: tha Ewan Va_lvay,
We days in tha $951311ng Unit, tiara; tr: three ana ans-half am in
the M51119. 81311;, and three and ens—half to farm an_ one—half days
in the Islam Unit; thareaftear, drainage) return water will be 31mm
mated between canals 7:33am swam water is availablsa.
L. :1. F109];
Projea't. Manager
7:39
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UNITED STATE_
DEPARTMEM.‘ (IF THE INYEEHOR
BURMU OF REWTION
R10 GMENDE PROJECT - HEW WIflOuTMAS
Water Aurmuncamam
Janmy 5, 1952
Rio Grande Pro_acrh storage on January 1, 1952, was 52,600
aarenfaet, cf which 15,000 is currently under Court. injunction; on
_lm same data 1951, staraga was 35,37,200 acre-feat; the average for
the data since storage began in 1915 is 1,061,900 acre-feet. The:
estimated in_ow glaring 1951 of 1%,!)00 acre-feet was a record low,
and was the ninth consecutive year of which the inflow was below the
averags 0f the period at 1‘3de 189%1950.
No official reports have been received yet. as to tha gnaw
on thth Granda watershed. Dafinite or accurate conclusions as to
:mnorf‘péhsibi’lity cannot at this time be made. The remaindpr of 12m
Winter'permd-Jmnm‘thmugh March will to a. ma_a: mam: establish.
“ _ Izthaaruaof; ,pqgsibmty‘f‘or the mums of Aparil, May,'ra§@-;June';__, .
1989
For a; normal rplanting irrigaticn, appmmmawlyxhrep and
one+ha1f times the present total storage would be required; During
the; Spring'bf'l_l undu- the water augment program: " torage»
ralaaaa $137,700 acre-«feet supplamented by the flowggmm_aeveral
hundrad private irrigabion wells: and utilizatiun 91’ availabla'return
flaw pamnittad the: planting of the: cotton crap. 0n the maimptian
tbs private walla will oparata during 13118 wring of 1952, Should
storage on April 1 be appmxima’sely 1'?5,000 acre—teat, a planting
irrigation similar to 1951 would b6: possible. It 113 important to
note that this is an assumption fur planting; of the amp only.
Announsamant will be made frem time “bu tima set that. water
wars will ha a_vlswd as to stnrage, and watershed conditions.
W. 1". Reach
Acting ijaot Manager
1} '1
U vi.
1:51
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“METER? STATES
wmmm'x' OF THE IWWQH
BURMH 0F REDWATION
R10 mm PROJECT ~ NEW Mi_xICQ-«TEXAS
Wamr Announcement
February 1, 1952
Total ijwt storage today Lisa 33,600 acre—feet, an increase
of 33.,000 aare~faem during January. The: prasem sataraga is still below
$118 mums required far making an allocation to l’rajaet. water-right
lands. Bu .Februaxw 1 last. year "f’mjeut storage was 1.18.,m_ amt-safest,
while average far ma data since storage began in 1915 has been
1,113,600.
In_ow 1mm Elephant Butte during January is prelimirmily
estimated to have ham 32,000 acre-feat. This is 79 per cent. of the
average for the math wince 1395.
_owing éafini_a is: yet'available em to runoff prospects.
Snowfall and. pracipi‘hatian am the watersha_ during February and March
will to a. majgr enchant determixw the season's snow paagavailabla- ta
preduce mmff. Tharuaafter, the runoff pattern ming‘jthe latter part
of April, May and Junta will ciapend upcm weather condi_ians‘ during tha
melting period. '
It is not. paasibla at. this time to make an estimate: as ta
what. ijaat storage: will ‘va in mid-March. Unleas mmally early
runoff occurs it. :13 unlikely that. a raleaae imam starage'w_l be
pessible befere the fourth weak: in March. Should mm” between now
am: that time not maul’a in appreaiable inareawa in the preaeah
storage, the ralaasa $5.1m Would be later. The date {if relaase will he
datemineci after mnsul’oabion wi_h the Elaphant Butto Irrigation
_igtric‘b, and the El Page {Emmy Water Improvament Dia’sr’ict Re. .
During, March and _pril 15m: year a raleasa of about. 138,000
aura-feat, supplemented by return flow and pumping at several hundred
irrigation walls, was required to plant tha crop. The aama hype of
sawice this spring may require at least. 1‘75,000 anew-feet.
L. R. Flock
ijwt Manager
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Water mnnouncement
Karen 7, 195?
F“016_t storage ta_ay is £68, 000 a émvmfeot, of which 15,000
aerwwiant must be rataina d 1h ButLe ya servoir undar Federal
{hurt 1111,J3;,xctim.1.
Wit9r Tmprovvment District
v;.mi 3 9f water per acre
V allotment is based an
JECUU acrewfeet of storage water
od.uarahmApril. This vclume
And the operation of
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one «slim to _at rate, or aware of two man and
under, or water-«right. land will be made during the thirty-5:119“:
period {aiming the ”lean from Mango. Gawaity ditch officials
will b» «mad or the data when mm;- will be available in their
alums. Gommi_y man are requested not to use water if their
moisture candition from _uent. rains is good.
Water wars who imam: ta use their pm: for all or a
part: a: their planting requiremwrb and are willing to transfer» that
allotment tr» «_sher mtmwright lands sheuld mutant hha Elephant
Butte Irrigatien District, er the Bureau of Reclamation in Lam Grams,
and. the E3. Page) caunty Water Impmvement. Diatriet in El Paso, m- the
Bureau sf Reclamatian office in 35-19%.
L. R. Fiack
ijee’o Manage:.‘J
-.
(f
.{w
1:52
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UNITED ETATES
BEPMVEMENT 0F T1513": 11513311231011
BUREHU 0F RECLAMATION
RED GRANDE PROJECT - MSW WOOa—TEXAS
water announamant
April ‘7, 1952
”fetal Projse’c storage: today is, 8h,200 acre—feet of whioh
15,000 aareafest. 1.5 and” Federal Courts injunction. Storagn the same
day last year wan 376,690 aura-feet; while average starage far this
gaeriod of the war is about 1,100,006 acre—feet.
The 111le as estimated at. the head of Elephant Butte
maemix- for the mentha cf Jam-nary, February, and March has been
' about £36 per cent of the average for the period since 1895.
Spring inflow from melting snow has not yet develeped in
large velume, but the. inflaw of approximately 19,003} acre—feet since
the gates were «waned am March 20 plus that portion of the _aw in
the Rio Grands between Gtowi Bridge and Sam Marcia}. that may reach
the {remrvoir pawns, an ineraage in the: allotment at this time.
Wile tha 1mm in still disapyointing, the mall insane.” in
allotment that. can be made now should be of considerable benefit.
It has been daeided in agrementa with the Elephant. Butte
Irrigation mama and the E1 Page County Watar Impm-vemnt District.
No. 1 that effective immediately the allotmnt. is in_amed 13¢ a
tntal of 0.35 acrwfaat per MM 926 Project water—right lands;
while this immase 1% mi ghtly more than mac and one—half inehas,
it remains below the averages requirmi of 0.73 acre-feat per new
for the first irrigatien. The incmaae in alletmant a: this time
_ees not guarantee that. the watesr can be carried in the reservoir
until swam the wring inflow will of newsaity determine what
later allotments may be mi mm. will be in storage for release
during the summer maths.
Water uaers with satisfactary irrigation wells are urged
to transfer their allotment to thaw not having access 130 water from
walla».
Announcament of incrwasme in allotment will be made as
rapidly a5 haflow ta Elephant Emtta reservoir will permit.
L. R. Fleck
Projeat Manager
(3
(um
1:58
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Haber Announcemant.
May 16, 1952
Project aim-ago today is 221,000 acre—mat. 91“ which 15,000
acre-tam. is under Fedaral Gourt injunction.
The inflaw to Elaghmt Butte since the ammunmenh of
.April 28, .1952, and the water that is mrmntly evident. in tha Rica
Grande between the heae‘i 011‘ Elephant Butte Resawoir and the Inbatoa
gaging station in Gamma-Ea, panama further increase in the 321.16th.
It hag “been agread in consultation with the Elephant Butte
Irrigation Distzict: and the: El Ease County Water Improvemant.’ District
1%. 1 to increase the _lament, 0.30 aura—font per acre far Praject
waterv-righ_ 1%, making the total allotment. fax- the' your to than
0.85 acts—foot par amt-u. , .
This in_rm” in the allatmnt and the mtarii‘ava_able
will pemit deliveries until July 1; service a_er that data in; contingent upon the in_ow received during the remainder at Hay and Jam.
This moanemen’o 9f inmase will permit. delivery once»
during the month of Janus to ownerships m? two acres or less.
Schedules will be available with the ditehridsrs for tha various
communities as soon as they can be eatablishetzl.
Rabies will be made of further innrsasa in the allotment as
quiakly as stamge will permit.
L. R. Fiock
{reject Manager
1:58
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Watar Announcement
June 6, 1.952
Project. manage today is $91,800 acre-fast, of which 15,W0
acre-feet is under Federal Court. injunctimn.
Inflow tr.» Elephant Butte reservoir for the period January 1 Ray 31 of am estimated 512,000 acre—feet is only 92 par cent of the
average for the perimi sinus 1895, and may be termed disappointing.
For the inflow ’05! be equal to the average for the parted Jam 1 ~
June 30 since 1.895, the inflow wiring June: «all have m be about; 16
per cent. above the average for the month.
While disappointing as ta total volume of _atm- received,
the inflow since tbs Hater Announcement of May 16, 1952, and the
. eatsnatied value at manta: new in the river between San {glacial-and
1989
Deal, Korta, Golarada that 31391116 reach Elephant. Butte-r_axmir, pom“;
an increase, in the water annulment 136 Project Habewrightg lamina. It.
has been agreed with the Elephant Butts Irrigation District, smiths
E”: Paw County Water Inmravement District No. 1 to increase. the allotmeat from £3.85 ~a¢re~f¢ot par acre to 1.55} awe-feat. per acre for
Projaet watexuright lands.
Delivery to ownarshipas 1mm: acrea or lass will be every two
weeks after they claim 01‘ the aurren‘blyuaeheduled Jana deliveries;
Schadules for deliveries has: owner-amps in this group will be available
in a few days with the ditchri_wa.
Anneumement as to rnr'bhar change in the allotment will be
made as storage conditions perndt.
W. F. Rasch
Acting Project Manager
_n
‘V‘
(L
1:54
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Water Wucemont
June 30, 1952
Project; Mange today is 503,400 acre-feet, of whinh 15,000
acre—feet. is under Federal Scarf. injunction; average storage for this
date is 1,238,000 acre-feet.
The inflow to Elephant Butte reservoir as estimated for “13
period January 1 - July 1 01‘ 322,900 acre-feet in 16? par aunt of the
average for the gnarled 31mm 1395; hammer, the inflow is far below
predictiona.
The prawn?» storage aupplmantad by an estimate of the
probable inflow during the naxt. monnh permits an inersase in the mm..mm. In diuenssians with the Elephant Butte Irrigafhiun District, and
the El Page County Watw Improvemm; Matti“ No. 1, it has been
decided to incrsase Mm allotment for ijoct water-‘righn land to 2.00
acre-feat per new, thin in an ineranse of 0. 50 am‘onnt par acre.
The mmi‘f 13mm smut melt is dam-easing rapidly, and appears
to be abaut over; nonamnen’oly, any additierml imreaae in this year's
allotment will be dependent upxm inflow from rains, whizah is mt
ordinarily a dapnndable scam-ca of inflmt.
l’he present delivery achednle of water ones in tun 1189128 to
owners of We name. or lanes will continue. Water users in this groupshould contact their dzitahridnr for dalivery dates for the emit:
arms.
W. F. Reach
Acting ijeet Managu1:54
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Water Announcemant
July 18, lQSZ
'f’mageect max-age today is 51.53606 emra—feet of which 35,000
acramfeet is under Fadaral Smart injunction, On July 16, there remainsd
in 5torage 55 per want of the mmter allatta_ to Prujact waterbright
1:33:13 to date.
Total inflow ‘w m_; Butts: resar‘mit‘ gimme; Jammx'y l
w Esau an eatimated 372au00 aargmfaet, While this is slightly above
V ewemge E9? the pazimi, it if?» nrma‘thaleess _iaappeinting in View of
u optimistic prediction_ ma_a during the late Spring 0f an inflow
" majczr preportimn. it. its washable weather- eomlitiona during the snow
9; and thig, sampled with the extreme dry
mumd wetter “.avesls resulting from drought.
1y accounts far inflow not developing
and, law stage: 03.
' mat the wa_ez’_ahmi, pm
1m, augucmwtea‘ii by rains since the amouncsment of
' was: to permit may a small increasse in the
' ’03: with thaw: _liaphant Butts Irrigaw
ten." Inlggrovament Bistrict No. l,
c, allutment far Prcjac’n water—right.
.L
w 2.23235 acre-feet per acre for the
.>. misty:
' mider_ in)
if: LLLEPG~WfHQ
19% 12:13. mntinua to receive water
houl_ consult 'is'wair'
a! gitnmmlitims.
a F, hie_zsh
{j at- «um»
1:55
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BUREAU OF RECLAMATIQN
RIO ERANDE PROJECT - HEW MEXICO—TEXAS
Water Announcement
august 7, 1952
Projaot. storage in Elephant. Entte and CabaJlo reservoirs
today is #159,100 acre-feet, of which 15,000 stare—feet in Elephant
Butte raaerveir is under Federal Court. injunction. On August 5
there remained in storage M mr cent of the water Matted to data.
Inflow to Elephant. Butte chiming July was: abont 1.16 per
cent. of the averaga for the month Sim-e 1895, while astimted total
inflow January 1 - August 1, this year, has been 896,700 aura—fest.
The inflow éuring July was sufficient to permit a small increase in
ths allotment at this time.
it has been decided in discussion with the Elephant Butte
Irrigatim Bistriet, and the El Paso County Water Impravsmem
District. Na. 1 ”no increase the allotment for Project vamp-right
land to 2.50 acre-Jest per acre, or an increase of 0.25 aere~foot
per acre since the Armounaament Of July 18, 1952.
Omani 01' two acres or less will continue to receive
water 0mm in tm weeks until the and of the irrigation aeason.
Owners in this group may obtain fmm their ditchriders the schedule
of delivery for their locality.
W . F. Reach
Project Manager
1:55
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Water Ammuncomam
August. 22, 1952
Ric: Grands iject storage in Elephant Butte and cabana
reservoirs in 1.28,!400 acre-feat, of which 15,000 gem—teat in
Elephant Butte msemir is: under Fedaral Court injunetien.
The irrigation season of 1952 will and with tbs 010m of
V the gates at Can-93114: Dam an Saptmber 1.2, 1952, as agreed in diaeussian
with the Elephant. Butte Irrigation Bistrict, and tha El Paso Wty‘
Wamr Improvement. District No. 1. This is the same date of chasm-s as
in 1950, and 1951. Watar «Mara may be placed with ditehridwa t0 and including
Septmbsr 8. Orders received by Saptamber 8 within the _lament will
be delivered.
knowing closing of the gates, storage water will ha avail» V
able for appram‘ately tuna—half be one clay in the Rimon Valley, in!»
day: in the Leaaburg Emit, _bres ciaya in the Magma Unit, and four daysin that Yaleta Unit, thereafter, Projact return flow will be alternated
between canals when such water is available.
w. F. Reach
Projeat Manager
1:55
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RIO (MAW?) PROJECT .. MW WXGO, TEXAI“:
Water Mmouncmant
Novambar 1, 1952
Project star-age today of 371,0“) acre-feat is only 35 per
aunt. of the average for the data since storage began in 1915, but
is 337,800 Bern—feet morn than on tha corraaponding date in 1951.
Thare mains under Fedm‘al Cm‘f‘t injunctian 15,000 aura-Mat 31? the
water in storage .
Inflow to Elephant Eutta reservoir for the period Jamary 1 movember 1 this year as estimated was 962,000 acmwnfeot m- 98 per sent
of the average for the period since 1895. The runaff during August,
Septmber, and member of an estimataci 65,300 awe—fast has bsan div»
appointfmg. It now appears that 1952 will be the math moccasin
year inflow has been halt»: the average of the periad 1895-1951.
On the basis of the present. mar-age and. estimating the
inflow sharing the: winter mn‘bhs, the irrigation season 01‘ 1953 will
begin under an allotment a: watar. The allotment. ‘50 begin the
mason, on tha “Dania of probable storage or: March 1, 1953, will be
abaut one aerewfoot per acres to lands of the Projeet unis): consumetion cost 1‘6me swarms.
Annmmeemaent "“L be made during February 1953 as to the
opening date: for the relaaae of water and of the allotment in acrefeet per acre availésble: at that time.
W. F. Reach
Project Manager
1:56
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WATER AWOUNCWT
Fabmary 12, 1953
Project storage today is Alamo acre-feet. Average storage for
this date is 1,072,700 acre—feet.
Prospects for normal or average runoff are not favorable at this
timc. The Snow Repcrt of February 1, 1953, indicates that the snow
accumulation to February 1 is slightly less than normal and that this
condition exists over the Rio Grand: drainage of northern New Mexico
as well as in Colorado. The early snow report further indicates that
the flow of the Rio Grande may be about 80 per cent or normal in the
San Luis Valley cf Colorado, and AB per cent of normal in New Mexico.
The estimates are subject to considerable revision from mon_h tn
month during the remainder of the winter season in the mountain areas.
The snow accwmxlation to February 1 this year is considerably below
the same date last. year; the water content of the cam: on Febmary 1
this year of 6.0 inches in Colorado and 5.0 inches in New Mexico 15
considerably less than the 15.6 inches in Colorado and 9.0 inches in
New Eamon on the same date last year.
In conference with the Elephant Butte Irrigation District and
the El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1, it has been decided that the present storage pamnits an allo’ment of 1.00 acre-foot
per acre to the water-right lands of the Project. It was also dccided to releaae water from the reservair on March 10 to begin the
1953 season.
Deliveries to tracts hm acres and less will be once in four
weeks. Schedules for the various community ditch areas will be available soon with the ditch-idem. Residents of the community ditch
areas are requested to contact their ditchriders in order to learn
the date water will be available in each commnity.
The cooperation of every water user of the Project is solicited
in order that an efficient and conservative use of the available
Project. water can be abtained. Water users are requested to exert.
every effort in order to prevent waste and to utilize the available
supply in the most. economical mnner.
W. 1“. Reach
Project. Manager
5:06

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ' J,
BUREAU OF IMCWMTION
RIO {RAND}? PROJECT — NEW MEXICO-TEXAS
WATER ANNOUNCEMENT
Hard! 1.3, 1953
Rio Grands Project storage today is $3,300 acre-foot; average
storage for this date since storage began in 1915 is 1,086,3_3 acre—foot.
The following excerpts, for the information of the Project tutor
users, are taken from the March 1, 1953 snow reports:
‘From the Weather Bureau Water Supply Forecasts: "The below normal
_ '* precipitation pattern which has marked most of the early season months; for
_:v . . tho Rio Grands Basin has persisted through February. Precipitation for much
' of the basin averaged only 30% to 1,13% of normal. The aooumxlateti do_oioncy‘
thus becomes greater and the water-supply outlook correspondingly prover."
The Soil Conservation Service Snow Surveys and Irrigation Water Forooosbs, 1
as follows: "In contrast to a year ago, when record high snow Hat-9r contonts 4
were measured on the Rio Grande drainage in Colorado, this year the snow
aowmlation to March 1 is substantially less than normal. This general 1
I condition exists over the Rio Grande drainage in northern New Maxim as ‘,
1 well as in Colorado. The most. probable sumor flow of the Rio Grande is j
‘ about 65 per cent of normal in San Luis Valley anti AD per cent of normal
_ in New Mexico. These estimates are subject to considerable revisions as the »
. snow accumulation swoon advances. Soil moisture conditions are fair in I
San Luis Valley and poor along; the Rio Grande in New Mmcico."
\ , Based on March 1 conditions the Weather Bureau forecasts a mmff “
’ , at San Marcia]. for the water year October 1, 1952 - September 30, 1953, of
- - . only 315,000 acre—foot. Actually to date since Octobor 1, 1952, the ‘ g
inflow to Elephant Butte reservoir baa been about 145,300 acme-feet, "
leaving an meotanoy of only 199,730 acre-foot of the March 1 forecastod
inflow to be received between now and September 30.
Averaging the water content, of the snow on Mar-oh 1 this year, for the .
Rio Grande in Colorado and the Rio Grande in New Mexico as shown in the , 3
Soil Conservation Service report results in a figure of 6.8 inches. In ' '
1952 the comparable water content. was 15.2 inches; while in 195]. tho water
content was 5.0 inches. It will be remembered that the runoff into
Elephant. Butte Reoorvoir during the poriod April 1 - September 30, 1951
was only about 22,500 acmofoet.
wt»
The March 1 snow condition as reflected by the two reports is disappointing and as of conditions on that date the need for rigid camera»
tion of the available project supply is apparent. No consideration of a.
change in the allotment. of 1.0 acre-foot per acre to Project motor-right
lands is possible at this time in View of the disappointing forecast,
Wator users will be further advised when tho April 1 snow reports becomo
available.
VLF. Roach
Project Manager
JAN.4, 1989 5:07
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WATER M‘JPJUUNCMENT
£23211 17, 1953
The prospect for runoff into Elephant Butte reservoir this spring
has worsened during March, with the result that the Snow Reports of
April 1, 1953, are new indicating a minimum runoff for the period
April ~ Septembera
Following are excerpts taken from the _pril 1 reports: The Soil
Goneervetion Service Snow Surveys and Irrigation Water Forecasts, in
part, reads: "The snow accumulation Ming March was mgligible on the
Rio Grande watershed except for the highest. elevations. On most medium
andlower snow courses there was a decline in snow water content from,
March 1. Summr flow of the Rio Grande and its tributaries in San Luis
Valley will be about 50 per cent of normal. For the Rio Grande into
Middle Rio Grande Valley the eunmzer flow will be about 25 per cent of
normal one possibly lose than 3.0 per cent of normal into Elephant Butte
reservoir depending on operation of the Rio Grande Compact."
The Water Supply Forecasts of the Weather Bureau for the Rio Grands
Basin reads: "The water eugply outlook for the Rio Grande Basin has progressively worsened during the season due to the persistence of below—
nozml precipitation. Currently, the prospects are for near 60% of average
water—year runoff for the upper tributaries; lower tributaries are expected
to have 1.0% to 50% of average runoff, but with inflow into Elephant Butte
reservoir dropping to 30% of average.”
The Show Surveys and Irrigation Water Forecasts report forecasts an
inflow to Elephant Butte of only 50,000 acre—feet for the period April September inclusive. Average inflow for this period. 1935-1951 nae been
639,100 acre—feet. Thus the actuated inflow is slightly less than 8
per cent of the average for the period April - September, 1935-1951.
The forecast of an inflow of only 50,000 acre-feet indicates a. year
comparable to 1951, and etreesee the nee-2i for conservative use of the
existing storage of 371;,800 acre—feet.
Water users are advised that a program of conservation has been
adopted in conference with the Elephant Butte Irrigation District end
the E1 Page County Water Improvement District No. .1. This program will
mean only e minimum release of water between April 20 and June 15 , and
water users are requested to order water during this period, within the
allotment, for emergency uee only.
1‘30 change in the allotment of 1.0 acre—foot per acre to Project
wear—right land can be considered at this time.
W. 1“. Reach
Project Manager
‘ 0
5:07
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. 333500 acre—feet re_acts the lack of snow pauk an the “harsher; "
;-.'-Avez'-age inflaw far the twin month-a for the period 1895-1952 baafbag
'wa-JOO acre-feet. 'i‘he estimated inflow of 33,500 acre-feet '1; ,9;
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mm: mmummmm
May 29. 1953
Froject storage tea-day is 339,800 acre—feet. Average storage £01“this time of the year sinae storage began in 1915 is 1,17%190' “ma_a.
Inflow to Elephant Butte during April and May of an estimatéd' ' \
per «ant of the average for these months. The May 1 snow repb'x'tgj's‘ ,
“the Soil Comm-wanna Service, am} the Weather Buraau forecast‘an' ‘ *
inflow of only 70,000 acre-feat for the period April 1 - Septambar ’30;
average inflow for this peat-ind since 1895 baa been about 782,700 acreafeet; thus the forecasted inflow is about 9 per cent of the long-time
average. On the basis of the inflow that has already occurred durilpg
April and May, and of the forecast for the period April through‘_epc
tembar, the Projact does not have much to 100k fomrd to this year
unless above-average rainfall occurs.
Whilecondltimns as to storage and inflow are far helm: average
and am similar 159 1951, it is possible at thia time in make “adjustmeat in the cum-ant allotment. of 1.0 acre-foot per acre! ta iject
miter—right lands, It. has been agreed in conference with the Elephant
Butte Irrigation Diatrict, and the El ‘Paso County water Improvement
District &. 1 to increaae: the allotirnent 0.5 acre-foot. per aura ta
Project water~right lands, thus to date making the total allotment
1.5 acre-feet per acre.
Delivaries to watermright ownerships of two acres or less will be
madza Once in three: weeks i‘cllowing this announcement. Water users in
mm granpshould cansult their _tchridars far the delivery schedule
for _hair particular locality.
Hater users are urged to closely wa_ch their irrigations as the
39%;}th water aupply is critical. Every «affar‘b is being made to assure
as much water as passible; but to make this; effort successful, each
irrigation should be carefully planned in order to obtain the madman
benefit passibla from. the water allotted. Unless inflow in appreciable
volume occurs, no further increase in the allotment. is fareseen at the
present. time.
W. F. Reach
Project Manager
5:07
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wmm ANNOUNCI’MENT
July 1» 1953
Project. storage today is 296,000 acre—root; this 15 25 per
cent of the average for this date since storage began in 1915.
Inflow to Elephant Butte reservoir during the months of
April, Kay, and June is estimated to have been 75,000 acre—foot.
Thus the inflow as now received is slightly higher than the foreoastod
70,000 aura—feet. The inflow for the period January 1 - June 30 on
the basis of the prelixninary inflow estimates is only 26 per some or
the afar-age for the period since 1895; while the inflow for the snow
molt perioci April - June of an eotimted 75,000 acre—feet, of which
an estimated 51,000 occurred in June, is only 12 per cent of the
average since 1895, or 11. per cent of the avorago since 1935.
Since inflow during June exceeded the expected inflow for
the month, it has been decided in conference with the Elephant Butt:
Irrigation District, and the El Paso County Water Improvement Biotrict
No. l to increaao the allotment for the year- to 1.75 acre-feet per
acre fo:. the water-right repayment lands of the Project.
Delivor‘ias to owner-ships two gates and loss will be made
once in two weeks effective with this announcement. Revisions 1n the
comnity area schedules will require several days, but. ditohriclors
serving obese areas will have the revised schedules shortly.
The success of tho delivery of the 1.75 acre—foot is dependant
upon careful and conservative use and continued cooperation of all
concerned.
w. P. Bosch
Project Manager
5:08
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WATER ANEOUNCEMEET
August 5, 1953
Project storage is now only 210,000 acre-fact. Inflaw
during the month of July of an estimated 19,000 acre-feet was only
25 per cant 0f the average for the month since 1895.
The disappointing inflaw during July makes impossible
at this time any change in the present allotment of 1.75 acre-feet
per acre ta Project watar—right repugnant lands. Shaulé inflow
of anfficient volume occur, imnediate annauncemant of increase in
allotmen$ will be made.
Water users having allotment water which they may not
use are requested to make it available for transfer to those
needing additional water. Water available for transfer may be
liated with the Bureau of Reclamation office in Las Cruce_, the
Elephant Butte Irrigatiun Di_trict cffice in Lag Grucas, tha
E1 Page County Water Improvement District No. 1 office, El Paso,
or the Bureau 0f Reclamation office, Yaleta.
W. F. Resah
Project Manager
(x
.‘J 3
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WATER muoummm
august 1?, 1953
This announcmnent, following canterenoe with the Elephant
Butta Irrigation District, and the El Paso County Water Imprametrh
District No. 1, EDWI'S km subjects: (a) a small immeasa in the
allotment to Projsct waterwright. lands, and (b) the closing of the
gates at Caballo 33am, ending the irrigation season of 1953.
The inflow during July, and August m date, added to the
, smll return from bank storage, 128th an increase in the allotment
ta Product watery-right. repaymem: 13.11625 from 1.75 acre-feet to 1.90
acre-met per acre.
water users 01‘ the Project mt requiring the increase_
allatment are requeated 12:) make it amilable for tmnsfer ts: those
needing water. Wa_er users dashing to make allatmant water avail»
able for transfer may list. the water with the Bureau of Reclamtian
office in Las Graces, the Elaphant Butte LJWigation Dian-14R. office
in Las Drama, the El Pam county Water Wrovement District No. 1
office 111E]. P330, or the Bureau of Reclmation office in “16%.
Delivwies to ownershipa two acres and under will continue
on the present. s‘chactula of com; delivery each two weeka. Ditehriders
should be contacted for infomation as to ciateas water will be available in various community area_.
water users are urged mat to use water unless the crop
abwlutely requires it. Praject storage today is only 171,809 acrefeat as compared with average atoraga fuz- thia date of 1,075,200
acre-feet. As a. marina!- canqu’isson, atorage on the awe data in
1952 was 166,000.
The gatea: at Caballe Dam will be closed September 12,
ending the prsgent irrigation season. Available return flow water
will be rotated from canal system to canal system where such water
is available.
W. F. Reach
Project Wager
;
w.“
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Jamary 1h, 1951:.
Rio armada Project storage today is 136,500 eere~£eet. On
the name date in 1953 storage was h22,w0 ewe-feet. Average far this
period of the year nines Elephant. Butte began storing water in 1915
has been 1,032,500 eereureet. The present. storage is qnly 13 per cent
of the average fer the period. 13111:»: to Elephant Butte during 1358
was approximately 262,900 acre-feet. or 25 per cent of the average since
1895.
There is nothing definite with respect to the conditions an
the watershed in New Mexico and Colorado at this time. Information
available indicates that prospects for runoff at this time are dis—
com-aging; and unless there is a. major change of the weather in the
upper Rio Grands Basin, it is 1114:4317 that the spring inflow will be
very let em! pet-hep: Webb ta the rumff during the spring as
1951. Show and precipitation in mess of normal news; to be name.any during the reminder of the winter eeeean fer ayerege runoff.
. A meeting will be held with the Elephant. Bette Irrigation
Dietrich and the R]. Peso County Water Improvement District liq. 1 on
or about Hatch 1, 195k, for the purpose of allottixxg to the waterright lands of the Project. the water in storage on label; date. The
date that. the gates will be qpened in Gehello Dem for beginning the
1951; irrigation season will also be deemed at this meeting.
At this time it appears likely that. the allotment to be ma_a
on March 1 will of meeeeity, due to lack of. water in storage, be less
than the starting _lament of 1.00 acre-feet per acre leaf. year.
This is readily evident by marine: the preaent storage of 136,500
acre—feet with the 1422,6013 acreafeet in etorage on the same day last
yaw.
Generally, ground water conditions are lower than last year,
with the result that return none are also lower. The river flaw at
E1 Pane on January 12, 1951;, resulting mm return waters from the
lieeille and Rjnmn Valleys is the lowest it has been since 1918.
The water outleok at this time is not eneouraging and the
irrigation season of 195k for the Project may be one or critical
water shortage mines the weather pattern ever the Rio Grande Basin
changes materially in the next twe and one—half months.
w. I“. R8363!
Project. Manager
0:58
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HATER WWWENT
Hare!) l, 1951;
Projeab storage today is 185,200 acre-feet. Storage today is
about 17.5 per cent a! the average» for this date since storage began in
193.5. On the same date last. yaar storage was 1.79,“ act's-feet.
while the March 3. Snow Emmy Report is nut. yet available,
there has been nothing, during the month“)! February to indicate a reversal
9f 1.7.113 drought weather pattern, with the result that it is quite likely
the March 1 raport will reflect. (sensations 513111 below normal and the
prabablo mmtt, based on the Kat-ch 1 sendition, to be below average.
a major change in the weather pattern is maeaaary during the per-lad.
March to mid-May to produce appreciable met! by July 1. Inflow to
Elephant Butte darling the winter months has been below average. Return
flaws to the river from the Project drainage system is oxuap’oionally
low, resulting in the _aw of the Rio Grando at El Passe being the lawest.
since 1912.
It was decided in a. mae’oing today with the Elephant Butte Irri~
gation District, and. the E1 Paw County Watar Improment District. No. .1
that. tiara mam low staraga pemita an allotment to the water-right.
repayment land; of the Project. at. this _lm 91’ only 5 inches per acre.
My increase in the augment. will be dependent. upon inflow to Elephant
Butta reservoir, the possibility of which cannot be amt-mated at this
time. Deliveriss after July 1 are. dependent on 1151le of sufficient
Wilma ta maintain distribution system requiraments.
It. was also aeciéed in the meeting that the gates at Caballo
Reservoir will be opened on March 20, for the beginning of the 1951;
irrigatian mason».
Deliveries to owners of We auras or under of water—right land
will receive water once during the AS-day period following the opening
of the gates on March 20. Deliveries to the cmmnunity ditch localities
will be maria under schedules which are now being prepared. The schedules
for the community ditch areas will be available shortly, and the ditchriders in the comm-unity areas will ha able: ta advise as to the dates water
deliveries will be mule in theae areas.
Thea unblock for water supply fer the Projset. this year is
discouraging; and unless greater man normal precipitation occurs between
mw and midway, the F’rojaet will experience the most severe water short.»
age during the current. drought. Water users are urged to caremlly plan
their aparationa so that maximm benefit may be obtained from the minimum
water available.
0:58
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Farmers with sued irrigation walls we request“: to us than
to the greatest. Mint passable an a; source of amply and ta mks avail-wahlo far transfer that! allotmnt water be these ram: m an: mt haw
satiafg_ury walls. Mummnts for snub transfer w' be and. with the
Elephant Butts Irrigatian maria atrium in Les Graces, the 319 Emma
Prensa: divination 0mm in Law Emacs, the affirm of the El Pm Ramsay
Water Improvement marten Na. 1 in E1 Page, and the Rio Grande Projea‘h
division 0111c: at 15.10%, Texas. ’
W. F. Ranch
Praject. Manager
0:54
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WATER ANNOUNCEHENT
my 111-: 195‘}
The Praia“ is now in the most critical water shortage since
storage began in 31th Butte reservoir in 1915. Project amt-age
today is 112,000 act's-feat aa campared with 357,300 awe—feet on the
same day last. year, W with the amage since: atomge began in 1915
of 1,037,000 awraat. Inflow during the period Jazmin 1 -- Hay 1
has bun approximately 9&2“) acre-Jest; average inflow far this periad
daring the past twnty years has been 236,600.
Th3 Smut Surveys and Water Supply Forecasts for Rio Grande
Erainage Basin, Kay 1., 1951., far-ow“ an inflow to Elephant Butte
Reservoir of 159,060 acre—teat. for the period April 1 - September 30
this year. The following is quoted from the Kay lst report: “The
water autlook aim; the Rio Grand» 51: New Mexico is ariticallz‘ poor
and perhaps the aunt in rail/Mien to water am than for any previous
year.“ The 150,000 aux-wrest forecast“! may be subject to reduetion
due ta changes in storage in E1 Vado reservoir; if 35, aansiderahly
less than 150,000 would be received. The foreeaat is 3130 123an on
normal precipitatiem during the period. Shauld swam drought. con-—
tissue, the remit. mum be less inflow than the forecast. Since April
let. the estimated in_ow has been 20,800 acre—feet, than leavirg only
129,200 acre-feet to expect from the feracaat.
In wnfwmce with the Elephant Butte Irrigation District,
and the El Pm County Water Improvement Matrmt KO. 1, it has been
decided that. the pregnant allotment of £11m inches of water to Project
water~right repayment lands cannot be changed on the basis of the
present storage and the; inflow to date. There is no water avaikbla
for increasing the getmnt. at this tima. Thee remaindér of the
foracastad inflaw between new and September 30 of 12?,200 acre-test
is too unawain and small in volume to held out any hope of major
immense later in the allotment; only when this forecasted inflmr is
in Elephant Butte renamir can it. he considered. large flood inflow
resulting from unusual heavy and general rains ever the mum-shad
abmre Elephant Butte rewroir will be required to permit appra—
ciable increase in the allotment.
Delivery of water, considering the present storage, cannot
be fox-esteem at this time beyond about July 1; _lm rate of use of the
ranaindar af‘ the present. allotmant. will actually centre]. the data
beysnd yuhich delivery cannot be made.
0:54
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The remaining portion at the fiwineh :11th to tract»:
hm screw and _nal“? will be main as distribtztion nonditiaut vomit.
Schedules for this «11va are being prepared and will be mummy
soon with um anagrams serving the WW arm. Mimiiyr 01‘
armies and quiet whom“ is» aehednla cannot be Malachite any
group, farm, or «many man, am to the minimum want at water
available. "
N. 2“. Reach
Project Hal-agar
0:54
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WATER. Wimm
Jana 21, 195A.
In_ow to Elephant Butts reservoir during the nmcft period
April 1 be data ha: bun an estimated 55,1.00 acre-feat, with the inflow
ah‘the present time being approximately 70 cubic feet per second. The
estimated inflow April 1 - Jana 30, using the present in_ow as rqpresontatiw of the Main; two weeks of June, will be about 57,589?) amen
feat. The average _ow for the period 1895-1953 past sac: Mal (head
of Eiephant Butte reservoir) has boon 612,000 aura-test. 13mm:
estimated influx far the period. this year is about 9.1; per cent. of the
long-time: average.
Prods“ atorage today in 93,200 acre-£3“, while average
storage for this data since storage began in 19.15 has been 1,171,900.
Currant storage is anly 8.4% per cent of the average.
In oonfemmm with the Elephant Butte Irrigatmn District and
the El Paw scanty ‘33th Improvement District He. 3., it. has been doeided
to increase the allatmt ta Project water-right. lands out: (1) inch,
making the tem moment six (6) inches instead of _u (Si-1mm; m»
the season. Thu increase will be effeatin immediatelys-‘ Unlass'in_w
to the reservoirs: occurs them can be no Mixer increase in tha- allo_uent.
The mall tracts, ism area or loss, will receive the same
one u.) inch increase in the allotment. This in not sufficient. for an
average nermal complete irrigation. Schedulw :3! dates of delivery far
the enmity Ditch arena will be anmunced abant July 1.
The water shartage is serious and the Project during the next
ten wreaks, which is the principal periad of mp grath and production,
will argperience the mat. awn water stress period in the history of the
Project unless gamma and ample rain» in the valleys, a: unusual heavy
mine in the Ric: wands basin abova Elephant. Batu dam bring rolief.
The gravity at the situation cannot b3 minimized.
Farmers with irrigation wells at ampla capacity are urged to
help their neighbara in matter to prevent complete loss at crops in than
eases when farmers have not. been able to provide: themselves with walls.
Licenses fer commas or pumpad what from irrigatien wells to farms
through Project canals anti laterals will be iasued to those desiring to
pump for their neighbar mere farm ditches are not available to convey
such water. These eomreyanee licenses are: issueé when the wall and the
farm to be semd are on the same ditah. Transfers from one canal or
lateral system to another are, unfortunately, impractical.
0:55
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Delivery 91‘ watt” amt. at this: time be guaranboud heyetnd.
August 1, an the who at which the allotment water in used will comm“;
the time during which ear-den can be 35mm. 12: “minim: latqr indi-o
gate that daliwry can. he made beywmd August. 1, announcement. will Kw
mas; hmv‘ar, €913.va will aontimao as Long as water 13 available;
A: of new, no de_nita date for closing, of the game at Gahalla am
has been set or eonsidwad. Water users will be 3:111an immadiately sheuld inflaw 9!,
sufficient volume occur that will permit inereasing the allotment
131. F. Reach
Prejeet Hamster
0:55
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WATER mmnmcm
August 25, 1951.
The irrigation season of l95h will formally end with the
cloning of the gates at Ceballo Dam September 5, 1954. Raine during
the past ten days have materially helped to satisfy the late season
requirement for water. Although the reins have been generous on the
Project, they have not extended to the watershed of the Rio Grande in
New Mexico in sufficient amount to produce large inflow; consequently,
following discussions with the Elephant Butte Irrigation District, and
the El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1, it has been deemed
advisable to end the irrigation season approximately a week earlier
than has been the case during the past several years.
Orders for the delivery of allotment water will be received
until noon August Slot. Water users having allotment water unused,
and whose crop is in need of water, may place an order with their
ditchrider not later than noon August Blot. In order to make the
delivery of allotment water as conservatively as possible, orders will
have to be grouped so that the release of required water from storage
will not have a tendency to drag out with a consequent large loss of
water.
Project storage today is h7,700 acre-feet as compared with
the average for the data since storage begun in 1915 of 1,026,000 acre—
feet. While there has been some inflow during July and August, the
amount for the two months to date is still considerably below the
average inflow for these months since 1895. The estimated inflow for
the year to date of 156,000 acre-feet is only 18 per cent of the average
for the eight months period January~Auguot since 1895. Unless floods
occur, producing appreciable inflow to Elephant Butte and Caballo
reservoirs, l95h will have been the twelfth consecutive year of inflow
below the average of the diecharge of the Rio Grande at San Marcial for
the fifty yearn lB95—l9kh.
W.F. Bosch
Project Manager
‘IZXTJ. 5, 1 9 8 9 O : 5 5
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WATER ANNOUNCAHENT
March 7, 1955
Rio Grande Project storage today is 176,200 acre—feet; this is
l5,h00 acrewfeet less than on the same date last year. Average storage for
this time of the year since storage first began in 19l5 has been 1,038,700
acre—feet. Inflow to Elephant Butte Reservoir during l95h was only 20 per
cent of the average flow at San Marcial for the fiftynyear period 1895~l9hh.
195h was the twelfth consecutive year of below the average inflow for the
fifty—year period 1895-l9hh.
It is too early to permit an appraisal of final snow pack conditions
on the watershed; consequently, at this time only an allotment can be made
of the present available storage. In conference with the Elephant Butte
Irrigation District, and the El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1
it has been agreed that the present storage permits an allotment of 2-1/2
inches per acre to the water—right repayment lands of the Project. Gates at
Caballo Dam will be opened to begin the 1955 irrigation season March 20, 1955.
Conditions at this time on the Project with respect to water distribution are the most critical of any time during the drought period. The drop
in ground water has resulted in return flow being a minimum, thus indicating
that very little cushion can be expected from return flow this year, unless
inflow should permit a large increase in the allotment. A period of shutdown
at the reservoir may be required during May.
She allotment of 2al/2 inches per acre to the water-right repayment
lands of the Project will provide one irrigation to water—right tracts two
acres and under, the dates for which will be announced within the next three
weeks. Residents of the community ditch areas should inquire of their ditch—
riders about April 1, or watch for announcements in the newspapers in Las
Cruces and El Faso as to the dates water will be available to the community
ditch areas.
The difficulty in operating the distribution system this spring
cannot be minimized as for the first time in the history of the Project the
entire system will have to be operated without the benefit of an appreciable
return flow water cushion; consequently, water users are advised that uninterrupted adherence to service schedules will be difficult. In order to equally
distribute the available water, frequent changes in operational programs may
be necessary. Equitable distribution throughout the Project may require a
program.of "on and off“ diversion of limited periods in the several divisions
of the Project unless appreciable inflow to the reservoir occurs.
Water users of the Project will be kept advised by announcement
from time to time as to the status of the Project water supply and as to any
changes in the distribution and operation patterns that will be required.
W
WI Fa Reach
Project Manager
1 9 8 9 3 : 5 8
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May 2: 1955
Reports on the conditions of snow and probable runoff of the
Rio Grande during; this spring are very discouraging. The available
reports indicate that the inflow to Elephant Butte reservoir during the
runoff period might well be one of the lowest of record; consequently,
it is evident that the only hope for appreciable inflow will be unusual
and heavy rains producing flood flows.
In recognition of the probability of minimum inflow this spring,
it has been agreed, in conference with the Elephant Butte Irrigation
District, and the El Paso County Water Improvement District No. l, to
close the gates at Caballo reservoir May 5th for a period of about 30
days. This program has been decided upon in an effort to conserve water
by not making releases during that period of the year which is normally
one of minimum irrigation demand and requirement. Should any unusual
condition develop that would require release of water to meet emergency
conditions applicable to a substantial amount of acreage, the shutdown
program may require modification; however, releases from the reservoir
could not be made to meet a minimum requirement. All water orders
received not later than May 3rd will be delivered before the shutdown.
There can be no consideration of an increase in the current
allotment of 2—1/2" at this time. Should inflow of sufficient volume
develop that Would permit any increase in the allotment, the water users
will be notified immediately.
Project storage today is 127,700 acre-feet, compared with
the average since 1915 of 1,010,000 acrenfeet. Inflow during April is
estimated to have been 5,000 acre-feet, while the longwtime average
for April is about 121,000 acre-feet. There is no indication at this
time that the inflow in the upper Rio Grande is increasing; in fact,
the information available leflects minimum flow conditions at all
stations along the upper Rio Grande.
. 7
/,( fry/foé/L/
W. F. Hesch
Project Manager
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WATER ANNOUNCEMENT
June 22, 1955
Rio Grande Project storage today is 123,200 acre-feet.
Average storage for this time of the year since storage first began
in 1915 is l,lb,6,000 acreufeet. The snow melt inflow season is over,
with the estimated inflow for the period January 1 — July 1 being
approximately 108,100 acre—feet. Average inflow for this period prior
to the drought or for the 50-year period 1895-1951; is about 813,500
acrewfeet. Thus the estimated current inflow for the first six months
this year is only 13.3 per cent of the average. The water situation
is critical and generous rains in the valleys below Caballo Dam or
realm—producing flea ds above Elephant Butte must occur if any help is
forthcoming for this season.
The water condition has today been reviewed in discussion
with the Elephant Butte Irrigation Distxict, and the El Paso County
Water Improvement District No. l; and it is agreed that the low in_ow
and present condition of Project storage will permit an increase in
the allotment of only one~half (0.5) inch at this time, thereby
increasing the total allotment for Project water-right repayment
lands from two and one-half (2.5) to three (3) inches for the season
to date.
It has been further agreed that no assurance of delivery
of allotment water can be given after August 1, 1955. Water users
are accordingly advised to arrange for delivery of their allotment
water not later than this date, but holding back on request for
delivery until the week preceding August 1 could create a difficult
operating problem.
Owners of two acres and under of water-"right lands will
receive water during the period before August 1. Announcement of
the dates water will be available in the community ditch areas will
be made in a few days.
._..:/-,> l/T‘
,: / A .. 45.EMA _ _ V, I .
w. P. Resch
Project Manager
3:59
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WATER MGNOUNCEMENT
August 11, 1955
Inflow to Elephant Butte and Cabello reservoirs during the
period of rainstorm beginning about mid—July to Thursday August 11
has been disappointing. While material benefit from the rains in the
irrigated sections of the Project have been beneficial, direct inflow
into the reservoirs has been less than hoped for.
Project storage today is 109,510 acre—feet. This is only lO.h
per cent of the average for this period since storage began in 1915.
The Project water situation has been reviewed today in discussion 1
with the Elephant Butte Irrigation District, and the El Paso County Water 4
Imprmrement District No. 1. It has been agreed that the inflow during the
past several weeks will permit an increase in the allotment to Project
water—right repayment lands of only one—half (0.5) inch per acre, increasing;
the total for the season to date from three (3) inches to three and one-half
(3.5) inches. The increase is effective immediately.
Ownerships of two acres or less of water—right land will receive
their delivery of the increase in the allotment under schedules now being
prepared. Announcement of the dates water will be available in the
community ditch areas will be made in a few days,
/ __._ ,6:
, ., ’ —-‘ , ’
7,“ 1'. /
W. F. Resch
Project Manager
JAN. 5, 1989 3:59
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W TEE ANNOUNCEMENT
August 19, 1955
The Rio Grande Project water condition has been reviewed
in conference today with the Elephant; Butte Irrigation District, and
the El Paso County hater Improvement District No. l. The inflow to
Elephant Butte Reservoir from recent rains, principally during the
past week; has resulted in a net storage increase of only 15,100
acrenfeet; howaver, a small increase in the allotment can be announced
at this timm
The allotment to Rio Grande Projest watervright repayment
lanis is increased four tenths (Cal) inch, thereby making the total
allotment for the season to date three and ninemtenths (3.9) inches
per aorea
1% has also been iecided to close the gates at Caballo Dam
on September 10, 1955, therebv ending the 1955 irrigation season.
Orders for delivery of allotment water will be accepted as late as
September 90 Orders received as of that date will be serviced.
_vmers of two acres and under will receive delivery of
Q for watermrighb repayment acreage equivalent to the onemhalf
\DWSE inch as announced on August 11, 1955, plus the fourutenths (O.h)
~r this announcement, delivered as one irrigation on August
Fl" 22 in the Hatch and Las Crucee areas; and August 21, and 22 in
Countxy Club distric+ above El Paso; and August 27, 285 29, and 30
-he LOHHUNity ditd1 between El Paso and Islets.
3' mm "
,1
_- 5/)?“ KC” r,
6/, _ / IlsAHQJ/V,
W.'Fn Bosch
Progect Manager
4:00
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L .PARTMEM‘ OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
RIO GRANDE PROJECT
WATER A NNDUN CEMEN T
August 29, 195 5
Inflow to Elephant Butte reservoir since the August 19
Water Announcement has resulted in a storage increase of about 18,000
acre-feet as of the morning of Auglst 27.
In conference today with the Elephant Butte Irrigation District,
and the El Paso County Water Impmvement District No. 1, it has been
decided that the inflow permits an increase of six tenths (0.6) of an
inch to Rio Grande Project waternright repayment lands, thereby making the
allotment for the season to date four and onev‘nalf (1+.5) inches.
No change in the date of September 10, 1955 for the closing
of the gates in Caballo Dam ending the irrigation season is being made.
Orders for Rio Grande Project allotment water will be received
until and including September 9. Orders received as of that date will
be serviced.
W» 1?: i
77/ W
“ I \
W. F. Resell
Project Manager
JAN. 5, 1989 4:00
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DEPARTI‘IENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLATIATION
RIO GRANDE PROJECT
THIATER ANNOUNCEMENT
September 3, 1955
Due to additional inflow to Elephant Butte reservoir it
has been decided in conference with the Elephant Butte Irrigation
District, and the El Paso County Water Improvement District Non 1
to inorease the allotment to Rio Grande Project water-right repayment
lands five tenths (0.50) inch thereby making the total allotment for
the season five (5.00) inches.
The gates at Caballo Dam will be closed September 10, 1955
as previously announced. However, orders for allotment water will be
accepted until and including September 9, 3.955. Orders received as
of that date will be serviced.
This increase in the allotment and date of ordering applies
to all water-light repayment lands of the Rio Grande Project.
F," “f x? / g ‘ V(k\
W. F. Resch
Project Manager
4:00
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMANT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RcCLAMATION
RIO GRANDE PROJECT ~ New MEXICO-TEXAS
WATER ANNOUNCEMENT
March 5, 1956
Project storage today is 233,900 acre-feet; while the
average for this date since storage began in 1915 is approximately
1,019,000 aore~feet. It is too early to gauge the runoff probability.
While the February 1 Snow Report was more encouraging than on the same
date last year, nonetheless the report indicated a probable inflow to
Elephant Butte reservoir for the water year Oct. 1, 1955 a Sept. 30,
1956 of only 58 per cent of the average for the period 1938*1952.
The allotment of the present storage as decided in conference
with the Elephant Butte Irrigation District, and the El Paso County
Water Improvement District No. l, for the irrigation season of 1956,
is four (A) inches per acre for water—right repayment lands of the Rio
Grande Project. The delivery of four inches per acre from the current
storage beyond June 15 is contingent upon inflow to Elephant Butte
during May or June. Delivery beyond that date, unless inflow occurs,
would be difficult in the hot summer period, due to lower operating
efficiency in distributing minimum flows in the system. The gates
at Cahallo Dam will be opened 8:00 A.M., March 18th, to begin the
irrigation season.
Water users should contact their respective ditohriders not
later than noon, March 16th, to place their order for early water.
The four—inch allotment will provide two irrigations for ownerships of
two acres and under of water—right repayment lands. The schedule dates
of delivery for the community areas and for owners of tracts two acres
and under will be announced on or before April 1.
. ’37
v 'gf/Qe;¢‘cy{;‘
W. F. Resch
Project Manager
6 : 3A4
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UNITED STdTES
DEPARTMLNT OF THE INTu_IUR
BUREAU OF R_CLAMATIUN
R10 GRANDE PnthC” - NEW MEXIcuwT_KAS
WATER ANhOUNC_Ww_T
april 20, 1956
It has been decided today in conference with the
Elephant Butte Irrigation District, and the El Paso County Water
Improvement District No. l, as a water conservation measure,
to close the gates at Caballo Dam on or about key 1, 1956, for
a period of 30 days or longer. This program is similar to the
one in 1955.
The closing of the gates has been decided upon in
recognition of the minimum orders that are being received for
delivery of allotment water. At the present time an appreciable
area of the Project does not have any orders for delivery, with
the result that the conservation measure is required in order to
conserve the meager supply; To make infrequent deliveries or to
supply the system under minimum orders would be adverse to the
conservation of the existing supply.
Orders will be accepted from water users until 10:00
a. m., May 1, and delivery of such orders will be made before
the gates are closed.
W, F. Hesch
ProjeUt Manager
6 : 3A4

UNITED STATE-S
DEPAR’H‘IFN T OF 137.13 INTERIOR
BUTE AU OF 83?. CL AIM Tl ON
RIO GRANDE PEOJIZCT - NEH MEXICDn-TECXAS
WATER ANNOUNCED/EDIT
June 1, 1956
Inflow to Elephant Butte reservoir for the period January 1»
5‘11“} May 31 this year is an estimated 121,600 acres-feet or only 23 per cent of
the average sinee 1895. It is now evident, that unless unprecedented
rain produced floods occur between now and July 1, the runoff for the
first six months of the year will be among the minimum years of record.
at
Project storage today is 182, 200 aore~feet as compared with
the average of 1,086,000 acre—feet for this date since storage began
in 1915. While the current storage is 141,400 acre—feet higher than on
the same date in 1955, other conditions in the Project such as dropping
ground water levels and lack of return flow available for use will offset
to some extent this increased storage.
At 1.1 e present time approximately hh per cent of the current
allotment of 1;" per acre to water—right lands of the Project is undelivered; ; an
consequently, a major part of the current. storage will be required to
deliver the remaining allotment. It has been agreed with the Elephant
Butte Irrigation District, and the ”rt-l Paeo County Mater Improvement
District No. 1 that an announcement will be made on or about July let as
to whether an inereaee in the allotrrent can be made at that time.
Water will be released from the reservoir June 5, provided
sufficient ordere have been received to justify a release; if not, the
release will be delayed until the orders are adequate to require a
release.
W“ F. Resch
Project Manager
JAN. 5, 1989 6:34
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UNITED STATES
Db nRTMENT OF THE INTERIQX
BUREAU OF HoCLAMATIUN
RIU GRANDm PROJnCT _ New NDXICOnTEXAS
WnTmR nNNOUNCEMENT
July 2, 1956
E Project storage today is 115,100 acrenfeet. The average
storage for this date since storage first began in 1915 is 1,093,600
acre—feet”
The inflow to Elephant _utte reservoir as determined at
San Marcial for the first six months of the year, January through
Juneg is estimated to have been 122,800 acre-feet or about 11 per cent
. for the same period betWeen 1895 — lQAb, which is a
com: risen Wth a 50» ear record of the Rio Granle at San Marcial
price to the beginning of the “resent low inflow era, *5
The flow of ihe Rio Grende at San Barcizl on June 25th was
only 20 cubic~feet we? second. The snow melt season is now over; and
t?" only hope for inflow is for Heavy rains over the watershed in
Lid and Augusta
The water situation nee been reviewee today in conference
tee Elaphant Butte lrrig Ion District, and the El Paso County
m;;er Improvement 3‘ trict Lo, 12 It has been agreed that the current
urage and the operating conditions in the Project permit an increase
the allotment of only onemhelf (095) inch for the repayment lands
' ' oiect, thus making the total for the season to date four and
The increase of onewhalf (OHS) inch in the allotment will
pantiel irrigation to owners of two acres or less of repayb
The eoheduled dates for this partial irrigation will be
r_i ,
r" ‘;;/”‘7-; 1' ,
x." . / _/ one?“
. f.
WE F, Reach
Project Manager
‘IZXTJ. 5, 1 9 8 9 6 - 3 5

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BDRhnU OF RECLAMATIUN
RIU GhnNDE PROJnCT — NEN M_XICO—TEXAS
WATER ANNOUNCEMENT
August 2A, 1956
Inflow of the Rio Grande to Elephant Butte Reservoir continues
to be disappointing. There has been no appreciable inflow at San Marcial
since July 1. The inflow during July, and to August 22 is roughly
estimated to have been 3A0 acre—feet for July and 6800 acre—feet for the
period of august. average inflow for July is 73,100 acre~feet, and for
August h5,h00 acre-feet. Storage today is 5h,100 acre—feet; one year ago
today the storage was 98,600 acre—feet; while the average for this time
of the year since storage began in 1915 is about 987,500 acre-feet.
The water situation has been reviewed today with the Elephant
Butte Irrigation District, and the El Paso County weter Improvement
District No. l. The present storage and the existing conditions permit r
an increase to Project water—right repayment lands in the allotment from
A.5 inches to h.7 inches. This increase is made possible principally by
side inflow and return flow, supplementing the small inflow from the Rio
Grande at San Marcial, in both elephant Butte and Caballo Reservoirs. i
It has also been decided that the gates at Caballo Dam will be ,
closed September 10, ending the irrigation season. Orders for allotment
water will be received until 10 A.M. September 7. 2 v
A partial irrigation, equivalent to the 0.2 inch increase in
the allotment will be made to owners of two acres or less of water-right
land. Schedules for community ditch areas will be announced within a
short time.
W. F. Reach
Project Manager
“H
JAN.5, 1989 5:35
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RmCLnMnTIUN
RIO GRAIDE PmOJ_CT - NEW MEXICO—TEXAS
’L-JaTER MNOUNCEIMEENT
March's, 1957
Rio Grande Project storage today is 83,900 acre~feet. This
is the lowest for this date since storage began in 1915. Last year on
the same date, storage was 212,500 acre.feet; while the average for this
date is 99?,500 acre-feet. The flow of the Rio Grande at San Marcial for
the period October 1, 1956 - March 1, 1957 has been the lowest in the
recorded history of the stream for this period.
No definite conclusion can be reached at this time relative
to runoff from snow melt this spring. Reports as of harch 1 indicate
that conditions are improved over last year; but as far as a definite
conclusion as to the probable volume of inflow to Elephant Butte,
conditions between now and April 15 with respect to snowfall and precipi~
tation, and weather conditions during the melting season, will be the
controlling factors.
A meeting today has been held with the Elephant Butte Irriga»
tion District, and the El Paso County Water Improvement District No. l
for the purpose of allotting the existing storage. It has been concluded
that the current storage will permit only an allotment to the water—right
repayment lands of the Project of 1.2 inches per acre. It has also been
decided that the gates at Caballo Dan will be opened to begin the irriga~
tion season March 20, 1957. Water users will be advised promptly by
Water Announcement of any changes that can be made in the allotment as a
result of inflow.
Water users desiring early water should contact their ditchrider
not later than March 15.
In View of the uncertainty at this time as to runoff, and the
record low storage, the gates at Caballo Dam will be siesed on or about
May let for approximately a month period. The date of rewopening will
depend upon the storage available on June 1.
Owners of two acres or less of water-right repayment land will
receive their 1.2 inches per acre allotment under schedules to be announced
later. Residents of the community ditch areas are advised that the
community ditches must be cleaned before water will be released to them.
Water users who are willing to transfer their allotment should
contact the office of the Elephant Butte Irrigation District in Las Cruces,
and the El Paso County water Improvement District No. 1 office in El Paso
as soon as possible.
W. F. Reach
Project Manager
,4“;
0:28

UNITED STATES
DEPA't‘l’l‘J-ulul‘d‘l‘ 01“ Thu Iiu'l‘JmIOrt
BUREAU UI“ EtJJCLAl‘Jia'J'TIUN
R10 GRANDE PHOJLCT — th umXICO—TLXAS
W ATEK ANNOUIV CHM-NE
I-_ay 31 .9 19 5 7
Project storage today is 161,300 acre-feet or 105,L00 acre~feet
more than on hay let. The average storage for this time of the year since
storage began in 1915 is 1,086,000 acre-feet. The increase of 105,h00
acre-feet during hay is about to per cent of the average inflow for the
month since 1895. The estimated inflow January 1 - May 31, of l7h,300
acre-feet,ie 33 per cent of the long-time average 1895-1956.
An examination of the Project water condition as of today has been
made in discussion with the Elephant Butte Irrigation District, and the
E1 Pasc County Water improvement District No. 1. It has been decided that
the amount of water now in storare will permit an increase in the allot~
ment from 1.2 inches to 2.75 inches to watervright repayment lands of the
Rio Grande Project.
The gates at Caballo Dam.will be opened sometime between June 5
and June 12. The exact date will depend upon receipt of sufficient orders
from water users to justify a release.
The increase in the allotment will mean a partial irrigation to
the owners of two acres and under of water-right repayment lands. Sched—
ules for the conmmnity ditch areas will not be announced until after the
opening of the gates at Caballo Dam.
Water users willing to transfer their allotment to other water—right
repayment lands should contact the office of the Elephant Butte Irrigation
District in Las Cruces, and the El Pass County Water Improvement District
No. 1 office in El Paso as soon as possible.
another announcement will be made on or about July lst.
W.F. Reach
Project hanagcr
‘IZXTJ. 1, 1,9 8 9 O : 2 8
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UNIT_D STATLS
DmPnnTmnNT OF THn I_TnmlOR
BUREAU OF RECLAEATION
RIO G_nNDE rdOJECT — NEW MLXICU—TAKAS
Ha”mR ANNOUNCLMAET
July 1, 1957
Project storage today is 271,100 acre-feet. average storage
for this date since 1915 is 1,117,400 acre-feet. Present storage is
therefore only about 24 per cent of average. The inflow to Elephant
Butte Asservoir for the period January 1 — June 30 of an estimated
357,AOO acre—feet 18 about 46 per cent of the average for the period
1895-1950. The inflow during June has not been up to expectations,
the estimated inflow for the month being only 181,10C acre—feet.
The dio Grands Project water situation has been reviewed today
in discussion with the Elephant Mutts Irrigation District, and the
El Paso County Gater Improvement District No. 1. It has been agreed
that the current storage permits in increase in the allotment to
Project water-right repayment lands of 3.50 inches, thereby increasing
the total for the year to date to 6.25 inches.
Owners of two acres and under of water-right repayment land
will receiva their delivery of this increase in schedules to be
announced within a few days.
later users who are willing to transfer their allotment should
contact the office of the Elephsnt Eutte irrigation District in Las
Cruces, and the office of the ml teso County'water Improvement District
No. l in El faso as soon as possible.
burther increases in the allotment will be made as promptly as
inflow and operating conditions will permit.
H. F. Resch
Project Manager
0:24
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UNITED STaTbS
‘___utTunNT OF THE lNTmmIUR
UUmunU UF RECLAMATION
Rio G_nwbm PdehCT - hmw MnXICD—TLXAS
mm imauuuolmaT
July 22, 1957
Rio Grande Project storage today is 335,000 acre-feet.
The continued increase in storage since July lst is the result of inflow
above the average for the month. While the storage condition is much
improved over the same time last year, it is still below the average of
about 1,045,000 acre-feet for this period of the year since storage first
began in 1915.
A review of the water situation has been held today with
the Elephant Butte Irrigation District, and the El Paso County Water
Improvement District No. 1. It has been agreed that the July inflow
and operating conditions on the Project permit an increase in the allotment of b.00 inches to water—right repayment lands of the Project, or
a total of 10.25 inches for the season to date.
Schedules for irrigation deliveries of the increased allotment
to the owners of two acres or less of repayment land will be announced
in the near future.
Water users who are willing to transfer their increased
allotment to other water—right repayment lends should contact the
office of the Elephant Butte irrigation District in Les Cruces, and
the office of the hi Peso County Water Improvement District No. 1 in
El Paso as soon as poesible.
N. F. Reach
Project kanwger
0:24
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UNITED STATES
DuPndThLNT OF THE INTERIOR
BUR_nU UF RDCLANATIUN
RIO GRANDB rdOJnCT _ NMW MEXICO—TAXAS
WATER ANNOUNCM‘LENT
August 6, 1957
Inflow to Elephant Butte Reservoir since the Water Announcement of July 22nd is an estimated 115,000 acreufeet, resulting in
storage today of LlQ,2OO acremfeet. Average storage for this date is
about 1,000,000 acre-feet. The inflow during the latter part of July
and August to date is unusual and is-the result of late melting snow,
augmented by frequent shower periods producing storm type runoff in
both Colorado and New Mexico.
The water situation has been reviewed today with the
Elephant Butte Irrigation District, and the El Paso County Water
Improvement District No. 1. It has been agreed that the allotment
can be increased 3.75 inches to Rio Grande Project water—right repay—
ment lands, thus making the total allotment to date It inches.
The actual date for the closing of the gates at Caballo
Dam will be decided later; however, it is at this time believed that
the closing date will be on or about September 15, 1957.
Delivery schedules for the community ditch areas and owners
of two acres or less of repayment land will be announced sometime next
week.
d. F. Resch
Project Manager
0:24
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UNITED STATES
DEPAR'J.‘NBCI\VI' OF 'I‘HT‘; INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RFECLANATION
RIO GRANDE PROJECT - NEW MEXICO—TEXAS
WATER ANNOUNCEM_NT
August 27, 1957
It has been decided to close the gates at Caballo
Dam, ending the irrigation season of 1957, on September 20, 1957.
However should. genera]. rains occur over the Pro '6 ct
J . ’
making the release of water- unnecessar'y, the closing date could
be earlier than September 20th to take advantage of such rains.
W. F. Beech
Project Manager
0:25
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RIO GRANDE COMPACT COMMISSION
43rd ANNUAL MEETING
HOLIDAY INN
ALAMOSA, COLORADO

TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS

TX v. NM #141

New Mexico Exhibit

NM_EX-418

2
1
BE IT REMEMBERED that on the 25th day of March,
2
1982, the Rio Grande Compact Commission met at the Holiday Inn,
3
Alamosa, Colorado, starting at.9:00 a.m., with Mr. Pat L. Soule
4
presiding.
5
6
'APPEARANCES
7
,
CHAIRMAN:
PAT L. SOULE
Rio Grãnde Compact Commission
8
'
P. 0. BOx 26659
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87125
9
SECRETARY:
WILLIAM K. DEI.N
10
'
Acting.Secretary
U.S.G.S. - W.R.D.
11
'
'
Santa Fe, New Mexico
12
FOR NEW MEXICO:
S. E. REYNOLDS
Commissioner for New Mexico
13
Santa Fe, New Mexico
14
'
,
PHILIP B. MUTZ
Engineer Adviser
15
'
Santa Fe, New Mexico
16
FOR TEXAS:
JESSE B. GILMER
Commissioner for Texas
17
El Paso, Texas
18
'
"
','..
'
J' W RILEY
,
Engineer Adviser
19
'El Paso Texas
20
TIM BROWN
Texas Attorney General's Office
21
'
'
'Austin, Texas
22
FOR COLORADO:
,
JERIS A. DANIELSON'
Commissioner for Colorado
23
Denver, Colorado
24
IIAROLDA. SIMPSON
Engineer' Adviser
25
,
Denver, Colorado
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1
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Good morning, ladies and gentle2 men. I would like to welcome you to this 43rd annual meeting
3 of the Rio GrandeCompact meeting held this March25, 1982 in
4 Alamosa, Colorado.'.
5
I have a few things I would like to cover before
6 we get started. our Reporter for our Compact meeting will be
7 Gene Meek, and I would ask that as you address the Chair that
8 you would give your name.
9
Also I will be circulating -- and I think we have
•
10
already started it -- a register. We would like for you to
11 sign, give us your address, and also specify whether you would
12 like a copy of the Minutes.
13
Now, the Minutes that we will be distributing
L
14 are the Minutes of the 1981 meeting that was held in El Paso
15 last year.
16
Also at this time I believe Commissioner Daniel17 son has a Resolution that he would like to present before the
18 Commission. Commissioner Danielson.
19
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
20
As many of you know, Alex Fischback has been
21 the United States Representative to the Rio Grande Compact
22 Commission for 13 years, and Mr. Fischback died very suddenly
23 last November, and with the permission of the Chair and the
24 other Commissioners, i would like to read a Resolution,, and
W
25
after reading it I would move its adoption.
ISCIRG 00120590
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1
Resolution of The Rio Grande Compact Commission.
2
WHEREAS, officials charged with the administra3
tion of the Rio Grande Compact have, through the death of Alex
4
A. Fischback.Jr,.
on November 14, 1981, lost a distinguished
5
and devoted associate; and
6
WHEREAS, Alex A. Fischback Jr. in 1968 was
7
appointed Representative of the United States by President
8
Lyndon B. Johnson to serve as Chairman of the Rio Grande Compact
9
Commission; and
10
WHEREAS, Alex A. Fischback Jr. served as Chairman
11
of the Rio Grande Compact Commission from 1968 until his untimel
12
death in 1981; and
13
WHEREAS, as Chairman of the Rio Grande Compact
14
Commission, Alex A. Fischback Jr. rendered 13 continuous years
15
of faithful and meritorious service to the Commission; and
16
WHEREAS, Alex A. Fischback Jr., in all his
17
associations with this Commission, did honorably and fairly
18
execute his duties in a manner earning the deep respect of his
19
colleagues from the States of Colorado, Texas and New Mexico;
20
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Rio
21
Grande Compact Commission assembled in its 43rd Annual Meeting
22
held in Alamósa, Colorado, on March25, 1982, does hereby
23
express its sympathy and understanding of his family's deep 1oss
24
in the death of Alex A. Fischback Jr.;
W
25
BE IT FURTIIER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the
ISC/RG 00120591
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1
Rio Grande Compact Commission is hereby directed to furnish
2
copies of this unanimously adopted Resolution to the family
3
of Alex A. Fischback Jr. and to cause. 'said Resolution to be
4
included in the Mnutes of the 43rd Annual Meeting of the Rio
5
Grande Compact Commission.
6
Mr. Chairman, I would move the adoption of this
7
Resolution.
8
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Second the motion.
9
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
The motion has been made and
10
seconded.
How does Colorado vote?
ii
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Yes.
12
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
New Mexico?
13
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
,10
Mr. Chairman, New Mexico
14
votes yes, and in doing so Iwould like to express personally
15
my deep respect and affection for Alex Fischback.
16
ChAIRMAN SOULE:
And how does Texas vote?
17
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Yes.
18
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
Okay, the Resolution is approved
19
Okay, are there any announcements before we
20
proceed to introduce our guests?
21
If not, I would like to introduce Bill Dein,
22
who is serving as our SeOretary.
He's with the U. S. Geological
23
Survey.
,
24
Also representing some of the federal agencies
•
25
that we have with us, we have a couple, of members which I believ
•
.
ISC/RG 00120592
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1
that this is probably their first time here.
I would like
2
to welcome first of all from the Bureau of Reclamation, Mr.
3
Darrell Webber.
4
MR. WEBBER;
Thank you.
5
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
And also Colonel Julian Pylant,
6
for the Corps of Engineers.
7
Darrell, I believe you do have people here.
8
Would you like to introduce some of your people.
9
MR. WEBBER:
Thank you.
Yes, I would.
I would
10
like to introduce two of our project superintendents.
On my
11
left is Joe Miller of our Albuquerque office, and on my right
12
is Ken Pedde from the El Paso office.
13
Also, I believe we have our project construction
14
engineer in the Closed Basin project.
Ken
'
And also
15
from Joe's office in 'Albuquerque is Gary 'Rowe.
16
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
Okay, thank you, Mr. 'Webber.
17
'Colonel, do you have people that you would like
18
to introduce?
'
19
COLONEL PYLANT:
Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman.'
20
To my left, Mr. John Cunico in my Albuquerque
21
engineering division, and Mr. Mike Mocek in my Pueblo project
22
office.
23
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
Thank you, Colonel.
24
'
Commissioner Danielson, do
you have guests
25
here that you would like to introduce?
'
ISCIRG 00120593
•'
'
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1
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
2
As the host state for this year we have a whole host of guests
3
we: would, like to introduce.
4
S
First, .at;the headtable here, Mr. Hal Simpson
5
who is engineer-adviser for Colorado to the Compact.
Paula
6
Lacey, my staff assistant, standing over by the coffee. 'She
7
not only serves coffee, but will type if enough pressure is
8
brought to bear.
But that's only an offer to the Commissioners,
9
not to the audience.
10
Steve Vandiver.
Steve is the newly appointed
11
Division Engineer for Water Division 3, which is the entire
12
Rio Grande Drainage in Colorado, and Steve assumed his duties
13
last October.
I think as you get to know Steve you will find
14
him to be a very efficient and excellent engineer.
15
Steve Witte, is he here?
Steve is Steve's
16
assistant.
I just couldn't conceive of two people in the same
17
office both named Steve, and asked whether or not Steve, little
18
Steve had a middle name, and he allowed as how, he might answer
19
to Joe.
So it's the Steve and Joe show, I guess.
5
20
Mr. Don Myers, President of the Rio Grande
21
Conservation District.
Is Don here?
S
•'
''
S
22
MR. MYERS:
Yes.
23
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
Don, would you introduce your
24
Board members, guests or whatever, please.
W
25
MR. MYERS:
Okay, we have our manager Mr. Ralph
ISC/RG 00120594
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1
Curtis, and we have Mr. Floyd Getz and Mr. Harold Steffens.
2
I just got here and I'm looking for some of the rest of them.
3
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
Anybody else on that Board
4
stand up and give your name,
5
MR. MYERS:
Oh, this is Nell Wyley, another one
6
of our Board members.
I guess that's all of us that are here
7
at the present time.
8
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Thank you, Don.
From
9
the Conejos Conservancy District.
LeLand, would you introduce
•
10
any members of the Board here, please.
11
MR. IIOLMAN:
I'm LeLand Holman, Secretary, and
12
this is Bob Robbins, Vice-President.
And I don't know if -13
Sohiñan Martinez, Director.
I believe that's all that's here
14
so far.
15
MR. DANIELSON:
Bill Kopfman, is he here, or
16
is he out drilling an oil well?
17
Anybody from the Rio Grande Water Users Associa18
tion, besides their attorney, Mr. Carison?
19
Barry, would you introduce any members of the
20
Board that are here, please.
21
MR. NELSON:
There is the attorney of the Rio
22
Grande Users Association, John Carison, Don Myers is a member -23
he's already been introduced.
And Carl Worley, one of the
24
Directors.
LaVerHart.G.ienn;Ho11and
25
Did I miss anybody?
I believe that's it, Jeri.
ISC/RG 00120595
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1
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Thank you.
2
Steve, would you introduce any of your Water
3
Commissioners that might be present, or anybody else on your
4
staff.
5
MR. VANDIVER:
First I would like to introduce
6
the gal that keeps our office running down here, Charlene Tipton,
7
This is her first Compact meeting.
Carl Escheman, on the
8
Trinähera Creek on the east side.
Keith MorcIi, Leo Simons, and
9
Max Nash.
They are on the Conejos.
And the La Jara Creek
10
and Rio Grande Drainage.
Travis Smith on the Rio Grande.
11
I guess that's all of our people that are here.
12
MR. DANIELSON:
Thanks, Steve.
13
I might just point out that the Water Commissionel
MW
14
in the structure under which we operate in Colorado are abso15
lutely the key and vital link in enabling Colorado to meet her
16
Compact obligations.
These are the folks who go out and wear
17
flack vests and shut down head gates in the middle of July so
18
that we can watch the waters rise down in Elephant Butte. So
19
I would like to express my appreciation to those folks.
20
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
21
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
Commissioner Reynolds, do you
22
have guests you would like to introduce.
23
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Mr. Chairman, I'm not
24
sure I have an accuratecount, but I have asked for some
e
It'
25
help from those present.
ISC/RG 00120596
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1
I do know that Mr. Paul Noland, Jim Gill,
2 Frank Rusher, representing the City of Albuquerque, are here.
3
0
Mr. Frank Bailey, representing Public Service
4
Company of New . Mexico. Particularly, I think today the Sangre
5 de Cristo Water Company.
6
Also, Mr. John Clayschulte, Elephant Butte
7 Irrigation District, I believe is here. With him, Bill Saad,
8 manager of the District, and Mr. Steve Hernañdez, attorney
9 representing the District.
10
Is there anybody here from the Middle Rio Grande
11 Conservancy District?
12
MR. SfAD: I'm Bill Saad, and. Paul Cordova.
13
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: I think, , Mr. Chairman,
14
that covers it.. Thank you.
15
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Thank you Commissioner Reynolds.
16
'
Commissioner Gilmer, do you have guests that you
17 would like to introduce?
18
COMMISSIONER GILMER: Mr. Chairman, ladies and
19 gentlemen, I have a number of guests to introduce, but first I
20
want to introduce my friend the Chairman. We are lucky to have
21
you, we appreciate your being here, and you are going to do a
22
good job, and we will all 'benefit from your being here. Thank
23
you so much.
•'
,
"
."•:
24
CHAIRMAN:SOULE: Thank you, Commissioner.
25
COMMISSIONER GILMER: I was going to propose a
ISC/RG 00120597
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1
beauty contest at this meeting between our little girl Judy,
2
but I want to withdraw now that I have met Paula.
I think we
3
should call it a draw, and :be, thankful.for these fine young
4
ladies being with us at this meeting.'.
5
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
I'll drink to that.
6
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
I want to thank the people
7
from Colorado for this beautiful reception which you had here
8
last night.
There's nothing that gets people in, our business
9
as close together as a let go-down of the hair which went on
10
here last nig,ht.
Had I known that I was going to be cornered
11
by the City of Albuquerque I would have left off the last three
12
or four, Steve, before we got engaged in that thing.
Now I'm
13
trying to remember what the hell I promised them.
I know I
14
promised them something,'because two of them grabbed me by
15
each arm and they twisted it bad.
16
I have with me today Mr. Bill Riley, my full-time
17
Engineer-Adviser, who, as far as I know, is the only engineer
18
working full-time on the Rio Grande.; in the Rio' Grande Water
19
Shed.
And if that's true, it obviously makes him the best.
20
'
I have the Assistant Attorney General of the
21 State of Texas, my legal adviser. You know, these lawyers
22 don't advise you, they tell you, but they call it advice that
23 they give you. Mr. Tim Brown.
24
I'm going to follow this list in the order of
25 the list, rather than the order around this table, to avoid
ISC/RG 00120598
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1
obvious confusion.
2
I have Mr. Grady Miller over here, President of
3
the Hudspeth County Reclamation and Irrigation Project at Fort
4
Hancock, Texas.
The area of responsibility of the Texas Rio
5
Grande Compact Commissioner goes from Elephant Butte Reservoir
6
to Fort Hancock, Texas, which takes in three counties, or four
7
counties:
Two in New Mexico, and two in Texas.
And shortly
8
I will introduce my friends from New Mexico.
It's an honor
g
to be associated with those people.
10
From the El Paso County Water Improvement Dis11
we have Fred ]3unn.
Fred, the assistant manager of the
12
Irrigation District, and we have my lovely little thing here,
13
Judy Huff.
Judy, stand up and give these people a break, will
14
yoU.
15
I think one problem that she had standing up
16
was that I got reports from the dance hall last. night about
17
what went on there.
18
From the Elephant Butte Irrigation District, and
19
now I will attempt to give an accurate report on those present
20
from there.
I would like to introduce again Bill Saad the
21
manager of the Elephant Butte Irrigation District.
Mr. Jerry
22
Fransua over here.
.,
.
23
Mr. Jess Isaacks.
Jess has been with us in many,
24
many meetings throughout the country.
He was with me at South
25
Padre Island two weeks ago where we had a meeting of the five
ISC/RG 00120599
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1
Texas Compact Commissioners.
2
Steve, you were invited, and we missed having you
3
I saved a roll-away bed for you in my living room of my suite.
4
Mr. Walter Lewis.
Thank you, Walter.
5
Mr. Gar/Y.
Mr. Gar, y is a second generation
6
member of one our most prominent water families in the Elephant
7
Butte Irrigation District.
I had the pleasure of knowing his
8
father, and I had the pleasure of knowing his uncle, Mr. Ord
9
Gary, who was in our District in El Paso.
10
Mr. Willard Hoffer.
Mr. :J.'K...'c'1ayshu1te.
This
11
gentleman right here.
12
,
Thank all of you for being here.
I think this
13
is the largest delegation, Steve, we have ever had from the
14
New Mexico part of mine and your area of responsibility.
15
I wanted to introduce my friends from the Bureau
16
of Reclamation, and I will go ahead, if you don't mind, Darrell.
17
Mr. Ken Pedde, project superintendent of the Rio Grande project.
18
As far as I know this is the second time in 14 'years that a
19
project superintendent from that project has been permitted to
20
attend one of these meetings.
And Darrell, I want you to know
21
that it means an awful lot to me to have Ken here and have you
22
here.
23
Mr. Joe Miller, superintendent of the Albuquerque
24
office.
S
25
Later in this meeting I'm going to have some remak
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1
to make about Joe.
I'ni trying to decide whether to make them
2
favorably or unfavorably, but I'll 'make up my mind here in a
3
little' while if I get a chance.
4
'
•,
'
Mr. Gary'4owe..:G4ryis.the're1iab1e holdover fro
5
the previous echelon at the top, and I commit him to you new
6
fellows as a man who can give you continuity and first-class
7
service in your jobs.
8
I want to introduce Mr. Robert Whitenton.
Bob,
9
I don't know why they put you last.
Engineer-Adviser to the
10
five Texas Compact Commissioners as , an employee of the Texas
11
Department of Water Resources.
12
Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
13
CHAIRMAN SOtJLE:
Mr. Commissioner, thank you.,
14
At this time I would like to call on Mr. Bill
15
Dein for the Report of the Secretary.
16
'
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Mr. Chairman, will you
17
give me one more minute.
18
CHAIRMAN SOtJLE:
Yes.
19
'
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Thank you, sir.
I did not
20
introduce Steve Iiernandez, the attorney for the Elephant Butte
21
Irrigation District from Las Cruces, New Mexico.
22
Is there anybody else'I overlooked?
23
Thank you, sir.
24
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
Thank you.
Mr. Dein.
25
MR. DEIN:
Mr. Chairman, Commissioners, at this
ISC/RG 00120601
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1
time I wish to present the Report of the Secretary of the Rio
2
Grande Compact Commission.
3
The U. S. Geological Survey, Water Resources
4
Division, which performs the duties
f the Secretary, reports
5
the following activities during the year 1981.
6
1.
Prepared monthly reports and annual summaries
7
of streamf low and storage data and transmitted these reports
8
to interested parties.
9
2.
Prepared data for publication in the 1980
10
annual report of the Rio .Grande Compact Commission.
Requested
11
bids for the printing of the report.
The Vergara Printing
12
Company of Santa Fe was the low bidder.
Their bid was $798.
13
The printed reports were delivered October 13, 1981.
tw
14
3.
Prepared the Minutes of the last. annual
15
meeting and circulated them to the Commissioners for review.
16
The Minutes will be presented later today for approval.
17
Thank you.
18
CHAIRMAN SOULE: 'TheReport of the Secretary
19
has been presented.
What's the Commissioners' desire on the
20
Secretary's Report?
21
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
I move the Commission
22
accept the Secretary's Report.
23
.
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Second that.
24
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
Okay, the Report is on the floor
25
How does Colorado vote?
ISC/RG 00120602
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1
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Yes.
2
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
How does New Mexico vote?
3
COMMI5SI04ER..R1YNOLDS:
Yes, Mr. Chairman.
4
CHAIRMAN SOULE,
How does Texas vote'
5
MR. GILMER:
Yes, sir.
6
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
The Report of the Secretary has
7
been accepted.
8
At this time I would like to receive the report
9
of those agencies, federal agencies 'that are involved in activi10
ties in the Basin.
I would like to call first onthe Bureau
11
of Reclamation for their report.
12
MR. WEBBER:
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Cornmissione
13
I have been newly appointed, as has been pointed out before,
14
and I want you to know, Commissioners, Mr. Chairman, I consider
15
ita pleasure to be here looking forward to the first time,
16
and wondering how long the honeymoon will last.of course.
You
17
have a copy of the report of the Bureau of Reclamation.
It's
18
20 something pages.
I don't intend to cover that in a lot of
19
detail.
I had it down to three and a half minutes, and I
20
just talked to Steve a minute ago, and he said, "We will be
21
interested in hearing your three minute report."
So I went
22
over and tried to cut off a half minute.
23
i would like you all to know that I'm still
24
learning, but 'I have a capable staff here and later on if there
S
25
are questions, I may defer to them.
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1
I may also beg your indulgence during my report,
2 both the guests and the Commissioners, if my pronunciation of
3 some of the Spanish names is a little shaky.
4
I '1]. start first with the Middle Rio Grande
5 Project in New Mexico. It is administered out of the Albuquerque
6 New Mexico office. They are responsible for the floodway
7 maintenance, the low-f low conveyance channel and the reserv1'
8 works of the Middle Rio Grande Conversancy District.
9
All O&M functions of the Middle Rio Grande
10 Project have been performed b the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy
11 District since September, 1977, except for the case of El Vado
12 Darn, and it is proposed that O&M of:San AcaciaDivèrsion Darn be
13 resumed by Reclamation about October of 1982.
14
During 1981, a total of 20,000 acre-feet of
15 water was stored in El Vado Reservoir for the six Southern Pueblo
16 to supplement the natural flow of the river.
17
Following extensive discussions on the contro18 versial topics, an agreement adopting, procedures. for calculating
19 the storage requirement at El Vado was signed by the six
20 Southern Pueblos, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Reclamation,
21 and the designated engineer and approved by the. Secretary of
22 Interior in December of 1981.
23
As far as the channel is concerned, the Upper
24 IRio Grande Basin Project of fice's channelization O&M responsi25 bility extends along the Rio Grande from Velarde, New Mexico, to
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1
the Narrows of Elephant Butte Reservoir.
2
In September of 1981 the projects of fice made
3
a thorough assessment of the flopdway channel to determine its
4
condition along the Rio Grande from .Velarde to above the Narrows
5
of Elephant Butte Reservoir.
6
Problem areas were evaluated.
From the prelimina y
7
analysis it was determined that the conveyance channel will
8
require major rehabilitation.
g
I would like to address the Conejos District of
10
the San Luis Valley Project briefly.
11
Platoro Reservoir was not operated for flood
12
control during the spring of 1981 because of the low runoff.
13
The installation of a new gauge coupled with radio transmission
14
was,: installed in 1981.
This will aid in monitoring reservoir
15
stage conditions during the winter months when the dam is
16
vacated and during other times when the dam tender is not avail17
able.
18
,
Basedon recent spring forecasts, there appears
19
to be a reasonable chance that flood control operation will be
20
required this spring.
21
'
Now, in the Lower Rio Grande and. New Mexico-Texas
22
portion of the river, that is administered by our El Paso, Texas
23
office.
They are responsible for the O&M of the reservi(orks
24
along the Rio Grande, including Elephant Butte Dam and Power Plart,
25
Caballo Dam and diversion structures.
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The combined storage in Elephant Butte and
2
Caballo Reservoirs on February 4th, at the beginning of the 1981
3
irrigation season, was the highest of any time since 1945,
4
and the Districts and Mexico began their season with a full
5
allocation of irrigation water.
6
On the irrigation and drainage system, the
7
Reclamation continues to operate and maintain Elephant Butte
8
and Caballo Reservoirs because of the two state entities in9
volved, and international water treaty obligations with the
10
Republic of Mexico.
11
Just a word about the phreatophyte management
12
program in Elephant Butte and Caballo.
The cooperative program
13
of management and water conservation between Reclamation and
COW
14
the State of New Mexico was continued on the floodplain of
15
Caballo Reservoir during 1981 and operations were confined to
16
mowing.
17
We have made an effort to manage the vegetation
18
management program more efficient, and we have been invéstigatin
19
various alternatives • to the present annual mowing program.
20
Our investigations, have covered a number of
21
control methods, including insects, pathogens, electric discharg
22
systems, and has:determinéd'.that herbicides may be the most
23
cost-effective method.
24
I think most of you are aware of the Elephant
25
Butte and Rio Grande Channel studies which are currently being
ISC/RG 00120606
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1
made to determine the effects of the sediment plug at the mouth
2
of the Narrows and on the sedimentation damage inflicted on
3
the river and low-flow channel inthe upper reaches of Elephant
4
Butte Reservoir.
0
5
The Caballo Reservoir, a complete silt survey
6
was began in October of 1980.
Publication of the new area
7
capacity tables for Caballo are anticipated in late 1982.
8
A few comments about the planning activities
9
in the Rio Grande Basin.
In the Rio Puerco area, by the 1st of
10
March, 1981, lab analyses have been essentially completed on
11
about 60 soil samples obtained during the previous irrigation
12
evaluations of some 2,000 acres of land along the Rio Puerco,
13
which have been conducted at the request of Senator Domenici.
14
Results of these evaluations accomplished under our Technical
15
Assistance to States program were presented in a technical
16
memorandum, which was distributed in September of '81 to the
17
San Luis Rural Development Association and other interested
18
parties.
0
19
In .the Velarde area acequias, work is continuing
20
under our Technical Assistance to States program on engineering
21
appraisals for possible rehab and improvement of the private
22
diversion structures and acequias along the Velarde-Alcalde reaclj
23
of the Rio Grande.
An interim technical memorandum on the
24
results of those evaluations was completed in August 1981.
25
I would like to comment just a moment about
ISC/RG 00120607
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1
hydropower development at existing facilities. In March of
1 81
2
our personnel attended a public meeting in Chama, which had
3
been called by. the village gfficials to air public views and
4
questions overtheconsiderátiori.by various entities of possibi
5
hydroelectric power development at existing federal dams in
6
northern portions of the State.
7
Funds were appropriated in January of '82 for
8
the initiation of investigations to study potentials for small
9
hydropower developments at El Vado and Caballo Dams in conjunct:
10
with releases of water at these structures for irrigation and
11
other purposes.
12
The hydropower study for Caballo Dam is scheduled
13
for completion in fiscal year 1983 and that for El Vado Dam in
12116
14
fiscal year 1984.
15
The San Juan-Chama Project, work is continuing
16
on a feasibility study for possible rehab and.. improvement of
17
Santa Cruz Dam. The current feasibility study and assoöiated
18
report is programmed and funded for completion by the end of'•.
19
September, 1983. We are reviewing this situation now with the/)
20
New Mexico State Engineer.
21
The last topic I would like to report on is the
22
Closed Basin Division here in this area. A contract was corn23
pleted for test and observation wells in Stages 3 and 4. Con24
struction was initiated on Stage 1 and 2 water salvage facilities
25
under two well drilling contracts. A warehouse and storage
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1
building have been completed, and the construction of the new
2
office and laboratory building has begun.
3
Those who were on the tour yesterday saw that
4
construction of the office faciiities.
5
Construction of stT 1 and 2 conveyance channel
6
and lateral systems is currently scheduled to begin in the fall
7
of 1933.
8
In conjunction with that, I would like to en9
courage Commissioners' support for the authorization of the
10
mitigation, the change in the mitigation plan for the Basin,
11
Closed Basin Project.
That has been submitted to the Congress,
12
and that authority is needed as quickly as we can get it.:
13
Also, in summary, I would like to point out one
14
additional happening that is on the horizon, as far as Reclama15
tion is concerned, and that is the use of weather modification
16
for the augmentation of the Colorado River drainage.
I Saw a
17
map the other day that showed some of the numbers of acre feet
18
that are anticipated for that program, which, as I'm sure you
19
all know, is on the West Slope.
however, it appears that they
20
can't cqr]e all of that snow on the West Slope into the San
21
Juan, and it may get over into the Rio Grande Basin.
I was
22
encouraged by that, and the number that I saw on the map had
23
some estimates of better than a hundred thousand acre feet
24
that could be realized when that program is implemented, and
25
they are starting off on it, and I thought that was some possibi
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1 good news for the Rio Grande Basin. I wanted to mention that.
2
I would also like to comment on a communication
3 mechanism, because we work with both the upper, middle and lower
4 reaches of the Rio Grande. I realize that there's a Compact
5 Commission that takes care of the formal communications,
6 operations of the river. I also note that there's a lot of
7 attendees from the districts and so forth along the river. You.
8 may wish to consider the establishment of some kind of a
911
communication mechanism among the folks who attend these Compact
10 Commission meetings. 1 only mention that. It's none of my
11 business, except that the Reclamation has to work with all of
12 the irrigation districts up and down the river, and we know
13 there are always problems. Perhaps something could be initiatec
14 especially when I see a turnout like this, of some 'kind of a
15 program to get the districts together.
16
The, cocktail party last night was great, and I'm
17 sure there was a lot of interaction there.
18
With that ,I!.l1'close my report.: I would welcome
19 any suggestions from the Commission on 'how we can improve our
20 report. ' It took three and three-quarters minutes, and I
21 apologize, Steve ,. One thing is, I'll try to cut down on the
22 oral part of it, but Ihope'we are'satisfying yourneeds and
23 I consider it a privilege to be here and to get acquainted with
24 you all. Thank you.
•
25
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Thank you, Mr. Webber.
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I
(Applause.)
2
CHAIRM2'N SOULE:
Are there any questions of Mr.
3 Webber on the Bureau's report? .
4
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS Joe, I should like to '
5 say that I think it was quite brief in consideration of all
6 the effective work the Bureau is doing.
II
I did have a couple of questions, Darrell. How
8 are your studies of hydropower coordinated with these studies
9 being carried out under FERC preliminary permits? Are we
10 making two studies? .
11
MR. WEBBER: No, sir. As you well know, the
12 administration is' interested in non-federal development at
13
federal facilities.
We have program funds to do in-house studies.
14
The private sector knows where those projects are.
We also
15
know where permits have been applied for.
I'm confident, I do
16
not know of any duplicative efforts that are going on, and we
17
certainly wouldn't want any.
If there's a community irrigation
18
district or private enterprise that!s out there studying one
19
of the facilities, we would get in touch with them immediately.
20
If there's duplication currently, Steve, I'll defer to Steve
21
and Joe and Ken as to whether they know of any duplication as
22
to the two that we have going now
I don't believe there are
23
Perhaps I'm wrong.
24
COMMISSIONER REI'NOLDS:
Well, as far as I
25
know, there have been preliminary permits on El vado and Caballoj
ISC/RG 00120611
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1
and possibly Cochiti. I'm not sure of that.
Now, will you go ahead with your studies in
accordance with this schedule., or do your Studies, are your
4
studies then deferred because of their stud
5
MR. WEBBER:
Well, my understanding is that the
6
Commissioner's office in Washington knows where the permits
7
are, and they will not give us money to do the studies if it's
8
still up in the air. But there are funds programmed for those.
9
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: So the FERC permits have,
10
in effect, priority over your studies?
11
MR. WEBBER: I think you are right.
12
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: I would say that it's
13
not clear to me that it's necessarily in the public interest.
0_0
14
That is in a general sort of way it would seem to me more
15
appropriate for the federal agency in charge of the reservoir
16
to conduct the study.
17
MR. WEBI3ER: I understand your position.
18
I might defer to my colleague from the Corps.
19
Perhaps he could address that a little more when he speaks.
20
Okay?
21
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Another question, if
22
I may, Mr. Chairman.
23
Has the issue of the allocation of water salvaged
24
by the Closed Basin been resolved within the Department of the
25
Interior?
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MR. WEI3BER:
Yes, we have a solicitor's opinion
2
on that.
I don't know whether you have seen a copy or not,
3
and I'm not familiar with all the numbers, but as far as the,
4
I guess you would call it the pecking order of the allocations
5
of the water has been determined by the department solicitor.
6
S
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
And in accordance with
7
that solicitor's opinion, as I now understand it; is that correc?
8
MR. WEBBER:
Whether the Secretar.y has made a
9
decision based upon that, I don't know, but they were waiting
10
on the solicitor's opinion.
I think it was just recently,
11
wasn't it, Joe.
12
HR. MILLER:
Yes.
13
MR. WEBBER:
That that opinion was rendered.
AID
14
don't recall if the Secretary has formally made a decision on
15
that.
16
MR. WEBBER:
I assume he will follow the solid17
tar's lead.
18
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS::.One more, Mr.Chairrnan.
19
You mentioned some potential advantageous spill
20
from weather modification efforts.
21
Are you in a position with the technology to
22
guarantee that there 's no diminution of Rio Grande water as a
23
result of weather modification in the Colorado River Basin?
24
MR. WEBI3ER;
Let me comment by saying that I
25
have been associated with weather modification programs for at
ISC/RG 00120613
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1 least 15 or 20 years, and I used to gig my colleagues about the
2 research program that never ended. I asked them after I saw
3 the plan for the Colorado River, augmentation, whether research
4 was over and implementation was going to begin. And they
5 assured me it was implementation, and they knew the answers
6 as far as availability. As far as the diminution, I would
711 assume after 15 years of research they would have .a handle on
811 that, but I can't tell you flat out that I personally know the
g {( impact of the cloud seeding.
10
COMMISSIONER RE'NOLDS: Let me say that there is
11 to be tomorrow in Albuquerque a meeting of the seven states in
12 the Colorado River Basin on the proposed weather modification
13
II program, and you surprise me by saying that you have been
IM
14
II assured that it is implementation. As I understand the current
15
program, it's demonstration, they haven't got the answers yet,
16
are still working on them, which I find quite consistent with
17 the position of the American Meteorological Society. And I.
18 noticed in January of '81 that weather modification is still
)
19
II very much in the research and development, stage.
2011
You mentioned that you had had some experience
21
II with weather modification. I have been associated with it to
22 some extent since 1946, and I don't think they have the answers
23 yet, and I'm inclined for once to agree with the American Meteoro
24 (logical Society, and at the same time I certainly support going
:1
25
(1 ahead
with the Bureau's program. I think the Bureau has done
ISC/RG 00120614
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1
some of the best research that's been done in weather modifica2
tion today, and .1 feel much more confident about the situation
3
in the Upper Basin, I feel reasonably confident that there would
4
not be ill effects on the Rio Grande, but I still have considera] F
5
doubt that there can be real beneficial effects on either side.
6
MR. WEI3I3ER:
If that meeting is tomorrow, Steve,
7
and you are going, probably Bernie Silverman, Dr. Silverman will
8
be there.
I would suggest that you ask that question of Bernie,
9
because he's the one that I talked to.
10
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
I will indeed.
11
MR. WEBBER:
Okay, anything else?
12
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Darrell, will you be here
13
the rest of the day?
I
14
MR. WEIIBER:
You bet,
Well, not beyond 3:00
15
o'clock, I'm going to try and catch a plane, but I intend to
16
stay for most of the meeting.
17
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Mr. Chairman, unless the
18
other Commissioners just consumean unlimited. amount of time,
19
I think 3:00 o'clock ought to be all right, don't you?
20
CHAiRMAN SOULE:
Sounds fine.
21
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
I'm hoping today will be
22
over by Noon.
23
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Mr. Chairman, I have
24
one question.
25
Darrell, you don't get off this easy.
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MR. WEBBER:
I'm trying.
2
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Just a question on the
3
Closed Basin Project.
4
:It's my understanding that we have pretty much
5
resolved the issue, the quality issue of the introduction of
6
the Closed Basin waters into the main stem of the Rio Grande.
7
Is that a fair statement?
8
MR. WEBBER:
That's my understanding..
9
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
And we have no problems.
10
MR. WEBBER:
Yes.
11
'
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Thank you.
12
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
Any further questions?
13
If not, I would like to call on the Corps of
14
Engineers for their report.
Colonel.
15
COL. PYLANT:
Following the lead of Mr. Webber,
16
I'll try to make 'this report brief.
Copies have, been made
17
available, and I refer you to them for the full text.
18
Mr. Chairman, Commissioners, it's my distinct
19
pleasure to report on the Civil Works Activities of the
20
Albuquerque District Corps of Engineers in Rio Grande Basin
21
'during calendar,year 1981.
22
Activities of the District in the Rio Grande
23
Basin consisted of preconstruction planning and related activi24
ties, reservoir regulation and providing flood plain management
25
services to other concerned governmental agencies.
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1
Plans formulation for' the Abiquiu reallocation/
•1.
Rio Chama study were completed, and the results documented and
forwarded to higher authority for review.
4
Public Law 97-140 1 signed into law on 29 Decembei
5 1981 authorized storage of 200,000 acre-feet of imported water
6 in Abiquiu Reservoir. A reconnaissance report recommending
7 modification of the spiliway to accommodate the revised spillwa
8 design flood was submitted for approval.
9
Regarding Santa Fe River Phase I General Design
10 Memorandum was authorized by Water Resources Development Act
11 of 1976. We are currently preparing the draft report for sub12 mittal in the spring of 1982. The recommended plan, which
13 addresses flood protection to the city, will feature channel
14 modification, bridge replacement and construction of low walls
15
the edge of the river park.
16
Under authority of the Water Resources Development
17 Act of 1976, we are conducting Phase I of Advanced Engineering
18 and Design for possible water resource development on the Rio
19 Puerco and the Rio Salado. By April, 1983 we will be in a
20 position to consider recommending implementation of one or more
21 of the following alternatives: Flood and sediment control
22 dams near the mouth of the Rio Puérco and the Rio Salado, re23 construction of. levees between the Rio Grande and the conveyance
24 channel from San Acacia to Bosque del Apache National Wildlife
25 Refuge, extensive grazing management, and low wire-tied rock
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1
check-dams throughout critical erosion areas of the two water2
sheds.
3
A report of detailed sedimentation studies of
4
the portion of the Rio Grande Basin from Elephant Butte Reser5
voir to Cochiti Dam with particular emphasis on the Rio Puerco
6
and Rio. Salado, was completed in December, 1981.
For a simula7
tion period of 100 years, these sedimentation studies analyzed
8
water and sediment yields from the Rio Puerco and Rio Salado
g
watersheds and determined the impacts of dams and watershed
10
treatment for these two tributaries on. the delivery Of sediment
ii
to the Rio Grande.
The study also included a 100-year simula12
tion of the movement of sediment through the Rio Grande from
13
Cochiti Dam to Elephant Butte Reservoir.
14
The Middle Rio Grañde Flood Protection, Bernaljllc
15
to Belen, New Mexico, Interim Feasibility Report recommending
16
a $37.6 million project of raising and rehabilitating 62.3 miles
17
of levee between Bernalillo and Belen was transmitted to the
18
Secretary of the Army in June, 1981.
The report of the Chief
19
of Engineers which transmitted, the report concurred with the
20
findings of Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors.
21
The report is presently awaiting transmittal to the Office of
22
Management and Budget.
23
The Truth or Consequences Phase I General Design
24
Memorandum was authorized by the 1948 and 1980 Flood Control ActE.
25
Current studies are evaluating the feasibility of the authorized'
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plan and formulating alternative plans for flood control. Pre2 liminary findings will be reported in the spring, 1982.
3
Areconnaissance study of the Grants-Milan area
alont the Rio San Jose to study the flooding problem was
mi5 tiated in 1981. A public meeting was held in Grants on 18 March
6
1981 for the purpose of gathering information concerning the
7
flood problems in and around Grants, New Mexico.
Alternative
8 solutions to the problems are presently being generated. The
g reconnaissance report is scheduled to be completed in 1982.
10
Pre-construction planning and engineering studies
11 were begun in calendar year 1981 for the authorized flood con12
trol project for the southeast and lower valley areas of El
13
Paso, Texas.
These studies will comprise reanalysis of the
14
authorized plan, and other alternative plans, for flood control,
15
environmental quality enhancement, and other purposes.
16
A basin-wide water conservation study was
mi17
tiated latein 1981.. A technical advisory committee for the.
18
study has been formed.
The members of this committee will be
19
available to the Corps for guidance in our investigation.
The
20
initial efforts of the study will be directed toward ; preparing
21
a plan of study.
The study is currently scheduled for comple22
tion in 1985.
..
.....
.
.
.
S
23
On the subject of hydropower, based on the find24
ings of a reconnaissance study which was completed in February,
25
1981, a detailed hydropower feasibility study at Cochiti Dam
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1
was initiated in October, 1981.
The results of the feasibility
2
study will be used as the basis of any recommendations to Con3
grass for authorization to include hydropower as a project
4
purpose.
5
Active construction in the Rio Grande Basin is
6
centered mostly in the El Paso, Texas area.
As of March, 1982
7
Mulberry and Thorn Drive Dams were 93% complete with scheduled
8
completion for June, 1982, Mesa Dam was 81% complete with
9.
scheduled completion for November,:1982.
Award of the Keystone
10
Outlet Conduit is tentatively delayed pending compliance with
11
Court action.
Levee Renovation at Presidio, Texas is tentativel
12
scheduled for award to an 8a Contractor in April, 1982.
Pending
13
approval of funding, the Alamosa Erosion Protection project in
14
Alamosã, Colorado will be'áwarded by fall of 1982.
15
Emergency flood control work in the Rio Grande
16
Basin consisted of a levee rehabilitation project at La Joya,
17
New Mexico, authorized under Public Law 84-99.
18
In October of 1981, the reservoir area below the
19
spiliway crest elevation was surveyed with hydrographic and
20
aerial surveying techniques.
A new topographic map of the
21
reservoir will be prepared, and analyses of these survey data
22
will include a revised elévatioñ-area-capacity table.
23
Similar work will take place at the Jemez Canyon
24
Reservoir.
25
Under the existing Small Projects Program the
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1 Corps of Engineers is able to provide for the construction,
repair, restoration, and modification of emergency streambank
3 protection works to prevent damage to highways, bridge approach
4 public works, churches, hospitáIi', schools, and other non5 profit public services. No more than $250,000 of, federal funds
6 can be spent for any one project. In addition, the Corps is
7 able to build small flood control structures, such as levees,
8 floodwalls and dams if such projects are economically feasible.
9 The federal project cost of these structures is limited to
10 $4,000,000. This program is available to communities, flood
11 control organizations, ditch associations, and other governing
12 entities.
to
13
Regarding 404 Permits, in 1981, 14 Department of
14
the Army permits were issued for projects in the Rio Grande
15
Basin. Types of projects included sand and gravel operations
16
in Espanola, New Mexico, bridge repair in Creede, Colorado and
17
Domingo, New Mexico, the repair of a dam in Creede, Colorado,,
18
construction of intake and outlet • structures near Chama, New
19
Mexico and Los Lunas, New Mexico.
20
Flood damage prevention planning, at all govern21
mental levels, is the ultimate objective of the Flood Plain
22
Management Services Program It takes place through provision
23
of technical services and other forms of assistance to persons
24
and governmental entities having to deal with problems of flood
25
hazards.
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1
Although these services are primarily for govern2
mental agencies, private citizens or organizations may request
3
an evaluation of a site for flood hazards.
The Corps is not
4
permitted to develop new data for private: individuals; there5
fore, evaluation will be from available data.
These services
6
are provided at no cost to the requester.
7
During 1981, we responded to 171 requests for
8
technical services and flood hazard evaluations of specific
9
sites in the Rio Grande Basin.
10
We also continued two Flood Insurance Studies in
11
the Rio Grande Basin for the Federal Insurance Administration.
12
These will update previous flood insurance studies for the north
13
•west part of El Paso, Texas, and for Las Cruces, New Mexico.
14
Mr. Chairman, Commissioners,, that concludes my
15
report.
i would be glad to field any questions that you may have
16
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
Are there any questions of
17
Col. Pylant?
18
COMMISSIONER GILMER':I have some, 'sir.
19
Colonel, with reference to the planning section
20
on page one where you talk about Abiquiu.
You say, "During
21
the calendar year "81, plans formulation for the Abiquiu re22
allocation/Rio chama study were completed, and the results docu23
mented and forwarded to higher authority."
24
Can you comment on what that plan reflected?
25
'
'
COL. PYLPNT:
Let me refer that to Mr. Cunico, if
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1
you want to go into detail on that.
14
2
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Okay. I don't want to go
3
into too much detail, but let, me ask you another question.
4
What was the "Isstie•: Resolution: Conference held in
5
June to set course for remainder of the study"?
6
COL. FYLANT: John, would you field that, please?
7
MR. CUNICO: That's an in-house review so that
8
we can clarify things. And Abiquiu in particular probably has
9
more issues related to it than some other projects that we would
1,0
have.
11
Basically what that conference did, this in-house
12
conference in the formulation document indicated that the variou
to
13
alternatives we looked at and reviewed those alternatives so
14
that we could come up with a recommendation. We; think that
15
maybe the study now is sort of moot, even though it doesn't
16
indicate in there, because since the authorization of storage
17
of 200,000 acre-feet in Abiquiu relieved some of the pressure
18
that was brought to bear for storage of 'San Juan/Chama water,
19
we have apparently decided to defer that study until:we get
20
further into our water conservation study so that any recornrcten21
dations that we may make for additional storage of water there
22
will be consistent with the . results':of that water conservation
23
study.
Does that help you, Jess?
S ::
COMMISSIONER;.GILMER: No.
Colonel, is this the
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1
so-called five-year study that we have been working on for eight
2
years?
I don't identify this thing, and I can't imagine a study
3
for the formation of plans for Abiquiu reallocation/Rio Chama
4
study being complete without talking about the channel.
I
5
don't know what you are talking about here, and if I'm out of
6
order, why just tell me.
7
MR. CUNICO:
Jess, that's included in the study,
8
and our evaluation determined that we couldn't show a cost
9
benefit ratio. for any improvements on the channel.
So just from
io
where we stand right now, unless something happens differently
11
than we know right now, we won't make any recommendations on
12
modifying the channel.
IWAS
13
COL. PYLANT:
I think that the five-year study
Ww
14
we are talking about, we intended to'have a plan of study avail15
able to the Commission by this time.
Now, that has slipped,
16
and we have not made that schedule.
17
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Well, sir, I believe that
18
was the conservation study.
0
•
19
COL. P1LANT:
That's right.
20
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
I'm talking about an en21
tirely different study, where the Corps of Engineers and the
•
22
State of New Mexico 'arid 1 harm agrèemënt" six or seven
23
years ago that we would withhold the use of Abiquiu Reservoir
24
for the storing of any water above 70,000 acre-feet until we
25
completed a five-year plan of study to see about the safety of
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the structure, the size of the spiliway and the condition of
2
the Chama Channel.
We had such an agreement, which you and Stevi
3
withdrew from, to put it nicely, at the hearing on .-in Santa
4
Fe last year.
I mean about three years ago we had', in my 'opinioi
5
an ironclad agreement that we would not proceed to increase the
6
use of 'Abiquiu Reservoir for San Juan/Chama water above 727
or 74,000 acre-feet until the completion of the study.
Then
8
at the hearing on S.620 last year in Abiquiu, the Corps and the
9
State Engineer made a hundred percent about-face in their testi10
mony before the hearing, the Senate hearing.
Which, 'of course,
11
I started to say was a surprise to me, but, based on 14 years
12
of experience, it wasn't a surprise to me.
13
I just felt like we had a deal, and I felt like
14 you guys weiched on the deal. And I think that's what we are
15 talking about here. ' And I think that you are cutting out the
16 Chama Channel from any consideration. I don't think you have
17 taken into consideration that we try to produce annually, below
18 Elephant Butte Reservoir $200,000,000 worth of crops.
19
Now, the only reason we are having this meeting
20 here is to talk about Rio Grande waters dedicated to agriculture
21 We are having a meeting here to try and help these farmers, and
22 we have got them out-voted by about three to one if we have a
23 ' vote, but I can't live with a program for Abiquiu Reservoir
24 which says anything having to do with the channel is, quote,
25 moot, so long as we are running the risk of holding water in
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1
Abiquiu for flood control that weneed to get moved to Elephant
2
Butte Reservoir.
And I'm surprised that we are losing as much
3
ground as we are as fast as we are.
4
COL..PYLANT:
Okay.tunderstand your concern,
5
and I will respond to you in writing within a reasonable time
6
regarding those concerns.
I won't try to field the question her€
7
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Colonel, no offense, sir,
8
but that's the same thing you told me three or four months ago,
9
and I haven't heard from you yet, except to say that you haven't
10
had time to get on the conservation study.
11
Sir, during the tenure of your 11 predecessors
12
we have had -- or nine, or whatever it is -- we have had con13
tinuously agreements on what we are going to do, and a new
14
Colonel comes along and we just don't do it,
sir.
15
COL. PYLANT:
As I indicated, I understand your
16
concern, and we will respond to you shortly.
17
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Thank you.
18
COL. PYLANT:
Are there any other questions?
19
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Yeah, I had one question,
20
but I might offer a comment first on the discussion of the last
21
question.
22
Jesse, it seems clear that, as there was reason
23
to believe, it appears that you cannot undertake any substantial
24
work on the channel under a Corps of Engineers' project.
You
25
have to face it, as you know, there has been considerable work
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1 done on the channel by the State in cooperation with the Bureau,
and it has eased the situation.
I would point out further that Ithink the record
4 will reflect, going to one year when the water, was held up in
5 Abiquiu because of insufficient channel capacity -6
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Only one year.
7
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: -- since Abiquiu was built
8 in a year in which the District, Elephant Butte District,
9 rather than the Rio Grande Project, could have used the water.
10 So there has not been, in the history of Abiquiu Reservoir, any
11 substantial serious effects on the water supply for the Rio
12 Grande Project in New Mexico.
13
Now, with respect to another question, Colonel.
14
Do you see any conflict in the hydropower studies that you are
15
authorized or have scheduled with studies under FERC permits?
16
COL. PYLANT: I see some initial lack of coordina
17
tion between us and the City of Farmington, for instance, at
18
Cochiti. We had a meeting about three weeks ago on the subject
19
of coordination, our efforts and Bureau of Rec, similar studies,
20
with a mind to entering into an inter-agency agreement to assure
21
that we are coordinated, and our efforts already at Cochiti
22
linked us in some of the Farmington interests There clearly
23
needs to be understood coordination between the agencies.
24
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Under an inter-agency
25
agreement. I understand you mean by that some sort of agreement
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1
between Farmington and the Corps?
2
COL. PYLANT:
No, no, Bureau of Reclamation and
3
ourselves.
4
.
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
With respect to Cochiti?
5
COL. PYLANT:
With respect. to any of those studie
6
but Farmington at Cochiti is what g o t us into the, well, to the
7
understanding that there has not been the kind of coordination
8
that we should have on these studies.
g
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Thank you.
10
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Mr. Chairman, I'm sorry,
ii
can I continue my conversation with the Colonel?
I wasn't
12
through when he cut me of.
f.
13
COL. PYLANT:
Commissioner Gilmer, I did not intend
14
to do that, if that's the seeming effect.
And certainly, con15
tinue.
16
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Thank you, sir.
17
We talk about Public Law 97-140 authorizing the
18
storage of 200,000 acre-feet in.Abiquiu..'
JDidn'tit also authoriE
19
storage in Elephant Butte Reservoir?
20
MR. CUNICO:
I'es, that or any other reservoir in
21
New Mexico, as I remerLther.
22
COMMISSIONER GILMER
Mr
Chairman, I would like
23
for the record to show that Elephant Butte Reservoir was also
24
authorized by the same law, 97-140, as reported by the Colonel
25
for Abiquiu.
.
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1
C1'IAIRMAN SOULE:
Okay,
the record will so mdi2
cate.
3
Further questions?
4
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
,
Yes, sir.
5
Colonel, with reference to the Abiquiu levee
6
study, we shave supported that study since the' beginning of any
7
conversation about the study.
I would like to ask you and the
8
Commissioner from New Mexico to keep us advised, if you feel
9
like you can, of any scheduled Congressional hearings so we
10
might have an opportunity to testify in support' of that study.
11
Testifying in support of the construction or rehabilitation of
12
the levees goes back to an agreement that I reached with Colonel
13
Jim Sutton that I would give the levees first preference so far
14
as the State of Texas is concerned, if the Corps would give the
15
Chama Channel second preference in studies.
Now, that's a numbe
16
of years ago that this came up, but I would hope that the
17
Congressional hearings in support of the levees will not be
18
restricted to, quote, local area of Abiqt.iiu, and out-of-state
19
people won't be welcome.
I would like an opportunity to 'testify
20
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Mr. Chairman, to the ex21
tent that the question is addressed to me, I will certainly
22
undertake to see that Commissioner Gilmer is aware of any settin
23
of Congressional hearings, if he will do the same and agree to
PIN
24
let me know as soon as he hears,
lie probably will know sooner
25
than I do when and where the hearing will be held.
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1
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Mr. Chairman, since last
1'
2 January my spy system has eroded, and I depend on my colleagues
3 for notice on these things.
4
'COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: You maybe sure, Mr.
5 Chairman.
6
COMMISSIONER GILMER: I thank you, Mr. Commission
7
In connection with the water conservation,
8 Colonel, the statement made there is not in accordance with my
9 understanding of the decisions which we have made with your
10 office, I think with your predecessor. A Resolution was pre11 sented to the Compact Commission at its last meeting in which
12 the Compact Commission was asked to approve a water conservation
13 basin line study, and the action of the Commission at that time
t
14 was to defer any action on it until more details were submitted
15 to the Commission. I didn't understand that, that after the
16 agreement we had in the Compact Commission that a basin-wide
17 water conservation study was initiated. I thought we were
18 talking about the Corps reporting back.to the. Commission before
19 the study was initiated in the Rio Grande Watershed. I think
20 that an examination of the records will support what I'm telling
21 you. I'm speaking from memory, but I think I'm right.
22
COL. PYLANT : As 1 'indica.ted, I'm aware of a
23 commitment to provide to the Commission a plan of study, which
24 we have not provided to date, and that has been delayed by the
25 realignment activities that the District,has been in, staffing
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A
reduced from in the vicinity of 269 or 270 when I arrived, and
1•
presently approximately 208. Several things have been delayed,
and this is one, as a result of that.
4
COMMISSIONER.. RE1NOLDS: •. Mr. Chairman, if I may
5
I
offer a comment.
6
It seems to me that the problem may be only
7
semantics, with respect to the paragraph in question. It appears
8
to me that the preparation of a plan of study is the first step
9
in a basin-wide conservation study initiation. Therefore, I
10
find nothing in conflict between what the Colonel's report
11
says and what Commissioner Gilmer says was the understanding.
12
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Commissioner Gilmer, do you have
any problem with that, with what has been said?
KI
13
14
COMMISSIONER GILMER: I think it clarifies the
15
record. I think an examination of last year's record.will re16
flect my position on the thing, and I'm certainly willing to
17
accept Commissioner Reynolds' interpretation of the thing.
18
Although the Corps has announced around at different places that
19
the study has been initiated and is underway, I want to say that
20
so far as we are concerned, below Elephant Butte Reservoir, we
21
do not consider that a study has been initiated; we think it's
22
still under study, and it has not received the approval of the
23
irrigation districts below Elephant Butte Reservoir, or the Rio
24
Grande Compact Commissioner for Texas.
r.
25
CIIAIRMAN SOULE: Okay, the record will so indicat.
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I
Any further questions?
2
Commissioner Danielson?
3
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
4
I think, Co].. .Pylant, it's fair to conclude that
5
the honeymoon is over. You made it longer than most of your
6
predecessors.
S
7
COL. PYLANT: It would seem that way.
8
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Jesse, you are going to
9
have to learn that colonels, like Congress, are not bound by
10
actions of their predecessors, I guess. You know, that's the
11
way it goes.
12
COMMISSIONER GILMER: Commissioner Danielson, I
13
have learned all about colonels that I want to learn, but I
I.
14
think I'm stuck with it.
15
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Well, you may have some
16
more learning to do.
17
I have just one question. Under the title of
18
construction in your report on pagethree, paragraph three, you
19
mention the Alamosa Erosion Protection Project here in Alamosa.
20
Since a lot of the people in the audience are in the area, I
21
wonder if you might just elaborate a little bit as to what that
22
project consists
23
COL. PYLANT: Mike, would you or John like to
24 I field that?
25
MR. MOCEK: This is a project under our small
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1
project streamba protection authority. To protect the sewage
r.
2
treatment lagoons for the City of Alamosa. We were requested by
3
the City to consider this. We did a reconnaissance. We found
4
it to be economically feasible. We are:talking-abouta project
5
in the tune of, I'm not sure, 1- to $200,000, in that neighbor6
hood. We did recommend a project for construction. It was
7
approved, it is approved, and right now it is sitting in the
8
Chief's office in Washington awaiting funding, just as are a
9
number of other projects in that same category. Uoefully it's
10
fairly high on the priority list, and as soon as funds are
11
available under this authority, we will be able to undertake a
12
project with the cooperation of the City of Alamosa.
.,
e"O
11
13
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Thank you, Mike.
14
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Commissioner Danielson, do you
15
have other questions?
16
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: No.
17
ChAIRMAN SOULE: Are there other questions of.
18 the Colonel? If not, Colonel, we thank you for your report.
19
COL. PYLANT: I appreciate the opportunity to be
20 here.
21
CIIAIRMA1I SOULE: This might be an opportune time
22 for a break. What's the desire óf th& Commission?
23
We will break for 15 minutes, and be back at 10:3
24
(Proceedings recessed for 15 minutes.)
r.
25
CHAIRMAN SOULE: We are to item five on our agenda.
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1
At this time I would like to call on Commissioner
2
Danielson to present the report for the State of Colorado.
3
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
4
Does it sound a little better in the back now?
5
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:
Yeah.
6
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Well, first, I would
7
like to welcome both the Commissioners from Texas and New Mexico
8
and their contingent.
We are always happy to have you travel
9
to the headwaters and see where it all starts.
We hope you will
10
enjoy your stay here, and if there's anything we can do to assisi
11
you, let us know.
12
I would like to personally welcome Darrell Webber
13
to our happy little group here.
You have a problem that Colonel
14
Pylant doesn't.
At least he can look forward, if he lives
15
three years, to moving on to bigger and better things.
Darrell,
16
I don't think you have got a short tour like that.
You may have
17
to live with us for a long time.
But anyway, welcome.
We look
18
forward to a continued good relationship with the Southwest
19
Region.
20
I would like to thank Don Myers and the Rio Grand
21
Conservancy District for the hospitality that they displayed
22
last night.
I recognize it's somewhat of a financial burden,
23
but the wheeling and dealing that I saw going on may turn out
24
to have been worth the price, Don.
25
Pat, I would like to thank you for agreeing to
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1
try and referee this thing. I understand that we may have a
i.
2
permanent successor to Alex, and I'm not sure if your legs
3
shape up to hers or not, and I'm not going to even ask to see.
4
CHAIRMAN SOULE: 'Thank you, Commissioner..
5
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Steve, I don't know whal
6
the portent is, but I notice you and I came without our hired
7
legal guns. Jesse didn't, and we may all be in trouble before
8
the day is over. I don't know.
9
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Ours are all busy fight
10
:C010f,adoalys,, and Texans in. Court.
11
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Mine are, unfortunately,
12
all busy fighting other 'ColoradOans: in Court.
Is
13
Just a couple of comments that I would like to
14
make.
15
First of all, summarizing Colorado's performance
16 for the calendar year 1981 under the Compact for the 14th straic it
17 year, we exceeded the delivery at Lobatos that's required by
18 Article Three of the Compact. The Rio Grañde mainstem and
19 her tributaries, less the Conejos, delivered 6100 acre-feet of
20 water at Loba'tos in excess of their obligation. The Conejos
21 River system delivered 4900 acre-f éet in excess of her obligatior
22 for an over-delivery of 11,100 acre-feet for the State contribu23 tion. I think it's important to comment just briefly on the
24 importance of that 11,000 acre-feet. That represents a full
25 water supply for nearly 4,000 acres of irrigated land in the Rio
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1
Grande Basin in Colorado.
That means that 4,000 acres which
2
could have been productive, and contributed to the State's
3
economy, went without that water supply, and Colorado paid the
4
price.
Particularly those farmers who owned those acres paid
5
the price.
6
The outlook in 1982, the latest snow course in7
dications that we have, indicate approximately 120 percent of
8
snow pack on the Conejos system and something less than 90
9
percent on the Rio Grande mainstem.
So, again, it is not going
10
to be a year of excessive water supply for the people in Colorath
11
Colorado took, I think, a very innovative step
12
in the last year towards the construction of major projects in
13
the State.
I think we all agree, and I'm afraid Darrell and
14
Colonel Pylant would have to agree also, that the day of the
15
massive huge federal reclamation project funded entirely from
16
Washington is gone.
17
Mr. Carter, as you well know, placed all of the
18
authorized projects on a hit list.
No new starts.
19
Mr. Reagan has professed to be interested in at
20
least one new start, but federal budget constraints may have
21
something to say about that.
22
Colorado's General Assembly in January authorized
23
the Water and Power Development Authority, which is a new State
24
agency, to contact the Secretary of the Interior and to offer
25
$25,000,000 of front-end money for new starts either on the
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I
Animas-La Plata Project, or on the Narrows Project in Northern
2
Colorado.
The offer of
25,000,000, while I'm sure in the eyes
3
of federal budget persons isminiscule, represents, I think, a
4
very substantial indication on thepartof thecitizens of the
5
State that were serious about developing the compacted waters
6
that we are entitled to, and that we are willing to put at least
7
some, money where our mouth is.
We will see perhaps in the next
8
90 days just how much 25,000,000 is worth back in the Department
9
of Interior.
10
With respect to the Closed Basin Project, I think
11
it is imperative that the Bureau, that this Commission, that
12
anyone interEsted in the development and use of water in the
13
Rio Grande Basin urge at every opportunity the rapid development
•
14
and completion of that project.
It is basically the last ho
15
for any new water being introduced into the Rio Grande drainage.
16
I was extremely pleased -- I normally don't get
17
excited about attorneys, but to see the associate solicitor's
18
opinion: on the priorities that I think Congress iery. clearly
19
stated in the enabling legislation for the project,
I was
20
pleased to see the solicitor reaffirm and direct the Bureau
21
to proceed as Congress intended.
That is, that the first 60,000
22
acre-feet developed would go towards the meeting of the obliga23
tion of the State of Colorado under the Compact, and also to
24
enhance our ability to meet the obligation to the Republic of
25
Mexico.
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1
Two decisions, or one decision and one about to
2
be, that I think are of great import to the members of this
3
Commission, and to all of you, and I think they need some dis4
cussion.
5
In the case of the National Wildlife Federation
6
versus Gorsuch, a case which was tried in the United States
7
District Court in and for the District of Columbia in November
8
of 1930, wherein the National Wildlife Federation contended
9
before Judge Joyce Green that every dam in the United States
10
was subject to the Clean Water Act in that the outlet works
11
required the permit, just as any sewage outfall, for discharge
12
of polluted waters into a natural stream.
The argument being
110
13
that dams can cause all kinds of pollution, thermal pollution,
14
where you introduce waters of different temperature than those
15
ambient temperatures in the stream below, the release of heavy
16
metals which may have been captured in the storage vessel as a
17
result of inflows, storage and the heavy metals settle out, and
18
then are released.
Almost any kind of pollution or pollutant
19
that you could think of was included in the definition.
20
The case lasted about four days.
The testimony,
21
I think, was clearly, and very convincingly presented that the
22
intent of the Clean Water Act was not to require discharge per23
mits for resorvoirs and dams.
The Judge failed to see it in that
24
light, and ordered the EPA within 60 days of her decision to
W
25
promulgate rules and regulations which would require every
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1
structure in the United States to obtain a discharge permit.
2
The clear implication being that if the release of water from a
dam would cause pollution, then that release would not be permitted.
5
I think the importance of that decision, particu6
larly to people in the West, is profound, and I think you should
7
urge everyone that you can to contact their Congressman or Sena8
tors and get some kind of a legislative fix through Congress
that makes the issue clear as to what the intent of the Clean
10
Water Act is as amended in '77 really was.
ii
The second case that is, I think, of great im12
portance, particularly to the Western States, is a little case
%E*
13
entitled Sporhase versus Nebraska.
14
This case came about up in Northeastern Colorado
15
where Mr. Sporhase intended to import ground water from Nebraska
16
into the State of Colorado for use on hisfarm.
The State of
17
Nebraska took the position that the export of ground water from
18
Nebraska was prohibited, absent a reciprocity agreement between
19
the two States affected, and denied Mr. Sporhase the opportunity
20
to import that water.
21
Colorado does have an absolute prohibition on the
22
export of ground water.
The Nebraska Supreme Court upheld the
23
Trial Court's decision, in that they determined the export was
24
illegal, and the case will be argued before the United States
25
Supreme Court, I think very shortly.
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1
The argument, of course, is that water is simply
2
another item of interstate commerce, and that you can't deny
3
the right to move water across interstate boundaries just as
4
you cannot deny the right to export Côór' s beer or somebody 's
5
chickens or whatever it is.
6
And I think the threat is very real.
The U. S.
7
Supreme Court has shown in the last year an inclination to deal
8
with a lot of these nagging little interstate commerce questions
9
and the outcome in Sporhase could be, I think, very, very damagi:
10
to all of the Western States should the U. S. Supreme Court
11
decide that water is a matter of interstate commerce, and can
12
be exported without any regard to state waterrights, and state
13
water law.
14
'
I think those are the main comments I would like
15
to make.
16
I would point out, we do have some extra copies
17
of the 1980
COITUL1S5Ofl
Report available for people in the au18
dience, if you would like a copy.
'
19
And, Mr. Chairman, if it's appropriate at this
20
time, I would like to offer a Resolution.
21
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
DO.
22
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON;'' The Commissioners have
23
cm
been furnished a copy of this Resolution entitled "Colorado
24
Resolution Number One," and I'll read it into the record.
25
Resolution of Rio Grande Compact Commission.
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1
WHEREAS, Public Law 92-514; Stat. 964, authorize
2 the construction, operation and maintenance of the Closed Basin
3 Division, San Luis Valley Project, Colorado; and
4
WHEREAS, the construction and operation of the
5 project will greatly alleviate water supply problems on the Rio
6 Grande, will facilitate the United States in fulfilling its
7 international treaty commitments, and will foster harmony among
8 the states;
9
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Rio Grande
10 Compact Commission assembled in its annual meeting at Alamosa,
11 Colorado, on the 25th day of March, 1982, that the Congressiona]
12 delegations of the States of Colorado, New Mexico and Texas, as
13
well as the Department of the Interior and the fedérál government
14
be urged to take whatever steps are necessary to expedite the
15
construction of the Closed Basin Division, San Luis Valley
16
Project, in the order and stages set forth in the authorizing
17
legislation; and
18
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary forward
19
a copy of this Resolution to the menthersof Congressof the
20
respective states, to the President of the United States, the
21
Director of the Office of Management and Budget, the Secretary
22
of the Interior, the Comrhssioner, of the United States Bureau
23
of Reclanation,,and to the Governors of the Compact states.
24
Mr. Chairman, I would urge and move the adoption
r.
25
of Colorado Resolution Number One.
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1
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Second the motion.
2
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Colorado Resolution Number One
3
has been read and moved and seconded. Is there discussion on
4
this Resolution?
5
Do I hear the question?
6
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Question.
7
CHAIRMAN SOULE: How does colorado vote on the
8
motion?
9
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Yes.
10
CHAIRMAN SOULE: 110w does New Mexico vote on the
11 motion?
12
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
6~
40
13
ChAIRMAN SOULE: How does Texas vote on the motio ?
14
COMMISSIONER GILMER: From what I think is the
15
13th consecutive year, we vote yes.
16
CHAIRMAN JtJLE:
Okay, Resolution NumberOne
17
presented by Colorado is passed.
18
Any questions on the. ColoradO report?
19
There being none, I would like to call on Mr.
20 Reynolds for the New Mexico report.
21
Commissioner Reynolds.
22
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Mr. Chairman, at the out - i
23
set I should like to express, and I think on behalf of all of
24
the New 1"xicoans
here, appreciation of the nice reception by, the
25
Rio Grande Conservancy District last night, and the excellent
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I
facilities here in Alamosa for this Commission meeting.
2
I intended to ask Jeri a question or two perhaps,
3
or offer a few comments on his report, and I'll just offer the
4
comments at this point and give him a chance to comment later.
5
I have never seen the day when major reclamation
6
projects were entirely federally financed. I just don't remem7
ber that. All of the projects that I have been associated with
8
required repayment, some interest subsidy for the farmer, and
subsidy for the farmer from power revenues limiting the farmer's
10
payments to his ability to pay, but I don't count those power
11
revenues from water projects in the West as federally financed.
12
I'm aware that Colorado has volunteered, if you
1,3
like, to put up about three percent of the cost of the Anixttas/
14
La Plata Project in the way of front-end financing. I have some
15
reservation about that, but I think certainly that's Colorado's
16
judgment to make.
17
Our position with respect to that particular,
18
project may have been misuñderstood.by some in Colorado, but we
19
asked the administration to 'let us know what rules they were
20
proposing. That is, what percentage of the front-end cost
21
should be state financed, and why. Also, how the state would
22
recover the money that it 'adväiicE"d. Would we follow 'the same
23
rules that the federal governniant follows in 'recovering its
24 I
front-end money. That latter question seemed to come as a
25
II
shock to some of the feds; they hadn't thought about that. But
- II
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we did indicate that if we could get the rules of the game and
2
know what was expected, then we could go to our Legislature and
3
let that body appropriately decide what role the State should
4
play in front-end financing of major water projects.
5
I'm about as disturbed as Jeri is on the decision
6
that reservoirs must have discharge permits.
I think most
7
appalling to me was the apparent concept that cold is a pollutan
)ld
8
Physically,- it just doesnt work.
I mean cold is sort of a
•
.
9
subjective thing.
As .far as I know, it's simply the absence of
•
10
heat, and the next thing :we know it would become illegal to
11
discharge distilled water from a reservoir, for the reason that
12
you have removed dissolved solids, and that makes the water tast
13
funny, as most of you know.
14
.
.1 think we have to:do something about this
15
situation, and I agree with Jeri on that.
16
With respect to Sporhase, I feel obliged to offer
17
a comment there.
We are somewhat involved.
New Mexico has,.
18
of course, filed an amicus äurIae brief in the case that Jeri
19
mentioned.
.
20
Perhaps I will offer the comment that I think
21
Sporhase could be decided without resolving the issue between
22
the City of El Paso, the State Engineer and Attorney General
23
and District Attorney of New Mexico for one reason.
That Ne24
braska lawis perhaps more nearly comparable to Texas law on
25
ground water than it is to New Mexico, Colorado and many of the
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other Western States, and certainly I would not contend that the!
i.
2 Supreme Court made a mistake in going along with the decision
3 that Texas ground water could not be prohibited to interstate
4 commerce simply because of the nature of Texas law. Certainly
5 for over a hundred years the Congress, the Supreme Court have
6 recognized that the state may enact laws giving it plenary
7 control over not only the nature but the place of use of the
8 water over which that state has sovereignty. And I think most
9 of us realize that in states like Colorado, New Mexico -- I will
10 have to exclude Texas -- sovereignty over the land, under our
11 federal system, has virtually no meaning, if the state doesn't
12 also have sovereignty over the water. Enough of the politics.
13
Coming to New Mexico's report.
EO
14
In the current fiscal year we have committed a
15 total of $24,500 in State funds to the Elephant Butte and Cabalic
16 Reservoir veetatiJ\manaerLlent program. that Darrell mentioned
17 earlier, and, unfortunately, as in recent years, none' of the'
18 funds may be expended for primary clearing of phreatophytes.
19
For this fiscal year we budgeted a total of
20 400,000 in 3tate funds for the Espanola Valley and Middle Rio
21 Grande water salvage and channel rectification'program, which is
22
also carried out in cooperation with the Bureau
23
Additionally, we have used about $130,000 of
r.
24 State funds to purchase a portable dredger, and some' 257,000
25 for the purchase of two new' bulldozers. That equipment is
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1 presently engaged in the channel ratification and maintenance
2 on the Rio Grande maintenance channel below Socorro. The
'-I--3 New Mexico State Stream Commission offered this' State contri4 bution to work that the Congress m.authorized and directed
5 the Bureau of Reclamation to do, because of the urgency of re6 storing the conveyance channel to conserve water and implement
7 New Mexico's deliveries to Elephant Butte.
8
The Interstate Stream Commission has also budgete
g $36,000 in the current fiscal year for the cooperative program
10 with the U. S. Geological Survey to secure sediment data at
11 several locations on the Rio Grande.
12
In 1979, the New Mexico Interstate Stream
13 Commission entered into a contract with the Santa Fe Metropolita:
14 Water Board for the purchase of San Juan/Chama Project water to
15 establish and maintain the Jemez Reservoir sediment pool.
16
,
That pool is performing quite effectively, and
17 we purchased a total of 1500 acre-feet at a price of about $15
18 per acre-foot in 1,9811 under that agreement.
19
,
As the Colonel reported earlier, Public Law 9720 140 was enacted in December of '81 to clarify the provisions of
21 Public Law 87_433
pfiat's the legislation authorizing the
22 Colorado River Storage Proj ectrelating 'to the stOrage of San
23 Juan/Chama Project water released to contractors from 1-leron
24 Reservoir, the terminal storage for the San Juan/Chama Project,
25 and the legislation specifically provides for agreements for
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storage of San Juan/Chama Project water in Abiquiu and Elephant
Butte Reservoirs.
J
3
I thank you.
That concludes the New. Mexico re4
port, and I would, of course, be pleased to respond to questions
5
Mr. Chairman.
6
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
Thank you, Commissioner Reynolds
7
Any questions on the New Mexico report.
8
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Thank you, gentlemen.
9
ChAIRMAN SOULE:
At this time I would like to
10
call on Commissioner Gilmer, Commissioner from Texas, for the
11
Texas report.
12
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Mr. Chairman, I think you
•
13
14
are doing a good job of handling this meeting.
It's moving
right along, and I'm impressed with the comity between the
15
States, which is one of the reasons that we have the Rio Grande
16
Compact.
17
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
110w do you spell that?
18
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
F-r-i'-e-n-d-s-h-i-p.
19
Mr. Chairman, we had a good agricultural year
20
below Elephant Butte Reservoir in 1981.
I don't think the final
21
reports have been made by the Bureau of Reclamation, but I
22
think we have produced between 150 and 200 bushels of agricul23
tural commodities, products and related products to agriculture
i.
24
in 1981.
We used about 600,000 acre-feet of water from Elephant
25
Butte Reservoir.
I haven't divided this out, but if you see
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1
what we can do with 600,000 acre-feet of water by producing
2
$200,000,000 worth of commodities, you can see how highly we
3
value water below Elephant Butte.
4
Almost all of the' water below Elephant Butte is
5
dedicated to agriculture, and is used in agriculture. The.City
6
of El Paso has the opportunity of using the water from about
7
2,000 acres, plus some other minor contractual arrangement
8
which it has with the irrigation district.
9
We think we are going to have another good year
10
in 1982. We are that full to the upstream states for the
11
deliveries that they did make. I would comment to Dr. Danielson
12
that he's up to his usual fine figuring. Anybody who can handle
13
600,000 acre-feet of water and get within less than two percent
OR*
14
of his obligation deserves commendation. I think that that is
15
wizardry involved, and I use wizardry as a good word and not
16
a dirty work in this respect.
17
You are doing good, Jeri. I know what farmers of
18
Colorado have gone through the last 16 or 17 years.' Adjustments
19 I have had to have been made that were created during a generation
of people. It has been tough. It has really been tough on the
21
farmers. It's been tough on the Compact Cormiissioners of Colorad
22
to have done what they have done. I think they have done their
23
duty. They have complied,essentially, completely with the
24
Supreme Court Stipulation. It proves to me that water can be
25
'managed, can be rationed at places other than below Elephant
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Butte Reservoir, and we appreciate very much what you have done.
Jeri has a tremendous job, as does Steve. They
are Compact Commissioners for many Compacts. Fortunately, I
am that full that I only have one Compact to have anything to do
with. If I had more than one Compact, and it had any similarity
to the Rio Grande Compact, I would starve to death. I couldn't
operate my little old business.
I thought maybe the Engineer's report would have
been presented before now, but the Engineer's report will be
10
presented in due time, but in the absence of time, I will make
some comments later about what I believe the engineers are going
12
to report as activities on the river in 1981.
05,
13
I think one of the most spectacular things which
14
has occurred this calendar year is the 'work by tAe Bureau of
15
Reclamation and the State of New Mexico on the condition of the
16
channel above Elephant Butte Reservoir. It is' a phenomenal
17
activity, an act which deserves great credit, and I want to pay
18
particularly a compliment to Joe and the work which he has done
19
in helping us g'et'the money for channel rectification. I have
20
made remarks many years that I could not see any evidence of
21
any effort on anybody's part above , Elephant Butte Reservoir to
22
deliver Texas' rights under the.Compàct..o Elephant Butte Reser23
voir. The actions of the Bureau of Reclamation and the actions
24 of the State of New Mexico show that there is some interest in
25 that activity, and we deeply appreciate it.
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I think we are behind, schedule.
We were behind
2
schedule in doing what we did, but when we got the whirlwind
3
workhorse in Joe Miller, he got to going, and we are actually
4
doing some good things.
..
..
..
5
For example, the engineers estimated that the
6
contract which is now under operation, would cost $1,800,000
and the contract or bid $1,300,000.
I think that is a great
8
timing of this thing.
I'm sorry that the economy of the country
g
is such that we encounter this kind of a spectacular bid.
10
We are concerned about this point pollution thing
11
I think enough has been said about it.
I didn't even understand
12
what they were talking about until Ken Pedde told me what they
13
were talking about, and I never did think we had enough water
14
in Elephant Butte Reservoir to polluteanything.
But I'm just
15
sure that the Congress of the United States is going to take
16
some remedial action involving this Court decision.
17
I hope that this Court decision by a fine federal
18
lady Judge is not a sign of any impending catastrophe in the
19
times to come in the Rio Grand CompactCommission.
20
I didn't think we talked about this thing right
21
now.
I thought we'didn't talk about it, but gossip tells me
22
that our iext' Chairman will be a fine lady from the Dakotas
23
who will be extremely qualified to chair this Commission.
I'm
24
sure the President has made a fine selection.
25
.
We are concerned, as others are concerned, with
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1
generators at dams.
To me the extreme of what is going on is
2
the plan to have a generator at Caballo Reservoir.
Once the
people who own these generators and operate them at Caballo
and Abiquiu get their foot 'in the door, it will be just like
• a hundred other feet which have been in the doors in years past,
6
and the pressure will be on us for regulated flows and continuou
flows and things like that.
8
We must not lose sight of the fact that the water
g
of the Rio Grande are now dedicated to agriculture, and you
•
10
can't operate a program for farmers and stop irrigation and
11
start irrigation when you are generating electricity, and you
12
are called upon to do it continuously.
I can't overemphasize'
13
to those of us who are not engaged in agriculture that again
14
our reason for being here is to try to do something for farmers
15
using waters of the Rio Grande Watershed, and I hope that we
16
know that that's our number one job as we have these little old
17
side arguments going on.
18
We don't like the' fadt 'that the City of Albuquerq. e
19
is bringing growth uproars to the Elephant Butte Reservoir.
I
20
understand a contract has been signed where the City of Albuquer•
21
que will sell some of its Sa.n Juan/Charna waters to French .(.hon)
•
22
other: interests 'for the production' of grapes in the vicinity of
23
Elephant Butte..
I don't know anything I can do about it.
So
24
until I do find out something I can do about it, all I have got
.25
to do is just roll with the punches and take what comes along.
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1
We had a very carefully worked out Resolution
2
before this Commission about two years ago, which we were all -3
I was particularly proud of it for the handling of San Juan/Cham
4
waters.
I thought we were helping the people below Elephant
5
Butte and at Elephant Butte and the recreation some in southern,
6
and otherwise, and I thought we were helping the people of the
7
City of Albuquerque, and I think we were.
Now., I can't see any
8
help for the farmers below Elephant Butte Reservoir for the use
g
of the reservoir to store San Juan/Chama water to be piped out
10
for grape growers.
The main thing I'm trying to do now is get
11
my position on the record, and I hope in a year that we have a
12
closer working relationship between the City of Albuquerque
13
and the people who have to account for the water in Elephant
14
Butte Reservoir and the Bureau of.Reclmation who have to operat
15
the reservoir.
I don't know what some of the answers are going
16
to be, but I felt like I needed to get on record about this
17
thing.
18
The scholars are at it again
We have a group
19
of scholars in the Southwestern United Stateswho are now
20
spending a lot of time trying to promote a situation where the
21
ground waters along the international boundary of the United
22
States and Mexico can be turned over by treaty to the Interna-.
23
tional Boundary Commissions of the two natiOns: for management
24
to balance the withdrawals from aquifers and for other purposes.
25
We think they are goiflg at it wrong.
They are being financed
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1
by New York foundations, they are holding the meetings throughoul
2
parts of Mexico and parts of the United States.
We do not want
3
the International Boundary Water Commission at any time,under
4
any circumstances, telling us what. we can do with the ground
5
waters of New Mexico and Texas.
In Texas, the ground water
6
is owned by the surface owner.
In New Mexico, the ground water
7
is owned by the State, if I am properly informed.
We want that
8
status quo.
9
If we permit these scholars to continue unin10
terrupted in their efforts, and their what I consider
to
be wild
ii
and inaccurate proposals, then we will be faced with the manage12
ment of our a11quifers along international boundaries having the
13
shots called, out of the State Department of the United States,
14
and I do not want that, and I oppose it.
I'm not sure what I'm
15
going to be able to do about it, but I'll give' it my best.
16
Steve, I waint to mention one thing to you.
It.
17
has been reported in the newspapers that when you closed the
18
basin, the Rio Grande Basin and., the Mesilla Basin in New Mexico,
19 .
that you imposed a ceiling on the combined use of surface or
20
ground water to be three acre-feet.
If that is the case, I
21
would urge that you give reconsideration to that, for the imme22
diate future in any event, because we have developed below Ele23
phant Butte Reservoir in Texas and New Mexico agriOülture. which
.
24
requires an objective of 12 months farming out of'the year.
The
25
old thing of farming cotton and alfalfa where you needed three
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acre-feet of water, and we considered that as normal, has passed.
2 We now need to farm about 12 months out of the year, and we need
an absolute minimum in most crops of three acre-feet, and in
4
many crops of much more than three acre-feet.
5
Now, I submit to you that the pumpage of the
6
"" hundreds of wells in the river valley in Dona Anna and
7
Sierra Counties, for the time being. at least, the drawdown is
8
replenished by flows of the Rio Grande.
I do not think that
g
it's timely at this time to restrict the people in New Mexico
10
to the use of three acre-feet of water.
So if you have said
11
that, and if the newspaper articles are correàt, I would urge
12
an indefinite reconsideration of that thing, pending the outcome
13
of other problems of which you are engaged.
We simply can't
14
take a 500 acre pecan orchard which requires five to seven
15
acre-feet of water and let half of it layout.
If we do, it's
16
going to cost us $10,000 an acre to do that, and we do not have
17
the resources to do it.
We are not in a position at this time
18
to proceed with our farming operations and have water rationed
19
by the Bureau of Reclamation and by the New Mexico State En20
gineer.
So to the extent that you could work out some kind of
21
a change position on that,' if that's your position, we urge
22
reconsideration pending future eyents.
23
Mr. Chairman, I must report to you on the status
24
of the compliance with the Rio Grands Compact.
I'ra going to
25
take the liberty.of using a chart over there, which probably
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1
can't be seen by the audience, but since I am addressing the
2 Compact Commission and, the Chairman and the Reporter, I will be
3 doing so with my back to the audience, which looks better than
4 my front.
5
I wish we had a spotlight, but we don't have 'one,
6 Mr. Chairman.
7
This Exhibit has been presented to this Compact
8 Commission previously. It has been upgraded in my opinion to
9 show situatiorE other than those which have heretofore been
10 1
shown to this Commission. This, is the record of deliveries of
11
New Mexico since the initiation of the Rio Grande Compact. The
12 red shows accrued debits by New Mexico, and the word accrued
13
debits has been explained or described in the first part of the
1.
14
Rio Grande Compact where definitions are placed.
15
The red is accrued debit; the blue is an accrued
16
credit. Since the inception of the Compact, New Mexico 'has
17
been in a debit status from this period to this period, and that
18
represents 1942 through 1971. 'The Compact' provides that New
19
Mexico may accrue annual debits, or accrued debits to the etent
20
of 200,000 acre-feet at any time.
21
I do not believe it was the intention of the
22
framers of the Compact 'that this kthd of a situation be per23
mitted to go on, over the many years. Because the framers of
24
the Compact provided for the 200,000 acre-feet accrued debit
~ 11
0
25
because of variances of nature, channel conditions, weather
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conditions, and so forth. But for some reason New Mexico has
II been continuously in an accrued debit position of 200,000 acre3
feet from this period.to this period, which represents many
4
years. We do not question New Mexico's right to incur that
5
accrued debit. It is clearly set forth in the Compact.
6
In the same sentence that sets forth this 200,000
7
acre-feet, the Compact states that any debit in excess of 200,00
8
acre-feet can be accrued only if holdover storage of waters in
9
reservoirs is present. This line right here represents holdover
10
storage of waters in reservoirs in New Mexico in excess of 200,OC
11
acre-feet. It runs like this. It comes down just above this
12
yellow line clear across here. It is our contention that from
13
here to here New Mexico has been in violation of the Compact,
14
because it accrued debt in excess of 200,000 acre feet not
15
supporting the overage by holdover water and storage in reser16
voirs.
17
Now, the reason for the 200,000 acre-feet is that
18
it was contemplated by the framers of the Compact that El Vado
19
Reservoir would have a capacity of about 200,000 acre-feet, and
20
that would permit New Mexico to store that water at any time.
21
We think New Mexico has been clearly in default of its obligatior
22
of the Compact from a period of about here to about here. Now,
23
that period of time is passed. New,Mexico reduced its accrued
24
debit, came down here, and in about 1972 had a credit. Then
k
'10
25
the debit went up a little bit, and then we had a credit for a
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I few years, but the alarming situation with which we are con2 fronted today is this activity here on this curve. We are
3 starting a new eraof some kind below Elephant Butte Reservoir,
4 and in Elephant Butte Reservoir. Note the resemblance of this
5 curve at this point to this curve at this point. Except the
6 curve currently is more dramatic and more serious than the curvE
7 at the initiation period of these tremendous quantities of
8 accrued debits.
9
Should this curve continue to take the establishe
10 pattern of this curve, in a year or two or three New Mexico
11 will be back in the accrued debit situation where it is in
12 excess of 200,000 acre feet, and not backed up by holdover
13
storage and reservoirs. When that situation occurs, or if it
14
occurs, and I hope that it does not occur, then we have some
15
serious, serious problems to consider.
16
I would ask Commissioner Reynolds here to give
17
me his word as a gentleman that this curve here will not take
18
the pattern of this curve.hère. I.have no reason to believe
19
that it won't. The only reason I would believe that it won't
20
is the Commissioner giving me his word that it will not be done
21
If it is done, and if this curve continues to grow, and if it's
22
in excess of 200,000 acre-feet accrued storage, and if it's not
23
backed up by holdover storage of water, then I want it clearly
24
understood for the record that the decision past that point
25
is with him, not with me. My decision has been made.
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1
If for any reason he wants this interpretation of
2
the Compact to be interpreted by somebody other than this
3
Commission, then all he has to do is follow this practice over
here, and his wish will be granted.
5
Mr. Chairman, I know of nothing in this history
6
here which leads me to believe that this history will be differe: t
7
It's the same river, we have got the same reservoirs, and we
8
have flood control reservoirs.
We have got the same bunch of
g
people controlling the people and using the water in New Mexico
10
that have used it heretofore.
I do not find any evidence of
11
any efforts in the State of New Mexico to control diversions
12
on the Rio Grande to assure its compliance with the terms of
13
the Rio Grande Compact.
I think there never has been any
14
effort to do so, or if there has been, it's gotten out of con7
15
trol, and there's no effort that is practical to makenow.
16
The people in the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy
17
District are fine people; they are farmers, which makes them
18
the salt of the earth in my opinion.' But they divert nine acre19
feet from the stream, according to their records, and they use
20
2.24 acre-feet to farm.
Where in the world the difference
21
between the diversions of nine acre-feet go, and the 2.24 acre22
feet go to farm is not my business.
'The Indian situation is not
23
my business.
24
I'm not happy about the contracts that the SecreW
tary of the Interior entered into with the Indian tribes, but
25
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it was a good move, it needed taking', and it's been, taken. And
I think that's all right. I think the 120,000 acre-feet of
water that they are going to save for the Indians, to preserve
4 for the Indians, will probably betaken into consideration when
5 the Rio Grande Compact was negotiated, and that comes out of
6 New Mexico's allocation, just like the 60,000 acre feet comes
7 out of the Treaty of 1906 at the American Canal in Texas.
8
So, Commissioner Reynolds, I ask you to give
9 consideration to my request. 1 ask you to take whatever action
10 is necessary to observe compliance with the Rio Grande Compact.
11
Now, the next sentence in the paragraph which
12 authorizes this 200,000 acre-feet calls for water to be retained
13
by New Mexico at all times to the extent of its accrued debit.
14
There is an argument about the meaning of the word retained.
15
I cannot find any dictionary, any history of negotiations under
16
the contract, anything in the Hill,repert -- and they tell me
17
you were assisting in lull's testimony, and it.'.s::on file with
18
the Supreme Court -- I can't find anything in the Bliss report
19
with the Legislature of New Mexico, I can't find anything in the
20
State of Colorado's report to its Legislature, I can't find
21
anything anywhere that attempts to tell us the meaning of the
22
word retained as used by 'your interpretation to. support your
23
interpretation. I just don't find it. It was not in the docu24 I
mant by Reynolds and Mutz of 1974 when you attempted to explain
25
a lot of accrued debits here and blamed it on the opening of the
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1
11 channel. I don't find it in there.
v
i-p
2
Now, if it was contemplated by the framers of
3
the Compact that water could not be retained in a reservoir,
4
unless it was first captured in a reservoir, it seems to me
5
like somebody somewhere in the history of the Compact would havE
6
said something about it, and not have to raise the question by
7
me here 40 years later. 1 just don't understand it. And this i
8
one of the interpretations of the Compact that we may be called
9
to get assistance from outside this body to decide what it means
10
To repeat, Mr. Chairman, I ask the Commissioner
11
of New Mexico to give me his word that this situation over here
12
won't be repeated, and that New Mexico will stay within its
6_0
13
200,000 acre-feet of allowed accrued debit, or such in excess of
14
that as is backed. up by carry-over water and storage.
15
Thank you, sir.
16
ChAIRMAN SOULE: Thank you, Commissioner Gilmer.
17
Is there any questions of Commissioner Gilmeron
18
his repor t
19
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: No questions to ask him.
20
I might offer a few comments.
21
CHAIRMAN SOULE: 4Are there comments on Commissione
22
Gilmer's report?
.
.
.
.
.'
23
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Jesse, if I were able
24
to walk on water, I would quickly give you my word that that
r.
25
would not occur again, but absent that ability, I cannot, of
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1
course, give you my word.
4,ANIL
2
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Mr. Chairman, this is the
3
only time I have ever heard this startling admission.
I
4
thought certainly that.
-flOW,
we are going to get somewhere.
5
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
A concession, right?
5
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Mr. Chairman, let me
7
say further that I certainly share Commissioner Gilmer's con8
cern about that red peak near the end of his graph.
I think it
g
is possible that with work, such as the Bureau is doing on the
10
conveyance channel, with some more intensive management in the
11
Rio Grande Conservancy District, we may be able to avoid a
12
repetition of conditions that Mr. Gilrner has pointed to followinc
13
the '41 and '42 floods.
14
I think it's important to point out -- I don't
15
offer this as an excuse, rather as an explanation -- two things
16
in common with this growing peak and that earlier '41 and '42
17
situation, and that is, there's a lot of water in Elephant Butte
18
Reservoir, and that incréáses.New Mexico's delivery obligation
19
at Elephant Butte for the reason that reservoir evaporation is,
20
if you like, New Mexico's responsibility, just as the deteriora21
tion of channel conditions puts a further obligation on New
22
Mexico.
23
Now, a couple of numbers at this point might be
24
helpful.
As I understand the Engineer's report, New Mexico's
25
accrued debit will be reported at something like 198,000
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1
acre-feet. There is in storage at this time in El Vado, rounded
11,
11 perhaps a little, about 68,000 acre-feet. That means we are
at 131,000 acre-feet versus a 200,000 limitation.
4
Let me point out that that 67,000 acre-feet is
5
not available for, use by the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy
6
District, although it is in storage in their El Vado Reservoir.
7
Let me. point out that we have always followed
8
the Compact, at least in the times that I have been dealing
9 .
with it since 1955, with respect to the retention of water in
10
storage. And it has not been released when we are in a debit
11
situation, except as it will be permitted on several occasions
12
by the Commissioners from Colorado and Texas.
13
Jesse finds nothing in the record of a negotia14 tion of the Compact with respect to the meaning of the term
15 retain in storage. But I think the reason for that is simply
16 that those gentlemen who negotiated .the Compact were quite
17 willing to rely on the ordinary dictionary definition of the
18 word. And you rnáyrecall, Mr. Chairman,. that at last year's
19 Commission meeting in El Paso, Mr. Gilmér presented definitions
20 of the words obtained from several dictionaries, and I found thati
21 I was quite able to agree with each of those definitions, and
22
it seemed to me to present the ordinary dictionary definition
23 that I'm sure the Compact negotiators relied upon.
24 I
With respect to a few of the points raised earli
25
I I by Commissioner Gilmer, I must agree that I can see no direct
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i benefits to users below Elephant Butte from the French grape
2 growing enterprise:. contemplated down there fairly near Ele3 phant Butte Reservoir. On the,other hand, I can see no harm
4 to those users, and I can see certain secondary.benef its to the
5 economy of the region below Elephant Butte. .1 think extending
6 as far as El Paso.
7
With respect to the discussions of certain
8 scholars, with respect to the administration of ground, water
9 by the International Boundary and Water Commission, I have some
io
concern there. I'm not sure alithediscussion. that's going on
11 in those scholarly sessions is necessarily in the interest of
12 the United States, and particularly those states along the bor13 der.
14
On the other hand, I'm confident, and I have
15 considerable gratification from the fact that scholars cannot
16 enact treaties, and I think that that's going to be necessary
17 before we can go further with the control of ground water by
18 the InternationälBoundaryand.WaterCornmission.
19
With respect to the press stÔries related to some
20 decree to the duty of water in New Mexico below Elephant Butte
21 Reservoir, I'm sure Jesse will deriveconsiderable satisfaction
22. from the faàt that the engineer is not able to decree. Let me
23 say this -- and I don't recall the story that you mentioned,
24 there certainly may have been some. Again, just a couple of
25 numbers.
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i'm sure you are aware, Jesse, that the duty
of water used by the Bureau of Reclamation in the operation of
the Rio Grande Project is and has been for many years 3.024
acre-feet per acre.
Our engineers, technicians have made
studies of the consumptive use on crops given the average crop
pattern below Elephant Butte in New Mexico, and had a pretty
good check of that.
As I recall, they came out, he carried out
to several decimal points, and the Bureau has done just a little
bit less than that.
But awfully close check.
I would say further thnt what is the appropriate
duty of water is subject to challenge with respect to any
decision of the engineer, and certainly that is one of the elernents of a water right, the subject to challenge, and certainly
opportunity to present evidence before the State Engineer on
the proper duty, and'if the Engineer reaches a decisiOn unsatisfactorily to the applicant, certainly he has recourse
first to the District Court of New Mexico, and then, of course,
to the Supreme Court.
And that's a recourse not infrequently
sought.
Now, certainly it is my hope and sincere belief
that whatever duty of water the Engineer, New MexicoState
Engineer determines would in no way be applicable to the. use
of New Mexico water in Texas,
I think, Mr. Chairman, that concludes the comment
that I have on Mr. Gilmer's'presentation.
Thank you.
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.1
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Thank you, Commissioner Reynold
2
COMMISSIONER GILMER: 'Mr. Chairman, may I pro3
JI ceed just a minute?
4
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Yes.
5
CHAIRMAN. REYNOLDS: Wait a minute. I get equal
6 I time.
7
CHAIRMAN SOULE: All right.
8
COMMISSIONER GILMER: Mr. Chairman, he always
9 takes double time, so that won't be any switch, it will be an
10 improvement.
11
Mr. Chairman, Steve said look at the amount of
12 water in Elephant Butte Reservoir now. It's beautiful. We
13 have got about 800,000 acre-feet down there. We dOn't know
14 what the runoff isgoing.to be.' .1 don't think the Bureau of
15 Reclamation is in a position now to discuss next year's alloca16 tion of water. But.let me point out something to you.
17
This portion of my presentation here represents
18 the annuai4ocation of rationed waters below Elephant Butte
19 Reservoir by the Bureau of Reclamation commencing about 1951
20 or so. The water has been rationed every year since then.' The
21 red shows the number, the exact. years we farmers below Elephant
22
Butte have had less than three acre-feet of water allocated to
23
them. The black shows the years when the farmers have three
24
acre-feet or more allocated to them.
25
Now, the history of the drought since 1951, we
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1
have had four, five, seven, eleven and four, counting this year,
2
of fifteen out of this many years.
Now, you talk about the wate
3
that's in storage.in Elephant Butte Reservoir.
If in this
4
year here when we had about six inches allocation, if in that
5
year in Elephant Butte Reservoir we would have had this water,
6
which was illegally retained by New Mexico, we would not have
7
had that kind of an allocation.
We would not have had to have
8
drilled perhaps 1800 wells.
The most expensive thing you can
9
do today is irrigate with an irrigation well.
10
.
Had we had this water here in this year, where
11
I farmed with four inches. of water, I had a little old bitty
12
farm, I had to run a weak pump, and incidentally, I pumped out
13
of Texas into New Mexico, but I'm not telling anybody.
14
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:. That's legal.
15
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
I had to run that little
16
old pump 30 days and nights to get around.
If we had had this
17
water in Elephant Butte Reservoir, I probably wouldn't have
18
drilled that doggone. well there
..
....
.
.
;
..
.
19
But what I'm getting at iS., just because you have
20
an accrued debit here, and we have water in Elephant Butte
21
Reservoir, has no necessary relationship to support anything
22
like this.
23
Now, just look at those reds there.
Isn't that
24
a staggering ridiculous situation? I ask the State Engineer of
25
New Mexico, the Compact Commissioner again, to give me his word
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1 it won't happen again.
2
I want to turn this around. now so some of you
3 people can suffer with me.
4
This little object right here we call Mt. Reynold
5
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: The reason I wanted to
6 come up here now is, he reminds me that this has been recited.
7
This decline, if you.like, could be referred to
8 as Reynolds Slope. There's where I became Compact Commissioner.
9 The reason that that came down is because of the work of the
10 Corps of Engineers and Bureau of Reclamation in the Middle Rio
11 Grands Project.
12
And in this discussion, I want to be sure that
13 they are fully credited for that. I think what we learned there
14 incarrying out.that water, isgoingtà be a great help to us
15 in resolving this growing situation of, I'm sure, as much con16 cern to me as it is to Commissioner Gilmer.
17
Perhaps that's enough at the moment.
18
COMMISSIONER GILMER Let me borrow my stick a
19 minute, will you.
20
.
Mr. Chairman, I didn't intend to mention this,
21 because of my extreme modesty, but since he pointed out when
22 he became Commissioner, permit me to point out that I became
23 Commissioner at. this point.
24
(Applause.)
.
25
ChAIRMAN SOULE:. Any further questions of the
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Texas report?
2
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Mr. Chairman, anything
3
I say after, that display would be kind of anticlimatic, I'm
sure.
5
Steve, I, like Jesse, was dismayed to hear your
6
admission that you no longer walked on water.
7
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
I didn't say no longer.
8
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
I might point out that
g
being in the class with St. Peter isn't all that bad,.
It puts
10
you above some of us mortals.
11
Jesse, your comment about the wizardry of
12
Colorado's deliveries, I guess we prefer to call it management
13
and sacrifice.
It's not accomplished easily, as you well know.
14
We have situations where water users,, ,'re totally, curtailed in
15
the middle of July for the remainder' of the season in order to
16
deliver the water that we are obligated to deliver under the
17
Compact.
The fact that we over-delivered 11,100 acre-feet this
18
past year' I thiik 'indicat
tha.westil•l need to fine-tune
19
the system a little bit in order to perhaps retain a little
20
more of that water to'which we are legally entitled for our own
21
use.
22
I have just one question, and perhaps you don't
23
know; I suspicion that you do.
24
Ithat was the application rate under the Rio
0
25
Grande Project for 1981, in acre-feet per acre?
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1
COMMISSIONER GILMER: We had three feet rationing
2
11
to the irrigation districts. I can't tell you how much of that
3 water got to the actual farm. I would assume it would be a
4 percent or two or three under that, because you can't deliver
5 to_L80,00O acres a hundred percent of the water. I would
U
6 suppose -- I don't know what the answer to that is.
7
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: And that's supplemented
8 as I understand it, by the use of ground water?
COMMISSIONER GILMER: Occasionally.
io
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: That's all I have.
11
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Just a number, Mr.
12
Chairman.
13
As I understand the Engineer's report, the relea
14
was 610,000 acre feet. That was to.provide the three acre-feet
15
to the lands in the project and the 60,000 to 'exico, of
16
course.
17
COMMISSIONER GILMER: I believe it was to prvide
18
three acre-feet to the head gates, but 1 can't tell you about
19
that, but essentially it's what we call a minimum annual reiII quirement under conditions existing in 1981 and '82, as con211
trasted to 25 years ago when we called three acre-feet a normal
22 I
requirement.
23
You spoke earlier about the Bureau of Reclamation1 S
24
handling of this water. We are trying to update the Reclamation
25
Act of 1902 at this time, and we are going to have to update
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I
many irrigation, practices of 1905 to the 1980s,which I think
2
will show that we need a minimum of three acre-feet, instead
3
of a normal three acre-feet.
4
.
CIIAIRMAN SOULE:
Are there any other domments?
5
There being none, that completes the report of
6
the States, and we go on to item six of our agenda, which is the
7
report of the Engineering Advisers.
And I call on Mr. Riley,
8
Texas Engineer Adviser,
for that report.
9
MR. RILEY:
Good morning.
Mr. Chairman, it gives
10
me a great deal of pleasure to present the Engineer Adviser's
11
report.
This is the report of the Engineer Adviser to the Rio
12
Grande Compact Commissioners, dated March 4, 1982.
13
The Engineer Advisers to the Rio Grands Compact
14
Commissioners have reviewed théstreâmflow and reservoir storage
15
records and other pertinent data from which was determined the
16
Scheduled and actual deliveries of water during the calendar
17
year 1981.
18
The scheduled and actual deliveries for the year
19
1981 are summarized following.
20
A.
Deliveries by Colorado at State Line.
The
21
accrued debit on January 1, 1981 was 674,600 acre-feet.
The
22
scheduled delivery in 1981 was 120,500 acre-feet.
The actual
23
delivery in 1981 was 131,500 acre-feet.
The annual credit befor
24
adjustments was 11,000 acre-feet.
The reduction in debit for
W
25
evaporation of water held in reservoirs was 100 acre-feet.
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The accrued debit December 31, 1981, was 663,500 acre-feet.
Deliveries by New Mexico at Elephant Butte.
3
The accrued debit January 1, 1981 was 148,000 acre-feet. The
4
scheduled delivery in 1981 was 237,800 acre-feet. The actual
5
'
delivery in 1981 was 187,500 acre-feet. The annual debit before
6
adjustments was 50,300 acre-feet. The reduction in debit for
7
evaporation of water held in reservoirs was 2,600 acre-feet.
8
The accrued debit December 31, 1981 was 195,700 acre-feet.
9
Project storage and releases. The actual re10
lease of usable water in .1981 was 609,600 acre-feet. Usable
11
water in project storage exceeded 400,000 acre-feet throughout
12
the entire year.
Aft
The Engineer Advisers' meeting was attended by
13
14
representatives, of the. Bureau of. Reclamation, who presented: the
15
Bureau's repàrt on accounting of San Juan/Chama Project water
16
diverted to and used in the Rio Grande Basin during 1981. The
17
Engineer Advisers accepted the report by the Bureau with several
18
suggested minor corrections. The Bureau's report shows that
19
sufficient San Juan/Chama Project water was delivered to offset
20
the various depletions of project water made in the Rio Grande
21
Basin above Elephant Butte Dara.in 1981 and that such.deliveries/
22
were in compliance with provisions of the Rio Grande Compact.
23
With respect to certain details of accounting of
San Juan/Chama Project water in the Rio Grande Basin, the
::
Engineer Advisers recommend the following river channel loss
ISC/RG 00120671
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rate, previously developed by the Bureau of Reclamation;
A loss rate of two percent from Heron Dam to
Otowi Gage for use throughout the year.
The Engineer Advisers recommend the following
river channel loss rates,. previously developed by the Bureau.of
Reclamation, for the river reach from Otowi Gage to Elephant
Butte Reservoir for accounting of releases of.San Juan/Chama
Project water of less than 600acre-feet per month:
A loss rate from Otowi Gage to Elephant Butte
10
Reservoir of five percent for the month of November, 3.1 percent
11
for the month of December and 3.9 percent for the month of
12
January.
13
The Engineer Advisers for Texas and Colorado
14
recommend that an additional study bemade by the Bureau of
15
Reclamation of the river channel loss rate from Cochiti Dam to
16
Elephant Butte Reservoir for accounting of releases of San Juan!
17
Chama Project water in excess of 6000 acre-feet per month during
18
the months of November, December and January, and that a study
19
be made of. the river channel loss rate for this reach for the
20
month of February.
21
The Engineer Advisers recommend the attached
22
Resolution for the operation of Platoro Reservoir during 1982.
23
The report is signed by Harold D. Simpson,
Philip B. Mutz and J. N. Riley.
r. ::
I'll read the Resolution that is attached to the
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1 report.
2
Resolution.
3
WIIEREAS, under theprovisionsof the fourth un4 numbered paragraph of Article VI of the Compact, the Commission,
5 by unanimous action, may authorize the release of water held in
6 storage pursuant to the second and third unnumbered paragraphs
7 of this Article.
8
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED that Coloradc
9 be authorized to release and is hereby requested to release from
10 storage in Platoro Reservoir the 5494 acre-feet of water stored
11 for flood control purposes in 1980 and any amount of water which
12 was placed in storage during
1982
and is held in storage on
13 November 1, 1982 by reason of accrued debits of Color.do, such
14
releases to be commenced as soon as practicable thereafter, to
15 attain maximum delivery of the released water to Elephant Butte
16 Reservoir, and to be completed prior to March 1, 1983; provided
17 that said authorization and request shall be subject to revoca18 tion by written notice of theCommissioner of any signatory
19 state at any time prior to October 1, 1982.
20
Mr. Chairman, that concludes the report of the
21 Engineer Advisers.
S
22
S COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Mr. Chairman, I move that
23
the Commission accept the report of the Engineers, and adopt
24
its recommendations.
25
COMrIISSIONER DANIELSON: Second the motion.
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1
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
Okay, the motion has been made
2
and seconded. It's on the floor for discussion. Is there
3
any discussion?
4
MR. MUTZ: My name is Philip Mutz.
5
Mr. Riley., in the first recommendation on page
6
two, the rePort f/ts written containing the word recommended.
7
You read the word recommend as it should be. I believe the reco
8
should reflect that the printed record should be so corrected.
9
MR. RILEY:
That is correct, that's the way I
10
read it,into the record..
11
MR. MUTZ: Mr. Chairman, at this time I wish to
Q
12
join the Engineer Advisers for Texas and New MexicoJin their
13
recommendation of additional study by the Bureau of Reclamation
14
for channel loss rates.
.
15
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
Is there further discussion on
16
the record?
17
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Mr. Chairman, I have a
question of Bill.
:
•.;:.
. .,
1
18
19
The Engineers' recommendation does notestablish
20
in any degree a permanent transmission loss of San Juan/Chàma
21
water from Heron to Elephant Butte.
22
MR. RILEY: I
don't think that the recommendation
23
in the Engineer Advisers reportis limited as we recommended
24
it to any particular year. It's only limited to the extent of
25
6,000 acre-feet per month, which is a change in the way we made
'Sc IRG 00120674
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the recommendations in the past.
4
2
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Mr. Chairman, I'm glad that
3
it's changed from the way we made the recommendation in the
4
past, because the past few years Ihave not been able to approve
5
the report of the Engineering Advisers with permanent trans6
mission losses set forth.
And I just mention inpassing that
.7
one of the reasons I haven't been able to do that has come out
8
recently in a document between the Department of the Interior
9
and these six Indian tribes in the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy
10
District, where the loss in that reach of the river was eStabii
lished at 20 percent, and in reviewing a letter from Commissione
12
Reynolds to me in 1969 involving 40,000 acre-feet of water in
13
Abiquiu Reservoir at that time, he asked that 1 not call it
14
out, because the transmission loss from Abiquiu to Elephant
15
Butte would be 20 percent.
So there's some difference between
16
six percent and 20, and I hope we find out what that is.
If
17
I get a chance to vote, I'm going to vote for it.
18
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Mr. Chairman, if I may
19
offer a comment.
20
I think it's very important to understand that
21
the losses from the San Juan/Chama Project waters are incrementa]
22
loss.
That counts for a very large part of, the difference
23
between six percent and 20 percent, Mr. Chairman.
24
.
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Mr. Chairman, I will not
25
argue with him about the loss being incremental in years past,
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1
but we are getting a new dog in the manger with the grape grower
2
near Elephant Butte. True, the City of Albuquerque is going to
3
transmit its water to Elephant Butte Reservoir, if I understand
4
it. However, I have had a hard time finding out what's going on,
5
and I 'rn not sure I know now, but they are going to transmit
6
that water to Elephant Butte Reservoir and sell it to the grape
7
growers, what I call FOB Elephant Butte Reservoir.
8
I think when we start that kind of a use of San.
9
Juan/Chama water involving the use of Elephant Butte Reservoir,
10
it does not necessarily follow that our precedent for establish11
ing it as incremental loss follows, and I will have more to
12
say on that after this study.
:1
13
I am not satisfied in the light of recent deve14
lopments that we should necessarily have the same formula for
15
loss transmission of San Juan/Chama water, and for evaporation
16
in the reservoir as we have heretofore supplied. I just reserve
17
final judgment on that until this study is over with.
18
CHAIRMAN SOULE:. Thank you,. Commissioner Gilmer.
19
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Question.
20
CHAIRMAN SOULE: The question has been. called
21
for. How does Colorado vote?
22
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Yes.
23
CHAIRMAN SOULE: How does New Mexico vote?
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
::
CHAIRMAN SOULE: How does Texas vote?
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COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Yes.
2
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
The Engineer Advisers report
3
is accepted as read.
Thank you, Bill.
4
MR. RILEY:
Thaflkyóu, Mr. Chairman.
5
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
I will now call for the state6
ment of cost of operation for fiscal year 1981.
7
MR. DEIN:
Mr. Chairman, Commissioners, I think
8
the Commissioners have been supplied with copies of the state9
ment of cost of operation for the fiscal year ending June 30,
10
1981.
11
That was broken down with a total cost of
12
$54,830 for gaging stations, of which $25,910 was borne by the
13
United States, and $9,640 by each of the three States that
14
participated in the Compact,
15
For administration, the total cost was $14,352.60,
16
of which $3,150 was borne by the United States, and $3,734.20
17
by each of the three States.
18
Grand total came out to $69,182.60.
Of which
19
$29,060 was borne by the United States, and $13,374.20 by each
20
of the three States of the Compact.
21
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Mr. Chairman, I move that
22
the Commission accept the presentation of statement of costs
23
of operation for fiscal '81.
24
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
Okay, the motion has been made.
25
Do I hear a second?
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COMMISSIONER GILMER: Mr. Chairman, I second
the motion.
04
2
3
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
Okay, motion has been moved and
4,
seconded. Is there any question? Or discussion?
5
If not, I call for the question.
6
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Question.
7
CHAIRMAN SOULE: 110w does Colorado vote?
8
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Yes.
9
CHAIRMAN SOULE: How does New Mexico vote?
10
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Yes, Mr. Chairman.
11
CHAIRMAN SOULE: How does Texas vote?
12
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Yes.
13
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
The statement of cost of opera14
tion is approved as read.
15
I would cailfor the presentation of the budget
16
for the fiscal year 1983.
17
MR. DEIN: Mr.. Chairman, Commissioners, budget
18
for fiscal year ending June 30, 1983, in the same format as the
19
statement of costs.
20
The total cost for gaging stations for fiscal
21
year ending June 30, 1983, $65,230, of which $30,820.is borne
22
by the United States, $11,470 by each of the three States in23
volved.
24
For administration, total cost, $16,580,, of which
25
$3,500 is borne by the United States, and $4,360 by each of the
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three States.
•
2
3
The grand total for the cost of gaging stations
and administration is $81,810, of which $34,320 will be borne
4
by the United States, and $15,830 by each of the three States.
5
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Mr. Chairman, I move the
6
Commission approve the budget for fiscal year 1983 as submitted.
7
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
Do I hear a second to that motiox
8
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Mr. Chairman, I second the
9
motion.
10
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
Okay, the motion has been made
11
and seconded that the budget for 1983 be accepted as read.
12
Any.discussion?
13
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Question.
14
CHAIRMAN SOULE
okay, hearing the question, i'l1
15
call for the vote.
16
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Mr. Chairman, the motion
17
was to approve the budget?
18
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
Yes, to approve the budget as
19
read.
20
How does Colorado vote?
21
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Yes.
22
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
How does New Mexico vote?
23
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Yes, Mr. Chairman.
24
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
110w does Texas vote?
25
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Yes.
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1
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Okay, the budget is approved as
"0
2 I read.
3
The next item on our agenda is the approval of
4
the Cooperative Agreement for services by the U. S. Geological
5
Survey.
6
Hr. Secretary, would you present that, please?
7
MR.
DEIN: The Cooperative Agreement for investi8
gation of water resources by the Geological Survey is in the
standard format. Copies have been distributed to all of the
10
Commissioners, and I will let you absorb that, and take whatever
11
action you see necessary.
12
COMMISSIONER GILMER: Mr. Chairman, I recommend
approval by the Commission of the proposed contract.
to
13
14
CHAIRMAN SOULE The motion has been made Do
15
I hear a second?
16
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: I'll second it.
17
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Colorado seconded the motion..
18
I
Any discussion?
19
If not, I call for the question.
20
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Question.
21
CHAIRMAN SOULE: How does Colorado vote?.
22
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Yes.
23
CHAIRMAI SOULE: How does New Mexico vote?
24
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
25
CHAIRMAN SOULE: How does Texas vote?
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1
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Yes.
2
.
CiIAIRMAN SOULE:
The Cooperative Agreement is
3
approved.
4
The next item on our agenda is item ten.
Approval
5
of the Minutes of the previous, meeting held March 26, 1981 at
6
El Paso'.
Mr. Dein will you present those Minutes?
7
MR. DEIN:
Mr. Chairman, Commissioners, copies
8
of these Minutes have been circulated to the Commissioners, and
g
if there are any questions at this time I would be glad to try'
10
to answer them.
11
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Mr. Chairman,I move the
12
approval of the Minutes as circulated and as amended by members
13
of the Compact Commission.
14
'
CHAIRMAN 'SOULE ' The motion has been 'made that
15
the Minutes be approved as circulated and amended by the
16
Commission.
Do I hear a second?
17
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Mr. Chairman, I'll second
18
the motion.
The question I 'have:' "AS amendedby the Commission,
19
1 thought Mr. Gilmer said.
20
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Commissioners.
21
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Well, yeah.
It seems to
22
me -- see, I'm not sure what'that includes, unless it relates to
23
amendments that.may be suggested at this time.'
24
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
Would you like to clarify that,
25
Commissioner Gilmer?
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1
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: The final draft was
2 submitted to the Commission, and that did incorporate all of
3 the amendments that had been made.
4
COMMISSIONER GILMER: It's my understanding, Mr.
5 Chairman, that that has been done, and the Minutes have been
6 corrected, and that I move the approval of the corrected circul
7 amended Minutes.
8
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: With that understanding,
9 we second in full accord.
10
Now, may we have opportunity for discussion?
11
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Okay, we are on the floor for
12 discussion. Any discussion on the Minutes?
13
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: There are just, I think,
14 two typos that we might want to fix in the attached Resolutions.
15 And I would make reference to them. They are certainly of no
16
I
substance, but Resolution Number Three, as attached to the copy
17 I have, second line from the bottom, says, "Storage of pre-Compa
18 direct flood rights." And if we could correct that to read
19 "direct flow rights;" If there's agreement on that.
20
And with respect to proposed Resolution Number
21 Four, which was not enacted, there's a typographical error in
22 the second line of the resolving clause. The third word should
23 be "release and is hereby requested."
24
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Does the Secretary have those
25 chang.es?
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MR. DEIN: Yes, sir.
2
CHAIRMAN SOULE: And.the Secretary is so in3
structed.
4
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: And with respect to the
5
resubmitted proposed Resolution, the same typographical error
6
at the same point should be corrected.
7
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Any further discussion?
8
I'll call for the question.
9
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Mr. Chairman, just a
10
minute.
11
Mr. Chairman, is the transcript of last year's
12
meeting here? I did not bring my copy. I am sure Mr. Gilmer
13
did.
14
CHAIRMAN SOULE: We do have several copies, yes
15
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: The reason Iraise the
16
issue, on page six of the Minutes -- and I apologize for not
17
having caught this during our review -- in the third paragraph,
18
the indication is that Colorado and Texas voted no'on Commissione
19
Reynolds' motion to adopt the Resolution as recommended by the
20
Engineer Advisers, and it is my recollection that Colorado has
21
never voted no on that particular Resolution. And I would
22
like just some time to check the transcript to make certain that
23
that's accurate.
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: What page of the transcrip t
r.
::
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: I have no idea.
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1
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Oh, you are looking at
2
the Minutes?
3
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Yeah.
4
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Just a second, we have
a copy here, and we can take a run at it.
6
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Well, I just wonder,
7
it's five after 12:00', and I suspect that other business may
8
not go as quickly as some of the previous agenda items.
Would
g
it be reasonable to take a break and we can check the transcript
io
and then vote on the motion at that time?
11
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
You propose to break for
12
lunch, or continue without lunch?
13
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
I think the recommendation was
14
to break for lunch;;is that.,correct?
15
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Yes.
16
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
All right.
17
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
And that will give us
18
time to check the transcript, and then we can proceed with the
19
motion.
20
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
As I understand, you
21
contemplate some considerable discussion under "Other business"?
22
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
I have very little
23
discussion, but other members of the Commission may.
24
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
I have none.
25
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
I have none.
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COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: You may.
YN
-0
2
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Now, does that dispose of
3
it?
4
COMMISSIONER GILMER: Mr. Chairman, what he's
5
trying to get us to do is eat another meal at this fine hotel.
6
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: I think he has something
7
else in mind, Jesse.
8
CHAIRMAN SOULE: What is the Commission's desire?
9
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: I'll go with whatever
10
the Colorado Commissioner's suggestion is.
He knows how long
11
it's going to take under " Other." If it's going to take extensi' e
12
time I would concur; otherwise, I would not.
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Well, before I can vote
to
13
on the motion I •need•to check the transcript.
14
15
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: I question, Jeri, whether
16
you would rely on the transcript any more than the Minutes,
17
and if it is your clear recollection that your vote was not as
18
reflected in the Minutes, I would be pleased to accept a change
19
in the Minutes. I would have no more reliance on the transcript
20
than I do on the Minutes. I find several problems in the
21
'transcript. You ought to know what your vote was.
22
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Yeah, recognizing that
23
I have total recall, which fails at times, I would like to check
24
the transcript. My recollection is that Colorado voted yes.
25
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: I would rely more on the
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1
Minutes than I would on the transcript on the issue, but I have
2
no objection to taking the time to check the Minutes.
3
We are about to have it here, Jeri.
4
Jeri, this has to do with the Resolution offered
5
by the Engineers'; is that right?
6
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Yes.
7
Mr. Chairman, the transcript reflects that
8
Colorado voted no, and I think that's in error, and I would
9
move that we amend the Minutes to reflect that Colorado voted
10
yes.
11
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: I'll second the motion.
12
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Okay, it has been moved that
13
the Minutes and the transcript be revised to indicate that
14
Colorado voted yes on the recommendation to accept the Enginner15
ing Advisers' report.
16
COMMISSIONER GILMER: Is there discussion open?
17
CHAIRMAN SOULE: There has been a motion and therE
18
a second, and we are open for discussion, yes.
:
19
COMMISSIONER GILMER: Jeri changing his vote from
20
no to yes makes Texas the culprit in this thing. I voted no
21
because he had already voted no, and I wasn't hung with killing
22
the whole damned thing. I would, be glad for the record to stand
23
as amended.
24
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: I might point out, Mr.
25 Chairman, that Texas killed the whole damned thing two years.
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I
before that on its own, so you shouldn't feel too badly.
2
COMMISSIONER GILMER: Mr. Chairman, I never
3
really feel badly about these things.
4
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Mr. Chairman, let me say
5
that I find the record as corrected much more rational.
6
CIIAIRMAN SOULE: Thank you. Do I hear the ques7
tion?
8
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Question.
9
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Okay, the question has been
10
called for. How does 'Colorado:vote?.
11
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Yes.
12
CHAIRMAN SOULE: How does New Mexico vote?
13
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
14
CHAIRMAN SOULE: How.does Texas vote?
15
COMMISSIONER GILMER: Yes.
16
CIIAIRMAN SOULE: The Minutes of the meeting held
17
March 26, 1981 in El Paso is approved.
18
Is there any otherrbüsiness to come before. the
19
Commission?
20
Commissioner Danielson?
21
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Mr. Chairman,, fellow
22
Commissioners, as you recall, in 1980 Colorado presented a
23
Resolution for consideration by the Commission which allowed
24
the storage of direct flow waters owned by pre-Compact direct
25
flow rights on the Conejos River system, in allowing the storag
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1
of those rights on a temporary basis in Platoro Reservoir for
2
subsequent release during that same irrigation season when the
3
water could be applied more beneficially.
4
.
The Commission graciously accepted that Resolu5
tion, and the net result was that the Conejos water users en6
joyed for the first time in many years water in late July and
7
August resulting in an increase, conservatively estimated, I
8
think, of about 1.8 million dollars in crops produced in the
9
Conejos system.
10
It.. seems to me that we are faced this year with
ii
a situation on the Conejos with a snow pack in excess of 120
12
percent of normal, with the potential for flooding on the
13
Conejos system, and the loss and the non-beneficial consumption
14
of aritounts of water thatcould be significãntlyand very
15
beneficially used by the users in the Conejos.
16
As a result, I would like to offer Colorado
17
Resolution Number Two, which a copy has been furnished to each
18
of the Commissioners, and I would read that Resolution into the
19
record.
20
Resolution of Rio Grande Compact Commission.
21
.
WHEREAS, pursuant to the provisions of Section 7
22
of the Act of Congress approved December 22, 1944 (58Stat. 890;
23
33 USC 709) the. Secretary of the Army prescribed regulations
24
for the operation of Platoro Reservoir for flood control purW
25
poses and said regulations were approved by the Commission; and
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WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 208.23(g) departures
2
from said regulations may be made only with the advice and con3
sent of the Commission; and
4
WHEREAS, the Commission desires to advi,sp and
5
consent to a departure from said regulations as more fully set
6
forth below;
7
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission gives unanimous
8
consent to the operation of Platoro Reservoir in 1982 for storag
9
'and release during the 1982 irrigation season of pré-Compact
10
direct flow water rights by Colorado water users in conjunction
11
with flood control storage by the Corps of Engineers.
Flood
12
control storage will be based upon the orders by the Corps of
13
Engineers for storage and release of,water.
The allowable flow
14
at the Mogote and Los Sauces gaging stations will be established
15
each year prior to the runoff season by the Corps of Engineers.
16
Colorado water users may store pre-Compact direct flow water
17
rights in Platoro Reservoir, with the approval of the Colorado
18
CommissiOner, at the same time as flood control storage is taking
19
place and at other times.
The volume of flood control storage
20
shall be determined by the United States Bureau of Reclamation
21
and shall be the waters stored as a result of the Corps of
22
Engineers
order for flood control.:
23
Mr. Chairman, I would move the adoption of Colorad
24
Resolution Number Two.
W
25
CHAIRMAN SOtJLE:
The Colorado Resolution Number Tw
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1
has been placed before this Commission. It's been moved. Do
2
I hear a second?
3
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Mr. Chairman, to provide
4
the Commissioner from Colorado the courtesy of discüssionof
5
the Resolution, I will second it.
6
CHAIRMAN SOULE: The Resolution has been seconded.
7
It's on the floor for discussion. Any discussion?
8
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Perhaps a few questions
9
would be helpful.
10
Jeri, what does "in conjtnction' with flood
11
control storage" mean?
12
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Our intent, Mr. Reynolds,
13
there is that there could be storage of direct flow water con14
current with the flood control storage that's ordered by the
15
Corps.
16
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Is it intended that water
17
stored for flood control would be available for release for
irrigation during 1982?
r
18
19
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: No.
20
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: I find it quite unclear
21
on that point.
22
How would this operation affect deliveries at
23
.Lobatos. as compared to operations without the adoption of the
24
Resolution?
25
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Insofar as we operate
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1
both the Conejos system and the Rio Grande main system with the
2
clear objective of delivering no more than is required by the
3
unnumbered tables in Article Three, I don't see that this would
affect those deliveries in any way.
Certainly Colorado would
5
meet our obligation, yet could conceivably, depending on the snow
6
melt rate, reduce flood flows at the Los. .Sauces Station?
7
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
How would it reduce flood
8
flows?
g
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Depending on the deliver'
10
of water from tributaries 'to the COnejo's that are not controlled
11
in any way by reservoirs, the amount of' water at Los Sauces
12
could be reduced by the storage of these direct flow waters.
13
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Well, wait. ' As I under14
stand, to the extent water, is stored at Platoro flood' control,
15
it would not be available for release.
16
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
That's correct.
But
17
to the extent that you have contributions from the San Antonio
18
system or other tributaries, and the direct flow users are not
19
entitled under this Resolution to store, they would be calling
20
their direct flow water down.
You could have that water on
21
top of the other flows from the tributaries, which could cause
22
flooding or a less than fully economic use of those water's.
23
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Well, if they took it,
24
it wouldn't cause flooding would it?
25
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
It could, if you are
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I tiying .to. deliver it to a ditch that's far down on the system.
4-T.
0
2
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: You mean under the manage
7.
3
ment that's used, you allow deliveries to direct flow rights
4
to cause damage, flood damage to other users, or other persons.
5
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Well, insofar as they
6
are not controllable, absolutely.
7
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: As they are not contrail
8
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: That's right.
9
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: As a person may demand hi
10
delivery, even though it causes damage.
11
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Absolutely.
12
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: All right.
K~ -7
13
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Any further discussion on this
14
motion?
S
15
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: As I recall at the last
16
Commission meeting, Mr. Danielson, you advised that if it was
17
note possible to store the water direct flow rights we are en18
titled to, they would call their right, and the water would be
19
delivered, and delivered in excess to what it otherwise would
20
have been taken, and the water therefore would not reach
21
Lobatos and, if you like, Otowi. Why is that?. It seems to me
22
logically that if you had, you. know, if we are making excessive
23
diversions that there would be greater than normal returns, and
24
that those would then flow on downstream, reach Lobatos, despite
25
the excessive diversions with some part of
-that is, a much
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larger part of the diversion, because it was in excess, would
2
reach the downstream gages.
NO
3
Now, is it true that those excess applications
4
to the land go to the recharging of ground water or something
5
of that nature so that they do not, in fact, reach the downstrean
6
gages?
7
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Well, I think generally
8
speaking -- and I'm not sure I understand your question corng
pletely, but a direct flow user who is in priority, and entitled
10
to take his water, will take it absent -11
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Even though it's 'in
12
excess of his current requirement?
13
'
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Absolutely.
Insofar as
14
he has no other alternative, which this Resolution would provide
15
The water is generally taken -- much of them may be consumed
16
non-beneficially because of over-application, really, practices
17
that are not the best management practices.
18
Whereas, if the owner has the opportunity to
19
store a portion of that water for use at a later time when
20
crop demand is much higher, we get a much higher beneficial use
21
of that water.
22
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS :'
Maybe I can put the
:
23
question a little differently.
24
.
Is it true that with excessive applications the
25
amount of return flow reaching the downstream gage is greater.;
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than it would have been without the excessive diversion?
2
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
It may be in some
3
instances, and in many instances it may not be.
4
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
All right.
You will re5
call that at the meeting in El Paso last year, I think some saic
6
at the preliminary meeting and some said at the formal meeting,
7
that I expressed my concern that the, operation had not been
8
carried out in accordance with my understanding of the Resolug
tion which authorized' it, and this had worked to the disadvanta
•
10
of the people in NewMexico, both above and below the.Elephant
Butte Reservoir.
12
Now, I am concerned if that might happen again.
13
If we are able to give unanimous approval as sought, I do not
14
find this Resolut.on clear as to the accounting system, and I
15
think that a Resolution that is completely unambiguous could
16
be framed.
Given our experience last year, I don't think it
17
can be, that refraining can be accomplished here today.
18
If you will recall, I.engaged in it considerably
19
myself both the year in which it was approved, and last year
20
when it was denied.
And it didn't work.
So I'm reluctant to
21
try to work out something here today.
.
22
I suggest that we not take adtion on this
23
Resolution today, that we carry it out, act on it by mail,
24
unless Commissioner Gilmer is sure at this time what his vote
W
would be.
25
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Now, I recognize that if anything is to be done
1
with this Resolution to have the desired effect, it must be
done quite soon. The snow melt, I dare say, won't be long
4
coming. I can give you the assuranOe that we would respond
5
much more quickly than you did last year to my Resolution on
6
S.620. I'm still awaiting a response to my May 7, 1981 letter.
7
And we will beat that.
8
That's a suggestion.
9
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Well, first, if I
10
might comment. It's unfortunate that .your perception was that
11
water users in New Mexico might have been injured under the 1980
12
operation. It seems to me we clearly demonstrated with the
accounting that was provided that they were not.
610
,
13
14
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: That, of course, is the
15
ambiguity to which I refer.
16
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: We certainly would want
17 to remove any ambiguity or any misconception on your part.
18
I would be happy to hold the Resolution in abey
19 You are absolutely correct in that time is of the essence.
20
I guess a mechanism could be, just as a suggestic
21 that my Engineer Adviser draft up some very specific criteria
22 to include accounting procedures, which could then be circulated
23 if it would be your wish, to your Engineer, or directly to you,
24 or whatever. But I would propose to have that in the next ten
25 days.
,"S
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1
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Well, that seems reason2
able. Your guess at the time table is better than mine, I'm
3
sure. And say if that would be done within ten days, and give us
4
ten days, that doesn't delay it too long. That seems satisfacto
5
to me.
6
I'll be interested in Mr. Gilmer's position on
7
the question. One, the Resolution itself, and two, the mechani
8
for handling that has been suggested.
9
COMMISSIONER GILNER: I have no comment on the
10
first, and I agree with your mechanism for handling.
11
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: I didn't hear you.
12
COMMISSIONER GILMER: I say I don't have any
We
13
comment at this time. If you are going to vote first, you have
14
to take a calculated risk on how I'm going to vote.
15
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Well, you misunderstood
16
me. My point is that if you know damned well you are going to
17
vote against it, there's no sense in monkeying with his mechani
18
You simplify life for me.
19
COMMISSIONER GILMER: Well, put it to a vote.
20
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Well, Commissioner
21
Danielson, you can react to that.
22
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Well, Iguess New Mexico
23
has a valid point. If the concept is not acceptable, I think
24
we ought to know that now. I have other things that my Engineer
25
Adviser could be working on productively.
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1
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Any further discussion?
2
I have a motion before the Commission, I have a
3
second. Call for the question?
4
COMMISSIONER GILMER: Has it been seconded?
5
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Yes, it has been seconded.
6
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: To provide the courtesy
7
of discussion only, Mr. Gilmer.
8
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: Mr. Chairman, if I
9
might, it seems to me we have overcome a major hurdle since
10
Texas approved this: Resolution last year, and New Mexico dis11
approved it, we now have New Mexico willing at least to talk.
12
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: No, to listen.
13
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: That will be a first.
...............
14
Perhaps it would be: appropriate to withdraw the
15
Resolution at this time, go through the gyrations of developing
16
a criteria that could be circulated, and consider it at a later
17
date, and I would withdraw the Resolution.
18
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Okay, the Resolution has been
19
withdrawn. Does the second agree?
20
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Yes.
21
CHAIRMAN SOULE: It's understood that the Resolu22
tion will be negotiated by mail.
23
Any further business to come before the Commission
24
MR. WEBI3ER: Mr. Chairman, could we ask for a
25
clarification on the Engineers' report? I'm not sure Mr. Riley
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i
agrees with the necessity to do that, but will you entertain a
2
question on the Engineers' report at this time?
3
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
I'll entertain a question at
4
this time.
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Mr. Chairman, I would
6
suggest that the question be directed to the Engineer Advisers
7
at a later time.
8
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
Is that acceptable?
g
MR. WE]313ER:
Okay, I guess if -10
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
The Commission has acted.
11
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
The Engineer Advisers' report
12
has.been accepted.
13
MR. MILLER:
Joe Miller, from the Bureau of
14
Reclamation.
15
Mr. Chairman, we recognize that the Commission
16
has acted, which is normally construed to be a direction to the
17
Bureau of Reclamation to perform a function.
However, in that
.18
Engineer Advisers' report it addresses the 6,000 acre-feet
19
per month that we should conduct a study.
It does not give us
20
that point of measurement.
It does not specify the place, and
21
that is critical to the Bureau of Reclamation as to whether
22
it's Elephant Butte or upstream some place, because itdoes
23
impact on the quantity of water to be re1eased so that at the
24
point of measurement we could determine some degree of accuracy.
25
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
I think that's a problem
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that can be resolved in discussion with the Engineer Advisers.
2 I think the Commission need take no further action on that
3 question today.
4
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON: I would agree, Mr.
5 Chairman.
6
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Okay, that will be the position
7 then, that, the Engineer Advisers will be in contact with you to
8 negotiate and establish those limits.
9
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Mr. Chairman, I move
10 that the presentation of the lettersto the Governors of the
11 signatory states be undertaken following adjournment.
12
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Okay. I would entertain any
13 discussion on the meeting for next year at this time, if it
14
would be appropriate.
'
15
COMMISSIONER GILMER: Mr.' Chairman , it's not.
16 my time is it? If it is, I want to invite them to El Paso,
17 Texas. Vie like that jingling money down there. If Santa Fe
18 has all they want, just slide them by.
19
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: Mr. Chairman, my slowness
20 is prompted by consideration of the time. Certainly the
21 Commission has the cordial invitation to hold next year's meetin
22 in Santa Fe.
23
CHAIRMAN SOULE: Okay, the invitation has been
24 extended.
25
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS: It would appear to me that
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tentatively we should plan on the fourth Thursday of March, with
2
the understanding that that date may be adjusted to the con3
venjence of anyone.ormóre of the Commission members.
4
CHAIRMAN SOULE:Thank you, Commissioner Reynolds
5
If there's nothing else to come before the Corn6
mission I would entertain a motion for adjournment.
7
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Motion for adjournment.
8
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Mr. Chairman, I second
g
the motion, and I express my personal gratification and admira10
tion for the way you have carried out this meeting today
11
(Applause.)
12
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
The motion has been made, it's
13
been seconded.
Do I hear the question?
.14
COMMISSIONER GILNER:
Question.
15
.
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
How does Colorado vote?
16
.
COMMISSIONER DANIELSON:
Yes.
17
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
How.does New Mexico vote?
18
COMMISSIONER REYNOLDS:
Yes, Mr. Chairman..
19
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
How does Texas vote?
20
COMMISSIONER GILMER:
Yes.
21
CHAIRMAN SOULE:
This meeting is adjourned.
22
(Meeting adjourned.)
23
24
25
ISC/RG 00120700
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UNTIED $TATES
DEPARTMEM’ 0F Tim? IMERIOR
BWEAII 0F REGLAMATION
RIO GRAMDE PRBJECT .. NEW MEXICO .. TEXAS
Water Annmcemant
February 19, 1951
Confewomea have been held with repreemntatiraa of the _lament
Butte. Irrigation Main-1451:, and the El Paso County Wat“ In_rmmat_ia’miat
for the purpose of determining action to be taken in rationing thia limitad
irrigation water supply far the Rio Grande Praject, and: thsfdnte for.
commencing ralaaau from atom-age for the season of 1951.
Following these aonf‘earanaes it is nonaidare_ advisable Eat this
than not to change the allotment of one aaremfoet per acre miProgaot
wataruright land as: made: in “Water Announmment, November 1,1950%. Prea—
ant low stage of ma_a“ staraga with very poor waspeats sign-986m for
spring runoff fram muting snow dam not seem to warrant an mm_se a1:
thistim‘ mwmmmm mm
Wmmmmmxwwmm ‘_ ;
m 33; 5 Mar “be, éepanding on reservoir inflow and storage»:
as they davelnp. ' ‘
a
Th3 data of relaasa to begin the 1951 Migation 829954311, as
agreed ta between the: two Migatim Dish-lama am: the Proje¢%#,,w111 be
March 5. Following this ralaase an March 5, water will be animus an
appmximately the ramming dates in tha respective diviéions} of the Project:
Rmoon Valley - Maren 7 - 3
hasburg Unit - March 8 - 9
Emilia Unit - Marah 10 - 11
E1 Past) Valley .. March 12 - 13
Projeat stair-age as; of today in 443,590 acre-feet as: compared with
899,200 acre—feet on the game data last year. The atwage 1.9 only 39 pa
cent taf‘ the average far “this time: of the year, and the lowest for this: data
since 1918. Rumnff prospects: reaper-ted in the Fem-nary lat Sum? Repm‘t are
very unfaverable; anti in earlier that any appz-eaiable ammunt of water can has
received into Projent s_orage, _nnwfall and pregipita_ian will have to be
far abave: normal far tha remainder of the rapleniahment midd. Snowfall
on the: Rio Grands ma_a-shed to data this year is: much less than last war;
and it may be raaallsa_ _ha‘h rum_‘f aux-mg April, May, and June last year
was an almcsat minimum; consaquantly, for monditions “to improve this year
over last year, ram}: greatear than narmal precipitation over the watershaa
will be nscessax'y during Februarya March, and! April.
Flat Rate wars, 2 acrea and undar, are advised that. water will
be available only once during each Amwaaks pen-ind» This schedule will apply
gmerally on nomnmn_y ditches irrigating small auhwdivmmna: and suburban
tracts.
It must be recagnized at this» time that the water aituation is
critical and all water users: and! the operating organization are urged to
”ca as careful and mmermt _ve in the 11:39 nf wa’nar as pessible. In
7:37
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”136T 115393753 ushza‘__w_i” alight-mm .3 mamasaary tn mam
(seq-$311233 ‘13:: all c
:mm't. 1w amimly sham‘vwad Em_ tn that emi mar—:11. be} E‘tmm‘tly @X_‘fwmda
132119533 _en_itiom (m "113% watmrahza_ imw'me during the next
5213‘ {15.13733 zit- iaa éiiHEBS‘t marbain ‘1;hza1‘a “mm Prnjmt wakes-r gupply will be
131123 Ilmvasi {31:11:29 atwaga hen-an in Elleapham 1111313111 in 1915‘.
n ‘ m
it,“ $311,
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE IM‘ERIW
- BUREAU 0F RECLAMETTION
RIO GIRAME PROJECT « NEW i‘MKICO—EEXELS
WNH_iA_NGmmEMENP
April 11, 1951
5mm Repmta as of April 1, 1951 show a ccn_inued deterioration
of prospecets for spring runoff fram the Rio Grands Watershed. Present.
mméitions are man that very litiale, if any, muff of suffieion‘b volume
to marsh Elapham Butte Reameir can be axpaated. Only unusual heavy
rains can new praduce appreaiable runoff into the reservair.
With 374,100 aure~£eat mm in Rio Grande' Praject ream-1911's ,
atm‘aga is at the 19mm: as of Maize: data since 1919. In 1959 the W
in storage an April 11 was $343,200 awe—feat, and ”the avarage far that
68% since operation of the reservoir beam: is 1,063,460 awe—feat.
Bessrvoir in_ow is reported as only 20 mama—feet. There are
being released to meet the present comm planting saasen demand 1690
amend-met average sauna]. storage requirement; to meet Project Irrigation
releases since storage began in 1915 has ham: 1,030,469 Mime-fest; average
annual release since 1915 has been 849,400. Releaae during the past eight
years has averaged W1,A@O acre-feet. Inflaw to Elephant Butte since 1915
has averaged annually 1,039,500, while far the past eight years the average
has haen only 659,&00 acre~feet.
Presant mum}: fax“ the: Projeet water supply is Wamely wit-w
ieal, Tm necessity at? aim-ism adheranéa to the rationing of the existing
supply is man_atory. At present the current enlistment at the supply 18
one .am‘ewfmt per acre of Prejeet water—right land. Averages arm-1:21 use
during the past eight years has been 3.1 azure-$991: per acre.
Following conferemas wi_h the Bum-:13 <31? Directors of the
maphan‘h Butte Irrigation District, ancl the El Pasm Gmmty Water Improvesmm; District No. 1, a mnaermtion pragram to insure water far an irrigation in July and August 3.8 now being announced.
01: or ahwt May 2 the relmse from Cabana Ban will be reamed
tan a minimum and irrigation service; wtailed until abemt June 15 when
rslaase for sawice will again be made. During tha period of curtailed!
relaasa, water delivaries will b3 made to meet cure emergencies anly as
pussible with the available minim releaasa and return flow, with all such
claliveries being aharged against. the allatmen‘h.
Immediate axmuumamnt will be made when and if it appears the
allotment can be ahangad.
W. F. Reach
Acting Project Bianagar
7:37

WEED STMES»
DEPRRTWM‘ 0F TEE INTERIm
BREAK? OP RECLAMATIDH
RIO (Bf-{AWE RIG-TEN ~— BREW MENU-TEXAS
Water Annmenem
June 11, 1951
The normal spring runoff wind is about over anti the in_ow
13a Elephant Butts Raaarvoir during the» _aw mmoff mantha cf April, may
M Jan: has been a minimum. The only haw fer reservoir rerplenishmn‘t
this summer in from abova mm]. rains which would create flood MW.
The inflow for the three months he: data of em astimatad 1000 enema-feet
in has than two tenths «3f ms 336! een‘b of the average runaff for these
mmths $11190 1895 of 639,430 ware-feet, and is tha lament 31mm 1901».
“Project star-age toaay of 301,300 am’eni'mat is the lowest far
this time of the year 31mm atomga began in 1915. Amage storage far
this data 51mm reaarwir apera'bitm began is 1,233 ,900.
The period at“ mta_ad water dal_mrias as annaumed on April
11 he: be effective bstuaan May 2 -— 351m 15 haw in genaml “been sumaasful
111 consarv_ng the supply for later sumwr irrigations. Taking into can»
sidera_nn the 2:3ng undelivered part of 13119 cm (1000) aeramfmt
allotment, "the Prajeet with the commence of tha Elephant Butte Irrigvation Biatriat and the E1 Paar.» Gmty mam: Improvement District Ma. 1,
19 announaing an morease at“ one—half (0.5) Mrs-4800+, per acre in _le
51118121119131; to vaajeut mural-mm lands. Effeetive with this announcement
the allotmant is increased from (1.00) to one and man-half (1.50) acrefeet m: the ow’rem magatien season.
Dali‘veries to WWW-_ight warships of two aeraa or 16355 will
be made mama in ’ohrea mama far the mark. irrigation follming this
ammmsamen’c. and theraaftar (mm: in two weeks.
“_atar uaars are cautioned to match their irrigationa olesaly
am the aondi_icm emf tbs ijact watar Slzfpply is critical. .E_ery arm
15 being made to assura as: mm}; water as 1393811318 far this year's may,
but in aréar to do so each Migatian sshrmld b8 carafully watched in
mg. ammo that the allata_ water will give the maximum bana_‘t. Imdiate
11mins will be given in Mass want of inflow to tha reservoir prmiding
there :13 suffieimm volume to farinhar wax-ease the: alletmem.
1’0 RI FiWk
"Project E‘_anagar
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Wam: Annmmeamm,
NUI'ICE T0 WATER—R IGI‘IT
OWXQERST‘HP_ T'_‘lD ACRES AND UNDER
Jam» 18, 1951
The “_ats: Wmament 9f June 11, 1951 advising of an increase
in the allotmnt from one (1.00) Bare-what per am to cane and one half
(1.50) auras-foot per acre also gave noting cf a change in tha delivery
schedule fer warships of two aux-ea and lass from ones in four weeks
to mice in three) weeks for the: first irrigamon following the am
mama, _hame anew aaah mm weeks _herea_er; this mans that water will
be available for "the next irrigatien follawing that anneamamxxt three;
make: after the last previous irrigation and than each two weeks mareafter. Emu- di‘tchriciar, m? in the ease of Communi’ny détmhaa, your
Commits; dim}: affiaials mm, within a few clays: advise you of the
dalivary schedules in yam-€- area.
There is a mistmdarstandmg as ”to the manna? in which water can
be useo’i on the) small trams. Nimrws eewluinis have been remixed
mom residents that a few watear users are using an 6x39351119 amount of
water timing the deli_yary myriad. Be; not use water but once during
an irrigatian period, anal do not use an, exces_iva 3mm _aring the
period of delivery. If 13mm is any question as to “the amount you should
nae, can the ditmtu'ider, $2? wamrmastara
If abuse and smashes: use of water gamut ha controllad by co»—
npa‘rati’ve action, it may be mammary to cantrol «each ditch er turmt
by allating this mats]? in these amas an 2: 3131-101: time basis including
the lacking of gatea if that Memes mmsmry.
Help your mighbar and yoursalf by carefully controlling the um
01? water.
Bureau of Reclamatien
7:38
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WEED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERICB
BUREAE OF REGLAMATION
RIO GRILNDE PROJEGT .. NEW MEEGO—TEXAS
WM WOWEMEM‘
July 5, 1951
Inflow to Elephant Butte m? an Estimated 81,300 acre-rm for the periaa January 1 - June 30, 1951, is the lamest for
this gonna aims 1904. Inflow tn the lake from the Rio (hands
at the pageant _ns 13 mam.
Prajeat stem-age today is 218,900 aereofae‘h, the lamest
since .1915, Last year on the same data mirage ma 5%,” aurafeet. Average for the date Mme: atmaga began in 1915 is
1,234, 500 acre-feet.
Return frma bank storage in Elephant Butte is wow snaffle-—
16111; to make a small inst-saw in the allotment to tha wa‘her-qri-ght
lands of the Prcjeot. The inmase, as comm-red in by the Elaphant
Butta Imigaman mmmt, and the El Paso county Water Imprmnam
Dism‘iat No. 1 is 0.25 acre-feat per acre. The anahmnt etfmtive
with this annmneemnt is thereby intn-sased fran 1.50 aura-«£991; per
acre to 1.75 aux-Meet par acre: for the Flt-eject water-right lands.
No change in ache_ula for delivery to max-ships 2 acres and under
is being made. Swim ’66 151113 grwp will con_rm: me in ma
m_kau _
Tantamvaly, the date fer closing the Cabal-10 Dam gatsa,
ending “the 1951 migatinn season, has bean set batman Saptambor 15; however, shmzl_ stm'aga permit, 11m gatea will ramin open until
mptemher 10. Storage await-ions will central the au_ual date.
Water users will be advised late:- as to the actual «leasing _ate.
Further anmnnwment as to tha Projeat water supply will
be maria imad'ia'hely in the want of inflow.
W. 1“. Reach
mating Project Manager
7:38
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BEFARTMENE OF THE IMERIm
BUREAU £7? EEGLAMATIOM
RIO {mam PR_JECT - NEW MEXICO—TEXAS
WHERE ANNOUNEWPE
August 1, 1951
”036% stcrage turkey of 132,400 ameui‘eet, 52,500 acrereet in Elephant Butte and T9,?00 ameafaet in Sahallo reservoirs,
is the 1mm; since atomge began in 1915. Average stowage for this
date 13 1,161,900 acme—feat. Inflmv during July was mo. Total
inflow fm' the yea:- to date of 81,300 awe—feet is only 9.3 per cent
ef.‘ the average far the period since 1895, and is the) lamest sinea
3.904.
Side inflow, at bank storage return tn the reservears has
not ham; of suffieient valume during My ta eensider an inmase in
the present allotment of 137$ stare-feat per ears to watch-right lands
of the Preject. In the event of suffiaient inflow of any kind ta the
reservoirs that will permit an increase, immediate ammemnt will
he made. Unless rainstwms auteur which will aubstituta fm- ix‘rigatien
on the Project or result in _lms} inflow to the reservaira, present
indications are that the reeeweire will be emptied early in September.
Water users who have pumps of good capacity that will supply
their needs are req'amhted to arrange face transfer of a part at their
unused allotment water tn those who are in need of additicmal water.
If you are willing te negotiate a transfer, contact the Imigatien
District office in Lae Graces, er El Page, m“ the Project division
offices of the Bureau of Reelameticm at Las emcee, or Islets.
L. R. Fioak
Prejeet manager
7:39
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WITH) STATES
DEPARTWM‘ OF THE Immlm
3mm 01“ REGLAMATION
RIO GHAME PROJECT - m9: MEXIGG—TEXM
WM‘ER AWUUNCEI‘JENT
Saptamber ‘5, 1951
Present Mar-age :15 35,903 aroma-fem; today, of whiah only
20,980 acre-Jest is currently mallabla fer use.
Gomaltatiun with the Elephant Butte Irrigation Dish-kt
and the El Paso Gaunt}; Water Improvamnt District Ea. 1 haa wanna;
in the éeciazlon 1:9 class than gates: at cabana éam cm Septamber 12$
amiing the irriga_cm season 93? 1951.
Wa'ser mam-B may ha plasma with your ditamider to and
handing _eptember 8. Orders within the allotment will be filled
to the extant available: storage water permits,
Following the cha_ng of tnw games, mange water will bu
aw_able far agpmximtely man-half to one Gay ix: tha Ewan Va_lvay,
We days in tha $951311ng Unit, tiara; tr: three ana ans-half am in
the M51119. 81311;, and three and ens—half to farm an_ one—half days
in the Islam Unit; thareaftear, drainage) return water will be 31mm
mated between canals 7:33am swam water is availablsa.
L. :1. F109];
Projea't. Manager
7:39
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OPERATION AND WLIIV’TENANUE OF DER‘IGATION SYSTEM «- 1951
YSLETA BRANGH
GENERAL CONDITIONS
Beginning at tho All American Dam, imadiately abave the
city of El Paso, and stretching 1.5 miles math and emf. to _u
El Pam—Hudspeth County .mm, the Yaleta Braneh, comprising 653,700
acres of irrigahle and highly-productive land, 119a immediately north
and east of the Rio Grands channel which marks the international
bcsundary batman the _atbed States and Maxim in this area.
The Branch headquarters are locatad at. Yale“, Tm,
thirteen miles want of downtown El Paso. The buildings are at a
permanent nature, modern, agd contain sufficient. office and storage
span for normal operation and maintenance activities.
The headquarters staff is compoaed of the Irrigation
Superintendent, General Foreman, Assistant General Penman, Watermaater, Mustard: Watemaster, Chief 01' Party, Goatkeeper, Hemmer
of Water Records, Perszannel Clerk, and Storekeeper.
The climate in this area is warm and dry with a. mean
annual tamperatum at 61.6 degrees F., and an average annual precipitatian of slightly ever 8 inches. The altitude is between 3,500
and 3,600911'eet, and the growing season averages: over saver: months
in length. Adequate storage capacity in Elephant Butte and Cabana
ream-wire is a favorable meter.
Splendid Shipping, and Wketing facilities are availabla
through the Mix railroada, five airlines, and 30mm: truck and buss;
line; passing through this area. All highways and main market wads
aria paved.
wmmmzu GONDI’I‘IONS
Weather consiitions as a whole were favorable during the
.1951 irrigation seasan. Sevem winds in April and May, ancempanied
by blowing sand, aauwd some spot replanting; and an extremely hot
spell of unusual duratiun during July cauaad some loss to fruiting
Cotton.
Rainfall fur the: year was helm: normal, with a total
measured precipitation of 5.63 inchea at Yslata, and 3.31; inches at
Fabans. Mean tempaamture fall. within the normal range, with a high
M“ 109 degrees F. recorded cm July 3, and a law an? 6 degrees I“.
recorded on February 2.
The last, spring frost was; noted on March 20, and the first
killing frost of the fall cecal-rad on the) morning of November 3.
Total evaporation amounted to 110.23 inches.
JAN. 8, 1989 7:25
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LAND IRRIGATED
52,530 am: of crop land were irrigated in the ruler“.
Branch during the 1951 oaoson. This area attends for a. distance of
A0 miles south and cast from tho hood of tho Franklin Canal in
El P330 to the and of tho Rio Grands Projaot at tho Hudspath county
line.
Tho Islam Enoch is divided naturally into three diatriato:
(l) the main body at 37,231.13 auras parallels 15.3. Highway 30 on either
side batman the Moor of "El Paso and the tom of Fabona; (2) tho
Island distriot, lying south and out or the old river channel, and
totaling 12,801 aoroa; (3) the Tor-nine district. of 9,300 acres which
attends from the town of Fabone to tho Hudspeth County line.
Subdivids’ng and building activities in recent yours have
greatly reduced tho cropped area between Yslota and the City of
I231 Page; but the twining agricultural acreage throughout the
entire Branch is wolbletoloa, wall—drained, with oxeellan’o irri~
gation facilites, and capable of high crop production.
3AM. opomms
The Franklin, Riversido, and Tornillo canals with their
netmrk of feeders, laterals and sublatoralo convey irrigation water
from the All American and Riverside diversion dams in the Rio Groom
to the land: in the Isloto Branch. This syotom totals 211; miles of
irrigation ditohoa, and woo opera-bod during the 1951 irrigation
Season by a force composed of one watomastor, one assistant water.
mastar, one hydromotriat, throes gototendors, eight ditchridors, ten
permanent patrolman, and eightoon temporary patrolman. The temporary
patrolman were used. only during "the busier part of the irrigation
season which lasted from March to September.
Bus to shortage of storage: in our reservoirs, the entire
Project was operated during tho 1951 seaoon under a total allotment
of 1.75 acre-feet, par acre, as oompared to a. normal non of 3.1 acre»
feet por acre. This supply was supplemented by water pumped from
private irrigation walls, and from Frojoot amino to the extent that
“the total use averaged 2.16 acre-_eet per acre.
The Yaleta Branch practicoo a modifio_ rotation syntax of
water delivories to forms from ito Govermont canals and laterals,
with oommity ditches serving the residential districts». These
domunity ditches were oporatoi on set oohednles, anti non—agrieul‘bural
tracts averaged one irrigation per month during the season. Rapid
increase in home building and subdividing has oroated a. serious
problem insofar as them oomunity ditohoo and their administration
is ooncornad.
7:25

an agriculturalmsized tracts, over twm acres, water ordars
for irrigatien requirements are aecured from the farmara and asaemblad
§y tbs ditchrider$ who report them to tha watermaatar twica aach week.
Theae ordera are consolidated in.the Branch office and forwarded to
the Wa_ar Supply Enginaar who regulates the releasaa frem atarage at
Caballo Dam to meet changing requiramenta in tha fiald.
Mater chargas ta farms &ra based on the amount of flew in
secmnd feet and the number of haurg this flow is used. These factors
are converted inta acrenfeet. ’rrf_ tion head discharges to farms
are cheakad by obsarvatiens of Parahgll fiumas, rated orificea, an_
tha age of current meters in the hauds of _i_shridsrs or athar trained
personnele Graat care is exercised in the ea_imatien and rendition
0f all watar charges“
‘IZXTJ. 8, 1 9 8 9 7 : 2 6

OPERATION MQSULTS FOR 1951
ISLETA BRANCH
: s z : Aux-whet _
. ‘3 1 Acres : Acre-Feet : m1- Amro : Mango
, Ham : Doliveries : Irrigated z Delimred : No. 2 To mm : Authorimd
m. 315 5.33:. 3.238 .61 .06 52.8%»:
‘ harsh 3,516 15,916 9,750 .61 .23 55.351
April 6,813 1.2.690 23,100 .55 .51, 56522
May 5,721 27,868 11,393 .111 .31, 5é,656
June 6,350 35,2w 13,892 .39 1.09 56.719
July 7,301 51,369 21,019 .39 1.1.6 56,?19
Aug. 5,311 65,?70 25,901, .39 1.?1 56.816
Sept. 1,677 27,530 18,§58 .38 2.10 56,815
091;. 31,5 7,168 3,018 .112 2.0!, 59,938
Nov. 132. 3,131 1,895 . 55 2.07 59,938
Bee. 197 3.288 1.6310 .50 2.10 59.938
Total 38 ,321 288.1191; 125,707 .1111 2. 10 59,938
1950 16,2211 131,933 181,001. .12 2.97 60,953
1919 13,599 437,027 l‘?6,068~ .19 2.91 50,572
1918 38,595 1:03.736 159,507 .10 2.79 57,291,
191.7 39,985 121,011 170,371 .10 2.89 58,977
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01' a total irriga_ed cultivated arena of 55,730 acres in
tho Islata Branch, 457,083 er 8h.5% were planted to cotton or which
33,916 acres produced “.206 EGO—lb. balsa of medium staph or
Mala typo cotton, and 16,167 acres: produced 11,8“; bales '61“ long
staple or Pima type. The average yield of Acala. cotton mm 1.31;
bales per acre and the average gross 1-me including seed price
was $322. Pm typa _atten brought an average yield of .73 bale
par new and an “eras: gross revame of M07, Total cotton and
semi value for 1951 amounted to $16,513,188 far the Branch.
Alfalfa hay, the ascend largest crop, pro_ucoé 28,321;
tang on 7,531 acres with a gross return of $1,288,135.
Gross return from 1&3 acres of truck anti family gardens:
was estimated at" $97,615.
Sigtaest grpsa return for any crop was $191,500 on 27
act-ea of flowers, or $1,537 per acre.
Total value of all craps raised during the 1951 irriga»
tion mason in the Ysla‘ba Branch amounted to $18,928,115}; on 55,177
producing; acres or an average gr___ of $5326.73 per acre; an increase
of $315,313 war crop year 1950 despite a severe water shortage.
METEOR)“ 63F IRRIGATION
The three methods of irrigatien presently practiced in _he
Yeleta Branch are: (l) The tablet. method, wherein a well—leveled
tract. of land, surrounded by retaining borders cm the sides and ends,
is flciadad to a. depth of some three or four inches. This type of
irrigation, at. one time common to all crops on this Project, is new
used only in the irrigaticm of hag and small grains. (2) Comgation
mathod, whereby water is introduced to farrmm ploughed 36 inches from
center to center, whirrigating the racing of the crop planted on the
ridgaa. Born, 90% of the truck crops, and 65% of the cotton grown in
the Ysleta Branch are irrigated in this manner. (3) The cantaloupe
bgd method, in whieh the land :13 laid out in bedes from 1+8 to 99
imhes in witihh with furrows between, for the purpose cf mnducting
water slowly alang their harden-s, allowing it sufficient time in
which ta sub. The langth of them raw or bedaa seldam exceeds 1,600
feet. This method in uned for bedding and. irrigating appraximately
35% of our rattan, and on all of our melon amp.
The use of siphons, rubber, plastic, or mat-.31, ranging from
135 to 6 inches in diameter, for transferring irrigation water from the
farm ditches to the amp row, is continually increasing; and many of
the water users have abandoned the was of farm ditch turnouts entirely.
The advantage consists mainly in a slower and more equal distribution
of the watar throughout the antire field, am! the loss of less area to
erosion at the heads of _lm rows.
‘1 :
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WPGQK mm W ‘IP’W
Karma and m3.“ aw work stock an the mum Branch haw
yusoé almost manly rm um pistm. A few aaddla
and m not! work atoms]: mm. for purely ambimntal mans are»
shut all that Win.
Bud! «_les a! all «James mum] 8,613 with 3. MM out
$1,$21,3h5 M: mm with 7,560 animals valued at $1,113,931
in 1955.
3331:? thu Wing, 1,525 at. a valuatian of $293,332?)
weak 8. «1931696 camp _ew the mm. M 2,316 valued at W__o
gram an the fauna Erma}: in 1950.
The W? m? ashes}: Mermaed alightly during the year
Mm $2 Mimi at $36,?15 in 1959 m 1%? valmd at. $108,960 in
3953., raflactmg a _lm incraaaaa in prim; of mat and mi.
Hogs fall off _rm W? valued at $26,303 in 195‘} W 3.33
value-£3. at $1.6, 79 in 1951.
?m1try values warm whimmed at $6.1 ,mh as Wm 81%}:
{$58,13‘? in 3.953.
Total ammataé “wing of :2er whiaias and ram treetsra
for 1‘95}. wan $653335”M“ ‘ AL Km} LA‘Z‘ERELL __igfamw_c_
Eraglim we. aw, mamnmau _mhim, with 1%: cu. yd. bunket
was wanted; 2!; «mama, alaamng 631mm}. and raising, the rig“. bank M
the Rivamim _ames]. star “1.86 mum-3. 21,6953 (minim yuan at mate-rial
yam aimed 9.an plawci at an awmga (mat. of $.03 par whiz yam.
E‘_d_ Brnglim his. :35, with 3/1!» whiz: mm Imam?» m
iaperatad 3.30 ahi_a on this Frai_tlin, Tarz_liu, and Franklin Radar
gawk, aiming Mammal. am. misafmg imam on 2?.30 all» of canal.
9?,W cubic warm M? material were mama: and placad at an amage
mm. M (3.5% year mam yard.
Bragum 3%. 85 was alas» apex-met: 22 mhif‘ts alarming and
maturing mama). at» prayer aliwant an the Kala, Leo, San Mimic
latamla, and Sam mania wamem_ Mo. 1 am 2. 2. 1; 1221136 or
lateral were elem_zy 16,560 cubic yards 0f mammal were 1°de
amé leM at w: :5?me want. «953‘ $3.663. par manic yard.
Nth dit_émmaamr 1516. 10 was epavwmx 136 .41th clawing
1%.81} {atlas 93‘ lataral banks at an warms mat of 35?.93 par
$215.19. 92,399 cubic Wax 0f material 9mm meme: at a war. of
.063 par whit: yard.
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2.83% miles a! canal and lateral banks WI'O lavelnd and
operating wads matured by one D—7 and one 1H,. caterpillar tractor,
and one TD—Iu. International tractor, all with angle donor attachments to facilitate the machine: clawing and weed control program.
A total of 1152,625 Gable yards or material ware moved. This 81am
equimgut moved 11,560 cubic: yards or mterlal in raising 1.67 miles
a: canal banks and. repairing three lateml breaks.
One Oliver and one F‘wdson heavy duty mower ant willows,
mods and yams, and dry made on 227.58 milas of canals and laterals,
at an average cost or $10.51 per mile.
0m Bean Foww sprayer with 200~gal. tank mounted on a
one—ton truck treated was miles of canals and Mtarals with
2,1.r-D in water at. an average wart. per mile of $12.72; 61.9? miles
of canals and laterals with fortifiad Diesel «:11 at an average east
of $11M)? per bank mile. The same sprayer used aa a power burner
ahead of spraying operations and on the winter elem-11}: pray-am
burned 285.05 miles of airy weds on canals and laterals at an
average cost per mile of $31.91;.
0m Hardie power sprayer with EGO-gal. tank mounted on a.
tam—ton tm¢k treated 130.66 miles of canals and laterals with fortified Diesel 011 at an average cost 01’ $19.27 per mile. 1.30 miles of
lateral banks ware raised by dump truck and hand methods; 760 cubic
yards 51’ material 1mm moved and. placed. 288 cubic yards of trash
were removed _rm 1;. 71; miles of the Hamlin Sana]. through the City
at El Pass).
48 old timber tux-mum were replaced by screw lift gates
and canarete pipe. In this program, the metal gate is furnished by
the water user and the balanca 0:? material and labor is furnished by
the Bureau. Eight new sax-aw gate turnauta were installed and major
rapaira ware: made: on 21. Miner rapaira were made: an 18 screw gate,
and timber tummts and l abandaned turnouts were removed.
Five concrete lateral checks were replaced by new standard
comm-eta clascks; 1 lateral check was converted to angle—bay screw
lift unhar- gate, and aomre‘ha weirs. Major repairs were made on 14,
lateral chacks, and, Mmr rapaairs ware made on 33 lateral checks.
Major repaira were made on 5 canal checks: and minor repairs were
made» on 13 canal cheakm.
Three lateral timber bridges were replaned with concreta
pipe and headwalla, and 3 lataral timber bridges were replaced with
corrugated metal pipe and Generate headwalla. Major repairs ware
made: to one lataral culvert.
JAN. 8, 1989 7:27

' Throa timber aanal bridges were mplum with similar
atmctums, major repairs were made to om canal bridge and minor. ,
repair-u m. made on 5 canal bridges. Miner repairs were much ta,
om lateral brim and 3 abandoned timber bridges were removed.
Tm timber reunrdar houses were replaced by new aomgateé
metal pipa molten houaaa. Thraa canal headings and three canal
wanteways were repaired. One lateral wasteway outlet. pips was
replaaed, and one lateral mummy was repaired.
1.1 sq. yds. of concrete lining and 90? tons of rock riprap ;
covering 883 3:1. yda. were placed in canals and laterals for bank ,
and structure pmtaatian. 12,005 gopher-s were trapped. 5 .
852 lineal feat. 01' reinforced eonerate pipe in sizes of
12“ to 36“ dimetar, 4,431.1 lineal feet of concrete piling 3“ thick,
in 8“ to: 12" widths an A, to 10-foot lengtha, §5 steel ma cancreta
turneuts, and 7 sets ei‘ reinforced earner-em headwalla were mama-w
factured in the Yaleta Yard. Each turnout is cast in a monolith
which includes a serew 11ft metal gate, a rainfareed headwall and
A feet of minimized wnerwte pipe. 701», lineal feet of 10" and 12”
metal encased reinforced comm-ate wand piling: were marmfachmd
in the Yaleta Yard.
In aewmplistmem of the above work 45,170 board feet at
lumber, 22,288 pounds of rainformmerm steel, and 1,615 swim cf
cement wars uses}, h,328 lineal feet of concrete sheet piling, 701+
lineal feet at” metal engaged reinforced want-eta piling, and ‘
31,£;38 cubic: yards of conarete placed. ;
DRAINAGE szngm mmmmma_: 5
Narthwest dragline No. 20, with a 12% cubic yaw-E bucket,
operated 183 smiths «leaning £2.86 milea of drain ahannal at an
average cast at $175.66 per mile. 161;,700 cubic yards of silt and
caved material were removed at. an average cost. of .0146 per cubic
yard. 133:3 dragline Mom 35, with a 3/l+ ambit: yard bucket, aparated
26 shifts cleaning 3.36 miles of drain channel at an average of
$5309.52 5361* miles. 13,200 cubic yards of silt and gamma material
were 3' moved at an average cost. of $.05? per cubic yard. Draglina
Ho. 85 was 8.180 Operated 6 ahifts exaavating and back_lling two
structures. 2,700 cubie yards of material 1mm moved and placed
at. an averaga most of .08? par cubic yard.
Catmi_ar tractors 33-1; and D~7 angle closers were
operated 76 shifts, preparing $037 miles ef operating roads in
connectien with dragline operationa, and the weed contra]. program.
Twas and brush were removed from drain banks and Mamas Hashim
were backfilled. Average cost. per mile was $26.06; 66,500 embic
yards of material was waved at an average cost of $1032 per yard.
13-? angle damn? me 3190 aperated 8 shifts, back_lling aim:
atructuras. 3,“)0 cubic yards 9!? material. were mmmd at an avarags
moist of $050 per cubic ymd.
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JLATJ. 3,
1.9539
(55.1in aid openmtngm 111mm were: replaced by standard
(tormgrrttr_ meat/(a1 pipe Lamas: wpportea on metal eneaaani mnnre'be
piling; banks with comm-Sate capes. Three old opanwtypa flumes were
replaca_ with reinfarce_ eonrrete pipa in aarth fills. Major repairs
w“ a mask: (m "two flannea aim (minor repair-s mm made cm 22 .t‘lumee.
1% 91d abandmned ap_nwté'» flame wag remova_.
Seven timber brfu’lqeg were» raplacmi with corrugated metal
pipe s_ll‘_‘_f‘i_ and aarth back_ll; one timber bridge was repair-d;
«
and “hwy. aim. abandoned timber 't:..:s.dgeg were removed.
r
One 52mm!” ed .(zxc‘staal p3 culvert (ms replaced with a
5331:1331“ mmactux'e. new 'izixg_zear mete}? bridges was ina‘halled; and
corrugaimd mend meifu haw for Mater rgmrdmv was
3. f:
«US-i3»,
r-‘ncteém m1 ' ‘
‘ iem_. err sng
9‘9
:.:,2 I ~ at as (if. m m e
in mmsrszctimg
blaya» Intm
yeti with 5:05”
(ml program, 253.95 miles
rid 5‘ “01er Inbmvcepting, _zains
Ewan pswer sprayer at.
3, mammary traammm,
"i in 3.950e 10.1% miles
é-Jaafrrea later“ spat sprayed
.3165: Diesel oil at
5, m) par-rat feather
9
t~
and
of
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W3? OF OPERATION AND MMNTENAHW
Islets Branah
1951
Biatribntian Syutum j
Property,Napa an_ Records............................$ 3,656.20
General and,_dninistrativu........................... 68;66§.99
' Nation " 081381.! and MtWal_............ouunu~.¢ 10h,93?ow
Maintm“ "' em“ and Latal‘ll_..."nun“..un- 116,523.“
Mmmm " mum-‘OnitoouuclonaootcluuIcooolnrnwo 359377-53
To_al Operation an_ Maintanance
Ialata mm”..._§.§l‘.._5......00.‘0‘...3.0!.I‘Ilh_tsazgyjzsgyyié3
“$31113 $81363 ‘* Tm_lnulIoo¢uocu|awooIOlootIII-0350' 57,932..”
Uta]. mama....uunuuu.n-.......~.....uuu.. 387,192.33
Notice to Diatricb ' '
Estimated Gent ~ Operatian and Maintanance...........$366,h7&.00
C.Y. 1951
Contingent Fund......................................$ 7;590;00
?1ant and Invantariaa.........u..................ff7. 13,539506
TGtal Notice t3 EDPICGWIIIDI N0. 1....a...-o..o...oo.a.-$337,5W.m
7 : 2 8
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QQEMQLNMOFmagisgi_y;
General” weaking, the phymieal uondition of irrigation
anal drainage facilities in the Yslrzzta Branch continued to Show markad
imgumvement during the 1951 irrigatien seamen. Considerable success
was; aitainacl with mfnranca ”m economical and adequate maintmance of
ditch mammals; throng}; increased marl centre]. activ_xies; and normal
garagreaw wags mania inaoi‘w m- rxapaira, replammema, and improvements
03’ irrigaticn atmm’bwes mm “soncermsd, partict_arly with referanca
'25::- chenksg, _mma, Land kmici_ies,
Emmy magor improvements: whizzh are mt snly demirahle but
are rapid..;y beaming assentixal tn the: mera emmmmioal use of our
W33. :16 water supply will have to be deferra_ 'imtil additional
:E‘m‘_izs aim awaailabla.
Ema been :natlntr’aneé. during, the past year:
37 am pamwyb f Jar which prewious be
functioning; ox“ Emjact éréxins.
{39:12.91 ate m m‘:
alight ‘sxpeazxse ,
7:28
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\ OPERATIQK AND WMEX‘IANGE 0F IRRIGATION SYSW - 1951
LAS GRUGES BRANGK
WW CONDITIONS
Ganeral oomiitiana thraughuut the year wax-o favorable,
am though at. thus eutmt it aamad doubtful that the Branch would
be able ta pro_uee a. mrmal mp, due to the fact that. this storage
water wry-ow:- fmm 1950 was about half enough m- the normal
”man's irrigation and the spring runoff was practically non-—
existant; to add to thin, the weather was enramely hot and airy
all during the main part of the growing season. The farmers with
the largar 8.6ng635 chilled wells and installed pimp». to care for
their acres and may at thair smaller naighboring farms} through
this and the madman. of water tramfers, it. was possible ta preduce
the- usual crop. All 0f this added immensely to usual difficulties
eneourrhared, clue to the natural topographiaal features or the
Project , making it a very difficult year from an aperational standpoint.
The Lag cranes Branah consists of two 1mg narrow valleys,
bordered on each side» by dessert mesa lam and in sons placea by low
lying hills.
The Rio Err-etude once could and did play at random across
them vallesys, aft-en craating havoc, but always depositing the rich
alluvial 3911 that. new is the floor of these fertile valleys.
Although now controllad, the river will mamders on its way,
dividing tha farm land and making it necessary to pass the irrigan
titan water over in _umes and undur in aiphona.
38.123110 Dam in him point of release. Perms. Dam, the
first diversion dam an M13 river, is 2.13 miles below Gaballe and
serves water to the aml and lateral ayatm for the entire
Rincon Valley. Ilaaaahurg Dam, the diversion point for the upper part
of the Mesilla Valley, '18 A931; river miles from Cabana, the point
of release. Magma. Dam, serving the lower part of the Masilla
Valley, is 70.62 river miles from the» point of release. Diversion
dams serve an extanaive network of oanala, laterals, aomnity and
private ditches. A mmunity ditch, as the name implies, is one
that is owned and operated by tub or more water users and often a
source of irritation, both to the uaars and the Bureau personnel.
The great distance of water travel creates auproblem iii
the operation of this _ivis'lon. It is often the case that. when
water is ralsased and befare it has had time to reach the water
user, a change in the weather such as a frust or rain maken it. an
unwantad commodity; therefure, it is a 1033 as: thara are no paints
where it; can be impaundad. It beat-mes very aptly named “waste water”.
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Tramrmtien is M_ciant in these We valloya; they
an traversed by railroad, truck and bum 11mm also, more is an
airport near 1.3:; Grams with a daily schedule, meeting with
transcontinental travel to the mm}: and the south. The: State and
(hunky highways haw been anlarged on during the past year am! we
now more than ample be care for all traffic and 11:10va 91‘ craps
frem farm to market.
Labor was available in war suf_cient quantity to _t
the news or bath the Bureau and the farmer. Extra laborers were
import“ from Karenina ta take care of the rush aeaaans during
Gotten chopping and picking. The: impertatian 0f laborsrs _own
Mexico 13 becoming more difficult and eucpensivca eaah year, and
because of this some farmers ears turning to a higher mechanization
of their ram mick, such as mechanical chappera, weed human,
and mechanical pickera.
WEATHER. SONDITIGHS
The last killing; arming from: me on April 12. Except
far an excessive mutant at high wind during April and May, the
weather was about normal. The crow cams to a stand at about the
usual time, and them was very little replanting done. _at
weather prevailed during June, July, and August, in acne instances
setting new records. The aeasun was axtra. long, making a very
favorable year for this production or the long staple variety at
cotton. The fall killing frost came on Novmber 3, and very
favorable weather. pravailed throughout the harvest time.
Hail manna did a. small amount. of damage to» 1.50 acme:
on July 13 near 146551113. anti Masilla Park, N. 14., and to 528 acres
on August. 21 new Mesquite, Fairacres and Mesilla, ELM. Host of
the acreage was mverecl by insurance, a total of $23,090.50
being paid the farms: to reimburse their loss.
Tats; praeipitatien for the: year was 5.05 inches;
. 1.1;? of thia fell in July. Evaporation was 100.12 inches. The
W maximmn temperature m3 109° on July 8, and mm minimum was 5°
on Jmary 7., This: data was furnished by the: State College near
Las Cruces, ELM.
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‘l’ha Law Graces Branch mm: from Perm 13am 5.21 Sierra
County, New Maxim. 2.13 river miles tram cabana 19am, thmugh
Dona Am Gounty, New Maxim and a part at El Pam Cemxby, Texas,
to a point 110 river miles from cabana Dam, near El 9390, Texas.
Thia area is human: as the lumen and 55631113 Units. The land in
the has: New Mango Gambian: campriaea the Elaphant Buttes Irriga—
tion District. The land in the Texas Gamay is part of the
El Page County Platea- Imprmrment Dietriot No. 1.
Thu Rinaon Unit includaa all the irrigable land in the
Macon Valley and Extend: from Percha Dam to Tonnes», New Maxim,
cantaining a _aw}. ef 20, 539 auras of which 16,855 acres were irri—
gated in 1953. - 2,976 aux-es in Sierra. Saw_y, and 13,879 acres in
Dona Ana Gunny.
The Emilia. Unit 1328111633 all 'bhe irrigable land in tha
Meailla Valley and exbanda from Leasburg Em downstream 63 river
miles ta near El Pam, Tana, a total of 93, '?68 acres at which
8h,189 acres were irrigmtad in 1951 - 73,753 in Dunn Ana County,
New Maxim, mm 1.0, 36 acres in El Paso County, Twas.
The La; Cranes Bransh camprises llh__'? irrigable acres,
of which 101,051; acres were: irrigated in 1951 - 90,608 acres in
New Mexico, and 10,536 acres in Tms. This represents a decrease
of 1,171; acme: as: waved to 1950. This decrease is due to a
great extant m tha water shortage.
Irrigated land tinclutias suspended irrigated land.
(EQUAL OPERATIONS
The Law Gruue_ Brand} maintains its main office in
Las {Jr-aces, New Mexico, with a storage yard and shops: in comaetion.
{flaws is alw a. small auxiliary ar_ce and yard at. Hatch, New
Mesxicc under the direction of a waxtemaste . Through then headquartars are handled all the field wurk necessary for the operation
and maintenance of tha Branch War the direction of an Irrigation
Suparintendcnt.
Water deliveries are ma_a direct. from canals: and laterals
to farms, or tea cmuuity ditchw. A modified rotation systm of
delivering water is adhered ta as nearly as possible. Nan: irriga—
tions are put on below as thaw above are finished. In this way
the ditchridsr or patrolman can give; closer attention to all irrigations, and can aheak the flow and time more clesely.
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(marge: am made by the ditehridwa on a hauls of gamma:fmt flow and WQ‘JTQM. Flaws are ahaekael by mmh-mhormm
, 'mtarby thhhydm'ahhor. wheat-mains, and dihehridm. Thmmro
3,388 mars-mmmnu nmie By these indiviemala duringhhcyda:
l9§1.¢ Water xélyouaauhm mania at 3&me mm, and araahangadfhzia
await to nmtimigatgim requiremenm. The amount tube atherhua in
- - , ,V _ _, Thelma Mcou_mah at ‘Forcgha, Leasburg, and Meaillau-dimsimiydams
‘ , is [data-mined by advanw‘hrdem to ditchridaru by water: users.» The
ardors‘.aregm§d up ‘1)th ditchridez- and reported to the I» am“:
grammars than! are. chmkod by the watermnsters and phaned tothe
Project hydmgmg_mv 1&3]. Pam. There were my releaaan during a.
six-swash}: pox-ind mum-Hay to tlm last of June he comm the
limited amount of m‘ber amd t0 hale! it in reserve far the hotter
montha of. Julyand August when The mutton erop would be in its
“fruiting ataga".
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1951 Crops — Lao Graces» Branch — Rio Grande Project.
: a. gag; gm 2 Tm” M1“ 1 Tm: _: V3113;
2 Total : 01' t Compared : 3 Average I I Average : For 3 Send
3 Acre! 1 Tag]. 3 to 1950 I 13912330 I Per 11333 a W : PMa- a 31331. 1 Par Tan
060166 a. a. 72,712 .7196 +2051 66,656 1.09 61.166 6,056 1.23 bales 0206.00 000.00
' 06106.. L. 3. 17,019 .1761. - 189 10.336 .60 66166 3,603 .66 06106 500.00 70.00
1116111 6,606 .0658 —6569 6.09? 3.1.7 tons 51.7 1.06 tons 37.83
, 36616.: 0.1.1.2 .0010 + 26 0,162 1.1. m 32.00
111-1001.“ Pasture 1,213 .0123 4.808 1,197 03.01 per a. 1.6 70.00 per a.
1116111 0660 828 .0002 + 50 787 3.60 m 1.1 6.2 cwb 37.1.6
061666 295 .0029 — 160 293 238.6 cwt 2 200 m 2.20
01011 my 225 .0022 - 97 223 10.6 cm. 2 15 m 1.3.91
Gamaleupes 219 .0022 - 1.56 21"? 138 crate 2 275 crate 2.011
Lettuce 203 .0020 - 89 292 212.1. crate 1 100 crate 3.28
0666 177 .0010 4.086 161 25.7 Bu. 16 18.75 811. 2.1:.
0011s (men 132 .0013 — 107 132 21.6 m 6.93
Tomataas Banning 39 .0005 — 261 39 7.11 ton 58.91..
" Fresh Marks?» 11. .0005 - 261 3.1 3.56 lugs 3 3.61.3 lugs 1.60
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Thus praaading (mart. aeeounta for almost. 10A pox- cunt or thc
irrigated acreage. This in due to the duplicated area. in double amp
such an: alfalfa. and and alfalfa hay from the same ”may all.“
mean: am gotten, pagan! and athar various nominations. Th1: duplicabian a: «amass: mounted Mb 5,515 auras. Brevity of «tail would
not allow mantion of home gardens, watamalong, begun, and other hay.
There were also a raw acres in flown and nursery that brewht the
highest. gross return, but at the me time antailed the highest
overhead ta care for 1%.
HVESTOCK
1&51 Total l__l Texas 90%de to 1259
Hex-ass and mules 769 1&8 decreased 72
Beef cattle A5252 1M; increaaad 126
Bail-5r cattle 4,301 1131 deareaaed 460
Sheap 3,559 58 deareassd h,209
Hogan 1,697 héé decreased 86
Turkey: £3,873. 290 inareased 566
Chickens 51,?18 13,1;16 deeraasad 9,216
Bees 963 10 decreased 331
Others (value) 373% $135 inereasad' 33,44
The increase in the "Omar" category of livestock is due to
The Stamn Farms going inta the business of raising geese. They
recomud this industry to all farmers as a selution to their labor
pm'blems in that the geese will keep the cotton clean of wads.
gamowf mamwmm
Alfalfa and other hay crops are irrigated by the border
method. Most, row crops are irrigated by the bed methad. The preference :13 for the ainglwlistad furrow, with the single row planted
on the bed in betwean the furrawa. Beuause of the small atroams
stream the wells and _le general shortage of irrigation water, the
tendency during the year mass m muting the water to inter Mm“;
5; mm due to this, a greater saving of water was effected.
Land levelling and land planing with haavy dirk-moving
equipment, is 31:13.1 very popular and is _owing results in the methods
of water usage.
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_wWANGE
The untstan_ing phaae of the maintanance program is tha
replacmmt of timber turmmw with pracaat concrete tile and headwalls. or the 215 installations made during the year, 11 were in
Texas. Three were at new: locatiana and 2:42 were diraet replacemanta. Elam: were equipped with modern gates and frames and on
231. were installed metal Sta-aw gates; bought by the water users.
Over a period at seven years, 76 per cent. of theses timber turnout;
have been replaced.
There were 15 timber checks replaced by generate, aluo
31 timber bridges replaced with concrete bile, and 23 tuber bridges
replaced with metal carrugatad pipe. Cracks in one siphon under
the river warn repaired. 3142 square yards: of concrete lining were
repairad at a coat of $h.68 per square yard.
For tha raplacment of timber turmuts and bridges, 5,570
linear feat of concrete tile, and 269 headwalls were: precast; over
50 per cant of this amount were of the 25—inch size.
Wanda were removed fram 3&1 miles of canal and. lateral
banks at a cost of $73.91 per 2111a. Silt. was removed from 820 miles
_ of canals and laterals at a coat of $39.73. per mila. Also 88,036
1989
feet cf channel proteation at. a cost of $.20 pear feet. anti 35$,010
feet 91’ banks raised at a cost of $.30 per foot.
A crew hired by the Elephant Butte Irrigation Diatriot
trapped 2:5,,‘793 gaphera; in addition, the District paid a bounty on
13,M8 gopher-s. The burrowing of these animals in the banks of the
canal and lateral system was the direct camze of 11 breaks. Fortunately they wars minor breaks and causad little or no damage other than
the coat of repairing them which amounted to $700.03.
In maintaining the _rainage system, weeds were rmved
from 3,133 miles at a. cost. of $h3.66 per mile, and silt. was removed
from 12$.55 miles at a cost. of $185.1;é3 per mile; alsa 1,000 feet of
channel protection at a cost 91‘ $.56 par foot. In addition, 13
metal. culverts: to replace timber bridges, 2 sonar-eta culvarts to
replace timber bridges, 6 metal culverts mplacing flumea, and 7
culverta replacing bridge and fluma combinations.
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(HST (314" GHM'LATZEUN AND 321i.élI£\‘x'lT&$I\IAL\JG£E
Carriage: Systam:
Qperaticm 3?) 9,359.19
Maintenance: 1» 359» 57
Rmplameamant 5:1 39¢ Imprcswzmzm‘fns #02 a 91
mi attribu‘k, inn Swat. m2
Opera? inn 13?,2603h
Saint awning 11¢; , 630.1%
Mata—rm my I: , n mm 10 5 3 805 . 51;
_nsiaexge System:
2,125~G3
253896.71
2a3§02.93
3.059623935
:§5*?§9736’?2
5?;‘933—7‘3
gaougaaxowg
1 during the yaar was
Tim a:1uicing pragmm 133m
1956 d3 modifiad mmewhat
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The large g‘mwth 551“" “pro_ted:- x n.5, 15563:? :weaxy em tha East and West
53:5.er canals making; it 1:50:55:le ‘iw new tum mix-um Wham it had never
59M}: amend bafax‘a. Em ramlm wax-s very {mad and 1:. a gar-mt improvemeat. to {me mar-all candit_mi of Emma aya‘tmm
55555 drainagea syntem rec 1512553535 and rmaivead About. the names].
emoum, 53:3 cleaning t0 1:62:54) it in mp‘ar‘rxLiam, and the over-all conditian
comp was famprcmly mu; obhar grazing. The main difficulty axperiwmad
was; due 5:55;: break? in the: drains frag: farmsrg' 5315951513 caused by
ggiapherg' burr-(355:3, aquatie mew in Mm channel, willcw and! salt. cedar
are 5'55}: 52.102119; itsa cadgeas, and 5m: humbling: 33555355531312 thia‘tle blown in by
52.51%: 5553525153..
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ELIE?HANT BUTTE BRANCH - 1951
Considerable imprevemanta and expansionm to the electrical
trmsmiaahn system new performed during 1951. The following features
were cam_oted and placed 1:: service:
a. Hat Springs Subatation
z I 19. Hot Springs 115 KV Tap Lina
' ’ c. Hailywoml Substation
:1. Miscellaneous Substation Modifieationa
and Improvements
Hat _ripgs Sub station
Construction of the Hot Springs Substatina was camanced
during October 1950. A mutt-act for a. medmrn and compact package-type
subltation was plane-.21 with Ganeral Electriév Company undar Specificatians
No. 2621; in 1914.9, and roeeived (baring November 1950. This statian conaiated of a 3,000 INA, 3 phage, Liam/2,400 volt transformer and cons
feeder circuit, togethm- with messsary contra]. and protective: equipment such as 115 KV air switeh, fuse disconnects and lightning sweaters:
in the primary wcuit. In the semndary circuit an air blast circuit
breaker wag used uhieh, tegether with atatien service equipment, relays,
£11963 and metering equipment 19 is built into a self—cantaimd packagetypa unit. This unit 13 especially suitable for intar~urban instal—
lation. All field canatruction such as axcavation, concrete foundations,
erection of steel structuress, installation of conduits, cables, and the
package-type substation was performe_ by Government forcez. Tha Hot
Springs Substation prevides eleutrical emery, and is the sole scares
af powar, for the tom of Truth or Ccnsequences, a mmicipality of
appmadmately 5,000 population. Thia new substation replaced an ohm-n
late and inadequate Bureau subatation or 1,000 KVA which already was
mere than 50% overloaded at the time it was replaced. Constmetion
m" the new Hot Springs Substation was completed March 7‘, .1951; it was
margins! and placed in serwlce March 8, 1951.
got. Swings 115 K11 Tag Line
The construction of a new 115 XV primary voltage Hot. Springs
Substation required a. 115 KV Transmissian Tap Line to the new Bureau
station in Truth or Congequancea. The Elephant Butte-Deming 115 KV’
Tranmnissien line runs thmugh the north section of the city. In
ardar to 3.933% the Hot Springs Substation adjacent to the city's
existing faailities and near its load center, a short 115 K? tap line
was constmctad to connect the Dawning Wanwission Line with the naw
substation. This tap line is 1.6 miles 15mg, canatrueted a! a single
wood pole type due to the limited right—afuway alang the city strett.
The line conductor is L/O A0312 with one 3/8“ cvsz‘head ground wire the
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entire length; count-nation vi? the line was commend during Septubnr
1950 and eonbixmad intermittently until February 1951 by (Saver-meat
forces as availability of material and time would pmit. The transmission line wax manned Fabruary 21, and placed in service aimltaneously with the: mm: Hot. Springs Substation on March 8, 1951.
Helm Substation
The Rio Granite Power System plan included a. 2,000 K“ substation to be aon_mwhed at Hollywoad, ELM. at the and or the
Alamogordo-Hammad Transmiasion Lina which wan completed during 191.8.
This 11:33 was “101315an at the temporary voltage of 33 IN to pmvide
power for the tmpomry Hollywood Metation. A contract was awarded
ta General Elwtrm Campany in July 19% for a 2,000 K? modern peakagem
type substation, with 115 K? primary and with two fewer circuit»: of
12.1»? IN, cma feeder airmail; to serve Commity Public Service 0mm
and one circuit. to feed the Dtero Electric Cooperative. This was one
of tha first package-Jews :subs’satians designed by the contractor, and
considerable time was consumed in the design and development. cf this
typa of station. In September 1950 the Regional Office issued Spacifications 125-23 covering earth work, cancreta foundationa, erection of
steel atmeturos, and pmtecbive fencaa. A contract; was awardad to
J. Var]. Water who proceeded with the work during November 1951} and ‘
completed the mntract on April 20, 1.951. Inmedia'hely upon completion
01' the foundations and steel structures, the elaetrical equiment was
installad by Govarmmt fox-ems. This whatation was scheduled for
aampletion during fiseal year 1951; but due to delay in receipt. of
substation eqtdpment from the manufacturer, the installation of. all
aquipment was delayed until the beginning of the following fiscal year.
All field construetion, including installation of all electrical Equip—
ment, was: sampleth and the shaman planted in service July 13, 1951.
Simultanecmsly with the; wmplebion of the new Hollyweed Subataticn,
the Almgoréo—w_ollywuod Trwmiasion Line waa energized at 115 XV.
Mlssallmwow Substation Modifications and mrovamen’ss
Due to the mmaly low water storage at Elapham; Butte
and the limited power generation during 1951, the interconnection of
our transmission amtam at Las Graces: with the: El Paao Electric
80mpany became very imaortant as: a dependabla source of electric
power. The El Paso Electric Company completed a mu transmission
line from E1 Pam:- to Las (Braces. In arder to increase the transvfomer capacity at Las (Emma, the Bureau borrowed from Columbus
Electrin Cooperative a 5,000 KM transformer bank and installed it
at Las Grams ta parallel this misting 16,000 10111 bank.- This inatal—
lation was completad and the tran$formers anergized and placed in
sarvica Deaomber 2, 1951.
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The )3 KW circuit at Sewn-a _ube’cahicm was energimd on
Jana 28, 1951. This placed in wrvicra thea circuit. provided in mm
aubstation to the Magdalana. Trammiasion Lima, mompletad by the
Smmrro Elactrin Cooperativa during Jam 1951.
During 1951 the {303.1131ng Electric Cno‘peratiw canstmctad
a temperavy 5 ,OGO EVA, 59/1343 XV s‘ubaa'mticm new the Bureau's
Banning summation for serving Animas, New Maxim. This required the
Rurm‘m t9 construct 2. ‘tmnporaary 13.8 W line from the Deming; Subabation t9 the new cooperative substatimn nearby. .51]. Work was
emmplate_ am}. the naw line am} s_sxtitm were anargimed and placed in
saemice Decemhar 19, 1951“
The new and mv__ad uarriar—«mmrent camar_cation and
mmm}. $ys3'ham requirad Hummus changem tn tha misting instab—
Mtions: at Elwhant Butte gammy plaxzt. Them changem were performeai
in mordimtdon with the Ma_a " mien cf the new equipment as
3.2meetitimusly a3 mnpcwar and availability 0? eqzaimant multi permit.
{$0me {aroggmsas was ma_a during the lat'm'f part 01": 3,951. New line}
Jscaw, “tuning minim and Cr dew-current equipment were installa_.
um i_mtgrala cama‘iermmnwm_ sets ‘VKEWG installed an Elephamt Butte
. A gaii_tg Sceortro and , quemmta gubsta‘timm. This ma_a it
3905915 :2 m plaee hm: J2. _ 1t But‘w-éi‘mcoxtma_lbiaxquerqua carrier—
..‘t, mmmr_xxa‘hmn shag“ “'L in“ Servicg simultaneously with the
s: 3:" ”him new av-_fjia'w.;ueTuna Transmiasion Lina
Tia 1953.9
a £32231sz .
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OPERATION ARI) MAINTENANCE OF IRRIGATION SYSTEM - 1952
YSLLETA BRANQH
(ham-a]. Conditions
The year 1.952 proved to be an excellent crap mar far
irrigation farmers, bath in production and price. The season started
with maer‘mir storaga at about 10 par cent of normal which allowed
very small allotments for planting; however, 3mm 220 irrigation wells
put down during mteruahort yeara 1950 and 1951, tagethar with muons
drain pumps, provided the necessary eat-1;; water. As the year progressed,
reserwir storage increwed until there was enough for almost. normal use.
The Yaleta Branah of the Rio Grande Projact is located along
the His Grands in the extreme wastern tip of Texas in El Page Oeunty.
It sxbenda from mm All Ameriean Dam which is 2%; miles above the heart
of the City 9f El Page in A1 miles balm: the city in a. southeastern
directioza tn the El Paw—lludspath Gmmty line. The Branch, oompriaing
63,706 asres of irrigahla and highly productive land, lie; immediately
north and must of the Rio Grand-3 ehanmal which marks thg international
baundary between the United S‘baww and Maxine.
The Branch headquarters are located at Isleta, Texas, 12%
miles east. of downtown El Page. It comprises an office, machine Bhop,
carpenter 9110p, storage buildings, sheds, caretaker‘a house and sufficient yard storage spam for manual aperatian and maintenance aistivities.
The headquarters staff wmprises an Irrigation Superintendent,
tam Maintenance Supervisors, Mm Via-hammers, one Supervisory Engineer-—
ing Aida, hm Mnearing Aides, 13m General Clerks, 8. Clerk-Stemgrapher,
grad a Storekeeper.
The elevation of the arsa is batman 3,500 and 3,650 feet
above saailewl. The climate may be classified as mild, with a mean
annual temperature 01" 61.6 degrees F. 9 with winter taupemtures Varying
from ~6 _egreae to :2. Wm 01’ 86 degrees. Summer tauperaturas ranga
from a, mum of 1.33 degrees to a maximmm of 106 degrees. Average
rainfall is 8.66 inches, of which more than half occurs in July, Augustand September. Th9 average frustn-free period is 2142 days; howaver, the
minim has been 176 days. Aciequate storage capacity in Elephant Butte
and Gaballo reservoiru is a. favorable factor in providing irrigation
watsr for the project.
Inca]. transportation is extremely advantageous, afforeling
splendid shipping and marketing faeilities. An excellent aystem of
paved State and {Fourth}! roads gives access to all parts or the area.
Four main line railroads enter El Paso from seven points in the Suited
States, and one railroad connecting to the interim of Mexico. In
addition, ”than are threw transcontinental and Wu local air lines,
threw tranaoorrbinental and threw local bus llnea, and four transcontinental motor freight linas, plus many local truck lines.
1:36
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Weather Coughiona
Weather conditions an a whole were favorable during the 1952
irrigatian season. Some replanting and spot planting of 39’9th was
necessary due in rains and cool weather during April and May. Also,
rain damaged some alfalfa. in July and August and a small hailstorm
in June» res_ted in slight damage to scam: cotton. There was «my
little «11+. or inseam; damage to cotton this year with excellent har—
vesting weather.
Rainfall far the year was below normal, with a total measured
precipitation of 6,6? inches at Yaleta, and 3.311 inches at. Fahens.
Mean temperature fell within thb normal range, with a high at 103 degrees;
F. racer-dad on June 16, 9.2113 3. low or 12 _egreaa 1". recorded an December 11.
The last spring frost was noted on March 11., and the firm:
killing front. of tha fall on the warning at November 5. Total emporiu—
tion amounted ta 3.00.61; inchea.
End Irrigated
56,100 acres of crop land were irrigated in the Ysleta Branch
during the 1952 seamen. This area extends; for a diataneo at 11.3.6
river miles south and east item the head of the Franklin canal in
El Paso to the and 0f the Rio Grands Project at the Hmdspeth County
' line.
The Yaleta Branch is divided naturally into three districts:
(1) the main body or 113,060 grass acres parallels H S. Highway 30 on
either side between the City at El. Paso and the town 01‘ Fabena; (2)
the Island District, lying south and east of the aid river channel and
Walling 13.1.52 areas acres; (3) the Tomilla Diatriet or 10,232 was
acres which attends mm the town or Fabena to thc Hudsyabh (Beauty line.
Subdivizi5193 our farm land for suburban homes batman the City
01‘ El Paso and 293.6% has been taking place at a rapid rate for tho
past eight years with canaidarable acceleration duringlfthe 1:213:39”.
This area comprising abaut 12,0040 acrea has been greatly reduced in,
cropped area. The remixing agriculture acreage througbmt the entire
Branch is well lavened and drained, haw “gallant irrigatian facilities,
is maintaining a. favorable 99.11: balance, and is capable of high crop
production.
Canal Dyeratiagg
The Franklin, Riversida, and Tornillo canals with their nabwork of readers, laterals, and aublaterals convey irrigation water from
the All American, and 11:1va tie Diveraian Dam in the Rio Grande to tha
lands in the Islets. Branch. The distribution system consists of 222
miles of irrigatimn ditches and was aperatad during the 1952 irrigabian
season by a forum composed 1111? 12m water-masters, one engineering aide,
1:36
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three gatetendors, eight ditchridara, eight permanent mistaken,
eighteen temporary patrolmen, and three laborers. The temporary patrolman and laborers were used way during the time irrigation releases were
made from the maemir, from March to September.
Bus to shortage of storage in our reservoirs, the entire ijeat
was operated during the 3.952. seamen under a total allotment at 2.5 aerafeab per acre, as compared to a normal use of 3.1 acreofeot par acre.
This supply was supplemsnted by water pumped from private irrigation
walla, and from iject drains to the want that total use averaged
2.68 acre-feet per acre.
The Ysleta Branch praatieea a medified rotation system at
water deliveries to ram from its Govermnent canals and laterals, with
community ditches (located largaly in suburban areas) and non—agricultural
tracts operated on sat achedulas, whiz}: stated with arm irrigation per
month and finally increased to an irrigation every two waeks towards tha
end of the semen. Water ardera are; secured! from the farmers and those
in charge of community ditches and assembled by the ditchr'iders who
report them tn the watermater cm the 5th, 15th and 25th of anal} month.
The” arders are eensoliéated in the: Branch Of_ce and forwardaé tn the
Water Supply Engineer wha regulates the releases from storage at Cabana
Dawn to meet changing requirements in the field.)
Water charges to farms are based on the mum. of flow in
secondnfest and thus length of time of said flow. These fasten are
converted into acrmfeet. Irrigation deliveries: to farms are checked
by means of current matters used by ditchridera and one engineering aide,
and by a few Parahall _ames and rated orifices. Unfortunately, not all
deliveries can be measured, and the ditchridor mat revert ta es’cimates
in these cases; however, great. care is exercisaé in the eartimation and
rendition of all water aha-gee.
1:37

WATIOEJ RESUISS FOR 1952
ISLETA BRANCH
: Acres : :Acre-Faet W Auraago
WWVGrM : Mum-.1: ‘: To Data : Authorized
Feb. 11.9 2,077 1,245 .63 .93 51.,816
March 38]. 3,706 2,321 .76 .08 55,593
April 3,796 26,751. 17,130 ASA .39 55,508
May 6,0230 33, 3A0 15, 1,00 . 1,6 . 61. 57,133
Jana 6.9%.? “ham; 20,2;{5 .hé 1.09 57,233
July 11,I+08 68,7m, 30,275 .M 1.53 £57,233
éug. 11,973 7h, 3% 32, 377 . M 2.09 57,233
Sept. 8,91% 66,3» 27,353 .1.2 2.53 $7,278
Oct. 1,523 7,922 3,615 .Ma 2.6:. 60,???
_ov. A62 3,311 1,53h .A6 2.67 60,777
Dec. 127 1.395 62g .45 3,68 60.???
Total 51,792 332,592 153,187 .hé 2.68 60,777
1951 38,321 288,131: 125,707 .1414 2.1.0 59,938
1950 £6,241 £61,938 181,001; .2.2 2.97 60,953
1999 a3,599 437,027 176,068 -A9 2.91 60,572
%‘w~ 1953 38,595 303,?3é 159,607 ~h0 2-79 57»29h
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0f a total irrigated anltivated araa of 56,100 acres in the
Yglata Branch, h6,090, ar a?er 82 per cent, was plantsd to _atten, of
vhieh 21,660 aerag produce_ 3A$§61 Sc_mlb. bales of medium staple or
_cala type cottcn, an_ QQDABG acres produced 21,6h8 bales of long
_taple a? Pima type, Th_ average yiald 0f Acala cattcn was 1.59 bales
r a_re agd the aver_ge grosa revenue including seed was $345. Pima
$0ttam brought an av@rage yield of .89 bala per asre and an averaga
9083 revanua iunluding Se_d of $519. @otal gotten and aged value for
“952 amountc_ he $19,930,391 far the Braaah.
Alfalfa hay, aha Igsoné largagt armp, pradusad #29335 tuna
ga 8,59; aaras with a grosw re_urn of $19é189é33,
aaras 9f trumk and family gardang was
crap was $A?$5OQ ea 34 acrea D?
.»d _urgag the 1952 irrigatian
ta $213?Aé,330 an 56,130 praducihg
gar agrs_ an in_rease of $39718,186
‘yGT_ Lmher shortage ai plan_ing tiM_.
XPWEch are
horgas &nd a few agea
f33l7 a$ campared ta
,lzzi‘felfvs Evy game 14, 31?, gvggz 1951.
=ably during tbs yaay,
'“Lgatinn presently practised are: (l)
gin a yellwlavelled tract 9f land
. the sides and ends is flsaded to a
‘ .iggtia__ at ena tim®
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common to all craps on this project, is now used only in the irrigatien
of hay and small gains; (2) border methad, whereby water is introduced
to furrows phangheé 36 inches Iran aenter to centar, sub-«irrigating the
roots of the amp planted on the ridges. Conn, 90 per cent. of the truck
crops, and 65 per cent of the cotton grown are irrigated in this war;
(3) the cantaloupe bed method, in which the land is laid out in beds
from 13.8 to 90 inches in width with furrows between, for the purpose a!
mn_mting water slawly alum; their borders, allawhg it sufficient time
to sub. The length 01' these rows ar beds «seldom exceeds 1,000 feet. and
prabably averages abaut. 1.50 feet. This method is used fer bedding and
irrigating appra_mately 35 par cam of the cotton, and on all 1219132:
amps.
836 of aiphcna made of rubber, plastic and lightwsight metals,
ranging in alas firm 1% to 10 imhea in diameter, for transfer-ring
irrigatian water from farm ditches to crop revs, is continually increas—
ing, and may of the water were have abandoned the nae af farm ditch
tmouts entirely. Also, concrete lining of farm ditches in increasing.
This is especially true for water users having irrigation wells far use
as a supplemental supply during allotment. periods;
Ganal and Lateral Mutenaw
V pragline Ha. 29, Horthweet, with 13-1/1; GE ,bnekdtuaaoperated
1A6 shifts, clawing ahannél and raising banks on tha_iv‘araida_anal
for 16.19 was. 131;};_0 cubic yards or material aminoved-aad‘iplaced
at an average caste!" 30.93 per cubic: yard. Braglinegliopm was also“
operated '5 shifts, Meaning channel on the river belWTRixmrsi‘ée Gama].
Héadiixg; 14,590 cubic yards cf material were removed an an average cost
01’ $3.039 per crabie yard. ’ ,
P&H Draglina No. 85 with 3/2; C! basket was operated 70 shifta
on the San Klimt-lo lateral, Quamada, Franklin Feeder-and Island FeudalLaterals, clawing channel and raising banks on 8.50 miles 91‘ laterals.
49,000 cubic yards of material were rsmoved and plaeedrat an average cost
of $0.05? per cubic yam.
Ruth Bitchcleaner No. 10 was oparatad 133 shims, cleaning
79.33 miles of lateral banks at an average cast “$7.06 per mile.
92,190 cable was of material ware moved at. a cost of $0.05? per cubic
yard.
119.09 miles of canal and lateral banks were levelled, and
operating road restored by one B»? and one Dnh Caterpillar Tractar, and
one T.D. #11,, International Tractor, all with angle Gazer attachments to
facilitate the machineuclaaning and weed control programs. A total of
ELM cubic yards a! material was moved. ‘l‘hia same ermipment moved
2,300 cubic yards of material in raising and repairing lateral and canal
bank. in five locations.
1:38
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One Oliver and one Fox-d tractcr with tumor attachments, cut
willows, weds, grass and dry weeds on 127.91 miles of canal and
lateral banks at an average coat of. $18.38 per mile.
One Bean Pcwcr Sprayer with zoo—gallon tank mounted on a.
latch truck chassis, and one _ax-die Power Sprayer mounted on a 2-ton
truck treated 316.60 bank miles of canala an_ laterals with fortified
oil at an average cost cl: $25.85 per bank mile; £4.92 bank miles of
canals and laterals with fortified 0:11 plus 2,1?!) at. an averagc coat
of $1635 per bank mile; 92.00 bank miles of canals and lateralc with
2,,A—D in water at an average cost at $10.05 per hank mill. The same
Sprayers used as pmmr bur-mm ahccc of spraying operations on the
winter clamp program burned 371.10 miles (bank) of canals and
lateral: at. an average cost of $10.01 per bank mile. Dry weeds and
trash were rcmcvcd by hand methods from 267.152 miles of canal and
lateral channel during the winter cleanup program and 28!; cubic yards
of lease trash were rammed by hand methods from 7.50 miles of
Franklin Canal channel in the City of El Paso.
61. old timber turnouts were replaced by screw-lift. gates and
concrete pips, under the participating program ln which the water user
furnishes the gate, and the balance of material and labor is Mailed
by the Bureau. Three new screw gate turnouts were installed; A turnouts
wars removed to new locaticns; major repairs wars made an 21 turnouts;
minor repairs were made on 15 turnouts; and 11 old abandoned timber
turnouts were reamed.
Three timber lateral checks were replaced by mm standard
single-bay concrete checks; 7 badly detericrated concrete lateral checks
were replaced by new standard concrete checks; 10 concrete lateral
checks received major repairs and were converted from flashbcard type
to screw-lift gates with concrete walka, waits and new 5~foct sheet
piling cub-off walls; and minor repair; were made on 33 latcral checks.
Two concrete checks on the Tornillo Canal were given major
repairs and improvements; new concrete piers, weir walls and a concrete
Hallway were installed, replacing badly eroded concrete sections.
Minor repairs were made on 11 canal checks.
Eleven lateral timber bri_geg were replaced by corrugated
ma‘hal pipe culverts and concrete hec_wallc; .2 lateral timber bridges
were replaced by ccncrete pipe and headwallc; and minor repairs were
made on 2 lataral culvertsa
Four timber canal bridges were replaced with similar type
structures; major repairs were made on 9 canal timber bridges; minor
repairs were made on 6 timber canal bridges; and 3 timber canal bridges
were removed.
One timber lateral bridge ma replaced with a similar type
structure; major repairs were made on two lateral timber bridges; and
four timber lateral bridges were removed.
\ 1“}
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Two am]. heading structures were claamad and painted; minor
repairs were made on 5 lat-am]. headings, and one open~type lateral
heading was improved by installing a cox-aerate pipa crossing through
the canal bank.
One timber canal meter bridge was repaired; and om timber
lateral meter bridge was replaced. A130, 110 lineal rest of new ‘72"
chain link safaty fence was installed at the Riverside Gena}.- Haading,
and 110 lineal feet of fence wan: ropaired on the Franklin canal in the
city of El Pam.
AA aquara yards of congrats lining, 1,035 tons of rock riprap
covering, "[17 lineal feet. of channel were placed in canals and laterals
for bank and stmcture protection.
10,9t48 gophers were trapped.
Tm lateral wasteways were replaced and one lateral waste—
way was repaired"
1,188.1inea1 feet of rsinfcme_ canal-ate pipe in sizes of 12”
to 36" diameter,’ “1,922 lineal feat of reinforced concrete sheet piling
3" thick in widths 91'8" and 12" and L, to 1!. feet lengths, 50 steel
and cancrete turnouts, and 23 sets or concrete m_vert headwaus‘wera
nahufaetured in the Yaleta. yard. Each turnout 13 cant inn mn_lma
which includes a “raw-lift, metal gate, a reinforced hefadwalland rear
feet of reinforced conerote pipe. 896 lineal feet: a! 8!‘ to 12," metal
encased reinforee_ cancrate round piihing were mfaetnred in‘rtho
Yaleisa yard. '
In aammpliahmem vi the abava work, 7?,A66 board feet of new
and used lumber, 35,668 lbs. or rainforeing steel, and 2,230 sacks of
cement were used. $55.60 cubic yards of concrete were plaae'el.
Drainage Swims. Maintenance
Northwest Dragline 169.. 20 with 1.4/1; CY bucket. operated 22,
shifts, cleaning 3.16 miles of drain channel at an avsrage cost. or
$265.82 per mile. 21,é00 cubic yards of silt and caved material were
removed at an average east. of $.03? per cubic yard. Pm Draglina
Na. 85 with 3/1; CI bucket epemtad 93+ ahif‘bs, Meaning lh.§l miles of
drain channel at. an average mat of $259.13 per milta.b 65,800 cubic
yards of silt and saved material were moved at. an average cast of
3.057 per cubic yard.
Caterpillar Tractor B—‘i’, and Internatienal Tractor TD #34;
were operated é]. shifts, preparing 65.2}; miles of operating wads in
conneetion with dragline operatians and the weed control program.
Trees and brush were: removed from drain banks and mammals washes
were backfillac_. Average east. per mile was $25.59. 52,300 cubic
yards. of material were moved at an average cost. 91‘ $032 per cubic yard.
\f\
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Lheaa trantcra alga operated 2? ahifts axcavating and baekw
lling miseellaneaus dr&i§ airucturEsa 8,700 cubic yar_s of material
w%?e _aaoved &nd placed at a3 average cmat 9f $.09 per cubic yard.
Thrse 91d 0g€nmtypa flames and timber bridges wvre replased
by corrugated matal pipe aulvarts and earth backfill. _ew concrete
pipe flames were insialle_ in the earth b&$kfill. va old open~typa
timber support flumag were replaaed by culvert and earth backfill type
Structures“ Equipment craasings were i cialled in bath locations. One
carrugated metal pipe culver_ raplaaivv timber bri_ge was installad.
* '2')
jay yayaira wera mgde QE 3 culverts" Tag timber bridges ware removed.
3avan 91$ agemmiypa flumeg warm replacea with ccrrugated
an_ _etal~ene33®é canere_e wiling bemtg. major repair_ W_rg
‘ 1r_ waye Jade an Emmy flu_esg a_d _ne
$9 Beasraw Lg; :ny % 11, 19,75
; A_minig ¢ . . 68,926599
$33315 a . u t ' 103,710.0h
‘ V :1: ,» 112,972.7§
133923.2b
33$062,97
lép_é?»93
359;55?.69
E35 9910.. 53
L25;#§3.32
( 5mé3.32)
{3&1 ,
% 0f maeting all requirements and
calaratadw Sec @313 guccess was attained with
eemwomical au_ a_aquate mainten_nce of ditch chann_ls
wereaaa_ wgaé cantrol activiiias, but naads to ba expaaded.
aition of irrigation
u
'ili
_tenance cuntiuued at a satisfactory rate, except far riprap
belam aback atrueiures which sheuld 58 increased»
1 :239

Repairs amd replacements to Branch emuipment continued at
a satisfactory paca and was aufficient Lu meet 111 raquirements fur
the maintenance program.
Ne_d ng_rq;
Thel L952 wr:d central anu winter cleanup pragram covered
tely 9?? bank milss of the distribution system and 118 miles
$9 3L 0f about 33?, 900. Gantrol methoda include burning,
Of 2,114), power muwing, V
:Lppr'em 1:111
’3 grazing 1.13:).
m .Hi_mw_MdOiM31mLMUH%-_lm
.151 1111-; hand Laban
Central 0f woody pluans b; ‘ 1wD and ibrtifiad oil spraying
'1 bu.rning Wis rear ongbly‘successful very this control has led to
inareass in the gramih of 2a grass 1nd posaihly talesw Central
Jmhnson grasS ha” mat been sufficient but wrsre it has bean effective,
ad; graas 63V? ”Led oil spray and burning
sativg in
ruekmmounted Sprayers,
inn t 11',1 a cue other an 800mg_llon
n3 awC_ u.nit ha15 the necessary pumpg
Eansan; anu _liiver 60 tractors
on weeu c: ntrolo
econemica'
& drmglira 11$ than sprayi_g the
“£11013 were sprayed with 2 ,:~D
wlicat:ion was at
L sprays for control
d:es 5L or burner 031, pentachlorow
at a rL‘ Lte oi fr Gm 120 to 160 gallans
’ " , dad w_re vsed to con_ral
‘n of 2/3 fortifiad oil
1udu gr&ss is much
uw_iluted oil spraysc
.0 trembe_ with
fled i212" 1953 1
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OPERATION MD WXINI‘ENANCE OF IRRIGATION SISTEM «- 1952
LAS CRUCES BRANCH
rheneral Conditions
At the outset it seemed doubtful that the Lao Graces Branch
would be able to produce a, normal crop due to the facet that the storage
water carry—over from 1951 was barely enough to start the reloasos;
however, a heavy snow accumulation on the watershed curing the winter
gava indication of a good runoff later in the year. While the runoff
did not amount to ass much as was expected, it was enough for one of the
best crops over grown in the Branch. The first irrigation water was at
a premium and very little trading was; done at the start, making; it diffi~
cult for the landowner without a well to get the first irrigation for his
entire acreage. The conveyance of pumped water through the Bureau of
Reclamation canals and laterals called for close cooperation between
Bureau porsonnel and water users; however, with a. few minor exceptions
this was accomplished without difficulty on either side.
The Las Cruces Branch consists of two long, narrow valleys
bordered on each side by desert mesa. land and in some places by low—
lying hills. The Rio Grando flows through these valleys, dividing the
farm lands and making it necessary to pass the irrigation water over
the river through flumes and under in aiphons.
The Gaballo storage dam is the point from which release is
made. Feroha Dam, the first diversion dam on the river, is 2.13 miles:
below Caballo and serves to divert water to the canal and lateral system
for the entire Rincon Valley. Loaaburg Dam, the diversion point for the
upper part of the Mosllla Valley, is 1.9.31; river miles from Caballo Dam.
Mesilla Dam, serving the lower part of the Masilla Valley, is 70.62 river
miles from the point of release. Divorsion dams serve an extensive network of canals, laterals, community and private ditches. A commaity
ditch, as the name implies, is one that is owned and operated by two or
more watcr users and often a. source of irritation both to the users and
Bureau personnel.
The great distance of water travel creates a. problem in the
opemtion of this Branch. It is often the case that when water is
released, and before it has had time to reach the water noon, a change
in weather such as frost or rain makes it an unwanted commodity; therefore,
it is a loss as there are no points where it can be impounded. It becomes
and is very aptly named "waste water."
Transportation is sufficient in these two valleys; they are
traversed by railroad, truck, and bus lines; also, there is an airport
near Lao Gruces with a daily schedule connecting with transcontinental
travel to the north and south. The State and County highway systems
have been improved during the past year and are now ample to care for
all traffic and movement of crops from farm to market.
1:39
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labor was available in sufficient quantity to fit the needs
of both the Bureau and the farmer. Extra laborers were imported from
Mexico to take care of the rush seasons during cotton chopping and
picking. The importation of laborers from Mexico is becoming more
involved and expensive each year. For this reason farmers are finding
ways of improving machine methods for burning woods and for chopping
and picking the crop of cotton. Many fields were picked entirely by
machine.
Weather Conditions
The loot killing spring frost was on March 28. The weather
otherwise was very favorable throughout the spring with very little
replanting necessary. Ideal growing weather prevailed through the
summer and fall. The season was extra long, making a very favorable
year for the production of long staple cotton as well as various
other crops. The first killing frost in the fall came November 5,
and the weather continued good throughout the entire harvest.
Hailstorma did about the usual amount of damage. The largest
acreage involved was in the Rincon Valley near Garfield, New Mexico,
when on August h about £00 acres were damaged. This same storm caused
a smoll amount of damage near Lac Graces. Most of the acreage was
covered by insurance, a total of $83,A98.75 being paid the farmers to
reimburse their loco.
Total precipitation for the year was 6.23 inches, 1.22 of
this fell in August. Evaporation was 95.39 inches. The maximum
temperature was 102° on July 16th, 17th, and August 7th. The minimum
was 12° on January 5th and December 5th. These data were furnished
by the State College near Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Land Irrigated
The Las Graces Branch extends from Pcrcha Dan in Sierca County,
New Mexico, 2.13 river miles from Caballo Dam, through Dona Ana County,
New Mexico, and a part of El Paso County, Texas, to a point 110 river
miles from Caballo Dam near El Paso, Texas. Thie area is known as the
Rincon and Mesilla units. The land in the two New Mexico counties
comprises the Elephant Butte Irrigation Diotrict. The land in El Paso
County, Texas, is part of the b1 Paco County Water Improvement District
No. l.
The Rincon unit includes all the irrigable land in the Rincon
Valley and extends from Percha Dam to Tonuco, New Mexico, containing a
total of 20,5Ah acres of which 17,627 acres were irrigated in 1952,
3,357 in Sierra County and 14,270 in Dona Ana County.
The Mesilla unit includes all the irrigable land in the
Mesilla Valley and extends from Loasburg Dam downstream 63 river miles
to near E1 Paco, Texas. This unit comprises a total of 93,?76 acres, of
which 84,7A7 were irrigated in 1952, 74,h82 in Dona Ana County, New
Mexico, and 10,265 in El Paso County, Texas
[3 I"
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The Las Graces Branch comprises a total of llh,320 irrigable
acres of which 102,37h, including auspondod irrigated lands, wore
irrigated in 1952, 92,109 in Now Moxico and 10,265 in Texas. Thia
represents an inoreaao of 1,330 acres a9 mmupared to 1951. This increase
wag due in part to a higher support prioe on the long otaple variety of
cotton and to the fact that the water supply was better in 1952 than
during the previous year.
Canal goeratiogg
The Las Graces Branch maintains its main office in Las Cruces,
New Mexico, with storago yard and shops in connection. There is also a
small auxiliary office and yard at Hatch, New Mexico, under the direction
of a watermastor. Through these headquarters are handled all the field
work noceosary for the operation and maintenance of the Branch, under
the direction of an Irrigation Superintendent.
Water deliveries are ma_a direct from canals and laterals to
farms or to community ditches. A modified rotation system of delivering
water is aéhored to as nearly as possible. Successive irrigationa
progress from the upper to the lowor and of the ditch. In this way the
irrigation operator or patrolman can give closer attention to all irrigations and can check the flow and timo more closely. Charges to water
users are based on irrigation operators' reports which record the rate of
flow and length of time water is delivered. Streams are checked by
current motor measurements by hydrographors, watermastero, and irrigation
operators. There were 1606 ouch measurements made during 1952‘ .Water
releases are made at Caballo Dam and are normally changed twice a week to
meet irrigation roquiroments. The amount to be divertod in the Lao Cruces
Branch at Percha, Loasburg, and Mesilla dams is determined by advance
orders which are placed with the irrigation operators by water users.
The orders are summed up by the irrigation operatoro and reported to
the Las Cruces office where they are checked by the uatermastar who in
turn transmits the delivery requirement by telephone to the ¥rojeot
hydrographor in El Paoo.
CroEs
The Las Cruces Branch comprises a total irrigated cultivated
area of 102,3?h acres. A total of 85,360 acroa or 83.3 per cent wore
planted to cotton. Modium otaplo cotton was grown on 58,750 acres and
produced 87,739 SOD-lb. bolas. A total of 2h,518 bales of long staple
cotton was growu on 26,550 acres. The average yield of medium staple
cotton was 1.A8 bales per acre in New Mexico and 1.70 bales per acre in
the Texas section, resulting in an average gross revenue, including seed
value, of $263 per aoro. Long staple cotton had an average yield of
.90 hole per acre in the New Moxico section and 1.02 bales per acre in
the Texas area. The average gross revenue for long staple cotton,
including seed, was $613 per acre. Total cotton and seed value for
1952 amounted to $33,09l,089 for the Branch. This was an average of
$388 per acre.
1 :4:0
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_falfa hay, the second largest. amp, produued k2,??? Was
on 11,185. acres. mm gross raturn on this crop was $1,609,023.
Gross return tram 689 acres or truck and family gardens was
astimated at $508,650.
Total value «3f all crops raised during the 1952 irrigation
season in the Las {Br-aces Branch amounted ta $37,196,A0§ on 102,371;
producing mares, or an average gram of $363.31; per acre.
Livestock
Dairy cattle in 1952 numbered 2, 503 which was considerably
less than the 14,301 reported in 1951.
Beef cattle of all classes; totallad 6,326 head compared. to
1;,252 in 1951. The 1952. total includes 635 head fed far market.
Tetal numbar of hogs in 1952 was 19815 compared to 1,697 in
3.951.
' The number of sheep in 1952 was 3,518 head 85 compared to
3; 55‘? in 1951.
Poultry showed an over—all increase over 1951. There was a.
decrease of about. 11,?00 in the mmber of chickens and'turkeya prodnaed
but the number 01‘ geese was increa_ed apprmdmately ELJSOO.
Methods of Irrigation
Alfalfa. and other hay crops are irrigated by the harder methad.
The preference for mw Maps is for the single—listed fun-cw, with the
single raw giants-c1 an the bad batman the WWW. Bananas M the small
stream from the wells and the general shortage of water, the tendency
during the year was to canfim irrigaticn to fewer farm“. in an attempt.
ta sconcn_ze on water. same farmers lined their farm laterals with
concrete to facilitate the handling and saving of water. A contracting
company has been operating in the valley for the past. two years doing
this type of mark. There are a few water users placing their ditches
underground with screw plate outlets.
Land levelling and land pianing with heavy equipwent are
still very populm- and facilitate greatly the conservative use of
water.
C‘)
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Maintenance
The autatmding phase of the maintenance program is the
re_nement of timbsr turnouts with precast concrete pipe and homi—
walla. Ewing the year 266 installations of this; type were made.
The greater partial: of these turnouts were equipped with metal acre»:
gates furnished by the water users; however, a few were equipped with
timber gates and frames. Over a period of eight years, approximately
2&0 timber turnouts have been replaced with permanent type structures.
There were 29 timber checks replaeed by concrete. Eight
timber bridges were replaced with concrete pipe, and 32 timber bridges
with corrugated metal pipe. 173 square yards of concrete lining was
repaired.
For the replacemant of timber turnouts and bridgea 5,656
linear feet. of oancrete pipe, and 259 headwalls were precast. in the
Las Cmces Yard; over 50% of them were of the Qty-inch diameter.
Waeds wars removed from 8148.141 miles of uanal and lateral
banks at a. cost of $132+.12 per mile. Silt. was rmoved from 216.07
miles of canals and laterals at. a cost. of $10112 per mile. 28,138
feet of channel pretaction was placed at a. cast of $0.134» per few: and
17731.5 feat of bank was raised at. a cost of $0.3.0-r pear fact.
The Elephant. Butte urigation District hired the Fish and
Wildlife Service is trap 23,332 gophers; in addition, the District paid
a bounty on 9,035 gophars. Burrowing 0f anmals in the bsmks of the
canal and lateral system was the air-set cause of 11 breaks; hawver,
little damage manned, and the cost of repair was only $2,131.2b.
The drainage system maintenance consisted 01‘ used removal
from 3.6.79 miles of drains at a cost cf 3M3 per mile, silt rmval
from 24.01 miles at a cost of $5533.23 per mile, and placemmnt of 300
feet of channel protectinn at a cost of $0.72 per feat. Corrugated
natal pipes were installed to replace 16 timber bridges, h _ames, and
10 bridge and flame combinations.
1:41
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Waed ngtrol Pro gram
Approadmately 90% cf all canals and laterals in the Branch
were covered in tha 1952 program. Major portion of the work waa on control of ditch bank weeds by butana—pmpane burning and the use of forti—
fied oil spraying. Impraved roadways along canals parmitted _he new a:
newers ta antral weeds. Improved equipment, better knowledge of the
reaults desirad, and femur-able warmer conditions were impartant factors
in obtaining gaod. results when aromatic fortified oils were used.
Control or woody plants and tall grasses has increased the
spread of Bennuda grams. 113 Bermuda grass pravesnts bank «realm: and is
not wnsidemd a random: grass, this is desirable. Three large areas
and scatter-ed small areas of curly dock infestation developed during
the year. An area of appmximately Sui/2 acres af this infestation
will be treated in 1953. The Agroncmy Department. of New Mexico 41.82341.
College will cooperate on this program. Eaten? usera and irriga_ion
district officials promote an extensive program of weed central.
Major wand central equipment consisted of an WG—gallon Tank
Sprayer on a 2-star; truck equipped with necessary pumps and beam to which
are attached the spray nozzlea. Additional equipment consiste_ or a.
halt—track truck and two B—ton trucks, each equipped with a propane»
' butane tank and a been’having 29 to 30 burners. A139 need was an Oliver
éé primer equipped wijih a. heavy duty mower.
It, was concludael that spraying should bagin men_weeda‘ and
grasses 'areabout a‘ineh‘ea high. Spray should be appliedi‘atlithreé:
weekrintervals: or until the root sya_em is Warmer}, ‘jDuattaftheg hat ,
weather and long awning ‘season, more 3:21am four applicabionanof (311 am
one burning are mcmiraa each year to give adecpzata central; _'.A number
at combinations of spray mixture were tried with the wnclnaien that
fortified oil malaified with Triton—I, and spread thingis. mbat' effective.
This conclusion ia in agreement with studies made by New, Mexico kw.
College. Butane-propane banning is satisfactory as a. control since it
both kills and disposes of the refusa. As humming will not kill the
root system, Bermda will survive.
Total «zest. of the weed control program in 1952 was apprai—
ma‘bely $73,900 on this Branch.
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SOIL AND MOISTURE; CONSEEVRTION OPELEmTIONS
The Soil and Moisture Program which has been in operation on
the Project since 1950 is set up under the Bureau's Oporation and
Maintenance Branch to carry on special work in connection with protection
and more efficient oporation of Bureau faoilitiea. The program is
finanood with ram-reimbursable appropriations and cooperative oontribu—
tiona and is direotoet primarily at accomplishment of work which cannot be
carried on through use of ragular 0&1! funds. Originally the progrez; was
eatablished as a function of the Regional office; however, in July 1952
control of ftmds together with cox-tar}; administrative authority was
delegated to the Projact.
A field office has been maintained in Las Crucos New Keaton.
Two engineers mad temporary survey ami impaction assistants are
employed under the direction of the Project Manager to conduct investi«
gations, mako preliminary plans and reporto, and supervise construction
work.
Prior to 1952, work accomplished undo:- the 3% Program
included eona'bruetion by contract of {who Lucero Arroyo Dike, Wastowsy
and related structures for promotion of the Loasburg Gama; airplane
spraying with 2, Ip—D of 1300 acros of salt cedar infestation in the
upper reach of the Caballo _eservoir; and general investigations
oOvering Pioacho Arroyo and other problem aroas throughout the Project.
In so far as practicable, work has been accomplished in cooperation
with other Fedora]. and State agencies; andlooal water users' organiza—
tians.
Work Proggam - 1252
Early in 195.: the Plan Report for Control of the Pioaoho
Arroyo System wag complatod and submitted to the Regional Office and
Commissioner’s Staff for review and approval. Additional data pertinent
to justification and design of the work were compiled as required and
submitted to the officos concorned. Coot estinwtos were revised
periodically to reflect the latoot information available.
Designs for the North Branch Dam were completed and specificaw
tions issued by the Chiof Engineer on December 8, 1952. Opening of bids
for this construction was scheduled for Jonuary 8, 1953, in the Projoct
Office.
The Board of Dirootom of the Elephant Butts Irrigation District,
on Janum‘y 31, 1952, passed a resolution whereby the District offered to
make a cosh contribution of $520,000 toward over—all completion of the
Picachu Sontrol Works. The Bureau of Land Mmgoment. set up $10,000 of
its KY. 1953 W allotment as a. contribution for accomplishment of the
r‘icaoho program, and plan to contribute a like amount from their Fifi.
195A appropriation if possible. Private land owners in the Picacho Arroyo
1:42
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area have agreed to cooperate in the program in that they will furnish
all required rights of way.
During Nay, 1:300 acres cf salt cedar grown in the Cabal)»
Reservoir area was aprayed by airplane with a th-D solution.- This
was a second treatment for the area. Mkhough pravious taut: couduated
by the Bureau have indicated that two sprayings will practically armcate the 51'0th , the results of the mark carried on at Cabana are far
from mnclusiva. Gansiderabla difficulty and delay was mistrial-iced
during the May operation due chiefly to the inability of the cantractor
to obtain necessary chemicals.
Preliminary surveys and studies on the Dona _ns. Arroyo Araa
were initiated during the year.
1:42
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OPERATION AND IWNTENANCE OF POWER AND STORAGE SYSTEM - 1952
ELEPHANT BUTTE BRANCH
1. Power Plant; eration
The power plant. wae in continuous operation throughout the year
except for a four—hour shutdmm on April 21 to clean the min tramfarmer bushings .
low reservoir storage and resultant low operating head continued
to be factors effecting glam; operation. The No. 1 unit began generation
of power on January .32, and the No. 3 unit started generatien on January 25.
On February 15, pewer production was cur-tailed to periods of mergeney,
due to the extremely low head. At the close of irrigation on September 12,
power production we discontinued for the remainder of the year except for
short periods during peak loads or system emergencies.
Water used fer generatian of power amounted to #181,120 acre-feet.
113.1(5ij capacity of the plant. occurred on the last day of September
with an output of 15,591. kilowatts. Minimum capacity was on the last
day of February with 500 kilowatts.
2. Power 3 tam eration
The Elephant Butte Power Plant was operated as a unit ef the pews:peel composed of the plants of the Community Public Power Service Co.
at Silver City, hrdehurg, Alamogcrdo and Ruidoeo; Public Service Ga. of."
New Mexico plants at Deming, Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Bernel_le and Belem;
and plants of the E1 Peso Electric Co. at E]. Page, Texas.
Between late February and May 11, the El Paso Electric (mummy
carried on a maintemnee program at their Ric: Grands Plant. During this
perioti, it. was necessary, at times, to curtail power deliveries t0 ether
pool members having generating, facilities. It was also neeeeaary to
supplement deliveries to firm power customers on the Bureau system with
energy from the El Peso Electric Clempany'e Santa Fe Street plant.
A new 20,000 kilowatt generator- was added to the Public Service
Company's systan at Albuquerque at their new Person Plant on October 3.5.
3. Plant Maintenance
Some repair work was done to all three turbine units during the year.
The No. 1 turbine runner was replaced by a spare turbine runner which
had been reconditioned by stainless steel welding in the Elephant Butte
shop. At. the same time, the No. 1 generator was completely checked and
overhauled. Some maimenanee wee also perfermed on generator units
_e. 2 and: 3. Tests were perfemed to determine minimm amounts af
coaling water required by each gamer-ate).- to maintain safe operating
temperatures. Home]. maintenance was performed on accessory power plant
equipment.
1:48

A new, fast roclosing 115 KV oil circuit breaker was installed on
the Lao Graces lino. The replaced unit was later installed in the
Baler: Substation. New telematering and supervisory control equiment
was installed.
A. Tranamission Linea
Regular patrols of all transmisoion lines were made throughout the
,mk yoar. Approximately 215 miles of patrol roads were graded during the
l »' year. Other maintenance work consisted of rebuilding gates, clearing
salt cedars from right~ofcway, and installing road culverts. All trano~
mission lines required such maintenance as the roplacamant of cross
arms and insulators, tightening of hard‘ware, restapling of ground,wire,
backfilling about structures, repair of conduotors, and completion of
renumbering of structureo.
5. Substations
All substations were inopeoted at frequent intervals. Subotation
grounds were cleaned and treated with weed killer. Normal maintenaneo
was performed at all stations. Watt—var motor charts were made and
studied at nearly all stations. Fans to provide forced ventilation for
power transformers were installed at White Sands and Holloman Air Force
Base Substations. Supervisory control equipment was installed at
Central, _lbnquerquo, Belem, and Dona _na Substations. Telemctering
equipment was installed at Central, Albuquerque, and Las Cruces Sub—
stations. A new, largar substation (h;500 kva) was installed at
Holloman Air Force Base.
6. Elgghant Butte Dam
During 1952, routine operations and maintenance continued on Elephant
Butte Dam and Reservoir. Periodic test operations more made on the
outlet balanced valves, service gates and sluice gates and it was deter~
mined that they wore in satisfactory operating condition. Necessary
cleaning and painting was performed as required. The rewiring of the
dam galleries was completed early in the year following the receipt of
previously delayed lighting fixtures. The galleries are now axtremoly
3R well lightod with conveniently located switches, vapor tight fixtures
%‘” and surface~mountcd conduit which has completely eliminated previous
trouble due to rusty embedded conduit. In June, the installation of a
system to permit remote emergency closing of the penstock gate» was
completed. In Auguot, woven wire fencing was installed in two locations
on the Dam to keep the public out of potentially dangerous areas.
?. Caballo Reservoir
Routine operation and maintenance was also carried on at Caballo Dam
and Reservoir during the year. In addition, other special activities
were performed.
Early in the year, sandblasting of the interior of the Bonita Lateral
irrigation pipe was begun proparatory'to eliminating rusty areas and to
{u
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provide 'a new interior surface of paint. This work was discontinued
at the start 62:? the irrigation aeasan and bagun again at its 01030.
By the and of the yaw, the mark was 80% complete. and the portion ‘
remaining unpainwd raquirad the addition of a new mimic to permit % K
adequate ventilation and clawing before the work could b0 mmplutod. ?
The domestic water aupply system was patently improved by the instal~
latter: of an mmmatio electric vamp in place at the old gasolinw
driven units previously used to jet and pump domest_: water from {me
well to the _ange tank. Fences ware installed around the two,
employee resideneas and treea were planted. Tests were run pariad—
ically on the _maters and warning signs were erected at the boom
line just. abaw the intake. A staff gauge. was set at the metering
station below 'bhe data.
In September, the reservoir was permitted to fall ta a. very low
level (approximately 2,000 acre—feet) in an effort to seal oft“ the
intake tunnel far an impaction. Using a temporary gate, at. the
intake structure, conaisting or b" x 6“ wood step 1.an hacked by 1"
thick timber games covered by mo_ng paper plus rubber seal stripa
on each vertical 65136, the tunnel was successfully sealed eff in
what was considered to be an unusm_ly well axewted operation. The
upper partion of the outlast. tunnel had net been inspectedainceits
ori_nal construation fom‘teen years earlier. The audition eat-the
itunniel was found‘ha' be highly aatisfactery am no serious eohditions
war: {candy The entire apex-31:14:15: was completed batman me Fruity;September-7 12, 3.952, and late Sunday afternoon, Septeamberlzy,1,1952,71n
crater 2to avoid Mailman?) of power generation upstream _.at'.Elephari1'-.
Butte beyond the Wale—end.
8. Eleghan‘b Bugte 3w
During 1952, the normal speration and maintenanee activities
were carried an in the Elephant Butte eamp area. Buildings, were
repaired and painteti as necessary to keep them in a- satisfactory
'conditien and. ather facilities and services were taken‘car’a 691‘ as
required. In February, a mall concrete box was constructed
adjacent to the Service Area for safe storage of dynamite caps.
The Sax-vice Area. was greatly improved in appearance) by the. raining
of several old wapidated buildings remaining from 6.0.0. camp claya.
At the name time, a. mare satisfactcry storage area fer transmission
line swag arms was developed and a new rack for storage of lubrica-n
tion oil drum was constructed adjacent to the equipment. maintenance ‘
shop. During the year, the firefighting trailer was mounted on a I ,
hub, tmck chassis to pmvida a much more adequate piece of equipment ' ‘
for fire_ghting purposes.
It. is aim to be noted that the Power and Storage Division
completed. 135,819 man—hours of.“ wen-k during 1952 without a single
lost-time accident.
Kg
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TRANSMISEION LINES OP__ATmD B! BUREAU DP RBGLAMATION
Rio Grande Power Project, Elephant Butte, New Mexico
December 31, 1952
Region 8: : =Voltage: Capacity = = Supporting : Length : Placed in
Predict I L111: Termiwmls : (XV) : Megawatts : Conductors : Structure 3 Mi e 2 S M
Raglan v Elephant Butte Pwrplnt—Lae Graces Sub. 115 21.25(a)% ACSR V0 Wood H-frm 63.11 12/14/40
Rio Grende Elephant Butte wa'plntr—Hot Sprgs.Jct. 115 15h)“ Cu. 2 0 Wood anrm 3.10 9/19 M.
Hot Springs jet—Hot Springs Sub. 115 3(a)% ACSR Mo Wood Pore 1.60 3/7 51
Hot Springs Jet..-Deming Sub. 1.15 15(c)* Cu. 2/0 Wood H—Frm 73.10 9/19/11,].
Deming Sub. - Central Sub. 115 7.5 5a)}? an. 2/0 wood 3.111.: 12.32 9/18/h1
Dona. Ana Sub. - White Sands Jet. 115 12. 5 .21)?!r Cu. 2/0 Wood Ham 19.85 Oct. 191.5
N White Sands Jet—White Sands Sub. 115 1.5 (60* Cu. 2/0 Weed H—F‘rm 3.51. Dub. 19h5
CO White Sands Jet.—Rolloman LBase Jet. 115 11(a.)* Cu. 2/0 Hood H—E‘rm 36.73 7/13/11
, Holloman Air Base Jot-Hollow Air
Base Sub. 115 6 (a * cu. 2/9 Wood H—Fm 2.33 7/3/47
Hangman 11. Base Jet-Alamogordo Sub. 115 5 (a)* 1051 1/0 Wood mm: 8.71 12/17/17
Alamogordo Sub.—Hallmod Sub. 115 2 (a)* ACSR 1J0 Wood H—Frm 38.96 1/22] '
Elephant Butte Pwrplnt—Socmo Sub. 115 16 (c)* 105}: 1/9 Wood H—Erm 71.89 Use-A9
Elephant Butte Pwrplnt-Eot Sprgs.Sub. 13.8 1 (b) 0n. #2 Wood Pele 3.75 27 m
Sowrre Sub. - Belem Sub. 115 23.75%)“ RUSH 397.5 Wood H-Frm £0.87 12/9 51
891911 Sub. - Albuqverque Sub. 115 3.635(3)“ ACSR 397.5 Wood H—m 35.80 12/9/51
Belem Sub. ~ Willard Sub. 115 7.5 (MW 13521 1/0 Wood H-Fm 53.00 9/16/52
* Peterson Call
(a)
(b)
(é)'-"
JAN. 4,
Madman transformer rating
Facilities available but not in service
Design Capacity
Peterson Coil & OHGW
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CHAPTER III
OPERATION AND MAINT_NANGE
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF IRRIGATION SYSTEM - 1953
YSLMQA BRANCH
General Conditiogg
The year 1953 was a little below average for crop yields; and
with prices considerably below the previous high year of record, the farm
income was off. The season otartsd with reservoir storage a_ about A5
per cent of normal which required a l—foot allotment at the start of the
season. As inflow into the reservoir became available the allotment was
increased to a total of 1.90 acre-feet at tho and of the release period.
This supply, together with many small stoma flows originating below Caballo
Reservoir during July and August, togethor with drain return flow and water
from some 238 irrigation wells installed during the period 1950 through
1953, was enough irrigation motor for almost normal requirements.
Tho Yolota Branch of the Rio Grande Project is located along
the Rio Grande in the extreme western tip of Texas in El Paoo County. It
extendo from the All American Dam which is 2 l/2 miles above the heart
of the City of El Page to Al miles below the City in a southeastern
direction to the El Paso~_udspotn County line. The uranoh, comprising
63,706 acres of irrigable and highly productive land, lies immediately
north and east of the Rio Grande channel which marks the international
boundary between the United States and Mexico.
The Branch headquarters are located at Ysleta, Texas, 12 1/2
miles east of downtown El Pogo. It comprises an office, machine shop,
carpenter shop, storage buildings, abode, oaretaker's house and sufficient
yard storage space for normal operation and maintenance activities.
The headquarters staff comprises an Irrigation Superintendent,
two maintenance supervisors, two watermasters, one s porvioory engineering
aide, two engineering aides, two general clerks, a clerk-stenographer,
and a storekeeper.
The elevation of the area io between 3,500 and 3,650 feet above
sea level. The climate may be classified as mild, with a mean annual
temperature of 61.6 degrees F., with winter temperatureo varying from
—6 degrees to a maximum of 86 degrees. Summer temperatures range from a
minimum of A6 degrees to a maximum of 108 degrees. Average raf-_ ll is
3.86 inches, of which more than half occurs in July, August, and Sophomber.
The average frost-free period is 2A2 days; howovor, the minimum has been
176 days. Adequate storage capacity in Elephant Butte and Caballo resorvoirs is a favorable factor in providing irrigation water for the Projecto
Local tranoportotion is extremely advantageous, affording
splendid shipping an_ marketing facilities. An excellent system of paved
State and County roads gives access to all parts of the area. Four main
line railroads enter El Paso from seven points in the United States, and
one railroad connecting to the interior of Mexico. In addition, there are
three transcontinental and two local air lines, three transcontinental
and three local bus lines, and four transcontinental motor freight lines,
plus many local truck line&
4:: 1 2
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Weather anditions
Weathcr canditicnc at the start. of the irrigation season were
very unfavorable for early cotton planting. Intermittent and pmlcnged
cold weather accompanied by high winds required much replanting and spot
planting of ectton. As the season progressed, weather conditions improved,
and part. of the Project received a. good irrigation from a 3 cc 4-inch rain
early in July. Other scattered rains were beneficial to cotton curing
July and August; however, some cut hay was damaged. One hail storm on. a.
small area «hiring July caused slight damage to some cotton. There was very
little wilt and not. much insect damage to cotton this year with excellent
harvecting weather.
Rainfall for the year was below normal, with a total measured
precipitation of 14,.03 inches at l'sleta, and 6.48 inches at Fabené. Mcan
temperatures fell within the normal range, with a high of 103 degrees F.
rccorded on June 23, and low of O dcgrees F. recorded on December 234.1%
Yslata.
The last spring frost was noted on May A, and the first killing
frost cf the fall on the morning of October 27. Total evaporation amounted
to 101.37 inches.
Land Irrigated
56,027 acres of crap land were 1rrigatcd in the Isleta Branch
during the 1953 season. This area. extends for a distance of 19.6 river
milec south and east from the head or the Wanklin Canal in El Pass to the
end of the Ric Grands Project at. the Hudspcth County line. ’
The Yaleta Branch is divitied naturally into three districts:
(1) the main body cf 43,060 gross acres parallels 0.5. Hi way 30 cu either
side between the City of El Paco and the town of Fabens; 2) the Island
District, lying south and cast of the old river channel and totaling 13,1.52
grosses acres; (3) the Tomillo District. or 10,282 gross acres which metastasis
from the town of Fabcns to the Wspeth County line.
Subdividing cf farm land for suburban homes between the City of
El Paso and Yaleta has been taking place at a rapid rate for the past nine
years with ccnsidamble acceleration during the past few years. This arca
comprising about 12,000 acres has been greatly reducad 1n cropped area.
Thc remaining agriculture acreage throughout the entire Branch is well lcvellcd
and drained, has excellent. irrigation facilities, and is capable of high crop
production. Up to 1950 before use cf irrigation wells, the lands were maintaining a favorable salt balance. Since then some high salt content wells
may be reversing this balance.
4:12
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Canal Occrations
The Franklin, Riverside, and Tornillo canals with their network
of feeders, latcrale, and sublaterals convey irrigation water from the All
American, and Riverside Diver-31mm Dams in the Rio Grande to the lands in
the Icleta Brench. The distribution system consists of 219 miles of irri—
gation ditches an_ was operated during the 1953 irrigation season by a force
composed of two watermastars, one engineering aide, three eatetendore, eight
ditchriders, eight permanent patrolman, seven temporary patrolman, and three
laborers. The temporary patrolman and laborers were used only during the
time irrigation releases were made from the reservcir, from March to
September.
Due to shortage of storage in our reservoirs, the entire Project
was cperated during the 1953 season under a total allotment of 1.9 acre—feet
per acre, as compared to a normal use of 3.1 acre-feet per acre. This
sucply was supplemented by water pumped from private irrigetion walla, and
from Project drains to the cxient that tctal use averaged 2.51 acre~feet per
acre.
The Yeleta Branch practices a modified rotation system of water
deliveries to farms from its Government canals and laterals, with community
ditches (located largely in suburban areas) and non-agricultural tracts
operated on set schedules, which started with one irrigation per month
and finally increased to an irrigation every two weeks towards the end of
the season. Water orders are secured from the farmers and thoae in charge
cf community ditches, ané assembled by the ditchridcrs who report them to
the watermaster on the 5th, 15th, and 25th of each month. These orders are
consolidated in the Branch officc and forwarded to the water Supply Engineer
who regulates the releases from storage at Caballo Dam to meet changing
requirements in the field.
Water charges ts farms are based on the amount of flow in secondfeet and the length cf time of said flow. These factors are converted into
acre-feet. Irrigaticn deliveries to farms are checked by means of current
meters used by ditchriders, and cne engineering aide, and by a few Parshall
flames and rated orifices. Unfortunately, not all deliveries cen be
measured, and the ditchridcr must revert tc estimates in these cases; however,
great care is exercised in the estimation and rendition of all water charges.
4:: 1 3

OPERATION RESULTS FOR 1953
mum BRANCH
Acre-Peat : g_, pg; mg, 3 Acreage
: : arm-es
Month : Deliver-12g; angina : Denvereg 2 Mag}; : T973113: : 133, thari‘zed
March 2,755 1?,9h1 12,714 .71 .23 564.06
April, 6,525 15,351 30,032 ,66 .75 56,931»
May lavas 22,933 10,881+ .217 5?,062
June 5,152 39,263 18,263 .45 57,181.
July 8,52? H.096 17,935 .M ’ 57,208
Aug. 9,736 617,181 27,092 ‘ 57.358
Sept. 7,067 52,121, 20,819 57,358
Oct. 1,622, 5,837 2,501 60,696
Nov. 615 $88!; 2,201 69,696
33;, 2g; 2,968 1.1.3,; '~ ’ , 60326
Total 46,393 mama who» 60,696
1952 51,792 332,592 15mm)? 60,???
1951 38,321 288,183.; 125,707 59,938
1950 £6,251 431,933 181,001+ 60,953
1%! 43,599 137,027 1'?6,068 60,512
JAN.4, 1989 4:13
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Crow
Of a total irrigated cultivated area of 56,027 acres in the
Islata Branch, 1,5,0h'7, car over 80 per cent, was: planted to cotton, of
which 24,905 acres produccd 38,016 EGO-lb. bales of medium staple er
Acalc type Gotten, and 20,31“? acres produced 11.,th bales qr long ample
cotton. The average yield of medium staple cotton was 1.53 bales peracre and the average gross revenue including seed was $39k. Long, stapler
cotton brought an average yielc of .72 balls per acre and an Menage grass:
revenue including semi cf $303. Total cotton and seed value for 1953
amounted to $13,663,709 for the Branch.
Alfalfa hay, the second largest crop, produced £3,929 tons on
9,510 acres with a. gross return of $1,180,012.
Gross return from 776 acres of truck and family gardens was
csztima‘ted 19.1; $11,0,613.
Highest gross return for any crop was $7,826 on 1, acres of
lettuce, or $1,956 per acre.
Total value of all crops raised during the 1953 irrigation
season in the “islets. Branch amounted to $15,016,605 an 56,027 producing
acres, or an average gross of $5268.50 per acre, 3. decrease of 86,702,725
over crop year 3.952.
_I_a_ivestcck
Horses and males as work animals on the Islet-a Branch are just
about a thing of the past. Same saddle horses and a few aged animals are
about all that remain.
Beef cattle of all classes totaled 7,h55 as compared to 5,317
in 1952»
Dairy cattle, numbering 2,056, increaaed by same é? head 0%?
1952.
The number of sheep cccreaaed concidcrably daring the year,
from 431M) to 880 in 1953.
Hogs dccreaaed abcut half from 14,58 in 1952 to 20? in 1953.
In addition to the above, there were 13,819 chickens and lul_h
turkeys.
Methods of Irrigation
The. three methods cf irrigation prescntly practiced are: (l)
the border or tablet method, wherein a well—leveled tract of land currcnnded
by retaining borders on the sidcs and ends is flooded to a. depth of three or
four inches. This type of irrigation, at one time conmn to all crops on
4:18

this project, is now used only in the irrigation of hay and small grains;
(2) border method, whereby water is introduced to furrows plough“ 36
inches from center to center, sub-irrigating the roots of the crop ylantcd
on the ridges. Corn, 962! per cent of the truck crops, and 65 per cent of
the cotton grown are irrigated in this manner; (3) the cantaloupe bed
mathcd, in which the land is laid out in beds from 1:8 to 90 inches in
width with fin-rows between, for the purpose of conducting water slowly
along their borders, allowing it sufficient time to sub. The length of
these rows or beds seldom exceeds 1,000 feet and probably averagea about ,
L50 feet. This method is naed for bedding; and irr_ gating approzdmatcly M
35 per cent of the cotton, and on all melon crops.
Use of siphcns made of rubber, plastic and lightweight metals,
ranging in ciao from 1 1/2 to 10 inches in diameter, for transferring
irrigation water from farm ditches to crop rows, is contirmaljs inn-casing,
and many of the water users have abandoned the use of ram ditch turnouts
entirely, Also, concrctc lining of farm ditches is increasing, This in ,
especially true for water users having irrigation walls for 11cc as a ,
supplemental supply during allotment periods.
Canal and Lateral Maintenance
Bragline No. 29, Northweat, with 1 1/1; CY bucket was operated 36
shirts cleaning channel and raising banks on 2.78 miles of camls and \
laterals. 31,800 cubic yards of material was moved and placed at an aver- K
age cost of $4314 per cubic yard. Dragline No. 20 was also operated 113 ‘ _ 5
shifts raising banks on 1.01 miles of laterals. 3519 cubic yards of Myth : . ‘ L
was loaded on trucks anti hculed to place. Cost of loading material was ' $.156 per cubic yard.
P and H Dragline No. 85 with 3/2. CY bucket was operated 33 shifts
on the Guadalupe and Island Main laterals and the Franklin Canal, cleaning
mos miles of channel and raising banks. 23,100 cubic yards of material
were removed at a cost of $071 per cubic yard.
Ruth No. 10 was oysratcd 52. shifts cleaning 30.52 miles of lateral
banks at an average cost of $68.15 per mile. 36,2;00 cubic yards of material
were moved at a coat of $5.057 per cubic yard. 60.11; miles of canal and
lateral banks were leveled and operating roads watered by one 12—7, one D-b,
Caterpillar, and one Til-ll, International Tractor with angle dozer attach~
ments to facilitatc the machine cleaning and weed ccntrol programs. A
total of 95,719 cubic yards of material was moved. This name equipment
moved 5 ,000 cubic yarda of material in raising and repairing lateral and
canal banks in four locations.
Ono Oliver and one Ford tractor with mower attachments, out
willows, weeds, grass and dry weeds on 116.2 miles of canal and lateral
banks at an average coat of $16.86 per bank mile.
One Bean Power Sprayer with ZOO-gallon tank mounted on a 14:02:: i
truck chassis, and one: Hardie Power Sprayer mounted on a awton truck ?
treated 740.6 bank miles of canals and laterals with fortified oil ans!
«5.
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water emulsion at am avarage mat of $16.72. per bank mile; 9122.”? channel
miles Inf canals and later-29.153 IIri'I‘Jh fortified oil at an average cost of
$58333 per channel 111118; 52.8 bank miles ()3? canals and latamls. with 2,543
in water at an awrage seat of $21036 per bank mile. The same Sprayers used
ave: pcwr burners aEIIIIIIId of apraying operations on the winter cleanup program
bum'zezii 2233.68 miles-3 (bank) (335‘ cana_s and laterals at an average mat of
$7.63? 9 ~33“ bank milé. Dry weeds and trasih were remaved. by hand methods from
1243 I13 311.1183 01‘ Games; and lé__i_f'al channel during; the winter cleanup program
and 330 cubic yards: of loo .36 trash were: removed by hand methods from 5.80
321.1333 of Framilin Cami]. chmmel in the City of E1 P330.
71 01d timber turnouts were rep] awed by screwlift gates and
wwwmwkw pipe. under the»: participating prmjram in much tha water user
the I: am and the m, mae of materi all and labar is fur_is had by
=3 new Imrew ‘ ammonia were installed; ‘7 turmut_ were
aII Lacasticms; ma_a? rapairg Imre made an 28 turnoutm minor
5 I 99 tammu‘bs; am_ $3 22151 aband_neu timber twnauts mere
azrvz'zizi‘ete lateral checks were replacad by
i3..a,;erII.1 ahecks received major
_ whbwgd type be: screw-lift germs with
ISImi_th sham ti} mg amp—off walls; ami
ui ‘I‘dl Chnch’n‘a
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mnembe (Imam
("imvezrtmi f
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11,1A6 gophara were trapped.
Tm lateral wastewaya were mplaced anal 9 lateral wastamya
ware mpaim:i.
1.088 limal feet (91' reinforced concrete pipe in sizes of 12"
to 36“ diameter, 6,538 line-a1 feast of rainferced aonc’rate sheet piling 3“
thick in widths of 8" and 12“ am I. to 11. feet. lengths, and 79 steel and
concrste turnouts, were marmfaetured in the Yeleta yard. Each turmt
is east in a monolith which includes a. screw-lift. mm}. gate, a reinforced
headwall and faur feat of reinforced conemte pipe. 652 lineal feet at”
3" to 12" metal encased reinforced concrete round piling were mamfaeturad
in the Islam yard.
In acmnqaliatment of the above work, 73,067 board feet of new
anal used lumber, $1,728 lbs. 91' reinforcing 236981, and 3,105 sackn at
amen: were used. 513,70 cubic yards of congrats were placed.
D’J'ainage Szgtem Maintananee
Herthwest Dragline No. 20 with 1 l/i; (I! bunket apera’aed 68 shifts
cleaning 11.07 miles; 91‘ drain charmel at an average cost. of $218.61 per mile».
68,5»‘00 cabin yards at gilt and cavad material were moved at an average cast
of $335 per cable yard.
P and H Bragline No. 85 with 3/1; C! bucket. was operated 60 shifts
cleaning 9.05 1311163 of citrain channel at an average coat of $2615.90 per mile.
142;)00 cubic yards ef silt and caved material were moved at an average nest
of $.05? Per cubic yard.
Caterpillar 'Eractor D7 and International Tractor $13—14 were
eperated 53 shifts preparing 37.76 miles of aperatimg wads in connection
with draglim operations and the: weed control pmgrm. Trees and brush
were renewed from drain banks and numerous washes were backfilled. Average
cast of 33%.60 per mile. £5,200 cubia yards of material were moved at an
average east of $.035 per whit: yard.
These aame tracters were used 8 shifts backfilling various drain
Structures. 2900 cubic yards of material was moved at an average cost of
@098 per cubic yard.
Three old open—type flames and timber bridges were replaced by
corrugated metal pipe culverts; and earth backfill. New concrete pipe _umes
were installed in tbs earth backfill. Nine corrugated metal pipa culverts
replacing timber briziges were installed. Major repairs were made on 3
culverts. Two timber bridges: were removed.
Ten old span-wtype mum»: war-a replaced with corrugated mam]. pipe
and metaslmencased cancrete piling benta. Major rapairs were made on five
flumes; and two abandoned _umes were removed.
4:14
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Cost of Operation and Main’bexmnee
15mm Briggg
$5222,
gamma-913mm Sy_'w_“
Property MapS, _emrcm, and Spacfwl Reports 35 A,Al&.23
Samara} and Adminiatrative 57,69h—39
Gperation - Canala and Laterals 97,227.89
Maintenance w Canals and Laterals 134,760.15
Maintenance m Brains 21,52hak9
Replacements & improvements ~ Canals & Laterals 52,618.91
Replacgmantg & improvwmant_ w Drainage Sy_tam 15,2A3.93
$333gh33.95
65,856.02
10,2009hé
$59,5h_oé_
$69,000.0Q
A5905?
”he rapl&39*' Li_gmavement prugram during
gxcal candit_an 6f irrigatimn and drainage
rements and Should be
ugmtinuatimn a"
ily improved t?
but was $h0?%
Gonside? was ati had with rsfarence to anonm
,_gauate " iich ch&nnels through syatematic
, g.ies, but ageds in be expanded. Narmal
afactory ratay axcept far riprap requi?ed
‘ld ha increanedn
Aga waad @
agntinued ,
abructure_ V_idh
ha Br&nah equipment centiwued at a
793% $0 meat all requirements fer the
3311‘0 gram K.
During tag 19’3 9
'gb These were primal»
.i _agired reaults could bg Obtdi__d by sy_tematic and routine control,
Arcana 915 bank miles vf the distribution sy_tem and over 119 miles of
_raing wave treated, at a tatal cosh 0f $20,061.
wed acnirml prsgrmn, _vx? types uf central were
,ly concentrated an eertain ditches to finé Out
,
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An ax$ensive program was scheduled and budgatad with _nnds
avuiiahla 3311 in advance of actual operation3. This involved dormant
spraya using 2,439 in the spring and fall to control willows and salt cedar.
An oilmwater emulsion was the principal spray auxing the growing aeason,
except for one sectaon of canal selected for mowing. Th3 spray areas were
scheduled far 1reatment onca @very three weeks for seven applicatiena.
A139, 33mg miscellaneous spraying of cattai.ls with straight fartified oil
3n£ 333a mowing 0f ditch banks was 3chedu1nd. Drains that Nara in the
pazat infez 3133 with payrotmfeather were 3_gai.n scheduled for sp3t treatmant,
and a section 3f Qua drain thrmu 2h a suburban area was treated exten31131y
00 gonbwel all grmwth.
’Ehe prngra.m was quite .uccezaiulg however, due to Shortage 0f
33 neceasary is do mare miscellaneous spot
.3 in the ditch bottoms than schs_uled. Thi_
M,
31 3331111
a seven applications planned to five; but even
"3 m11nt31le .
-1
3% gm__m_
years of mashine 3p3ration, chemical
g; the distvibution system mas been abaut
wnicn 0333; together with sows 339d3 and
Since sheir removal, Jahnsan grasa
and 0311 13 339 starting spat growth in
,1 1MB sehedule tried thiB year cantrolleé
33% 13 3313: the whole distribution
I wing , azcld bu
war 3331 c Lrad mi 1min
D333 cavere 3 L113 entir
kam over
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OPERATION AND MAINTHNANCE 0F lthGATIUN SYSTEM — 1953
IAS GRUCES BRANCH
General Conditions
The most important factor pertinent to the operation of the
Las Cruces Branch is and apparently always will be the prospect for
irrigation wtter during the year. While the storage carryover from
1952 was far below average it was sufficient to make the first irrigation and to carry the Branch along until the spring run—off was realized.
Thio was also below average and below expectation.
Tho conveyance of pumped water through the Bureau of Reclamation canals and laterals was again necesaary to raise a normal crop.
Thia called for close cooperation between Bureou personnel and water
moors; however, with a few minor exceptions this was accomplished
without difficulty on either tide.
The Log Crucea Branch consists of two long, narrow valleys
borders“ on each side by desert mesa land and in swia place: by lowa
lying hills. Th8 Rio Grande flows through these valloys, dividing the
farm lands and m_king it necessary to convey the irrigation water over
the river through flames or under in siphons.
The Caballo storage dam is the point from which release 13
made. 9ercha Dam, the first diversion dam on the river, is 2913 miles
below Caballo and garves to divert water to the canal and lateral
system for the entire Rincon Valley. Leasburg Dam, the divereion point
for the upper part of the Mesilla Valley, is h9.3h river miles from
Caballo Dam. Mesilla Dam, serving the lower part of tho Mesilla Valley,
is 70.62 river miles from the point of release.
Diversion dams serve an extensive network of canals, laterals,
community and private ditches. A community ditch, as the name implies,
is one that is owned and operated by two or mars water users and often
a source of irritation both to the users and to Bureau personnel.
The great distance of water travel creates a problem in the
operation of this Branch. It is often the case that when water is
released, and before it has had time to reach the water user, a change
in weather such as frost or rain makes it an unwanted commodity;
therefore, it is a loss as there are no points where it can be impounded.
It becomes and is very aptly namad "waate water."
Transportation is sufficient in these two valleys; they are
traversed by railroad, truck, and bus lines; also, there is an airport
near [as Graces with a daily ochedule connecting with transcontinental
travel to the north and south. The State and County highway systems
have been improved during the past year and are now ample to care for
all traffic and movement of crops from farm to market.
4' (‘l
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Labor was available in sufficient quantity to fit the mods
of both the Bureau and the farmer. Extra laborers were imported from
Mexico to take care of the rush seasons during cotton chopping and
picking. The importation of laborers from Mexico is becoming more
involved and expensive each year. For- thia reason farmers are finding
ways: of ingurmring; machine methods for burning weeds and for chopping
and picking the crop of cotton. Many fields were: picked entirely by
machine.
weather Conditions
The: last. killing spring from was on April 13, and the
weather was Imfavomble throughout. the spring with high winds prevailing, making it very difficult to garb tho crops to a stand. 346W
replanted cotton twigs. Ideal weather was the rule through the summer
and fall, making up in part the time lost. at. the beginning of the
growing seasson. The first. in_ow-freezing weather was October 2‘7,
followed by a killing frost on November 9. The Weather continued good
throughout. the entiro harvest mt!) very little rain to imempt tho
cotton picking.
Hailatoms did about the usual amount of damage. The largest
acreage involved was north of Lao Crucos 9.10m; the east side of the
valley, botween Dona Ana and Leaaburg, when on June 11 about 12A8'awes
were damaged. Also, on August 20, 539 acres near Hatch were: 6mged..
A total of 2277 acme of cotton war-a damaged in the two valley-a. ”95%
of this was covered by insuranco, a total of @131,03A.6£p being 329.341
the: farmers to reimburse their Loss.
Total precipitation for the year was 3.71 inches; 1.31 Of
this fall in July. Evaporation was 100.51. inches. The maudmnm
immature was 105° on June 23rd. The mm was 1° on December 21.1311.
These data were furnished by the State College near Las Graces, New
Mexico.
Qand Irri gator}.
The Las Crueaa Branch extends from Percho Dam in Sierra
Bounty, New Maxim, 22.13 river miles from Cabana Dam, through Dona
Ana County, New Mmdco, and a part of El Paso County, Texas, to a
point 110 river miles from Caballo Dam near El Paso, Texas. This
area is krmwn as the Rincon and Mesilla units. The Stand in the two
New Zviezdco counties comprises ”uh"; Elephant Butte Irrigation District.
The land in El Paso County, Texas, is part. of the El Paso County
Water haprovement District. No. 1.
4:16
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The Rincon unit includes all the irrigable land in the Rincon
Valley and extends fram Percha Dam to Tcnuco, New Mexico, containing a.
total of 230,562.; acres of which 18,106 acres were irrigated in 1953,
3,A1h in Sierra County and 1h,692 in Dona Ana County.
The Mesilla. unit includes all the irrigable land in the
Mesilla Valley and extends from Leasburg Dam downstream 63 river miles
to near E1 9&30, Texas. This unit ccmprlses a total of 93,793 acres,
of which 85,576 were irrigated in 1953, 75,939 in Dona Ana Ccunty, New
Mexico, and 10,637 in El Peso County, Texas.
The Las Cruces branch comprises a total of 111+,357 irrigable
acres of which 103,682, including suspended irrigated lands, we irrigated in 1953, 93,016 in New Mexico, and 10,637 in Texas. This represents an increase cf 1,308 acres as compared to 1952.
Canal eratiogg
The Les Grucee Branch maintains its main office in Les Graces,
New Hence, with storage yard and shops in connection. There is also a
small au_liary office and yard at Hatch, New Mexico, under the direction
of a. watcmaster. Through these headquarters are handled all the _eld
werk necessary for the operation and maintenance of the Branch, under
the direction of an Irrigation Superhrtendent.
Water deliveries are rr'mde direct from canals and laterals to
fame or to commnity ditches. A modified rotation system of deliver»
ing water- is adhered to as nearly as possible. Successive irrigaticns
prcgrees from the upper to the lower end of the ditch. In this way the
irrigation Operator or patrolman can give closer attention to all irriga—
tions and can check the flow and time more closely. Charges to water
users are based on irrigation operatcre' reports which record the rate
of flow and length of time water is delivered. Streams are checked by
current meter measurements by hydrographers, ‘wetemasters, and irrigation
operators. There were 2119 such measurements made during 1953. Water
releases are made at Caballo Dam and are mortally changed twice a week
to meet irrigation requirements. The amount to be diverted in the Las
Cruces Branch at Pare-ha, Leasburg, and Mesilla Dams is determined by
advance orders which are placed with the irrigation operators by water
users. The orders are stunned up by the irrigation operators and
reported to the Las Cruces office where they are checked by the watermaster who in tux-n transmits the delivery requirement by telephone t9
the Project hydrcgrapher in E1 Peso.
Greys
The Les Crucee Branch comriees a total irrigated cultivated
area of 103,682 acres. A total of 8A,L,77 acres or 81.5 per cent were
planted. to cotton. Medium staple cotton was grcwn on 58,795 acres and
4:16
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praduuod 75,305 BOO—lb. bales. A tatal of 15,979 bales of long staple
cotton was grown on 25,682 aurea. The average yield of medium staple
catton was 1.29 bales per acre in New Mexico and 1.15 balaa per acre
in the Taxaa aeotion, resulting in an average grass revenue, ineluding
seed value, of $55 per acre. Long staple cotton had an average yield
01.59 bales per acre in the New Mexico section and .72 bah: per aero
in the Texas area, The average gross revenue for long stagle uottoa,
including seed, was $262 per acra. Total cottan and seed value far 1953
amounted to $21,750,929.50 for the Branch. This was an average of $25?
per acre.
Alfalfa hay, the second largest crop, produced £9,722 tons
an 12,732 acres. The: grass return on this crop was $1,199,225, average
per acre @924.
Gross return from 1711 acres of emmnercial truck and vegetables
was eatimatad at $811,110, average per acre of $A7h.
Total value of all crops raised during the 1.953 irrigation
saason in the Lets Graces Branch amounted to $25,055,823 on 102,1;914
producing acres, or an average gross of §2m58 pear acre.
Live sto ck
Dairy cattle in 1953 mambered 2,885 which was mare than the
2, 503 reported in 1952.
Beef cattle of all classes totalled 83l+51 head compared ta
6,326 in 1952. The 1953 total includzas 2122 head fed for market.
Total number of bags in 1953 was 1538 compamd to 1,815 in
1952.
The umber of sheeap in 1953.was 3,06% head as cempared to
3,518 in 1952.
Poultry shamed am, over-all increase aver 1952. There was an
increase of about 15,727 in the {umber of chickens amd turkeys produced
but the munber of geese was incraased appro_mately 127,156.
Eathods of Irrigation
Alfalfa. and other hay crops are irrigated by the border mathocla
The preference for row crops is for the single—listed furrow, with the
single row planted on ma head between the furrows. Because of the small
stmams from the walls and the general shortage of water, the tendency
during the year was to confine irrigation to fewer furrows in an attempt.
to econon_ze on water. Some farmers lined their farm laterals with
concrate €30 facilitate the handling and saving of water. A contracting
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compamr has been operating in the valley far the past three years doing
this type of work. Theta are a. _aw water users placing their ditches
under ground with germ: plate cutlets.
Land leveling and land planzmg with heavy equipment. are still
very popular and facilitate greatly the conservative use of water.
Maintenance
The outstanding phase of the maintenance program is the
raplacement of timber turnouts with precast. concrete pipe and haadwalls.
During the year, 381 installatians of this type were made. Tm greater
portion of these turncuts were aquippeci with metal screw gates furniahed by the water users; however, a few were equippad with timber
gates and frames. Over a period of nine years, approximately 2800 timber
turnouts have been replaced with permanent type strucmres.
There wars 2h. timber checks replaced by concrete. Seventeen
timer bridges were replaced with generate: pipe, and hi; timber bridges
with corrugated metal pipe. 761 square yards of concrete lining was
repaired. Seventy two square yards of new lining.
For the raplacament of timber turnouts and bridges 7,253
linear feet of concrete pipe, and 388 headwalla were precast in the
' Las graces Yard; over 60% of these were of the Elwinch diameter.
Weeds were remuved from 895.90 miles 01' canal and lataral
banks at a. cost of $4333.29 per mile. Silt was removed from 222.16 miles
of canals and laterals at a coat of $109.62 per mile. 23,237 feet of
channel protection was placed at a cost. of $0.15+ per feet and 65.56
miles of bank was raised at a cost of $181433 per mile.
The Elephant Eutta Irrigation District hired the Fish and
Wildlife Service to trap 21,731 gophars; in addition, the District paid
a. baunty on 15,162 gophers. harrowing of animals in the banks of the
canal and latesral say-stem was the direct cause of 28 breaks; hcwever,
little _amage resulted, and the cost, 61’ repair was only $3867. 54.
The drainage aystem maintenance consisted of used removal from
5.63 miles: of drains at. a cost of $528.07 per mile, silt removal from
7.00 miles at a mat of $3223.11 per mile, and placement of 2790 feet of
channel protection at breaks into the drain, and 3.1.68 cu. yda. of fill
to repair these breaks. Corrugated mam]. pipes were installed ’99
replace 12 timber bridges , 2 _mues, and 11+ bridge and fluma cambinations.
Three new wasteway inlats were built.
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which are attached the spray 110225198. Additional equipment; canéiéte'
Control of work; planta and tall grasses: has increased thé
spraad» of Bermuda grass. As Bermuda grass prevents bank «realm and is
mt: enamel-ad a noxioua grass, this is desirable. An weaves Appmadw‘mately 5.1/2 aeras of curly duck infestation was treated in 1953+ Th: ‘
Agronomy Departmnt of the New Mexico A. & M. College cooperated on
‘ thiéprogram, Water users and irrigation district officials pmmte‘ an
emnsivs program of weed control.
Major weed~control equipment consisted of an 800—53137099ka
Sprayer on a 2443:: trunk, aquippad with necessary pumps and,1399mta
‘ .--gaf,,a half—track truck and two 2—1393: trucks, each equipped with \ 3:5“
‘3 pmpanep-butane tank and a beam having 20 to 30 burners. 011$ 12 9k! 311%!)
ditch bottom burmrs was used. Alao used was an Uliwr 66 tractar
equipped with a heavy duty mower. '
It. was cancludad that spraying should begin men weeds. and 1
' : grasses are about 3 inches high. Spray should be applied at thrée- ' week intervals or until the rent system is weakened. Due to the: hot '
weather and long growing season, more than four applications of ciland
one burning are required each year to give adequate control. A mmbeiof combim’sions at spray mixtures were tried with the following .
yconclusion: 6% Pants: chlor phenol (pomiered form) 1 part triton x l__
ahdi‘QO gal. water ab. 10 gal. oil. ‘l‘his conclusion is in agreementth
1989
1 <2“*sjmdies made by New Hence W College.
Butane—13191323113 burning is very satisfactbx'y as a control‘fx:
sin‘cewit both kills and dispows of the refuse. As Earning 'willf nbt
kill the mat system, Ramada will survive. The cost of butana- - _
propane: burning campares favm-ably with the lowest. cesium]. methods.j ‘
Total cast of the wead control program in 1953 was appraxi~
mately 3%?6,186.27 on this Branch. .
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SOIL m 15013138313 CONSERVATION OPERATIONS
The Soil and Moisture Program which has been in operation on
the ijoot since 1950 is set. up under the Woman's Operation and
Maintenance Branch to carry on special work in connection with protection
and more efficient operation of Bureau facilities. The program is financed.
with non-reimbursable appropriations and cooperative contributions anti is
directed primarily at occmnpliomm or work which comet be carried on
through use of regular 08M _mds. Qriginally the program was eatabliohod
as a function or the Regional office; however, in Jolly 1952 control of
funds together with certain administrative authority was delegated to the
Project.
A field office has been maintained in Lao Graces, New Hoodoo.
Two engineers and twporary survey and impaction assistants are moployed
under the direction of the Project Mamgor to conduct investigations,
make preliminary plans and reports, and supervise construction work.
Prior to 1952, work accomplished under the 58:14 Program included
oonotruotion by contract of tho Luooro Arroyo Dike, Wasteway and related
structures for protection of the Leaaburg Canal; airplano spraying with
2,1943 of 1800 acres of salt. cedar infestation in the upper reach of the
Gaballo Reservoir; and general investigations covering Picaoho Arroyoami
other problem areas throughout the Project. Insofar as practicable; work
has been accomplished in cooperation with other Federal and State agerioiso
and local water Roar-5' organizations.
Early in 1952 the Plan Report for Control of the Picacho Arroyo
System was completed and submitted to the Regional Office and Gomisoioner‘s
Staff for review and approval. Additional data pertinent to Justification
and design of the work were compiled as required and su‘mnittad to the
offices ooncorneé.
Work Progam - 1252
Bid: were opened for con_bruction of the North Branch Dam under
Speci_cations No. Bit-3856 on January 8. Low bid of $66,278 was oubmitted
by Pecos Valley Comtruchion Company of Carlsbad, New Mexico. Contract
awarded and Notice to Proceed. was issued by the Chief Enginaer on
January 19. All work oompleted and accepted on September 23. Final
contract amount was $65,591.58.
Bids for construction of Earthwork and Structures for Hastoway
Channels, in oonneetion with the Pioacho Arroyo Control System, Specifica—
tions Mo. DC~393A, were opened on May 3.1+. Evans and Shaffer of Mosilla. Park,
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New Maxim, ambmhted the 3.01»: bid, $39,826» 58.011.11.211“ Engineer awarded
the? mntract and 2131mm! Noti :33 ten Proceed can June 9.1111 work on this
fez-21311313 completed an October 171. Final nontract coat was $111,030.56.
£81115: fer canatructian of Pieaaho South D3111 under _paeificexbiona
1113,15‘341092 1 13m; apeneci on September 1.. Law bid of 11119, 685.119 was 3111:»11:33 :3 by Witt. 331:1 House, Inn: of Garlaba :1, New Mexico. Cantract. gwarded
1101" 53:3 to _owed is: 1113111 by Chiaf Enginear 0n Sapkember 2.8. At the
1-111” >1 the 313513: the mark was approximately 69% complete.
*> 1113
Raconstmctisn m? Wasteway 1101. 39 f”rom the Picacho Lateral to
2:111 E3210 Grand: was Startm in Member. T1113 1151319: , 391135.31;ng :33? cleaning
1:
mm? amiarging this 311311111311, 1.31 being done by Govarmxlent farms.
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OPERATION AND WRENCH 0F POW AND STORAGIE SYSTEM 1953
mmm BUTTE BRANCH
1. Power Plant Qgeration
The power plant was in nontixmous apex-mien throughmt the year.
Low reservoir storage and msul’eant low operating head continued to be
faetars affeating plant operation. Transfer of water tram Elephant Butte
Reaemir to Camila Reservoir began on January 11», and endod on September 13..
Powax- was generated regularly during this period. Pam was: generated for
short. pericds only during peak loads or system margenciea for the remainder
of the year.
Water used for generation munteci to 531,372 acre-feet. Ne
water was lay—passed. Maximum capacity of the plant occurred on the last
day of January with a capability of 15,200 kilowatts. The minim capacity
was cm the last clay of September with a capability of 5,200 kilowatts.
2. Power Sggtem gperation:
The Elephant Butte: Power Plant was ogaarated as a unit. of the
power pool compasecl of the plants of the Gommmity Public Semiw Compaw
at Silver Bity, lordsbm'g, Alamogordo, and _uid/aw; Public Service Cmapw
of New Mexico plants at Deming, Albuquerque, Santa. Fe,'Bernali-1jla and-Balm;and the plants of the El Paso Electric Company at. El Paso, Texas. . ‘
Maintenance programs at. the variou_ plants were planned dud
schduled in advance, and were coardinated to provide continuous dependable
service on the system as a mole.
Hot, dry weather over the entire system during June and July
resulted in high pewer loads: and overheating of equipment. All of the
generating capacity on the: System was required 3.": times to supply the
system demand.
A new 20,000 kilowatt. generator was placed in service at the
Person Plcant of the Public Service Company of New Mexico in Albuquerque
on (Dumber 3.7.
3. Plant Maintenance
Normal maintenanw was performed on the generating units and
plant auxiliary equipment. during the year. Some minor welding repair war}:
was done on all units, but none of the unita were dismantlecl for complete
overhaul. Considerable mark was done on reconditioxdng the turbine runner
which was removeci from the N0. 1 _ni‘b durim 1952. The No. 2 turbina was
uncoupled tram the generator on September 3.3., anal the No. 2 generator was
operated as a synchronous condenser- for the remindsr of the year.
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h. Transmiaslog Linea
Regular patrols of all transmission lines were made throughout
the year. Patrol roads W$re maintained, gates were repaired and rebuilt,
and ground resistance studies were made. Approximately 75 cross arms
and 165 insulators were replaced during the year. Other maintenance
consisted of reatapling ground wires, tightening hardware, repairing
conductors, and elsaning brush from around structures.
5. Substations
All substations were inspected at frequent intervals. Substation
grounds were cleaned and treated with weed killer. Normal maintenance was
performed at all stations. Am the Deming Substation 115 kv fuses were
installad betwean sectionalizing switch number 361 and the Bureau trans—
formars. Supervi$ery and telemetering equipment at all substations was
maintained. Minnr changes were made in supervisory and telemetering
circuits at several substations after the initial months of operatinn of
the equipment indicated such changes to be desirable.
é. Elgghant Butte Dam and C_gg
Two bulldozers were used to clean the river channel hetwsen the
R10 Grands bridge below the puwer plant and the Cuchillo Creek bridge,
where sand bars had built up. An outside storage platform adjacent to tha
warehouse was conatructed t0 provide badly needed additional storage space.
Sandblasted, painted, and maintained as required both sluiceways, balanced
valves and related surfaces. Modified piping in power plant pump room for
connectian to water treatment plant. Began overhauling hydraulic operating
cylindara on sluice gates. Numerous signs were constructed and installed.
Buildings Hera repaired and painted as required. Necessary maintenance
was performed on water and sewer lines. Grounds were maintained and
routine camp operatian and maintenance was carried on.
7. Caballo Dam
Painting of both inside and outside of the 30” Bonita lateral
pipe waS completed during 1953. Sandblasting and painting were dens as
required on service gates, gate chamber and adjacent metal surfacas in the
outlet tunnel, on spillway gates and on other metal surfaces as indicated.
Guide rollers on the spillway gates were drilled, pressure type grease
fittings installed and adjustments made for improved operation. Gasoline
engines for gate and float well operation were overhauled. Rock drilling
and blasting operations were carried on at the old quarry to provide large
rock for future riprap to be placed in the Percha Arroyo diversion channel.
Routing operations and maintenance were carried on.
r
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3‘6316631" contract. supplements were negotiated with the; fouowing
custmmer_ t0 pxavide far purchase by the Bureau and delivery to the
custmmer, Wham required, of extraocost energy, with provision for renn—
bursemgnt t0 the Em 833,11 for such augcra east:
City in? Truth "VP Sonseauencas
Centr&l Ngw Mexiem blectric Coaperative
Columbus " ”
Stem; County ” ”
Sierra ‘3 “
Socerrc *3 “
Supplement H09 1 % megotiahuu with P1ains.Electric G & T
zaara_ivra cm Contract Nam Air’é_zv—JQS m . we} the minimum purchase:
3:23.109 33'? the, United States under _ne basin} gantraci; and, ing‘teem,
’ 0 far the gala of surplus pmwa? ané eneygy by either party
“My; as availau
atzg£i w1A_Lzaeaiis
ervice
“nagmtia’crad with P 1:53.310 :3
‘ t No. 378r~347g
cancelied Gantraa
51 gay the United States
charges 0f fgcilities new
intarcannection.
Pubi‘uia rim??? ' '
m i in he?
.7118!” (3115?!
a? by eithsr party
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SUBSTATIONS OPERM’ED BI BUREAU OF BEGIAMATIOE
Rio Grande Power Project - Dacember 31, 1953
1193162: and 1!
mpg“ a Hm :Pr; See. Tgr.:ln Service
1‘ V
R19 Grands Elephant. Butte RP.
Deming
Central
PM Springs
mute“ Sancla
3 Hellman Air Base
‘ rmmgordo v
Hot Springs
' Albuépxerqua
Hally_ood
Damp Am.
Belch
Willard
: K?
(6.9-115
6.9.13.8
6.942.”?
115—1328
115-69
13.24.!»
1154241.?
115—1353
115-32.. 5
115- 32.. 5—12 . an
115-23
115-h6.0—12.I+?
115-1247
115~115
115—115
1154:»
a “_rmsfomer Kn :
3-9,ooow
3633313115
14009136
3-1 . 500131315
3-2 , 500913345
a-azznmé
(3—5me
3’1, 5mm
34,0991191;
3-1,oe<3131m
14,0009!)
1-16, 250mm!
1-2,.00092315
None
None
1-7 , 500933,!
’(a) Will be removed from sender; when water canditiona impreva.
(b) 'Tramfomer pmp‘erty ofAir Force Base.
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Trans.
Trans .
Trans.
Trans.
Trans,
13:31.13 0
Trans.
Trans . ‘
Trans . ‘
Trans. 7
Tram.
: _end in
_ Eggs = Rummy a 893; as
Atbd.
Unattd. V.R.
12mm.
11mm. v.11.
Unattd. m.
’Umttd. VaR.
Ham‘s. v.3.
mm.
(mama. blame.
Unattd. yLaB..QQ
mum.
Switching Point
Switching Point
Trans.
Umtté. L.R.C.
13-le
11-2740 (a)
7—31-46
$16-14
9-1941
11-2740
9-11.47
10-25-62
#3068
6-11-59
3-7—51
new;
7-1.3???1
MM?
6-33?”
9~16—52
(a)
(h)

WSSION LINES OFERATED BY BUREAU OF REGIMATIOF!
Rio Grands Power Project, Elephant Butte, New Max:109
December 31, 1953
Fusion & z =VoltagOSCapaci‘by : :Suppcrting sch-«zit : P1309116 in
m gust : Line me3 : (va :19 watts = Conducts” :Stmeturu : 111105
5 Region Elephant Butte Purplnt.-—Las Graces Sub. 115 21.25 a * A033 0 Wood H-Fm. 3.11. 212-110-113
'310 Elephant Butte Purplnt.—Hot Sprgsdct. 115 15(0)M Cu. 2 0 Wood H—Frm. 9/1951111
. 06mm» Hot Springs “1.41:1; Syringe Sub. 115 3(a)“ 1051 1/0 Wood Polo 1.6 3/ 751
Hot Springs Jet-Deming Sub. 115 15k)“ Cu. 2/0 Wood mm. 73.1 9/19/11
Deming sum-central Sub. 115 7.5(a)* Cu. 2/0 Wood mm. 1.2.32 9/18/11
Dona Ana Sub.-White Sands Jet. 115 12.5.01?1 Cu. 2/0 Wood H—Frm. 19.85 Oct. 191.5
white Sands Jam-white Sands Sub. 115 3.0(a * On. 2/0 Wood a—m. 3.50 Oct. 1915
White Sands Jct.-Holloman Air Base Jet. 115 96(1)“ Cu. 2/0 Wood H-Fm. 36.73 7/18/13?
Romanian Air Base Jet. —Hol.10man Air
1‘ CO Base Sub. 115 1.5%? Cu. 2/0 Wood H—Fm. 2.33 7/8 17
- m Holloman Air Base Jct..-Ala.mogordo Sub. 115 5(a * ACSR 1/0 Wood H—m. 8.71 12 17 1.7
Alamgordo Sub-Holman] Sub. 115 2(a)* Assn 1/0 Wood H—Frm. 38.96
119an: Butte Mplnt.'-So¢orro Sub. 115 16(0)! 1053 1/0 Wood H—Fm. 71.89 1/30/19
Socorro Sum-Belem Sub. 115 23.75%)” Assn 397.5 Wood H-Fm. 1.0.87 12/9/51
Belem Sub.—Albuquerque Sub. 115 16.25“)“ ACSR 397.5 Wood a—m. 35.80129/
Balm Sum-Willard Sub. 115 7.5km» Assn 1/0 wood H—P‘m. 53.0 9 15 52
Elephant Butte mum—Hot Sprgs.3ub. 13.3 1(b) en. #2 Wood polo 33%:3111/17/10
h .
4“ Petersen 0011
W- Pet-ersen Coil 1 O_GW
20.) 24mm transformer rating.
1:; Facilities available but not in service.
(0 Design capacity.
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OPE_A’x‘ION AND MAHTENANCE 0F IRRIGATION 53mm .. 1954
Lee emcee Bremen!
Geaerel angitioge
The water users and Bureau personnel again Show. a
severe yeer Iran the paint. of available water eupplm in feet
the storage water uerryevar was no limited that. even the tint
irrigatim had to be made with e (ruminating: of water pumped
from 33m wells and water _rm the storage supplym
This cit-ought. eonditien was greatly alleviated from
mid amer on by some provideutiel unaware, that. net only bone.
fited the amps direct; but also eeueed needs in the Ric Grando
which were diverted and need to 360d advantage. So, with the
limited storage water, water gamed from fem walla, and can.
veyed in part. through the project. annals and laterals and the
emu shewera, a cambineticn that made poeaibla the predec—
tion at one of the beat. yeilding crops ever produced by this
Branch.
The Lee Graces Brena}: consists of two 1mg, narrow
valleys bordered on each aside by desert mesa land and in same
places by law—lying hills. Tim Rio Granule flows thmugh these
valleys, dividing the farm lands and making 5.1; neaeeeery to
pen the irrisa_'ken water War the river threugh 1‘1er me
under the river humus}! ”phone.
‘ The WW9 storage dam is the point mayhem re.
lease is nude. Perehe Dam, their“ diversion dagggm' the
river, is 2.13milee helm: cabana and serves ta d_e_ water
to the canal and lateral system. fer the entire mace Valley.
Leaehur'g Dam, the _vereian point far the upper part of the
Hee_la Valley, is $9.31; river miles free; Gabello Ben 'Heni‘
lie Dam, serving the lever pm at the _ssilla Valley, is
’10. 62 river miles treat the point. of release. Diversion dew
serve an extensive_mtwrk of emale, laterale, comm’ay and
private ditches» A emunity diteh, as the name implies, in
one that. is mag: and operetml by two or mere water; users anti
often a source at irritation bath to the news and Bureau yereonnel_
The great. distance of water travel. areate‘s a. problem.
in the opera_an of this Bremen. If. is often the case that
when water is released, and before it has ma time to reach the
water- user, a change in weather mach 3e treat or rain, melee: it
an miwanted commodity; therefore it is a lane ate there are no:
storage baa‘lne where it. ear: be impounded» It becomes and is
very eptly named “waste water".
Transportaticn is sufficient; in these two valleys;
they are travozrmaé by railroad, truck, and has 11mm} also,
there is an airport near _ag Graces with a daily schedule eonmating with tranenentinen‘sal travel to the north end south.
The State. and county highway systems have been improved during
the past year and are new ample ta care for all tratfic and
mavemem. 91‘ crops from farm to market.
3.7
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Labor was aniloblo in outfioiont quantity to fit the
mode of both the Bureau and the format. Extra laborers were
imported from Maxim to hike oars of one rush ooonono dwing
cotton chopping and puking. Tho intimation of laborers m.
Mexico in booming More gmlvod and mambo «ooh you. For
than reason {armors on finding way: of improving mohino mm.
ads for burning woods and {or chopping and picking the crop of _
cotton. Many fields mm piokod entirely by machines. The moon»
inn method has loot no!“ of its popularity, unions format im—
provements in tho machine» are accomplished, hand plotting will be
the favorite way of hex-vowing. the ootton orop depending of course
on tho availability of labor.
W
The last killing spring trout was on April 2, and the
Heathen: was ideal throughout the spring with oomo high vivid: but
very little replanting. was nooooom. Idoal weather was the
role through the mar md £311. 2116 first. below freezing woo,thor was Oct». 30, tollowod by light intermittent“. Mata until
Nov. 3.9, whom there was a killing frost. The weather oontinuad
good throughout the entire harvest wnh vary littlo rain to in.
termt tho ootton pianos, yet for some unknown reason the grades
worn Very low. » ‘
_ailatomo did about. the usual amount. or own. The
largest across!) involved was near Hotel: in the Macon valley,
when on_oy- 1;? about. $91 our“ mm amgod. A total 0190
losses wore _Mporood tanking 2851; acres of oobton owned in
the we valloys. Moot. a: this was covered by humans!” soot-‘31
of $109,078.12 "mm paid om forum to reimburse #2102330“.
Toto}, prooipitatioo for one your was 5.82 inch“, 1.35;
of this tell in August.‘ Evaporation was 97.79 mohoo.’ Tho mad.man tmporaouro was mm on Juno 13th. The minimm woo 8*3 on Dec-ombor 29 and 30th.‘ Those data veto furnished by the State Bollogo
near La: Groom, Now Hexioo. .
3% 11'1“; got £1"
The Lao cruooo Brannon extends from Porch: Dam in Siam-a
County, Now Maxim, 2.13 rivor miles from Gaballo Dom, through
Dom Ana County, Hon Mexico, and a part of 1951 Pam: county, “Ems,
110 river miles from outwith Dam to a point. in E1 Pose; "Box”.
This area is Imam as the Macon and Emilia units. The land in
the two New Mexico counties compute” thermophaot mote Irr_ga—
tion District. who land in El Paso Emmy, Texas, is part. of the
E1 Paco County Water Improvomont Motrin No. 1.
The Rinoon unit inolndoa all tho irrigahlo land in the
Bloom Valley and oxbondo from Poroha Dan to Touuoo, new Mexico,
containing a. bowl or 20,5511. ooroa or union 16.7% inoroo were
iniiatod 1n 195A. This amount oonoisto of 3,028 in Sierra County
am 3,716 in Dona. Ana county.
The _otilla momma“ all the irrigablo land in tho
Nooilla Valley and wounds from Loaoburg Dan, 15 miles, above Lao
Graces, New Maxim), downtrom 63 river miles to and innludina
part. of the city of E1 Pose, Texas. This unit. oompriooo a total
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at 93,876 acres, of which 78,2h5 were irrigated in 195A, 69,090
in Dona Ana County, New Mexico and 9,155 in E1 9330 County, Texas.
The Las Crucea Branch comprinas a tatal of 11h,hh0
irrigable acres of whiah 9h,989 including auspandad irrigated
lands, wora irrigated in 1954, 85,83h in New Hexioo and 9,15§ in
Texaso This rapreaants a deureasa of 8,693 acrea as comparad to
1953.
Canal 0 stations
The Las Graces Branch maintains ita main offica in Lag
Crucea, New Mexicn, with storage yar_ and shopa in conn_ction.
Thare is also an auxiliary office and yard at Hatch, New Maxico,
under thn direction of a watarmaster. Through these headquarters
are handled all the field work necesshry for the operation and
maintenance of the Branah, under the direction of an Irrigation
Superintendent.
Water _eliverie_ are made direct from oanala and lat_
erals to farma or to cmmmunity ditches. A modified ratation
Sygtem of delivering water is adhared to as nearly 53 possible.
Succeasive irrigations _rogress from the upper to the inner and
0f tha ditch“ In thia way the irrigation operatsr and patrolman
nan give closer attentian to all irrigatiana and can check tha
flow ahd time more clesely. Charges to water users ara based on
irrigation oyerators' ragorts which racord the rate of flow and
length of time water is delivared. Strsams are checked by aur—
rent ma_a? measuremsnts by hydrographers, watermasters, and irrigatian ogera_ors. There ware 1382 such meaaurementa made during
195$; Water releases are made at Cahallo Dam and ara normally
changed twica a weak to meat irrigation requirements. Tha amount
to be div&rted in the Las Crucea Branch at ?areha, Leaaburg, and
Heeilla _aws is determine_ by advance orders which are placed with
aha irrigmtinn operatora by water usara. The orders are totalled
__ by the irrigation oparators and raportad to the Ias Graces ofiiae umwre they are checked by the ue_ezwmster who in turn transits the delivery requiremant by talwphone to the Project HydroW¢dphar in El Pasua
Crcgs
Tha Las Cruces Branch comprisas a twtal irrigated cultirated area of 9A,?89 acres. A total of 59,9?6 acres or 62.5 percent were planted to cattwn. Medium staple cotton was grown on
51,A39 acres, $6,809 in New Maxine and h,630 in Texas which produced 93,533 SOD—lb. bales. A total 0? 7,8A3 balas of long staple
Batten was grown an 7,937 acres, 6,601 in New Mexico, 1,336 in
Texaaa The average yield mf medium staple cotton was 1.81 bhlaa
par acra in New Mexico and 1.33 balas per acre in ?exas meetion,
yasulting in an averaga grams revenue, including seed valua of
$377922 per acra. Long staple cotton had an average yiald of .93
bales per acre in the New Mexico area and 1.12 bales per acra in
the Texas area. The average gross revenue for long staple cot~
tang including EEEd, was $36ha8h per acre. Total cotton and aaad
value far 195A amountad to $22,299,751.00 for the Branch. This
was an average of $375.57 per acre,
’ ‘7‘.
0 :4:5
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Alfalfa hay, the second largest crop, produa_d 72, 573
toms on 19,371. acres, 6t;,805 in How Maxine 7,768 in Texas. The
was return can this amp was 31, ?02,072.00 average per mm
7.31.. A swims infestation of the wallow clown- aphid was
noticed early in who wear and prams” to be a real threat to
alfalfa produauan in the mm to none. Spraying tor this in.
seat. is offoo_im but. the mm; 5.9 no high that it is prahibltivo.
The 94mm crap from A089 acres 2 a: whioh ware in the
“runs portion or him human, groaaad‘_.99h,959.00 at an warms
mum: per mm a! Mme.
Gran "tum tram 2,213 auras o: ammonia}. truck and
vagatahlcs, 3 091 aurora 1n _aw Mexico, 122 unrest; in Tuna, was
estimated at 472,913.00 average per acre of $532.01. ‘_
Total value» of all crops raised during the 195‘» imgation «awn 1n the Las Grace: Branch emanated to $3,075,767.00
on 9h;969 producing acres, or an awrage gross of $295.5? per acre.
L; Vestock
Dairy aattle in 1951; numbered 2,6138 which was less than
the 3,885 reportad in 1953. (if this number 2,.33l. were in New Mex...
ice and 21a in Tana.
Beef cattle at all chums totalled 10,031 head compared
to 8,451 in 1953, or 8,832]. in New Memo, 1,210 in Twas. The 1951;
total includeu 3,315 head red for mark“.
Tam amber cf hogs in 1951» was 2,106 compared to 1,538
in 1953, or 1_,12J,;_were tron How Mexico, 982. from 1mg. ,
the amber a: nhoop in 1951+ ms 4,295 [mad as com?“ to
3,081. in 1953.‘ 01’ this number 1.,069 new in New Head.“ 'and 236 in
‘I’ms. :‘ ’
Poultry ahemd an over-a1]. decrease below 1953. Thurs ‘
was a deorcgaouof 313m 11+,6S9 in the number at chickens and turkey: produced and the number at geese was; deoreaaad‘_ppmmbely
17,312 alight}: ova: § of 1 percent of use poultry produced by the
branch were from the Texas pardon. "
Methods) of Emigatigg
Alfalfa and 0th” hay crops are irrigated by the harder
method. The preference for row amps is for thu single-listed
furrow, wits]: the 35.115161 row planted an the bed betwean the fur.
rows. Because of the swan atraaua from the wells and an: general
aha-tags cf water, that headway _rming the yam.- waa to confirm m1gation to fave! Imewa in an nttampt to economize on water. Some
farmers linez'i their farm laterals with concrete to facilitate the
handling and saving of water. A contracting company has been op.
erating in the valley for the) past four years _ning, this typo at work. Then are a few water users: placing their ditches under.
ground with aerate“ plate cutlets.
Land lavnling and land planing with hmwy equipment are»
still Very popular and facilitate greatly the conserVative use or
water.
0:46
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Ma aanoa
The outstanding phaaa of the maintenance pragram 1a the
replacamant of timhor turnau£a with precast concrete pipe and hand.
«@113. During the your A26 installations at this type utro made.
The greater portion or that” tumwta wen equipped with metal
screw gates furnished by the water users; however, a few were equipped with timbar gataa and frames. OVar a period a! ten years,
approximately 3,360 timber turnouts have been raplaaed with permoat type atmu_uros, .
“than were: 3.? thabar chucks replaced by commie. Sewn.
been timbor hridgea warm replacad with aonarata pipe, and $2 timber
bridges with aorrugatcd matal pipe. ; '
For the roplaeoment of timbar turnouts &nd bridgaa ?,525
linear feet or annotate pipe, and has haadwalla were precast in tho
Las Graces Yard. The majority of thaaa «era at the 2h.inah éiam.
eter.
In addition to the waed prmgram carried an by the Ele.
phant Butte Irrigation District, waeda were removed by _ne Buraau
tram 415.17 miles of aanal and lateral banks at a cost df $20.60
per mila. Silt was removed fram 95.h9 milea a! eaaals and lateral:
a% a nest of ‘235.01 per mile. There was 9,301 cubic yards of cheap
nal pratsctian pinged at a cost o£ $1.3h par cubic yard, and 366.39
milaa of ditch bank maintanance at a east of 319601 par mile. Ganal
lining repair amountad to 981 square yards.
The Elephant Butta Irrigation District hircd the Fish and
Wildlife Sarv1¢¢ ta trap 25,085 amphers; 1n a_dition, the Eistriet
paid a bounty on 1h,911 gophara. Burrowing of these animal; in the
banks of the canal and latarel ayvtam wan the direct cause-of 1h
breaks; haw_ver, little _amage resultad, and coat of.ropair was only
$1,532.19. *
The drainage ayw_em maintenance consiated of used tomaval
from 19.30 mile» of drains, silt removal from 2h«lé tiles at a cost
at $432.77 per mila, and 7,255 cu. yds. of fill to repair br3aks into
the drains. Garrugated natal pipes ware ins_alled to replace 8 tin»
bar bridges, 3 flumea, and a bridge and flame combinations.
Goat o grat o _ d inhuman
Carriage System:
Qperution \ $ 9,2?9.11
Maintenanes 1,628.60
Replaeamnnta and Improvements £01.78
Diatribu_ion aystsm:
Operatien , 12$,363.56
Maintenance 16?,631.A6
Waherway Improvement l7$,3?1¢03
Drainage Systemz'
_peration l,8h2.h0
Maintenanca lh,701.5k
Waterway Improvement 19,085.87
Ganeral and Administrative Expense 72,302.30
Total 033% Eiviaion 59h.107-55
Hesilla ?exaa Tranufar 62,320.31
Total Gosh Elephant Butte Irrigation Distriat
531.787.3h
0 :4:6

gogditgiog of the 8233“:
Due in: wtoneiva replackmont. of wood structures with
monarch and tho mam expansion of the weed program by the I,
Bureau and the: Elephant mite Irrigation District, the‘ germ-31 , /"
condition of the distribution system was greatly 155%?“ during 1,;
tho year. The ‘druimge water; uncured about the usual mm; '
of attention he» lamp 1?. in tap-ration, and «waves favorably
with othor 3mm». Thu main difficultiw experienced ware duo
to breaks into the drains from imam-9' fields caused by an.
phars, and stoppage “mining {mm aquatic woods in the channel,
villas: and 331%; cedar grewhh along the slap”, and tumbling A
minim think blown into the drains by that winds. Due to the 7“"
increase in pumpimg, the ground «abar table was levitated mm same ,
at the drains did not flow during tho year.
Weed 60mm;
Approximately 95% of all canals and laterals in the
branah were covered in the 1951. weed program. Major portion of
the work was on Man mantra]. at ditch bank wads by butane pro.
pane burning and tha use of iar_fiad 011 spraying.
Weathar conditions: during the 1951; growing seaaon were
ideal fox- weed grwth, conditions alao were favorable: for spray.
ing and burning. Inpmvad roasts, forty cane miles of whiah ware
gravelsd and will he maintained permanently, greatly helped all
phases at the _agrant. ‘
The week central equipment consisted ii: an 609-9110!)
tank sprayer, on a 2‘, him tweak equipped with necessary pumps .md
boom to which am attmhed hm spray nozzles. ~ ‘ The butane propane tanks and burners are wanted on
a half track and on three 2 ton ”make each equipped with 130
ram: winging imam having a alarms of human in banks; These
_ammable on the boom apuraud by winches and. drumsj_thm are
manipulated by an apex-am:- soatad- in such a way that Ila/ha?
complete View or the _amers opamtian. L
The moving was done by an Oliver 66 tram-.01: equipped
with a heavy duty hydraulically driven mower“ Fer mo in 1955
an additional naming has been purchased, om- In‘bamabieml tractor
aquipped with an Anderson hydraulically powered mower,
The use of the npraywra, warm”, and the ma_a: left
little in: be done in the winter cleanup and it is to be Expected
during the 1955 magnum winter cleanup will be neglegiblo. ,.
The use of the oil apmy fortified with pantachlnpphanol ' a
h or 5 quarts per 100 mums 01‘ 011 m3 found to bet the most".
effective on most plants with almost 100 payment. m down, after
three continuaua years of burning and apraying nearly all broad
leaf planta have bean olimimta_ from the system.
Ditahbank waving is affeativa 1t atarhad early and
abcm'a awry three weeks during the penal: growing season, more
frequent. trips am desirable to out the growth before it gets
so large that. it canes trouble» for the aperation force in
making water wineries.
Banana prepmo burning is vary satisfactory as a. con.
trol since it, both M115 and. disposes of the growth as tho burn.
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_ag will not kill the mot aysmm bemucia grass»; will sur_ng
{3n the swim bamuda 1&1 mt. cansidaredl a noxiousa mad and while
them was; no effort t0 med any of the banks during 195A tha
tendemy has; been to anmuraga it he incmaae in extent.
”fatal mat. 03:“ the weed mantra]. program in 1951; was:
apgmoximately “9,1108%? 61" 5515.53 par bank mile.
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Mwwr, in» minimum has! ham: 1% may». Magma” «tong: “no“: in
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WA BRAKES
l
n
0
o
a
Acre-Foot : AJ.
mu . Banana: 2 Ini‘ateé Deliver“ : Eonth x'_ _’_
March
April
my
J‘m
Now
559
5.022
1,390
3.740
5,393
1.830
478
552
34
AGNES
5.102
19 .875
8.757
11.972
13,891
14.?52
5.271
“5'“
38:5
920 n ' $43 1.575
Total
1955
1953
1951
1950
17.225
46.398
51 .792
33,321
46 .241
emcee
293.443
533.592
838.494
4:51.958
3,8?0 .76
14.059 .71
4.490 .51
5.537 .46
5.985 .43
6,068 .41
2,673
2,283
138
gm
45.993
144.053
153.457
123.707
181.004,
8A0“
vi)?
.138
.39
.49
.59
«'70
n'M
.75
.75
.77
.7?
2.51
2.88
2.1.0
2.9?
5.5.048
56.600
57.297
5?.297
57.341
37.341
57 .w.
59 .995
59,995
59 .995
39.995
60.696
512.977
59 .933
50.953
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Wag a! sip_uns made of rubber, ylustie and lightweight maturials, ranging in aim» frmm 1 1/9 to 10 inahes in _iamatar. for trunnfhmrimg irrigation Qatar iram farm ditnhea ta atop raws, is anntinunlly
inarwsms. am may of the Mummers have Manama the um of mm
_l_ah turnouts antiraly. Also, aanerote lining of farm ditchna 1: 1n—
uraaaing. _haa 13 aspaeially tru_ far materusara having irrigattan
walla far we as a supplnmanml apply _aring Minimum ”imam At
the olaaa a? 155$ there wmra 32 llg H1198 o! cancraie lined f_rm _stahaa.
Ermgllna Ha. E . abrthweat with 1 1/4 aubie yur_ huakat way
ayera_aa 149 shif_s cl$_ni$g ehaanni ané raiainc bank» 38 15003 miles
a? canals an_ lateralau A_éal__ aubia yards ax 311% was rsmnvmd and
pgaaed at an avarags mas_ a? $.Q__ per nubic yara.
9 &n& a braglina was $5, wi$h B/é cabin yar_ bunket was agarata_ 8% a_ixi_ elaaaing 5.4% milea 9? ma_a; an_ lateral ahannal an_
raisiag bankae 53,599 ambia yards G? 911% ware ram_vsd ané plaem_ 9%
am average east 9? $._86 yaw _uhla yar_»
9 ana._ araglina Ram 35. wag alas aparn$e$ él shifts waiaing
wa_ ah_giag gunk» an 3039 milaa «f hrangh eam_la ana laterals. $5.5_9
4 aia y_r_g a_ m_t_rial E__ @iamaé at _g avaragm aoa_ a? 3.696 par
hia yaxé. Draglina Ea. 33 way alga cparata_ 5 ehifta Inading truaka
wiaa la_ayal banka 5&9 uabi_ yar_a 9f ma_ar_al wag loaaaé at an
ag$ gaat a? $.45 par ev%ia yar_»
im_h 39. 13 Wa_ __wwa___ 7? ahiftm elaaning 4?.13 mil$g 3f
::@ra1 $_ak$ m% an avawaga emat sf $§%.3& war mila. 4%,909 aubie
U a 05 mm_érigl mama ramav_a $3 a 905% sf $9095 pa? aub_a yard.
9%539 miiaa af aanml and latmral ha? gara lavalad and nyarating
raaaa reg_areé _y ans aataw§illnr _n? hd_ 039 T$~l4 In_exna_ienal
$3 angle daze? a__ag_m_nta tn f_éilit_té tag m_ohine glean—
é Qaa$xal yragrmmsa .& %a%&1 a? 102,5G6 an§1¢ yards 9?
m mgveé. Trhe_ar a»? was ___r_i__ $9 aaaitiou_l shifta
rs irimg la_aral % aka. $.85 milaa 9f hank ware 3m»
“ $a&o33 gar bank milau 1%,?ne ambia
ram; ma_a muv$ée
wha ___ traatara wmra ayara%a_ 22 ahif_a an m159§llanaeus
:uavatiwn a__ §a$_$ilia Esé__ _nbic yar_a 9f m___rial
1% an uvarage afzga_ war aahia yar_»
a“ siiigw_hulmer_ aging glm_a_ W__ yurcha_aé gn_ glaaa_ in
‘ <sai£g _mvembgre eri_g 3 halamaa 5f thw year gag
éwétaé 5% anif_go ?8. a milmm wf aanal an_ 1a_aral rua_a
43% gmnathaa _t an mvsw_ga aww_ 9f €1E.9é par mila.
a Qanira__ far _lé__i_g 9f thw Uppar Ewanklin Gaual bstwaan
: iiaa VBé__ an_ _ta_ia_ A; v__ mug ammylmta_ _uwing tn“ gnaw. All
ag$$ " 6&aa W__ ramQV®_ by alam-mhall hmiata $n_ hauled in _raaka
gm da aa_ agwts alsng t_a lavew near mhe lacn Saree: baazawmy.
Sbaih ” aa_a _rma_far and _Warmgy _amp_ny wars tha auntraatara, mna
gm; % aha con_rméi wall wi_hin _ne allott&_ time.
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The pecan amp from 4,098 acres: 5 of which were in
the Texas portion of the branch grossed $51 ,A_)h,l:l§ or an
averaga roeturn of $364.67 per acre.
Gross return from 1,89]. acre-es of Commercial truck and
vaga‘bablw 1,708 in New i‘uzxico and 183 in Texas was estimatea‘d at $933,763 average pm? 3:01“? of.“ $93.79..
Total value of «1.33. crops massed during the: 1955 irI-ig-zu
mien season in the L25. C't'ucnss Branch mounted to? $21,180,309
0n 95,354 producing acres or an average gross of $222.12 per
EEC???)‘°~"'1‘HODS OF T; ‘Tné‘x‘f'lCN
:_i‘a_fa and other hay crops Bra 3-; igited by the bor—
r . ”rod. The prefr—rrenca for rm: crows is for the single
A
‘
size-d _lm From ru’q the singJ.a row plant :0 on the bed between
E“ _irrows$ Because 0:." the small screams :‘rom the wells
md the. general short -: .; A“ i“: : tendency Curing the
year was to confine ixrsiggticm to fewer Furrows and shorter
runs in an attempt to economize on water, norm 0 are: is given
to kaea'ping water from .i‘ilooding mums and the im'igation of
non productive areas such 9:3 thirsty sand beds. The generate
lining; of farm laterals is on the increase ad 3. far-aria
installing underground pipe viii-h SCI""W pIai: covers forum’s.
lets also; a. few are using; pl .1tic tubing of large diameter
with small hols: Guild 3 for .‘.:\(1j.vidual rows thus e115 'n’ahing
entirely far-m latm'ala. The siphon tube is e. in being; used
quita extensively as 5: mm" 's of distributing water Mom farm
laterals. And. they work var “well on streams Mal-Eh a min...
im'wu of fluctwwbion.
e
.. .i
h
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Distribution syst ,;'_ni‘.emnce U‘l‘ough the“ year 1955
consisted mostly of 121.. .plicement with concrete of the
exisizing timber adamctm-nr' This program is far 'thm most
part comple'be‘ad. as there 9.1 s. ‘. ;, a,r"=ti‘~r<a1y few timber struct—
ures left. Normal minor m; we». amounted to 160'? incidents consisting mair_ly of il‘3}’\:,_',. a." ;._ Very 12112103" natvre.
There were? howavqr l99 Limimr tum-mum 1",. acme} ”_fth concrete
on v_aich For Lh. most part were: mmmiwd screw 433,796: gates
furnished by the w:a:t.erusers.
?-§6:ax.dings ii- ‘vx'asteways ii"lp1"o“\f'-‘C trith cmncre‘tr’ numbered
3. There were 15 timber chaoks @412 d by concrete and
nine checks were? rebuilt and imprwm_. ”I‘m: timber bridges
Preplacsd by concrete pigs» and 3’? tin_ier‘ “arid. gas with Carr,»
uga’ued pipe: also 15 Mm‘wr idges twapMcred in kind. Canal
lining amomitad 1:. 280 a“. ydzs.
8:50
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Total Cost of Branch 59h,107.65
Mesilla Texas Transfer 62,320.31
Total cost of Elephant
tte Irrlg. Dist. 531,787.31;
CONDITION OF THE SYSTEM
Due to extensive replacement of timber wood structures
with concrete and the continuation of the weed program by the
Elephant Butte Irrigation District and the Bureau, the gmeral
condition of the distribution system was at its best during the
year. The drainage received about the usual amount of atten—
tion to keep it in operation and compares favorable with other
years. Due to the increase in pumping the ground water table
was lowered and most of the drains dried up. The aquatic
weeds are almost all gone, but the salt cedars and Russian
thistle are still prevalent and are a hindrance to the drain—
age function.
WEED CON TROL
Approximately 95% of all canals and laterals in the
Branch were covered in the 1955 weed program, major portion of
thework was on the control of ditch bank weeds, by propane
burning and the use of fortified oil spraying.
Weather conditions were not favorable for either burning
or spraying at the outset because of constant wind, spraying
was started late in April and burning in May, the same unfamorable weather held back the growth also, so there was little
lost because of the weather.
The weed control equipment consisted of an 800 gallon
tank sprayer on a 3 ton truck equipped with the necessary
pumps and adjustable booms to which are attached the spray
nozzles, manipulated by an operator seated where he can see
the results.
The butane tanks and burners are mounted on a half
track and on three 2 ton trucks, equipped with a 30 foot
swinging boom having a series of burners in banks. These
banks are movable on the been operated by winches and drums
that are manipulated by an operator seated in such a way that
he has a complete View of the burners operation.
The mowing was done by an Oliver 66 and an International.
A tractor each equipped with hydraulically operated mowers and
lifts, mowing of weeds was satisfactory if weeds were out
while small, when big the weeds present a problem in the acewnulation at checks in the system.
3:51
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Also, a mowar is not made primarily to cut the wide variety
encountamd along canal amd law 1.1 bank‘s such as, beaer cans
andbo_tles, barb wire, rocks, sticks, and other articles,
'50 the sections, wards, and pi't'tman rods :10 take quite. a.
beating, and. 05.111541: delays that'upswt rubbing schedules.
The use of the oil spmy .EDI-H'F‘ied wi_ mtachlorphenol
i; to 5 quarts to 100 gallons of (.111 w 5 effect are 011 328 bank
1115163 of th; system sprayed to complete burn down. Five trips
War-3 made over the M31113: 121i. 2215's.].) and th 1* Arn-‘ijo Lateral
through Lag Cruces. Fortified oil wil‘! kill, weads but unless
used very frequently will not kill J\.>‘«'1115oz1 3 ' "
0
.
7';
About 23.00 bank mil-es were bum V. bu_me—propa‘me
bul‘ninr started after the 3 "11-33 1-13-15 abamt. 20 inches high and
continued until October at £10 to 50 days inter-u The dead
53 ass from its»: first burning con'txtlhutad to the: 1 on "the
second burning completely con_uming the jugs and the third
was a comp] eta burndmm.
From an overall viewpoint the weed grograr. has bean most
successful, costs which five years ago New af‘»pI‘O:~:iJTea‘beJy if“! -00
per acre were only about 5530.65 per .2161"? in 1955. This is a
small sum as compared to Ch cost of} l'xand labor in removnlg
the weeds in fields grown from seeds carried in ‘0; the ix-rigation water“ Besides the: 0p~ ., ion "and :11:1?11tmn,ncrz of the
canal and lateral system i: " ‘ ‘ wed with .1 weed pro. cost of the ‘
”i“??? for 2938.324. 1,
vnz'y littls:
"7 use should.
cm_inue
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OPERArION AND MAINTENANCE or l_RIGATION SYSTEM — 1955
XSEETA BRANCH
General Conditions
The year 1955 was about an average cotton year, but
appeared unfavorable in some respects due to the preceding year
being one of the best. Gross farm incomes were off due to
prices, reduction in cotton acreage, and poor alfalfa yields
resulting from damage by aphids. ihe season started with reservoir storage at about 1? per cent or normal, which allowed
only a 3% inch allotment to start the season. Additional
storage resulting from summer rains allowed the allotment to
be increased five more times until the total amounted to 5
inches. This supply, together with several small storm flows
originating below Cabollo _eservoir, during July and August,
drain return flow (comprising mainly El Base sewerage), and
water from 484 irrigation wells, installed since 1950, was
enough irrigation water for crop requirements.
The Ysleta Branch of the Rio Grande Project is
located along the Rio Granae niver in the extreme Western
tip of Texas, in El Paso County. It extends from the American
Dam, which is 2% miles above the heart of the City or El Paso.
to 41 miles below the city“ in a southeastern direction, to the
El EESOeuudspeth County line. lhe branch is comprised of
63,689 acres of irrigable and highly productive land, it lies
immediately North and East of the Rio urande channel which marks
the International boundary between the United States and Mexico.
The branch headquarters are located at zaleta, Texas,
12% miles East of downtown El Ease. It consists of about 2%
acres en010sed by a masonry rock fence in which are located an
office building, machine shop, carpenter shop, storage buildings,
sheds, caretakers house, and sufficient yard storage space for
normal operation and maintenance activities.
The headquarters staff is comprised of a Chief,
General maintenance Foreman, Equipment Foreman, two watermasters,
one Supervisory Engineering Aid, two Engineering Aids, two
General Clerks, 8 Clerk—Stenogrspher, and a Storekeeper.
3 : 5 2
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The elevation of the area is between 5,500 feet and
3,650 feet above sea level. The climate may be classified as
mild, with a mean annual temperature of 61m6 degrees F., with
winter temperatures varying from —6 degrees to a maximum or
86 degrees. Summer temperatures range from a minimum of 46
degrees to a maximum of 108 degrees. Average rainfall is 8.69
inches, of which more than half occures in July, August and
September. The average frost—free period is 241 days; however,
the minimum has been 176 days. Adequate storage capacity in
Elephant Butte and Caballo reservoirs is a very favorable
factor in providing irrigation water for the project.
local transportation is extremely advantageous,
affording splendid shipping and marketing facilities. An
excellent system of paved State and County roads gives access
to all parts of the area. _our main line railroads enter
El Paso from seven points in the United StateS, and one rail~
road connects with the interior of Mexico. In addition, there
are three transcontinental and two local air lines, three
transcontinental and three local bus lines, and four transw
continental motor freight lines, plus many local truck lines.
Weather conditions
Weather conditions were not to favorable for early
cotton planting. Many cool nights with considerable wind
contributed to some replanting and considerable spot planting.
There were a few scattered rainy and cloudy days in July that were
said to have contributed to a boll worm infestation. ihere
was very little wilt and harvesting weather was good. Alfalfa
was damaged again this year by Aphid and Lygus bugs; however,
it appeared that July and August rains retarded this infestation
to a marked degree.
Rainfall for the year was below normal, with a total
measured precipitation of 5»7l inches at _abens and 6.19 inches
at Yeleta. Nban temperatures fell within the normal range, with
a high of 106 degrees 3?0 recorded on June 8, and a low of 15
degrees F. recorded on February 5, at Ysleta.
The last spring frost was noted on April 14, and
the first killing frost of the fall on the morning of November
9. Total evaporation amounted to 108.12 inches.
3 :5:3
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Land Irrigated
47,028 acres of crop land were irrigated in the
Yeleta Branch during the 1955 season. This area extends
for a distance of 43.6 river miles South and East from the
head of the Franklin Canal in El Paso to the end of the Rio
Grande Project at the Hudspeth County line.
The Yaleta Branch is divided naturally into three
districts: (1) the main body of 43,060 gross crop acres
parallels U.S. Highway 80 on either Side between the City
of El Paso and the town or Febens; (2) the Island District,
lying South and East of the old river channel and totaling
15,452 grass acres; (5) the Tornillo District of 10,282
gross acres which extends from the town of Fabens to the
Hudspeth County line and lying North and West of the old
river channel.
subdividing of farm land for suburban homes between
the City of El Paso and Ysleta has been taking place at a
rapid rate for the past eleven years with considerable accel—
eration during the past five years. This year it was noticeble
for the first time that the area will expand below Yeleta.
This area, comprised of around 12,000 acres, has been greatly
reduced in crop area. whe remaining agriculture acreage
throughout the entire Branch is well leveled and drained,
has excellent irrigation facilities, and is capable of high
crop production. Until 1950, before use of irrigation walls,
the lands were maintaining a favorable salt balance. Since
then, many high salt content Wells may be reversing this
balance. Also since surface drainage has stopped this source
or discharge of salt from the project does not exist any more.
Canal Operations
The Franklin, Riverside, and Tornillo Canals with
their network of feeders, laterals, and subulaterals convey
irrigation water from the American and Riverside Diversion
Dams in the Rio Grande to the lands in the Yeleta Branch.
The distribution system consists of 218 miles of irrigation
ditches and was operated during the 1955 irrigation season by
a force composed of two watermasters, one engineering aid,
four gatetenders, eight ditchriders, and eight permanent
canal patrolman and three temporary patIDIMEJ. The temporary
patrolman were used only during the time irrigation releases
were made from the reservoir, from march to September. One
water Records clerk keeps track of all water used and keeps
the ditchriders posted as to amount of water each water user
is entitled to.
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Due to shortage of storage in our reservoirs, the
entire Project was operated during the 1955 season under a total
allotment of .0.42 acre feet per acre, as compared to a normal
use of 3.1 acre feet per acre. This supply was supplemented
by water pumped from private irrigation wells, from Project
drains and flood flows to the extent that total use averaged
3.61 acre feet per acre.
The Yeleta Branch practiced a modified rotation
system of water deliveries to farms from its Government canals
and laterals with community ditches (located largely in suburban
areas; and non-agricultural tracts operated on set schedules,
and received water only three times. This was during April,
July and August. water orders are secured from farmers and
these in charge of community ditches and assembled by the ditchriders who report them to the Watermaster on the 5th, 15th, and
25th of each month. These orders are consolidated in the Branch
office and forwarded to the Water supply Engineer, who regulates
the releases from storage at Caballo Dam to meet changing re—
quirements in the field. During part of 1955, a rotation by
ditchrider divisions on weekly intervals was followed to conserve
water.
water charges to farms are based on the amount of
flow in second-feet and the length of time of said flow. These
factors are converted into acre-feet. Irrigation deliveries
to farms are checked by means of current meters used by ditchriders, and one engineering aid, and by a few ParShall flumes
and rated orifices. Unfortunately not all deliveries can be
measured and the ditchrider must revert to estimates in these
cases; however, great care is exercised in the estimation and
rendition of all water charges.
Gross
Of a total irrigated, cultivated area of 47,028 acres
in the Yeleta branch, about 62 per cent or 29,222 acres was
planted to cotton, of which 21,538 acres produced 56,929
500 pound bales of medium staple or Acala type cotton, and
7,884 acres produced 8,022 bales of long staple or Pima type.
ihe average yield of Acala cotton was 1.73 bales per acre and
the average groas revenue including seed was $347.00 Pima cotton
brought an average yield of 1.02 bales per acre and an average
gross revenue including seed of e283.00 Total cotton and seed
value for 1955 amounted to $9,645,782.00 for the branch.
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OPERATION RESULTS FOR 1955
YSLETA FIELD BRANCH
- u
a C
: Acres : Acre~Feet : A.F. Per Acre : Acreage
— Deliveries : Irrigated : Delivered : Month : To Date : Authorized
168 2,339 1,655 .71 .029 56,1h8
3,777 10,167 6,726 .66 .15 56?1h8
950 3,653 1,686 .26 .13 577115
761 6,396 2,889 .AS .23 57,233
3,447 12,8hh 5,378 .42 .32 57,233
1216 13 ,953 5,231 -37 41 57,233
5,321 2&3195 8,979 .37 57,352
11a 1,620 695 577352
112 1,365 816 ' 59,769
79 1 .m 697 59 3760
77,673 3A,??? 59?760
87 7060 25,7983 ‘ 59,995
298?hh8 144,033 60?696
332,592 153,297 -' 60,777
288,494 123,707 59,938
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Alfalfa hay, the second largest crop, produced
35,447 tons on 12,285 acres with a gross return of $1,134,50&.00.
Highest gross return for any crop was $25,000.00 on
30 acres of flowers and nursery. This was $833.00 per acre.
Gross return from 601 acres of truck and family gardens
was estimated at $165,402.00
Total value of all crops raised during the 1955
irrigation season in the Yaleta Branch amounted to $11,137,472.00
on 47,028 producing acres, or an average gross of about $257.00
per acre, 8 decrease of $2,101,235.00 over crop year 1954.
Livestock
Farm tractors have taken the place of work animals
and horses and mules are just about a thing of the past. Some
saddle horses and a few mules are about all that remain.
During the year 5,974 cattle were shipned into the
Branch and 3,974 were shipped out.
Methods of Irrigatiqg
The three methods of irrigation presently practiced
are; (l) the border or tablet method, wherein a well leveled
tract of land surrounded by retaining borders on the sides and
ends is flooded to a depth of three or four inches. This type
of irrigation, at one time common to all crops on the project,
is now used only in the irrigation of hay and small grains;
(2) border methods, whereby water is introduced to furrows
ploughed 36 inches from center to center, sub-irrigating the
roots of the crop planted on the ridges. About 90 per cent corn,
sorghams and truck crops, and 65 percent of the cotton grown are
irrigated in this manner; (3) the cantaloupe bed method, in
which the land is laid out in beds from 48 to 90 inches in
width with furrows between, for the purpose of conducting water
slowly along their borders, allowing it sufficient time to sub.
The length of these rowa or beds seldom exceeds 1,000 feet and
probably averages 450 feet. This method is used for bedding
and irrigating approximately 35 percent of the cotton and on
all melon crops.
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Use of siphcns made of rubber, plastic and lightweight materials, ranging in size from 1% to 10 inches in
diameter, for transferring irrigation water from farm ditches
to crop rows, is continually increasing, and many of the waterusers have abandoned the use of farm ditch turnouts entirely.
Also, concrete lining of farm ditches is increasing. This is
especially true for water users having irrigation wells for
use as a supplemental supply during allotment periods. At
the close of 1955 there were 46 miles of concrete lined farm
_it Che S 0
Canal and Lateral Maintenance
Dragline No. 20 Northwest with 1i cubic yard bucket
was operated 151 shifts cleaning channel and ra;sing banks on
9.22 miles of canals and laterals. 169,800 cubic yards of silt
were removed and placed at an average cost of .049 per cubic
yard 0
P & H.Dragline No. 85 with 3/4 cubic yard bucket was
operated 96 shifts cleaning 10.71 miles of canal and lateral
channel and raising banks. 65,800 cubic yards of silt were re—
moved and placed at an average cost of $.08? per cubic yard.
RD? #7 Caterpillar tractor with angle—dozer attachment
was operated 25 shifts cleaning channel and removing silt from
canal channel. Tule barns and silt was removed from ?.45 miles
of channel. 20,200 cubic yards of material were moved at an
average cost of n.034 per cubic yard.
International tractor TD#14 with angle—dozer attachment
was operated 36 Shifts removing tule harms and removing silt de—
pOSited from a flood on the Tornillo canal. 10.29 miles of
channel were cleaned. 26,800 cubic yards of silt were moved at
an average cost of $.045 per cubic yard.
Ruth No. 10 was operated 105 shifts c‘eaning 57.76
miles of lateral banks at an average coet of n1i7.99 per mile.
169,800 cubic yards of material were removed at a cost of
$.095 per cubic yard. 88.64 miles of canal and lateral banks
were leveled and operating roads restored by one Caterpillar
D7 and one TD-14 International tractor with angle—dozer attach—
ments to facilitate the machine cleaning and weed control
programs. A total of 89.400 cubic yards of material were moved.
Tractor RD—7 was operated 28 additional Shifts restoring and
repairing lateral banks. 2.39 miles of bank were improved at
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an average cost of $551.46 per mileu 15,195 cubic yards of
material were moved. Tractor TD-li with angle-dozer and Draglina No. 85 were operating an additional 9 shifts each loading
trucks and spreading material in restoring .64 miles of lateral
banks, 2800 cubic yards of material were loaded, hauled and
placed at an average cost of $.20 per cubic yard.
An AlliSnChalmers motor grader was operated 72 shifts
blading and smoothing 100.95 miles of canal and lateral bank
roads. Average cost per mile of road maintained was $16.45.
Three timber bridges were replaced with timber and
concrete structures; new timber decks were placed on two canal
bridges, one canal and two lateral abandoned timber bridges
were removed and minor repairs were made on ll canal and lateral
bridges. One steel meter bridge was installed in a new location,
and five steel meter bridges were installed on canals replacing
timber meter bridges.
Four badly deteriorated concrete flash board lateral
checks were replaced by new standard concrete checks; four
concrete lateral flashboard checks were converted to screw lift
gates with concrete walks, weire and concrete sheet piling cut—
off walls. Major repairs were made to 5 lateral and 2 canal
checks. Minor repairs or malntenence's Were made to eleven
lateral and 41 canal checks. New face plates were installed
on two redial gates for one canal check.
Five lateral timber bridges were replaced by corrugated
metal pipe culverts and 2 corrugated metal pipe culverts were
installed in new locations for access roads for maintenance
equipment. One lateral culvert received major repairs and minor
repairs were made to five lateral culverts.
Five open type timber gate lateral headings were
replaced with screw lift metal gates and concrete pipe outlets
for roadway and equipment crossings. Five lateral headings
received major repairs and five canal headings and four lateral
headings were repaired. New cables were installed on all gates
on the Riverside Canal Heading Dam in the Rio Grande.
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Twenty-nine old timber turnouts were replaced by screw 11ft
metal gates and concrete pips, under the participating program
in which the water user furnishes the gate and the balance of
the material and labor is furnished by the Bureau. One new
concrete and metal screw gate turnout was paid for by a water
user and installed by the bureau, four screw gate turnouts
were replaced with similar type turnouts, twelve turnouts were
extended to permit operating road crossings, four abandoned
turnouts were removed and repairs were made on twenty—seven
lateral and canal turnouts.
N_jor repairs were made on one canal wasteway, one
open type timber gate lateral wasteway was changed to metal gets,
new gates were installed on one canal wasteway, and minor
repairs were made on six canal wasteweys. One lateral wasteway
was extended for a road filln
10,857 Gophers were trapped during the year.
1695 lineal feet of rock riprap were placed during
the year for structure and channel protection.
684 lineal feet of reinforced concrete pipe in sizes
of 12" to 56" diameter; 686 lineal feet of metal encased
piling and 25 steel and concrete turnouts were manufactured in
the Ysleta Yard. Each turnout is cast in a monolith which
includes a screw lift metal gate, a reinforced head wall and
four feet of reinforced concrete pipe.
56 5" x 6“ x 18“ concrete monuments were manufactured
in the Ysleta Yard.
In accomplishment of the above work 56, 292 board
feet of new and used lumber, 14,004 pounds of reinforcing steel,
and 1,521 sacks of cement were needs 419.2 cubic yards of
concrete were placed.
Drainage System Maintenance
Caterpillar tractor D--7 was operated two shifts
preparing .90 miles of operating roads. Trees and brush were
removed from drain banks and numerous washes were backfilled.
Cost per mile was $66.6?. 1800 cubic yards of material was
moved at an average cost of n.055 per yard of earth moved.
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Dragline Nb. 85 with 3/4 cubic yard bucket was
operated 9 shifts excavating and back filling structures on
drains.
Caterpillar D-7 was operated 34 shifts on miscellaneous
excavation and backfill for drainage structures. 5900 cubic yards
of material were moved at an average cost of $.14 per cubic yard.
Four corrugated metal pipe culverts were installed
replacing timber bridges; four culverts were installed replacing timber bridges and flume combinations and one timber
bridge was repaired.
Five old open type flumes were replaced with corrugated
metal pipe and concrete piling flumes. One timber support
was replaced by concrete piling on a corrugated metal pipe
flume. ihree corrugated metal pipe and two open metal pipe
flumes were repaired and one corrugated metal pipe flume was
extended for an equipment crossing.
One corrugated metal pipe shelter house was removed
from an abandoned drein metering station.
58 miscellaneous signs were installed on the Branch
drainage and distribution oystem during the year.
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Cost of Operation and maintenance
Distribution System:
Property maps, Records and Special Reports 7,252.45
General and Administrative 46,082.55
Operation - Canal and laterals 91,854.45
maintenance — Canals and laterals 151, 186.70
Maintenance - Drains 5,105.90
Replacement & Improvement — Canals & Laterels 57,478.00
Replacement & Improvement v Drainage System 20,711.17
Total Cost for Division:
Yeleta Branch 559,649.18
Mesille Branch, Taxes 59,615.95
Total District 599,263.11
Adjustment and Reconciliation {subtracted} 4,500.17
Total Obligation for District 594,962.94
Total Notice to El Peso County water Inumevament
District No. l 596,000.00
Balance at and C.Y. 1,057.06
Condition of System
Continuation of the replacement and improvement
program during 1955 greatly improved the physical condition
of irrigation and drainage facilities, and kept abreast of
these requirements. Excellent success was attained with
reference to economical and edeeuate maintenance of ditch
channels through systematic sch”'uling and weed control activ—
ities, but needs to be expended. For the first time all the
distribution system was clean at one time and ready for the
next years operation. Normal maintenance continued at a sat—
isfactory rate" This was due to the fact that several years
of replacement and improvement work has greatly reduced the
volume of this type of work. There is a continuing need for
riprep below check structures and this could be increased to
prevent excessive erosion.
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Repairs and replacements to Branch equipment continued
at a satisfactory pace and was sufficient to meet all require—
ments for the maintenance program. However, a more rapid replacement of some equipment would be more economical.
Weed Control
During the 1955 weed control season, five types of
control were used. These were again principally concentrated
on certain ditches to find out if desired results could be ob—
tained by systematic and routine control. Over 600 channel
miles of distribution system and over 30 miles of drains were
treated at a total cost of $52,545.00
An extensive program was scheduled, with the limited
funds available, well in advance of actual operations. This
included dormant sprays, using 2,4-D and a combination of 2,4—D
and 2,4,5mT, in the spring to control willows and salt cedar.
An oil—water emulsion was the principal spray during the growing
season, except for one section of a canal and a lateral selected
for mowing. The ditches selected for the oil-water emulsion and
mowing were scheduled for seven applications, once each three
weeks. Also some miscellaneous spot spraying of cattails and
grass and weeds in the bottom of ditches was scheduled. Drains
that were in the past infested with parrotfeather were again
scheduled for spot treatment, and a section of one drain through
a suburban area was again scheduled for 2,44D and oil—water
emulsion to control all growth. A section of one drain near a
small town was selected for 2,4—D and 2,4,5-T basal spray to
control salt cedar and several short sections of canals and
laterals were selected for experimental basal sprays using
2,4-D and 2,4,5~T for control of willowe.
The program was very successful, especially on these
ditches scheduled for routine treatment, and experimental basal
sprays accomplished more than was expected; howaver, some cotton
was damaged. The spot treatment of grasses and cattails kept
the distribution system open. Due to another year of extreme
water shortage the canals and laterals were intermittently wet
and dry. more so than last year, weedS, grass and even willOWS
grew profusely in the bottom as well as side slopes and banks.
This was the second year that drains were completely dried up,
except for standing water in a very few places. The spraying
and drought have about killed out all the parrotfeather on the
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-12drains, and even cattails have died due to a lack of moisture;
however, salt cedar, which did not grow in the drain bottoms
when there was flowing water, is now becoming a problem.
As a result of several years of machine operation,
chemical application, mowing, and burning, the distribution
system has been about 95 percent cleared of willows which together
with some weeds and grasses, once covered the entire system.
Since their removal, Johnson grass has taken over the ditchbanks,
and catteils are starting spot growth in some channels. During
the last two drought yearS, Pale Smartweed and grasses have taken
over the wetted preimeter of many ditches, and this year, for
the first time, some Cocklebur was in with the Smartweed. The
Weed schedule being used controls all these pests, but is not
sufficient to cover the whole distribution system. The short
water supply, resulting in part time dry ditches and smaller
volumes of flow, has increased spot spraying requirements for
control of new infestations.
During 1955 the main weed control program was concentrated
on certain ditches throughout the Branch. This practice will be
followed during 1956, but on a smaller scale. This was planned
primarily so that waterusers in all sections of the Branch could
see what can be accomplished. Interest in the program is
increasing and more water users each year are inquiring about
treating the government ditches serving them. Also more water
users each year are using oil sprays and it is doubtful if there
are any left who burn. There have been many requests to borrow
our small spraying equipment, but this was impracticable due to
our constant use of it. however, several were assisted with plans
to construct their own equipment.
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General Condit ions
Bordering the Rio Grande on both sides from Caballo Dam in s
southerly direction to El Peso, Texas a distance of 110 river miles are
two narrow valleys that comprise the Les Graces Branch of the Rio Grande
Project.
The floor of the Rincon and Mes_la valleys vary in width
from just enough for the river to nearly five miles at the widest point.
The river has a. meandering course, making necessary the use of flames
and siphons to pass the irrigation water over and under it to reach
otherwise isolated sections.
The desert on both sides of these valleys consisting of mesa
land and low lying hills slope toward and drain into the valleys from
distances as great as twenty miles. During the past several years, flood
waters that result from small area summer showers that in most cases
discharge directly into the river through the drainage channels, known
locally as arroyos have been diverted and used to supplement the project
water supply thus alleviating, to a small extent, the extreme drought
condition that has plagued the southwest.
The main source of irrigation water through the past year has
been the farm wells as the storage carry over and the ensuing run off
was extremely subnormal.
The Caballo storage dam is the point from which release is
made. Percha Dan, the first diversion dam on the river is 2.13 miles
below Cahallo and serves to divert water to the canal and lateral system for the entire Rimon Valley. Leasburg Dan, the diversion point
for the upper part of the Mesilla Valley, is h9.3h river miles from
Caballo Dam. Mesilla Dam, serving the lower part of the Mesilla Valley,
is 70.62 riVer miles from the point of release. Diversion dams serve
an extensive net—work of canals, laterals, commity and priyate ditches.
A community ditch, as the name implies, is one that is owned and oper—
ated by two or more water users and often a source of irritation both to
the users and Bureau personnel.
The great distance of water travel creates a problem in the
operation of this Branch. It is often the case that when water is released, and before it has had time to reach the water user, a change in
weather such as frost or rain, makes it an unwanted commodity; therefore,
it is a loss as there are no storage basins where it can be impounded.
It becomes and is very aptly named ”Waste Water."
Sufficient farm labor was available during the past season
by supplementing the few resident laborers with bracero recruits from
Mexico.
The importation of bracero laborers from Mexico is becoming
more involVed and expensive each year. The New Mexico Security Commission is straining every point, through wage surveys, to force the
farmer to pay more for the contracted laborer, regardless of conditions,
claiming that the alien worker is taking the bread from the mouths of
non existent citizen farm help.
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The housing of the bracero is the coming question with the
Department of Labor setting the requirements 01‘ a nature that will be
a source of irritation not only to the farmer, but to the laborer as
well.
Some farmers are sponsoring the entry of alien workers on
resident visas with the ultimate intent of their becoming citizens of
the United States.
The cotton picking machine was used effectively to finish the
harvest of the Egyptian varieties of cotton after the alien help had
left the fields for warmer climates. Otherwise, than the afore mentioned,
little difficulty was experienced in securing labor.
Adequate railroad, truck and bus lines exist in the tw0 valleys
to handle the transportation problems. State and county highways are
constantly being enlarged and mproved to more fully cope with the ever
increasing traffic.
The City of Las Cruces and surrounding area has shown a marked
increase in population and economic prosperity due largely to the great
increase in activity at the White Sands Proving Ground located in the
Tularosa Basin on the East side of the Organ Momtains.
HEATH CONDITIONS
The last killing spring frost was on April )4 and the weather
was about nomal throughout the spring with the normal amount of high
winds. Very little replanting was necessary. Ideal weather was the
rule through the summer and very good crops were produced generally
throughout the Branch. The first below freezing weather was October
22, with light frosts occurring on through November with the very best
of Weather for the harvest.
Hail storms took an unusual toll of about 3500 acres of
various crops. Figm‘es furnished by the major Insurance Company show
t16h,098.25 paid Tamers for 2105 acres of cotton damaged. These nine
storms occurred, one in June, two in July, fivo in August and one in
September. The worst was August 1? involving more than 1500 acres, In—
surance figures show $11k,7hh.50 paid on 828 acres of cotton on this
date.
Total precipitation for the year was b.78 inches 1.0).; fell in
February and 1.35 in August. The maximnn temperature was 10h° on June
26th. The minimmn was 9° on February 3rd. Evaporation was 92.52 inches
for the year. These data was _nished by the State College near Las
Cruces, NM.
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LAND IRRIGATED
The Las Cruces Branch extends from Percha Dam in Sierra
County, New Mexico, 2.13 river miles from Caballo Dam, through Dona Ana
County, New Mexico and a part of El Paso County, Texas, to a point 110
river miles from Caballo Dan to El Paso, Texas. This area is known as
the Rincon and Mesilla units. The land in the two New Mexico counties
comprises the Elephant Butte Irrigation District. The land in El Paso
County is part of the El Paso County water Improvement District No. l.
The Rincon Unit includes all the irrigable land in the Rincon
valley and extends from Percha Dam to Tonuco, New Mexico , containing a
total of 20,h77 acres of which 16,191; acres were irrigated 2,935 in
Sierra County and 13,259 in Dona Ana County.
The Mesilla Unit includes all the irrigable land in the Mesilla
Valley and extends from Leasburg Dan downstream 63 river miles to El Paso,
Texas. This unit comprises a total of 93,759 acres, of which 7h,775 were
irrigated in 1956, 65,916 in Dona Ana County, New Mexico and 8,859 in El
Paso County, Texas.
The Las Cruces Branch comprises a total of 1114,318 irrigable
acres of which 90,969 including suspended irrigated 131 de, were irrigated
in 1956, 82,110 in New Mexico and 8,859 in Texas. This represents a.
decrease of 3,131 acres as compared to 1955.
CANALS OPERATIONS
The Las (lmces Branch maintains its main office in Las Cruces,
New Mexico, with storage yard and shops in Connection. There is also a
small amdliary office and yard at Hatch, New Mexico under the direction
of a watermaster. Through these headquarters are handled all the field
work necessary for the operation and maintenance of the Branch under the
direction of an Irrigation superintendent.
Water deliveries are made direct from canals and laterals to
farms or to commmity ditches, a modified rotation system of delivering
water is adhered to as nearly as possible, successive irrigations progress
from the upper to the lower end of the ditch. In this way the irrigation
operator and patrolman can give closer attention to all irrigation and can
check the flow and time more closely. Except for July and Algust the
above mentioned system was very difficult to accomplish during the year
because of sporadic nature of the orders and subsequent deliveries.
Charges to waterusers are based on irrigation operators reports which
record the rate of flow and length of time water is delivered. Streams
are checked by current meter meamemmts by hydrographers, watermasters
and irrigation operators. There were 1,015 such measurments made during
1956. Water releases are made at Caballo Dam and are normally changed
twice a week to meet irrigation requirements. The anount to be diverted
in the Las Cruces Branch at Percha, Leasburg and Mesilla dams is determined
by advance orders which are placed with the Irrigation Operators by water
users. The orders are summed up by the Irrigation Operators and reported
to the Las Cruces Office where they are checked by the watermaster, who
in turn transmits the delivery requirement by telephone to the project
hydrophers in El Peso, Texas.
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CROPS
The Les Graces Branch comprises a total irrigated cultivated
area of 90,969 acres. A total of Sh,3h6 acres or 59.? per cent were
lasted to cotton; medium staple cotton was grown on 145,338 acres,
1,279 in New Mexico and h,059 in Texas which produced 75,866 — 500 1b.
bales. A total of 7,658 bales of long staple cotton was grown on 9,008
acres, 7,551; in New Mexico 1,.h5h in Texas. The average yield of medium
staple cotton was 1.71. bales per acre in New Mexico and 1.30 bales per
acre in the Texas section resulting in an average gross revenue including
seed value of $316.89 per acre. Long staple cotton had an average yield
of 0.86 bales per acre in the New MexLoo area and 0.82 balesper acre in
the Texas area. The average gross revenue including seed value for long
staple cotton was $290.08 per acre. Total cotton and seed value for 1955
amounted to $18,3h0,688.08 for the Branch. This was an average of 113337.118
per acre.
Alfalfa, the second largest crop, produced 85,751), tone from
22,119 acres, 19,939 acres in New Meade), 2,210 acres in Texas. The gross
return from this crop was $1,819,112 or an average of $82.13 per acres.
The alfalfa crop suffered from. an infestation of the yellow clover aphid.
Most of the farmers had to spray to get the production realized. The
Spraying of alfalfa for the yellow aphid, along with the expense of pmnp~
ing water from wells, makes it a non profit crop, other than the benefit
derived from soil building.
The pecan crop from 3,587 acres, 3 of which were in the Texas
portion of the branch, grossed $1,253,860 or an average return of $3119.14?
per acre.
Gross rstum from 2,8214 acres of Commercial truck and vegetables,
2508 in New Mexico and 316 in Texas, was estimated at $1,9h6,732 average
per acre of $689.35. The fall lettuce crop was in great demand and
brought prices exceeding all hopes or expectations, thus boosting the
average per acre figure of commercial truck crops.
Total value of all crops raised during the 1956 irrigation
season in the has Cmces Branch amounted to tah,luts,ylo on 90,969 producing acres or an average gross of $265.16 per acres.
I’IETZ‘EODS OF IRRIGATION
Alfalfa and other hay crops are irrigated by the border methods.
The preference for row crops is for the single row planted on the bed between the furrows. Because of the small stream from the wells and the
general shortage of water the tendency during the year was to confine
irrigation to fewer furrows and rows of shorter length thus to further
water economy.
More care was given to keeping water from flooding roads and
other non productive areas such as the thirsty sandy soil that are marginal producing areas.
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The concrete lining of farm laterals is still very popular.
Many feet of new lining was added during the past season. A from have
installed under ground water systems, with screw plate outlets. Others
use plastic tubing of large diameter with small openings for individual
rows. These tubes are attached directly to the discharge pipe of the
pump on the farm wells, thus eliminating entirely the ram lateral.
The siphon tubes for individual rows used in the open ditches are being
used quite extensively and are very good on streams with a small degree
of fluctuation.
LIVESTOClS
Not compiled in 1956 crop census.
W
Due to the replacement of the various structures with the more
pemanent type structures, the maintenance of the distribution system is
evolving into normal repair work caused mostly by wear and breakage.
There were 1001; such repair jobs accomplished, and 11h turnout replacements
were made during year 1956. Bridges replaced with concrete and corrugated
metal numbered 33. Twelve checks were replaced, and 142 were rebuilt and
repaired. Silt removal was also one of the major items with a total of
183.31 channel andme miles of canal and laterals cleaned by dragline,
Ruth ch'edger and other methods. Canal lining repair amounted to 305 square
yards. A total of 11,151 cubic yards of rock channel protection was
placed. 1:70.67 bank miles of canal and lateral roads were graded and
maintained in a passable condition. The increase for Winter cleanup of
29h.90 bank miles was due mostly to the late start on the weed control
program. There was 1,155.10 bank miles of canal and laterals cleaned of
weeds by the various methods under the 1deed control program.
The Elephant Butte Irrigation District paid bounty on 117,241;
gophers caught during 1956. The burrowing of these animals in the canal
and lateral banks were the direct cause of six ditch‘oreaks which caused
little damage and were repaired at a slight cost.
The drainage maintenance for the season was small consisting of
three bridges replaced with corrugated pipe, two ilumes replaced with
corrugated pipe, 8 culvert for bridges and i‘lumc bridge combinations.
Also one wasteway and one inlet was rebuilt.
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WEED CONTROL
The weed control equipment during the 1956 season consisted of
two truck mounted butane burners, each operated by a truck driVer and a
burner operator. One truck mounted sprayer operated by a truck driver
and sprayer operator, and two tractors with power driven mowars operated
by one man each.
For the past several years, prior to 1.956, the Elephant Butte
Irrigation District contracted the burning part ofthe program to a
butane dealer. HoWever, for 1956 the Elephant Butte Irrigation District
purchased two trucks that were used by this contracting dealer previously.
This was done rather late in the season and as the equipment was not in
the best of condition and a great amount of work was necessary to put it
in shape. The Bureau employees lacked experience in the operation of the
burners. Poor conuordination between the burners and the fuel supply
slowed the operations and all of these circumstances combined, caused the
weed growth to get out of control, even though extra effort was put into
the mowing and spraying. Mowing is very unsatisfactory when the weed
growth is rank, as it interferes with the operation of the irrigation
water by clogging culverts, checks and turnouts.
The entire weed control program including 2911.90 bank miles of
winter cleanup cost $25,061..)4h or $17.28 per bank miles. The winter
clean—up cost was a little less than twice the emomt of the balance of
the program.
6:28

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF IRRIGATION SYSTEM
YSLETA BRANCH
General Conditions
The year 1956 was about an average cotton year.
Gross farm income, although more than for 1955, was off
due to prices, reduction in cotton acreage, and poor
alfalfa yields, caused by water shortage and continued
damage by aphids. The season started with resorvior
storage at about 23 percent of normal which allowed an
allotment of A inches to start the season. Small addition—
al inflow during the summer allowed the allotment to be
increased to a total of h.7 inches by the seasons end. This
supply, together with a very small amount of storm flow
originating below Ceballo Reservoir during July and August,
drain return flow, (comprising mainly El Paso sewage) and
water from 500 irrigation wells, installed since 1950, was
enough water for crop requirements. The continued use of
well water of a high salt content in some areas became
more of a problem during the year.
The Ysleta Branch of the Rio Grande Project is
located along the Rio Grande River in the extreme Western
part of Texas, in El Paso County. It extends from the
American Dam, which is 2-1/2 miles above the heart of the
City of El Peso, to the El Paso—Hudspeth County line, #1
miles below the city in a Southeastern direction. The
Branch is comprised of 63,689 acres of irrigable and
highly productive land. lt lies immediately North and
East of the Rio Grande Channel which marks the Internationv
al Boundary between the United States and Mexico.
The Branch headquarters are located at Islets,
Texas, 12ul/2 miles East of downtown El Peso. It consists
of about 2—1/2 acres enclosed by a masonry rock fence in
which are located an office building, machine shop, carp~
enter shop, storage buildings, sheds, caretakers house and
sufficient yard storage space for normal operation and
maintenance activities.
The headquarters staff is comprised of a Chief,
General Foreman, Equipment Foreman, one Watermaster, one
Supervisory Engineering Aid, two Engineering Aide, one
General Clerk, one Clerk-Stenographer, and a combination
Costkeeper and Storekeeper.
,
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The elevation of the area is between 3,500 feet
and 3,650 feet above sea level. The climate may be classi—
fied as mild, with a mean annual temperature of 62.5*
degrees F., with winter temperatures varying from a minimum
of —6 degrees to a mathnn of 86 degrees. Summer temperatures
range from a minimum of A6 degrees to a maximum of 108 degrees.
Average rainfall is 5thl** inches, of which more than half
occurs in July, August and September. The average frost—
free period is 2&1 days; however, the minimum has been 176
days. Adequate storage capacity in Elephant Butte and
Caballo reservoirs is a very favorable factor in providing
irrigation water for the project.
Local transportation is extremely advantageous,
affording splendid shipping and marketing facilities. An
excellent system of paved State and County roads gives
access to all parts of the area. Four main line railroads
enter El Paso from seven points in the United States, and
one railroad connects with the Interior of Mexico. In
addition there are three transcontinental and two local
air lines, three trans—continental and three local bus lines
and four trans~continental motor freight lines, plus many
local truck lines.
WEATHER__(_3__QNDIT10_I§§
Weather conditions were not too favorable for
cotton planting. Day time temperatures were about normal,
but below nornml night temperatures caused slow seed germination and consequently some spot planting and replanting
were necessary. Below normal rainfall during the summer
caused very little damage to alfalfa hay. Extremely favorable
weather occurred during the cotton harvest period, with
only .13 inches of rain during September, October and
November.
Rainfall for the year was far below normal with
only 3.57 inches of precipitation recorded at Ysleta and 2.94
inches at Fabens. Mean temperatures fell within normal
range, with a high of 105 degrees F, on June 27th and a low
of ll degrees F. recorded December 27th at Yeleta.
The last spring frost was noted on April Ath,
and the first killing frost of the Fall on the morning of
October 26th. Total evaporation amounted to 116.37 inches
at Yeleta.
*iveroge for l9h8—56
%*AVerage for l9h5-56
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h1,366 acres of crop land were irrigated in the
Ysleta Branch during the 1956 season. This area extends
for a distance of h3.6 river miles South and East from the
head of the Franklin Canal in El Paso to the end of the Rio
Grande Project at the Hudspeth County line.
The Yeleta Branch is divided naturally into three
districts: (1) the main body of h3,060 gross crop acres
parallels U.S. Highway 80 on either side between the City
of El Paso and the town of Fabens; (2) the Island District
lying South and West of the old river channel and totaling
13,h52 gross acres; (3) the Tornillo District of 10,282 gross
acres which extends from the town of Fabens to the Hudspeth
County line and lying North and East of the old river channel.
Sub—dividing of farm land for suburban homes
continued in the area between El Paso to below Yeleta. The
city of El Paso annexed the entire area of the Ysleta Grant.
This makes the city lindte line approximately 3 miles East
and South of Yeleta. The area annexed includes about 8000
acres of farm land in tracts of two acres or larger. The
remaining agriculture acreage throughout the entire Branch
is well leveled and drained, has excellent irrigation
facilities and is capable of high crop production. Until
1950, before use of irrigation wells, the lands were
maintaining a favorable salt balance. Since then, many
high salt content wells may be reversing this balance.
Also since surface drainage has stopped this source of
discharge of salt from the project does not exists
CANAL OPERATIONS
The Franklin, Riverside, and Tornillo Canals with
their network of feeders, laterals, and sub-laterals convey
irrigation water from the American and Riverside Diversion
Dams in the Rio Grande to the lands in the Ysleta Branch.
The distribution systeu consists of about 218 miles of irrigation ditches and was operated during the 1956 irrigation
season by a force composed of two watermaeters, one engineering aid, four gatetenders, eight ditchriders and eight
permanent canal patrolman and three temporary patrolmen.
The temporary patrolnen were used only during the time
irrigation releases were made from the reservoir, from
March to September. One water Records clerk poets water
charges from ditchriders and keeps each ditchrider informed
as to the amount of water each water user is entitled to.
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Due to the shortage of water in our reservoirs,
project water right land received a total allotment of .392
acre feet per acre during the 1956 season. This compares
to a normal use of 3.1 acre feet per acre. The supply was
supplemented by water pumped from private irrigation wells,
and a small amount of flood water. Total use averaged 2.85
acre feet per acre.
The Ysleta Branch practiced a modified rotation
system of water deliveries to farms from its Government
canals and laterals with community ditches (located largely
in suburban areas) and non—agricultural tracts operated on
set schedules, receiving water four times during the year.
Water orders are secured from farmers and those in charge of
community ditches and assembled by the ditchriders who report
them to the Watermaster on the 5th, 15th, and 25th of each
month. These orders are consolidated in the Branch office
and forwarded to the Water Supply Engineer, who regulates
the releases from storage at Caballo Dem to meet changing
requirements in the field. During part of 1956 a rotation
by ditchrider divisions on weekly intervels was followed to
conserve water.
water charges to farms are based on the anmnnt of
flow in second-feet and the length of time of said flow.
These factors are converted into acre feet. Irrigation
deliveries to farms are checked by means of current meters
used by ditchridcrs, and one engineering aid, and by a few
Parshall flames and rated orifices. Unfortunately, all
deliveries cannot be measured and the ditchrider must
estimate the amount of water delivered. Great care is
exercised in the estimation and rendition of all water
charges.
CROPS
hl,386 acres were irrigated andcropped on the
Ysleta Branch during 1956. About 73 per cent or 30,06h
acres were planted to cotton. 22,131 acres of Acala type
or medium staple cotton produced Al,0h3 500 pound bales,
and 7933 acres produced 8,993 500 pound bales of long
staple or Pima type cotton. The average yield of Acala
cotton was 1.85 bales per acre and the average gross
revenue including seed was $384.07r Pima cotton had an
average gross revenue including seed, of $387.77. Total
cotton and seed value for 1956 amounted to t11,576,039.00
for the Branch.

OPERATION RESULTS FOR 1956
YSLETA FIELD BRANCH
o
6
Acres : Acre-Feet : A.F. Per Acre : Acreage
-- n
Month : Deliveries : Irrigated : Delivered : Month : To D§§§_LJEJ§§EQEQQ
March 237 2,677 2,089 .78 .01. 55,802 E
April 6,311 15 ,892 11,872 .115 .25 56,670
May 328 2,671 1,265 .67 .27 56,670
June 2,965 7,181 3,33A .A6 .33 55,850
July 2,870 8,331, 3,686 .M. .39 56,850
Aug. 666 5,637 2,295 .41 .63 57, .25
Sept. 1,73h 6,h9h 2,608 .60 .A7 57,187
Oct. 110 1,12b 5C7 .h5 .AS 57, 187
Nov. 98 1,266 736 .58 .68 59,591
Dec. 73 915 792 .87 .A9 59.591
Total 13,392 52,191 29,162 .56 .A9 59,591
1955 15,965 77,673 34,779 .45 .58 59,760
l95h 17,226 87,060 h5,983 .53 .77 59,995
1953 66,398 298,668 1M,033 .68 2.51 60,696
1952 51,792 332,592 153,h97 .66 2.68 60,777
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Alfalfa hay, the second largest crop, produced
19,020 tons on 63th acres with a gross return of $551,580.00.
Highest gross return for any crop was $28,300.00
on 56 acres of nursery, or $615.22 per acre.
Gross return on 530 acres of truck and family
gardens was estimated at $55, 389.00.
Total value of all crops raised during the 1956
irrigation season in the Yslota Branch amounted to $12,58h,329.00
on hl,386 producing acres, or an average gross of about
$30h.07 per acre. This was an increase of $1,4h6,857.00
over crop year 1955.
lere'rogl
Farm tractors have almost completely replaced
work animals on the Yeleta Branch. Some of the larger
farms keep a few horses and mules for special work, and
some saddle horses are about all that remain.
Due to the drop in farm income and the cotton
acreage allotnent in effect, a few farmers on the Branch
fettened cattle for market during the year. However, due
to the water shortage fer growing feed, and the low margin
of profit no definite trend toward cattle feeding is taking
place. During the year 8,091 cattle were ehipped into the
Branch for pasture or feeding, and 3,968 finished cattle
were shipped out of the Branch to market.
METHODS OF IRRIGAKION
The three methods of irrigation presently
practiced are: (l) the border or tablet method, wherein
a well leveled tract of land surrounded by retaining
borders on the sides and ends is flooded to a depth of
three or four inches. This type of irrigation, at one
time common to all crops on this project, is now used
only in the irrigation of hay and small grains; (2)
border methods, whereby water is introduced to furrows
ploughed 36 inches from center to center, sub—irrigating
the roots of the crop planted on the ridges. About 90
percent corn, eorghams and truck crops, and 65 percent
of the cotton grown are irrigated in this manner; (3)
the cantaloupe bed method, in which the land is laid
JAN.5, 1989 6:80

out in beds from as to 90 inches in width with furrows
between, for the purpose of conducting water slowly along
their borders, allowing it sufficient time to sub. The
length of these rows or beds seldom exceeds 1,000 feet and
probably averages hSO feet. This method is used for bedding
and irrigating approxinmtely 35 per cent of the cotton and
on all melon crops.
Use of siphons made or rubber, plastic and lightweight materials, ranging in size from 1—1/2 to 10 inches
in diameter, for transferring irrigation water from farm
ditches to crop rows, is continually increasing, and many
of the water users have abandoned the use of farm ditches
turnouts entirely. Also, concrete lining of farm ditches
is increasing. This it especially true for water users
having irrigation wells for use a3 a supplemental supply
during allotment periods. At the close of 1956 there was
56 miles of concrete lined farm ditches.
CANAL AND LATERAL MAINTENANCE
Dragline No. 20 Northwest with 14/1. cubic yard
bucket was operated l9 shifts cleaning channel and raising
banks on 1.20 miles of canal. 17,100 cubic yards of silt
were removed and placed at an average cost of 0.063 per
cubic yard.
P &:H Dragline No. 85, with 3/h cubic yard bucket
was operatad 1A7 shifts cleaning 8.25 miles of canal and
lateral channel and raising banks. 102,900 cubic yards of
silt were removed and placed at an average cost of $.089
per cubic yard.
RD? #7 Caterpiller tractor with angle—dozer
attachment was operated ll shifts leveling channel and
removing silt from canal channel. Tule harms and silt
were removed from 7.13 miles of channel. 8,900 cubic
yards of material were moved at an average cost of 0°03?
per cubic yard.
International tractor TD_lA with angle-doaer
attachment was operated 24 shifts removing tule harms and
silt from canal channel. 8.96 miles of channel were
cleaned. 16,800 cubic yards of silt were moved at an average
cost of $.05 per cubic yard.
l‘.
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Ruth No. 10 was operated 65 shifts cleaning
39.07 miles of lateral banks at an average cost of
$101.h8 per mile. h5,500 cubic yards of material were
removed at a cost of $.08? per cubic yard. 70.62 miles
of canal and lateral banks were leveled and operating
roads restored by one Caterpillar D7 and one TD#lh
International tractor with angle—dozer attachments
to facilitate the machine cleaning and weed control
programs. A total of 57,200 cubic yards of material
were removed. International tractor TD#lh was operated
an additional 2 shifts repairing a lateral break, and 2
shifts excavating for a lateral culvert. Dragline #85
was operated 8 shifts loading trucks to restore .50
miles of lateral banks. 1,750 cubic yards of material
were moved.
An Allis—Chalmers motor grader was operated 28
shifts blading and smoothing 74.65 miles of canal and
lateral bank roads. Average cost per mile of road main—
tained was $lO.A5.
Seven timber bridges were replaced by timber
and concrete structures. Minor repairs and deck patches
were made to 22 bridgesa One timber deck on a lateral
bridge was replaced by a concrete slab. Two abandoned
canal bridges were removed and the material salvaged.
Two steel meter bridges were installed replacing timber
bridges.
One timber flashboard check was converted to
screw lift gate; three checks received major repairs,
new timber gates were installed in six checks; and 57
checks received minor repairs or maintenance.
34 sq. yds. of concrete lining were placed in
repairing lining on canals and laterals.
Five new timber gates were installed on one
canal heading replacing old timber gates. New timber
walk boards were installed on one canal heading. Three
lateral headings were improved, and repairs were made
to three lateral headings.
6 : 3 1
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Nine old timber turnouts were replaced by screw
lift metal gates and concrete pipe, under the participating
program in which the water user furnishes the gate and the
balance of the material and labor is furnished by the Bureau.
One of the above turnouts was installed in a new location.
Two screw lift metal gate turnouts were moved to a new
location. Nine turnouts were extended with concrete pipe
to permit the construction of acess roads. Eight abandoned
screw lift metal gate turnouts were removed and salvaged,
and repairs were made to thirty-six lateral and canal turn—
outs. One old abandoned timber turnout was removed from a
lateral.
9,160 gophers were trapped during the year.
216 lineal feet of rock riprap were placed for
structure and channel protection.
108 lineal feet of reinforced concrete pipe in
sizes of 2A" and 36" diameters, and four steel and concrete
turnouts were manufactured in the Ysleta yard. Each turnout
is cast in a monolith which includes a screw lift metal gate,
a reinforced head wall and four feet of reinforced concrete
pipe.
Four domestic wells were installed at various
ditchrider or gatetender houses during the year.
In accomplishment of the above work, 23,960
board feet of new and used lumber, l,h67 pounds of reinforcing
steel, and 321 sacks of cement were used. 64.20 cubic yards
of concrete were placed.
DRAINAGE SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
Allis Chalmers motor grader was operated 1
shift preparing operating roads on 2.AO miles of drain
banks. Cost per mile was $12.50.
P & H Dragline No. 85 was operated A shifts
cleaning .13 miles of drain channel. Cost per mile
was _l,8h6.15.
Caterpiller tractor RD7#7 was operated 3 shifts
backfilling structures on drains. 800 cubic yards of
material were moved at a cost of $.11 per cubic yard.
6 : 3 1
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Five timber drain bridges received major repairs,
and two old abandonded timber bridges were removed.
One corrugated metal pipe culvert was installed
replacing a timber bridge.
One corrugated metal pipe flume was extended with
concrete pipe for a road crossing. Major repairs were made
on 23 flumes and minor repairs were made on 7 flumes. One
abandoned corrugated metal pipe flume was removed.
92 miscellaneous signs were installed on the Branch
drainage and distribution system during the year.
6 : 3 2
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COST OF OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
Distribution System:
4Q» Property Maps, Records and Special Reports 3 10,103.8h
General and Administrative h6,987.82
Operation - Canals, Laterals and Drains 84,h30.33
Maintenance — Canals and Laterals 127,1A5.69
Maintenance — Drains 5,393.76
Replacement and Improvement-Canals and Laterals 1,970.11
Replacement and Improvement - Drainage System 250.32
Total Cost for Division: 276,281.87
Yaleta Branch 276,281.87
Mesilla Branch, Texas 48,119.hh
Total District 32h,h01.31
Adjustment and Reconcilitation (Subtracted) 3,029.29
Total Obligation for District 327,h30.60
Total Notice to El Paso County Water
Improvement District No. l 328,037.06
Balance at end CoYn 606.46
' r’
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CONDITION OF SYSTEM
Operation and maintenance funds have been kept at
almost a very minimum.the last few years in order to give
the water users relief from financial difficulties arising
from the drought and reduced cotton acreage.
As a result only necessary replacements and
improvements have been made. However, necessary repairs have
been made to keep the facilities in working order. There
are some structures that should be replaced or improved
within a few years to prevent excessive repairs and to insure
safe, reliable and economic operation. Excellent success
was attained with reference to economical and adequate main"
tenance of ditch channels through systematic scheduling and
weed control activities, but needs to be expanded. For the
second year in a row all the distribution system was clean
at one time and ready for the next years operation. Some
progress was made in constructing ditch bank roads to facilitate operation and maintenance and should be continued until
all the distribution is accessible for vehicle travel.
Repairs and replacements to Branch equipment con—
tinued at a satisfactory pace and was sufficient to meet
all requirements for the maintenance program. However, a
more rapid replacement of some equipment would be more
economical.
WEED CONTROL
The regular Weed Control program was much the
same as last year. Considerable spot spraying was necessary
to control vegetation growth in the wetted perimeter of
ditches. If this had not been done it would have been
impossible to convey water through them. Several large
canals including the Riverside Canal were also kept under
control to handle flood flows from July through September.
Unfortunately, there was very little flood water, but if
there had been it could have been handled.
There was 55? channel miles of control which cost
$57.98 per mile. Costs increased some over last year due
to increase price of spray material, wages, parts, and old
age of one mower.
-.
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Some improvements were made to equipment by re»
placing old sprayer pumps and mowers, redesigning booms and
several minor changes that resulted in increased economy.
A No new weeds were observed this year, but cocklebur
st which started its infestation last year is now pretty well
scattered throughout the distribution system.
This was the first year the Branch had funds other
than regular operation and maintenance money to perform weed
experiments. About $15,000.00 of Soil and Moisture funds was
used to test various types of sprays and for seeding and
Bedding right of way to grasses. Final results of the spraying
cannot be determined until the growing season of 1957. However,
the chemical tried, looks promising, but we picked a bad year
for seeding and sodding since there was not any precipitation
and they required much watering. This experience has provided
knowledge we lacked in the way some of it should be done, and
several new ideas can now be tried based on this experience.
‘ , \
a. 1
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The Projeot during 1957 continua to propare data; to be
uses} by the defense in the suits filed under Print: law 767,. “81M:
Congress, which allmd 79 individuals to file claims in tho-_nned
States District Gum for oompenoahion due to damage to real and
personal property in the 1929 flooding of the Rio Grand; in the
damn: :3? 31m Weigh New Maxine. By the and of 195?, fonr‘agotiona
had boon mm, covering 1.3 persons or their heirs of the 79: “ohm-nod
to? bring sum. Major research into stream hiatory, floods, dangers
and sedimentation was undertaken, as early events are not. well recorded,
inorder to develop the Government's contention that. tho prawn“ or
Elephant Butte Dam was not the factor that caused the 1929 flows that
destroyed San Marsha.
amt. o and Mainten ‘ce
Irrigation
The irrigation season for .1957 opened on March 20, 1957, when
initial water releases were made from Cabana Reservoir. The gates
were closed on Septamber 22, 1957, ending the irrigation season.
At, the beginning of the irrigation season, the Project was
faced with the moot critical water shortage in its history, with the
first. allotment. being only 1.2 inches. However, later in the season
the allotment, was raiaed to 11..0 inches, the highest allotment sinus
1953, because of a. good snow runoff and summer rains.
Tho 1957 inflow into storage measured at the San Maroial,
New Mexico, gaging station was 1,213,700 aorenfeat. Tho bulk of this
inflow armored the memoir after June 30, 1957.
Combined storage in Elephant Butte and Caballo during 1957
was as follows:
January 1, 1957 39,920 A}.
March 20, 1957 88,970 A-Fo
June 30, 1957 276,570 ALF.
September 22, 195’? 555,800 A}.
December 31, 1957 789,650 AJ’.
Due to the lowering of the water table in the Project area,
nearly all of the drainage system was dry.
The mintonance program on the irrigation system consists of
normal maintenance of the syatem, including structure repair, silt
removal, and weed control, and an improvement program of replacing
old structurea.
7:81
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110 major éiffimsltias _are; enamtemd in the maximum“
pragram {exam for that inoreusad need for ma central sing, go the
imamit’c‘am flow 0: water in the various cmla and mama: mica}:
gauged was: to my: in the water prism. A190, 1933115“ heavy min:
in the; f’rojwt me. made it. maassary to tame large «awaits. a!
Silt in 5mm}. M the canals and laterals.
*fha pragmm cf imprmente and raplaaemeuha cm Prajmst
irrigation facilitias with fumia 139091de by the 1131*}. utim Emma
ma mmmed during _lm was“ with an menditum of £,9§é§.1é§.
Inaludea in than impmmsms 14am $22,969.20 far equipment, 31
mmate turmaa my_an_ng maxim tmuts, £3 mums checks
mplaum madam mm, 2A mental or carmrate «alarm ramming
bridges er flames». (ha crater on £13ch 31, 1957, was om Pact-loss
3%di far 12% Law amen Branch.
_ue Rica Gram}; Erased. irrigatien wakes: in {aw-rand with
funds advamsd by the Irrigatian Him-um. Nutmeg to the: Diatricta
wars issued by the Ragimml Director en august 15, £955.. Th3
Elaphant Rattan Irrigatian _istrict's notice was in the amount or
W,WG, and the notice in) the El Fawn (Emmy ‘rmtar Immmem
_iatriet we. 1 was in the want. at $329,000. 0n July 1, 1.95?»
supplemental when in the amwnta af $12,936 and 39,700 were
given the Elephant Emu Irrigation District and the El Fang County
water Zmpmvamom: mat-r131. 2%. 3., mapeativeely. Thaw notices ware
to pravide mm; m wave:- the agency comri‘bution to the Givil
Service Retiremnt um Disability Fund.
The Project. crop value» for 1957 was $3i+,523,51‘7, or $258.71
per acre.
Puma:
The 5112: Grands: Project elaetric woduution and _ransmisaion
system is oompaaad at amzx'oximamly [£14 miles or tranmiasion lines,
11 subatasti_m, and am hydroelaatric plant.
Productian of pawn at the Elephant Butte power Islam; was
mtailad waving the year due to low inflow and stanza. _st, generation
for _rm year amounted m30,80é,926 kwh. tithes/r eleetrie energy receivad
intn the pawar 33mm included 2.04.0,7'76 m at interchange and
A,738,2,83 kwh 01’ pareMaea.
_eduetian in tha mquxremnt for um purehase at elactria
anal-3y by the ijact was a primary result of a power pool agrmmnt
effeotad with $118 mkm-mnnmmd anaemia utilitiem TMA agremnt,
between the United _tataa am! Commnity Public: 36rd“ 6mm, 33:; Page:
Electrie 891mm, Plains Ellaetria Generation and Transmission _a-oporative,
1210., mad Puma _arviee Campam 91? New Mexico, was aignad on October 3,
1956, by all intamsteli parties exempt, the E). Page) Electric Company.
7:81
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Contract No . lhlr-O6—SOO-242
UNITED STATES
DEPAR‘IMENT OF THE LLNTLJICR
BUREAU OF RECIAMATION
Elephant Butte Irrigation District
SUPPLEMENTAL CONFEACT PROVIDING FOR THE DEFERMENT OF
CONSTRUCTION CENRGES PAYABLE IN CALENDAR YEAR 1.957
{Iii-[IS AGREE/EMT, made this 22nd day of August 1956, in pursuance
of the Act of Congress approved June 173 1902, (32 Stat. 388) and acts
elrxende_zory thereof and supplementary thereto , including particulary the
Act of April 21%, 1914-5, (59 Stat. 75) and the Act of August 3.1, 1951;,
(68 Stat» lOlIlL)y all hereinafter styled. the Reclamation Law, between the
United St tee of America, hereinafter styled the United. States, acting
for this purpose through the Regional Director, Region 5, Bureau of
Reclamation; and the Elephant Butte Irrigation District, a quasi municiw
pal organ . on duly organized and existing under the laws of the State
0:13” New illexicoy hereinafter styled, the District)
WITNESSETH THAT :
£3 WHEREAS; the United States and the District have heretofore
veteran ~Rnto certain contracts (including; :ontract dated. November 9, 1937,
as amer ed“ and supplementedmsee also modi icetions contained in contract
datedL October 1, )5 by which the Dis riot has assumed responsibility
for repayment of certain project construction costs , and
3n EHL‘TIFS'FAS; the .1. hammers comrising the. District have suffered
severe losses in ' W > as the result of unprecendented drought con5 . ' .h the , 4th ' lee“) of construction charges payable by
' the calendar ’ would create an undue burden. on the water
1+0 WQIE’HALASg Congress: has; provided legislation authorizing
in such cases) as Sit forth in the Act of April 24, 19116, and the
how r to cram-t such relief he been continued. through December 31, 1957 9
by he :"tc'it: of (“gayest 313 lQSZ-L;
1"!O’N ‘l‘HUIRhZEORLIJ in consider ’
C. herein containedy it is 1m1tL,.,._
ion of the premises and of the
.ly agreed as follows:
53 Construction charge payments due ur_er exis log contrecte
between the District 6: 5 the Uni Li :1 States and payable during calendar
year if 7’ in the amoumt oi) $1 Ejlrs>jgln82) are hereby deferred. and reschedw
" “ eymeht it. two equai installmcnts due March l, 1970, and
r, :Lgr'zo,
6:14
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MW 6. All the teams and, conditions of exicting contracts, bet; can
the partiea hereto shall mmain in full force 84161 effect save to the
a tent: they are specifically modified by the preceding paragraph, and
Simil continue to ba effective through the: aidi‘tjonal time granted herein
for mpaymen‘b ,
7'. No Member of or Delegate to Congreas, or Reaident Commmmonep
shall be admitted. to egg share or part of this contract or to any bane-“int
to arise therefrom» Nothing, however, herein contained shall be construed
to extend to any incorporated company, if "the contract be for the general
benefit of ouch coworatinn or company.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have hereunto cauaed, to be:
at‘“:f‘:1md 'fzheilr name_ the. day and, "year first abo1= written.
THE UNITED STATES OF WRIGA
By /s/ lean W“ Hill
Acting Regional Director
’I‘F'E: HIRE-MW BW‘I’E IRRIGATION DISTRICT
By /s/ w. Hi Gary
Pm a i dent
SPHWC
JAN. 5, 1989 6:14
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Contract No. lA*06~500~305
UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
Elephant Butte Irrigation District
SUPPLEMENTAL CONTRACT PROVIDING FOR THE DEFERMENT OF
CONSTRUCTION CHARGES PAYABLE IN CALENDAR YEAR 1958
THIS AGREEMENT, made this 23rd day of October 1957, in
pursuance of the Act of Congress approved June 17, 1902, (32 Stat. 388)
and acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto, including partic—
ularly the not of April 21,, 19145, (59 Stat. 75) and the Act of August 21,
1957 (P.L. 85-156), all hereinafter styled the Reclamation Law, between
the United States of America, hereinafter styled the United States, acting
for this purpose through the Regional Director, Region 5, Bureau of
Reclamation, and the Elephant Butte Irrigation District, a quasi municipal organization duly organized and existing under the laws of the State
of New Mexico, hereinafter styled the District.
WITNESSETH THAT:
2. WHEREAS, the United States and the District have heretofore
entered into certain contracts (including contract dated November 9, 1937,
as amended and supplemented-~see also modifications contained in contract
dated October 1, 1939), by which the District has assumed responsibility
for repayment of certain project construction costs, and
3. WHEREAS, the landowners comprising the District have
suffered severe losses in recent years as the result of unprecedented
drouth conditions with the result that payment of construction charges
payable by them during the calendar year 1958 would create an undue burden
on the water users, and
h. WHEREAS, Congress has provided legislation authorizing
relief in such cases, as set forth in the Act of April 24, l9h5, and the
power to grant such relief has been continued through December 31, 1959,
by the Act of August 21, 1957.
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and of the
covenants herein contained, it is mutually agreed as follows:
5. Construction charge payments due under existing contracts
between the District and the United States and payable during calendar
year 1958 in the amount of $l2h,321.82, are hereby deferred and resched»
uled for payment in two equal installments due March 1, 1971, and
September 1, 1971.
O : 1 9
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1 9 8 9
6. All the terms and conditions of existing contracts between
the parties hereto shall remain in full force and effect save to the
extent they are specifically modified by the preceding paragraph, and
shall continue to be effective through the additional time granted herein
for repayment.
7. No Member of or Delegate to Congress, or Resident Commissioner
shall be admitted to any share or part of this contract or to any benefit
to arise therefrom. Nothing, however, herein contained shall be construed
to extend to any'incorporated company, if the contract be for the general
benefit of sued corporation or company.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have hereunto caused to be
affixed their names the day and year first above written.
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
By /s/ D R Burnett
Acting Regional Director
THE EIEPHANT BUTTE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
By /s/ w H Gem President
ATTEST: (SEAL)
/s/ w. G. Smith, Vice Pres.
for Secretary
87
0:19

Contract No. 14—06—500-305
UNITED STATES
WiniTEMNT OF THE; INTERIOR
BUREAU OF R_CLAMATION
Elephant Butte Irrigation District
SUPPLEMENTAL CONT__cT PROVIDlNG FUR THE DEFERMENT 0?
CONSTRUCTION CHARGES PA¥ABLE IN CALENDAR YEAR 1958
TEES AGREEMENT, made this 23rd day of Oatober 1957, in
pursuance 9f %he Act of Congreas approved guns 1?, 1902, (33 Stat. 388)
and gate amendatory thereof and aupplem_ntary thereto, including partie»
ulayly the Act 9f April EA, 19553 {59 Stata 75) and the Act of August 21,
195’? (331,” 35—156), all hereinafter Styled the Reclamation Law, between
the Uniteé Stataa of _merieag hereinafter stylad the United States, actw
ing for thig paypose thrcugh tha Eggional Birector, Region 5, Bur§au of
Reclamatimng and the Elephant Butte Irrigation District; a quasi munici~
pal Zaiimn duly organized gnd exiating under the lama of the State
a? hiamg hereinafter Btyled the Dimtrictw
3LT. ‘ TE'LA‘E :
M 53 tha United States awd Lhe Bishriu_ have heretofore
tain contrac? (including contract dgted Nevambe” 9, 1937,
“A_ aupplameLtgd— m also madificatians contained in contract
%? 15 1939}9 by 1 _ )he District ha“ agsumed responsibility
fer $_paym%ni 0f ca ' prajact monstyuctian gusts, and
*3 R‘LS’E‘Q
mmmss ,
‘1 5 m .,
result of unprecedgnted
t 0f cansiruction chargaa
a? year 105 would create an undue burden
provid_d legislation authorizing
in the Act of April 2h, l9h5, and the
Bush a
_ ) “
fail?) w
CC} 1'1;
1‘2;
;deration of th@ premises and of tha mutually &graad a5 follows: f,
C_natruction charge wayments dua under axiating contracts
iatrict and the Unitad Statea and payable during calendar
_ ,” 3n the amaunt of $1249323m829 are hereby dafarred and reschgdm
uiad _g? payment in twu equ_l installmenta due March 1, 1971, and
September 19 197.19
59 All the terms and uonditions of exiating contracts batwean
the partias hereta ahall remain in full force and effect sava to the
as:
,ent they ara apecifically modified by the preceding paragraph, and
cmn%inue tn be affectiva thruugh the additional time granted herein
Wanaymentg
J IxDJ. 1,, 1 9 8 9 2 : O 2

7. No Member of or- Delegato to Congmes, or Rasidqnt; 00minsinner shall be admittcd to any aharo or part. a: this embract a: to any
hom_t to arise therefrom Nothing, however, harem contained than be
construed to extend to any incorporated company, if tha contraat be for
the general bme_t or anal: corporation or company.
IR WITNESS WHEEEW the parties have h_rounto caused to be
affixad their names the day and year first above written.
THE 1111le STA‘I'ES OF AMERICA
Acting Regional Directar'
THE ELEPHANT BUTTE IRRIGATIGN DISTRIGT
By [g[ N. g. Gm. magma
ATTEST: (fSEAL)
W G
for Sacretary
JAN.1, 1989 2:02
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(FSTOBOééA) Contract No. lh—Oé—_OO—lOl?
UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
El Paso County Water Improvement District No. l
SUPFLEMENTAL CONTRACT PROVIDING FOR THE DEFERMENT OF
CONSTRUCTION CHARGES PAYABLE IN CALENDAR YEAR 1965
THIS SUPPLEMENTAL CONTRACT, made this Blst day of August,
1964, in purauance of the Act of Congress approved June 1?, 1902
(32 Stat. 388), and acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto,
including particularly the Act approved September 21, 1959 (73 Stat.
58a; 43 U.S.C. ABSb-l), all styled the Reclanmtion Law, between the
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, hereinafter styled the United States, acting
for this purpose through the Regional Director, Region 5, Bureau of
Reclamation, and the EL PASS COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 1,
a quasi municipal organization duly organized and existing under the
laws of the State of Texas, hereinafter styled the District.
WITNESSETH THAT:
WHEREAS, the United States and the District have heretofore
entered into certain contracts (including contract dated November 10,
1937, as amended and supplemented, particularly by modifications contained in contracts dated October 1, 1939; October 21, 19545 September 9,
1955; September 5, 1956; and November 1, 1957), by Which the District
has assumed reSponsibility for repayment of certain project construction
costs; and
WHEREAS, the District water supply is seriously low for
the season 196A resulting in allotments of three (3) inches of water
per acre of first—class water land, and forecasts indicate little
relief during Calendar Year 1965, and as a result the landowners of
the District will suffer, and are suffering, a heavy reduction in
their net income due to such shortage and resultant heavy costs for
producing private irrigation water with associated pumping costs
where available and a reduction in cotton acreage allotment; and
WHEREAS, the Congress, through the Act of September 21,
1959, has authorized the deferment in time of payment of installments of construction charges after a finding by the Secretary that
the installments probably cannot be paid on their due date without
undue burden on the water users, and by a report and Finding of Fact
acted June 30, l96h, the Secretary has made such a finding.
6 : 1 4
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NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and
covenants herein contained, it is mutually agreed as follows:
1. Construction charge payments due under existing contracts betwaen the District and the United States and payable dur—
ing Calendar Year 1965 in the amount of ninety Eight Thousand
Eight Hundred and Sixty Three ($98,863) Dollars, are hereby deferred
and rescheduled in two equal installments due March 1, 1971, and
September 1, 1971.
2. This contract is only an interim solution of the
repayment problems dealt with, and its terms are not, in themselves,
to be construed as a criterion of the terms of any amendatcry
contract that may be negotiated.
3. 8. During the performance of this contract, the
District, hereinafter referred to as the contractor, agrees as follows:
(1) The contractor will not discriminate against
any employee or applicant for employment because of race, creed, color,
or national origin. The contractor will take affirmative action to
ensure that applicants are employed, and that employees are treated
during employment without regard to their race, creed, color, or
national origin. Such action shall include, but not be limited to,
the following: employment, upgrading, demotion or transfer; recruit»
ment or recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay
or other forms of compensation; and selection for training, including
apprenticeship. The contractor agrees to po:* in canopicuoue places,
available to employees and applicants for employment, notices to be
piovided by the Contracting Officer setting forth the provisions of
this nondiscrimination clause.
(2) The contractor will, in all solicitations or
advertisements for employees placed by or on behalf of the con—
tractor, state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, creed, color, or national
origin.
(3) The contractor will send to each labor union
or representative of workers with which he has a collective bargaining
agreement or other contract or understanding, a notice, to be provided by the agency contracting officer, advising the said labor
union or workers' representative of the contractor's commitments
under this section, and shall post copies of the notice in conspic—
uous places available to employees and applicants for employment.
6 : 1 4
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(A) The contractor will comply with all provisions
of Executive Order No. 10925 of March 6, 1961, ac amended, and of the
rules, regulations, and relevant orders of the President's Committee
on Hotel Employment Opportunity created thereby.
(5) The contractor will furnieh all information
and reports required by Executive Order No. 10925 of March 6, 1961,
as amended, and by the rules, regulations, and orders of the said
Committee, or pursuant thereto, and will permit access to his books,
records, and accounts by th: contracting agency and the committee
for purposes of investigation to ascertain compliance with such
rules, regulations, and orders.
(6) In the event of the contractor's noncompliance
with the nondiscrimination clauses of this contract or with any of
the said rules, regulations, or orders, this contract may be cancelled,
terminated, or suspended in whole or in part and the contractor may
be declared ineligible for further Government contracts in accordance
with procedures authorized in Executive Order No. 10925 of March 6,
1961, as amended, and such other sanctions may be imposed and remedies
invoked as provided in the acid Executive Order or by rule, regulation,
or order of the President's Conmnttee or Equal Employment Opportunity,
or cc otherwise provided by law.
(7) The contractor will include the prOVisions of
paragraphs (1) through (7) in every subcontract or purchase order
unless exempted by rules, regulationo, or orders of the President's
Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity issued pursuant to
Section 303 of Executive Order No. 10925 of March 6, 1961, as amended,
SO that such provisions will be binding upon each subcontractor or
vendor. The contractor will take such action with respect to any
subcontract or purchase order as the contracting agency may direct as
a means of enforcing such provisions, including sanctions for non—
compliance: Provided, however, that in the event the contractor
becomes involved in, or is threatened with, litigation with a subcontractor or vendor as a result of such direction by the contracting
agency, the contractor may request the United States to enter into
such litigation to protect the interest of the United States.
b. Inclusion of the equal opportunity clause in sub—
contracts may 09 by reference to Section 301 of Executive Order
No. 10925, dated March 6, 1961, as amended. Subcontracte below the
second tier other than subcontracts calling for construction work
at the site of construction are exempt from inclusion of the clause.
6 : 1 5

(FST06056h)
4. All the terms and ccnditions of existing contracts
between the parties hereto ahall remain in full force and effect
save to the extent they are specifically modified by this contract,
and shall continue to be effective through the additional time
granted herein for repayment,
5. No Member of or Delegate to Congress or Rasident
Commissioner shall be admitted to any share or part of this contract
or to any benefit that may arise hereircm, but this restriction
shall not b6 construed to extend to this contract if made with a
corporation or company for its general benefit.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto caused
to be affixed their names the day and year first above written.
T_E UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
By /5/ Each W. Hill
Regional Director, Region 5
(SEAL) EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT
DISTRICT NO. 1
ATTEST:
By [8/ J.S. Samvles
[5/ Louise E. Seymour
Secretary
‘IZXTJ. 2, 1 9 8 9 6 : 1 5
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Contract No.w§:91'54'X0026
UNITED STATES
DEfARTMENT OF THE lNTERIUK
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
RIO GRANDE PROJECT, NEW MEXICO—TEXAS
LICENSE AGREEMENT WITH EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT
DISTRICT NO. 1 FOR INSTALLATION OF 4 WATER WELLS
THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT, ma'de this_l§£_day of February .
19 78 , in pursuance of the Act of Congress of June l7, 1902 (32 Stat.
388), and acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto, including
particularly the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 (53 Stat. 1187),
between the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, hereinafter styled the United
States, represented by the officer executing this agreement, herein~
after termed Contracting Officer, and the EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVE—
MENT DISTRICT NO. 1, hereinafter styled Licensee.
WITNESSETH THAT:
WHEREAS, Licensee, at its sole expense, desires to construct,
operate, and maintain water wells within the Rio Grande Federal Reclamation Project rights—nf—way; and
WHEREAS, the granting and exercise of the license in the
manner and under the conditions set forth herein #111 not be incom—
patible with the requirements of the United States for the operation
and maintenance of the irrigation and drainage facilities of the Rio
Grande Project; and
WHEREAS, the granting of the licen_e to Licensee must be
subject to use of the land for the purPOSes of the Rio Grande Project.
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto agree as follows:
1. (a) The United States hereby grants permission to
Licensee to construct, operate and maintain irrigation water well
sites on Project rights—of—way in accordance with approved plans
filed at the Project Office and as listed in Exhibit A. Additional
well sites will be added to Exhibit A as approved.
(b) Licensee will discharge waten pumped from the
wells into canals or laterals at the adjacent locations in accordance
with all applicable Federal, State or local laws and regulations as
is provided by General Provision lo, incorporated into this license by
sw.me-mxw~w._.
rljkli. 4:, 1 9 8 9 6 : O O
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Article A, in££§;‘ Licensee is solely responsible for obtaining any
authorizations from the appropriate euthoritivs needed to comply with
applicable water pollution laws an: regniations.
(c) Licensee shall be eoieiy resp034ible for obtaining
any water rights required by the laws of the State of Texas.
3 of the wells and
2. Drilling, operation and maintennr
other construction activity of Liceneee shall be arcomplished at Such
time or times and in such a manner as will not interfere with the use
or maintenance of the Rio Grande Project facilities as determined by
the Project Superintendent or his authorized representative prior to
commencement of construction.
3. if Licensee abandnn_ the water wells, Lieensee shall
be solely responsible for complyi~g with any 13w of the State of
Texas applicable to the abandmlment uf water wells.
4. The General Prwviuiunn - Li’PnRP Ayreemrwts (FSTO31673)
" ' agreement the
attached hereto is hereby Wide
same as if it had been VKPFUS
caused thin
.v first herein—
iN ‘n' ll}!
license agreement L
t
‘ J v
(mu/t: 'wtttt at.
.‘i 14'
‘/«
.( _m_w._tt,,e_g,__ _
miterinqudehE/
Vruiect
20; VI Eli'}¢1_i on
u’Al‘E‘IR IMP R0 'EMENT
, L
.___.__.‘4.._,L:Jg.‘.__t_ ,«_

' ' ' EELU /
.EL WXSO COUNTY HATER IMPROVEMEM DISTRICT NO. 1 QWERTION HATER lHELL SITES
HELL
99; WE :wg A9391: _V wgww
3, Hidd1e Drain 653 + 40 City of El Paso
2 Torné_o Canal 4 + 50 County of E] Paso
3 Borderland Spur Drain 83 _ 23 County of El Paso
4 Franklin Canal 895 + 10 City of E1 Paso
JAN.4, 1989 6:00

JAN. 4,
7-1565
(Dec. 52)
{_nchu of Rec] amnion
1989
I,
am the Assistant
contractor herein; that
signed this accepuanoo
Assistant Manager
said acceptance was duL;
“a“
corporatLon by authnv,
the Loco“: of
Jar: Haller
certify that I
Secretary of the corporation named as
‘v a
v u .52
."ifwr'n.
, who
contractor, was then
said Corporation; that
:D'Lalf of said
body And is within
Secretary
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Contract No. 01 -WC -40-6760
RIO GRANDE PROJECT
IMPLEMENTING THIRD -PARTY CONTRACT
among the
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION,
the
EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. I,
and the
CITY OF EL PASO
JOINED BY ITS PUBLIC SERVICE BOARD
.for
CONVERSION OF RIO GRANDE PROJECT WATER TO MUNICIPAL
USE; DELIVERY OF DISTRICT WATER TO THE JONATHAN ROGERS
WATER TREATMENT PLANT; AND DELIVERY BY THE CITY OF EL
PASO OF USABLE SEWAGE EFFLUENT TO THE EL PASO COUNTY
WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. I
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Contract No. (DI -WC -4 0-676 0
1 RIO GRANDE PROJECT
2 IMPLEMENTING THIRD -PARTY CONTRACT
3 •
4 among the
5
6 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
7 DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIORBUREAU OF RECLAMATION,
9
•
10 the
11
12 EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. I,
13
14 and the
15
16 CITY OF EL PASO
17 JOINED BY ITS.PUBLIC SERVICE BOARD
18
19 for
20
21 CONVERSION OF RIO GRANDE PROJECT WATER 'TO MUNICIPAL
22 USE; DELIVERY OF DISTRICT WATER TO THE JONATHAN ROGERS
23 WATER TREATMENT PLANT; AND DELIVERY BY THE CITY OF EL
24 PASO OF USABLE SEWAGE EFFLUENT TO THE EL PASO COUNTY
25 WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. I
26
27 WITNESSETH:
28 THIS IMPLEMENTING THIRD -PARTY CONTRACT is among the
29 EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 1, a political
30 subdivision of the State of Texas, organized and existing under and by virtue of
31 Article XVI, Section 59 of the Constitution of the State of Texas, hereinafter
32 referred to as "the District," the CITY OF EL PASO, a municipal corporation
33 organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Texas, joined
34 by its Public Service Board acting through its duly authorized Chairman,
District City United States Page 1 oC74 Approved as to Form:
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Contract No. 01. -WC -4 0-67 6 •
1 hereinafter referred to collectively as "the City," and the UNITED STATES OF
2 AMERICA, hereinafter referred to as "the United States," through the Secretary of
3 the Interior, hereinafter referred to as "the Secretary," pursuant to the Act of June
4 17, 1902 (32 Stat. 388) and all acts amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto,
•
5 particularly the Act of February 25, 1220 (41 Stat.45I).
•
6 .• RECITALS' RECITALS
•
7 WHEREAS, this Iinplementing Third -Party Contract ("this Contract") is
8 entered into pursuant to Contract No. 8 -WC -40-R5030 between the United States
9 and the El Paso County Water Improvement District No. 1, Texas, for the
10 Conversion of Rio Grande Project Water from Irrigation to Miscellaneous ..•
it Purposes and.Uses Other than Irrigation dated March 19, 1998 ("the Conversion
12 Contract"), and the Rio Grande Project Third -Party Contract No. 00 -WC -4013 R6460 among the United States the El Paso County Water I,mprovement District
14 No. 1, and. the City of El Paso joined by its Public Service Board, dated December
15 1; 1999 ("the Third -Party Contract"); and
16 WHEREAS, to meet the present and anticipated future needs of the City•
17 and County of El Paso and their inhabitants, the City is expanding its Jonathan
18 Rogers Water Treatment Plant and which expansion,. the City expects, to complete
19 in February of 2002; and
•
•
20 WHEREAS, in accordance with the Rio Grande American Canal Extension.
21 Act of 1990, a substantial local cost share was paid for the American Canal
.
22 Extension Project; and •
23 WHEREAS, the City and the District are willing to exchange sewage
24 effluent for District Water (as hereafter defined).
25
District City United States Page 2 of 74 Approved as to Form
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Contract No, 01 -WC -4 0-676 0
AGREEMENT
2 NOW THEREFORE, the parties agree as follows:
3 1. Definitions of Terms Used in this Contract
4 A. Annual Delivery Allocation: The Annual Delivery Allocation is the acre5 feet of District Water per acre of District Water Right Lands determined
6 annually by the Directors of the District to be available for delivery by the
7 District for agricultural use on District Water Rights Lands. •
8 B. City's Water Order Budget: The budget developed annually by the City in
9 accordance with section 7D for the District Water available under this
• 10 Contract.
ii C. District Manager: General Manager of the District, or such other officer of
12 the District as may be designated by the Directors of the District to act in the
13 place of the General Manager.
14 D. District Portion: The term "District Portion" shall have the meaning given
15 to it in 14A(1) of the Third -Party Contract.
16 E. District Water: Any and all water available to the District regardless of the
17 source.
18 F. District Water Right Lands: Lands located within the boundaries of the
19 District that are classified under Reclamation Law and by the District as
20 "irrigable" or as having "first-class water rights."
21 G. Estimated Charge: The charge for District Water estimated by the District
22 pursuant to section 10B of this Contract.
Approved as to Form: District City United States Page 3 of 74
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Contract No. 01 -WC -40-6760
1 IL Existing Contracts: The following contracts among the District, the City,
2 and the United States:
3 1. Contract ,No. 116r-1541 to Supply. Water to the City of El Paso for
4 Municipal Purposes dated February 18, 1941;
5 2. Contract No. 116r-1712 to Supply Water to the City of El Paso for
6 Municipal Purposes dated December 1, 1944 (to which Elephant Butte iffigation
7 District is a party); and
8 3. Contract No. 14-06-500-762 Permitting the City of El Paso to Acquire
9 Additional Water Supply for Municipal Purposes dated December 20, 1962.
10 I. Fair Market Value: The amount at which District Water would change
ti hands between a willing buyer and El Paso County Water Improvement
12 District No. 1 with neither being under any compulsion to buy or sell and both
13 having reasonable knowledge of the relevant facts. Fah' Market Value is the
14 price in cash, or its equivalent, that the District Water would have brought at
15 the time District Water changes hands, considering the highest and most
16 profitable use, if then offered for sale in the open market, in competition with
17 other similar water at or near the point of delivery of District Water, with a
is reasonable time allowed to find a purchaser.
19 J. Federal Revenue: "Federal Revenue" is the amount payable to the United
20 States as described in section 14 of the Third -Party Contract and section 5 of
21 the Conversion Contract.
22 K. Other Usable Sewage Effluent: Sewage effluent which meets the
23 requirements of section 12 of this Contract and which is produced at any
24 WWTP of the City other than from February 15 through October 15 at the
25 Haskell Street WWTP.
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1 L. Project Water: Water appropriated or otherwise acquired by the United
2 States for the benefit of the District.
3 M. Reclamation 1(..daw: The Act of June 17, 1902 (32 sta. 388), and all acts
4 amendato6 thereof or supplementary thereof, including particularly the Act
5 of February 25, 1920 (31 Stat. 451).
6 N. Secretary or Contracting Officer: The Secretary of the Interior of the
7 United States or his duly authorized representative.
9 0. Usable Sewage Effluent: Sewage effluent produced at the City's Haskell
Street WWTP which meets the requirements of sections 8A, 8B, and 8C in
to this Contract.
Underflow of the Rio Grande: Water in sand, soil, and gravel below the
12 bed of the Rio Grande upstream of the American Diversion Darn, together
13 with the water in the lateral extensions of the water -bearing material on each
14 side of the Rio Grande upstream of the American Diversion Dam, such that
15 the surface flows are in contact with the subsurface flows, the latter flows
16 being confined within a space reasonably defined and having a direction
17 corresponding to that of the surface flow of the Ric Grande upstream of the
18 American Diversion Dam.
19 Q. WWTP: A wastewater treatment plant.
20 1 Coordination with Conversion Contract and Third -Party Contract
21 This Contract is subject to the Conversion Contract and the Third -Party
22 Contract. All .provisions that are required by the Conversion Contract to be
23 included in any third -party contract are by reference included and incorporated in
24 this Contract and made a part hereof.
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1 3. Contracting Authority
2 This. Contract is executed under the authority of the Conversion Contract,
3 the Third -party Contract, the Act of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat. 388) and all acts
4 amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto, particularly the Act of February 25,
5 1920 (41 Stat. 451).
6 4. Terra
7 The term of this Contract shall commence upon the date of execution hereof
8 by the United States and terminate upon the same date as that on which the Third9 Party Contract terminates (whether such date is the original or an extended
10 termination date).
ii 5. Use of Water Provided Under This Implementing Contract
12 All water provided hereunder to the City shall be treated by the City at its
13 Jonathan Rogers Water Treatment Plant to make it suitable for use as municipal
14 and industrial water and distributed by the City among its consumers for use solely
is in the United States, including without limitation the Lower Valley Water District
16 ("LVWD"), in accordance with all applicable law and regulation.
17 6. Point of Delivery
18 The District shall deliver all water provided hereunder by the District to the
19 City at the Jonathan Rogers Water Treatment Plant diversion structure located on
20 the right bank at station 0.05 (miles) of the Riverside Canal.
21 7. District Water to be Provided by District to City
22 A. Quantifies
23 I. During the year 2001, in addition to the water supplied to the City
24 pursuant to the Existing Contracts, subject to applicable law, subject to availability,
Approved as to Form: C -4(Y -Y-4. District ki/â€”
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and subject to section 7A(2) below, the District shall sell and deliver to the City at
2 the Point of Delivery and the City shall purchase from the District not more than
3 11,000 acre-feet of District Water plus any quantity up to 8,000 acre-feet elected
4 by the City pursuant section 7A(2) below. During the year 2002 and each calendar
5 year thereafter or portion thereof during the term hereof, in addition to the water
6 supplied to the City pursuant to the Existing Contracts, subject to applicable law,
7 subject to availability, and subject to section 7A(2) below, the District shall sell
8 and deliver to the City at the Point of Delivery and the City shall purchase from the
9 District not more than 28,116 acre-feet of District Water. In any year during the
10 term hereof, except the year 2001, in which the Annual Delivery Allocation is less
ii than 4.00 acre-feet per acre, the said 28,116 acre-feet of District Water shall be
12 reduced in accordance with Table 1 below. For values of the Annual Delivery
13 Allocation between those listed in Table 1, the Maximum Annual Delivery of
14 District Water shall be interpolated. For example, if the Annual Delivery
15 Allocation is 1.50 acre-feet, then the Maximum Annual Delivery of District Water
16 shall be 7,029 acre-feet [5,623+(1.60-1.50)/(1.60-1.40)x(8,435-5,623)]. The
17 quantities of District Water listed in Table I are subject to availability as
18 determined by the Directors of the District pursuant to section 7B of this Contract.
19 In each year during the term of this Contract, and to the extent permitted by law,
20 the District shall determine the quantities of District Water available for delivery to
21 the City under this Contract before the District determines the quantities of District
22 Water available for delivery under contracts between the District and third parties
23 other than the City providing for the sale of District Water for miscellaneous
24 purposes and uses other than irrigation.
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Annual Delivery
Allocation (acrefeet/acre) '
. Maximum Annual
Delivery of District Water
to City (acre-feet)
4.06 or greater 28,1 !6
3,80 26,710
3.60
• 23,304 •
3.40 23,899
3:20 22,493 3.00 21,087
2,80 19,681 .
_ I
2.60 18,275
2,40 16,870 Contract No. 01 -WC -40-676C
Annual Delivery
Allocation (acrefeet/acre) Maximum Annual
Delivery of District Water
• to CitY (acre-feet)
2.20 15,464
2.00 14,038
_
1.80 11,246 •
•
1.60 _
8,435
1.40 5,623 •
1.20 2,812 .
LOU ,
1,000
•
0.50 _
500,
.
0.00 •
. 0
2 2. Because the expansion of the Jonathan Rogers Water Treatment Plant is
3 now under construction and will not be complete in 2001, the City does not expect
4 to be able to use more than, 11,000 acre-feet of District Water under this Contract
5 in such year. However, in addition to the District Water avelilable for delivery to
- 6 the City from the District in accordance with 7A(1) above, the City deSires to.
7 purchase at this time 8,000 acre-feet of District Water for delivery in this year or
8 future years during the term of this Contract. The City shall pay to the District
9 $1,547,200.00, in consideration of which, and subject to availability and subject to
io. sections 5, 6, 7E, 7F, 13, 15, 16, 22, 23, 24, and 25, of this Contract, the District
i shall provide said 8,000 acre-feet to the City in. this yeai. or future years as
12 hereinafter provided. The City shall pay said sum in four equal installments of
13 $386,800 each, the first of which installments shall become due arid payable on or
14 before February 15, or the date by which all parties have executed this ,contract,
15 whichever of such dates is the later, and each succeeding payment shall become
16 due and payable on or before the expiration of 90 days after the preceding payment
17 becomes due. Federal Revenue in the amount of $77,360.00 shall be due on or
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before November 30 of the year in which the contract is executed, and the District
2 shall remit such Federal Revenues annually to the United States in accordance with
3 section 14A(5) of the Third -Party Contract. In no event shall the delivery by the
4 District to the City of all or any part of said 8,000 acre-feet change any obligations
5 of the City under other sections of this Contract. Subject to availability as
6 determined by the District, the City may order for delivery all or any part of said
7 8,000 acre-feet at such times during the term of this Contract as the City may elect,
8 but, in no event shall the District or the United States refund all or any portion of',
9 or pay the City any interest on, the sum paid under this section to the District or the
10 United States, The District and the City shall account for delivery of any of the
said 8,000 acre-feet separately from all other deliveries of District Water made by
12 the District to the City pursuant to this Contract or the Existing Contfacts. In any
13 year after the year 2001 when the quantity of District Water which the District
14 estimates will be available for delivery under section 7B of this Contract exceeds
15 28,116 acre-feet, and until the City has received all of the 8,000 acre-feet provided
16 for under this section, the District shall make available for delivery to the City such
17 District Water in excess of 28,116 acre-feet.
18 B. Determination of Availability of District Water for the City
19 1. Within 30 days after the Contracting Officer informs the District of
20 the District's annual diversion allocation (or allocation in storage, as the case may
21 be), the Directors of the District, to the extent permitted by law, in their sole
22 discretion, based on the quantity of water available to the District and provided that
23 no water shall be furnished under this Contract to the City if the delivery of such
24 water shall be detrimental to the water service for the irrigation project (Rio
25 Grande Reclamation Project) or to the rights of any prior appropriators, and subject
26 to sections 9A and 9C, shall determine the quantity of District Water which will be
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1 available for delivery by the District to the City under this Contract. During each
2 year of this Contract, the Directors of the District, in their sole discretion, may
3 reconsider and adjust any such determination of the quantity of District Water
4 which the District determines will be available for delivery by the District to the
5 City under this Contract if the quantity of water available to the District from the
6 Rio Grande Reclamation Project changes during the course of the year. The
7 District shall give the City notice of each of such determinations within 14 days
8 after the redetermination has been made. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the
9 quantity of District Water which the District determines in each year to be
10 available for delivery by the District to the City under this Contract shall not be
less than the quantity of District Water which, when multiplied by the price of
12 District Water determined under section 9B, equals the City's credit in such year
13 for Usable Sewage Effluent as determined under section 9C of this Contract.
14 2. In entering into this Contract, the District has relied upon the
15 assumptions and conclusions set forth in the report by a professional engineer,
16 attached hereto as Exhibit D, to determine the quantity of District Water which the
17 District estimates will be available for delivery by the District to the City under
is this Contract. If any of such assumptions or conclusions should prove incorrect or
19 change so that there is a net reduction in the quantity of District Water which the
' 20 District estimates will be available for delivery by the District to the City under
21 this Contract after a determination has been made by the Directors of the District
22 of the quantity of District Water available for delivery to the City under this
23 Contract then the Directors of the District shall adjust, as they deem appropriate in
24 their sole discretion, the determinations of the availability of District Water for the
25 City as provided in section 7B(1) of this Contract.
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C. Quality
2 Neither the United States nor the District makes any warranty, express or
implied, of the quality of District Water that the District determines to be available
4 for delivery by the District to the City pursuant to section 71B of this Contract.
5 However, the City may elect to refuse any water delivered by the District. The
6 City shall pay the District for any District Water refused for any reason other than
7 a force majeure under section 23 of this Contract. Any District Water refused by
8 the City may be used by the District for any purposes elected by the District.
9 D. Procedure for City to Request Delivery of District Water
10 I_ No later than 21 days after the District gives the City notice of the first
11 determination made by the District in accordance with section 7B(1) of this
12 Contract for any year during the term hereof, the City shall notify the 'District of
13 the Cityrs Water Order Budget for the year. Such budget shall be based on the
14 quantity of District Water that the Directors of the District determine to be
15 available for delivery to the City in accordance with section 7B, of this Contract•
16 and shall provide for the minimum and maximum quantities of District Water
17 during the year that the City shall order from the District monthly between March
is I and September 30 pursuant to this Contract.
• 19 2. The minimum and maximum quantities of the. City's monthly orders
20 shown in the Water Order Budget shall not be more than one hundred twenty
21 percent or less than eighty percent of one -seventh of the aggregate quantity of
22 District Water available to the City for that year under this Contract. The
23 aggregate of the orders shown on the City's Water Order Budget for the year shall
24 equal the total quantity determined by the Directors of the District to be available
25 by the District to the City in accordance with section 7B of this Contract.
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3. On a weekly basis, the City shall submit orders to the District for District
2 Water in such quantities as may be elected by the City, provided that the City shall
3 order in the aggregate each month at least the minimum quantity and no more than
4 the maximum quantity for such month specified in the City's Water Order Budget.
5 4. If the City, for any reason, orders less during the year than the aggregate
6 quantity of District Water shown in the City's Water Order Budget, the City shall
•
7 nevertheless pay the District for such aggregate quantity determined by the
s Directors of the District to be available by the District to the City in accordance
9 with section 78 of this Contract.
10 E. Effect of City's Water Order Budget
ii Notwithstanding the City's Water Order Budget in section 7D and the City's
12 orders, the District reserves the right to reduce the quantities of the City's orders
13 and adjust the delivery dates by no more than 4 days as may be necessary to
14 conform with District operations. The District will advise the City of any such
15 reductions or adjustment within 48 hours after the District makes such reductions.
16 or adjustments.
17 F. Delivery to the City of District Water
,
is Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Contract, the District shall
19 deliver District Water to the City under this Contract only. during times when the
20 District delivers District Water for irrigation of lands which are presently served by
• 21 the Riverside Canal.
City Approved as to Form: District United States Pap: 2 of '74
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1 8. Usable Sewage Effluent to be Provided by City to District from Haskell
2 Street WWTP
3 A. Quantity
4 From February 15 through October 15 of each year during the term hereof,
5 the City shall deliver into the American Canal Extension not less than 12,000 acre6 feet of Usable Sewage Effluent from the Haskell Street WWTP. This quantity
7 shall be metered at the City's Haskell Street WWTP effluent meter in accordance
8 with section 15 of this Contract. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein,
9 the District reserves the right to refuse to accept any effluent and to require the
is City to discharge the same directly into the Rio Grande. However, if any Usable
i Sewage Effluent is not accepted bY the District during the period from February 15
12 through October 15 such Usable Sewage Effluent will nonetheless qualify for the
13 credit against the purchase price as specified in section 9B of this Contract. All
14 effluent accepted by the District shall be District Water. If, in accordance with this
15 Contract, the District declines to accept any effluent discharged by the City into the
16 American Canal Extension, then such effluent may be disposed of by the District at
17 the District's sole discretion, and the City shall reimburse the District for all costs
18 for the proper disposal of such effluent and any and all penalties or fines assessed
19 by any government entities against the District for the disposal of such effluent.
20 B. Quality
21 To constitute Usable Sewage Effluent, the effluent must not be a public
22 nuisance and must meet all quality standards imposed by federal and state law for
23 discharge into the Rio Grande and the American Canal or its extension. District
24 Water in the American Canal or its extension, including varying quantities of
25 effluent, may be for agricultural use, including without limitation, irrigation of
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crops intended for human or animal consumption. Further, the effluent shall meet
2 the standards set forth on Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part, hereof In the
3 event that the District determines at any time that, at the point of discharge of
4 effluent from the Haskell Street WWTP into the American Canal Extension, such
5 effluent does not meet any of such standards, the District Manager may require all
6 effluent from the Haskell Street WWTP to be discharged into the Rio Grande until
7 such time as the quality of the effluent satisfies said standards. Effluent that does
a not meet said standards shall not entitle the City to a credit against its charges
9 under this Contract for District Water. The quantity of effluent not 'meeting said
10 standards shall be deemed to be the quantity of effluent discharged from the date
11 standards are not met to the date standards are met. The City shall collect all water
12 quality samples and perform the water quality analyses required under this section.
13 The City shall report the results of such analyses to the District within 14 days
14 from the date of collection of such samples. The City shall furnish the District
15 with copies of all reports filed with the Texas Natural Resource Conservation
16 Commission in compliance with the National Pollution Discharge Elimination
17 System program simultaneously with the filing of such reports.
18 •C. Rate of Discharge •
19 The maximum rate of diseharge of Usable Sewage Effluent at the point of
20 discharge shall not exceed 50 cubic feet per second, and the quantity of Usable
21 Sewage Effluent discharged at a rate in excess of 50 cubic feet per second shall not
22 be credited to the City under section 9C of this Contract.
23 D. City to Pay for Damages Incurred by the District
24 To the extent permitted by law, •the City shall hold the District and the
25 United States harmless from liability for payment of any and all costs, damages
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1 (actual and exemplary), penalties and fines imposed as a consequence of any
2 effluent discharged by the City. The District may elect to offset the amount of any
3 such costs, damages, penalties, or fines imposed on the District against any credit
4 to the City under section 9C of this Contract. in the event that the District receives
5 notice of any violation, the District shall give the City notice thereof within 14
6 days after receipt by the District of such notice.
7 9. Price of District Water
A. Certain Land Owned by the City within the District in Excess of
9 2,000 Acres
10 1. For each acre of land owned by the City, legally or beneficially, and
ii described and listed on Exhibit B attached hereto and made a part hereof (as it may
12 be supplemented from time to time by the City with notice given to the other
13 parties pursuant to section 21), but in no case more than 1,000 acres, during the
14 term hereof the District shall provide annually to the City, and the City .shall
15 purchase from the District, the total quantity of District Water which in such
16 calendar year the owner of the lands listed on Exhibit B would have been entitled
17 to receive from the District pursuant to District policy then in effect had such lands
18 been owned by a private landowner, provided however that such quantity shall
19 never exceed 4.00 acre-feet of District Water per acre of such land. For each acre20 foot of District Water provided to the City under this section 9A, the City shall pay
21 to the District a price per acre-foot equal to $15 for the calendar year commencing
22 January 1, 2001. On the first day of January of 2002 and each year thereafter
23 during the term of this Contract the price per acre-foot of District Water subject to
24 this section 9A1 shall increase in same proportions as any increases after January
25 1, 2001 in the Consumer Price Index of the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the
District City 111
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I United States Department of Labor now known as the Consumer Price Index -All
2 Urban Consumers (CPI -U), All Items.
3 2. The annual adjustments in the price per acre-foot shall be determined
4 by multiplying $15.00 by a fraction, the numerator of which is the index number
5 for December of the calendar year that ended immediately before the date on
6 which the adjustment is to be made and the denominator of which is the index
7 number for December, 2000. In no event shall any annual adjustment called for in
8 this section 9A result, in a price per acre-foot which is less than the previous year's
9 price per acre-foot.
o 3. If the CPI -U, All Items, is discontinued during the Contract term, the
ii future adjustments in price shall be made by substituting the index numbers for the
12 Bureau of Labor Statistics of the United States Department of Labor that are most
13 nearly comparable to the CPI -U, All Items. If the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the
14 United States Department of Labor ceases to exist or to publish statistics
15 concerning the purchasing power of the consumer dollar during the Contract term,
16 the future adjustments required under this section 9A shall be made by using the
17 most nearly comparable statistics published by a generally recognized financial
18 authority.
19 B. Price for Al! Other District Water
20 For all District Water provided by the District to the City and not included in
21 section 9A of this Contract or supplied pursuant to the Existing Contracts, the
22 District shall charge the City, and the City shall pay to the District, the following
23 amounts:
24 $193.40 per acre-foot for the calendar year commencing January 1, 2001
25 $200.80 per acre-foot for the calendar year commencing January 1, 2002
26 $208.20 per acre-foot for the calendar year commencing January 1, 2003
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$215.60 per acre-foot for the calendar year commencing January 1, 2004
2 $223.00 per acre-foot for the calendar year commencing January I, 2005
3 $23040 per acre-foot for the calendar year commencing January 1, 2006
4 $237.80 per acre-foot for the calendar year commencing January 1, 2007
5 $245.20 per acre-foot for the calerdar year commencing January 1, 2008
6 $252.60 per acre-foot for the calendar year commencing January 1, 2009
7 $260.00 per acre-foot for the calendar year commencing January 1, 2010
g C. Credit for Usable Sewage Effluent
9 1. In any year when the Directors of the District have determined that the
io Annual Delivery Allocation is two acre-feet or greater, then for each acre-foot of
ii such Usable Sewage Effluent provided by the City, the District shall allow the City
12 a credit in that year against any charges of the District pursuant to sections 9A and
13 9B of this Contract equal to the price per acre-foot of District Water set forth in
14 section 9B of this Contract multiplied by one-half.
15 2. In any year when the Directors of the District have determined that the
16 Annual Delivery Allocation is less than two acre-feet and greater than one acre17 foot, then for each acre-foot of Usable Sewage Effluent provided by the City, the
18 District shall allow the City a credit in that year against any charges of the District
19 pursuant to sections 9A and 913 of this Contract equal to the price per acre-foot of
20 District Water set forth in section 9B of this Contract multiplied by one-half of the
' 21 sum of the Annual Delivery Allocation (acre-feet per acre) less one acre-foot
'14
22 [credit for each acre-foot of Usable Sewage Effluent = price X 1/2 (Annual Delivery.
23 Allocation
— 1 )1.
16 24 3. In any year when the Directors of the District have determined that the
n 25 Annual Delivery Allocation is one acre-foot or less, then no credit shall be given
26 by the District to the City for Usable Sewage Effluent.
15
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I pursuant to this Contract, all District Water delivered to the City shall be
2 considered Project Water. Notwithstanding section 14A(4) of the Third -Party
3 Contract; for District Water provided pursuant to 596 of the 1,000 acres of City4 owned lands covered by section 9A of this Contract, the City shall pay a Federal
5 Revenue component of $5,00 per acre-foot. On all other District Water provided
6 under this Contract, the City shall pay the Federal Revenue component as specified
7 in and required by section 14A(2)(c) of the Third -Party Contract.
8 E. Fee of the United States Associated with Administration of the Contract
9 In the event that the United States imposes on the â€¢District a fee for the
10 United States' cost of preparation, negotiation, legal review, or any other activity
ii related to administration of this Contract or the Third -Party Contract by United
12 States, the City shall pay the amount of such fee to the District on or before 30
13 days after notice is given to the District by the United States requesting payment of
14 such fee. The District shall pay such amount to the United States within 30 days
15 after receipt of such fee by the District from the City. The United States shall give
16 the District and the City not less than 30 days in which to examine data, reports
17 and calculations supporting such fee; to review and comment; and to file any
18 objections thereto before any notice is given by the United States to the District of
19 such fee.
20 10. Payment by the City for District Water
21 A. On or before January 15, 2002 and on the same date of each year
22 thereafter during the term hereof, the City shall give the District notice of the
23 City's estimate of the quantity of Usable Sewage Effluent which will be delivered
24 by the City to the District during such year. The quantity of Usable Sewage
25 Effluent shall be estimated by the City in accordance with the best engineering 11! g
/I
i
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4. On or before November 15 of each year during the term hereof, the
2 District shall determine and notify the City of the quantity of Usable Sewage
3 Effluent provided by the City to the District during the period from February 15
4 through October 15 of such year.
5 5. In no year shall any credit pursuant to this section 9C be allowed to
6 the City for more than 15,000 acre-feet of Usable Sewage Effluent provided by the
7 City to the District in such year, and no credit shall exceed the total payment due to
8 the District for District Water made available for delivery to the City in such year
9 under this Contract.
lo 6. The calculation of any credit required under sections 9C(1), 9C(2),
ii 9C(3), 9C(4), and 9C(5) of this Contract shall be made in conformance with the
12 following Table 2.
13
14 Table 2
A.
Annual Delivery Allocation
(acre-feet/acre)
2.00 or vreater
1-80
Lf29
L.40
1.20
1.00 or less.
15 D. Federal Revenue Component B.
Acre -Feet of District
Water per Acre -Foot of.
Usable Sewage Effluent
0.500
9-40_0
ciao
11220
niao
asmo
16 In addition to the price of District Water, the City shall pay the Federal
17 Revenue component on all District Water delivered to the City under this Contract
18 regardless of any credit allowed to the City by the District for Usable Sewage
9 Effluent. For the purposes of determining the Federal Revenue component
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methods, and shall not be more than one hundred ten percent of the previous year's
2 credit for Usable Sewage Effluent. For the year 2001, the City's estimate of the
3 quantity of Usable Sewage Effluent shall be 12,000 acre-feet.
4 B. Based on the District's determination of District Water available for
5 delivery to the City under section 7B in this Contract and the City's estimate of
6 Usable Sewage Effluent made pursuant section 10A above, and on or before
7 January 31 of each year during the term hereof, the District shall determine and
8 give the City notice of the Estimated Charge for. such year which. shall be in
9 accordance with section 9 in this Contract. An example of the calculation of an
10 Estimated Charge is attached hereto as Exhibit E.
C. On or before February 15, May 15, and August 15 of each year, the City
12 shall pay the District an amount equal to twenty-five percent of the Estimated
13 Charge.
14 D. 'On or before November 15 of each year, the District shall give the City
15 netice of the final payment due to the District and the United States from the City
16 or any refund due from the District to the City. Such payment or refund shall be
17 calculated according to the quantity of District Water which the District made
18 available for delivery to the City under section 7 of this Contract during said year.
19 less any credit for Usable Sewage Effluent delivered by the City to the District less
20 the payments by the City, to the District under section 10C of this Contract for such
21 year.
22 E. On or before November 30 of each year during the term hereof; such
23 final payment including all Federal Revenue or refund shall be due and payable.
24 F. All Federal Revenues will be paid by the City to the District on or before
25 November 30 of each year and remitted by the District to United States in accorApproved as to Form: District City United States Page 20 of 74
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dance with section 14A(5) of the Third -Party Contract. In order to facilitate proper
2 crediting of such revenue, all Federal Revenues payment remitted to the United
3 States by the District shall contain a reference to Contract No. 01 -WC -40-6760.
4 11. Redetermination of the Price of All Other District Water After
5 January 1, 2011.
6 A. The price for District Water established in section 9B of this Contract
7 represents the determination by the Directors of the District of the present annual
s Fair Market Value of District Water and increases therein for the first ten years
9 hereafter. Commencing January 1, 2011, and on the same day of each year
it) thereafter of the remaining term hereof, the price of District Water established in
ii section 9B of this Contract shall automatically increase by eight percent of the
12 previous year's price.
13 B. The District and the City shall each have the right to require that the
14 price of District Water established in section 9B of this Contract be redetermined
15 for any of the ten-year periods commencing January 1, 2011, January 1, 2021 and
16 January 1, 2031, provided that not less than 180 days prior to any such dates, the
17 party requiring the redetermination shall so notify the other party in accordance
is with section 21 of this Contract.
19 C. In the event that any redetermination of price is required by the
20 District or the City, and if the District and the City fail to agree upon the price of
21 District Water within 90 days after a notice under the preceding paragraph, then
22 the City and the District shall have the right to file a suit for declaratory judgment
23 in a court of competent jurisdiction in El Paso County, Texas to determine the
24 annual Fair Market Value of District Water. If either the City or the District files
25 such suit, then both the District and the City shall submit to mediation in
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accordance with the procedures of Chapter 154 of the Texas Civil Practice and
2 Remedies Code, as amended. Upon the entry of a final judgment in any such suit,
3 the annual Fair Market Value, plus any annual escalation determined by such suit
4 to be necessary to maintain the present value of the annual Fair Market Value so
5 determined in such suit for the ten. calendar years commencing January 1, 2011,
6 January. 1, 2021 and January 1, 2031, as the case may be, shall be the price of
7 District Water under section 9B of this Contract for the respective ten-year period.
8 D. During the pendency of such suit, and until a final judgment is entered
9 therein, the City shall pay the District a tentative price equal to the price which
to would result from the automatic escalation. Upon the entry of such final judgment,
]i the parties shall adjust the tentative price to conform with the judgment, and the
12 City shall be credited with any overpayment or charged for any underpayment
13 during the pendency of such suit. In the event that an underpayment has been
14 made by the City to the District, then the City shall pay the amount of such
15 underpayment to the District within 30 days after said judgrnent becomes final. In
16 the event that an overpayment has been made by the City to the District, then the
17 District shall credit such overpayment against the first payment(s) becoming due â€¢
18 by the City to the District after said judgment becomes final.
19 E. During the pendency of such suit, and until a final judgment is entered
20 therein, the City shall pay tentative Federal Revenues which shall .be calculated
21 according to the tentative price under section 11D above. Upon entry of such final
22 judgment, the parties shall adjust the tentative Federal Revenues to conform with
23 the judgment, and the City shall be credited with any such overpayment or charged
24 for any underpayment during the pendency of such suit. In the event that an
25 underpayment of Federal Revenues has been made by the City, then the City shallâ€¢
26 pay the amount of such underpayment to the District within 30 days after said
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1 judgment becomes final. The District shall remit any such underpayment to the
2 United States within 30 days after receipt of such underpayment by the District. In
3 the event that an overpayment of Federal Revenues has been made by the City, the
4 United States shall credit such overpayment against the first Federal Revenues
5 becoming due by the City after the said judgment beeomes final, so long as thee.
6 overpayment does not exceed $5,000. However, in the event that the overpayment
7 exceeds $5,000, the United States shall issue a refund in the amount of such
8 overpayment within 60 days after the judgment becomes final.
9 12. Obligation of City to Deliver Other Usable Sewage Effluent
10 A. In addition to any Usable Sewage Effluent, the City shall annually
ii deliver to the Rio Grande upstream of American Diversion Darn, to the American
12 Canal or its extension, to the Riverside Canal, or to the Riverside Intercepting
13 Drain, Other Usable Sewage Effluent (acre-feet) in a quantity not less than twenty14 five percent of the sum of the quantities of District Water (acre-feet) delivered by
15 the District to the City pursuant to the Existing Contracts and this Contract less the
16 quantity of Usable Sewage Effluent (acre-feet) multiplied by the applicable value
17 from ac'olumn B of Table 2 in accordance with section 9C of this Contract, that is,
18 Other Usable Sewage Effluent = 0.25 x [District Water Delivered to City — (Usable
19 Sewage Effluent x value from column B in Table 2)].
20 B.
21 1. For the purposes of this Contract, the Underflow of the Rio Grande
22 upstream of the American Diversion Dam captured each year during the teriu
23 hereof by the City (as determined in accordance with the procedures in Exhibit C)
24 shall be deemed District Water pursuant to section 9B of this Contract delivered to
25 the City during such year unless the City during such year delivers Other Usable
District itt.
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I Sewage Effluent in a quantity of not less than one hundred and sixty percent of
2 such Underflow in addition to the quantity of Other Usable Effluent required under
3 section 12A above. Of the quantity of Other Usable Sewage Effluent required
4 under this section 12B(1), sixty-two and one-half percent shall be delivered by the
5 City in the bed of the Rio Grande upstream of American Diversion Dam and thirty6 seven and one-half percent shall be delivered by the City in the American Canal, or
7 in its extension, or in the Riverside Canal, or in the Riverside Intercepting Drain.
8 2. Except to the extent allowed by this section 12B(2), the City shall not
9 construct, purchase, beneficially own, lease, or operate any well or other collection
10 device in the Mesilla Valley which is screened or open to any aquifer at elevations
11 higher than 200 feet below the original elevation of the surface of the land in the
12 immediate vicinity of any such well or collection device, The City shall have the
13 right to construct, purchase, beneficially own, lease, or operate any well or other
14 collection device in the Mesilla Valley at elevations between 120 and 200 feet
15 below the original elevation of the surface of the land in the immediate vicinity of
16 any such well or collection device, as well as the City's wells numbered EPWU
17 115 and EPWU 118, provided that all such wells and collection devices in the
18 aggregate do not produce more than 4,000 acre-feet of water per year in the
19 Mesilla Valley; and if in any one year more than 4,000 acre-feet of water is
20 produced in aggregate from such wells and collection devices, such excess
21 production shall constitute a default under this Contract, and, in addition to any
22 other remedies at law or in equity that the District may have for such default, the
23 District may at its option charge the quantity in excess of 4,000 acre-feet as
24 delivery of Project Water by the District to the City pursuant to sections 7 and 9 of
25 this Contract and the Existing Contracts as elected by the District.
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3. Upon the construction, purchase, beneficial ownership, lease, or
2 operation of any well or other collection device, in addition to the City's Wells
3 identified in this Exhibit C, the Contracting Officer shall modify Exhibit C -Table 1
4 in this Contract to reflect the best engineering estimate of the increase in the
5 quantity of Underflow of the Rio Grande captured upstream of the American
6 Diversion Dam by the City. The contracting Officer shall modify Exhibit C in this
7 Contract to identify any such well or collection device. At such time as the City
8 provides any notice of intent or other information concerning any such new well or
9 collection device to any governmental agency, the City shall provide copies of
10 such notice and other information to the Contracting Officer and the District.
it 4. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, the City shall not
12 capture more than 15,000 acre-feet of Underflow of the Rio Grande upstream of
13 the American, Diversion Dam in any year. If the City captures more than 15,000
14 acre-feet of such underflow in any year, the City shall be in default of its
15 obligations under this Contract. In addition to any other remedies at law or in
16 equity that the District may have for such default, the District may at its option
17 charge the quantity in excess of 15,000 acre-feet as delivery of Project Water by
18 the District to the City pursuant to sections 7 and 9 of this Contract and the
19 Existing Contracts as elected by the District.
20 C. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in section 12A and 12B
21 above, the City shall deliver at least the following quantities of Other Usable
22 Sewage Effluent into the Riverside Canal or the Riverside Intercepting Drain, at
23 the District's option, from February 15 through October 15 of each year during the
24 term hereof at station 0.51 (miles): 14,000 acre-feet in 2001, 15,000 acre-feet in
25 2002, 16,000 acre-feet in 2003, 17,000 acre-feet in 2004, and 18,000 acre-feet in
26 each year thereafter less the smaller of 4,667 acre-feet or the quantity of Other
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1 Usable Sewage Effluent delivered by the City during such year pursuant to section
2 12D below. Such quantities of Other Usable Sewage Effluent shall be counted
3 against the City's obligation set forth in section 12A above and the City's
4 obligation set forth in section 12B(1) above for the thirty-seven and one-half
5 percent of Other Usable Sewage Effluent to be delivered by the City in the.
6 American Canal, or in its extension, or in the Riverside Canal, or in the Riverside
7 Intercepting Drain. .
0. Of the quantities of Other Usable Sewage Effluent required by section
9 12B(1), the City shall deliver from February 15 through October, 15 'of each year
10 during the term hereof in the bed of the Rio Grande upstream of the American
11 Diversion Dam not less than forty-one and two-thirds percent thereof.
12 E. To constitute Other Usable Sewage Effluent, the effluent must not be
13 a public nuisance and must meet all quality standards imposed by federal and state
14 law for discharge into the Rio Grande, the American Canal or its extension or in
15 the Riverside Canal, or in the Riverside Intereepting Drain. District Water in the
16 American Canal or its extension, or in the Riverside Canal, including varying
17 quantities of effluent, may be for agricultural use, including without limitation,
18 irrigation of crops intended for human or animal consumption.
19 F. To the extent permitted by law, the City shall hold the District and the
20 United States harmless from liability for payment of any and all costs, damages
21 (actual and exemplary), penalties and fines imposed as a consequence .of any.
22 effluent discharged by the City. The District may elect to offset the amount of any
23 such costs, damages, penalties, or fines imposed on the District -against any credit
24 to the City under section 9C of this Contract.
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1 13. City to Maintain Diversion Facilities
2 When and as directed by the District Manager, the City shall maintain,
3 without cost to the District, the Jonathan Rogers Water Treatment Plant diversion
4 facility located on the right bank at station 0.05 (miles) of the Riverside Canal.
5 14. Termination for Default
6 In the event of any default or breach in the performance by the City of any
7 obligation imposed upon the City by this Contract, then after 39 days' written
s notice to the City of the breach or default and the City's failure to remedy such
9 breach or default within such 30 days, the District may invoke all or any of the
w following remedies:
ii (1) terminate this Contract and without liability to the City foi- damages of
12 the City or any third party resulting from termination;
13 (2) refuse to deliver District Water to the City under this Contract; an.d
.
14 (3) invoke any remedies at law or in equity to which the District may be
15 entitled.
16 15. Measurement of Water
17 A. The City shall, without cost to the United States or the District, provide,
18 install, maintain, and replace as necessary, at the point of delivery of water to the
19 City and
. at the points of discharge of effluent into the American Canal or its
20 extension, the Riverside Canal, and the Riverside Intercepting Drain, measuring
21 devices acceptable to the District Manager and the Contracting Officer for the
22 measurement of water delivered -La the City under this Contract. The City shall
23 keep said device or devices in a condition satisfactory to the District Manager and
24 Contracting Officer.
â€ž . )td
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B. Provided that the District and the Contracting Officer advise the plant
2 manager or shift supervisor on duty, the City shall allow the District and/or the
3 Contracting Officer unfettered access to inspect and check the accuracy of any
4 measuring device that is required under section 1 5A above and is located on City5 owned or leased land.
6 C. The District may measure the District Water delivered to the City and
7 effluent discharged by the City into the American Carial Extension and the
" 8 Riverside Canal, or to the Riverside Intercepting Drain using the District's
9 measuring devices.
10 D. In the event of any conflict between the City's measurements and the
ii District's measurements of District Water delivered to the City and/or the effluent
12 discharged by the City the decision of the Contracting Officer regarding such
13 conflict shall be binding on the City and, the District.
â€¢
14 16. Responsibility for Water Delivered to the City
15 Upon receiving District Water delivered to the City at the City's point of
16 diversion as provided in this Contract, the City, without cost to the United States or
17 to the District, shall thereafter be responsible for the carriage, treatment, storage or
18 distribution of the District Water so delivered; and the City shall and hereby does
19 assume full responsibility for the control and handling of said water and for any
20 damage for which there is legal liability, including damage arising from personal
21 injury or death, that may result therefrom or in connection therewith after its
22 delivery to the City as provided in this Contract, and, to the extent permitted by
23 law, shall save the United States and the District harmless on account of any such
24 damage.
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1 17. Resolutions to be Furnished
2 The city shall furnish to the United States and to the District certified copies
3 of a resolution adopted by the City Council of the City of El Paso approving this
4 Contract and authorizing the Mayor and the Clerk of the City to execute the same
5 on behalf of and as the act of the City. The District will furnish to the United
6 States and to the City certified copies of a resolution by its Board of Directors
7 approving this Contract and authorizing the President and Secretary of the District
8 to execute the same on behalf of and as the act of the District.
9 18. Successors and Assigns Bound
io The provisions of this Contract shall apply to and bind the successors and
â€¢ 'ii assigns of the respective parties; provided, however, that no assignment by the City
12 of any interest in or right pursuant to this Contract shall be valid until the City has
13 received_ the written consent thereto of the Contracting Officer and the written
14 consent of the District.
15 19. Existing Contracts Unaffected
16 -Nothing in this Contract shall be construed as altering, modifying, or
17 amending the Existing Contracts.
Is 20. Compromise and Settlement Regarding the April 23, 1992 Memorandum
A
19 of Understanding and Rescission of Contracts Relative to
20 Tax Delinquent Lands
21 A. Upon execution of this Contract by the United States, the District and
22 the City, all claims which have been or which could have been asserted by the City
23 against the District, its officers, directors, employees, attorneys, consultants, and
24 engineers and all claims which have been or which could have been asserted by the
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District against the City, its officers, elected and appointed officials, employees,
2 attorneys, consultants, and engineers, concerning, based on, or arising from the
3 Memorandum of Understanding dated April 23, 1992 and executed by District and
4 the City's Public Service Board are hereby finally compromised and settled. The
5 City releases and discharges the District its officers, directors, employees,
a attorneys, consultants, and engineers, and the District releases and discharges the
7 City its officers, elected and appointed officials, employees, attorneys, consultants,
s and engineers, from any and all of said claims.
9 13. The City disclaims any interest in the American Canal Or its extension
Jo and any interest in the water transported by or conserved as a result of the
11 construction and/or operation of the American Canal or its extension. The City
12 releases any and all claims it may have against the District for any interest in the
13 water transported by or conserved as a result of the construction or operation of the
14 American Canal or its extension. The City shall not release, 'convey, or quitclaim
is unto anyone other than the District any interests in the American Canal or its
16 extension and any interest in the water transported by or conserved as a result of
17 the construction or operation of the American Canal or its extension.
18 C. The parties agree to and they do hereby rescind the following contracts
19 executed by the City and the District relative to tax delinquent land:
20 (1) Special Delinquent Lease #4579 Executed 05-31-91,
21 (2) Special Delinquent Lease #4579 Executed 06-29-92,
22 (3) Special Delinquent Lease #4579 Executed 05-12-93, and
23 (4) Special Delinquent Lease #4579 Executed 10-20-93.
District jA
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D. This section 20 is a compromise and settlement agreement in which
2 no party herein has made any admissions regarding any claims, mentioned herein
3 and which compromise and settlement is made to avoid the risks and costs of
4 litigation.
5 21. Notices
6 Any notice, demand, or request authorized or required by this Contract shall
7 be deemed to have been given when mailed, postage prepaid, or hand -delivered to
8 the Regional Director, Upper Colorado Region, Bureau of Reclamation, 125 South
9 State Street, Salt Lake City, Utah 84138-1147; when mailed, postage prepaid, or
io hand -delivered to the General Manager, El Paso County Water Improvement
ii District No.. 1, 294 Candelaria, El Paso, Texas 79907-5599; or when mailed,
12 postage prepaid, or hand -delivered to the General Manager, Public Service Board,
13 1154 Hawkins Blvd., El Paso, Texas 79925. The designation of the addressee or
14 the address may be changed by notice given in the same manner as provided in this
15 section 21 for other notices.
16 22. Neither the United States nor the District shall be Liable on Account of
17 Shortage or Quality of Water
18 Neither the United States nor the District shall be liable for damages to the
19 City or its inhabitants or to others Mir failure to supply water under this Contract
20 caused by insufficient supply of water in the Rio Grande, hostile diversion,
21 drought, interruption of service made necessary by repairs, or on account of any
22 other delivery of water than that provided for in this Contract, stipulated for,
23 directed or ordered to be made, by any valid or subsisting order, or decree of a
24 competent court or of any other duly constituted, competent authority; or for
25 damages caused by floods, acts of hostility or unavoidable circumstances; or for
Il
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damages of any character resulting from any lack of purity or potable quality of the
2 water that may be delivered to the City under the terms of this Contract, and, to the
3 extent permitted by law, the City agrees to hold the United States and the District
4 harmless from any damage or claims of damage arising from said causes.
5 23. Force Majeure
6 if any party through no fault. of its own is rendered unable; wholly or in part,
7 by force majeure to carry out its obligations under this Contract, then the
8 obligations of such party, so far as they are affected by such force majeure, shall be
9 suspended during the time reasonably necessary .to remedy such inability, but• for
10 no longer period. The term "force majeure" shall mean acts of God, wars,
ii insurrections, riots, epidemics, landslides, lightning, earthquakes, fires, storms,
12 floods, hazardous spills, explosions, and unforeseeable failure of machinery,
13 structures, or water conveyance facilities.
14 24. City' To Secure Compliance with National Environmental Policy Act.
15 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, in this Contract, the City shall
16 comply with the provisions of section 13C of the Third -Party Contract. The
17 District shall not deliver to the City, and the City shall not demand delivery from
18 the District, any District Water pursuant• to this contract until .the. Contracting..
19 Officer notifies the District and the City in writing that this Contraat is in full
20 compliance with the National Environmental Policy At of 1969 (83 Stat. 852), as
21 amended, (NEPA), the District has accepted any and all conditions imposed on the
22 District pursuant to NEPA, and the United States has executed this Contract. The
23 Contracting Officer shall cooperate with the parties in all aspects of the NEPA
24 process and shall not unreasonably withhold such notification.
1,1
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1 25. District Discretion Regarding Environmental Actions
2 Any material prepared by the City. or any contractor of the City for the
3 purposes of meeting NEPA requirements shall be submitted to the District by the
4 City in writing not less than 7 days prior to its submission to the United States.
5 Any comments of the District on such materials shall be attached by the City to
6 and made a part of such materials submitted to the United States. The District
7 shall not be obligated to adopt any alternative or mitigation measure or to bear any
8 cost thereof.
9 26. Water Right
10 The City shall not oppose an administrative determination and a final
ii judgment in the pending adjudication of the Upper Rio Grande of Texas
12 adjudicating unto the District the rights claimed by the District pursuant to its
13 Permit to Use State Water No. 5433 granted by the Texas Natural Resource
14 Conservation Commission. The District shall not oppose an administrative
is determination and a final judgment in the pending"adjudication of the Upper Rio
16 Grande of Texas adjudicating unto the City the rights claimed by the City pursuant
17 to its Permit to Appropriate State Water No. 1535C granted by the Texas Natural
18 Resource Conservation Commission.
19 27. Venue and. Choice of Law
20 Except a civil action or claim against the United States of which jurisdiction
21 is exclusive in the United States Court of Federal Claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. Â§Â§
22 1346 and 1491, any civil action based upon, concerning, arising from, or related to
23 this Contract shall be filed only in a court of competent jurisdiction in El Paso
24 County, Texas. This Contract shall be construed in accordance with the laws of
25 the United States and of the State of Texas.
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1 28. Other Contracts for the Sale of Surplus Water
2 To the extent permitted by law, the District shall not enter into other
3 contracts for the sale of surplus water which will interfere with the delivery by the
4 District to the City of District Water pursuant to this Contract.
29. Disagreement with Determinations by the Contracting Officer Pursuant
6 to Exhibit C
7 The determinations of the Contracting Officer made pursuant to Exhibit C of
8 this Contract shall be regarded as purely contractual in nature and shall be subject
9 to de novo review in any suit to adjudicate, confirm, validate, or decree this
10 contract pursuant to 43 U.S.C. § 390uu.
11
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1 EXHIBIT A
- Minimum Effluent Standards
2
3 All Haskell Street WWTP effluent must meet or exceed all water quality
4 standards required by the discharge permit number 10408-004 and any subsequent
5 amended, renewed or new permits issued by the Texas Natural Resources
6 Conservation Commission (TNRCC) in effect at the time such effluent is
7 discharged into the American Canal Extension. Such effluent must have a Total
8 Dissolved Solids (TDS) of less than or equal to 1,200 milligrams per liter and a
9 Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) of less than or equal to the following equation:
10 SAR. 5, 29 —6 logo [TDS (mg/1)]
SAR and TDS shall be measured at least biweekly by taking a flow12 weighted 24 -hour composite water quality sample from the effluent being
13 discharged into the American Canal Extension. TDS shall be determined
14 according to the procedures of 2540 C. Total Dissolved Solids Dried at 180' C of
15 the .19th Edition of Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and
16 Wastewater. The SAR shall be determined using the following equation:
17 SAR= Na + (meg/1) /[(Ca2÷ (meg/1)/2 + Mg2+ (meg/1)/2)]
i8 where meq/1 is the milliequivalents per liter of the concentrations of Calcium (Ca),
19 Magnesium (Mg), and Sodium (Na) ions of the composite water quality sample.
20 The concentrations of Calcium (Ca), Magnesium (Mg), and`Sodium (Na) ions shall
21 be determined according to the procedures of Ion Chromatographic Method (EPA
22 300,7).
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Exhibit B
— Descriptions of Public Service Board Property
Grant Block Tract/Subdivision ,
Acres
UV 14 Tract 16 16.68
UV 14 Tract 17 • 52.25
UV 18 Tract 12B
. 16.28
UV 18 . Tract 1A2 2.75
UV 18 Tract 1131 9.43
UV 18 Tract 1C _
19.53
UV 19 Tract 9A1B 3.67
UV 19 Tract 9A1C 3.62
UV 19 Tract 9C1A 11.09
UV 20 Tract 13 39.33
_ UV 20 Tract 14 4.41
UV 21 Tract 3A 2.50
UV 21 Tract 9A 57.26
UV 21 Tract 2A 71.21_
_ UV 21 Tract 13A 1.13
UV 21 Tract 1A 67.38
UV 21 _
Tract 113 62.10
UV 21
_ Tract 2B 30.39
UV 21 Tract 6B2 8.00
UV 23 Tract 10 30.38
I UV 23 Tract 4A 7.12
UV 23 Tract 5A 95.21
YSL 01 , _
Tract 4A 3.52
YSL 03 Tract 76 1.14
YSL 03 Tract 8E . 8.04
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Grant Block Tract/Subdivision Acres
YSL 03 Tract 9A 18.96
YSL 03 _
Tract 9C1 1.72
YSL 04 Tract 9C 3.57
YSL _
12 • ., Boothville #2,
.Lot PT 9 PT 10 1.60
_
YSL 49
_ Tract 12A • '0.05
YSL 49 H Tract 12C • 0.02
YSL 51 Tracts 7 & 8 0.04
TOTAL 671.38
The above descriptions refer to the maps prepared for tax purposes which are on
2 file with the El Paso Central Appraisal District, reference to which is made for all
3 purposes and which maps are incorporated herein and made a part hereof by
4 reference.
5
6 •
t,
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Exhibit C
— Determination of Underflow of the Rio Grande Captured
2 by the City of El Paso's Groundwater Withdrawal
3 On or before December 1 of each year during the term hereof, the
4 Contracting Officer shall determined the Underflow of the Rio Grande captured
5 upstream of the American Diversion Darn from the "City's Wells" numbered
6 EPWU 101 through 118, EPWU 201 through 207, and EPWU 301 through 309, as
7 identified in the final report by Boyle Engineering Corporation titled "Canutillo
8 Well Field Master Plan" and dated October 1999 and any other wells constructed,
9 purchased, beneficially owned, leased, used, or operated by the City or from which
10 the City acquires water and which are located in the Mesilla Valley.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, for the calendar year 2001 the
12 Underflow of the Rio Grande captured by the City's Wells shall be deemed to be
13 7,000 acre-feet. On or before December 1, 2001 the Contracting Officer shall
14 update Exhibit C --Table 1 using the best engineering methods available to the
15 Contracting Officer using the following procedures:
16 1. The Contracting Officer shall update the MODFLOW data files in aecordanees
17 with the measured quantities of water withdrawn from the City's Wells and the
is actual flows in the Rio Grande and EB1D's and EPCWID's canals and drains for
19 each year since 1995. The names of the data files shall reflect the date such files
20 were updated.
21 2. The MODFLOW data files shall be modified to include the Contracting
22 Officer's best estimate of the City's groundwater withdrawals for the current
23 year and the next five years. All other values in the MODFLOW data files shall
24 be equal to values of the current year or the best engineering estimate of such
25 values for the next five years as determined by the Contracting Officer.
26 3. After the MODFLOW data files are updated, the Contracting Officers shall
27 execute the MODFLOW model to determine the annual acre-feet of stream
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1 leakage from the Rio Grande for each year in such data files.
2 4. The Contracting Officer shall modify the updated MODFLOW "well package"
3 data file to reflect the assumption that no withdrawal of groundwater was made
4 by the City's Wells during any year between 1915 and the last year for which
5 data is contained in such data file. No other changes shall be made to the
6 updated MODFLOW data files. The names of such modified "well package"
7 data file shall reflect the date such file was created and the annotation
8 "WOCW".
9 5. The Contracting Officer shall execute the MODFLOW model using the updated
10 data files and the "well package" data file modified to reflect no groundwater
11 withdrawals by the City's Wells, and the Contracting Officer shall determine the
12 annual acre-feet of stream leakage from the Rio Grande for the current year and
13 the next five years as recorded in such data file.
14 6, The Contracting Officer shall calculate the difference in stream leakage from the
15 Rio Grande from the results between the first execution of the MODFLOW
16 model for the quantities of groundwater withdrawn from the City's Wells and
17 the second execution of the MODFLOW model simulating no withdrawal of
18 groundwater by the City's Wells. Such difference shall be used as the quantity
19 of Underflow of the Rio Grande captured upstream of the American Diversion
20 Dam by the City's groundwater withdrawals for the estimated quantity of water
. 21 withdrawn from the City's Wells for the previous years, the current year, and the
22 next five years as recorded in the "well package" data file.
23 7. The Contracting Officer shall determine the new quantities of Underflow of the
24 Rio Grande captured by the City's Wells (Column A, Exhibit C -Table 1) by the
25 difference in stream leakage from the Rio Grande as determined for the current
26 year and the next five years recorded in the "well package" data file.
27 8. The Contracting Officer shall then replace the existing Exhibit C -Table 1 with a
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new version of Exhibit C -Table 1 that reflects the newly calculated Underflow
2 quantities.
3 9. The Contracting Officer shall modify Exhibit C to add all wells constructed,
4 purchased, beneficially owned, leased, used, or operated by the City or from
5 which the City acquires water and which that are not listed in this Exhibit d.
The Contracting Officer shall provide to all parties documentation of any
7 changes made to MODFLOW, the associated data files, a version of MODFLOW
8 executable on computer systems available to the City and the District and including
9 all required data files, and notice of the changes made by the Contracting Officer to
10 Exhibit C -Table 1 and Exhibit C within 30 days after making such changes.
ii Exhibit C
- Table 1 Underflow Captured by City's Wells*
Year ' CP11.1M11 A Column B 1 Column C Column D Column E
Underflow of Total Annual ' Total Annual Total Annual Total Annual
. the Rio Quantity of Quantity of Quantity of Quantity of
Grande Groundwater Groundwater Groundwater Groundwater
Captured by Withdrawn Withdrawn Withdrawn from Withdrawn
the City's from the City's from the City's the City's Wells from the City's
Wells Wells Wells Intermediate Wells
(acre-feet per (acre-feet per Shallow Zone Zone Deep Zone
year) year) (acre-feet per (acre-feet per (acre-feet per
year) year) year)
2001 -'. 7,000
, -- -- -2002 7,000 /3,809 2,361 14,248 7,201
2003 7,000 23,809 2,361 14,248 7,201
,
2004 7,000 23,809 2,361 14,248 7,201
2005 7,000 23,809 2,361 14,248 7,201
' 12 *The values for years 2002 through 2005 shall be redetermined by the Contracting Officer on or before
13 December 1 of 2001. The values m Exhibit C—Table 1 for columns B through E are the average acre-feet.
14 per year quantities for the years 1995 through 1999.
15 The Contracting Officer may update the MODFLOW data files and revise
16 Exhibit C -Table 1 as often as the Contracting Officer deems it necessary to ensure
17 that Exhibit C -Table 1 is accurate but in no case shall such table be updated more
18 frequently than once per year. In all events, the Contracting Officer shall update the
19 MODFLOW data files and revise Exhibit C -Table 1 on or before December 1, 2001
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and at least once every 5 years thereafter. If at the end of any year the estimated
2 quantities of groundwater listed in Exhibit C -Table I columns B or C differ from
3 measured values of columns 13 or C by more than 10% the Contracting Officer shall
4 revise Exhibit C -Table 1. The City or the District may submit to the Contracting
5 Officer for his or her consideration any information or analysis relating to this
6 Exhibit C prior to the Contracting .Officer revising this Exhibit C. The City shall
7 reimburse the Contracting Officer for all reasonable cost incurred by the
8 Contracting Officer in updating the MODFLOW data files and revising Exhibit C.
9 The best engineering methods used by the Contracting Officer in determining
La the increase in the quantity of Underflow of the Rio Grande captured upstream of
ii the American Diversion Dam by the City's Wells shall consist of using the United
12 States Geological Survey (USGS) MODFLOW groundwater flow computer model
13 and data files developed for transient conditions between years 1915 and 1995 as
14 documented in the report by Weeden and Maddock titled "Simulation ofâ€¢
15 Groundwater Flow in the Rincon Valley Area and Mesilla Basin, New Mexico and
16 Texas" and dated September 30, 1999 and as updated from time to time by the
17 Contracting Officer. The Contracting Officer shall assume that the parameters for
18 the streamflow routing package used in the MODFLOW model are:
19 K = 0,558 feet/day, w = 150 feet, and t =5 feet,
20 where K is the vertical hydraulic conductance of the bed, w is the average wetted
21 perimeter, and t is the average bed thickness of the reach of the Rio Grande in the
22 Mesilla Valley of New Mexico and Texas. The Contracting Officer shall use his or,
23 her best effort in using the most accurate values of K, w, and t or any other
24 MODFLOW values provided that the best engineering methods available to the
25 Contracting Officer justify such values.
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6 under the
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I. Introduction
2 As requested by the El Paso County Water Improvement District No. I
3 (EPCWID) this report was prepared as required â€¢ by the Third Party Contract
4 between EPCWID, the City of El Paso ("the City"), and the United States, and
5 pursuant to a request by the City for delivery of Rio Grande Project Water
6 ("Project Water") to the Jonathan -Rogers Water Treatment Plant for M&I use, and
7 pursuant to the proposed Third Party Implementing Contract among EPCWID, the
8 City, and the United States ("the 2001 Contract"). The engineering and related
9 legal issues regarding the conversion of Project Water for M&I uses are complex.
10 The 2001 Contract proposes delivery by the District to the City of three categories
ii of District Water:
12 1) water pursuant to 1,000 acres of City owned land,
13 2) water pursuant to Usable Sewage Effluent, and
14 3) water surplus to the needs of the taxpayers of the District.
15 This report analyzes the sources, availability, and quantities of Project and District
16 waters proposed for delivery under the 2001 Contract. Currently, the procedures
17 used by the United States in determining EPCWID's annual diversion allocation of
18 Project Water are done under protest by EPCWID and are the subject of ongoing
19 litigation. This report analyzes the sources of water available to EPCWID based
20 on the allocation procedures presently used by the United States, but in no manner
21 does this -report endorse or support such procedures and this report should not be
22 considered to waive any right or claim to which EPCWID is entitled.
23 IL ErCWID's Classifications of District and Project Water
24 For the purposes of this report, District Water is any and all water available
25 to EPCWID, regardless of the source, and Project Water is all water appropriated
26 or otherwise acquired by the United States for the benefit of EPCWID. District
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i. Non -Project Water is all water acquired, by EPCWID from sources other than
2 Project Water. Presently, the primary source of Project Water available to
3 EPCWID is the water in the Rio Grande available for diversion at Mesilla,
4 American, and Riverside diversion dams. The primary source of District Non5 Project Water is the sewage effluent discharged into the American Canal
6 Extension, the Riverside Canal, and the Riverside Intercepting Drain.
7 Reclamation's allocation procedure considers three types of Project Water:
9 I) Releases, which are Project Water released at Caballo Dam from project
storage in Elephant Butte and Caballo reservoirs;
o 2) Diversions, which are Project Water diverted from flow in the Rio
ii Grande downstream of Caballo Dam and at, or upstream of, the Riverside
12 Diversion Dam; and
13 3) Deliveries, which are Project Water or District Water diverted from the
14 Rio Grande and delivered by Elephant Butte Irrigation District (EBID) or
15 EPCWID to farm turnouts or the intake structures of municipal water
16 treatment 'Slants, and Project Water diverted by the United States at the
17 International Diversion Dam for use by Mexico.
18 III. EPCWID's Sources of District Water
19 Under current United States
- Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation)
20 diversion allocation procedures, EPCWID has three sources of Project Water:
21 1) When Reclamation deems that sufficient Project Water is in storage to
22 make a release of 763,840 acre-feet, EPCWID receives from Reclamation
23 an annual diversion allocation of 376,860 acre-feet of Project Water for
24 diversion by EPCWID from the Rio Grande.
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. 2) Occasionally, flood waters spilled from Elephant Butte and Caballo
2 reservoirs, may be diverted by EPCWID and not charged against
3 EPCWID's annual diversion allocation of Project Water. The quantity;
4 duration, and timing of thee availability of floodwaters cannot be
5 accurately predicted, and thus this water is unreliable and at this- time is
6 not considered a source of Project Water available for conversion to M&I
7 use, except during years when Reclamation can accurately predict that
8 such floodwater will be released for extended periods of time (several
months) from Elephant Butte and Caballo reservoirs. Such releases have
lo occurred during 12 of the 71 years from 1925 through 1995, on average
ii about once every six years.
12 3) When Project Water is not being released from Caballo Dam, return flow
13 water from sources upstream of the American Diversion Dam -may be
14 - available for diversion by EPCWID and such water is not charged against
15 EPCWID's annual diversion allocation. Typically, the quality of such
16 return flow water is too poor to be usable by the City (TDS>1000 mg/I,
17 = or Sulfate>300 mg/I), and thus this return flow water is not considered a
18 viable source of Project Water available for conversion to M&I use.
19 Project Water previously lost to seepage and evaporation is now being
20 salvaged by the American Canal Extension Project. EPCWID should receive the
21 benefit of such salvaged Project Water and Reclamation should, in consideration of
22 the "local cost share" of construction cost of the American Canal Extension,
23 continue to provide those flows in the Rio Grande upstream of the American
24 Diversion Dam to EPCWID so that EPCWID may provide all or a portion of such
25 salvaged Project Water to the City pursuant to the 2001 Contract. The United
26 States Section of the International Boundary and Water Commission (1993)
)
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I estimated that the American Canal Extension would save the Rio Grande Project
2 from 21,300 to 30,200 acre-feet per year of Project Water. Reclamation (1971)
3 estimated an annual savings of 25,000 acre-feet per year. Blair (2000) calculated
4 that the quantity of Project Water salvaged for the year 2000 from March through
5 October by the American Canal Extension was approximately 29,928 acre-feet.
6 The estimate of 29,928 acre-feet was based on the preliminary results of a recent
7 United States Geological Survey study (Heywood, 2000) and field measurements
8 made by Blair (2000) after the completion of the American Canal Extension.
9 IV. EPCWID First Class Water Rights Land
10 EPCWID has 69,010 acres of "first class" water rights land of which
11 (according to the January 22, 2001 "Authorization for Water Service" of
12 EPCWID) 2,602 acres are owned by the City, the landowners of 5,241 acres have
13 assigned to the City all rights to receive water from EPCWID, 4. acres are owned
14 by the Lower Valley Water District (LVWD), and the landowners of 2,918 acres
15 have assigned to the LVWD all rights to receive water from EPCWID (the number
16 of acres assigned to the LVWD is currently under review).
17 Although the 1941 and 1962 contracts do not allow for a quantity or price of
18 water in consideration of the City's owning more than 2,000 acres, Project Water
19 appurtenant to up to 1,000 acres of EPCWID lands in excess of the 2,000 acres
20 owned by the City are considered in the 2001 Contract for conversion to M&1 use.
21 The 2001 Contract provides for the sale of a maximum of 4,000 acre-feet of
22 District Water in consideration of such 1,000 acres.
23 The 1941 and 1962 contracts limit EPCWID to delivering to the City a
24 maximum of 3.5 acre-feet of water per acre per year (25,344 acre-feet per year) in
25 respect of the City's 7,241 acres of assigned rights to water and owned land. The
26 1988 LVWD assignment contract does not contain the "3.5 acre-foot cap"
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i language contained in the 1941 and 1962 City contracts. This report assumes a
2 maximum delivery allocation by EPCWID of 4.00 acre-feet per acre pursuant to
3 which EPCWID will deliver 11,688 acre-feet per year in consideration of the
4 LVWD's 2,922 acres of assigned rights to water and owned land.
5 Typically, some of EPCW1D's remaining "First Class" Water Right land is
6 not irrigated. Nonetheless, if EPCWID taxes on such lands are currently paid and
7 all other EPCWID requirements are met, the owners are entitled to water from
8 EPCWID. When a District forbearance program is initiated by EPCWID, in all
9 likelihood most if not all of EPCWID's "First Class" Water Rights landowners
i() who do not presently call for delivery of their respective annual farm delivery
ii allocation will forbear all or part of such allocation. This will likely result in a full
12 call on the delivery allocations for the 69,010 acres of lands within EPCWID
13 classified as having "First Class" Water Rights.
14 V. Reclamation Diversion Allocation Procedure
15 In 1983 the United States Bureau of Reclamation, El Paso Office, proposed
16 a diversion allocation procedure based on the result of regression analysis of the
17 annual releases of Project Water made from storage in Elephant Butte and Caballo
is reservoirs during the years of 1951 through 1978 as measured immediately
19 downstream of Caballo Dam versus the measured quantities of Project Water
20 delivered to EBID, Mexico, and EPCWID, and the estimated quantity of Project
21 Water delivered to lands in the United States. Deliveries to Mexico pursuant to the.
22 Treaty of 1906 were considered by Reclamation as both a delivery and a diversion
23 of Project Water. The draft operating agreement submitted in 1983 by
24 Reclamation to EPCWID .contained exhibits D1 and D2 which were graphs of the
25 project diversions and project deliveries versus the quantity of Project Water
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1 released from storage. The resulting regression equation for data contained in the
2 graph in Reclamation's exhibit DI is:
3 Project Deliveries (ac -ft) = 0.8260932 x R - 102,305
•
4 where R is the quantity of Project Water released from storage (acre-feet). The
5 regression equation for the relationship .for the data contained in the graph
6 contained in Reclamation's exhibit.D2 is:
• 7 Project Diversions (ac -ft) = f.3377994 x R 89,970 •
Reclamation's determination of a "full supply" of Project Water delivered to
9 project lands in the 'United States was based on the estimated.,quantity. of Pfoject
to Water delivered to project lands in the United States during the years 1946 through
11 1950. The "average charge to farms" (quantity of project water delivered on .a
12 acre-foot per acre basis) for these years was estimated at 3.0241 acre-feet per acre
13 (see Figure 1). Reclamation assumes a Project Water Right's Acreage of 155,000
.
14 acres (88,000 acres for EBID, and 67,000 acres for EPCWID) for a full delivery of
15 468,700 acre-feet of Project Water to land in the United States. The 1938 Contract
16 between EB1D and EPCWID and approved by .the United States increased the
17 Project Authorized Acreage to 159,650 acres (90,640 acres for EBID and 69,010
18 acres for EPCWID) but did not change the quantity of diversion allocation .(Such an •
19 allocation likely -did not exist)..
• .
.
.
20 The total project delivery is determined as the sum of 468,700 acre-feet and '
21 the 60,000 acre-foot diversion from Mexico or 528,700 acre-feet. The required
22 release from storage is then calculated by Reclamation using the ,Project Deliveries
23 equation above and is equal to. 763,840 acre-feet,
24 If the value of 763,840 acre-feet is substituted for the variable R (releases) in
25 the Project equation above, then a full diversion at headings is determined as
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1 931,841 acre-feet (including 60,000 acre-feet for Mexico). The full diversion for
2 lands in the United States is 871,840 acre-feet (931,841 — 60,000). Reclamation
3 prorates the 871,840 acre-feet according to the ratio of irrigable acreage in EBID
4 and EPCWID, or 494,980 acre-feet for EBID and 376,860 acre-feet for EPCWID.
5 Therefore, Reclamation deems that 376,860 acre-feet is EPCWID's full annual
6 diversion allocation.
7
8 Figure 1- Photograph of Reclamation's Document Regarding Full Supply of Project Water to
9 Lands in the United States (obtained from Bert Cortez, Reclamation El Paso Field Office, 1998)
11
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32 Figure 2 shows a graph of Reclamation's D2 relationship between the
33 quantity of Project Water diverted and that released from storage. Because
34 quantities of Project Water in excess of 790,000 acre-feet have been available for
35 release from storage since the development of the Dl -D2 procedures, these
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1 equations have only been applied by Reclamation during years with a "full. supply"
2 of Project Water. Since 1980 (three years prior to when Reclamation first
3 proposed use of the DI -D2 procedures) the annual delivery allocation of Project
4 Water to District Water Rights Lands has been determined by the Directors of
5 EPCWID for lands in Texas and by the Directors of EBID for lands in New
6 Mexico. The DI equation has never been used by either District.
, 8 Figure 2— Reclamation D2 Diversion Allocation v. Releases from Storage Relationship
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22 1,290,000
1,00000 H
Full Allocation
- Diversions 931,840 ac -ft
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VT. Project and District Delivery Efficiency
EPCWID operates a gravity flow surface irrigation system with the majority.
3 of EPCWID's diversion of Project Water occurring at the American Diversion
4 Dam which is located on the Rio Grande approximately 107 river miles
5 downstream of the storage reservoirs. Under current operating conditions, the
6 quantity of District Water delivered by EPCWID is approximately 73% of
7 EPCWID's combined diversions of District Water (including any sewage effluent
8 discharged into EPCWID's facilities). Reclamation's DI -D2 graphs assume that
9 ' the quantity of delivered Project Water is 54% of EPCWID diversions. Since
10 1980, EPCWID has continuously reduced the difference between the quantity of
11 water diverted and delivered. Presently, all District Water including diversions
12 from the Rio Grande, any sewage effluent discharged into EPCWID's facilities,
13 and all water salvaged by EPCWID through conservation l (lining of laterals,
14 improved operations, etc.) over the previous 20 years is committed to EPCWID
• 15 lands.
16 Figure 3 - Project Delivery and EPCWID District Efficiency
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The Rio Grande Project Delivery Efficiency is equal to Project Deliveries
2 divided by Project Diversions or
3 Project Delivery Efficiency 0.6175-46,748/Project Diversions (acre-ieet)
4 Thus, based on Reclamation's DI -D2 graphs, the Project Delivery Efficiency is
5 zero for Project Diversions of less than 75,705 acre-feet, and the upper limit of
6 Project Delivery Efficiency is 61.75%. Since EPCW1D took over delivery
7 operations from Reclamation in 1980 there has been enough Project Water in
s storage each year for Reclamation to declare an annual diversion allocation for
9 EPCWID of 376,860 acre-feet. Because no recent data exist to determine
io EPCWID's District Delivery Efficiency when Reclamation deems that EPCWID's
it Annual Diversion Allocation is less than 376,860 acre, this report uses a
12 modification of Reclamation's D 1 -D2 graphs to predict District Delivery
13 Efficiencies for such allocations.
14 Reclamation's DI -D2 graphs predict that a release from storage in Elephant
15 Butte and Caballo Reservoirs of 763,840 acre-feet will provide for a total Project
16 Diversion of 931,840 acre-feet for EB1D, EPCWID, and Mexico. Of this 931,840
17 acre-feet, 376,860 acre-feet or 40A427% of which is EPCWID's Annual Diversion
18 Allocation. The equation for EPCWID 's District Delivery Efficiency was derived
19 based on the Project Delivery Efficiency equation adjusted using the percentage of
20 EPCWID's Annual Diversion Allocation (40.4427%) arid EPCWID's average
21 District Delivery Efficiency during the years 1994 through 1998 was 69%. The
22 resulting equation is:
23 District Delivery Efficiency = 0.6175 - 18,906/d + d/2,769,231
24 where d equals EPCWID's Project Diversions (acre-feet), 18,906 equals 0.404427
25 X 46,748, and d/2,769,231 equals the adjustment to project efficiency such that
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1 EPCWID's District Delivery Efficiency equals 0.69 for EPCWID's diversion of
2 350,250 acre-feet. The value of 0.404427 is equal to the ratio of EPCWID's
3 Annual Diversion Allocation to the Rio Grande Project Am-1ml Diversion
4 Allocation (376,860./931,840).
5 VII. Project Water Losses â€” Mesilla to American Diversion Dam
6 The estimated losses in the Rio Grande of Project Water during the primary
7 irrigation season from downstream of Mesilla Darn to the American Diversion
8 Dam for a year with a release from storage of 763,840 acre-feet is 43,667 acre-feet
9 or 12% or the sum of diversions at the American Diversion Dam and the
Hi International Diversion Dam (377,445 acre-feet). This quantity of water lost in the
11 Rio Grande ,was obtained from Appendix C of the January 20, 2000 Operating
12 Agreement proposed by the United States and EPCWID which was based on the
13 report by the Hydrology Committee (1997). Section XVIII of this report contains
14 a table with the estimate of the quantity of water lost in the Rio Grande
15 downstream of Caballo Dam and upstream of American Dam,
16 VIII. Proposed Operating Agreement
17 EPCWID is currently awaiting the implementation of the January 20, 2000
18 Operating Agreement for the Rio Grande Reclamation Project proposed by the
19 United States and EPCWID. The benefits of water salvaged by changing operating
20 procedures, construction and operation of regulating reservoirs, and the American
.
21 Canal Extension Project are not available to EPCWID unless Reclamation changes
22 its current diversion allocation procedure to allow for a conservation credit or
23 adopts the Project Water allocation procedures in the proposed January 20, 2000
24 Operating Agreement proposed by the United States and EPCWID.
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IX. Quantity of Project Water Available for Conversion to M&I Use
2 If Reclamation provides a 29,932 acre-foot conservation credit to EPCWID
3 in accounting for diversions of Project Water, in addition to Reclamation's annual.
4 diversion allocation of 376,860 acre-feet for EPCWID, then 29,015 acre-feet of
5 additional Project Water will be available .to the District (see section XI), • The
6 maximum quantity of District Water which can be delivered to the City under the
• 7 2001 Contract is 28,116 acre-feet.
s X. District Water Available for Sale by EPCWID
9 EPCWID delivers water to taxable owners of "1st Class Water Rights Lands"
10 pursuant to the Texas Water Code Chapter 49 — Provisions Applicable to all
ii Districts and Chapter 55 — Water Improvement Districts, Such District Water is
12 not "sold" to such taxpayers, but is delivered for beneficial use subject to
13 availability of water, District requirements, and the payment of District water
14 assessments levied on such lands. The. 2001 Contract considers the sale of District
15 Water to the City of El Paso. Chapter.49 section 49.2261 of the Texas Water Code
16 provides for the sale of District Water as follows:
17 § 49.2261. Purchase, Sale, or Other Exchange of Water or Water Rights
• 18 Notwithstanding any other law, the district may: • •
19 (1) purchase, acquire, sell, transfer, lease, or °then. vise exchange water or
20 water rights under an agreement between the district and a person 'or entity
21 that contains terms .that are considered advantageous to the district; and
22 (2) employ agents, consultants, brokers, professionals, or other persons that
23 the board determines are necessaty or appropriate to conduct a transaction
24 described by .Subdivision (I).
25 and Chapter 55 section 55..197 provides,
26 § 55.197. Selling Surplus Water
27 The district may sell to any person who owns or uses land in the vicinity of
28 the district any surplus district water for use in irrigation or for domestic or
29 commercial uses.
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EPCWID Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission .Permit to Use State
2. Water No. 5433 authorizes EPCWID to:
3 ",.. use all of the water authorized herein for municipal, industrial, mining or
4 recreational purposed and/or irrigation of a maximum of 69,010 acres of
5 land with the DiStrict's boundaries and/or to sell any of this water surplus to
6 the District's needs for any of the authorized purposes of use in El Paso and
7 Hudspeth Counties."
8 EPCWID's Permit No. 5433 is consistent with the previously cited provisions of
9 the Texas Water Code regarding surplus water.
10 In this report, the determination in a "full supply" year of the quantity of
11 water. surplus to the needs of the taxpayers of EPCWID first assumes a District
12 Project Water delivery requirement of 4.00 acre-feet per acre per year to all lands
13 held by taxable owners of "First Class" Water Rights Lands and the requirements
14 of the 1941 and 1962 contracts among the City of El Paso, EPCWID, and the
15 United States, and the requirements of the 1988 contract among the Lower Valley
16 Water District, EPCW1D, and the United States. For the purposes of this report. I
17 have assumed that EPCWID only has those obligations to deliver District Water as
is identified above in this report.
19 XI, Sources of Diversion and Delivery Quantities of EPCWID's District
20 Water during Years including a Conservation Credit
21 Table 1 is a summary of the potential sources for diversions and delivery of
22 District Water during a year when Reclamation has provided EPCWID with an
23 annual diversion allocation of 376,860 acre-feet. All values, except District
24 Delivery Efficiency, in Table 1 are in acre-feet per year or acre-feet per acre per
25 year, The maximum quantity of EPCWID District Water (exclusive of non -project
26 water) which is available for delivery to the City pursuant to the 2001 Contract is
.
27 28,116 acre-feet of which 4,000 acre-feet are pursuant to City owned land of 1,000
28 acres and 7,500 acre-feet are pursuant to EPCWID receiving 15,000 acre-feet of
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1 Usable Sewage Effluent. The :remaining '16,616 acre-feet may be determined as
2 surplus to the needs of EPCWID taxpayers by EPCWID's Directors.
3 Table 1 lists a reserve balance of 899 acre-feet of District Project Water and
4 a reserve balance of 21,615 acre-feet of District Water.
5 XII. Sources and Quantities of EPCWID's District Water during Years with
6 a Full Project Delivery Allocation and No Conservation Credit
7 Table 2 assumes the minimum deliveries to EPCWID of 12,000 acre-feet of
8 Usable Sewage Effluent from Haskell Street WWTP and 9,333 acre-feet (year
9 2001) of Other Usable Sewage Effluent from Bustarnante WWTP. If Reclamation
io provides an annual diversion allocation of 376,860 acre-feet to EPCWID, but does
11 not provide any credit to EPCWID for the Project Water salvaged by the American
12 Canal Extension project, then a minimum of 10;000 acre-feet of District Water
13 pursuant to the 2001 Contract will be delivered by EPCWID to the City. The
14 Reserve Balance of 5,816 acre-feet of District Water may be determined by the
is Directors of EPCWID as available for delivery to the City under the 2001 Contract
16 in addition to the 10,000 acre-foot minimum.
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2 Table 1
- Sources and Quantities of District Water Including a Conservation Credit
3
4
5
6
7 DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY and DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS Delivery Diversion Delivery
Item (Maximum Effluent Diversions and Conservation Credit) acres ac-ft/ac ac -ft ac -ft
I EPCW1D's Diversion Allocation of Project Water 69,010 ) 376,860 275,551
2 Conservation Credit from American Canal Extension Project 29,928 21,883
3 Usable Bustarnante Effluent.- Non -Project Water - 13,333 9,749
4 Usable Haskell Effluent
- Non -Project Water 15,000 10,968
5 Total District Water (Project and Non -Project Water 435,121 318,150
6 Estimated Difference (Diversion to Delivery) -116,971
7 City 1941 and 1962 Contract Deliveries (max. of 3.5 ac-ft/ac) 7,241 -3.50 -25,344
8 LVWD 1988 Contract Delivery (4.0 ac-ft/ac) 2,922 -4.00 -11,688
9 Irrigated Land Delivery (4.0 ac-ft/ac) 57,847 -4.00 -231,388
10 2001 Contract 1,000 acres City Owned Land >2000 acres 1,000 -4.00 -4,000
11 2001 Contract Deliveries under section 7A2 0
12 2001 Contract Other District Water 7A1 -24,116
13 Wol••••••••••••
2001 Contract Total- -28,116
14 Non -Project Water (sum of items 3 and 4) 20,716
15 Reserve Balance of District Project Water 899
16 Reserve Balance of District Water 21,615
17 District Delivery Efficiency 73.1%
NOTES:
The numbers in this table are based on the following assumptions:
1) execution of the 2001 Contract,
2) the present allocation and accounting methodology of Reclamation, and
3) acreage in Column A for rows 7, 8, and 10 was obtained from EPCW1D Authorization for Water Service Report date 1/22/2001
District "41/(" -City
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1 Table 1 - Legend tor Sources and Quantities of ErCWID's District Water Table
Item Description
1 EPCWID's Diversion Allocation of Project Water: Reclamation's full D2 diversion allocation EPCW1D is 376,860 acre-feet per year during the
primary irrigation season for 67,000 acres or 5.6248 ac-ft/aere. The 1938 Contract increased the acreage to 69,010 acres but did not change the
. oath of diversion allocation such an allocation likely did not exist).
2 Credit for Water Conserved by the American Canal Extension (March — October): The quantity of Project Water conserved by the construction and
operation of the American Canal Extension from March through October during a year with a full D2 Diversion Allocation. (estimated from using
preliminary USGS data and Blair, 2000 report)
.
3 Usable Bustamante Effluent: Non Project Water - A minimum quantity of Other Usable Sewage Effluent of 9,333 acre-feet in 2001 and increased
1,000 acre per year until reaching 13,333 acre-feet in 2005 from Bustamante WWTP discharged into the Riverside Canal downstream of EPCWID's
Riverside Diversion metering station from Feb. 15 through Oct. 15 of each year.
4 Usable Haskell Effluent: Non Project Water - A minimum quantity of 12,000 acre-feet and a maximum quantity of 15,000 acre-feet of effluent from
Haskell Street WWTP discharged into the American Canal Extension upstream of EPCW1D's Riverside Diversion metering station from February
15 through October 15 of each year.
• 5 Total District Water (Project and Non -Project Water): The sum of deliverable quantity of Reclamafion's D2 diversion allocation, Conservation
Credit, and the quantity of Usable Bustamante and Haskell Effluent.
6 Estimated Difference (Diversion to Delivery): The sum of 435,121 multiplied by 0.269. The value 0.269 equals 1.000 - 0.731.
7 City 1941 and 1962 Contract Deliveries (max. of 3.5 ac-ft/ac): The acreage includes 2,000 acres of City owned District Land and 5,241 acres of
• assignments (EPCWID, May 2000)
8 LVWD 1988 Contract Delivery (4.0 ac-ft/ac): This acreage includes the 4 acres of LVWD owned land and 2,918 acres of assignments.
Irri • ated Land Deliveg (4.0 ac-ft/ac): District land not included in rows 7, 8 and 10.
10 2001 Contract 1,000 acres of City owned land under section 9A of the 2001 Contract.
11 2001 Contract Deliveries under section 7A2 which are assumed to be zero. The City can call for a max. of 8,000 acre-feet of District Water in
addition to the 28,116 acre-feet maximum in section 7A1 if such water is available as determined by the District under section 7A2.
12 2001 Contract Deliveries under section 7A1 and 7B: the sum of all other District Water available for delivery by the District to the City under the
2001 Contract less any District Water delivered under items 10 and 11 above
13 District Water Available Under 2001 Contract Including 7,500 acre-feet of Haskell Effluent Credit and 4,000 acre-feet for 1,000 acres of City owned
land and assuming the District receives a Conservation Credit of 29,928 acre-feet.
14 District Non -Project Watec sum of the quantities of non -project water available for delivery
.
15 Reserve Balance of District Project Water: The balance of District Project Water held in reserve by the District to facilitate delivery of obligated
District Water.
16 Reserve Balance of District Water: balance of District Project Water held in reserve by the District to facilitate delivery of obligated District Water.
17 District Delivery Efficiency: District Efficiency is the ratio of the quantity of District Water delivered to the quantity diverted and is a function of
the quantity of District Water diverted,
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Table 2
- Sources and Quantities of District Water —No Conservation Credit
DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY and DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS Delivery Diversion Delivery
Item
k. (Minimum Effluent Diversions and No Conservation Credit) acres ac-fl/acre ac -ft ac -ft
I EPCW1D's Diversion Allocation of Project Water 69,010 376,860
_ 269,007
2 Conservation Credit from American Canal Extension Project 0 0
3 Usable Bustamante Effluent
- Non -Project Water 9,333 6,662
4 Usable Haskell Effluent
- Non -Project Water 12;000 8,566
5 Total District Water (Project and Non -Project Water) 398,193 284,235
6 Estimated Losses ( iversion to Delivery) -113,958
7 City 1941 and 1962 Contract Deliveries (max. of 3.5 ac-ft/ac) 7,241 -3_50 -25,344
8 LVWD 1988 Contract Delivery (4.0 ac-ft/ac) 2,922
. 4.00 -11,688
9 Irrigated Land Delivery (4.0 ac-ft/ac) 57,847 -4_00 -231,388
10 2001 Contract 1,000 acres of City Owned Land >2000 acres 1,000 -4.00 -4,000
11 2001 Contract Deliveries under section 7A2 0
12 2001 Contract minimum determination under section 7B1 -6,000
13 2001 Contract Total (sum of items 10 through 12) -10,000
14 Non -Project Water (sum of items 3 and 4) 15,228
15 Reserve Balance of District Project Water (negative number indicates shortage) -9,412
16 Reserve Balance of District Water 5,816
17 District Delivery Efficiency 71.4%
2 NOTES:
3 The numbers in this table are based on the following assumptions:
4 1) execution of the 2001 Contract,
5 2) the present allocation and accounting methodology of Reclamation, and
6 3) acreage in Column A for rows 7,8, and 10 was obtained front EPCWID Authorization for Water Service Report dated 1/2212001
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XIII. Sources and Quantities of EPCWID's District Water during Years with
2 Greater than Full Project Delivery Allocation
3 Section 7A2 of the 2001 Contract considers an "if available" delivery of
4 8,000 acre-feet of District Water some time over the course of the term of the
5 contract. One possible source of such water would be during flood years when the
6 release from storage is greater than or equal to 823,500 acre-feet and Reclamation
7 makes available for diversion by EPCWID at least 409,160 acre-feet, and no credit
8 is given for water conserved ItY the American Canal Extension Project. The results
9 of the analysis contained in Table 3 support that for a year with Annual Diversion
10 Allocation of 409,160 acre-feet that EPCWID can deliver up to 36,116 acre-feet of
I. Project Water under the 2001 Contract. In such years no conservation credit
12 should be provided for the American Canal Extension project because during flood
13 years it is likely that no water will be salvaged by such projeCtAlair, 2000).
14
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2 Table 3- Sources and Quantifies of District Water—Greater Than Full Allocation
DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY and DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS
- Delivery_ Dive
Item (Maximum Effluent Diversions and No Conservation Credit) _
acres ac-ft/acre ac
1 EPCW1D's Diversion Allocation of Project Water 69,010 40
2 Conservation Credit from American Canal Extension Project
3 Usable Bustarnante Effluent
- Non -Project Water 1
4 Usable Haskell Effluent
- NonTroject Water 1
5 Total District Water (Project and Non -Project Water) 43
6 Estimated Losses (Diversion to Delivery) -11
7 City 1941 and 1962 Contract Deliveries (max. of 3.5 ac-ft/ac) 7,241 -330
8 LVWD 1988 Contract Delivery (4_0 ac-ft/ac) 2,922 -4.00
9 Irrigated Land Delivery (4.0 ac -Iliac) - 57,847 -4.00
107001 Contract 1,000 acres of City Owned Land >2000 acres
_ 1,000 -4.00
11 2001 Contract Deliveries under section 7A2
12 2001 Contract Other District Water under section 7
13 2001 Contract Total
_
14 Non -Project Water
15 Reserve Balance of District Project Water
16 Reserve Balance of District Water
17 District Delivery Efficiency 78.2%
3 NOTES:
•
4 The numbers in this table are based on the following assumptions:
5 1) execution of the 2001 Contract,
6 2) the present allocation and accounting methodology of Reclamation, and
7 3) acreage in Column A far rows 7, 8, and 10 obtained from EPCW1D Authorization for Water Service Report date 1/22/2001
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Table 4- Sources of Diversion and Delivery Quantities of District Water -Less Than a Full Allocation
A
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11 USBR Percent ACE Usable B ustam ante District District Estimated Multiplier
Diversion of Diversion Sewage Sewage Water District Water Delivery from
Allocation Normal Credit Effluent Effluent Available Eff. Available Allocation Table 2 in
Project . Allocation Project Non -Project Non -Project for for 2001
Water Water Water Water Diversion Delivery ". Contract
ac -ft
, ac -ft ac -ft ac -ft ac -ft ac -ft ac -ft ft ac -ft
376,860 100.00% 29,928 15,000 13,333 435,122 73.1% 318,151 4.00 0.50,
. 350,924 93.12%._ 29,680 15,000 ,. 13,333 408,938 71.9% 294,002 3.99 0.50
_ 275,868 73.20% 27,698 15,000- 13,333 331,900
. 68.0% 225,821 3.00 0.50
192,279 51.02% 23,282 15,000 13,333 243,894 62.8% 153,179 2.00 0.50
93,816 24.89% 15,092 15,000 13,333 137,241 52.9% 72,642 1.00 0.00
1941/62 City 1988 Irrigated 2001 2001 Non -Project Reserve Reserve Reserve
Contracts Owned LVWD Lands Contract Contract Water Balance Balance Balance
Deliveries Lands Contracts Deliveries Other Available Available of District of District of District
1,000 ac Deliveries District District for Project Water Water
Deliveries Water Water Delivery Water
ac -ft ac -ft ac -ft ac -ft ac -ft ac -ft ac -ft ac -ft, ac -ft
25,344, 4,000 11,688
, 231,388 24,116 28,116 20,716 899 21,616 6.79%
25,344 3,990. 11,659 230,810 7,500 11,490 20,370 -5,670 14,700 5.00%
21,723 3,000 8,766 173,541 7,500 10,500 19,277 -7,986 11,291 5.00%
14,482 2,000 5,844 115,694 7,500 9,500 17,795 -10,136 7,659 5.00%
7,241 1,000 2,922' 57,847 0 1,000 14,997 -11,365 3,632 5.00%
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1 XV. Impacts of Proposed Location of Sources and Diversions
2 The 2001 Contract contemplates that all or any lesser portion of the 28,116
3 acre-feet of District Water available for delivery to the City will be delivered to the
4 Jonathan -Rogers Water Treatment Plant located immediately downstream of the
5 confluence of the American Canal Extension and the heading of the Riverside
6 Canal (approximately 1/2 mile upstream of the location where the Bustamante
7 Wastewater Treatment Plant discharges effluent into the Riverside Canal), All
8 sources of Project Water (including all water salvaged by the American Canal
9 Extension) originate upstream of the diversion point.
10 The source of the water salvaged by the American Canal Extension Project
ri is the American Canal Extension which is the structure that conveys Project Water
12 diverted from the Rio Grande at the American Diversion Dam to the delivery point
13 at the Jonathan Rogers Water Treatment Plant. The conservation credit proposed
14 for the Project Water salvaged by the American Canal Extension will have no
15 impact on the quantity of Project Water Supply upstream of the American
16 Diversion Dam or downstream in the Riverside Canal as compared to conditions
17 prior to the construction of the American Canal Extension project or prior to the
Is implethentation of the 2001 Contract.
19 The location of the majority of the 1,000 acres of City owned land in excess
20 of 2,000 acres is assumed to be within units 6A and 6B of EPCWID (upstream of
21 the American Dam). Prior to the City purchasing such lands, the Project Water
22 appurtenant to such lands was diverted in New Mexico at the Mesilla Diversion
23 Dam. Reclamation allows a 15% diversion credit to EBID to account for
24 transportation losses of EPCWID Project Water in the Westside Canal between
25 Mesilla Dam and the heading of the La Union East canal. The estimate of Project
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1 Water losses in the Rio Grande between Mesilla and American diversion darns is
2 approximately 12% (as discussed in section VII this report) of the total quantity of
3 Project Water diverted for EPCWID at the American Diversion Dam and for
4 Mexico at the International Diversion Dam (located approximately 2 miles
5 downstream of the American Diversion Dam). The losses in the American Canal
6 and is extension between the American Diversion Darn and the confluence of the
â€¢
7 Riverside Canal are approximately 1% to 2% of the diversions into the American
8 Canal. Thus, the change in location of diversion of the 4,000 acre-feet from the
Mesilla Diversion Dam to the American Diversion Dam will have diminutive
10 impact on the quantity of the project water supply.
II XVI. Summary
12 This report analyzed the sources, quantities, and conditions for which
13 District Water is available for delivery by EPCWID to the City of El Paso under
14 the terms of the 2001 Third Party Implementing Contract and Reclamation's
15 Project Water allocation procedures currently in effect but under the protest of
16 EPCWID and subject to ongoing litigation. During years when Reclamation
17 declares a full annual diversion allocation of Project Water for EPCWID (376,860
18 acre-feet) and when Reclamation provides EPCWID with the full diversion credit
19 for the Project Water salvaged by the American Canal Extension (29,928 acre20 feet), then 28,116 acre-feet of District Water will be available for delivery to the
21 City of El Paso if so determined by the Directors of EPCWID.
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XVHI. Conveyance Losses of the Rio Grande Upstream of American Diversion Dam
Estimated Rio Grande Losses/Gains for River Miles Riparian Depletions Tributary Tributary Total
a Release from Storage of 790,000 ac -ft from Caballo Evaporation Evapo- Due to Surface Subsurface Project
Metering From River Transpiration Groundwater Water Water Losses
Station
, R1 Water Surface From River Withdrawals Inflows Inflows
.
miles ac-It/year ac-ft/year ac-ft/year ac-ft/year ac-ft/year
Below Caballo to Percha 1.2 -287 -430 -617 44 158 -1,132
Percha to Leasburg 416 -10,410 -15,614 -22,421 1,601, 5,725 -41,118
Leasburg to Mesilla 22.7 -5,420 -8,129 -11,673 834 2,981 -21,408
Mesilla to Below Mesilla 0.8 -191 -287 -41 l 29 105 -754
Below Mesilla to Anthony State Line 19_2 -4,584 -6,876 -9,873 705 2,521 -18,107
Anthony State Line to American 19.3 -4,601 -6,912 -9,925 709 ' 2,534 -18,201
American to International 2.1 -501 -752 -1,080 77 276 -1,980
Total 108.9 -26,000 -39,000 -56,000 4,000 14,300 -102,700
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Exhibit E—Example of the Calculation of an Estimated Charge
4 This example is hypothetical and is only provided for illustrative purposes.
5 The following steps are required to determine the Estimated Charge for the year
6 2002. Items El through E9 were obtained from table below. The Estimated
7 Charge does not include any Federal Revenue.
8 Step 1: Determine the price of District Water pursuant to section 9A:
9 E7 X E4/E3 = 15.00 $/acre-foot X 173.9/171.0 = 15.25 $/acre-foot
30 Step 2; Determine quantity of District Water pursuant to section 9A:
11 E6 X El = 1000 acres X 4.00 acre-feet/acre = 4,000 acre-feet
12 Step 3: Determine the payment for District Water pursuant to section 9A:
13 (Step 1 X Step 2) — 15,25 $/acre4eet X 4,000 acre-feet $61,000.00
14 Step 4: Determine Price of District Water pursuant to section 9B:
15 ES -= 200.80 $/acre-foot
16 Step 5: Detenuine the quantity of District Water priced under section 9B
17 pursuant to sections 7A(I) and 7B:
18 E2
- Step 2 = 19,500 acre-feet 4,000 acre-feet =15,500 acre-feet
19 Step 6: Determine the payment for District Water priced under section 9B:
.
20 ES X Step 5 = 200.80 $/acre-foot X 15,500 acre-feet = $3,112,400.00
21 Step 7: Determine the estimated of quantity of Usable Sewage Effluent
22 pursuant to section 10A:
23 E5 = 15,000 acre-feet
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Step 5: Determine the obligation of the City for Other Usable Sewage
Effluent to be delivered in the bed of the Rio Grande upstream of
the American Diversion Dam from February 16 through October 15.
4 F10 x F7 x F14 = 1.60 x 7,000 x 0.41667= 4,667 acre-feet
5
6
7
8 Step 6: Determine the obligation of the City for' Other Usable Sewage
Effluent to be delivered in the bed of the Rio Grande upstream of
the American Diversion Dam from January 1 through February 14
and from October 16 through December 31.
9 F7
— Step 5 = 7,000 - 4,667 = 2,330 acre-feet
to Step 7: Determine the total obligation of the City for Other Usable Sewage
11 Effluent to be delivered from February 15 through October 15.
12 • Step 5 + F11 = 4,667 + 13,333 = 18,000 acre-feet
13 Step 8: Determine the remaining other Usable Sewage Effluent which can be
14 delivered in the bed of the Rio Grande upstream of the American
15 Diversion Dam, in the American Canal or its extension, the
16 Riverside Canal, or the Riverside Intercepting Drain any time during
17 the year.
18 Step 2 + F 10 x F7 Step 7 — Step 6
19 11,490 + 1.60 x 7,000— 18,000 —2,330 = 2,360 acre-feet
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Item Section Description
_ Value
Fl _
12A Return Flow Obligation as a Percent of 25%
Deliveries
F2
- ,
Delivery Allocation Under Existing Contracts
, 3.50 acre,-feet/acre
F3 9A Assignments under Existing Contracts 5,241 acres •
F4
-- _
City Owned Land Under Existing Contracts 2,000 acres
F5 10A Estimated Usable Sewage Effluent 15,000 acre-feet
F6 ,
9A Acres. of City Owned Land from Exhibit B 1,000 acres
F7 Exhibit Underflow. of Rio Grande Captured by City's 7,000 acre-feet
C Groundwater Withdrawals
•
._.
F8 7A(1) Delivery of District Water under Contract 28,116 acre-feet .
F9 Table 2 Multiplier for Usable Sewage Effluent from 90 0.50 •
F10 _
12B(1) ,
Multiplier for Underflow 160%
Fl 1 120 Estimate of City's obligation to deliver Other 13,333 acre-feet
,
Usable Sewage Effluent from February 15 .
through October 15 in the Riverside Canal or
.
Riverside Intercepting Drain after year 2004
F12 12B(1) Percent of Item F7 required under section 62 1/2%• •
12B(1) as Other Usable Sewage Effluent to be
delivered in the bed of the Rio Grande
upstream of the American Diversion Dam
FI3 12B(1) Percent of Item F7 .required under section 37 .1/2% •.
12B(1) as Other Usable Sewage Effluent to .be
.
• delivered in the American Canal or • its .
extension, the Riverside Canal, or the Riverside
Intercepting Drain
•
F14 12D Percent of Item F7 required under section 41 2/3 % • '
• 12B(1) as Other Usable Sewage Effluent to be
delivered from February 15 through October 15
in the bed of the Rio Grande upstream of the
American Diversion Dam
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GROUND-WATER CONDITIONS IN THE RINCON AND
MESILLA VALLEYS AND ADJACENT AREAS
IN NEW MEXICO
By C. S. CONOVER
ABSTRACT
The Rio Grande in New Mexico winds through a succession of basins lying between
isolated northward-trending mountain ranges constituting part of the Basin and Range
physiographic province. The flood plain of the Rio Grande, in general, consists of wide
and narrow sections corresponding to alternately soft and hard rocks traversed by the
river. The Rincon and Mesilla Valleys are the two southernmost expanded flood plains
of the Rio Grande in New Mexico and are parts of the Rio Grande project of the U. S.
Bureau of Reclamation. Water for the project is stored at Elephant Butte Reservoir,
which was constructed to equalize the flow of the river to the Rio Grande project because large variations occur in the natural flow. Caballo Dam, about 20 miles south of
Elephant Butte Dam, permits control of irrigation water to the project after its use for
generating electric power at Elephant Butte Dam.
After the heavy precipitation of 1941, Elephant Butte Reservoir filled to capacity,
2,197,600 acre-feet, but drought conditions followed, and by early 1946 the reservoir
contained less than a year's normal supply of water for the project. The Elephant Butte
Irrigation District, the administrative control agency for the New Mexico part of the
project desired to know whether it would be advisable to try to develop a supplemental
ground-water supply for the district. The District and the U. S. Geological Survey signed
a cooperative agreement whereby the Ground Water Branch of the Survey would make a
ground-water study of the area to determine the feasibility of using ground water to supplement the present supply of surface water for irrigation in the district.
Below Elephant Butte Dam the Rio Grande flows westward for about 6 miles across
the northern end of the Caballo Mountains, a fault-block mountain of pre-Cambrian, Paleozoic, and Cretaceous rocks dipping to the east. The river then turns south, following
the western base of the mountains. The land rises gently west of the river in a series of
pediment slopes toward the Black Range, which forms the Continental Divide. At the
south end of the Caballo Mountains the river swings southeastward and crosses the
northward-trending Jornada del Muerto, an intermountain basin, and its southern extension, La Mesa, the river being bounded on the east by the Dona Ana, Organ, and Franklin Mountains. These mountains consist largely of tilted Paleozoic sedimentary rocks on
a basement of pre-Cambrian rocks, but they also contain Tertiary volcanic rocks. The
bolsonlike troughs between the mountains east and west of the river are filled with Tertiary and Quaternary sands, silts, clays, and gravels, constituting a valley fill that belongs largely to the Santa Fe formation of Miocene and Pliocene age. Overlying this material and terrace gravels, basalt lava flows, and the flood-plain deposits of thelRio
Grande, the latter forming the' smooth valley floor, generally bordered by steep bluffs,
which may exceed 100 feet in height
Ground water occurs beneath the plains of La Mesa and Jornada del Muerto. Generally the water is unconfined-that is, water-table conditions exist. The map showing
contours of the water table indicates that the ground water flows from La Mesa toward
the valley rather than following a possible former course of the Rio Grande toward Mexico. The hydraulic gradient of the water table ranges from as little as 1.2 feet to the mile
in the central part of La Mesa, where the aquifer is thick, to more than 100 feet to the
mile on the steep slopes along the mountains, where the aquifer is relatively thin and
the water is apparently upheld by the buried impermeable rocks of the mountains. The
depth to water is generally greatest (more than 400 feet) in the central parts of the
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plains, and least (less than 100 feet) toward the edges of the plains, near the mountains,
and along the valleys. The ground water beneath the plains is recharged from precipitation upon the upland and mountainous areas. In the La Mesa area, the recharge is estimated to be about 0.02 inch of water per year. The average annual precipitation is a little
less than 10 inches. The ground water from beneath the plains is discharged to the Rio
Grande at a rate estimated to be less than 1 cubic foot a second per mile of valley, with
that part in the Mesilla Valley approximating 40,000 acre-feet a year.
Water of the Rio Grande which generates hydroelectric power at Elephant Butte Dam is
stored in Caballo Reservoir for irrigation use. Diversions from the Rio Grande to the irrigated lands of the district are made at Percha Dam in the Rincon Valley and at Leasburg
and Mesilla Dams in the Mesilla Valley. A drainage system, consisting of 42 miles of
open drains in the Rincon Valley and 226 miles in the Mesilla Valley, discharges return
irrigation seepage to the Rio Grande.
The depth to the water table in the valley fill along the flood plain in the Rincon and
Mesilla Valleys is generally less than 10 feet. The ground-water level rises during the
irrigation season to a high level in late August and declines during the nonirrigation season to its lowest level in February or March. The water table, in general, slopes down the
valley at a rate of about 4.5 feet to the mile, which is essentially the same as that of the
valley floor. The ground water in the valley fill of the flood plain is recharged by infiltration of water applied to the land for irrigation, seepage from canals, seepage from certain stretches of the river, precipitation upon the flood plain, and ground-water flow from
the mesas and other elevated areas. Recharge by direct infiltration of precipitation is, on
the average, small.
Discharge of ground water in the valleys is essentially by seepage to the drains and
parts of the river and by transpiration by plants in areas of high water table. Discharge
of ground water in the project, as represented by the water returned to the river by the
drains, is 249,400 acre-feet a year when a normal supply of surface water is available for
irrigation. A quantity of ground water, which has not been exactly determined, is discharged directly to the river in certain stretches.
The coefficient of transmissibility of the alluvial deposits in the Rincon and Mesilla
Valleys averages 75,000 gallons a day per foot, as determined from pumping tests on 7
wells and from the relation between the accretion to 7 drains and the slope of the water
table perpendicular to them.
Ground water obtained by pumping in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys does not represent
an additional supply or new source of water to the project, but rather a change in method,
time, and place of diversion of the supplies already available.
Sufficient water for irrigation can be obtained from wells throughout the major part of
the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys. Wells will "sand up" and special well construction may
be necessary to control it. Water for irrigation, generally in small amounts, can be obtained by drilling wells on the low bench lands that border the valley floor and in the
arroyos cut in them. Some wells in these areas will have only small yields.
In 1946 the anticipated shortage of surface water gave impetus to the drilling of wells
for irrigation water in the Mesilla and Rincon Valleys. The number of irrigation wells increased from 11 at the end of 1946 to about 56 at the end of 1947. By February 1948, 14
additional wells had been constructed or were under construction.
Some of the lands now irrigated from wells do not have water rights under the Rio
Grande project. There are about 15,000 acres of such lands on the flood plain and bordering higher land which could be irrigated by ground water. These lands, if developed,
would ultimately utilize about 38,000 acre-feet of water annually on a basis of 2.5 acrefeet per acre.
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The writer concludes that in a hypothetical year having only 50 percent of a normal
supply of surface water available for diversions, the project lands would require an additional acre-foot per acre of water from wells to assure successful irrigation of the
crops. However, because of the reduction in flow of the drains caused by pumping and
because of losses in distribution, the use of water from wells to supply this deficit
would require pumping 2.42 acre-feet per acre, or 213,000 acre-feet a year for the 88,000
acres of water-right land in New Mexico. Of the amount pumped, it is calculated that all
but 63,000 acre-feet would be diverted from surface-water flow. If supplemental pumping
were resorted to for 5 successive dry years, continued pumping would be necessary for
3 to 4 years after a return to normal surface supply so as to permit bypassing of the required share of water to the El Paso district, awaiting the restoration of ground-water
storage by recharge from surface water.
The total cost of pumping equipment and pumping of this supplemental water for a
period of 5 years with about 50 percent of normal surface supply, such as has been recorded in the past at San Marcial gage above Elephant Butte Reservoir, would be approximately one-fifth of the resulting additional gross crop returns, on the basis of the average gross return per acre from 1937 to 1946.
Substitution of pumping of ground water for the usual winter releases of surface water
for irrigation of a small percentage of the lands would result in a saving to the project of
possibly 34,000 acre-feet of water annually if no water were allowed to bypass the project in the winter.
The chemical quality of the shallow ground water in the alluvium of the Rincon and
Mesilla Valleys is slightly poorer than that of drain water but is satisfactory for most
irrigation requirements. Comparatively good water is obtained on the surrounding high
lands and in the arroyo beds.
As water pumped from wells in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys is not an additional or
new supply but rather water that is normally intercepted by the project, continuing records should be kept of the amount of water pumped, of water-level measurements, and of
the location and performance of the irrigation wells. Measurements of the flow of the
drains should be made periodically and at enough points to determine the magnitude of
the effect of pumping upon the flow of the drains.
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INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION
Prolonged drought conditions on the Rio Grande watershed during the preceding 5 years reduced surf ace-water storage so greatly that a serious water shortage seemed to impend in 1947, and
became more serious in 1948, for the Rio Grande project of the
Bureau of Reclamation. The annual supply of water allowable to
the project under the terms of the Rio Grande Compact is 790,000
acre-feet, including 60, 000 acre-feet required for delivery to
Mexico. The total amount of water available to the project, including about 105,000 acre-feet of water stored in El Vado Reservoir and owed to the project, had dropped to about 465, 000 acrefeet by the second week of August 1947. The amount of stored water in Elephant Butte Reservoir August 12, 1947, was 317,000
acre-feet, the lowest on record since operation of the reservoir
beganin 1916, and 29 percent of the average from 1915 to 1947 for
the last day in August. On the same date, the available 43,000
acre-feet of stored water in Caballo Reservoir was about average.
With another month of irrigation due in 1947, the carry-over water
storage would be very small and unless very substantial replenishment occurred there would be insufficient water for irrigation
in 1948. Rationing of water for the 1948 year was announced in
August 1947. The initial allotment of water was set at 1 acre-foot
per acre, subject to change if more water became available. In
addition, no winter releases of water were to be made, and no
water was to be delivered to lands lacking a full water right.
In 1946 the Elephant Butte Irrigation District, which comprises
the valley lands of the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys of the Rio
Grande in the New Mexico part of the Rio Grande project, anticipated a shortage of surface water because of the low stage of
Elephant Butte Reservoir. One of the measures considered to
relieve the impending shortage was the use of ground water for
irrigation. Intelligent planning of the use of ground water required
a knowledge of the ground-water conditions of the area. Accordingly, the district requested the U. S. Geological Survey to make a
study of the possibilities of pumping ground water for irrigation,
mainly from the standpoint of productiveness of wells and of the
effect that the pumping of wells wouldhave upon the surface-water
supply in the river and drains.
Field work, begun in 1946 by the author, consisted of obtaining
available information concerning the wells in the valley, primarily wells that would produce sufficient water for irrigation and
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municipal supply. Pumping tests were made on a few wells to
determine the hydrologic constants of the aquifer and the specific
capacities of the wells. Considerable data on file at the U. S.
Bureau of Reclamation, relative to the ground-water conditions in
the valleys in the early years, were studied. These data consisted
of measurements of depth to water in a number of auger holes over
a period of years; depth-to-water maps of the Mesilla Valley prior
to, and subsequent to, installation of the drains; profiles of the
water table across various drains and across the entire valley;
land classifications; records of surface-water diversions and
applications and return flow of the drains in past years; annual
project histories; and other related information.
In 1947, G. R. Chenot of the Geological Survey gathered data
concerning wells on the upland mesa lands bordering the Mesilla
Valley. He attempted to visit all known wells to determine their
altitudes, measure the depth to water in them, and obtain other
available data. Information concerning newly developed irrigation
wells in the valleys was obtained-at intervals, and periodic measurements of water levels were made in a few observation wells in
the valleys. Water samples for chemical analysis were collected
from a number of wells in the valley and on the mesa lands.
In February 1947, 2 lines of auger holes were placed across
the Park Drain on the Seale and Holt roads south of Mesilla Park
in order to determine the relation between the slope of the water
table and the accretion of ground water to the drain. Water levels
were measured in these wells every 2 weeks by the Geological
Survey, and the drain flow was measured every month by the
Bureau of Reclamation. In the same month, an auger hole was installed at the shelter for weather instruments at the New Mexico
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts to obtain a daily record
of the water level. Observations on this well have been made by
those employed to record the weather observations.
The studies in Rincon and Mesilla Valleys were .made under the
direction of A. N. Sayre, geologist in charge, Ground Water
Branch, Water Resources Division of the U. S. Geological Survey,
and under the immediate supervision of C. V. Theis, district geologist in charge of ground-water investigations inNew Mexico.
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
The earliest published report available on the ground-water conditions in the Mesilla Valley is that by Slichter (1905). At the time
of his investigation considerable interest was exhibited in the pump-
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ing of ground water from the valley fill as a means of supplementing the erratic flows of the Rio Grande. Slichter (1905, p. 13) investigated the underflow of the Rio Grande at the narrows above
El Paso and determined that the underflow did not exceed 50 gallons a minute. A number of auger test holes were bored in a line
across the valley on the east side of the river in the vicinity of
Mesilla Park to determine the gradient of the water table and the
changes caused byflows in the RioGrande. Slichter (1905, p. 2729) determined that the greater part of the underflow was evidently derived from the river and that only a small amount possibly
about 0. 5 cubic foot a second per mile along the valley was derived from the adjoining mesas. Data are given for pumping tests
made upon 12 irrigation wells near Las Cruces and Berino. Specific capacities of the wells ranged from a minimum of 5. 8 to a
maximum of 88.0 gallons a minute per foot of drawdown (Slichter,
1905, p. 34).
Lee (1907) inhis report on the water resources of the RioGrande
valley gave data on a number of wells in the Mesilla Valley, including 6 that had not been previously reported by Slichter. He
discussed the quantity, source, and probable disposal of the ground
water in the Mesilla Valley and concluded that the ground water
was probably discharged by evaporation in the valley (Lee, 1907,
p. 50). Although a few data indicated the possibility of groundwater flow into Mexico, Lee believed, because of the downcutting
of the Rio Grande in 'the Mesilla Valley and the accumulation of
surface water in the gravels of La Mesa, that the flow from La
Mesa, should be toward the Rio Grande rather than away from it
(Lee, 1907, p. 40, 50).
The rising water table in the Mesilla Valley caused by the increased dependable water supply after the beginning of operation
of Elephant Butte Dam in 1916 made installation of drains necessary. Preparatory to the installation of drains, auger holes were
installed throughout the valley by the Bureau of Reclamation and
water-table maps were prepared from the measurements of the
water level. The results of the ground-water observations were
incorporated in the annual project histories of the Rio Grande
project and in a drainage report by L. R. Fiock of the Bureau of
Reclamation in February 1917.
Dunham( 1935) discussed the geology of the Organ Mountains and
noted briefly the water conditions in a few of the mines.
The report of the Rio Grande joint investigation, 1936 to 1937,
contains only casual mention of the ground-water conditions in the
Mesilla Valley, except with respect to the quality of the drain and
subsoil waters (National Resources Committee, 1938, p. 451). In
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the report Kirk Bryan states that, because the lands west of the
Rincon Valley are higher than the valley, the Rincon Valley must
receive water from, rather than lose water to, the west. He also
states that because the ground-water levels in La Mesa appear to
be higher than the floor of the Mesilla Valley, the Mesilla Valley
must receive ground water from La Mesa, and inasmuch as the
enclosed basins south of La Mesa appear to have altitudes higher
than the valley floor above El Paso, flow of ground water south to
Mexico from La Mesa appears unlikely (National Resources Committee, 1938, p. 225).
Chemical analyses of the surface, drain, and subsoil waters of
the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys, sampled during the Rio Grande
joint investigation, are contained in a report by Scofield (1938).
A reconnaissance investigation of the water supply for Las
Cruces was made in September 1936 by C. V. Theis 1 of the Geological Survey. He concurred with the city officials of Las Cruces
in locating the wells of the city on the mesa land to the east and
believed it possible to obtain water of a better quality than that
found in the valley.
A reconnaissance report was prepared by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics* on the possibility of obtaining water supplies
for a settlement in the southern part of the Jornada del Muerto,
east of the Dona Ana Mountains. The report included data on a
few stock wells and stated that the depth to water was in excess
of an economic pumping lift for irrigation.3
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WELL-NUMBERING SYSTEM
The system of numbering wells shown in this report is the same
as that used in other parts of New Mexico. The system is based
on the common designations of public land divisions, and by means
of it the well number, in addition to designating the well, locates
its position to the nearest 10-acre tract. The number is divided
into four segments by periods. The first segment denotes the
township north or south of the New Mexico base line, the second
denotes the range east or west of the New Mexico principal meridian, and the third denotes the section. In a county such as Dona
Ana County, where wells are situated both east and west of the
principal meridian, and E is added to the second segment of the
well number if the well is east of the principal meridian, but no
letter is added if the well is west of the principal meridian. In
counties in which no confusion can arise, the direction east or
west of the meridian is not given.
The fourth segment of the number, which consists of 3 digits,
denotes the particular 10-acre tract in which the well is situated.
For this purpose, the section is divided into four quarters, numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4, in the normal reading order, for the north-
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west, northeast, southwest, and southeast quarters, respectively.
The first digit of the fourth segment gives the quarter section,
which is a tract of 160 acres. Similarly, the quarter section is
divided into four 40-acre tracts numbered in the same manner,
and the second digit denotes the 40-acre tract. Finally, the 40acre tract is divided into four 10-acre tracts, and the third digit
denotes the 10-acre tract. Thus, well 23. 2E. 29. 342 in Dona Ana
County is in the NEteE^SW1/* sec. 29, T. 23 S., R. 2 E. If a
well cannot be located accurately to a 10-acre tract, a zero is used
as the third digit, and if it cannot be located accurately within a 40acre tract, zeros are used for both the second and third digits.
If the well cannot be located more closely than the section, the
fourth segment of the well number is omitted. When it becomes
possible to locate more accurately a well in whose number zeros
have been used, the proper digit or digits are substituted for the
zeros. Letters a, b, c, and d are added to the last segment to
designate the second, third, fourth and suceeding wells listed in
the same 10-acre tract.
The following diagram shows the method of numbering the tracts
within a section:
1
Ill
112 121
122
211
212
221 |
222
--(1
0) - -- (I,20)
-(2 0)
(220) 113
1,4
123
124
213
214
223
224
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[2(
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- -- (H10) -- (230)
- -- (240)-133
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243
244
311 312
321
322
411
412
421
422
- (310) - ( 320.) - - -- (410)
-(4201)
313
314
323
324
413
4>4
423
424
r<v 0]
i*
L " *]
f4(
331
332
341
342
431
432
441 442
--O:JO)
- --(*10) - - (430)
-1 - - (440)- 333
334
343
344
433
434
443
444
In the well tables, pages 163 to 195 of this report, the wells are
arranged in numerical sequence of the well location number, wells
east of the principal meridian in a township preceding those west
of the meridian.
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FEATURES OF THE AREA
LOCATION AND GENERAL FEATURES
The area covered by this report includes the valley lands of the
Rincon and Mesilla Valleys in New Mexico and the adjacent mesa
lands bordering, primarily, the Mesilla Valley.
The Rincon and Mesilla Valleys, in the south-central part of
New Mexico, are two of the many widened parts of the Rio Grande
valley that are separated by narrows and canyons in the eroded
channel. The Rincon Valley lies north of the Mesilla Valley, in
Sierra and Dona Ana Counties, N. Mex.; the Mesilla Valley is in
Dona Ana County, N. Mex. and El Paso County, Tex. (See fig. 1
and pis. 1-3.)
The largest community in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys is
Las Cruces, N. Mex., 45 miles north of El Paso, Tex. It had an
estimated population of 12, 000 in 1946, an increase of 43 percent
from 8, 385 in 1940. The only other town of appreciable size is
Hatch, about 36 miles north of Las Cruces, in the Rincon Valley.
It had an estimated population of 1, 400 in 1946, an increase of 70
percent from 822 in 1940. El Paso, in the El Paso Valley of the
Rio Grande, is a nearby trade territory and tourist center with a
population of about 109, 000. Across the Rio Grande from El Paso
is Ciudad Juarez, Mexico. Hot Springs (named Truth or Consequences in 1950), about 40 miles north of Hatch, had an estimated
population of about 5, 000 in 1946. It is a trade territory and health
and recreation resort. Various small settlements are distributed
along the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys, a few of which are Arrey,
Derry, Garfield, Salem, and Rincon in the Rincon Valley, and
Dona Ana, Mesilla, Mesilla Park, State College, San Miguel, La
Mesa, Berino, La Union, Anthony, and Canutillo in the Mesilla
Valley.
The New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts is at
State College, about 2 miles southeast of Las Cruces. White Sands
Military Proving Ground is on the east side of the Organ Mountains,
about 20 miles east of Las Cruces.
The area is served by the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway which runs along the Jornada del Muerto, east of the Caballo
Mountains that flank the Rincon Valley on the east, and enters the
Rincon Valley at Rincon about Smiles east of Hatch. From Rincon
the main line extends southward in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys
through Las Cruces to El Paso, and a branch line goes westward
through Hatch to Deming. U. S. Highway 85 traverses the Rincon
and Mesilla Valleys from the north through Hatch to Las Cruces
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and El Paso, and U. S. Highway 70 crosses the Mesilla Valley at
Las Cruces. State Route 26 fromDeming enters the Rincon Valley
at Hatch.
The main industry of the valleys is farming, with 68 percent of
the crop acreage in 1946 in cotton, 19 percent in alfalfa, and 4
percent in pecans. The pecan acreage is increasing. Some truck
crops are grown quite successfully. Cantaloupes, chili, and onions
each made up about 1 percent of the crop acreage in 1946. The
total value of crop production for the Rio Grande project in 1946,
in New Mexico and Texas, was $39, 463, 471 or $251.90 per acre,
and in the New Mexico section alone was $20, 912, 574. Many cotton
gins, 2 cottonseed-oil mills, and 2 canneries are located in the
area, and plans for erection of an alfalfa mill are under way.
CLIMATE
The climate of Dona Ana County, N. Mex., typical of the climate
of the arid to semiarid parts of southwestern United States, is
characterized by clear and sunny days, large diurnal temperature
ranges, low humidity, and scant rainfall.
Weather records maintained by the U. S. Weather Bureau at
State College, south of Las Cruces, show a mean annual temperature of nearly 60 F. for the 89 years of record. The average
maximum temperature for July is about 93 F. .and the average
minimum, about 65 F. In January the average maximum temperature is 58 F. and the average minimum is 26 F. Large diurnal
temperature changes are common, summer temperatures sometimes exceeding 100 F. during the day and falling below 60 F. at
night. There is a long frost-free growing season of about 200 days
a year.
The low average relative humidity of less than 50 percent is a
factor in the high diurnal temperature changes and is also partly
responsible for the high annual evaporation of nearly 100 inches.
The rainfall in the valleys is scant, greater amounts falling on
the surrounding highlands that intercept the storms. The average
annual rainfall at State College is 8. 68 inches and that at the Jornada Experimental Range on the mesa, northeast of Las Cruces,
is 9. 60 inches. The higher peaks of the Organ and Franklin Mountains probably receive in excess of 15 inches a year. The distribution of precipitation during the year is such that more than half
the yearly total normally falls in July, August, and September.
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This distribution of rainfall is advantageous for growing crops,
but it is totally inadequate in amount and must be supplemented
by irrigation.
Variation in the time and amount of precipitation causes a
variation in the time and amount of irrigation water applied to
crops and also a variation in the ground-water levels. Relation
of the precipitation in 194-7 and part of 1948 to the water level,
measured daily in three auger test holes, is shown in figure 6.
The following tables taken from reports of the U. S. Weather
Bureau show data on precipitation at the Agricultural College,
Hatch, and Caballo Dam from 1930 to 1948. The precipitation in
1941 of 19. 60 inches at the Agricultural College was the greatest
for the 89 years of record, exceeding the previous record in 1881
by 4. 55 inches. The least annual rainfall was 3. 61 inches, in 1860.
Annual precipitation at stations in Rincon and Mesilla Valleys, N. Mex.,
1430-47
Agricultural
College
Hatch
Caballo
(Altitude, 3,863 feet)
(Altitude, 4, 042 feet)
Dam
Year
Precipitation
Departure
Precipitation
Precipitation
(inches)
from average
(inches)
(inches)
1930
6.88
-1.80
1931
13.26
+4.58
16. 13
1932
8.83
+.15
7.43
1933
4.71
-3,97
8.57
1934
4.62
-4.06
4.03
1935
12.67
+3.99
8.20
1936
9.50
+.82
7.65
1937
7.01
-1.67
7.09
1938
9.27
+.59
13.56
1939
5.77
-2.91
10.15
8.41
1940
9.22
+.54
6.47
6.97
1941
19.60
+10.92
18.22
18.82
1942
9.80
+1.12
8.46
8.30
1943
7.55
-1.13
7.63
8.12
1944
9.77
+1.09
8.78
9.92
1945
5.77
-2.91
4.58
6.19
1946
7.14
-1.54
8.56
5.57
1947
6.08
-2.60
4.88
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Average monthly precipitation at Agricultural College, ,N. Mex.
January.................................................................................................. 0.32
February................................................................................................
.43
March................................................................................................... .32
April..................................................................................................... .22
May......................................... t...........................................................
.30
June.....................................................................................................
. 55
July..................................................................................................... 1.73
August.................................................................................................. 1.73
September............................................................................................. 1.35
October................................................................................................
'.70
November.............................................................................................
.54
December.............................................................................................
.49
Annual............................................................................................. 8. 68
Daily precipitation, in inches, at Agricultural College, N. Mex., 1947-48
[No precipitation on days not shown]
Date
Amount
Date
Amount
Date
Amount
1947
1947-Con.
Jan.
2
0.09
June
19
0.03
Nov. 17
0.07
.07
July
.25
18
.06
.47
.03
Dec.
3
.18
.02
Aug.
.14
31
.32
.46
.10
Feb.
.05
.07
1948
Mar.
.36
.42
Jan.
28
.18
.12
1.06
Feb.
4
.06
Apr.
Trace
.06
5
.28
May
.08
.18
6
.01
9
.01
228
12
.03
10
.04
.07
25
.31
22
.01
Sept.
Trace
26
.74
23
.04
Oct.
Trace
27
Trace
26
.01
Nov.
.06
Mar. 18
.02
June
17
.08
.26
30
.03
18
.38
.15
31
.11
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TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES
Dona Ana County is traversed diagonally by the Rio Grande
(see pi. 1), which flows in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys, two
of the many widened lowlands along the river. The valleys have
relatively smooth alluvial floors ranging in width from a few
hundred feet to a maximum of about Smiles in the vicinity of Las
Cruces. The altitude of the Rincon Valley ranges from about
4, 140 feet above sea level at Caballo Dam to 3, 974 feet at Leasburg Dam, a slope of about 4. 5 feet to the mile. Hatch, near the
center of the valley, has an altitude of 4, 054 feet. The altitude
of the Mesilla Valley ranges from 3, 974 feet above sea level at
Leasburg Dam to 3, 720 feet at the El Paso station 4 miles northwest of El Paso, a slope also of about 4. 5 feet to the mile. Las
Cruces, near the upper part of the valley, has an altitude of
3, 897 feet.
The valleys are bordered by steep bluffs, about 50 to 100 feet
high, of loosely cemented sand, silt, clay, and gravel. From the
bluffs, gently inclined plains extend back to the mountain. The
plainer mesa on the east side of Mesilla Valley that extends north
from Las Cruces to San Marcial, a distance of about 100 miles,
is called the Jornada del Muerto. It is nearly flat detrital plain,
10 to 20 miles in width, between the San Andres Mountains on the
east and the Caballo and Fra Cristobal Mountains on the west. It
has no drainage lines except at the southern end, near the river,
but numerous shallow depressions throughout its length catch
storm waters and form temporary lakes. The Jornada del Muerto
slopes southward about 4. 5 feet to the mile (Lee, 1907, p. 10)
The altitude of the center of the plain, at the lowest point east of
the Dona Ana Mountains, about 9 miles northeast of Las Cruces,
is about 4, 290 feet, or 360 feet above the level of the Rio Grande
to the west.
The plain west of the Mesilla Valley that extends southward
from near Las Cruces into Mexico is known as La Mesa. It is
similar to Jornada del Muerto in many respects. Its altitude at
the northern end is approximately the same as that of the southern
end of Jornada del Muerto, and the two formed a single plain previous to the excavation of the Mesilla Valley. La Mesahas a width
of 20 miles or more and is undissected by erosion and devoid of
surface drainage. It contains several broad, shallow depressions
(Lee, 1907, p. 10). The slope of La Mesa is southward about 70
feet in 30 miles, slightly more than 2 feet to the mile, or about
half that of Jornada del Muerto. The altitude of La Mesa west of
Black Mountain is about 4, 200 feet, or 375 feet above the level of
the river to the east.
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The Caballo Mountains parallel the Rincon Valley a few miles
to the east and separate it from the Jornada del Muerto. West of
the Rincon Valley the plains extend nearly to the Mimbres Mountains, about 20 miles distant. At the southern end of the Rincon
Valley is Selden Canyon, which has been eroded into the igneous
rocks that form the Sierra de las Uvas.
The northward-trending Organ Mountains, are about 15 miles
east of Las Cruces. The highest peak is Organ Needle, 9,012
feet above sea level. The Franklin Mountains extend south from
the Organ Mountains to the Rio Grande at El Paso. The San Andres
Mountains extend northward from the Organ Mountains about 70
miles and flank the Jornada del Muerto on the east. (See pi. 1.)
The West Potrillo and East Potrillo Mountains, which reach an
altitude of 5, 957 feet at Mount Riley, lie west of La Mesa and
extend about 25 miles northward from the international boundary.
Other minor mountains are: the Picacho Mountain and Robledo
Mountain, maximum altitude 5,876 feet, on the west side of "the
Rio Grande and extending northward from the vicinity of Las Cruces
to Leasburg Dam; Dona Ana Mountains, maximum altitude 5, 829
feet, on the east side of Mesilla Valley north of Las Cruces; Tortugas Mountain, elevation 4, 912 feet, about 3 miles east of State
College; and Black Mountain, about 6 miles west of Mesilla Valley
in the vicinity of Chamberino. (See pi. 1.)
The Rio Grande flows southward from Truth or Consequences
in Sierra County to the vicinity of the Sierra-Dona Ana County
line, thence southeastward across -Dona Ana County to ElPaso,
Tex. The flow of the Rio Grande in this area in summer is maintained principally by releases from Elephant Butte and Caballo
Reservoirs and in the winter by return drainage flow. Prior to
construction of Elephant Butte Dam the river was often dry for
months at a time. Slichter (1905, p. 21) states that there was no
water in the Rio Grande below El Paso for 9 months prior to August
25, 1904.
Many tributaries enter the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys. Most
are short arroyos that have been formed by storm runoff and
carry water only for short periods after sudden, heavy showers,
which occur principally during the summer. A few of the tributaries, particularly those that rise in the mountains west of the
Rincon Valley, have large drainage areas, and have small perennial flows in their upper reaches. The small perennial flows do
not reach the Rio Grande, either being diverted for irrigation or
sinking underground shortly after leaving the mountains. Only a
few large arroyos enter the Mesilla Valley, the principal ones
entering from the east in the vicinity of Las Cruces. (See pis. 1-3.)
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There are a few springs in the area, particularly in the Organ
Mountains. The best known is Radium Springs, a mineral hot
spring at the head of the Mesilla Valley. A small spring, Derry
warm springs, issues from the limestone bluff on the east side of
the Rincon Valley about a mile north of the Sierra-Dona Ana County
line. (See analyses, p.152, 153.)
RIO GRANDE PROJECT
The Rio Grande project of the Bureau of Reclamation includes
most of the valley lands of the Rio Grande in New Mexico and Texas
from Caballo Dam southward to a point about 40 miles below El
Paso, a distance of about 130 miles. From Caballo Dam to Selden
Canyon, a distance of about 30 miles, the Rio Grande flows in the
Rincon Valley, which has a maximum width of about 2 miles.
(See pi. 2.) Below Selden Canyon the valley floor widens into the
Mesilla Valley, which extends about 55 miles southeastward to
"The Pass, " 4 miles above El Paso. The Mesilla Valley is one
of the larger widened areas along Rio Grande and has a width of
about 5 miles near Las Cruces. (See pi. 3.) The El Paso Valley
extends about 90 miles southward from El Paso and ranges in
width from 4 to 6 miles, but only the upper 40 miles is included
in the Rio Grande project.
The water for the Rio Grande project is stored in Elephant Butte
Reservoir, which has a capacity of 2,197,600 acre-feet, and in
Caballo Reservoir, which has a capacity of 345, 870 acre-feet,
about 28 miles below Elephant Butte Dam. Water released from
Caballo Reservoir is diverted from the Rio Grande to the canals
in the Rincon Valley by the Percha Dam, about 2 miles below
Caballo Dam; in the Mesilla Valley by the Leasburg Dam at the
head of the valley and by the Mesilla Dam, about 5^ miles southwest of Las Cruces; and in the El Paso Valley by the American
Dam, about 3 miles northwest of El Paso. Water for the Mexican
side of the El Paso Valley, generally referred to as the Valle de
Juarez, is diverted at the International Dam, about 2 miles below
the American Dam.
Gaging stations, equipped with automatic water-stage recorders,
are maintained at various points on the Rio Grande by theU. S. Bureau of Reclamation and by the International Boundary and Water
Commission. The stations on the Rio Grande pertinent to this report
areas follows: "Below Caballo Dam, " 0. 8 mile below Caballo Dam
and 1. 5 miles above Percha Dam; "Leasburg Dam;" "El Paso station," above American Dam; and "below American Dam," 0.6
mile below American Dam and 1. 5 miles above International Dam.
The flow at the El Paso station since the beginning of operation of
the American Dam, in June 1938, has been generally computed as
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the sum of the flow at "below American Dam" and the diversions
from the American Dam to the American canal. Prior to installation of the gage "below Caballo Dam, " in February 1938, records
of flow were kept at Percha Dam. Small accretions to the river
take place between the Caballo Dam gage and Percha Dam. Diversions into the Bonita Lateral from Caballo Dam, about 1, 000 to
2,000 acre-feet per year, are not included in records at "below
Caballo Dam" station.
An extensive system of open drains has been constructed, covering practically the whole area of the project. Water from 42 miles
of drains in the Rincon Valley is discharged into the river above
Leasburg Dam, and water from 226 miles of drains in the Mesilla
Valley, except from two drains totaling 12 miles, is discharged
into the river below Mesilla Dam to be diverted for reuse in the
El Paso Valley portion of the project and in Mexico. (See pis. 2
and 3.)
The total area of land irrigated in the Rio Grande project in
1946 was 156,899 acres, of which 17, 000 acres was in the Rincon
Valley, 83, 911 acres in the Mesilla Valley, and 55, 988 acres in
the El Paso Valley. Of the irrigated land in the Rincon Valley,
3, 087 acres was in Sierra County, and of that in the Mesilla Valley,
10,812 acres was in Texas. The division of irrigated lands in the
project amounted to 90, 099 acre sin New Mexico and 66, 800 acres
in Texas.
Land that is "subject to construction charges" of the project is
referred to as "SCC" land andcarries a full water right. The remainder of the area of land within the limits of irrigation from the
canals is classified as suspended lands, rights-of-way,or excluded
class 6 (permanently nonarable). The suspended lands are classified into nine categories dependent upon the conditions of the individual tracts. Prior to 1939 the SCC land in New Mexico was
88, 000 acres. In 1939, by agreement between the irrigation districts and theU. S. Government, the area of SCC land in the project was increased by 3 percent in order that the collection of assessments, allowing for delinquencies, would equal that needed
for payment of construction charges. The total SCC classified
land inNew Mexicoin 1946 was 90, 623 acres, the total suspended
land, 10, 985 acres, and the total excluded class-6 land, 547 acres.
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The classifications of the valley lands in 1947, as obtained
from the Bureau of Reclamation, are given in the following table:
Classification of lands in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys in 1947
New Mexico
Texas
Total
Classification
(acres)
(acres)
(acres)
Land subject to construction charges......
90,616
10,782
10,304
857
11, 161
7,120
1,175
8,295
11,526
1,017
12, 543
Total.........................................
119,566
13,831
Irrigated:1
SCC land.....................................
5,635
Total.........................................
1Irrigated land included in the total 133,397 acres above.
The classification is given for 1947 in preference to 1946 as the
Bureau of Reclamation included in its compilation for 1947 some
riverbed areas and additional right-of-way areas not previously
reported. The total area of irrigated lands, suspended lands, and
class-6 lands was essentially the same in 1947 as in 1946. Because of the inclusion of additional right-of-way and riverbed areas,
the total area shown for New Mexico in!947 (about 120,000 acres),
more nearly represents the total area of the New Mexico part of
the flood plain of the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys than that given in
1946 (about 112,000 acres). However, the figures for 1947 do not
include some water-consuming valley lands that lie outside the
boundaries of the irrigation district, such as the Selden Canyon
area; areas outside the limits of the canal system; and other areas
of rights-of-way and riverbeds not at present determined.
For comparative purposes and in order to get a more detailed
picture of the areas of land having various classifications, the
following table has been taken from table C of the report of the
Rio Grande joint investigation (National Resources Committee,
1938, p. 420-421).

101,398

133,397
96,089
101,724
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The areas included in the two foregoing tables are not strictly
analogous because of the omission of various areas in the 1947
tabulation as given above. A difference of about 5, 000 acres for
the total valley acreage in New Mexico is evident. The total of
138,000 acres probably is nearly equal to the area of the valley
floor of the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys in New Mexico and Texas
and is the maximum area from which water in the valleys can be
transpired or evaporated to the atmosphere.
For the purpose of collection of charges, the lands in New Mexico
are under the Elephant Butte Irrigation District and those in Texas
under the El Paso County Water Improvement District. These
districts are under contract with the United States to repay construction costs of the project and to advance funds for operation
and maintenance of the irrigation system.
GEOLOGY
A detailed study of the geology of Dona Ana County was not made
during the course of this investigation. The reader is referred to
published reports on this area, the most complete and comprehensive of which is that by Dunham (1935). Included in the report by
Dunham is a geologic map of Dona Ana County based on that by
N. H. Darton as revised by Dunham. An account of the geology
of the county by Dunham is also included. A general discussion on
the geology of the RioGrande depression is given by Bryan (1938,
p. 197-225). The geology of La Mesa is discussed briefly by
Sayre (Sayre and Livingston, 1945).
The most important deposits of the area, with respect to the
occurrence of ground water, are the unconsolidated and partly
consolidated sediments of Tertiary and younger age that cover the
major part of the county. The deposits consist of varying proportions of clay, silt, sand, and gravel that partly fill the deep rock
troughs between the mountains. These deposits can be separated
into the older, slightly consolidated sediments that make up the
greater part of the fill underlying La Mesa and the Jornada del
Muerto and the younger unconsolidated deposits locally mantling
the underlying older deposits.
The older sediments are generally referred to as the Santa Fe
formation and were probably deposited during late Tertiary(Miocene and Pliocene) time( Sayre, and Livingston, 1945 p. 37, 39;
Dunham, 1935 p. 175, 176; Bryan, Kirk, 1938, p. 205). The ypunger
sediments were deposited in the Quaternary period during the
Pleistocene and Recent epochs (Sayre and Livingston, 1945, p. 37),
and they overlie the Santa Fe formation as outwash fan deposits,
mainly on the surface of La Mesa and the Jornada del Muerto, and as
alluvium deposited by the river in the valleys during successive
periods of scour and fill.
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As the Santa Fe formation and the younger sediments were deposited and eroded from the same general rock formations by meandering streams and arroyos, they, as a consequence, have the
same general character, and as they are nonfossiliferous it is
not always possible to differentiate between them.
CHARACTER OF SEDIMENTS
The older, slightly consolidated deposits of the Rio Grande
consist of alternate layers and lenses of variable thickness of clay,
silt, sarid, and gravel. The lateral extent of the layers is likewise quite variable, and these thicken or pinch out in short distances. |In the Mesa well field in El Paso, individual beds of the
bolson sediments found in 45 wells drilled at intervals of 300 feet
in two lihes 300 feet apart could not be correlated between more
than 2 or 3 adjacent wells (Sayre and Livingston, 1945, p. 28).
1i
In wells 1, 3, and 5, of the city of Las Cruces, which are within a radius of about 150 feet, the available logs (see table 6,
p.143) shbw very little correlation of individual beds. The lack of
similarity in these wells is due, in part, to the fact that different
drillers do not identify like formations alike. However, city wells
3 and 5 were put down by the same driller, though an interval of
about 9 years occurred between the drilling of the wells.
The available logs of three Agricultural College wells, 23. 2E.
29. 243i 243b, and 243c (see table 6, p.143), which are within a
radius of about 30 feet, show very little correlation, except possibly for the layer of fine sand at a depth of about 80 to 150 feet.
The hard dark formation penetrated in well 23. 2E. 29. 243c from
182 feet to 282 feet does not seem related to the sand, gravel, and
clay at a corresponding depth in well 23. 2E. 29. 243.
The sediments that underlie the pediments west of the Rincon
Valley, particularly those from near Arrey northward to Truth or
Consequences, apparently contain clay layers that in places extend
westward for several miles. Direct correlation of beds is lacking,
but the artesian wells drilled in the floors of 3 tributaries to the
Rio Grande from the west, Mud Springs Draw, Animas Creek, and
Percha Creek , give indirect evidence of continuous clay layers.
In the well of O. B. Dawson, 16.5.23.300 (see table 12, p. 1,64^
which is drilled in the floor of Percha Creek about 1. 5 miles west
of Caballo Reservoir, flowing water is obtained at a depth of 160
4Murray, C. R. , (in preparation)Ground-water conditions in the nonthermal artesian water
basin south of Hot Springs, Sierra County, N. Mex.: (New Mexico State Engineer bienn, rept.)
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feet, the flow increasing with depth to the bottom of the well at
226 feet. The clay layers may be more extensive in the tributaries
than in'the pediments because of deposition of sediments by flood
flows in the arroyos. However, evidence of some continuity of
clay beds in the Santa Fe formation west of Arrey is given by the
water level in well 17.5.10.442. This well was drilled on the
pediment, about 100 feet from its edge, at an elevation of approximately 40 feet above the floor of the adjacent Montoya Arroyo.
The water level in the well, which is uncased and 207 feet deep,
is about 16 feet below the surface of the pediment and about 25
feet above the floor of the adjacent arroyo.
The character of the Santa Fe formation is given by the drillers'
logs in table 6 (p. 143 to 161) and by the following section (Sayre, and
Livings ton, 1945, pp. 32, 33X
Section of La Mesa in railroad cut half a mile west of Anapra, Dona Ana County, N. Mex,
Sandy soil, reddish-buff, partly removed.
Feet
Caliche hard, dense, white, grading downward into very
fine.gray sand..........................................................
7
Sand, light-gray, moderately fine, uncemented and containing some layers of gravel with igneous rock pebbles
derived mostly from lava flows....................................
5
Clay, brown, sandy.......................................................
1
Quartz sand, medium-grained, mixed with white pellets of
calcium carbonate.....................................................
.5
Sand, medium- to coarse-grained, salt-and-pepper colored
6
Clay, brown to gray, sandy............................................
2
Sand, crossbedded,, light-gray, medium- to coarsegrained, contains some coarse gravel..........................
45
Sand, light-buff, fine-grained, massive, clayey, containing
irregular lenses of clean sand. Near the base are numerous tubes of sand cemented with calcium carbonate.........
9
Sand, extremely fine-grained, gray, with layer of coarse
sand near middle.......................................................
14
Clay, gray, much disturbed and broken............................
1.3
Sand, medium-grained, gray, containing near the base
laminated layers of alternating black and white sand........
30
Sand, light-buff, clayey, crossbedded ............................
1. 5
Sand, medium-grained, loose, gray...............................
6
Sand, buff to gray, fine-grained, crossbedded; contains
pellets of clay and caliche on the bedding planes.............
2. 5
Sand, mostly covered....................................................
25
Clay, light-buff, and sandy clay......................................
6
Sand, fine-grained, light-gray,
crossbedded..................
5
Clay, laminated, light-buff, and sandy clay......................
2. 5
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Sand, fine-grained, gray, crossbedded....................
3
Clay light-buff, massive..........................................
2.
Sand, massive, fine-grained, cemented, yellowish-buff,
grading into less-cemented gray sand near base and
partly covered...................................................
30
Clay, chocolate-brown,and light-buff massive sandstone
interbedded................ .....................................
11
Sand, brown, crossbedded, partly covered................
10
Clay, buff to chocolate-brown, silty.........................
9
234.8
The Pleistocene and Recent unconsolidated sediments in the
valley are predominantly sand and gravel with some thin beds of
sandy clay. They are generally very loose and cause trouble in
wells by running into them.
THICKNESS OF SEDIMENTS
The maximum thickness of the sediments of the Santa Fe formation in Dona Ana County is not known, but unconsolidated sediments are reported in wells of depths as low as 1,330 feet. A
few comparatively deep wells have been drilled. The deepest well
reported is the oil test of the Picacho Oil and Gas Syndicate,
23.1.15. 211, an abbreviated log of which is given in table 6 (p.
143).This well was drilled on La Mesa, west of Las Cruces, about
1 mile from an outcrop of rock that forms part of Picacho Mountain. The log apparently shows about 550(?) feet of Tertiary or
younger sediments at this location.
Near the southern part of La Mesa the Southern Pacific Co.
drilled a well (28.2E. 24. 110), at Strauss to 1,330 feet, entirely
through unconsolidated sediments. The Lippincott well, 28. 3E.
25., in the lower part of Mesilla Valley is reported to have been
drilled inlimestolie at822 feet (Sayre and Livingston, 1945, p. 35).
The well of Edwin Parker, 21. 2E. 12. 222, on the Jornada del
Muerto about midway between the San Andres and the Dona Ana
Mountains was drilled to 631 feet. Limestones and sandstones
predominate below 474 feet and the well ends in 80 feet of limestone. The limestone may be similar to the limestone that dips
westward beneath the sediments from the west side of the San Andres
Mountains,
Valley-fill deposits west of the Rio Grande, north of the Rincon
Valley, are believed by Murray 5 to extend to depths in excess of
'Murray; C. R., op. cit., p. 25.
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2,100 feet, as shown by a well drilled to that depth in the Palomas
River, about 10 miles north of Caballo Dam.
The well on the Stahman Farms, 24. IE. 1. Ill, in the Mesilla
Valley near Mesilla, apparently was still in the Santa Fe formation at 331 feet.
The thickness of the flood-plain deposits of the Rio Grande constitutes an unsolved problem, according to Bryan. He states that
in periods of high water the river is capable of transporting gravel
that 'at ordinary times is unknown in the riverbed; thus the depth
to gravel in the riverbed may be taken as a rough measure of the
depth of scour in great floods. He states, "It seems probable
that there is in the larger valleys [of the Rio Grande] from 100
to 250 feet of relatively recent deposits of flood-plain type above
the Santa Fe formation." (Bryan, 1938, p. 218.)
As the Mesilla Valley is constricted at both the upper and lower
ends by consolidated rocks that are exposed, it seems logical that
rock lies a't comparatively shallow depths in those areas. The
well of Isaac Rhodes, 21. 1. 13. 323, at the upper end of the Mesilla
Valley and at the edge of an arroyo on the east side of the valley,
was drilled in "rock" from 93 feet to the bottom of the well at
about 215 feet. This rock may be similar to the igneous rocks of
the Dona Ana Mountains on the east and to those that crop out in
the valley at Leasburg Dam about l| miles north of the well.
"Rock" was reportedly struck at about 125 feet in the well of C. C.
Rice, 21.1. 11.431, which is locate don the pediment at Fort Selden
about 50 feet above the valley and about three-quarters of a mile
south of the rock outcrop at Leasburg Dam. In the lower end of
the Mesilla Valley, the maximum depth of the fill in the gorge of
the Rio Grande at the narrows above El Paso has been shown by
Slichter (1905, p. 1, fig. 2) to be not more than 86 feet.
The thickness of Quaternary fill near the central part of the
Mesilla Valley, on the basis of the reported log of well 24. IE. 1.
Ill, appears to be about 104 feet, as most of the gravel was encountered above this level. However, on the basis of gravel reported in the log of the railroad well atLas Cruces, 23. IE. 13. 244,
the thickness of the Quaternary fill there appears to be about 220
feet.
In the Rincon Valley, available well logs show that clay is present
at comparatively shallow depths below the Quaternary alluvium.
This clay, which is usually called "heavy red gumbo" or "joint
clay" by the drillers, is reportedly dry and is thought by the drillers to have considerable thickness. According to Jeff Chandler,
well driller at Mesilla Park, a well was drilled at Hatch in the
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early years to a depth of 1,100 feet, and nothing but clay was
found below about 80 feet. Water was obtained only in the sand
and gravel above 80 feet. No substantiating data were obtained
on this well. No other wells were reported drilled to this depth
in the Rincon Valley. The drillers consider it useless to try to
drill through this clay. As water is available in the shallow alluvium in sufficient quantities for all needs, the only incentive for
drilling wells through the clay is the hope of obtaining water of
better quality for domestic use. In the following table the wells
for which data were obtained are listed in order downstream in
the Rincon Valley showing the depth at which clay was found.
Reported depth to clay in wells for which data were obtained in Rincon Valley
Total
Depth
Well location
depth
to
Reported description
Name
no.
of well
clay
of clay
(feet)
(feet)
16. 5. 25. 343
1,52
128
Soft red rock.
17. 5. 24. 333
101
73
Red gumbo clay.
17.5.26.212
68
68
Clay.
Welch......................
17.5.26.242
88
84
Clay.
Black.......................
17.5.25.123
59
59
Joint clay.
Black.......................
17. 5. 25. 134
64
64
Clay.
17.4.31.111
71
66
Red and white
clay with gray
sand.
17.4.30. 133a
97
70
Red and white
clay.
18.4.9.130
100
50
Blue clay.
18.4.17.312
70
65
Clay.
18. 4. 34. 211
245
70
Clay.
18. 4. 35. 231
68
56
Clay.
18.4.35.310
230
60
Clay.
Boggs....... .................
18. 4. 35. 221
214
114
Red-brown clay.
19.4.3.234
68
68
Clay.
19.4.11.221
74
70
Heavy red clay.
Village of Hatch. ........
19.3.9.121a
70
68
Clay.
19. 3. 10. 333
69
69
Clay.
19.3.15.443
53
46
Heavy red clay.
19.2.26.300
150
55
Red clay.
Drilling of most of the wells was stopped as soon as the drillers
definitely recognized clay. A few wells were drilled deeper with
the hope of going through the clay. The deepest well reported was
that of Mr. Simms, which was drilled in clay from 70 to 245 feet,
except for a rock about 2 feet thick at about 110 feet. Of the 20
wells listed in the table, 18 reported clay at depths from 46 to 84
feet. TheOsborn well, with clay at 128 feet, is located in the floor
of Percha Creek about 40 feet above river level. With the exception
of theOsborn, Powers, Plemmons, and Welch wells, all are located on the valley floor. The average depth to clay in the 16 wells
on the valley floor is less than 70 feet. The thickness of the Quaternary alluvium in the Rincon Valley thus appears to be fairly
uniform and somewhat thinner than in the Mesilla Valley.
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OCCURRENCE OF GROUND WATER IN UPLAND AREAS
In order to establish the depth to water and the direction of flow
of the ground water under the upland area in Dona Ana County adjacent to the Mesilla Valley, as much information as possible on
the existing wells was obtained by G. R. Chenotin 1947. The depth
to water was measured in many wells and the altitude of each well
was determined by use of the aneroid barometer and the U. S.
Geological Survey topographic quadrangle maps. Other available
information such as the depth of the well, productiveness, materials penetrated, and quality of the water, was obtained generally
from the owners. Water samples for chemical analysis were obtained from various wells. Measured depths to water were checked
against reported depths in order to judge the reliability of reported depths in wells where measurements were not possible.
Topographic quadrangle maps of the U. S. Geological Survey
covering 15 minutes of latitude are available for all the area of
Dona Ana County from the Mexican border northward to latitude
32° 30' N. They have a contour interval of 25 feet, with the exception of the quadrangle maps between the Mexican border and latitude 32°00'N. and between longitude 106°30'.and 107°15'W., which
have a contour interval of 10 feet. Vertical and horizontal control
in the area covered by the quadrangle maps was excellent. The
elevations of the wells north of the Dona Ana Mountains, on the
Jornada del Muerto, were obtained by using an aneroid barometer
and are subject to some error as the distance between bench marks
and check points was great and resulted in a comparatively long
time interval between readings. However, the elevations of sufficient check points were read on different days to eliminate any
large errors.
The resulting ground-water contours are shown on the accompanying map, plate 1. In drawing the contours greatest reliance
was naturally placed upon the wells in which the depth to water was
measured. With these measured depths to water as controls, the
contours were drawn for the other areas, the elevations of the
water table being calculated from reported depths to water as
guides, more reliance being placed upon some than others. The
areas showing various depths to water were defined by subtraction
of the ground-water contours from the ground-surf ace contours and
are therefore as accurate as the water-table contours.
DEPTH TO WATER
The depth to water in the upland are as in Dona Ana County ranges
from less than 25 feet to more than 400 feet. Generally the areas
317Z67 O - 55 - 3
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of greatest depth to water, more than 300 feet, are in the relatively flat plains away from the mountain fronts, such as the La Mesa
surface in T. 26 S., R. 1 W. The depth to water generally decreases toward the east side of the Jornada del Muerto and the
west side of La Mesa, where the aquifer is relatively thin and the
buried rocks of the mountains that form the floor of the aquifer
rise, thus holding the water at a higher level than in areas farther
from the mountains. The depth to water may therefore be very
shallow in the arroyos along the mountain fronts where the deposit
of alluvium is thin.
In the Jornada del Muerto, north of the Dona Ana Mountains, the
depth to water ranges from 200 to 300 feet below the surface in
the western half of the Jornada Experimental Range. A little farther east the depth to water apparently increases to between 300
and 400 feet in a narrow north-south strip and then gradually decreases eastward toward the San Andres Mountains. Northwest
of the Dona Ana Mountains the depth to water is about 200 feet and
it decreases westward to less than 25 feet near the Rio Grande.
In the Jornada del Muerto, south of the Dona Ana Mountains and
east of Las Cruces, the depth to water gradually increases from
less than 25 feet at the eastern edge of the Mesilla Valley to more
than 400 feet in a narrow north-south strip about 8 miles east of
the valley. Farther eastward toward the Organ Mountains the
depth to water decreases and is generally from 100 to 200 feet in
the vicinity of Organ.
At the southeastern edge of the Sierra de las Uvas, west of the
Mesilla Valley, the depth to water is less than 25 feet. Southeastward the depth to water gradually increases to more than 400 feet
in a strip about 4 miles wide roughly paralleling the eastern side
of the Aden and the Sleeping Lady Hills, and in an area of La Mesa
west of Black Mountain near Af ton. Farther east the depth to water
decreases to about 300 feet along the top of the bluff that parallels
the western side of the Mesilla Valley. From the top of the bluff
eastward to the valley, a distance of about 2 miles, the depth to
water decreases rather abruptly from about 300 to less than 25
feet.
The depth to water, as projected in some areas on the map
(pi. 1), is probably greater than the thickness of the sedimentary
deposits where masses of igneous rock occur at or near the surface. In such areas water will not be obtained if the rock is impermeable. Some wells on the Bissell ranch have been drilled to a
depth greater than the indicated depth to water but have failed to obtain sufficient water for stock purposes. Some of the lavas near Af ton
occur at the surface above the sediments (Sayre and Livingston,
1945, p. 24). In this area water may be found below the lava at
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the indicated depth to water. If intrusive sills or other impermeable
igneous rocks occur at the indicated depth to water, drilling below
the impermeable beds will probably reach confined water, which
will rise in the well to the indicated water level.
The well on the Corralitos ranch, 23.1. 32.330, which was drilled
to 501 feet, reportedly penetrated an igneous flow or sill from 165
to 320 feet, a sandstone from 320 to 430 feet, and a rust-colored
sand from 430 to 501 feet. The estimated depth to water as reported was 350 feet but, as indicated on the map, is probably a
little less than 400 feet. The Malpais well, 26.1. 16. 330, on the
Braidfoot ranch was drilled in a sink in the lava to a depth of 445
feet and reportedly reached water in sand and clay below the lava
at 406 feet. The Aden station well of H. S. Bissell, 25. 3. 2. 220,
on a small rise, reportedly was drilled through about 440 feet of
red igneous rock to seeps of water yielding about 15 gallons a
minute at 440 feet. The reported depth to water is 444 feet.
Other wells also have probably obtained water below lava, but
data on many of the wells are scant.
Data on the depth to water obtained during this investigation
differ from those reported by Lee (1907, p. 38-40). The following
table gives the depths to water in various wells as reported by Lee
and as collected from various sources during this investigation.
The difference in depth and water level as shown for well 29. IE.
6.110 for early and present dates may possibly be due to comparing different wells in the same locality, or may be due to inaccurate
reporting. Actual changes in water level may have occurred. The
water levels show a rise from the time reported by Lee to later
dates. The Lanark well 1 shows a fall in water level from 1899 to
the time reported by Lee. On the data for this well one could postulate that water levels declined from early years to a low level in
the year reported by Lee and then rose again. However, as all
depths to water reported by Lee are lower than those obtained for
the same wells from other sources, there may be a consistent
error. It is not known how many, if any, of the depths to water
reported by Lee were measured by him or were values reported
to him. The apparent rise in water levels is greater than one would
expect to find in static levels under a'n area such as La Mesa where
the annual rainfall is small. It therefore appears that the reported
values are somewhat unreliable.

Comparison of water levels in Dona Ana County, N. Mex., at different times and as reported from different sources
CO
o
Apparent difDepth
Depth
ference in
Well
Owner
Source
Date of
of
to
water level,
Field
or
of
reported
location
name
well
water
earliest to
no.
name
information
water level
<feet)
(feet)
latest report
(feet)
21.2E.25.430a
J. D. Isaacs.
Lee, W. T. (1907. p. 38)
1905 (?)
330
292
...... Do.........
W. F. Isaacs.
Owner and measurement.
1947
325
290.5
+1.5
22.1.19.330
Mr. Hawkins.
Lee, W. T. (1907, p. 40)
1905 (?)
218
170
.......Do.........
Hawkins
H. S. Bissell.
Owner and measurement.
1947
180
151.0
+19
on it? 11 ***}fi
Railroad log 3049. .........
1899
950
365
.......Do.........
do................. ........do......................... Lee, W. T. (1907, p. 40)
1905 (?)
945
380
-15
27 1 26 430
J. B. Stabling.
........do......................
1905 (?)
350
311
.......Do.........
Philiips Hoie
Mrs. Annie Braidfoot.
Owner and measurement.
1947
314
286.9
+24
OQ Ot?
OA 1 1 fi
1917
950
342
...... Do.........
do................. ........do......................... El Paso office file. .........
1941
950
340
+2
98 9F 94. llfla
........do......................... Railroad log 3085. .........
1918
705
342
....... Do........
do......... . ....... ........do......................... El Paso office file..........
1941
705
330
+12
28.2E.24.110b
........do......................... ........do......................
1945
550
328
+14
OQ
OT?
**1
**Afi
1910-20(7)
400
325
...... Do........
........do........................
1947
392.5
+32.5
29. IE. 6. 110
Lee, W. T. (1907, p. 40)
1905 (?)
435
350
...... Do........
R. A? Gardner. ............
1947 (?)
400
265
+85 (?)
29. IE. 8. 210
Noria well 1
Southern Pacific Co.
Lee, W. T. (1907, p. 40)
1905 (?)
438
358
OQ
IT?
Q
91 A1914
565
321
+37 (?)
........do........................
29 IE 8 21 Ob
Noria well 3
........do........................
........do......................
1916
560
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MOVEMENT AND FLOW OF GROUND WATER
The contours of the water table on the accompanying map (pi.
1) connect points of the water table having equal altitude. The
direction of flow of the ground water is perpendicular to the contours, from higher to lower elevations. The flow of ground water
in a homogeneous aquifer of constant width and thickness is proportional to the gradient or slope of the water table that is, to
the spacing of the contours.
The general direction of flow of the ground water in the upland
areas of Dona Ana County is from the higher elevations toward the
lower along the Rio Grande. The movement of some of the ground
water, however, is quite circuitous.
North of the Dona Ana Mountains, in the Jornada Experimental
Range, ground water flows westward from the San Andres Mountains and is joined by ground water from the Jornada del Muerto
to the north and from the eastern slope of the hills on the east side
of the Rio Grande. This water is indicated as flowing through a
gap north of the Dona Ana Mountains into the Rio Grande in the
vicinity of Leasburg Dam, near Fort Selden.
A ground-water divide evidently occurs in the broad saddle
formed between the Dona Ana Mountains and the San Andres Mountains, so that the ground water on the northern slope flows toward
the Jornada Experimental Range and that on the southern slope
flows to the river in the vicinity of Las Cruces. Ground water
originating west of the Organ Mountains flows westward to the
Mesilla Valley.
Ground water originating from runoff on the east side of the
Sierra de las Uvas flows to La Mesa through the gap between
Sleeping Lady mils and Rough and Ready mils, T. 22 S., R. 2 W.,
and through the gap between Sleeping Lady Hills and the Aden Hills,
Tps. 23 and 24 S., R. 2 W. The ground-water contours suggest
that a ground-water divide occurs in T. 21 S., R. 2 W., and a
small part of the ground water on the east side of the Sierra de las
Uvas may flow northeastward to the Rio Grande through alluvial
fill in canyons and arroyos.
Ground water that originates to the west and south of Robledo
Mountain in part finds its way to the Rio Grande in the vicinity of
Las Cruces. A ground-water divide probably occurs between
Robledo Mountain and the Rough and Ready Hills, about 4 miles to
the west, and thus a small part of the ground water probably reaches
the Rio Grande northward by way of Faulkner Canyon.
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Most of the ground water that originates from precipitation on
La Mesa south of T. 23 S. and that which flows through the gap
between the Sleeping Lady Hills and the Aden Hills flows southward
on the west side of Black Mountain, where it is joined by ground
water from the east slope of the Potrillo Mountains, and then moves
eastward to enter the Rio Grande near Strauss.
Lee (1907, p. 39-40), on the basis of reported water levels in
the wells owned by the railroad at Lanark and Noria on the La
Mesa surface north of the Mexican boundary, stated that the water
table sloped southward 20 feet in 12 miles or 1. 7 feet to the mile
and presumably, therefore, ground water flowed southward from
the Rio Grande and La Mesa to Mexico. Lee (p. 40-50) recognized
that his meager data indicated a flow southward but, because of the
downcutting of the river that formed the Mesilla Valley and the
accumulation of water in the gravels of La Mesa, he believed that
the underflow down the probable old channel of the river on La
Mesa had been reversed and that the ground water flowed into the
valley. As Slichter (1905, p. 9-13) had demonstrated that very
little ground water escaped from the Mesilla Valley through the
narrows at El Paso, Lee showed that the more probable escape
of both the water moving from La Mesa to the valley and the water
lost from the river in the valley was by evaporation in the valley.
Information gathered during this investigation confirms Lee's
belief that ground water does not flow southward under La Mesa to
Mexico but rather, from the Mexican boundary, between the East
Potrillo Mountains and the Rio Grande, northward and eastward to
the Rio Grande. Conflicting data gathered on various wells in this
area do not indie ate that there is an appreciable change in the configuration of the water table, shown on plate 1.
The depths to water in the Lanark and Noria wells, as recorded
in well logs obtained from the railroad, are 365 and 321 feet, respectively, and the altitudes of the wells, as reported by Lee, are
4, 156 and 4, 114 feet, respectively. Thus the water table is shown
as being 2 feet higher at Noria than at Lanark. If altitudes of 4,170
and 4,124 feet at Lanark and Noria, as determined from the topographic quadrangles, are used with the depths to water as recorded in well logs obtained from the railroad, then the water table
at Noria is 2 feet lower than at Lanark. Even if the data as reported by Lee, which show the water table 20 feet higher at Lanark
than at Noria, are assumed to be correct, it. does not necessarily
follow that the ground water flows southward, as a ground-water
trough lies between Lanark and Noria. (See pi. 1.)
If the depth to water in the Herrington ranch well, 29. IE. 6.110,
reported by Lee to be 350 feet, and that in the well at Noria, 29,
IE. 8. 210, 358 feet, are considered correct, then alow spot is
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indicated in the contours of the water table that would shift the
3, 800-foot contour to the west of Noria. However, the water level
measured in 1947 in well 28. 2E. 31. 340 does not allow an appreciable change in the shape of the contours. It is probable that a
ground-water divide occurs just south of the international boundary, in the area between the East Potrillo Mountains and the Cerro
de Muleros, similar to that indicated in the vicinity of Mount Riley
and Malpais sidings.
A ground-water divide occurs between the Sierra de las Uvas
and the West Potrillo Mountains. West of R. 3 W. the ground
water apparently flows westward into the topographic basin east
of the Florida Mountains in Luna County, and thence southward
east of Columbus, N. Mex., into Mexico.
The ground water west of the Rincon Valley in the area traversed
by Placita Arroyo is shown as flowing toward the Rio Grande in
the vicinity of Hatch. Wells in this upland surface are too widely scattered to indicate the exact slope of the water table or the
exact direction of flow.
The water-table contours on the water-level map of Dona Ana
County (pi. 1) show that the Rio Grande gains water in the Mesilla
Valley from the upper part of the valley almost to Mesilla, loses
water from Mesilla to Vado, and again gains water south of Vado,
The contours were generally drawn through the corresponding
riverbed elevations shown on the topographic maps, which may
not be the altitude of the water table under the river. If the river
water is not in direct contact with the water table, then the river
must be perched and must lose water to the water table. In such
a case, contours drawn to the river level would show a mound,
and therefore indicate correctly that the river is losing water. In
the section where the river is shown to be losing water the loss is
probably to the paralleling drains, the true contours being inflected
somewhat more sharply than can be shown on the scale of the map.
The lessor gain in the river is discussed more fully in the section
on sources of ground water in the valley fill.
The gradient of the water table under the upland surfaces ranges
from about 1. 2 feet per mile in the trough of the water table under
La Mesa to the west and south of Black Mountain to more than 100
feet per mile on steep slopes along the mountains, such as on the
east side of the Aden Hills and West Potrillo Mountains. The
average slope of the water table in the Mesilla Valley, as shown
by the water-table map of Dona Ana County from the 3, 900-foot
contour north of Las Cruces to the 3,750-foot contour near the
southern end of the valley, is about 4 feet to the mile, essentially
the same as that of the river.
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The range of gradients is due to various factors, which include
width, thickness, and permeability of the formations, and the
quantity of ground-water flow. The steep gradients along the slope s
of the mountains are due primarily to the thinness of the waterbearing formation that lies upon the steep slopes of the relatively
impermeable rocks that compose the mountains. The gradients in
themselves do not indicate the volume of flow of the ground water.
The relatively steep gradient of the water table, about 30 feet
to the mile, shown by the contours that extend from the southern
end of Robledo Mountain southwest to the West Potrillo Mountains,
may be caused by a connection underground of igneous or other
relatively impermeable rock between the hills in this area, acting
as a "ground-water dam, " water on the west thus being held at a
higher level than that east of the hills. Southeastward the gradient
flattens to about 13 feet to the mile between the 3, 800-and 3, 900foot contours in T. 25 S., R. 1 W., and to about 1. 2 feet to the
mile in the water-table trough west of Black Mountain.
The progressive flattening of the gradient of the water-table in
the direction of flow from the gap between the Aden and Sleeping
Lady Hills to the Rio Grande east of Strauss is caused by an increase in the width, thickness, or permeability of the saturated
aquifer, by a decrease in amount of ground-water flow, or by a
combination of these factors. Undoubtedly, the thickness of saturated sediments increases in the direction of flow. The saturated
aquifer along the east side of the Aden and Sleeping Lady Hills is
presumably thin, as the hills protrude through the sediments. The
thickness of the sedimentary deposits of La Mesa is not known.
Apparently the deepest well, the 1, 330-foot well at Strauss, penetrated only unconsolidated deposits (Sayre and Livingston, 1945,
p. 35). The bolson deposits in the Hueco Bolson east of the Franklin Mountains seems to be at least 4, 000 feet thick (Sayre and
Livingston, p. 33)..
The width of the saturated aquifer, however, does not increase
but, instead, decreases from a width of about 12 miles east of the
Aden Hills to about 3 miles in the ground-water trough west of
Black Mountain. The sediments underlying the central portion of
La Mesa may be more permeable than those along the slopes of
the hills. This is probable if the central part of La Mesa is composed of sediments deposited by the Rio Grande, which flowed at
one time through the Jornada del MuertoandLa Mesa, as postulated
by Lee (1907, p. 22). Undoubtedly, the amount of ground-water
flow does not decrease in the direction of flow as there is no area
of surface discharge of the ground water. Instead, the amount of
ground-water flow probably increases eastward because the groundwater trough also carries water from the east slope of the Potrillo
Mountains.
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Therefore, the decrease in gradient of the water table from
northwest to southeast across La Mesa is due to the increased
thickness, and possibly to the increased permeability, of the saturated sediments, which more than offset the increase in amount
and the decrease in width of flow of the ground water.
The amount of water flowing eastward from R. 1 E. to R. 2E.
toward the Rio Grande, between the two 3, 800-foot contours south
of Lanark, can be roughly calculated. Th6 average coefficient of
transmissibility of the aquifer may be taken as 70, 000 gallons a
day per mile of width of the aquifer for each foot per mile of slope
of the water table, approximately equal to that of 73, 000 determined by the pumping test of Las Cruces city well 5 (p. 96 ).
With a gradient of 1. 2 feet per mile and a width of about 9 miles,
the ground-water flow to the Rio Grande in the vicinity of Strauss
is of the order of 750, 000 gallons a day or 840 acre-feet a year,
a small quantity.
The selected gradient of the water table, 1. 2 feet a mile, is an
average from the 3, 800-foot to the 3, 775-foot contour and may be
significantly smaller than the actual gradient at the section. The
gradient of the water table in the Hueco Bolson, between the
3, 700-foot and 3, 675-foot contours, east of the Franklin Mountains
and northeast of El Paso, is 2.4 feetper mile (Sayre, and Livingston, 1945, pi. 2). The amount of precipitation on the Hueco Bolson
is similar to that on La Mesa, and therefore approximately the
same average unit amount of recharge probably reaches the water
table in both areas. As the deposits are thick in both areas, the
steeper gradient in the Hueco Bolson may be due to a lower average
permeability of the formation than in La Mesa. However, the
gradient of 2.4 feet a mile is small and is given for comparison
with that determined in La Mesa. The coefficient of transmissibility used, 70, 000, is believed to be rather high as an average
for the Santa Fe formation and would tend to offset the probable
higher gradient, so that the amount of computed ground-water
flow to the Rio Grande in the vicinity of Strauss would not be
changed materially.
The annual flow of roughly 800 acre-feet of ground water to the
Rio Grande in the vicinity of Strauss, if distributed equally across
the 9-mile width of the section, would amount to an accretion to
the river from the west of about 0.13 cubic foot a second per mile
along the river.
The average gradient of the water table, along the trough in the
water table under the central part of the plain northeast of Las
Cruces, is about 20 feet to the mile. If the transmissibility of the
sediments here is about the same as that determined for city well
5, or about 70, 000 gallons a day per mile of width of the formation
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with a gradient of 1 foot per mile, the flow toward the valley from
northeast of Las Cruces would be about 1, 400, 000 gallons a day
per mile of width of the aquifer, or about 2 cf s (cubic feet a second)
per mile along the valley. However, the average transmissibility
in this area is probably less than 70, 000, possibly not more than
30,000, and the ground-water flow to the river from northeast of
Las Cruces may be as little as 1 cfs per lineal mile. Slichter
(1905, p. 27-29) in his study of the ground waters of the Rio Grande
valley, determined in the vicinity of Mesilla Park that about 0. 5
cfs was being contributed to the valley from the northeast for each
lineal mile.
Flow to each mile of the Mesilla Valley from the remainder of
the area east of the valley is expected to be less than that from
northeast of Las Cruces because the aquifer is thinner. The amount
of water entering each mile of valley from the east may be somewhat greater than that from the west as a result of the greater
precipitation on the higher mountains. Arroyos from the highlands
to the river are more definitely developed east of the valley than
west. The gradient of the water table undermost of the area east
of the river and south of Las Cruces is not known but may be
slightly greater than that northeast of Las Cruces, because of the
steepness of the surface from the Organ and Franklin Mountains.
The overall average accretion to the valley from the highlands
on the east is believed to be less than that northeast of Las Cruces
and more than that west of the valley; it is estimated as about 0. 7
cfs per mile along the valley.
The flow of the drainage ditches in the Mesilla Valley is composed of varying percentages of return irrigation water, canal
seepage losses, and seepage from the river, in addition to some
ground-water flow from the side mesas. Presumably, if diversions to the irrigated lands were stopped and there were no flow
in the river, the resultant drain flow, if any, would be that contributed by ground water from the side mesas. Figure 3, which
shows the relation of reported net diversions in the Mesilla Valley
to water being returned to the river by the drains, indicates that
with no diversions there would be approximately 5, 500 acre-feet
a year of drain flow, equivalent to about 0.1 cfs per mile for 55
miles along the valley. This figure necessarily is very rough as
it was assumed that a linear relation existed between the diversions
and drainflow, which may not be true. Also, the line in the figure
is not determined exactly by the points plotted. This small quantity
does not necessarily represent the total flow from the side mesas
but probably only that part of the side flow that contributes to the
drainage ditches, the balance being consumed by vegetation.
The total accretion of ground water to the valley from the highlands on both sides of the Mesilla Valley may therefore amount to
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less than 1 cfs per lineal mile,, less than 40,000 acre-feet a year
for the 55 miles of valley. The accretion to the Rio Grande in the
150 miles from Pena Blanca to San Marcial previously has been
estimated as nearly 1 cfs per lineal mile (National Resources
Committee, 1938, p. 291). The exactness of the value for accretion of ground water from the highlands to the Mesilla Valley is
open to question, but the order of magnitude is believed to be
right, and it shows the small amount of ground water reaching the
valley from the side mesas.
RECHARGE OF GROUND WATER
The ground water in the upland areas of Dona Ana County is
derived from precipitation upon the upland and mountainous areas.
It seems probable that by far the larger part of the precipitation
upon La Mesa evaporates and is transpired by plants and that very
little reaches the water table. As most of the rainfall occurs in
the form of showers during the summer when the ground surface
is very hot and dry, the amount of evaporation is large, and whatever precipitation does get below the ground surface replenishes
the soil moisture for use by plants. Only in wet years or periods
of protracted wet spells can an appreciable quantity of water be
expected to reach the water table from the surface of the plain.
H. S. Bissell, of the Corralitos ranch, states that flood water has
collected, at times, in the depression southwest of Robledo Mountain, east of Sleeping Lady Hills, forming a shallow lake from 4
to 6 miles in length which lasts from about 1 month to as much as
6 months before disappearing. This long time suggests that most
of the water is lost by evaporation and little by downward percolation because of the clay bottom of the depression. The greater
part of the recharge in the La Mesa area is probably from precipitation upon the various areas of lava exposed at the surface.
A small part of the recharge also probably occurs along the mountain fronts where freshets discharge upon and sink into the plain.
It is believed that in the HuecoBolson, east of the Franklin Mountains, very little recharge to the ground-water body occurs from
precipitation upon the floor of the basin, which may collect in sinks,
but rather that the major part of the recharge comes from precipitation in the area of gravels along the western edge of the bolson,
along the east slope of the Franklin Mountains (Sayre and Livingston, 1945, p. 70-72).
The ground-water flow through an area is in approximate equilibrium with the average amount of recharge that contributes to
the flow. The surface area contributing to the flow of about 800
acre-feet a year in the section south of Lanark comprises roughly
26 townships or 600, 000 acres. On this basis the average ground-
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water accretion from precipitation on the area is less than 0. 02
inch annually. This small quantity is what might be expected in
this area where the annual rainfall is less than 10 inches.
The small amount of precipitation annually recharging the ground
water in the La Mesa area, computed above, may be compared
with an amount of 0. 05 to 0. 06 inch contributing annually to the
ground-water supply of the High Plains in Texas where the average
annual precipitation is about 17 inches. The recharge to the High
Plains has been computed on the basis of an estimated natural
ground-water discharge of 25, 000 to 30, 000 acre-feet a year from
9,000 square miles of the High Plains (White, Broadhurst, and
Lang, 1946, p. 391).
WATER CONDITIONS IN THE RINCON AND MESILLA VALLEYS
In the Rinconand Mesilla Valleys surf ace and ground water are
closely related. A change in the condition of one is reflected by a
change in the other. The surface water and ground water are in
approximate equilibrium, the level of the water table and the flow
of the drainage ditches being controlled by the losses occurring
from the surface supply. Normally the surface water is diverted
to irrigate the land, and the seepage that occurs from the irrigated
lands, canals, and the river reappears as return flow in the drains
and is reused in the lower divisions of the project. Because of the
physical connection between the surface and ground waters and
because the water in the drains is part of the project water supply,
it is not possible logically to discuss the ground-water conditions
without also discussing those of the surface water.
SURFACE WATER
AVAILABLE SURFACE FLOW
To evaluate properly the effects upon the supply of surface water
caused by pumping ground water in the Rinconand Mesilla Valleys
and to arrive at the quantity of water that would have to be pumped
for irrigation in case of a shortage of surf ace water, it is necessary
to consider the quantity and the seasonal distribution as involved in
the present exclusive use of surface water for irrigation.
The quantity of surface water released to the project has varied
widely from year to year, dependent upon the amount of water in
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storage in Elephant Butte Reservoir. Prior to the completion, in
1938, of Caballo Dam, about 28 miles below Elephant Butte Dam,
water released to the project was gaged at the station below Elephant Butte Dam. Since 1938, the water released to the project
has been gaged at the station 0. 8 mile below Caballo Dam and
about 1.5 miles above Percha Dam, the first diversion dam of the
project. According to records obtained from the Bureau of Reclamation, there was an average annual accretion of about 27, 000
acre-feet from 1925 to 1937, in the section of the river from Ele.phant Butte Dam to Percha Dam. A seepage run (simultaneous or
nearly simultaneous stream gagings made at many places to determine the extent of gains or losses and where they occur) made on
the Rio Grande in November 1928 (New Mexico State Engineer,
1928, p. 24) indicates an annual gain in flow by the river in this
section of 35, 000 acre-feet, and a seepage run made by the State
Engineer's office in February 1936 indicates an annual gain in
flow of 32, 000 acre-feet. In order to include this gain in flow in
the water supply of the project and to have records comparable to
records of water released from Caballo, the data for flow of the
Rio Grande at Percha Dam for years prior to 1938 has been used
in this" report. The table on page 136 gives the annual flow from
1930 to 1946 at Percha and Caballo Dams, at Leasburg Dam, and
at the El Paso station along with the streamflow depletion between
Percha and Leasburg Dams, corresponding to the Rincon Valley,
and between Leasburg Dam and the El Paso station, corresponding
to the Mesilla Valley.
The large flow in 1942 was caused by water discharging over the
spillway of Elephant Butte Dam, the only time there has been such
a discharge. The average annual flow below Caballo Dam from
1930 to 1946, with the exception of the abnormal year of 1942, was
794, 200 acre-feet. Of the water released, 60, 000 acre-feet per
year is required by international treaty for delivery to Mexico;
this leaves 734, 200 acre-feet minus losses plus return waste,
drain flow, and arroyo accretions to be diverted for use in the
project. The diversions from the Rio Grande into the Acequia
Madre near Ciudad Juarez, for use in Mexico, have averaged 62, 500
acre-feet during the period of record, 1938 to 1946 (International
Boundary and Water Comm., 1946, p. 51) approximately equal to
the required amount.
The monthly distributionof water released from Caballo Reservoir from 1938 to 1946 is given in the table on p. 137. The water
releases for the 6 months from April through September account
6Bliss, J. H., 1936, Report on investigation of invisible gains and losses in the channel of
the Rio Grande from Elephant Butte to El Paso, Tex. (unpublished), table 2, p. 8, February
1936.
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for about 84 percent of the demand on the reservoir, not taking
into account the abnormal year of 1942. In each year except 1942
the releases for May were smaller than those for April. This
decrease in demand in May is characteristic of the project.
DIVERSIONS TO CANALS OF RIO GRANDE PROJECT
The gross annual diversion of water to the canals of the project
varies annually, depending upon the release of water from storage.
Table 3 on page 138 gives the annual diversions at Percha Dam,
LeasburgDam, Mesilla Dam, to the El Paso Valley of the project,
and to the Acequia Madre which serves the Valle de Juarez of
Mexico. The water diverted at the Percha Dam to the Arrey Canal
serves the Rincon Valley. The water diverted at the Leasburg
Dam to the Leasburg Canal and at the Mesilla Dam to the East
and West Side Canals serves the Mesilla Valley, the lower part of
which is in Texas. Included as diversion at the Mesilla Dam is
water wasted from the Leasburg Canal to the East Side Canal.
Diversions to the Acequia Madre for the Valle de Juarez are made
at the International Dam, and figures for these diversions are
available only for the period since the beginning of operation of
the American Dam in 1938.
A portion of the gross diversion in each valley is wasted back
to the river or to the drainage ditches and is again diverted, along
with the return drain water, by the next lower unit. This wastage
in a normal year, as discussed in the following pages, is estimated for the period 1930 to 1946 as averaging about 24 percent
of the gross annual diversion of 589, 300 acre-feet to the Rincon
and Mesilla Valleys. The net annual diversion to the Rincon and
Mesilla Valleys is therefore estimated as averaging 447, 900 acrefeet or 61 percent of the 734, 200 acre-feet released from storage
from Caballo Dam and available to the project, and the gross annual
diversion of 589, 300 acre-feet averages 74 percent of the release
from reservoir storage.
DISTRIBUTION OF DIVERSIONS
The distribution of diversions, which include canal wastes 'and
seepage losses, is important not only because the losses contribute to the ground-water body and eventually the flow of the drains
but also because the losses must be known in order to determine
the quantity of ground water that must be pumped for irrigation in
a dry year.
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Table 5 (p. 141 to 142) obtained from the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation gives the compilation of irrigated acreage and water distribution by years, 1930 to 1946, for each division of the Rio Grande
project and for the project as a whole.
Figures for the irrigated acreage are compiled every year by
the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation information furnished by the watermasters of each division and are believed to be reasonably accurate. The headgate diversions are the quantities measured at the
heads of the main canals and are also reasonably accurate. Canal
waste or return is unused diverted water that is returned to the
river or wasted to the drains from the canals. This quantity is
estimated daily by the ditch riders and is probably reported low.
Water delivered to the farms is, in general, estimated by the
ditch riders, a few deliveries during a year being measured with
a current meter. It is believed that the reported deliveries are
less than actual, as they are conservatively estimated quantities
on which payment for water is based.
The acreage irrigated, as shown in the tables, has increased
nearly every year for all divisions of the project, with the exception of the early 1930's, when economic conditions were poor,
and in 1935, when there was an impending shortage of water. The
total acreage irrigated in the project increased from 141,197
acres in 1930 to 159, 899 acres in 1946. This increase was brought
about mainly by gradual leveling of land formerly too rough to
irrigate. The area supporting native vegetation probably has been
reduced by this process.
UNIT DIVERSIONS
The average annual diversion of water from the river to the
canals in the Mesilla and Rincon Valleys from 1930 to 1946 was
about 6. 5 acre-feet per irrigated acre. The minimum annual diversion reported for the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys occurred in 1941
with 4. 7 acre-feet per acre for the Rincon Valley, 4. 8 feet for the
Leasburg division, and 5.4 feet for the Mesilla division.
CANAL WASTE
Canal waste or return is of an operational nature and can be reduced by careful attention to water schedules. It is reported that
much of the wastage is due to cancellation of water orders by the
farmers after the water has already been released from the dam
and diverted to the canals. The minimum figure reported for
annual canal waste in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys from 1930
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to 1946 was 8 percent of the diversion, occurring in 1946 in the
Leasburg division, and the maximum was 35 percent, occurring
in 1930 and 1931 in the Rincon Valley and Leasburg division. In
general, lower percentages for canal waste have been reported in
the later years. The weighted average of the reported wastage for
the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys is about 19 percent. As the reported canal wastage is probably low, the actual average canal
wastage is estimated as about 24 percent of the gross headgate
diversions of 6. 5 acre-feet per acre, or 1. 6 acre-feet per acre.
CANAL-SEEPAGE LOSSES
The canal and unaccounted-for losses, given in the tables (p.
71 to 72 ), include seepage losses from the canals, evaporation
from the water surface in the canals, transpiration by plants along
the banks of the canals, and any other losses. The reported seepage losses are derived by subtracting from the diversions the
estimates of the water wasted from the canals to the river or
drains and the water delivered to the farms. As both the wastage
and the deliveries are believed to be greater than reported, it is
probable, therefore, that the actual seepage losses are lower
than reported. The lowest figure reported for annual canal losses
in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys from 1930 to 1946 was 26 percent, which occurred in 1937 and 1940 in the Leasburg division.
A seepage run was made in November 1923 by the Bureau of
Reclamation upon the Leasburg Canal from Wasteway No. 1, about
a mile below the Leasburg Dam station, to Elwood, a distance of
11. 59 miles. The stretch of canal was divided into 5 sections in
lengths ranging from 0. 7 mile to 4. 3 miles. The loss of water in
the sections ranged from 0.7 cfs per mile to 2.2 cfs per mile,
with an average loss for the whole distance of 1.2 cfs per mile.
The total length of canals and laterals in the Leasburg system is
115. Smiles. The total indicated loss of water, therefore, is about
138 cfs, about 22 percent of the reported capacity (635 cfs) of the
Leasburg Canal near its head.
The percentage of seepage loss from the canals is not constant,
either for the whole of the canals or any part of them or for various
quantities of flow. The actual quantity of wateriest by seepage is
more nearly constant. Small quantities of flow will show, in general, a larger percentage of loss than large quantities of flow in
the same canal. However, in a normal year the estimated canal
seepage and unaccounted-for losses in the Rincon and Mesilla
Valleys average about 20 percent of the gross headgate diversions
of 6. 5 acre-feet per acre, or 1. 3 acre-feet per acre.
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WATER DELIVERED TO FARMS
The water delivered to the lands in the Rincon and Mesilla
Valleys is the remainder of headgate diversions after accounting
for canal wastage and seepage losses. Using the figures of 24
percent for canal wastage and 20 percent for seepage loss to be
deducted from headgate diversions in an average year, the water
delivered to the lands in the past is 56 percent, which in an average
year with headgate diversions of 6. 5 acre-feet per acre amounted
to 3.6 acre-feet per acre of irrigated lands. In contrast, the reported average delivery of water to the land in the period from
1930 to 1946 was only 2.8 acre-feet per acreor about 43 percent
of the water diver ted from the river. The maximum reported percentage of the diversions delivered to the farms in any one year
was 58 percent, in 1937 and 1940 in the Leasburg division. In
general, larger percentages have been reported as delivered to
the farms in later years.
A rough comparison of the estimated percentages of diversions
delivered to the lands in the past, averaging about 56 percent,
with what possibly could have been delivered under past conditions
canbe made by combining the minimum quantities reported in any
year for canal wastes and for canal losses in each division and
assuming the remainder of the diversion to have been available
for delivery to the farms. In the Rincon Valley, the minimum reported percentage for canal waste is 14, in 1946, and for canal
losses 29, in 1939 and 1940, making a possible delivery to the
lands of 57 percent. In the Leasburg division, the minimum reported percentage for canal waste is 8, in 1946, and for canal
losses 26, in 1937 and 1940, making a possible delivery to the
lands of 66 percent. In the Mesilla division, the minimum reported
percentage for canal waste is 10, in 1946, and for canal losses
30, in 1943, making a possible delivery to the farms of 60 percent. The average for the three divisions is 61 percent, compared
with the estimated actual delivery of 56 percent.
FLOW OF DRAINS IN RINCON AND MESILLA VALLEYS
The flow of the drains is directly related to the ground-water
levels, which, in turn, are related to the amount and seasonal
distribution of the surface-water supply. To show this relationship the seasonal variation of the drain flow must be known, as
well as the total annual flow. Also, in order to determine the
effect of pumping upon the drains it is necessary to determine the
average gain in flow of the drains.
317Z67 O - 55 - 4
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Drains have been constructed in the Rincon, Mesilla, and El
Paso Valleys to maintain the water table at a low level. In 1946
there were about 42 miles of drains in the Rincon Valley and about
226 miles of drains in the Mesilla Valley. The rate of flow in the
drains is measured about three times a month with a current meter
at the outlet of each drain, except the two short intercepting drains
in the Mesilla Valley, the Santo Tomas and Montoya, totaling about
8^ miles, which are not measured. The monthly and annual drain
flow for the Rincon Valley and the Mesilla Valley, from 1930 to
1946, aregivenin table Son pages 141, 142. On the average, about
64 percent of the drain flow occurs in the 6 months from April
through September, as contrasted with 84 percent of the release
from storage in the same period. The average annual drain flow
for the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys from 1930 to 1946 is 249,400
acre-feet, or about 42 percent of the gross diversions and 52 percent of the gross diversions and 52 percent of the reported net
diversions that is, gross diversions minus wastage to the Rincon
and Mesilla Valleys in the same period.
The average return flow of the drains for the Rincon Valley is 50
percent of the reported net diversion to that valley, and the return
flow of the drains for the Mesilla Valley is 52 percent of the reported
net diversions to that valley. The close agreement between the
percentages of return flow of the drains for the 2 valleys indicates
a similarity of conditions.
With a normal supply of surface water the average monthly gain
in flow of the drains in cubic feet per second per mile of drain, in
the Rincon Valley ranges from a minimum of about 0. 6 in January
to a maximum of about 1. 7 in August, with an average of 1. 2 for
the year; in the Mesilla Valley it ranges from a minimum of 0. 8
in February to a maximum of 1. 9 in August, with an average of
1. 3 for the year.
Average river depletions by Rincon and Mesilla Valleys
[Based upon diversions less drain return flow, 1930-46, in thousands of acre-feet]
Average diversions to Rincon and Mesilla
589.3 (gross)
447. 9 (net)
Valleys (p. 72 )
Average drain flow returned to
river (p. 72 )..................................
249.4
249.4
Average river depletions.......................
339.9
198.5
Depletions, percent of average
46
27
reservoir releases to project
of 734,200 acre-feet, (omitting
abnormal release for 1942), p. 39.
The water in
the drains is composed of varying percentages of
waste from the
canals, seepage from canals, return seepage from
irrigated lands,
seepage from the Rio Grande, and flow of groundwater from the
mesa lands to the valley.
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Wastage from the canals to the drains supposedly is not included
in the measured flow of the drains, the practice being not to measure the flow when it contains waste water, as indicated by a change
in color of the drainage water. However, as this is not always
practicable, it is probable that the measured flow of the drains
contains some waste water.
RELATIONS OF DRAIN FLOW AND DIVERSIONS
A relation is to be expected between the ground-water recharge,
represented mainly by return of irrigation water, and the groundwater discharge, represented mainly by drain flow. Knowledge
of the relation is necessary in order to show the direct connection
existing between the available surface supply and the return drain
flow and to ascertain the amount of drain flow to be expected in a
year of decreased surface supply.
As all components of the ground-water recharge to the valley
fill, except that from the mesa lands and from precipitation, vary
seasonally and annually with theamount of surface water available,
it is logical to expect a seasonal and annual variation of the drain
flow.
The relation of drain flow to reported net diversions has been
plotted for the Rincon and the Mesilla Valleys in figures 2 and 3.
On this type of graph the points should fall along a line if a relation
exists between the variables, the line being straight if a linear
relation exists. The points show some scattering but in general
fall along the straight lines given, which indicate a drain flow of
about 50 percent of the net diversions in the Rincon Valley and the
Mesilla Valley, essentially the same as computed previously
(P. 44 ).
The scattering of the points is probably mainly due to inaccurate
estimates of canal wastes and therefore inaccurate figures for net
diversions. Varying amounts of waste water inadvertently included
with measured drain flow and varying amounts of seepage directly
from the river to the drains also may be responsible in part for
the scattering.
Also plotted on figures 2 and 3 are graphs of the drain flow and
net diversions, by years, for the Rincon and the Mesilla Valleys.
These graphs show, in different form, the same relations as those
shown in the scatter diagrams, increases and decreases in net
annual diversions generally being accompanied by increases and
decreases in the drain flow.
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Figure 2. Relation of reported net diversions to return drain flow in Rincon Valley, N. Mex.
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Figure 4. Seasonal relations of gross headgate diversions and drain flow for selected years,
Rincon and Mesilla Valleys.
In order to show the seasonal relations between diversions and
drain flow, the gross diversions and the drain flow have been
plotted by months on figure 4 for the Rincon and the Mesilla Valleys
for the years 1935, 1942, and 1944-46. The smallest diversion to
the project occurred in 1935; the largest flow in the river occurred
in 1942.
The close relations between the diversions and the flow in the
drainage ditches is readily apparent. The characteristic decrease
in diversions each May is reflected in the drain flow, generally a
month later, as either a slight reduction or a slackening in the
rate of increase of drain flow. The maximum diversions occur in
either July o-r August as, generally, does the maximum drain
flow. As this flow would continue to decline as long as there were
no diversions or water in the river, the time of minimum drain
flow would not necessarily be related only to the time of minimum
diversions. The minimum drain flow occurs in February just before the effects of the February diversions are apparent. Diversions in February are followed by increases in the drain flow by
March. Evidently there is a very little lag in seasonal effects
between the diversions and the return drain flow.
In order to determine whether a long-termlag effect exists, of
the order of a year or more, between diversions and drain flow,
figure 5 was prepared by plotting the cumulative annual departures
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from the average during the period 1930 to 1946 for both the return flow in the drains and the gross diversion in the Rincon and
the Mesilla Valleys. Upward-trending lines indicate above-average
conditions; horizontal lines, normal conditions; and downwardtrending lines, below-average conditions. The graphs of drain
flow and diversions for the Rincon Valley conform very closely
except for 1945 and 1946, when an opposite trend between the two
is indicated. No lag of the order of a year or more for the Rincon
Valley is apparent.
The relation in the graphs for the Mesilla Valley is not so apparent. Below-average conditions of drain flow through 1938 are
followed by above-average conditions. Diversions, on the other
hand, show above-average conditions through 1934, followed by
below-average conditions through 1943, after which above-average
conditions again prevailed. It is possible that the above-average
drain flow be ginning in!939 is related to the above-aver age diversions for a number of years preceding 1935, for which the beginning year is not known. If that is true, then the below-average
diversions beginning in 1935 have not yet been reflected in the
drain flow through 1946, a lag of at least 12 years. However, as
the flow of the drains in the Mesilla Valley has shown a general
increase from 1930 to 1944, theplotof cumulative departures does
not show the relation that exists. Selection of a different figure
for a base from which to compute departures from normal would
result in a different graph.
The other graph, in figure 5, which shows only departures
from average for the drain flow and the diversions for the Mesilla
Valley, better portrays the relation and indicates little or no lag
in the drain flow with an increase in the diversions, but possibly
a lag of 1 or 2 years with a decrease in diversions.
REQUIRED WATER SUPPLY
In order to determine the amount of ground water that would be
required for irrigation in a year with a shortage of surface water
it is necessary to consider the quantity involved under the present
conditions of irrigation with surface water exclusively.
During years of plentiful water supply the estimated average
amount of water delivered to the lands of the project in the Rincon
and Mesilla Valleys was 3.6 acre-feet per acre, 56 percent of
that diverted. The minimum amount of water reported as delivered
to -the land from 1930 to 1946 was 1.74 acre-feet per acre for the
Rincon Valley and 2. 12 acre-feet per acre for the Mesilla Valley,
amounts which are assumed to have been conservatively estimated
as they represent only 23 and 29 percent, respectively, of the
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water available for delivery. The maximum percentage of diverted
water that was delivered to the lands from 1930 to 1946 occurred
in 1940 and amounted to 51 percent, or 2. 78 acre-feet per acre,
for the Rincon Valley and 5& percent, or 3. 12 acre-feet per acre,
for the Mesilla Valley.
The unit consumptive use for crops is subject to a large variation
in both actual and computed use. The unit consumptive use of
cotton in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys for the ITryear period
from 1919 to 1935 was estimated 2. 5 acre-feet per acre in the report of the Rio Grande joint investigation, with minimum of about
2. 0 feet and a maximum of about 3. 0 feet. The unit consumptive
use of alfalfa for the same period was estimated 4. 5 acre-feet
per acre, with range from 4 feet to 5 feet. The estimated consumptive use of other crops ranged from a minimum of 1. 5 feet
for grains to a maximum of 3. 0 feet for forage, with an average
of about 2.0 feet (National Resources Committee, 1938, v. 1, p.
382, 383). The acreage of cotton in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys
in 1945 was 66,624, of alfalfa 21,864, and of other crops 11,060
acres. The corresponding acreages in 1946 were 68,921 acres,
19, 362 acres, and 12, 628 acres. Using the unit figures given above,
the total consumptive use of crops in 1945 was about 288, 000 acrefeet and in 1946 about 285, 000 acre-feet. The average unit consumptive use for the total irrigated acreage in the Rincon and
Mesilla Valleys in 1945 was therefore about 2.9 acre-feetper acre
and in 1946 about 2. 8 acre-feet per acre. Precipitation probably
furnished about 0.4 acre-foot per acre, leaving about 2.4 to 2.5
acre-feet per acre supplied by irrigation.
Assuming that in the period 1930 to 1946 the average consumptive use of water for the irrigated lands was the same as in 1945,
2. 5 acre-feet per acre in addition to the amount furnished directly
by precipitation, the excess water delivered to the lands wasl. 1
feet, about 30 percent of that delivered to the farms of 17 percent
of the gross annual diversions of 6. 5 acre-feet per acre and 22
percent of the estimated net annual diversion of 4. 9 acre-feet per
acre. This return seepage of 1. 1 acre-feet per acre from the
irrigated lands plus that of 1. 3 acre-feet per acre from the canals
is about 37 percent of the gross or 49 percent of the estimated net
diversion and is to be compared with the measured drain flow of
42 percent of the gross diversion.
The difference of 5 percent between the computed and measured
percentages of the gross diversion represented by the drain flow
probably is made up in part of waste water that has been included
in the measured drain flow, seepage directly from the river, and
ground-water flow from the side mesas to the drains.
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The amount of water applied to the lands in past years doubtless was more than actually necessary, even though irrigation of
crops requires that an excess of water be applied. It is therefore
assumed that an excess of about 30 percent of the consumptive use
of 2. 5 feet, giving a total of 3. 3 feet of irrigation water, would be
sufficient to grow a normal crop in the Rinconand Mesilla Valleys.
In a dry year with a shortage of surface water, canal waste could
be reduced by careful attention to water schedules. The minimum
reported percentage of canal wastage occurred in 1946 for each
division and ranged from 8 percent in the Leasburg division to 14
percent in the Rincon Valley. It seems reasonable, therefore, to
assume that wastage could be reduced to 5 percent. This would be
likely if a project pumping system were operated, in which case
cancellation of water orders by the farmers could be handled quickly by stopping the necessary pumps. Of course, the canal waste
water is not actually wasted, except that lost by evaporation, if
used for irrigation of lands in a lower part of the valley. However,
excessive wastage makes it necessary for the lower operating units
to change their diversion schedule or in turn to waste the water.
Also, in a dry year the canal-seepage losses probably would be
relatively higher thar^ the 20 percent in an average year, probably
about 25 percent of the gross diversion. The delivery of water to
the lands would therefore be about 70 percent of the surface-water
diversion.
In ahypothetical year having 3. 25 acre-feet per acre or 50 percent of an average supply of surface water available for diversion,
70 percent or 2.28 feet of water could be delivered to the farms,
or about 70 percent of the 3. 3 feet believed necessary to raise a
normal crop. Thus, in a year when the available surface supply
was only 50 percent of the average, about 70 percent of the land
probably could be irrigated with judicious use of water without
pumping; or, as about two-thirds of the total acreage is planted to
cotton, the main staple crop of the district, sufficient water would
be available to water the entire cotton crop. This would be possible
if every care in the distribution of the water were exerted by the
farmers and ditch riders.
GROUND WATER IN VALLEY FILL
DEPTH TO WATER
The depth to water in the Rinconand Mesilla Valleys in the early
years prior to construction of Elephant Butte Dam was considerably
greater than at present. The flow of the Rio Grande at that time
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was unregulated and there were periods when there was no flow,
of water. The amount of water applied to the lands was quite
variable, large amounts being applied when available and none
during periods when the river was dry. The amount of land irrigated in early years was relatively small, about 26, 229 acres in
the Mesilla Valley and 4, 370 acres in the Rincon Valley in 1907
(National Resources Committee, 1938, p. 75).
By 1914 the irrigated acreage had increased to about 45, 356
acres in the Mesilla Valley and 6, 961 acres in the Rincon Valley
(National Resources Committee, 1938, p. 75). The increase resulted partly from construction of the Leasburg diversion dam in
1908 by the Bureau of Reclamation and partly from improvements
in the distribution system. As a result of the increase in irrigated
acreage, the water table rose.
The first water from the Elephant Butte Reservoir was made
available to the project in 1915. The reservoir not only assured
a more plentiful supply of water but also resulted in clear water
being available, whereas formerly silt-laden water had been used.
The clear water seeped more rapidly from the canals, and, as
the clear water also drained faster from the irrigated lands,
more water was applied to the lands. These conditions, described
in the project histories of the Bureau of Reclamation, resulted in
a rise of water level to alarming heights and caused abandonment
of productive farmlands.
The change in water level is shown by the profiles of the water
table in the vicinity of the State Agricultural College and westward to the river on plate 4, which has been taken from a similar
diagram prepared by the Bureau of Reclamation in 1927. The low
water table shown in 1904 was taken from Slichter (1905, p. 2627). The water level given for June 1917 ranged from nearly 6
feet to as much as 12 feet above the level of 1904 and in some low
spots was at the surface. Four years after construction of the
drains the water table had been lowered 1 to 4 feet in the areas
between the drains in the vicinity of the cross section, to the
level given for June 1927.
The rise of the water table from 1904 to 1916 in the vicinity of
Mesilla Park, in the locality of the cross section, is given in the
following table obtained from the Bureau of Reclamation 7 .
7Fiock, L. R., 1917, Drainage report, Rio Grande project, U. S. Bur. Reclamation unpublished report. El Paso, Tex. , February 1917.
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Rise ot water table in vicinity of Mesilla Park, N. Mex., 1904-16
Rise of water table
Average
Period
Per year
Year
depth to water
(feet)
(feet)
(feet)
1904
11.5
1915
7.0
4.5
0.4
1916
5.7
1.3
1.3
The rise of the water table to within 4 feet of the ground surface in 33, 000 acres, representing 40 percent of the irrigable
area south of T. 23 S., resulted in a reduction of irrigated land
to 47,000 acres by November 1916 s .
As a result of the high water table in the Mesilla Valley, plans
were made for the installation of open drains. In order to determine the depth to water and the configuration of the water table,
preparatory to construction of the drains, the Bureau of Reclamation in the period 1913 to 1917 bored about 800 holes with hand
augers in the Mesilla Valley. These holes were located on the
east-west section lines across the valley at intervals of about a
quarter of a mile, except on the east side of the river from a
mile north of Berino to 2 miles south of Fort Fillmore, where
additional holes were put in at quarter-mile intervals on eastwest lines midway between the section lines. Plate 5 is a watertable map prepared by the Bureau of Reclamation in 1917 from
measurements made in these holes in June 1917. The areas having
various depths to water are indicated by shading. About 4 percent
of the reported area had water standing on the surface, and more
than 66 percent of the area had water within 4 feet of the surface.
The sloughs and meanders of the old river beds are clearly shown
by the pattern of the depth to water, particularly that of the water
on the surface and ground water within 2 feet of the surface. At
that time (1917) about 6 miles of the east drainage ditch had been
completed. The effect of the lowering of the water table in the
vicinity of the east drain is clearly shown.
The depth to water in the auger holes in the summer of 1919 is
shown on the map prepared inSeptember 1919 by the U. S. Bureau
of Reclamation. (See pi. 6.) The drains that had been constructed
by that time are indicated on the map. The lowering of water level
that occurred in the vicinity of the completed drains is apparent.
The following table from the Bureau of Reclamation report9 shows
the change in water levels that occurred in two districts from June
!?IS: L. R.: Siofwo Grande project history. 1919: Ch. 9, U. S. Bur. Redaction,
El Paso, Tex. , January 1920.

Comparison of -depth to water in Mesilla Valley in drained part of the west side unit in September 1919 with corresponding conditions in J'tne 1917 before,,
draining
[Note; Drainage construction was progressing through the above districts in September 1919]
La Union district
Upper west side district
Depth to
1917, befor^ construction
1919, area affected
1917, before construction
1919, area affected
water
of drains
by drains
of drains
by drains
(feet below
land surface)
(acres)
(percent)
(acres)
(percent)
(acres)
(percent)
(acres)
(percent)
175
1.0
6
0.04
1,748
8.5
63
0.67
0 to 2.......................
3,118
17.1
278
1.95
5,224
25.6
229
2 to 4...... .................
11,027
61.4
628
4.4
.8,171
39.8
867
4 to 6.......................
13,665
20.5
4,230
29.6
5,376
26.2
2,149
6 to 8.......................
5,799
40.6
3,570
Over 8......................
3,339
23.4
2,521
Total gross
17,985
100
14, 280
100
20,519
100
9,399
100
Area affected by drains....
0
0
14,280
79.4
0
0
9.399
Total area in which water
14,320
79.5
912
6.39
15,143
73.9
2 1,159
12.34
Total area in which water
is 6+ feet..................
(*)
(3)
9,138
64.01
(3)
(3)
6,091
^Includes everything over 4 feet, practically all between 4 and 6 feet.
2Practically all in old riverbeds.
'Practically none.

2.44
9.23
22.85
38.0
26.81
45.7

64.81
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1917 to September 1919. In the La Union district, where 79 percent of the area had water at less than 4 feet in June 1917, only
6 percent of the drained area had water at less than 4 feet in
September 19i9. Similar conditions are shown for the upper west
side district.
Additional overall lowering of the water level has occurred since
September 1919. At that time only a part of the drainage system
had been completed, and sufficient time had not elapsed for the
water level to become stabilized. On the profile in plate 4 has
been plotted the water level inSeptember 1919 as scaled from the
water-table contours on the map, plate 6. At that time the Mesilla
drainage ditch had been completed to a point a little less than a
mile north of the line of the profile. As shown, the water level in
the Mesilla Drain in September 1919 was practically the same as
in June 1927, whereas water levels at some distance from the
drain were higher in September 1919 than in June 1927. With two
additional drains across the line of the profile and the 8 years of
additional drainage, the water levels were lowered about 3 feet
in areas between the drains.
A comparison of depths to water in a few of the auger holes, as
measured in late August 1946 by the Bureau of Reclamation, with
the depths to water as taken from the map for September 1919 are
given in the following table. The designations of the wells are as
shown on plate 3.
Changes in depth to water in Mesilla Valley, N. Mex., as measured in auger holes in late
August 1946 and asdetermined from depth-to-water map of September 1919
Depth to water
Depth to water
Hole
(feet)
Ihange
Hole
(feet)
designation
(feet) designation
September 1919 August 1946
September 19191 August 1946
5
1.8
4.4
-2.6 32
6.0
6.2
6
2.0
3.4
-1.4 33
5.7
5.0
9
2.5
5.6
-3.1 Dunn
8.2
6.5
15
4.2
8.3
-4.1 Bartlett
8.5
7.9
16
6.0
8.0
-2.0 Liberty
7.8
5.4
17
6.0
4.6
+1.4 Thalman
8.0
6.7
23
4.0
9.8
-5.8 Bloomberg
5.8
5.8
27
2.5
6.6
-4.1 Berino
5.0
4.4
37
4.2
3.5
+.7 Rice road
6.5
5.1
40
3.8
5.9
-2.1 Opitz
3.3
2.4
46
4.1
7.6
-3.5 Pool
7.0
5.4
Stahman
2.0
7.6
-5.6 Campbell
4.0
2.8
Duran
4.5
9.3
-4.8 McKamey
3.9
3.3
Mesquite
4.5
4.7
-.2 Dairy farm
7.0
7.8
Sweet
3.8
4.0
-.2 HighSchoo]
8.0
4.6
Find
3.7
2.6
+1.1 Anthony
5.3
4.1
West
Vado
3.9
4.2
-.3 Long well
6.0
2.0
Anthony
head
5.0
4.4
+.6 Borderland
5.3
4.9
Three
Saints
3.8
4.7
-.9 Wade
7.8
4.0
La Union
3.0
6.2
-3.2
Average..................................... +1. 2
Affected significantly by drainage by 1919.

Change
(feet)
-0.2
+ .7
+1.7
+.6
+2.4
+1.3
0
+.6
+1.4
+.9
+1.6
+1.2
+ .6
-.8
+3.4
+ 1.2
+4.0
+.4
+3.8
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Only parts of the Mesilla Valley, particularly the lower half,
had been affected by drainage by September 1919. Wells located
in such areas are indicated in the table. The depth-to-water measurements given in the table are not as accurate as desired. The
land surface near a well tends to change position, especially as
there has been considerable leveling of the land since 1919. The
depths to water taken from the map are subject to errors of as
much as 2 feet; an error in location of a well, for instance, such
as occurs in an area of rolling topography, may affect the determined depth to water by that amount. The map itself is subject to
error at any particular spot. The time of observation for the 2
years differs possibly by a month, which in itself may account for
a difference of water level. With these factors in mind, it seems
that tne water table in areas not yet affected by drainage in September 1919 had declinedby late August 1946 from2 to 6 feet, with
a probable average of more than 2 feet, whereas the water table in
areas affected by drainage in September 1919 was higher-in late
August 1946 possibly by as much as a foot. This rise maybe
partly due to a clogging of the drains or a decrease in the depth
of the drains by filling with debris and, also, partly to the increase
of irrigated land since 1919.
About 220 holes were bored with hand augers in 1917 and 1918
in the Rincon Valley. Maps of the water table from a mile north
of the Sierra County line to R. 2 W. were prepared by the U. S.
Bureau of Reclamation from the measurements made in these
wells, probably in 1919 prior to construction of the Garfield and
Hatch Drains. The accompanying map, plate 7, was taken from
the original maps which were drawn to a scale of 500 feet to an
inch. The water table at that time ranged from land surface to
more than 4 feet below land surface and was from 2 to 4 feet below land surface in a large part of the area. The lowering of
water level that has takenplace since construction of the drainage
system is not known, although it is probably similar to that which
occurred in the Mesilla Valley.
The changes in water level in the Rincon Valley are given in the
following table. The measurements for 6 of the wells are for
August when the water table normally is near or at its seasonal
high, and those for the other Swells are winter readings when the
water table is near its seasonal low level. As the time of the
water levels shown on the maps prepared in 1919 is not known,
and as the seasonal range of water levels is about 4 feet, the
changes shown in the table are not conclusive as to amount but indicate a probable drop of more than 2 feet from 1919 to 1947.
The water level in the Rincon Valley, in the area near the lower
end of the Rincon Drain in 1926 after completion of the drain, is
also shown on plate 7. In about half the area the depth to water
was in excess of 4 feet.
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Changes in water level in Rincon Valley, N. Mex., as measured in wells in August 1947
and as determined from depth-to-water map of 1919
Depth to water
Well location
Occupant of
(feet)
Change
number
property
(feet)
1919
August 1947
17. 4. 32. 112
Painter
2
6.6
-4.6
17.4.31.111
Luchini
4
5.5
-1.5
18.4.5.214
Prater
6
43.4
-7.4
18.4.17.312
Engler
4
5.3
-1.3
28.3
-5.3
18.4.17.411
Riggs
3
19.3.10.333
Cocks
5
5.0
0
19.3.10.432
Stotts
6
9.1
-3.1
19.3.9.121
Hatch
2
3.4
-1.4
19.3.15.443
Small wood
1
»5.6
-4.6
Average.....................................................................................................-3. 2
iFebruary 1948.
2December 1947.
SFebruary 1947.
FLUCTUATIONS OF THE WATER TABLE
Changes in water level in the Mesilla and Rincon Valleys are
brought about by return of irrigation water, canal and river seepage losses, precipitation, transpiration and evaporation, and, in
part, by changes in the level of the drains and the river. Daily,
weekly, seasonal, and yearly changes in the water level are the
net effect of all these factors.
EFFECT OF IRRIGATION
The lands are irrigated during the summer months, with about
83 percent of the diversions from the Rio Grande occurring from
April through September. Return seepage from irrigation and seepage from canals and the river all occur about the same time; the
result is that water levels in the valleys and along the edges of the
adjoining mesas are higher in late summer than in late winter.
Figure 6 shows the fluctuations of water level as measured daily
at 5 p. m. in an auger hole, 23. 2E. 29. 214, on the east edge of
the valley in the northeast corner of a field at the weatherinstruments shelter of the Agricultural College. The field is a
grass-covered athletic practice field that is irrigated about once
a month. The times of irrigation, as noted by the local observer,
are plotted at appropriate points on the graph. A major "peak" in
the water level occurred about 1 day after each irrigation of the
surrounding field. Weekly fluctuations are roughly indicated, and
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Figure 6. Fluctuations of water level in three auger holes in Mesilla Valley, and precipitation at State College, N. Mex.
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probably correspond to the times of irrigation of nearby lands.
The low level was reached in late March and the high level
except for a short-lived peak in June in early September. A
nearly continuous rise occurred from March to September while
water was being diverted to the canals.
Also plotted on figure 6 are graphs of water levels from measurements made every 2 weeks in 2 other auger holes. Well 24. 2E.
9.434 is 2, 335 feet east of the Park Drain along the Seale road.
Well 24. 2E. 8. 114 is 1, 783 feet west of the Park Drain along the
Holt road, which is about a mile north of the Seale road. Irrigated
fields are on both sides of the 2 roads.
The graphs for these two auger holes show marked summer
highs like the preceding auger hole but differ from each other in
their minor fluctuations. The smaller rises in water level in May
than in April reflect the characteristic decrease in diversions to
the valleys in May, which is also reflected in a decrease in drain
flow, as indicated previously. The magnitude of the seasonal
change in water level is dependent upon the location with respect
to nearby drains, canals, and irrigated lands.
The Bureau of Reclamation has measured water levels at
monthly intervals for a number of years in about 50 auger holes
distributed over the Mesilla Valley, from about 7 miles south of
Leasburg Dam to the southern edge of the valley. About 15 of
these wells are so-called sample wells that were bored in 1936
for the purpose of obtaining samples of ground water for chemical
analysis during the time of theRioGrande joint investigation. The
remaining holes were bored in 1924. The water levels have been
measured roughly to the tenth of a foot by a "sounder" attached to
the end of a metallic tape. The available records of water level
in 11 of the auger holes are plotted in plate 8. In addition to the
well location number, the number or name of the hole as designated
by the Bureau of Reclamation is given; the holes are located on
plate 3. Sample wells on plate 8 are designated by a number, enclosed in parentheses following the hole number or name, which
corresponds to the number assigned during the Rio Grande joint
investigation.
The water level in each auger hole indicates the yearly cycle,
the high level occurring in late summer in response to return of
water diverted from the canals, and the low level occurring in the
late winter. The reduction in diversions that usually occurs in
May of each year is generally reflected by a lowering of the water
levels in the auger holes. However, as the time of measurement
of the water levels has varied each month, this lowering of water
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level is not always apparent. The detailed and long-term trend in
water levels shown in each well is a net result of factors surrounding each well, such as a change in the amount of water
applied to nearby lands, which in turn can be caused either by a
change in type of crops grown or by a change of irrigation practices. As the valley is traversed by drains, the minimum level
of the ground-water table at any point is controlled largely by the
elevation of the bottom of nearby drains. As a drain gradually
fills with debris over a period of years, the nearby water levels
will rise until such time as the drain is cleaned. In the early
years of the project a smaller proportion of the land was irrigated
than in late years. Irrigation of new land near an auger hole
causes a gradual rise in water level in that hole over a period of
time until approximate equilibrium is again reached. None of the
above factors is known concerning the area around a particular
well.
The auger holes for which records through 1946 are available
are shown on plate 3. Wells 32, 33, and 37 are on an east-west
line east of Mesilla Dam, and their water levels are plotted on
plate 8 to show that water levels in the same general area are
affected differently. The graphs show a general agreement but
differ in detail. Well 37 shows a greater seasonal change than
wells 32 or 33, which may be partly due to seepage from the east
side canal in the vicinity of well 37. There was a lowering of the
water level in 1935 in all the wells coincident with reduceddiversionin that year, and a rise of water level in 1942 coincident with
the increased diversion and river flow in that year. Minor fluctuations shown on the graph may be in part due to inaccuracies in
measurement of the water levels.
If a true average water level could be obtained over the Mesilla
Valley, it is probable that the average yearly levels would fluctuate with the annual diversion and the long-term trend in levels
might show a slight rise because of increased irrigated acreage;
this might be offset in some areas by a lowering of water levels
resulting from the lowering of the riverbed by scouring.
Water levels were measured at about monthly intervals during
1947 in approximately 18 wells, mostly irrigation wells, in the
Rincon and Mesilla Valley sin order to observe the change in level
throughout the year. A few of the observation wells are located in
sedimentary deposits above the level of the alluvium in the valleys.
Fluctuations of water level in 7 such wells are shown in figure 7.
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Figure 7. Fluctuations of water level in seven wells located in arroyo beds or in sediments
above the valley floor of the Rio Grande.
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Well 17. 5.14. 231 belonging to Felix Lara, is an unused well near
the northern end of the Rincon Valley on the south side of Montoya
Arroyo, about 0. Smile west of the Arrey Canal which at this point
follows the western edge of the valley floor. The water level in
this well is about 10 feet above the water level in the river which
is about l!/4 miles to the east. Wells 17. 5. 24. 233 and 17. 5. 26.
242, belonging to E. W. Powers and C. L. Welch, are wells used
for irrigation near the northern end of the Rincon Valley in Tierra
Blanca Creek, above the valley floor and about 1, 500 feet west of
an irrigation lateral. The water level in these three wells reached
the low level for the year in April and the high level near the end
of September. A slight reduction in the rate of rise of the water
level in June or July seems related to the decrease in diversions
in the valley in May. The trend of the water levels in these wells
during the year is the same as that in the auger holes on the floor
of the Mesilla Valley and shows the relation of the ground water
under the adjoining mesas to that in the valleys.
The fluctuations of the water level in 2 unused wells at the State
Agricultural College in Mesilla Valley are also given in figure?.
The ground surface at these wells, 23. 2E. 29. 243band 23. 2E.29.
243b (83 and 305 feet deep, respectively), is from 15 to 20 feet
above the level of the valley. The times of the seasonal high and
low water levels in these wells correspond to those in wells in the
valley, and again indicate a close relation between the water in the
valley and that under the adjoining higher lands. The altitude of
the static water level in February 1947 was nearly the same in
these 2 unused wells, from 0. 5 to 1.0 foot below the water level
in the valley. Two domestic wells, 228 and 428 feet deep, are
about 100 feet from the 2 unused wells. The water level in the 305foot unused well seems to be influenced by pumping in the deep
domestic wells. The upper water in the 305 foot unused well is
cased off, only water near the bottom entering the well.
Wells 16.5.25.211 owned by the U. S. Government (Bureau of
Reclamation) and 16.5.25.343 belonging to A. J. Osborn, are
south of Caballo Dam and on ground above the level of the valley
floor. Well 16. 5. 25. 211 is on the north side of the former channel
of Percha Creek, about 1, 000 feet south of the dam, and well 16. 5
25. 343 is on the south side of the former channel of Percha Creek
on a line perpendicular to the dam through well 16. 5. 25. 211 and
about 5, 800 feet south of the dam. Fluctuations in the water level
in these two wells, shown in figure 7, seem related to the seepage
from Caballo Reservoir, which varies with the reservoir level.
The high level in the reservoir occurs each year in mid-March
and the low level in mid-September.
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EFFECT OF PRECIPITATION
Precipitation in the Rinconand Mesilla Valleys causes changes
in the water levels. The water table rises as the ground water is
recharged from precipitation percolating downward and as a result of reduced transpiration by plants that normally get their
water from the ground-water body. However, at times of precipitation, application of irrigation water to the lands is usually
reduced or stopped. The effect of the reduced recharge from
irrigation water probably more than offsets the effect of the slight
recharge from light precipitation, and thus a lowering of the water
level results. Precipitation in the Rincon and Me silla Valleys is
small, amounting to only 6.08 inches in 1947 at State College
(2. 60 inches below normal) and 4. 88 inches atCaballo Dam. The
effect of precipitation on the water level is expected to be small
except during moderate to heavy showers, when the precipitation
that reaches the water table may offset the decrease in recharge
from irrigation water. The moisture content of the soil at the
time of precipitation influences the amount of precipitation that
reaches the water table, showers on wet soil having a greater
effect than those on dry soil. As the soil generally contains more
moisture in the summer than in the winter because of irrigation
and as more than half of the total annual precipitation occurs in
July, August, and September, probably most of the recharge to
the ground water from precipitation in the valley comes from
showers in the summer.
The daily precipitation at State College in 1947 and part of 1948
has been plotted on figure 6 along with the water levels measured
daily, about 5 p. m. in the auger hole, 23. 2E. 29. 214, located
beside the rain gage. Some showers during the summer caused
rises in the water level, whereas others apparently had little
effect or were accompanied by slightly lower levels resulting
from reduced irrigation. Precipitation from August 20 to 23
totaled 0. 52 inch and apparently did not affect the water table,
whereas that from June 17 to 19, of 0. 49 inch, caused a rise of
0. 16 foot in the water level in the auger hole. The heavy rains
from August 13 to 18 totaled 1.65 inches, of which 1.06 inches
fell on the 18th, and apparently caused a rise in the water level
of 0. 23 foot. Comparatively heavy rains in the winter seemingly
had little or no effect on the water level. Precipitation from
November 13 to 18 of 0.60 inch caused only a slight temporary
decrease in the rate of lowering of the water table. Heavy rains
February 27 and 28, 1948, amounting to 1.05 inches, caused an
apparent rise of water level of 0. 21 foot.
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EFFECT OF TRANSPIRATION
In areas of native vegetation where the water table is shallow,
the water level shows a typical diurnal fluctuation, falling during
the day and rising during the night. The fluctuation is small,
generally less than two-tenths of a foot in most areas where such
fluctuations have been investigated. The fall of the water level in
the daytime is caused by the use of water by plants, producing an
effect similar to a small pump. After sundown the transpiration
from the plants becomes small or ceases and the water levels
recover.
Fluctuations of water level in nine wells in the middle Rio Grande
valley near Socorro, N. Mex., in groves of cottonwood, tornillo,
and willow, and in saltgrass meadows, are given in the report of
the Rio Grande joint investigation (Theis, 1938, p. 275-276).
Records of fluctuations of water level due to transpiration in the
Rincon and Me silla Valleys were not obtained but are believed to
be similar to those in the middle Rio Grande valley.
SOURCE AND MOVEMENT OF GROUND WATER
Ground water is seldom stationary but nearly always moving
from an area of recharge to an area of discharge. The direction
of flow of the ground water gives an indication of the sources of
recharge and areas of discharge. Because ground water flows
down gradient, just as surface water does, altitudes of the water
table determined at many places will show the direction of flow of
the ground water, which is at right angles to the contours of the
water table. A change of gradient of the water table is shown by
a change in spacing of the-contours, and under natural conditions
it indicates a change in velocity of the ground water brought about
by a change in the amount of water flowing through the sediments
under consideration, a change in the thickness or width of the
formation, a change in the permeability of the aquifer 4 or a combination of changes in any of them.
DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT
The direction of movement of the ground water under the valley
floor of the Rinc on and Me silla Valleys is indicated by the contours
of the water table shown in plates 5-7. The general direction of
flow is down the valleys. Superimposed on this general circulation
of ground water are circulations of smaller scale such as, lateral
flow into the drains in places, more or less directly from adjacent
canals or the river flow from the bordering uplands, and, in
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places, flow from or to the river. Plate 9, taken from a map
prepared by the Bureau of Reclamation, shows a direct flow from
the Three Saints lateral eastward to the Anthony Drain. Figures
9 and 10 show direct flow in the vicinity of Hill from the Leasburg
Canal to the Leasburg Drain.
In the Mesilla Valley in June 1917, the average gradient of the
water table along the axis of the valley from the 3, 900-foot contour near the north end of the valley to the 3,710-foot contour
near Montoya, a distance of about 42 miles, was about 4. 5 feet
to the mile, the same as that of the ground surface. The gradient
at any particular spot as determined from the spacing between
10-foot contours on the map of the water table for June 1917
ranged from as little as 3 feet to the mile, just north of Chamberino, to as much as 10 feet to the mile, just -north of Las
Cruces. The gradient of the, water table as determined in September 1904 from a line of wells from Las Cruces to a point
south of Mesilla, a distance of nearly 5 miles, was 4. 64 feet to
the mile (Slichter, 1905, p. 24, 25).
It is believed that the average gradient of the water table down
the valley at the present time is essentially the same as in 1917,
the effect of the drains having been an overall lowering of the
water table.
The gradient of the water table in 1919 in the Rincon Valley
from the 4, 070-foot contour 1 mile north of the Dona Ana County
line to the 3, 994-foot contour, a distance of about 16 miles, was
about 4. 8 feet to the mile, essentially the same as that of the
ground surface. (See pi. 7.)
SOURCE OF GROUND WATER
The ground water in the valley fill is derived from a number of
sources, the quantity from each being generally indistinguishable.
Water is derived from seepage from the river in various sections,
seepage from the canals and laterals, seepage from irrigation
water applied to the lands, ground-water flow from the bordering
mesa lands, precipitation upon the valley floor and adjacent
mesas, and a small amount from flash floods in the arroyos that
discharge from the mesas to the valley.
SEEPAGE FROM THE RIO GRANDE
In several stretches the river loses water to the ground-water
body, as indicated by the contour son the water table in the accompanying maps. Seepage from the river in the Mesilla Valley in
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June 1917 is indicated at the Mesilla diversion dam between the
3, 830-and 3,820-foot contours. (See pi. 5.) The seepage from
this stretch may be due partly to raising of the river level by the
diversion dam. A pronounced seepage loss from both sides of the
river is indicated from Fort Fillmore to Mesquite between the
3, 810- and the 3, 790-foot contours. Seepage from the river is also
indicated in the vicinity of Montoya from the 3, 712-foot contour to
below the 3,704-foot contour. Other isolated contours show seepage loss from the river. In some stretches, such as from opposite
Chamberino to opposite Anthony between the 3, 758-foot contour
and the 3, 740-foot contour, the river is shown to be gaining water.
It is shown to be gaining water on the north side of the bend opposite Dona Ana and probably losing water from the south side. In
June 1917, before construction of the drains, the river apparently
was losing more water than it was gaining. This condition probably
was responsible in part for the high water table.
InSeptember 1919, after construction of a number of the drains,
the seepage loss from the river apparently increased, as evidenced
by the steep water-table gradients from the river to the drains.
(See pi. 6.) Increased seepage losses are especially apparent in
areas where the drains, such as the Chamberino Drain, were
constructed near the river. This seepage loss from the river induced by the drains does not mean an actual loss of water from
the valley, as the drain water is discharged into the river farther
down the valley.
The seepage loss from the river has been changed somewhat by
the storage of water in Elephant Butte Reservoir. Previous to this
storage, the river water that was used in the Rincon and Mesilla
Valleys contained the usual load of silt, which during normal flows
sealed the riverbed and canals to some extent. After release of
clear reservoir water began in 1915, a greater amount of seepage
occurred from the river and canals. This increased seepage loss
was in part responsible for the rapid rise in ground-water levels
that necessitated construction of the drains.
The clear water also has had a tendency to scour the riverbed.
The scouring hasbeenhelped by the program of river rectification
of the International Boundary and Water Commission, which has
consisted of confining the river in a narrow channel and straightening or cutting off large bends of the riverbed. From 1917 to
1932 the river from Percha Dam to Leasburg Dam was shortened
about 2.93 miles and from Leasburg Dam to International Dam
was shortened about 2.81 miles.10
10 U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Albuquerque district, 1947, Survey for flood control, Rio
Grande and tributaries: v. 8, appendix F, Sedimentation, chart 87, Sept. 1, 1947.
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The average annual degradation of the riverbed from 1917 to
1932, from 1932 to 1941, and from 1941 to 1942 is given in the
following table. The values were obtained by the U. S. Army
Corps of Engineers by taking the average of the lowering at 1-mile
intervals from profiles of the riverbed as prepared by the International Boundary and Water Commission. The profile in 1917 was
of the water surface while, 2,000 cfs was being released from
Elephant Butte Reservoir. The riverbed was assumed to be 1. 5
feet below the water surface. The profiles of the riverbed for
both 1941 and 1942 were taken in December of each year, before
and after the large spill (maximum of 8, 000 cfs) from Elephant
Butte Reservoir in early 1942. This large spill caused considerable
scouring, as shown in the table. Complete data for the Rincon
Valley for years succeeding 1932 are not available. Six cross
sections of the river in the Rincon Valley, obtainedfrom the International Boundary and Water Commission, indicate a lowering of
the riverbed from 1932 to 1943 from near Hatch southward. However, the cross sections are too few to show the conditions for all
the valley. Reports of a few farmers indicate scouring in sections
of the Rincon Valley comparable to that in the Mesilla Valley.
Some lands bordering the river in the upper portion of the valley
that formerly could be farmed without irrigation, because the water
table was accessible to plant roots (the practice being called subirrigation), have not been suitable for farming in that way in the
last few years because of the lowered water table.
Degradation of the bed of the Rio Grande, Percha Dam to Courchesne bridge, 1917 42
[U. S. Army, Corps of Engineers, Albuquerque district, N. Mex. , Sept. I, 1947, Survey for
flood control, Rio Grande and tributaries: v. 8, appendix?, Sedimentation, chart 87]
Average annual degradation in feet
Section
Total
1917-1932
1932-1941
1941-1942
1917-1942
0.14.
^.08
.11
0.07
0.95
3.28
Mesilla Dam to Courchesne bridge.....
.07
.10
.40
2.36
1 1917-1932.
The table shows an average degradation of the riverbed of more
than 2 feet in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys from 1917 to 1942.
However, greater scouring has taken place in the upper part of
each valley. In the Rincon Valley practically all scouring from
1917 to 1932 was north of the Haynor bridge, about 10 miles south
of Hatch, where a maximum scouring of 7 feet was measured in 2
sections. In the section from Leasburg Dam to Mesilla Dam all
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the scouring took place above a point about 5 miles north of the
Mesilla Dam, a maximum of 8. 0 feet from 1917 to 1942 occurring
in the section 3 miles below Leasburg Dam. In the section from
Mesilla Dam to Courchesne bridge, all the scouring from 1917 to
1942 took place above Montoya, about 8 miles north of Courchesne
bridge, a maximum of about 5 feet occurring about 9 miles below
Mesilla Dam.
The probable effect of this degradation of the riverbed has been
to reduce the seepage loss from the r.iver. However, the installation of drains in the valleys has tended to increase the seepage
loss from the river, which may have offset the decrease due to
the degradation of the river bed.
Very few seepage runs have been made on the Rio Grande below
Elephant Butte. A seepage run in October 1913 (Follansbee, Follett,
and Gray, 1915, p.687) showeda gain in 12cfsfrom Elephant Butte
to Las Palomas, below Hot Springs (Truth or Consequences), a
loss from there to Leasburg Dam, a slight gain from that locality
to the present location of the Picacho flume, a loss to Mesquite,
a slight gain to Berino, and no loss or gain from Berino to near
El Paso. The total loss from Elephant Butte to near El Paso was
59cfs. This seepage runwas considered not accurate (Follansbee,
Follett, and Gray, p. 689). It was made before construction of any
drains.
Seepage runs were made by the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation in
November 1917, January 1918, and February 1918. Figure 8, which
has been taken from "Report on drainage results" by Fiock, U. S.
Bureau of Reclamation, October 1919, shows the results of the
three runs. The progressively smaller flow shown from November
1917 to February 1918 is due to decreasing bank storage and return
of water released for irrigation during the previous irrigation
season. The seepage run in February was made after the gates at
Elephant Butte Dam had been closed for 2 months and thus should
be more indicative of natural losses and gains. The only drains
constructed at that time were portions of the East and West Drains.
The graph shows a general gain as far as Salem bridge, due south
of Salem, a loss from there to Leasburg Dam, a small gain from
Leasburg Dam to Picacho flume, a loss from Picacho flume to
Anthony bridge, and a gain from there to Courchesne bridge. For
the Mesilla Valley this is about the same as is indicated by the
ground-water contours on the map of June 1917 (pi. 5). In February
1918, an overall gain of about 14 cfs is indicated from south of
Hot Springs (Truth or Consequences) to Courchesne bridge, consisting of a gain of 54 cfs to Salem bridge then a loss of about 40
cfs.
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Seepage runs from Elephant Butte Dam to Courchesne bridge
were made in January and February 1936 by the State Engineer's
office . The average results of this run, as taken from table 2,
(p. 8), of the report, are given in the following table and are also
shown on figure 8.
Average invisible gains and losses in the channel of the Rio Grande horn Elephant Butte
to El Paso, Tex., /an. 26-29, Feb. 1-3, 1936
Corrected gains and losses (cfs)
Distance
River section
(miles)
Section
Per mile
Stretches
Elephant Butte Dam
0
Mescal Canyon
2.0
-0.2
-0. 101
Above Hot Springs
5.7
+7.9
+2.14
Below Hot Springs
9.9
+3.4
+.81
Above Palomas Creek
15.3
+2.0
+.37
Below Palomas Creek
16.4
+4.6
+4.18 >
+32. 0
+32. 0
CaballoP. O.
24.4
+6.0
+.75
Caballo Dam site
29.0
+5.0
+1.09
Percha Dam
31.3
+3.3
+1.43
Garfield flume
36.5
+4.6
+.88
>Below County line
42.4
+5.6
+ .95
+10.2
§3
Highway bridge, Hatch
51.1
-7.3
-.84
-8.2 g^
Above Hatch drain
56.9
-1.2
-.21
2
Selden Canyon
69.0
-10.5
-.87
-18.4
Leasburg Dam
75.9
+.6
+.09
Leasburg spillway
78.4
+.7
+.28}
_! 7 <|
Picacho flume
87.4
-2.4
-.271
*
>
Mesilla Dam
99.7
-31.6
-2.57
-31.6
rfrf
Mesquite bridge
106.5
-16.1
-2.37
-16.1 } -74. 3 -55 £
Berino bridge
115.9
-11.8
-1.26
-11.8
5
Vinton bridge
124.9
+8.3
+.921
Country Club bridge
132.7
-6.7
-.86}
-13. ll
Courchesne bridge
140.0
-14.7
-2. Ol|
Total
140.0
-50.5 ...................
-50.5
Again of about 42 cfs is shown from Elephant Butte Dam to below the Sierra-Dona Ana County line and a loss of about 93cfs
from thereto Courchesne bridge, giving a net loss of about 51 cfs
from Elephant Butte Dam to Courchesne bridge. The seepage loss
in the Rincon Valley was about 8 cfs, and in the Mesilla Valley
about 74 cfs.
The seepage loss from the river is especially large from Picacho
flume to Berino bridge. In this section the Del Rio Drain parallels
the river on the east, emptying into the river about 2 miles above
Berino bridge opposite Berino. Also in this section the upper half
of the La Mesa Drain and the upper third of the Chamberino Drain
parellel the river on the west. The average flow of the Del Rio
Drain for February 1936 plus half that of the La Mesa Drain and
one-third that of the Chamberino Drain is about 71 cfs, as compared with the measured seepage loss of the river in this section
of about 60 cfs.
Bliss, J. H. , 1936, Report on investigation of invisible gains and losses in the channel of the
Rio Grande from Elephant Butte to El Paso, Tex. , (unpublished), 15 pp. , February 1936.
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The gain in flow of the river caused by seepage to the river in
the stretch from Berino bridge to Vinton bridge is in the section
where four drains empty into the river. This gain may be due to
seepage from the drains near their river outlets, where the water
table is probably high with respect to the water level in the river.
The seepage gains and losses are not constant throughout the year
but rather change seasonally and yearly in response to irrigation
returns and other factors.
The long-term seepage loss or gain of water from or to the
river in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys is determined by subtracting the sum of the diversions from the river plus the outflow
at the lower end of the valley from the sum of the inflow at the
head of the valley plus the return wastage and drain flow of the
river. The resultant computed loss includes evaporation and
transpiration, water that was picked up by the drains and returned
to the river, and any changes in ground-water storage and net
ground-water inflow or outflow from the valley. These factors,
with the exception of the change in ground-water storage, also
are factors in results obtained from a seepage run. As even a
substantial change in ground-water storage such as the gain resulting from irrigation in the early years and the loss" resulting
from installation of drains is small when averaged over a period
of years, the two methods of computation are comparable. The
following table shows the net loss in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys
as determined from mean annual flows, diversions, and wastage
in the two valleys from 1930 to 1946. The wastage was taken as
24 percent of the diversions, determined previously in the section
on operational aspects. The seepage loss for the Rincon Valley is
indicated to be about 6 cfs and for the Mesilla Valley about 76 cfs,
as compared with the losses of about 8 and 74 cfs, respectively,
obtained in the seepage run of February 1936 a total of 82 cfs for
both methods.
Average annual seepage loss from the Rio Grande in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys,
1930-46
Acre-feet
Rincon Valley:
.
(in,th°£%f?1 , s)
Flow at Percha and Caballo Dams...................................................... . (+) °35.1
Diversions at Percha Dam............................................ .
(') y.- °
Wastage (24 percent of diversions)...................................
(+) 22> *J
Return drain flow...................................................................(+) 35. 4
Flow at Leasburg Dam................................ .
( ) °14- 2
Seepage loss......................................:.. ...
* "
or 6. 2 cubic feet a second
Mesilla Valley:
Flow at Leasburg Dam....................................................... -.".
(+) °£*- /
Diversions at Leasburg Dam.............................................."-."""""""""
(")
' J;
Diversions at Mesilla Dam................................................"....."""---"
(") 31°- 6
Wastage (24 percent of div,ersions)..................................... . .
(+) H9- 4
Return drain flow............?................................................. ..""
(+) 214-°
Flow at El Paso Station.....^.................................................................... (-) 594. 5
Seepage loss...................................................................................... 55 - 6
or 76. 2 cubic feet a second
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This seepage (invisible) loss does not mean that the valleys
consume .or lose 60,000 acre-feet per year, but only that the
river itself loses this amount, a part of which may be picked up
by the drains discharged back into the river as visible flow. It
indicates that on the whole the river replenishes theground-water
body rather than that the ground water replenishes the river.
This invisible seepage loss is the excess of losses over gains in
the river and may be termed a net loss.
The gross loss of water from the river in the Rincon and
Mesilla Valleys may be estimated as the total of losses shown
for various stretches of the river in the seepage run of 1936,
equal to 102. 3 cfs or about 74, 000 acre-feet a year.
The relation between the flow of the river and the position of
the water table is shown by Slichter (1905; p. 26). The water
level in an auger hole 0.4 mile east of the river, west of Mesilla
Park, rose 1.6 feet from the 1st to the 9th of October when the
greatest flood recorded over a period of 10 years occurred in the
river on October 5, 1904. The total rise in water level in this
well was nearly 5 feet from September 19, 1904, when the river
was dry, to March 26, 1905, when observations ceased. The Rio
Grande had a continuous flow from the time of the flood to the end
of observations. In that period of time the rise in the water table
was apparent for more than 2 miles from the river.
It is probable that in certain stretches the river is perched
above the water table, in which case a variation in the flow of the
river will not cause an apparent change in water levels in adjacent
areas.
SEEPAGE FROM CANALS
The amount of seepage from the canals varies from section to
section. In some stretches of the canals where the soil is tight
only small amounts of water are lost; in others where the canal
traverses sandy soil the losses are quite large. No data are
available as to the relative losses in various sections of the
canals. Along sections where the losses are especially large, the
water table rose to such high levels in 1916 and 1917 that drains
were necessary. The large amount of seepage from the canals
can be inferred from the large number of drains that have been
constructed parallel to the canals, as shown on the accompanying
maps. (See pis. 2 and 3.) This condition is particularly apparent
along the upper parts of the East Side and West Side Canals.
The construction of numerous spur drains to intercept the seepage from the canals has resulted in the presence of drains along
both sides of some stretches of the canals.
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Figures 9 and 10 show the seepage from the Leasburg Canal in
the vicinity of Hill. These maps, obtained from the Bureau of
Reclamation, resulted from an investigation of seepage made to
determine means of relieving the seeped (waterlogged) land east
of the canal. Three sets of water-table contours are shown.
Those for July 1921 cover the whole area and show the conditions
that existed before construction of the Dona Ana Drain; those for
January 1922 and July 1922 are based on data obtained after construction of this drain. The water-table contours show seepage
of water from the Leasburg Canal, a greater gradient being indicated in the summer than in the winter.
Plate 9 shows the seepage from the Three Saints Lateral to the
Anthony Drain in the vicinity of»Berino. The map was prepared
by the Bureau of Reclamation in 1924 during an investigation of
the seeped land along the river. The steep gradient of the water
table from the canal to the drain and the slight gradient on the
west side of the canal show that most of the drain water from the
west in this area is derived from the canal.
Water levels in auger hole 16, located in the west toe of the Las
Cruces Lateral on the north line of sec. 2, T. 23 S., R. IE.,
have been measured monthly since 1924 by the Bureau of Reclamation. The seasonal fluctuation of the water level, plotted on
plate 8, is similar in time and magnitude to that in the other
auger holes located in the valley away from laterals. On the basis
of a comparable range of seasonal fluctuations in well 16 and in
other auger holes some distance from canals, it seems that at
this spot the seepage from the canal is about equal to that which
would occur from irrigated land.
It has been estimated, in a previous section of the report, that
the seepage and unaccounted-for losses from the canals and laterals average about 20 percent of the gross headgate diversions in
a normal year, which is equivalent to about 118,000 acre-feet a
year.
RECHARGE FROM IRRIGATION WATER
A portion of the ground water in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys
is derived from irrigation waters applied to the lands in excess
of the consumptive use of the crops. The amount of this excess
varies with the practices of the individual farmer, the type of
land, and the type of crops grown.
The interrelation of the ground water and irrigation waters has
been discussed previously under "Fluctuations of the water table"
and "Depth to water. " The seasonal high ground-water level
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occurs at the end of the irrigation season and the seasonal low
water level occurs just before the initial diversions for the irrigation season.
The excess of irrigation water applied to the lands in an average year has been estimated (see p.
) to be about 17 percent of
the gross annual diversions, or about 100, 000 acre-feet a year.
RECHARGE FROM PRECIPITATION
The amount of ground water in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys
derived from rainfall upon the valley floor is probably small on
the average. The normal annual precipitation at the Agricultural
College is less than 9 inches, most of which occurs in the form
of showers during the summer months when the evaporation and
transpiration rates are high. Thus probably the greatest part is
returned to the atmosphere. Some recharge to the ground water
occurs from showers upon land that has been previously irrigated
or from pools of rainwater that collect in shallow depressions.
Also, some recharge occurs directly from precipitation in years
of above-normal precipitation, such as in 1941 when the rainfall
exceeded the average by more than 100 percent.
Precipitation results in cancellation of orders for irrigation
water, which in turn results in a lowering of the water table. Thus,
as stated previously, the net effect of a light precipitation upon the
ground-water supply in the valleys is probably negative.
FigureS shows the water level for 1947 and part of 1948 in well
23. 2E. 29. 214 as measured daily at 5:00 p. m. and the daily precipitation as recorded at the Agricultural College at'the same location. Heavy rains in mid-August 1947 and in late .February 1948
apparently caused rises of more than 0.2 foot in the water table.
Precipitation in the winter months generally had little effect upon
the water table because of the dryness of the soil.
DISCHARGE OF GROUND WATER
Ground water is discharged from the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys
by return drain flow to the river, by'direct seepage to .sections of
the river, by evaporation from water surfaces of the drains and
ground-water ponds, by transpiration by plants in areas of shallow
water, and by ground-water flow leaving the lower end of the
valleys.
The amount of ground water discharged by the drains is by far
the largest, about 249,400 acre-feet a year in the Rincon and
Mesilla Valleys. (See table 5, p. 141.)
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The direct seepage to the river occurs in a few stretches where
the water table is higher than the level of the water in the river.
The seepage run made in February 1936, which was discussed oh
pages 71-73, shows that the river gained 10.2 cfs from Percha
Dam to below the Sierra-Dona Ana County line, 1.3 cfs from
Selden Canyon to Leasburg spillway, and 8. 3 cfs from Berino
bridge to Vinton bridge, a total invisible seepage gain of 19. 8 cfs
or about 14, 000 acre-feet a year. The present amount gained by
the river is probably greater, as the level of the riverbed has
lowered somewhat since the seepage run was made. (See page
68.)
The discharge of ground water by underflow at the lower ends
of the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys is small. Slichter (1905, p.
9, 13) in 1904 showed that the thickness of the alluvium in the
narrows of the Rio Grande a few miles above El Paso probably
does not exceed 86 feet and that the ground-water flow probably
does not exceed 11, 200 cubic feet a day, or 94 acre-feet a year.
The ground-water flow from the Selden Canyon, at the end of
Rincon Valley, to the head of the Mesilla Valley is not known,
but, because of the narrowness .between the rock walls of the
canyon and the apparent thinness of the alluvium, the flow is probably small and may be about the same as that leaving the Mesilla
Valley.
Water evaporates from the drains and the small area of groundwater pools at the surface. The evaporation of ground water that
is discharged to the drains is not definitely known but, on the
basis of about 270 miles of drains having a width of flow of about
5 feet and an estimated annual evaporation of 4. 5 feet, (National
Resources Committee, 1938, p. 91, table 80) it probably amounts
to about 700 acre-feet a year in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys.
The total area of ground-water pools at the surface in 1936 was
determined as 51 acres in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys. (See
table, p. 20 .) The ground-water discharge by evaporation from this
area is therefore only about 230 acre-feet a year.
Transpiration of ground water by plants in areas of shallow
depth to water may be roughly estimated from the area of native
vegetation. The area of native vegetation is not definitely known
but may be estimated as about 8, 400 acres, on the basis of the
total acreage of the valleys less the area of irrigated lands, river
and canal surfaces, riverbed
rights-of-way, and towns. (See
p. 115.) Some of the area of 8, 300 acres constituting the rightsof-way may be covered with native vegetation. If half the area of
rights-of-way is assumed to be covered with native vegetation,
the total area of native vegetation in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys
is about 13, 000 acres. The total annual discharge of ground water
by native vegetation in these valleys is, thus, about 40,000 acre-
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feet a year, on the basis of an average consumptive use of 3. 5
feet minus an estimated 0. 4 foot supplied by precipitation (National
Resources Committee, 1938, p. 92, table 81).
CHEMICAL QUALITY OF WATER
GENERAL FEATURES
The chemical quality of ground water that is, the character
and amount of dissolved mineral matter in the water is dependent upon its source, temperature, the chemical character of the
water-bearing formation, and the length of time spent in flowing
from the source to the point of sampling. Rainwater, which has
only minor amounts of dissolved mineral matter, begins to dissolve mineral matter from the time it falls upon the ground. The
part that remains on the ground as surface water generally dissolves less mineral matter than that which sinks underground to
be in constant contact for long periods with the material composing
the aquifer. Therefore, ground water generally contains a greater
amount of dissolved mineral matter than natural surface water.
Use of water for irrigation results in loss of a part of the applied
water to the atmosphere by transpiration and evaporation. This
process increases the concentration of salts in the soil and in that
part of the irrigation water that percolates to the ground-water
body and then feeds the drains. As a result, the drain water has
a higher concentration of dissolved salts than the surface water
initially applied to the lands. Reuse of drain water again increases
the concentration of dissolved salts in the remaining water. Therefore, an increase in dissolved salts in the irrigation waters is to
be expected from the upper to the lower end of the project.
No definite limits can be set on the amount of various dissolved
salts in water that will make water unsuitable for irrigation. The
more dissolved solids a water contains, the less suitable it becomes for use as irrigation water. In general, the higher the
concentration of salts in irrigation waters, the greater the excess
of water that must be applied to the crops in order to keep the
concentration of dissolved salts in the soil moisture within satisfactory limits. Certain crops are more tolerant of a high concentration of dissolved salts than others. Figure 11, from Wilcox
(May 1948, p. 6), gives a classification of waters for use in irrigation. The electrical conductivity is the specific conductance of
the water in micromhos at 25 C. The conductance is a relative
measure of the concentration of dissolved solids, or, more specifically, of the total number of ions in the solution. A rough
measure of the dissolved solids in a water can be obtained by
multiplying the specific conductance in micromhos by 0.7, an
average figure for waters of the Rio Grande.
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Figure 11. Diagram for use in interpreting analyses of irrigation water.
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The significance of the sodium percentage is due to the role of
the basic or cation constituents in the exchange reactions that
occur when water containing dissolved salts comes in contact with
the soil. The use of irrigation water containing a high percentage
of sodium tends to impair the physical condition of the soil whereas
the use of water having a low percentage of sodium tends to maintain a good physical condition or to improve a poor physical condition that has been caused by the deflocculation of the clay fraction (Scofield, 1938, p. 5).
Thirty-four analyses of ground waters from 30 wells and 2
springs in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys and adjacent high lands
were made by the Quality of Water Branch of the U. S. Geological
Survey during the present investigation. These and a few other
analyses of water are reported in the table on pages 83, 86.
Radium Springs is at Leasburg Dam and Derry warm springs is
about a mile northeast of Derry. The wells have been separated
in the table into those in the flood plain of the Rio Grande and
those above the flood plain. This classification, adopted mainly
to show the difference in the quality of water from the two sources,
is not definite for a few wells, such as (22. IE. 33. 321), that are
along the edges of the valley floor; they are on ground that is
somewhat higher than that of the valley but they actually derive
water from underflow of the valley.
According to the available analyses, the water obtained from
wells above the flood plain of the valley generally has less dissolved
solids but a higher percentage of sodium than water obtained from
shallow wells in the valley floor. However, there are numerous
exceptions to this.
The ground water above the valley floor may be subdivided
generally by type into: that occurring under the mesa or high land
surfaces; that under the arroyo beds; and that under land adjacent
to the arroyos, which may be a mixture of the other two. The type
of water obtained from beneath an arroyo bed is illustrated by the
water obtained from TierraBlanca Creek near Arrey(in the wells
of E. W. Powers and Mickey Plemmons), which is characterized
by a small amount of fluoride and dissolved solids and a low percentage of sodium. Water from the mesas of the Santa Fe formation, as shown by the wells of A. J. Osborn (near Arrey), the
Southern Pacific wells at Af ton and Strauss, and those of Mrs. Annie
Braidfoot in the southern part of La Mesa area, is somewhat higher
in fluoride, dissolved solids, and percent sodium than the water
beneath the arroyo beds. The well of J. W. Daugherty, located
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on the Jornada del Muerto east of Las Cruces in the Santa Fe formation, obtained particularly good water, similar to arroyo-bed
water, with only 205 ppm of dissolved solids and a sodium percentage of 36.
The analyses of samples of water from the irrigation wells of
Clyde Cowan and K. H. Walker indicate that the water is essentially the same as that found in the valley floor, as shown by the
small amount of fluoride and the large amounts of calcium, magnesium, sulfate, chloride, and dissolved solids. These wells are
close to the edge of the area of irrigated lands in the valley, on
higher ground, and they probably derive a large parfof their water
from the underflow of the valley. Water obtained from the valley
fill along the Rio Grande is generally low in fluoride and rather
high in calcium, sulfate, chloride, and dissolved solids, has a
moderate percentage of sodium, and is hard.
The well of C. C. Rice is on the mesa beside the railroad at
Fort Selden, about a mile south of Radium Springs and above the
valley floor. It reportedly hit rock at about 125 feet. The water
in this well contains 3,280 ppm of dissolved solids and 74 percent
sodium and is similar to the water of Radium Springs. Analysis
of the water of Selden Drain (p. 86) indicates that water with a
high concentration of dissolved solids and a high percentage of
sodium is entering the valley in this area.
VARIATION OF QUALITY WITH DEPTH
The quality of the water in any area varies considerably both
laterally and vertically. Variation in the quality of water with
depth is shown in the following table. The 3 wells of different
depth owned by T. L. Simpson show very poor water at the shallow
depth of 42 feet, containing 1,950 ppm of dissolved solids and
having a hardness of 934 ppm, and comparatively good water at
the depth of 242 feet, with 297 ppm of dissolved solids and a hardness of 170 ppm. The analyses of the water in the wells of Fay
Sperry and the Las Cruces Country Club, which are about a quarter
of a mile apart and above the valley floor of the Rio Grande, north
of Las Cruces, indicate water of better quality at lower depths.
The analyses of water as reported at different depths in the domestic well 3 of the State Agricultural College indicate progressively better water with depth to 401 feet. Analyses of water from
wells in the vicinity of Mesilla Park also indicate better water at
depth, particularly with respect to hardness. Analyses of water
from wells in the vicinity of Berino indicate very little decrease
in the dissolved solids but a slight decrease in hardness at depth.
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Change in quality of water with depth in localities in Mesilla Valley, N. Mex.
[Analyses by C. W. Botkin, Chemist, State Agricultural College, N. Mex., unless otherwise
indicated]
Location
Dissolved
and
Date of collection
Depth
solids
Hardness
name
(ft)
(ppm)
(ppm)
Northwest of Las Cruces, on valley floor
T. L. Simj
Aug. 13, 19471.. ........
42
1,950
Do...
..........do...................
162
481
Do
..........do...................
242
297
North of Las Cruces, above valley floor
(upper water)
78*
2,130
565
Do.............................
130
720
Las Cruces Country Club........ February 1929.............
200
473
Do............................. AUR. 13, 19471.. ..........
200
411
State College, above valley floor
1938.........................
64
2,500
350
(Total depth 428 feet)
73
1,070
185
732
240
230
1,054
350
230
810
280
300
440
145
401
2 510
2200
401
2 698
2260
401
370
150
Mesilla Park, on valley floor
August
1925..............
100
450.
H. B. Elmendorf.. ...............
July
1929..............
108
824
Barker well........................
117
430
H. B. Elmendorf.................
July
1929..............
140
528
Albert Archer.....................
Oct. 1, 1925..............
150
670,
Las Cruces Ice Co. ..............
Aug. 13.19471.. ..........
224
3285Ray Langford.....................
June 25, 1946..............
268
300
Berino
February 1928.............
401,700
240
April
1927.............
31
707
200
Do...........................
...........do................
205
1,660
Do...........................
May
1927.............
246
1,530
Analysis by U. S. Geological Survey.
TSelore clearing well of drilling water.
'Estimated from conductance.

934
314
170
240
145
214
300

305
99fl
210
150

200
120
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The quality of the ground water in the area does not everywhere
improve with depth. The present well of the Santa Fe Railway at
Las Cruces was originally drilled to 251 feet in 1925 in search of
water of a better quality than that obtained at a shallow depth.
However, water of poorer quality was reportedly obtained and the
well was filled back to 83 feet.
J. M. Taylor of White, Tex., reports that a well at his place
in sec. 25, T. 28 S., R. 3 E., drilled to 300 feet in the valley
floor near the lower end of the Mesilla Valley, obtained very poor
water. He helped drill a number of wells in the same general area
a number of years ago in search of water suitable for the town
supply. All had poor water at lower depths, especially below 100
feet.
Mr. Paul Harvey, owner of the waterworks of White, reports
that he drilled 10 or 12 wells a few years ago and 11 wells in 1946,
in search of water suitable for the town supply. The wells were
drilled at various localities near the town, on and above the valley
floor in the Texas portion of the Mesilla Valley. The only satisfactory water was found at the location of the present supply wells
in sec. 35, T. 28 S., R. 3 E. The 8 present town wells are 130
feet deep and are located between the bank of the Rio Grande, about
200 to 800 feet to the west, and the Montoya Lateral to the east,
an area not more than 1, 500 feet wide. Mr. Harvey reports that
the wells end in a clay stratum and that poor water is found below
the clay. It is probable that these wells obtain water from the
river and from seepage from the lateral.
Sayre and Livingston (1945, p. 7) report that 2 test wells drilled
in the Mesilla Valley, in search of a water supply for El Paso,
yielded salty water. The Lippincott well, drilled to 1,074 feet in
the Mesilla Valley by the city of El Paso, encountered water too
highly mineralized for most purposes (Sayre and Livingston, 1945,
p. 47, 106).
Slichter (1905, p. 11, 12) in his study of the underflow of the
Rio Grande at the narrows at the lower end of the Mesilla Valley,
found a definite increase in chloride and dissolved solids in the
ground water to the observed depth of 60 feet. The dissolved solids
increased from 1,690 ppm at a depth of 10 feet to 46,000 ppm at
60 feet.
VARIATION OF QUALITY AREALLY
The quality of both surface and ground waters of the area included
in the Rio Grande project varies areally, being generally best at
the head of the project and becoming progressively poorer toward
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the lower end. In the following table are given analyses of the
surface water below Elephant Butte Dam, Leasburg Dam, and the
El Paso gaging station, along with analyses of drain waters and
individual samples from auger holes in the Mesilla and Rincon
Valleys. These were taken from the detailed analyses reported
in the Rio Grande joint investigation. The analyses given for the
surface water at the three points on the Rio Grande are the average
of .the monthly averages reported for 1936 and represent closely
the average quality of the surface water in that year. The analyses
reported for the drain water are an average of 10 samples taken
in the period 1929 to 1936 and may represent the average quality
of water of the drains better than the individual sample taken in
1936. Except for the East Drain, however, the analyses show no
large variation in quality with respect to time. Variation of the
quality of water in the East Drain appears to be related to the
change in amount of waste water present. The analyses given for
the subsoil waters in the auger holes established for the Rio Grande
joint investigation include only the one detailed analysis available
for each hole, made in 1936. The one analysis for each hole probably does not represent the average quality of the subsoil waters
at the hole but probably does give an indication of the relative
quality areally in 1936 and gives some basis for comparison of the
drain waters and the surface waters with the subsoil waters.
The water of the Rio Grande shows an increase in concentration
of dissolved salts downstream from Elephant Butte to El Paso
station. There is little change in the relative concentrations of
the dissolved mineral constituents through the percent sodium
shows a very slight increase.
The drain waters of the Rincon Valley seem to be nearly uniform
in quality, all having, in 1936, higher concentrations of salts than
the river above the Rincon Valley at Elephant Butte and below the
valley at Leasburg Dam.
The waters of the various drains in the Mesilla Valley differ
considerably in quality. The differences probably reflect to some
extent the sources of waters in the various drains. In general the
drain waters become more highly mineralized from the upper end
of the valley to the lower end. However, the Selden Drain, at the
upper end of the valley, has a higher concentration of dissolved
solids and percent sodium than the water of the Rio Grande and of
the Leasburg Drain to the south. Radium Springs (Selden Springs),
in the valley just above Leasburg Dam, bring some highly mineralized ground water into the upper end of the Mesilla Valley and
may form part of the accretion of the Selden Drain. The irrigation
well of C. C. Rice at Fort Selden at the upper end of the valley,
referred to previously, also has water of poor quality.
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Analyses of water in Rjncon and Mesilla Valleys, N. Mex.
[Schofield, Carl S. , 1938, Quality of water of the Rio Grande Basi/above Fort Quitman, Te
U. S. Geol. Survey Water-Supply Paper 839, p. 23. 28,34,264,284-88]
Dissolved solids
Source of water
Tons
Percent
per
ppm
sodium
Remarks
acrefoot
Rio Grande:
Below Elephant Butte Dam.............
0.79
581
43
Average for 1936.
.95
699
44
Do.
El Paso station............................
1.41
1,040
53
Do.
Drains:
Rincon Valley:
Garfield Drain, near outlet to river.
1.33
978
44
Average of 10
Hatch Drain, near outlet to river..
1.33
978
38
analyses,
Angostura Drain, near outlet to
1929-1936.
1.05
773
39
Rincon Drain, near outlet to river..
1.35
993
46
Do.
Mesilla Valley:
Selden Drain, near outlet to river...
1.43
1,050
51
Do.
Leasburg Drain , above inlet to Del
Rio Drain............................
1.01
743
42
Do.
Picacho Drain, above outlet to
1.15
846
41
Do.
Mesilla Drain, above inlet to Del
1.30
956
46
Do.
DelRioDrain, above outlet to
river (includes flow of Leasburg
1.26
927
45
Do.
Chamberino Drain, above confluence with La Mesa Drain.......
2.13
1,570
55
Do.
La Mesa Drain, above confluence
1.13
832
47
Do.
East Drain, above confluence with
4.06
2,980
71
Do.
Anthony Drain, above confluence
with East Drain.....................
2.34
1,720
61
Do.
Nemexas Drain, above confluence
with West Drain....................
2.50
1,840
64
Do.
West Drain, above confluence
1.61
1,180
58
Do.
Montoya Drain, above outlet to
2.33
1,710
64
Do.
Auger holes:
Rincon Valley:
Garfield well(206) 18. 4. 8. 244....
2.70
1,980
46
Aug. 12, 1936.
Salem well (207) 18.4.35. 111....
2.10
1,540
30
Do.
Hatch well (208) 19. 3. 10. 334....
1.70
1,250
77
Do.
Tonuco well (209) 19. 2. 35. 422..
2.13
1,570
33
Do.
Mesilla Valley:
Dona Ana well (223) 22. IE. 16.433
1.50
1,100
49
Aug. 12, 1936.
Picacho well (224) 23. IE. 16. 444..
2.11
1,550
87
Do.
Mesilla well (225) 23. IE. 35. 211..
2.06
1,520
43
Do.
Santo Tomas well (226)
24. 2E. 33. 124.......................
1.47
1,080
39
Do.
Chamberino well (227)
26. 3E. 19. 113......................
1.28
941
38
Do.
Anthony well (228)
26. 3E. 34. 444......................
3.24
2,380
65
Do.
La Union well (229)
27. 3E. 16. 343......................
5.07
3,730
47
Do.
Montoya well(230)28.3E.26.142
3.02
2,220
77
Do.
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On the basis of quality, the waters of the remaining drains in
the Mesilla Valley, except possibly the East Drain, which apparently
has water of higher concentrations than found in the irrigation
water, seem to be composed mainly of return irrigation water with
some river seepage and canal wastes. There seems to be no definite relation between quality of the water and distance of the drains
from the river. The drains that parallel the river and intercept
the seepage from it may be called riverside drains, whereas those
away from the river may be called interior drains. The water of
the Del Rio Drain, which parallels the river and includes the flow
of the interior drains, the Leasburg, Mesilla, and Park Drains,
is comparatively good, having 927 ppm of dissolved solids and 45
percent sodium. The water of the Chamberino Drain, which is
predominantly a riverside drain, has a high concentration of dissolved salts, 1, 570 ppm, and 55 percent sodium, as compared to
832 ppm dissolved solids and 47 percent sodium for water of the
La Mesa Drain, which is partly a riverside and partly an interior
drain, in the same general area. The West Drain, which parallels
the western edge of the valley, has water of poorer quality, 1,180
ppm of dissolved solids and 58 percent sodium, than that of the La
Mesa Drain.
The drain in the Mesilla Valley that has water of the poorest
quality appears to be the East Drain, which includes the flow of
the Mesquite Drain. These drains parallel the east side of the
valley from Anthony to a point north of Mesquite. The average
concentration of dissolved salts in this water is 2,980 ppm with
about 71 percent sodium. Waters of high sodium percentage are
found in some of the wells on the side mesas, and it may be that
water east of the valley toward the Franklin Mountains also has a
high concentration, of dissolved solids and enters the drain, or
that similar water occurs in the valley in this area and has not
been completely flushed by excess irrigation water applied to the
lands.
The individual water analyses for the shallow auger holes in the
Mesilla Valley in 1936 show a higher concentration of dissolved
solids than the water of the adjacent drains. The percentage of
sodium in the water is variable, being less than 40 in 4 of the holes
more than 60 in 4 of the holes, and between 40 and 60 for the remaining 4 holes. If these analyses are representative, the subsoil waters have a higher concentration of dissolved solids than the
drain waters. This may be true, as the drain waters are a mixture
of canal waste and river seepage along with the ground-water
accretion of excess irrigation water applied to the lands. As none
of these holes are located between a drain and the river, their
water may represent more nearly the quality of the excess irrigation water applied to the land than do the waters of the drains.
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The Anthony auger hole is located at the lower end of the East
Drain, which has water of poor quality. Water from the Anthony
hole also is of poor quality but apparently not as poor as that in
the drain. As the hole is west of the drain it is not evident whether
poorer water is entering the drain from the east or from other
areas along the drain above the hole.
QUALITY OF LAS CRUCES WATER SUPPLY
The water supply of LasCruces prior to 1937 was obtained from
2 wells, 75 and 100 feet deep, drilled in the valley floor. As water
from these wells was very hard (hardness about 500 ppm) a new
supply was developed east of the town, from wells drilled between
2 arroyos on the pediment overlooking the valley. Water obtained
from this source originally had less than half the hardness of the
former supply. Additional wells have gradually been added at this
new location to a total of 5 in 1947, all within a radius of about
150 feet. Pumping of these wells has resulted in a lowering of the
water level below that in the valley. The original water level is
not definitely known but was probably slightly above that in the
valley. The trough in the contours of the water table in the vicinity
of the city wells, as shown on the water-table map of Dona Ana
County (pi. 1), indicates that a lowering of at least 10 feet has
probably occurred. This lowering will cause a greater proportion
of the pumped water to be drawn from the valley and will eventually
cause an increase in the hardness and dissolved solids of the city
supply. The following tabulation of the quality of water of the city
supply indicates that a slight increase in dissolved solids may have
taken place at the present location, as shown by the analysis of the
hydrant water in 1939 and .that from well 2 in 1948. Analyses in
May 1947 and in March 1948 of the water from the new city well 5
also show an increase in dissolved solids and hardness. These increases may indicate that a progressively greater part of the water
in the wells is being drawn from the valley.
Change in chemical quality of city water supply of Las Cruces, N. Mex., 1918 43
[Note: Water supply prior to 1937 obtained from two wells, 75 and 100 feet deep, drilled on
valleyfloor. Beginning in 1937, water obtainedfrom wells located on high ground east of city]
Total
Hardness
dissolved
Sodium
Source
Date
solids
(percent)
(ppm)
(ppm)
Aug. 15, 1918 1 ..............
913
Do................ 19301 ...........................
501
943
Do................ 1934 f?)1 ............... ........
485
970
Do................
527
1,012
Hydrant4 ............. May 11, 1939»...............
210
403
May 6 1942"
160
490
City well 2.......... Mar. 25, 1948*.... ..........
248
442
City well 5.......... May 6, 1947»................
441
747
Do................ Mar. 25, 1948s .............
482
770
lAnalyzedby C. W. Botkin, chemist, State College, N. Mex.
2Hydrant water at Pueblo Courts.
'Analyzed by U. S. Geological Survey.

36
35
34
36
32
27
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The concentration of dissolved solids in the new city well 5,
more than 750 ppm, and hardness of more than 440 ppm approach
the concentration of the waters in the valley in this area. Well 5
when originally completed was screened from 262 to 285 feet but
because of the small discharge, about 50 gallons a minute, the
casing was later perforated from 210 to 250 feet. The poorer
water is evidently entering the well at the higher level. The casing record for well 2 is not known but is presumedly about the
same as for wells 1, 3, and 4, which have 20-foot screens set
near the bottom of the wells, at about 300 feet.
SUMMARY OF QUALITY OF WATER
In conclusion, the quality of water obtained by wells of moderate
depth in the valley floor is similar to that in the drains and somewhat poorer than river water. The dissolved solids in the ground
water at moderate depths in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys may
average about 1,000 ppm, with 35 to 50 percent sodium. This
water is suitable for irrigation, although not as good as river
water, being classed as good to permissible. (See fig. 11.) In
general, deeper wells in the Mesilla Valley supply better water.
One notable exception is in the lower end of the Mesilla Valley
where the quality apparently becomes worse with depth. Some
shallow waters in various areas are particularly poor. The quality
of the water is evidently poorer at the lower ends of the Rincon
and Mesilla Valleys than at the upper ends, except in the vicinity
of Radium Springs.
The quality of water obtained by wells drilled in the Santa Fe
formation flanking the valleys is generally potable, with dissolved
solids of about 500 to 700 ppm and a hardness of generally less
than 200 ppm. The sodium content is generally high, about 70 percent, and the fluoride in some localities is quite high, more than
the 1. 5 ppm generally considered the safe limit for growing children to escape mottled teeth (Public Health Service, 1946, p. 371384).
The best water in the area, with respect to dissolved mineral
matter, apparently occurs under the arroyo beds where the comparatively fresh flood waters from the hills and the mesas sink
into the ground. This water probably contains, on the average,
less than 300 ppm of dissolved solids, less than 200 ppm hardness,
and only minor amounts of fluoride.
The source of the comparatively good water at depth in many
localities of the Mesilla Valley is probably the side inflow from
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the bordering mesas. This may be particularly true at the outlets
to the arroyos, which at various times have flooded and built alluvial fans extending into the valley. These fans may have thin clay
lenses extending from the arroyo mouth into the valley under which
fresher water may have been stored.
HYDROLOGIC CHARACTERISTICS OF WATER-BEARING FORMATION
GENERAL CONDITIONS
In order to properly evaluate the amount of flow of underground
water and the long-term effects of pumping, two important hydrologic characteristics of an aquifer, the coefficients of transmissibility and storage, must be known. The storage coefficient under
water-table conditions is approximately equal to the specific yield.
The ease with which water moves through an aquifer depends
upon the interconnection and size of the pore spaces and to some
extent upon the temperature of the water. The coefficient of transmissibility, which expresses the rate of flow, is defined as the
quantity of water in gallons a day that will percolate under the prevailing temperature through a vertical strip of the aquifer 1 foot
wide, oriented perpendicular to the direction of flow of the water,
under a unit hydraulic gradient.
Not all the water stored in an aquifer is available to wells. Only
a portion of the water filling the pore spaces will drain out under
the action of gravity. The specific yield of an aquifer is a measure
of the ability of the aquifer to release water to wells under the
action of gravity. It is defined as the ratio, expressed as a percentage, between the volume of water that a saturated aquifer would
yield by gravity and its own volume. As not all the water drains
from the aquifer, the specific yield is somewhat less than the
porosity of an aquifer. The larger the size of the pore spaces the
larger the specific yield. Clay has a large porosity but a very
small specific yield as a result of the minute size of the pore
spaces. If the specific yield of an aquifer were 25 percent, then a
decline of water level of 1 foot would represent a quantity of water
of a depth of 0. 25 -foot distributed over the area of the aquifer.
COEFFICIENT OF TRANSMISSIBILITY
METHODS OF DETERMINING
The coefficient of transmissibility can be determined either in
the laboratory or in the field by computations based on the rate of
discharge of the water in relation of the gradients. Exact determination of the coefficient is difficult; of the several known methods,
the two used in this investigation as described below.
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One of the field methods of determining the coefficient of tuansmissibility is that developed by Theis (1935, p. 522), which consists of pumping a well at a constant rate for a period of time and
noting the rate of recovery of the water level in the well after
pumping has ceased. The coefficient of transmissibility is then
computed by means of the following formula:
T = (264 Q/s') log 1Q
in which
T=coefficient of transmissibility, defined above.
@=discharge rate of well, gallons per minute,
s'^residual drawdown in well at time t', in feet.
t -time since pumping started.
t* =time since pumping stopped.
If the pump has been operated for periods previous to the period
of pumping immediately preceding the measurement of recovery of
water level, then these previous periods of pumping can be taken
into account by modifying the formula as follows:
T - 264 «?/. ) Iog 10 *\ '**
'3.-"t".
i^
fi
in which t r tr t3, tn = time since the beginning of previous periods
of pumping
arid t^.tj, *3 Vn ' = time since the end of previous periods of pumping
Theoretically, the equation applies only to an aquifer of infinite
areal extent that is composed entirely of homogeneous sediments,
in which a well penetrates the entire thickness of the aquifer, and
in which the coefficient of transmissibility is constant at all times
and places.
In practice almost none of these conditions is completely fulfilled. However, in most aquifers the departures from the theoretical conditions are small enough to allow use of the formula to
obtain workable results.
As the aquifer in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys is composed of
sediment deposited by a meandering stream, the deposit is not
homogeneous in either vertical or horizontal extent and therefore
the coefficient of transmissibility will vary from locality to locality,
even within a short distance. This necessitates the determination
of the coefficient of transmissibility at as many points as feasible.
No aquifer is of infinite areal extent; however, the horizontal extent
of an aquifer can usually be considered as infinite for short periods
of pumping. Failure of wells to penetrate the full thickness of the
aquifer causes some error but this error is considered to be small
so long as the drawdown is not too large a percentage of the saturated formation penetrated by the well and the well casing is perforated at all water-bearing formations.
317267 O - 55 - 7
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The rate of accretion of ground water to a drain is dependent
upon the coefficient of transmissibility of the aquifer and the slope
of the water table to or from the drain. Given the rate of gain in
flow of a drain in cubic feet per second per mile and the sum of
the average gradients of the water table to each side of the drain,
expressed as a decimal, the transmissibility of the aquifer can be
determined from the following formula:
Gain in flow x 122
T
2 Gradient
Gradients of the water table to the drain are considered positive;
those away from the drain are negative. Gradients must be selected
where the water table has a nearly constant slope, far enough from
the drain to be uninfluenced by the sharp change in slope of the
water table that occurs near the drain. (See fig. 14.) Also, water
must not be added to the water table between the drain and the
points of measurement of the slopes.
In practice, determination of the coefficient of transmissibility
from any individual set of measurements is subject to error because of addition to the ground water by return irrigation water at
points between the drain and the wells used for measurement. An
average of the values determined at monthly intervals for a period
of a year would probably approach the correct value for the coefficient of transmissibility.
PUMPING TESTS
The coefficient of transmissibility was determined by the Theis
method (p. 91) by noting the recovery of water levels in 4 wells
on the floors of the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys, and in 3 wells on
the higher lands bordering the valleys. The curves of the recovery
of the water level obtained from the 7 wells are given in figures
12 and 13.
The irrigation well of B. S. Thurman, in the Rincon Valley, sec.
4, T. 19 S., R. 3 W., located in the valley bottom about 1, 500
feet north of the river and about 300 feet south of the bluff of the
mesa, was pumped at the rate of about 660 gpm for 4 days, after
which the rate of recovery of the water level was measured. This
well is only 52 feet deep and reportedly ends in a gravel bed. The
maximum drawdown was 8. 9 feet, 13. 5 feet below the land surface
at the end of the 4 days' pumping. The coefficient of transmissibility
as determined from the recovery rate of the water level was 136, 000
gpd per foot. It is probable that if the well had been deeper a
slightly larger value for the coefficient of transmissibility might
have been determined. However, the value determined is high and
is probably representative of the unconsolidated riverbed deposits.
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23.2E. 8.434
City of Los Cruces
i.OO
2.00
3.00
RESIDUAL DRAWDOWN, IN FEET
Figure 12. Curves of recovery of water levels obtained by pumping tests on five wells in
Rincon and Mesilla Valleys.
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23. IE. 13.244
AT. and S.F. RR
Lloyd Welch
.2
.3
.4
.5
RESIDUAL DRAWDOWN, IN FEET
Figure 13. Curves of recovery of water levels obtained from pumping tests on two wells in
Rincon and Mesilla Valleys.
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The irrigation well of Ben Luchini, also in the valley bottom of
the Rincon Valley, sec. 31, T. 17 S., R. 4 W., about 1,000 feet
east of the river, was pumped for about 9 hours with a discharge
of about 1, 000 gpm and a drawdown of about 14 feet. The well had
been pumped on previous days also.. The coefficient of transmissibility determined from the recovery of the water level was 167,000
gpd per foot, which is quite high.
The water supply well of the Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad at Las Cruces was pumped for 15 hours at an average rate of
about 64 gpm with a drawdown of 3. 9 feet. This well at present is
reported to be 83 feet deep but originally it was drilled to 251 feet.
The coefficient of transmissibility was determined as 91,000 gpd
per foot. This value may be slightly lower than actual, as it is
probable that the sediments were not completely drained because
of the small drawdown. However, the value determined is probably of the right order of magnitude for the sediments. The low
specific capacity of this well compared with the high coefficient of
transmissibility suggests that the perforations in the well casing
are encrusted, causing a large entrance loss of head of the water.
The irrigation well of the State College, 23. 2E. 29.143, located
on the valley floor, was pumped for 24 hours at an average rate of
1,270 gpm with a drawdown of 13 feet, to 26 feet below the land
surface. The well was reportedly drilled to 50 feet. The value of
the coefficient of transmissibility determined from the recovery
of the water level was 116,000 gpd per foot. As the drawdown in
this well was a large percentage of the depth of the well, it may
be that the actual value of the coefficient of transmissibility is
slightly higher. However, as stated for the other wells, the value
obtained is high and is what might be expected for the sediments.
The irrigation well of A. J. Osborn in sec. 14, T. 17 S., R. 5
W., was pumped at 250 gpm for about 7 hours with a drawdown of
about 23 feet from the static level of 60 feet. This well is near the
northern end of the Rincon Valley, on the north side of Montoya
Arroyo above the valley floor. The value obtained for the coefficient
of transmissibility was about 13, 000 gpd per foot. However, this
figure may not be correct because recovery of the water level did
notconform to theory, the curve obtained being composed of essentially 3 straight segments. (See fig. 10.) Other portions of the
recovery curve yielded values of 22,000 and 51,000 for the coefficient of transmissibility. It is evident, though, that the formation
is less permeable than that of the valley floor.
Another irrigation well above the valley floor, belonging to Lloyd
Welch, was pumped at 700 gpm for 10 hours with a drawdown of
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9 feet. This well is on the south side of Tierra Blanca Creek in
sec. 26, T. 17 S., R. 5 W., about 2 miles south of the Osborn
well. The coefficient of transmissibility obtained from the recovery of the water level was 298,000 gpd per foot, which is very
high. This well reportedly penetrated 43 feet of good gravel below the water level in a total depth of 88 feet, which may account
for the high value obtained on this short test. It is probable, had
the pump been operated for a longer time, the effect of the pumping would have reached beyond the extent of the gravel stringer
and a smaller value of the coefficient of transmissibility would
have been obtained.
The new city well 5 of Las Cruces, drilled to 300 feet, was
pumped for 3| days at 250 gpm. The maximum drawdown of water
level was about 12 feet below the static level of about 186 feet below land surface. The value of the coefficient of transmissibility
as determined from the recovery of the water level was 73,000 gpd
per foot. This well is located on the bluff east of Las Cruces, out
of the valley, in sediments of the Santa Fe formation. The value
of the coefficient of transmissibility determined from this well is
possibly higher than the average for the bordering mesas.
The following table summarizes the figures of the coefficient of
transmissibility determined from pumping tests on the wells.
Coefficients of transmissibility determined from pumping tests on wells in the Rincon
and Mesilla Valleys
Specific Coefficient
Well location
Discharge Drawdown capacity
of
number
Name of owner
(ft)
(gpm transmissibility
(gpm)
per ft) (gpd per ft)
17.4.31.111 Jen Luchini
1.000
14
71
167,000
19.3.4.331 J. S. Thurman
660
9
73
136,000
23. IE. 13.244 A. T. & S. F. Ry.
64
4
16
91,000
23. 2E. 29. 143 New Mexico College of A.& M. A.
1,270
13
98
116,000
Above valley floor
17.5.14.212 A. J. Osborn
250
23
11
13,000
17.5.26.242 Lloyd Welch
700
9
78
298,000
23. 2E. 8. 434 Zity of Las Cruces
250
12
21
73.000
WATER-TABLE GRADIENTS AND FLOW OF DRAINS
The coefficient of transmissibility was determined also by correlation of the slopes of the water table to a few drains and the
flow of the drains, in order to have an independent check upon the
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coefficients of transmissibility determined from the pumping tests
on wells.
Two lines of auger holes were installed in February 1947 across
the Park Drain, along Holt and Seale roads about 5 miles south of
Las Cruces, extending about 1, 800 feet to 2,900 feet from both
sides of the drain. Water-level measurements were made at intervals of 2 weeks in the auger holes and the gain in flow of the
drain between the 2 hole lines was measured every month by
Mr. Williams or Mr. Carbine of the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation.
Values of the coefficient of transmissibility were determined every
month by using the gradient of the water table determined from the
measurements made on the auger holes within a few days of the
measurement of the gain in flow of the drain in that section. If
conditions were ideal, that is, if equilibrium of the water table
and the drain were established and all measurements were accurate,
it would be expected that the coefficient of transmissibility determined every month would be the same. However, application of
irrigation water to the lands during the growing season results in
an unstable condition not only between the water table and the drain
but of the water table at the points of observation. The result is a
range of figures for the coefficient of transmissibility determined
every month. An average of the figures for 12 months, a full cycle,
is expected to approach the true magnitude of the coefficient of
transmissibility. The figures are given in the following table along
with the water-table gradients on each side of the drain and the
gain in flow of the drain between the 2 hole lines, which has been
converted to accretion per mile as the 2 hole lines are 6, 800 feet
apart. Also, as the southern auger hole line is not perpendicular
to the drain, the gradients on this line have been multiplied by
1.765 to convert the figures to a gradient perpendicular to the
drain. The elevations of the water level are in feet above the
3, 800-foot level of the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation datum. The
hole numbers indicate the distances of the auger holes from the
drain, in feet. The slope of the water table to the drain for several
months is given in figure 14. The magnitudes of the coefficient of
transmissibility obtained for each month ranged from 52, 500 to
116, 000 with an average of 76, 000 gpd per foot.
The U. S. Bureau of Reclamation at various times has made
studies of the drainage conditions in local areas. The studies included establishment of lines of auger holes across certain stretches
of the drains. These studies were made a number of years ago,
and not all the data are available. Measurements of water-table
elevations in holes as shown on water-table profiles across 6
drains were complete enough to be of some use in determining the
coefficient of transmissibilities. The location of some of the auger-
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Computation of coefficients of transmissibility determined from gain in flow of Park Drain and water-table gradients on 2 auger hole lines along Holt and
Seale roads across Park Drain, about 3 miles south of Mesilla Park
[Gradients on south line have been corrected by multiplying by 1. 765 to correct gradient perpendicular to drain]
Water-table gradient to drain and date of measurements
Holes west of the drain
Holes east of the drain
Holes
Holes
Holes
Holes
Accretion
Computed
N1783W
N358W
Gradient
N2817E
N557E
Gradient
Double
to drain
transverse
No. of
and
and
to
and
and
to
average
(cfs per mile)
coefficient of
compuS2916W
S441W
S2335E
S565E
drain
gradient
and
drain
transmissibility
tation
Date
date
(gpd per ft)
Elevation of
Elevation of
water table
water table
(feet above datum)
(feet above datum)
1947
1947
1
Feb.
14
15.86
14.83
0.00072
17.07
15.39
0.00075
Feb. 18
12.27
10.47
.00128
10.89
10.20
. 00069
0.00172
0.74
52,500
2
Mar. 14
15.68
14.75
. 00065
16.82
15.28
. 00069
11.95
10.35
.00114
10.61
10.10
.00051
. 00149
1.65
53.000
3
Apr.
11
17.11
15.36
.00123
17.69
16.18
.00067
Apr. 15
12.77
11.19
.00112
12.08
10.81
.00126
. 00214
2.04
116,000
4
May 23
17.63
15.73
. 00133
18.16
16.46
.00076
May 20
13.93
11.57
.00168
13.95
11.74
.00220
. 00299
1.96
80,000
5
June
19
17.92
15.84
. 00146
18.34
16.69
.00074
June 23
14.30
11.86
. 00174
14.71
12.07
. 00263
. 00328
1.66
61,800
6
Aug.
1
19.20
16.55
.00186
19.90
17.66
. 00100
July 28
15.48
12.50
.00212
14.60
12.53
. 00206
.00372
2.66
87,200
7
Sept. 12
18.86
16.43
.00171
19.47
16.39
.00138
Sept. 9
16.40
12.61
. 00270
13.92
12.19
.00173
. 00376
2.71
87,900
8
Oct. 24
17.72
15.89
.00128
18.67
16.73
. 00087
Oct. 23
114. 80
11.58
. 00230
12.25
11.18
.00107
.00276
1.89
83,600
9
Nov. 21
17.17
15.71
.00116
18.17
16.28
. 00084
Nov. 24
14.06
11.30
. 00197
12. 85(?)
10.96
. 00188
.00292
2.09
87,100
1948
Dec. 26
10
Jan.
2
16.57
15.28
.00091
17.53
15.85
.00075
1.10
13.07
10.89
.00155
11.38
,
10.64
. 00074
.00198
67,500
11
Feb.
13
16. 13(?)
15.03
.00077
17.09
15.58
.00067
Feb. 16
12.28
10.54
. 00124
10.85
10.28
.00057
.00162
0.77
58,000
CO
Average..........................................................»
75.900
1 Estimated.

CO
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hole lines along the drains was not given. Some profile shad only
a few holes, whereas others had as many as 18 across the drain
in question. The gain in flow of the drain was no-t given in any
case. To determine the water-table gradients the change in water
level in a distance on each side of a drain on each auger-hole line
was noted. All the gradients for the cross sections of a particular
drain were then averaged and doubled. The average gain in flow
of the drain through the section of the auger-hole lines was assumed to be equal to the average accretion of the drain as a whole
for the particular month. The coefficients of transmissibility so
obtained are of course subject to many errors but should show the
magnitudes to be expected.
By using water-table gradients obtained from 4 auger-hole lines
across the Rincon Drain, covering a distance of 4, 430 feet along
the drain, for an unknown month in 1926 and the mean accretion
per mile for the total length of the drain for 1926, a mean coefficient of transmissibility of 96, 000 gpd per foot was obtained. The
coefficient of transmissibility determined from using the month
having the minimum accretion to the drain was 64, 000 and that for
the month having the maximum accretion was 134, 000.
Water-table gradients were available for 18 auger-hole lines,
established in July 1930, that extended eastward from the drain to
the river along nearly the entire length of the Picacho Drain,
Gradients to the west of the drain were not given but as the drain
is mainly a riverside drain and probably receives most of its seepage from the river to the east, the gradients on the west side were
assumed as being 0. 4 of those on the east side. By using the average accretion per mile of the drain for its total length for July
1930, a coefficient of transmissibility of 77,000 gpd per foot was
obtained.
The average of water-table gradients for May and August 1927
was obtained on nine auger-hole lines extending on both sides of the
West Drain. By using the average accretion of the West Drain for
its total length, for the months May through August 1927, a coefficient of transmissibility of 135, 000 gpd per foot was obtained.
Water-table gradients for July 1930 were obtained for 9 augerhole lines across the lower portion of the Del Rio Drain near
Mesquite, 6 lines of which extended on both sides of the drain.
By using the average gain in flow of the Del Rio Drain for its full
length for July 1930, 2. 8 cfs per mile, a coefficient of transmissibility of 60, 000 gpd per foot was obtained.
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The total length of the Del Rio Drain includes about 11 miles of
the Park Drain, an interior drain. The average gain in flow of the
Park Drain is undoubtedly less than that of the Del Rio Drain,
which parallels the river. If it is assumed that the accretion of
the Park Drain is about the same as that of the MesillaDrain, also an interior drain, which for July 1930 was 0.8 cfs per mile,
then a correction of 9 cfs is to be subtracted from the flow of the
Del Rio Drain. The flow of the Del Rio Drain is then about 81 cfs
for 27 miles or a gain in flow of about 3. 0 cfs per mile. The coefficient of transmissibility, using this value of the accretion, is
64,000 gpd per foot, not essentially different from the 60,000
obtained above.
Water-table gradients were obtained for July 1930 for 7 augerhole lines along the Mesquite Drain extending west from the drain,
north of the town of Mesquite. Gradients east of the drain were
estimated and the average gain in flow per mile of the East Drain,
into which the Mesquite Drain empties, for the month of July 1930
was used. The coefficient of transmissibility so obtained was
47, 000 gpd per foot, which is not reliable because of the large
number of assumptions used.
Water-table gradients were obtained for July 1930 for 11 augerhole lines that extended west toward the river along the lower 2^
miles of the Anthony Drain. Gradients east of the drain were estimated and the average gain in flow of the drain for its full length
for the month of July 1930 was used. The value of the coefficient
of transmissibility obtained was about 54, 000 gpd per foot.
The coefficients of transmissibility obtained from the profiles
are given in the following table. Part of the variance in the coefficients is due to assuming that the water-table gradients obtained
were representative of the drain as a whole or that the average
accretion for the drain as a whole was equal to that through the
stretch covered by the auger-hole lines; in a few cases it is due to
estimation of the gradients on one side of the drain. As these
drains are in widely separated parts of the valleys, a range in
values of the coefficient of transmissibility is to be expected from
the nature of the sediments.
The coefficients of transmissibility obtained by correlation of
water-table gradients to several drains with accretion to the drains
are somewhat less than those obtained from the pumping tests. This
may be caused by the stratification of the sediments, which would
reduce the depth of the effect of the drains. Because the coefficient
of transmissibility is the product of the thickness of the aquifer and
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Coefficients of transmissibility determined front auger-hole profiles across various
drains in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys
Length of
Doub.le
Coefficient of
Drain
average
Accretion to drain transmissibility
drain
section
(cfs per mile)
(miles)l
gradient
(gpd per ft)
(miles)
6.5
0.8
0.0022
1.75
96,000
7.3
5.3
.0030
1.90
77,000
West..............
28.3
2
.0019
2.1
237.7
3
.0057
2.8
60,000
«22.8
2.5
.0031
31.2
47,000
7.9
2.5
.0025
1.1
54,000
........................................................................................... 78,000
Length at time of measurement of water-table profile.
Includes Park Drain, an interior drain,
3East and Mesquite Drains.
the permeability of the aquifer, the resulting value obtained from
the drains might be expected to be lower than that obtained from
wells. Also, the coefficient of transmissibility obtained from the
drains is a transverse transmissibility, across the valley, which
perhaps is less than the transmissibility along the valley.
It seems probable that the average coefficient of transmissibility
for the alluvial valley fill as a whole can be taken as 75,000 gpd
per foot. On the basis of the poor performance of wells on the
higher lands bordering the valley as compared with those in the
valley and pumping tests on wells in the Santa Fe formation in this
and other areas, it appears that the coefficient of transmissibility
of the higher lands bordering the valley is less than half that of the
alluvium in the valley and probably does not exceed 30,000.
SPECIFIC YIELD
The specific yield of an aquifer, defined on page 90, is a measure of the ability of the aquifer to release water to wells under the
action of gravity and is difficult to determine either in the field or
in the laboratory. Determination depends upon many factors that
cannot be readily evaluated. The percentage of water in an aquifer
that can be drained by gravity depends not upon the amount of pore
space but upon the size of the connecting pore spaces. Also, the
amount of water drained is dependent upon the length of time drainage takes place. In well-sorted sands the porosity is fairly large,
possibly approaching 50 percent, and a large percentage of the
available water would drain out, under the force of gravity, in a

135,000
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short time. However, it is problematical when complete drainage
would take place probably a matter of years. The longer drainage takes place, the greater the volume of water recovered from
a given volume of an aquifer. Owing to the effect of capillarity,
a lowering of the water table by a short period of pumping represents less extraction of water from the sediments than would
occur from an equal lowering of water level by a long period of
pumping.
In well-sorted gravels, which have a porosity about equal to
that of sand, the percentage of water draining out in a short time
would be larger than for sand. Clays in general have a high porosity but because of the small size of the grains and pores the capillary forces are large and the amount of water that will drain by
gravity may be negligible.
The alluvial fill of the Mesilla and Rincon Valleys is variable
and consists of mixtures of sand, gravel, silt, and sandy clay,
as well as some lenses of well-sorted gravel or sand. The specific
yield of such sediments also would be variable.
The specific yield of eight various sands tested by Hazen
(Meinzer, 1923, p. 54) ranged from 23 to 37 percent. The specific
yield for 36 samples from the fill of major stream valleys of San
Diego County, Calif., was estimated by Lee (Meinzer, 1923, p.
60) as between 33 to 37 percent by volume, with a practical value
of between 20 and 25 percent.
Probably a specific yield of about 25 percent would bean average
for the valley fill as a whole in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys.
GROUND-WATER DEVELOPMENT
PREVIOUS DEVELOPMENT
Pumping of ground water from wells for irrigation in the Mesilla
Valley is not new but, as indicated by Follett, was practiced as
long ago as about 1896 by a man named Schiller, who irrigated
about 800 acres that had been formerly served by the Dona Ana
ditch (National Resources Committee, 1938, v. 1, p. 312).
The variable nature of the flow of the Rio Grande in the years
prior to construction of Elephant Butte Dam caused much crop
loss and induced a number of farmers to. ins tall irrigation wells in
order to have a dependable water supply. Slichter (1905, p. 5173) gave data on 10 irrigation wells in 1904 in the vicinity of Las
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Cruces and Mesilla Park and 3 near Berino. The construction of
the wells and the pumping equipment ranged from poor to good.
All pumps but 1 were of the horizontal centrifugal type, set in open
pits about at the water level. The diameters of the wells ranged
from 5 5/8 inches to 12 inches, only 2 being more than 10 inches,
The wells ranged from 48 to 75 feet in depth and had from 8 to 18
feet of strainer in the bottoms. The measured discharge of the
wells ranged from 131 to 1,000 gpm with specific capacities of
about 6 to 88 gpm per foot of drawdown. The first irrigation wells
were the 2 of the Agricultural College at Mesilla Park (Slichter,
1905, p. 22). These 2 wells were each 48 feet in depth, of good
construction, and equipped with good motors and pumps. The 6inch well produced 800 gpm and the 12-inch well 1,000 gpm, the
latter with a specific capacity of 88 gpm per foot of drawdown.
Lee (1907, p. 41-47) gave data on additional wells in the Mesilla
Valley. Nine of these wells, ranging in depth from 51 to 197 feet,
were of moderate to large capacity and discharged from 130 to
1,500 gpm.
A 12-inch well of the Agricultural College located on the Horticultural farm near Mesilla Park was drilled in 1905 to 62 feet and an
18 foot strainer was placed in the bottom. The pump discharged
1,000 gallons a minute. This well eventually filled with sand and
was replaced by a new well, Horticulture well 2, about 75 feet to
the southwest. This newer well was not successful as the maximum
discharge was only about 250 gpm. In 1935 another well, Horticulture well 3, was drilled about 2 feet from the original location
of Horticulture well 1. Well 3 was successful and discharged about
1,100 gpm (New Mexico Agr. Exper. Sta. 1934-35, p. 53-38).
However, this well also gradually filled with sand until by November
1946 the sustained discharge was only about 250 gpm.
The 6-inch well of the Agricultural College, described above,
known as Irrigation Department Well 1, was replaced about 1915
by a new well, Irrigation Department Well 2, about 40 feet west of
well 1. Well 2, 12 inches in diameter below the pit and only 43
feet deep, discharged 1,400 gpm. Well 2 also filled with sand and
was in turn replaced in 1935 by Irrigation Department Well 3,
about 35 feet north of well 1. Well 3 initially was a poor well but
after about 2 weeks of development of the well its discharge increased to a maximum of 1,625 gpm. This well is still in use at
the present time, and a pumping test of it is described in another
section of this report.
An irrigation well of the old Shalam Colony is described by Lee
(1907, p. 45). This well consisted of a circular pit 18 feet in
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diameter to a depth of 30 feet, with the sides and bottom cemented.
Five wells were drilled in the bottom of the pit, of which 3 were
6 inches in diameter and drilled to a depth of 90 feet, 1 was 12
inches in diameter, drilled to 90 feet, and the other was 6 inches
in diameter, drilled to 197 feet. The pump discharged 1, 500 gpm
with a drawdown in the pit of 18 feet. This well, now owned by
Rudolf Garcia, is still in existence. In November 1947 a turbine
pump was installed and reportedly pumped 1,000 gpm with a drawdown of 16 feet. The well is in the northwest corner of the NE^/4
sec. 21, T. 22 S., R. IE., about 400 feet west of U. S. Highway
85.
A well, known as the Mesa Pumping Plant, was drilled about
1908 at the Agricultural College, on the low bench on the east side
of the river. A concrete-lined circular pit was dug to water at 70
feet and a 12-inch hole sunk an additional 31 feet, which penetrated
fine gravel for 12 feet and below this very fine sand. A 20-foot
strainer was inserted into the bottom of the well. The discharge
of the well was 354 gpm with an estimated specific capacity of
about 16 gpm per foot of drawdown, as computed from the water
horsepower reported (Fleming and Stoneking, 1909, p. 31. 32).
This well is still in existence and because of its relatively poor
water, as compared to that from the newer college wells, is used
primarily for filling the swimming pool at the college.
Many of these older wells were of small capacity. However, the
type of pumps and motors, the comparatively shallow depths, and
the small length of strainer in many of the wells suggest that the
small discharges were due principally to the well construction and
equipment rather than to formations with low permeability. Many
of the wells when pumped tended to fill with running sand.
PRESENT DEVELOPMENT
DOMESTIC SUPPLIES
The principal use of ground water in the Rincon and Mesilla
Valleys at the present is for domestic purposes. The entire
population of the area depends upon ground water for domestic
supply, nearly all of which is obtained from wells drilled in the
valley fill.
The city of Las Cruces obtains water for the municipal supply
from 6 wells drilled upon the edge of the mesa east of the city. The
production of these wells, when pumped individually, ranges from
about 200 to about 300 gpm per well. All 6 wells are located close
to a 2,885,000-gallon reservoir. Because of the close spacing of
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the wells, which results in mutual interference of the pumping
effects, the total output with all 6 pumps operating is estimated
to be not more than 1,200 gpm or 1,728,000 gpd. Before the
addition of the last 2 wells in 1947, the consumption of water during
the summer was such that the 4 wells were operated continuously
during the day and 3 during the night. The maximum daily consumption in 1946 and 1947 is therefore estimated to have been
about 1, 000, 000 gallons, and the annual pumpage about 300, 000, 000
gallons.
The village of Hatch obtains its water supply from a group of
springs about 8 miles southwest of the town, in Spring Canyon
Arroyo. The town has a well, for emergency use, drilled near the
river levee. The maximum water consumption of the town is reported to be about 45, 000 gallons a day, with an average of about
500, 000 gallons a month.
Mesilla Park is furnished water by a privately-owned system
consisting of 4 wells. The daily consumption is estimated by
Mr. Archer, the owner, as about 10,000 gallons.
The New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at
State College, east of Mesilla Park, obtains its water supply from
two wells drilled at the college above the level of the valley floor.
Another well is used for emergencies and for filling the swimming
pool. Anew well for domestic use, drilled in 1947, is not at present
equipped with a pump.
Residents of Rincon are furnished water by the Santa Fe Railway,
obtained from a well drilled on the south side of Rincon Arroyo,
about 3 miles northeast of Rincon. The discharge of the well is
estimated as 170 gpm on the basis of the rate of filling of the water
tank at Rincon. The daily use of water is about 67,000 gallons by
the railroad and about 5, 000 gallons by the town.
Residents of the valleys not served by one of the above domesticsupply systems generally obtain their domestic water from individual wells at their homes. These private wells range from shallow
dug or driven wells equipped with buckets or pitcher pumps to
jetted wells more than 300 feet in depth. Most of the jetted wells
have casing 3 inches in diameter, with no perforations and draw
their water from the lower end of the casing, which usually is set
at the top of a gravel or coarse sand deposit immediately below a
clay lens. The deeper wells generally have been drilled to seek
water of a better quality than that near the surface. Some wells
that were intended to be drilled to only shallow depths for good
water were reportedly drilled deeper before a coarse sand or
gravel deposit was encountered below a suitable clay lens. If
wells of this type end in fine sand, the sand may partly fill the
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casing when the well is pumped, resulting in reduced yield. Many
of the domestic wells are equipped with small automatic pressure
pumps.
IRRIGATION SUPPLIES
Development of irrigation wells was quite rapid in 1947 and 1948
as a result of the anticipated shortage of surface water. At the
end of 1946 about 11 irrigation wells were in operation in the Rincon
and Mesilla Valleys, 5 of which had been in operation for a number
of years. By the end of 1947 about 45 additional wells has been
drilled for irrigation and other wells were in the process of being
drilled. However, not all the new wells were equipped with pumps
and a few, undoubtedly, will prove unsuccessful. About 70 wells
drilled in the Mesilla and Rincon Valleys by February 1948 apparently had or would have sufficient water for irrigation.
Twelve of the irrigation wells drilled and equipped with pumps
by the end of 1947 are on the side slopes of the valleys, above the
level of the valley floor and present canal system. Eleven of these
wells of which 9 were drilled in 1946 and 1947, are in the Rincon
Valley, and the other 2 are in Mesilla Valley.
Owing to the anticipated shortage of surface water in 1948, normal
winter releases of surface water were suspended from the end of
the growing season in 1947 to the beginning of the growing season
in 1948. No surface water was to be delivered in 1948 to lands
classified as suspended, and only 2 acre-feet per acre was to be
allowed initially on the classified lands. Because of these waterconservation measures, many irrigation wells were drilled to
serve tracts of land devoted to truck crops that require winter
irrigation and to tracts classified as suspended. However, irrigation wells have been drilled also on SCC classified lands (p. 18)
as a crop-insurance measure in the event of a shortage of surface
water.
PERFORMANCE OF EXISTING WELLS
The discharge of a well, other things being equal, is dependent
upon the size and condition of the pump and its speed, which in
turn is dependent upon the amount of power available. A pump discharging only a few gallons a minute does not in itself indicate
whether the well is a poor well or a good well. In order to make a
comparison between wells the specific capacities are usually given,
expressed in gallons a minute per foot of drawdown. For a particular well this value is generally regarded as nearly constant for
reasonable values of drawdown. For cased wells the specific
317E67 O - 55 - 8
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capacity depends to some extent upon the perforations in the casing.
If they become plugged or are insufficient in total area a low specific
capacity may be indicated even though the aquifer is highly
permeable.
The ultimate yield of and drawdown of water level in most of the
wells can be inferred from the hydrologic characteristics of the
aquifer, the coefficient of transmissibility, and the specific yield.
Based on results of pumping tests and correlation of drain flow
with ground-water gradients, the average coefficient of transmissibility for the Rinconand Mesilla Valleys is estimated to be 75, 000
gpd per foot. In other areas of New Mexico where irrigation from
wells is done successfully the average coefficient of transmissibility
ranges from about 50,000 to about 100,000. In addition to the
favorable coefficient of transmissibility, the water is quite shallow
under the valley floor of the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys as compared with depths to water of 30 to more than 100 feet in other
areas in New Mexico where ground water is pumped.
Reliable information on some of the present irrigation wells in
the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys is lacking, particularly of those
that had not been equipped with pumps by the time field work on
this investigation had ended. Of 9 wells in the Rincon Valley floor
equipped with pumps, the discharges, either measured or reported,
range from 250 to 1,000 gpm. The specific capacities of 5 of the
wells range from 57 to 96 and average about 70 gpm per foot of
drawdown, values which indicate good irrigation wells.
In addition to the irrigation wells in the valley floor in the Rincon
Valley, about 15 wells have been drilled on the alluvial fans of the
arroyos west of the valley, 12 of which are equipped with pumps.
The discharges of 11 of these wells, either measured or reported,
range from 250 to 850 gpm and the specific capacities of 10 of them
range from 11 to 100 and average about 50 gpm per foot of drawdown.
Two wells above the valley floor in the Rincon Valley, drilled
by Mr. Osborn for irrigation, were unsuccessful. Well 16. 5. 25.
341, in the alluvial fan of Percha Creek, produced only about 125
gpm with a drawdown almost to the bottom of the well. Well
17. 5. 10.442, on top of the bluff of the Santa Fe formation overlooking Montoya Arroyo, obtained only a small quantity of water,
which was under sufficient pressure to rise to about 30 feet above
the adjacent arroyo bed.
In the Mesilla Valley, by the end of 1947, there were about 24
irrigation wells on the valley floor and 2 on the alluvial slopes
above the valley floor that were equipped with pumps. Also completed were 4 wells on the valley floor and 3 above the valley
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floor that were drilled for irrigation but not equipped with pumps.
In addition, there were other wells in the process of being drilled.
Only 4 of these 33 wells were in existence prior to 1947, and 1 of
the new wells, on the horticultural farm of the State College, is a
replacement of a previous irrigation Well.
As most of the irrigation wells in the Mesilla Valley are quite
recent, their performance characteristics are not generally known.
This is especially true of the drawdown of the water level when the
wells are being pumped. The reported discharge from 16 of the
wells on the valley floor range from about 600 to more than 2, 000
gpm, with reported specific capacities for 8 of the wells ranging
from less than 20 to about 60 gpm per foot of drawdown. The discharge measured for 2 wells were 1,100 and 1,270 gpm, with
specific capacities of about 25 and 97.
As tractors furnish power for many of the wells at the present
time, it is probable that the pumps are not being operated at
capacity. Continued use of the wells generally results in an increase,d capacity as the fine sand from the formation around the
well is removed. Running sand tends to fill the wells and causes
the ground surface to cave. In order to keep the sand from filling
the wells, constant pumping of the wells during development should
be continued as long as the water contains sand. In addition to this
trouble with sand, the inadequate perforations in some wells become plugged with fine gravel and sand.
The T. L. Simpson irrigation well furnishes an example of the
effect of sand running into a well and of inadequate or clogged perforations. The well was drilled to a depth of 80 feet and the lower
20 feet of the casing was perforated with a Mill's knife. Large
gravel was penetrated from 55 to 80 feet. Initially the pump discharged a maximum of about 800 gpm when the water level was
drawn to the bottom of the pump suction pipe at about 60 feet. After
cleaning out 10 feet of sand and gravel that had come into the well
and reperforating the casing, the discharge of the pump was increased to 1,200 gpm with a smaller drawdown.
In order to reduce caving of the ground surf ace around the well,
many wells are not drilled larger in diameter than the casing.
The annular space between the hole and the casing is then filled
with gravel, which fills the cavity that is formed by removal of the
sand when the well is pumped. So far as the long-term yield of
the well is concerned, gravel packing does not increase the discharge of the well. The ultimate production of a well is dependent
upon the permeability of the formation surrounding the well at a
distance and cannot be changed by the addition of the gravel.
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Packing together of the gravel and sand and filling of the perforations by the mixed gravel and sand may cause the permeability
around the well to be lower than that of the sand alone and may
actually decrease the discharge of the well at a given drawdown.
Wells that can be developed by removal of the sand without caving
of the ground surface and without the gravel will be as productive,
if not more so, than if gravel is used. If a large amount of gravel
is used, if the perforations of the casing remain open, and if the
porosity of the gravel is not reduced by the sand, the gravel serves
to enlarge the effective diameter of the well, decreasing friction
and consequently increasing its specific capacity. Gravel of a
single size has a high porosity and is to be preferred to gravel of
mixed sizes, which packs -tighter and results in a lower porosity.
Performances of the present irrigation wells indicate that successful wells can be obtained nearly everywhere on the valley
floor of the Rinconand Mesilla Valleys, provided that proper drilling and development methods are used to care for the large amounts
of fine running sand. Reports of drillers suggest that more fine
sand may be found in the lower part of the Mesilla Valley than in
the remainder of the valley. Wells in the Selden Canyon area of
the Rincon Valley and in the extreme upper part of the Mesilla
Valley will be near mountain masses which delimit the sediments
supplying water to the wells and result in comparatively large
drawdowns after a period of time.
Irrigation wells on the alluvial slopes above the valley floor
generally will be successful, although the capacity of most such
wells will be smaller than that of wells in the Quaternary alluvial
fill of the valley. Some attempts to obtain wells on the alluvial
slopes will fail because of the local predominance of clay and fine
sand mixed. Some difference is to be expected in the permeability
of the undisturbed Santa Fe formation that forms the bluff along the
valley and of the alluvial fans, slopes, and arroyo deposits formed
from the erosion of the Santa Fe formation. However, no definite
difference in the yield of wells drilled in these deposits has been
noticed, good and poor wells having been completed in both the undisturbed and the reworked deposits.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
The extent to which irrigation from wells will be practiced in
the future is dependent in large measure on whether surfacewater supplies for the project lands continue to be insufficient.
It is also dependent on whether farm prices conductive to development of new lands continue in effect. The present average farm
cash return is at an all-time high, with indications that favorable
conditions will continue for some time.
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Even if sufficient surface water becomes available for the project lands, including those classified as suspended, the incentive
for development of irrigation wells on high lands bordering the
valley will remain. The initial cost of such land is comparatively
small and its economic development probably can compete favorably with that of the project lands.
The acreage of land that can be irrigated by surface water in the
Rincon and Mesilla Valleys has reached the maximum possible,
being limited primarily by the amount of water available. In general
less than one-third of the suspended land has been given water each
year. It is supposed that in a dry year this part of the suspended
land, about 4, 600 acres in 1946, would not be allowed to have water.
Therefore in such a dry year, when even land having a full water
right might not have a full supply of water, there would be a tendency for farmers who have large tracts of suspended land to install pumps. This might also occur where an acreage of suspended
land is being farmed in conjunction with land having a water right.
A small tract of suspended land probably would not be irrigated in
a dry year as in general it would not be economically feasible to
install an irrigation well and pump on a tract of less than 20 acres.
If there happened to be a few such small tracts adjoining each other
it is possible that the owners might put down a cooperative well.
In 1946 there were 135 tracts of 20 acres or more of suspended
land of all classifications in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys, including the Texas portion of Mesilla Valley, with a total area of
5, 822 acres, as given in the following table. This might be an
indication of the maximum area of suspended land upon which wells
would be drilled for irrigation. This area of 5, 822 acres is slightly
more than the 4, 606 acres of suspended land reportedly irrigated
with surface water in 1946, although not necessarily comprising
the same tracts of land. The suspended land irrigated in 1946 was
mainly land classified as seeped (waterlogged).
In addition to suspended land in the valleys that might be irrigated
with ground water, a large part of which is now irrigated by surface water, new land susceptible to ground-water irrigation is
available that is not now being farmed. This additional land is not
now being farmed. This additional land is not within the area served
by canals and some of it is located outside the boundaries of the
Elephant Butte Irrigation District. The results of a reconnaissance
survey by G. R. Chenot include the estimated maximum acreages
of land that might be susceptible to irrigation by water from wells.

Tracts (20 acres or more) of land classified as suspended and irrigated suspended land in Rincon and Mesilla Valleys (including Texas portion), W46
[From records of U. S. Bureau of Reclamation]
Classification
High
Sandy
Overflow
Seeped
Poor soil
Rough
Isolated
Total
Suspended
land,
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
irrigated
of
Acres
of
Acres
of
Acres
of
Acres
of
Acres
of
Acres
of
Acres
of
Acres
tracts
tracts
tracts
tracts
tracts
tracts
tracts
tracts
(acres)
Rincon Valley....
1
91
2
61
13
743
14
925
1
24
3
77
14
620
48
Mesilla Valley...
2
83
6
214
12
379
48
1,914
13
436
3
92
3
163
87
3
174
8
275
25 1,122
62
2,839
14
460
6
169
17
783
135
5,822
4,606

2,541
3,281

1,834
2,772
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The acreages, given in the following table, have been divided into
areas inside and outside the boundary of the Elephant Butte Irrigation District.
Estimated acreage of new land inside and outside the boundaries of the Elephant Dutte
Irrigation District that might be susceptible to irrigation by ground water
Inside
Outside
Total
(acres)
(acres)
(acres)
900
4,700
5.600
Mesilla Valley (N. Mex. )....................
2,000
4,700
6,700
Mesilla Valley (Tex. ).........................
900
900
Total..........................................
2,900
10,300
13,200
The area in the Rincon Valley susceptible to ground-water irrigation was determined by sketching, in the field, the lands that
were fairly smooth, not cut by large arroyos, not too rocky, and
with gentle slopes. The valley sheets of the Bureau of Reclamation,
to the scale of 1 inch to 2, 000 feet, were used as a base for sketching. None of these lands were on the higher mesa land; practically
all were in arroyo deposits.
The area of land in the Mesilla Valley susceptible to groundwater irrigation was sketched upon the standard U. S. Geological
Survey topographic maps, which had a scale of 1:62, 500, about 1
inch to the mile, with a contour interval of 25 feet. The lands were
limited to those having an altitude of not more than 100 feet above
the river. Lands included were those with gentle slopes that were
fairly smooth, not too rocky, and not cut by large arroyos. Most
of the favorable land was located on the east side of the river on
the low benches and below the upper mesa surface.
These acreages of land suitable for ground-water irrigation are
gross or maximum figures and would be reduced by the areas
needed for roads and other improvements, areas having land not
suitable for farming, and areas in which successful wells could
not be obtained. Some areas of rough lands or lands having a large
slope probably could be leveled and terraced with the large earthmoving machinery now available.
It seems probable that about 15, 000 acres of suspended and new
land might eventually be irrigated with ground water, provided
that conditions remain favorable for such development. If. such
development occurred, the minimum amount of water consumed
annually on these lands would be about 38, 000 acre-feet, on the
basis of 2. 5 acre-feet per acre. As a large part of these lands is
on the higher ground along the edges of the valley, only a part of
this water at the outset would be diverted from the drains or the
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river. However, as all the ground water in the valleys and mesas
is connected with and contributes to the flow of the drains, any
pumping must eventually mean a decrease in drain flow, in the
long run equal to the amount that had been pumped, less any return
of irrigation water and any small amount saved by reduction of
evapotranspiration losses.
PUMPING OF GROUND WATER
GENERAL CONDITIONS
Pumping a well re suits at first in lowering the water level in the
well and in the aquifer immediately surrounding the well, forming
the so-called cone of depression in the water table. The rate of
lowering of the water level is initially rapid but gradually slackens
as time goes on. The drawdown at any particular time is dependent
upon the rate and length of pumping and the hydrologic characteristics of the aquifer. In time, lowering of the water level occurs
at greater and greater distances from the pumped well, the area
affected continually expanding but at a diminishing rate. Stability
of the cone of depression is not attained, until an area of rejected
recharge or an area of ground-water discharge is reached.
In many localities, areas of rejected recharge and ground-water
discharge either do not exist or are at such great distances that
water pumped must betaken from storage for years, with a consequent continual lowering of the water table. All water pumped from
wells is balanced by a loss of water somewhere in the groundwater system, commonly from the amount stored underground or
from the amount seeping out of the aquifer; often in humid regions,
but less commonly in arid regions, the ground-water pumpage is
compensated for by a reduction in the discharge to streams in recharge areas (rejected recharge) that occurs because the aquifer
is full.
Areas of ground-water discharge in the Rincon and Mesilla
Valleys are the drainage ditches, where lowering of the water
table would result in a decrease in the accretion of the drains, and
the relatively small areas of waterlogged (seeped) land where a
lowering of the water table would decrease the evaporation and
transpiration of the ground water. Also, in sections of the river
where the river level is below the level of the ground water, a
lowering of the water table would result in a decrease of the accretion to the river, such as would occur with a drain.
Areas of rejected recharge are sections of the river where the
water level in the river is above and in direct contact with the
ground water. A lowering of the water table in such areas would
induce a larger amount of water to seep from the river.
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The increased seepage from the river to the aquifer and the decreased drain,flow and return seepage to the river that would result from the pumping would not make more water available to the
project as a whole but, instead, would divert to the pumps water
that would otherwise be available as surface supply lower down
the valley. However, any water saved by pumping that is now lost
by evapotranspiration in the waterlogged areas would result in an
actual increase in water supply for beneficial use in the project.
Unfortunately, the amount of water saved from transpiration would
be small, as only 5,135 acres within the boundaries of the Elephant
Butte Irrigation District in the Rinconand Mesilla Valleys in 1946
was classified as seeped. Part of this seeped land is already
farmed, and part of it is in areas distant from likely sites for wells,
or near the river or outlets of the drains, where a substantial
lowering of the water table would be unlikely. Transpiration by
plants in rights-of-way along the banks of canals, laterals, drains,
or the river could not be reduced significantly by a lowering of the
water table.
Additional suspended land classified as rough, sandhill, alkali,
poor-soil, isolated, and overflow totaling 5, 483 acres may have
sufficient native vegetation transpiring water, so that a lowering
of the water table would save water. However, of the 10,985 acres
of land classified as suspended, 4, 606 acres (mainly that classified as seeped), was farmed in 1946.
An indication as to the area of land from which water is transpired to such an extent that some might be saved by a lowering of
the water table can be gained from the tables on pages 19 and 20.
Areas in which a lowering of the water table would not result in a
reduction of transpiration, such as rights-of-way, cities, and
irrigated land, or areas in which a lowering of the water table is
not possible, such as the river bed between levees and river and
canal surfaces, are listed in the following classification. The area
for cities had been increased from 1,633 acres, shown for 1936,
to an estimated 2, 000 acres to take into account the growth of the
residential areas.
Classification of type oi area
Acres
Acres
Cities (1947 estimate).....................................,
2,000
Irrigated (1947)........ ......................................
101,700
Rights-of-way (1947)......................................
8,300
6,700
River bed, between levees (1947)......................
11,200
Total classified area...................................
............. 8,400
.............138,300

129 900
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The differe nee between the total valley area and the areas named,
that is,8, 400 acres, is presumably the maximum area under which
a lowering of the water table might effect a reduction in transpiration losses, provided that this area had native vegetation
dependent upon shallow ground water. There may be some duplication in the areas of "river and canal surfaces" and "river bed
between levees," but as some additional right-of-way areas have
not been determined the inconsistencies may be balanced. As not
all the area of 8, 400 acres would be located where the effects of
pumping would be appreciable and as not. all the transpiration from
favorably located areas could be stopped, probably a few thousand
acre-feet of ground water in the areas of transpiration could be
salvaged by lowering the water table.
The effect of continuous pumping upon the water table is shown
in the vicinity of Las Cruces by the displacement of the watertable contours around the city wells, the college wells, and to
some extent around the Country Club well. (See pi. 1.) These wells
are located on the higher lands east of the valley, in T. 23 S., R.
2 E. The Country Club well is the southeasternmost well shown
in sec. 6, the 6 city wells are in a small group in sees. 8 and 17,
and the 2 used college wells plus 2 unused new wells are in a small
cluster in sec. 29. The cone of depression shown by the contours
of the water table around the city wells is quite apparent and indicates a lowering of the water table of at least 10 feet and possibly
as much as 15 feet from the probable original level given by projected contours of the water table over the area affected. Small
cones of depression are indicated around the Country Club and
college wells, with a lowering of the water table of possibly 5 feet.
EFFECT OF PUMPING UPON FLOW OF DRAINS
The effect of pumping a well upon the flow of a drain or a river
that is in direct connection with the water table can be evaluated
theoretically with the aid of the following formula developed by
Theis (1941, p. 736).
'ir/2
in which
P= percentage of the pumped water taken from a river or a drain.
a = distance from well to river or drain, in feet.
S = specific yield.
T = coefficient of transmissibility.
t =time since well began pumping, in days.
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In the development of this equation a number of simplifying
assumptions were made. The aquifer is considered to be homogeneous and isotropic. The coefficient of transmissibility of the
aquifer is considered constant, which for thick alluvial aquifers
may be approximately true. The course of the river or drain is
idealized as a straight line. The ground water is assumed to be in
free communication with the stream or drain; that is, the stream
bed is not so heavily silted as to offer appreciably more resistance
to the movement of ground water than would normally occur in the
aquifer. This assumption may not be true for certain sections of
a river but would be true in the case of open drains. It is also
assumed that the stream or drain maintains a flow past the pumped
area and that the level of the water in the stream or drain is not
changed significantly because of the pumping.
It can be shown from the equation (Theis, 1941, p. 736) that
more than half the effect upon the stream or drain resulting from
the pumping of a well occurs between a point upstream from the
well at a distance equal to that of the well from the stream and a
point downstream the same distance. At greater distances up or
down the stream or drain the effects of the pump rapidly diminish.
Therefore, if the stream or drain retains an approximately straight
line past the pump for distances of more than twice that of the
pump from the stream or drain, the equation will give usable
results.
The results will be affected significantly if the lowering of the
water level from pumping reduces the amount of transpiration
from the aquifer or if the effects of the pumping reach the limits
of the aquifer. This last condition will occur in the Rincon Valley
from Hatch northward, where the valley is flanked on the east by
the Caballo Mountains, and in the Selden Canyon area where the
aquifer is shallow and .is flanked on the east and west by mountain
masses of the Sierra de las Uvas. The Mesilla Valley is flanked,
in general, by sediments having a lower coefficient of transmissibility than that of the valley deposits. When the effect of the pumping
reaches the limits of an aquifer or reaches an aquifer where the
coefficient of transmissibility is less than in the aquifer being
pumped, the rate of decline of the water level caused by the pumping
will increase.
The theoretical effect of a pumping well upon the flow of the
river or a, drain in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys is shown on
figure 15, which has been computed from the formula by using the
average coefficient of transmissibility of 75,000 and a specific
yield of 25 percent for the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys. The percentage of the pumped water diverted by a single well from the flow
of a stream or drain is obtained from the graph by the value of the
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sloping line determined by the intersection of a horizontal line at
the distance of the well from the stream or a drain and a vertical
line at the time since pumping started. The residual effect of a
pumped well after pumping stops can be determined by the difference in effect caused by a well pumping continuously from the time
of start to the time in question and a recharge well pumping from
the time of actual stop to the time in question.
This diagram shows that if a well in the Rincon or Mesilla Valleys
were located a quarter of a mile from a drain the flow of the drain
would be reduced after 3 months of continuous pumping by 63 percent of the pumping rate, after 6 months by 73 percent of the
pumping rate, and after 1 year by 81 percent of the pumping rate.
After 6 months of continuous pumping the flow of a drain would be
reduced by 88 percent of the pumping rate for a well located an
eighth of a mile from the drain, 73 percent for a well located a
quarter of a mile from the drain, 50 percent by a well located half
a mile from a drain, and 18 percent by a well located 1 mile from
a drain. Within 12 days 50 percent of the water pumped by a well
located an eighth of a mile from a drain would be diverted from the
drain/but it would take about 2 years for a well located 1 mile
from a drain to have the same effect. If a well located a quarter
of a mile from a drain were pumped for 6 months and then stopped,
the drain would still be losing water 1 year after the start of
pumping, or its accretion would be reduced, at 8 percent of the
pumping rate.
As evident from the formula and the graph, if the distance from
the well to a drain is doubled the time necessary for the same
effect upon the drain is four times as long; that is, for the same
effect, the time varies as the square of the distance.
The effect of pumping upon the flow of a stream or a drain, in
which the water is in free communication with the ground water,
will be evidenced initially either by a decrease in the accretion of
ground water by a gaining stream or drain, or by an increase in
the rate of loss of water from a losing stream or drain. With
continued pumping, in the case of a gaining drain or stream, the
gradient of the water table would be reversed and the drain or
stream would lose water in the section affected and finally in either
case, if the pumping rate were great enough, the stream or drain
would be dried in that section.
In order to dry the drains, the pumping effect per mile of drain
must be at least equal to the accretion of the drain per mile. The
average drainflow accretion under the present conditions of an
average surface supply of water is about 0. 8 cfs per mile in the
late winter months, increasing to almost 2 cfs per mile in the late
summer, with a maximum range from about 0. 5 to 2. 5 cfs per.
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mile based upon the total lengths of the drains. Certain stretches
will probably show greater or less accretion than this. Wells
placed a quarter of a mile from a drain at 1-mile intervals, each
pumping continuously at the rate of 3 cfs, theoretically would dry
a drain in the summer under the present conditions of drain flow
after about 4 months of pumping. In a year with less than the
average supply of surface water, the flow of the drains would be
less than normal and the amount of pumping required to dry the
drains would be less.
The theoretical effect of the pumping of a well upon the flow of
a drain is possibly somewhat greater than would actually occur at
any particular time because of clay layers that extend under the
drains, which might introduce a lag in the effects of pumping from
wells that extend below the clay layers.
If a well were located between drains or between a drain and the
river, the total depletion of their flow after any given period of
pumping from the well would be greater than if only one drain were
involved. As the ultimate effect is the same, locating a well between
drains only speeds up the effect of the pumping. This accelerated
effect of the pumping probably would offset the possible lag caused
by the stratification of the aquifer.
The maximum practical distance that a well can be located from
a drain or the river in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys is about a
mile because of the narrowness of the valleys and the numerous
drains. At the northern end of the Rincon Valley in the vicinity of
Arrey, where there are no drains, a well on the valley floor could
be as far as a mile from the river. Also, near Salem the maximum
distance from a drain that a well on the valley floor could be located
is about a mile. In the remainder of the Rincon Valley the maximum
distance from either the river or a drain is less than a mile, in
general being closer to half a mile, and fora large number of wells
the average distance probably would be between a quarter and half
a mile. In some areas it would be necessary to locate a well near
a canal in order to be at a maximum distance from the river or a
drain.
In the Mesilla Valley, where drains are more numerous than in
the Rincon Valley, practically the only area where wells on the
valley floor could be more than a mile from the river or a drain is
in Las Cruces. The maze of drains in the rest of the valley precludes locating a well much more than half a mile from the river
or a drain and then the well might be near a canal. Also, in most
of the valley a well'would be situated between two drains or a drain
and the river, which would increase the total effect of pumping at
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any particular time over that upon one drain. For a number of
wells the average distance to the river or a drain probably would
be between a quarter and half a mile, and many of the wells would
be between two drains or between a drain and the river.
As the flow of the drains is derived principally from return
seepage from irrigated lands and from canals and as interception
of this seepage by a well results in a decrease in flow of the drains
such interception does not reduce the ultimate effect of the pumping
upon the flow of the drain.
SUPPLEMENTAL PUMPING OF GROUND WATER IN A DROUGHT PERIOD
Under the present conditions in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys
the surface and ground waters are in approximate equilibrium.
The surface water is diverted throughout the year to the canals
and irrigated land and a certain percentage that is not lost by
evaporation and transpiration seeps underground and returns to
the river directly or by drain flow for reuse in the next lower
irrigation division. The drain flow, as stated before, is composed
almost entirely of return diversions and seepage of river water
but it contains a small amount of ground-water flow from the side
mesas. The drain flow is not waste water insofar as the next lower
irrigation unit is concerned but instead is counted upon as a part
of the water supply of the project. Thus, no water is wasted in
the project except by transpiration and evaporation the total
amount of which is increased if water is used carelessly and for
the small quantity that bypasses the lower unit, especially during
the winter.
Pumping of ground water for supplemental use does not represent
an additional supply or new source of water but rather a change in
in method, time and place of diversion of available supplies.
The pumping effect of one well upon a drain has been discussed
in another paragraph. The remaining water pumped that is not
diverted from the drains or the river or saved from evapotranspiration at any particular time is taken from storage. As seen
from the graph, figure 15, the percentage of water taken from
storage in the case of a single well pumping for 6 months at a
distance of a quarter of a mile from a drain is only about 27 percent. Thus on a short-term basis of 1 year, only about a quarter
of the water pumped is taken from storage and represents water
not otherwise available during that year.
Thus, on a year-to-year basis, the net gain of water to the
district is that quantity of water pumped in excess of the decrease
in normal drain flow caused by the pumping. This net gain of water
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is water taken mainly from storage, that is, borrowed from the
ground-water supply. This borrowed water must be replaced in
future years if the flow of the drains is to return to normal.
If in future years no excess surface water is available to the
project to raise the ground-water level to the nonpumping stage,
then pumping must be continued, even in a year of normal water
supply, unless the pumped water is used more efficiently than
surface water, in which case the total amount needed would be
less and the debt to ground-water storage could gradually be
reduced.
The economy of a supplemental pumping project in the Elephant
Butte Irrigation District depends upon the quantity of water that
must be pumped. This in-turn depends upon how the gravity water
in the Rio Grande project is distributed to the various valleys,
what economies could be effected in its distribution, and what
salvage of water would occur by reason of the lowered water table
in a dry year. The distribution Of surface water might be in proportion to the average diversions, or to the average river depletions. It might be assumed that pumping would be done in the El
Paso district also, which would save some water that would otherwise drain from the land, and thus provide more water for the
project; or it might be assumed that the El Paso district would not
install pumps also, in which case the Elephant Butte district might
be regarded as having an obligation not to interfere with the deliveries of water to the lower district. Some water would be saved
from evaporation by drying of the drains and by lowering of the
water table in waterlogged areas.
For the purpose of this study it is assumed that direct canal
waste would be largely eliminated throughout the project and that
the Elephant Butte district has no obligation to the lower district
to continue this direct loss. It is assumed also that an obligation
does exist to continue to deliver the average proportionate drain
flow, which is taken to be 40 percent of the gross diversions.
As stated on page 52, in a hypothetical year in which the surface supply of water available for diversions is only half the
average, it is believed that 2. 28 feet of water could be delivered
to the farms, or about 1 foot less than that needed for successful
irrigation of the crops. If the additional foot of water were supplied by pumping ground water into the canals, some loss of the
pumped water would occur, owing to waste and to seepage from the
canals. Owing to closer control of the pumps and to the shorter
distance that the pumped water would travel in the canals as compared with surface water, a wastage of 3 percent and a seepage loss
of It percent of the pumped water maybe assumed. This combined
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loss of about 20 percent is compared with a probable minimum of
30 percent for gravity water. Every additional acre-foot of pumped
water delivered to the farms, therefore, would necessitate pumping
about 1. 25 acre-feet.
However, pumping of wells would diminish the drain flow. This
decrease in drainflow presumably would necessitate a corresponding decrease in the allowable diversions for the Elephant Butte
Irrigation District.
The narrowness of the valleys and the large number of drains
preclude locating pumps very far from either the drains or the
river. If a large number of pumps were installed, as would be
necessary for a district pumping system, the average distance
from a drain would be about a quarter of a mile, and it is expected
that the drains would be dried during the first summer of pumping
if only a small gravity water supply were available. The amount
of the drain flow in an average year is about 42 percent of the gross
diversions. In a dry year, with less excess water applied to the
lands, the drain flow is expected to be less, probably about 40 percent of the diversions. In an assumed dry year when only 50 percent of a normal gravity-water supply were available, 3. 25 acrefeet per acre would be diverted in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys,
of which40 percent would be returned to the system as drain flow,
leaving a total diversion used within these valleys of 1. 95 feet. If
a pumping system were installed and the drains were dried, presumably 1. 95 feet would be the justifiable diversion to these valleys.
It has been assumed that, in a dry year, 3. 3 acre-feet of water per
acre is needed for a full crop, that 30 percent of the surface water
diverted would be lost, largely by seepage from the canals, and
that about 20 percent of the pumped water would be lost by seepage
and waste from the canals. Therefore,
3. 3 « 1. 95 x 0. 7 + pumped water x 0. 8;
therefore,
pumped water = 2. 42 acre-feet per acre.
Thus, in order to make up the deficiency of 1 acre-foot per acre
that would result from gravity irrigation alone in the assumed dry
year, it would be necessary to pump about 2. 42 acre-feet per acre.
This is the minimum amount with judicious use of water. If canal
wastage w.ere higher and the water were inefficiently used on the
land this amount would not be sufficient.
As there are water rights for about 88, 000 acres of land in the
New Mexico part of the project, the total pumpage of water would
be about 213,000 acre-feet and the total surface water diverted
about 172, 000 acre-feet.
317267 O - 55 - 9
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The amount of water pumped from storage in the ground would
be the difference between the amount actually used by the crops,
assumed to be 2. 5 acre-feet per acre, and the amount diverted
from the river, 1.95 acre-feet per acre, plus evaporation and
waste from the canal. The latter has been estimated as 3 percent
of the pumped water or 0. 07 acre-foot per acre and 5 percent of
the gravity water or 0.10 acre-foot per acre, making the water
pumped from storage 0. 72 acre-foot per acre per year.
Viewed in another way, the amount of water pumped from ^storage
would equal the difference between the total water pumped and that
part of the pumped and surface water that would return to the water
table. This amount from storage, all quantities being given in
acre-feet per acre, would be: the total amount pumped, 2. 42, less
the pumped water lost by seepage from the canals, 17 percent
(see p. 122) or 0.41, less the gravity water lost by seepage from
the canals, 25 percent (see p. 52 ) of that diverted, 0.49, less the
difference between the water applied to the land, 3. 3, and the
consumptive use 2. 5, or 0. 8. The amount of water pumped from
storage in 1 year would therefore be 0. 72 acre-foot per acre irrigated, or 63, 360 acre-feet for the 88,000 acres in the Elephant
Butte Irrigation District. The amount of water returned underground by seepage from the canals and from the irrigated lands
would be 1. 70 acre-feet per acre or 39 percent of the total diversions and pumpage of about 4. 4 acre-feet per acre.
The period of drought during which supplemental pumped water
might be needed is, of course, a matter of conjecture. A short
period of pumping would be relatively costly. The flow of the Rio
Grande at San Marcial above Elephant Butte Dam, at the head of
the Rio Grande project, averaged only 697 cfs in the 5-year period
1898 to 1902, inclusive, 46 percent of the 52-year average of
1,530 cfs (International Boundary and Water Commission, 1946,
p. 4). During a period of drought the lake level at Elephant Butte
and Caballo Dams would be low and there would be less evaporation
loss than under average conditions. This reduced evaporation loss,
plus what water there was in storage at the beginning of the drought,
would temper the actual decrease in flow of the Rio Grande. Without extensive study it appears, therefore, that a 5-year drought
period in which only half the normal supply of water would be
available for diversions is about the longest that could reasonably
be expected.
If pumping were done for 5 such dry years the total pumpage
from storage would be about 316,800 acre-feet, neglecting water
saved from evaporation or transpiration, in waterlogged areas.
This amount of ground water would have to be replaced before the
flow of the drains would return to normal.
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As the drains would have been dried by the pumping, the diversions to the district in a year of average surface-water supply
following a period of 5 years of pumping possibly would be reduced
by the amount that the drains would normally flow, or 42 percent
of the diversions. The actual diversion would then be 6.5(0. 42 x 6. 5) = 3. 77 feet. This amount would make 2. 64 feet available for delivery to the farms, thus requiring additional pumping
of ground water to make up the difference to the 3. 3 feet believed
necessary for delivery to the farms. The amount of ground water
that would have to be pumped would be
3. 30 = 3. 77 x 0. 7 + pumped water x 0. 8;
therefore,
pumped water - 0. 83 acre-feet per acre.
The amount of water that would seep to the water table in this
year would equal the seepage losses of pumped, and surface water
from the canals plus the seepage return of excess water above the
consumptive use delivered to the farms, and would be
(0. 83x0. 17)+ (3. 77x0. 25) + (3. 30-2. 50)= 1. 88 acre-feet per acre.
The payment or reduction of the ground-water debt would be the
returnseepage in excess of thepumpage, or 1. 05 feet. The number
of years required, while pumping 0. 83 acre-foot per acre, to pay
off the debt would be 5 x 0. 72/1. 05 = 3. 4 years.
The available surface-water diversions without pumping in the
fourth year of average surface supply, following the assumed 5
years of pumping, would be less than the average by the amount of
water that would have to be bypassed to the lower district to make
up for the reduction in average drain flow resulting from the remaining effects of the pumping. The amount of bypassed water, x,
plus the actual drain flow, .7, must be equal to the average drain
return flow of 2.73 feet (0.42 x 6. 5) in a year of average diversions.
The actual drain return flow would be equal to 42 percent of the
actual diversions reduced by the remaining ground-water debt. The
remaining debt would be (5 x 0. 72) -(3x1. 05) = 0. 45 foot.
Therefore:
x + 7 - 2.73
and y - (6. 50 -x ) 0. 42 - 0. 45;
therefore:
x . 0. 78
and the actual diversion would be:
6. 50-0.78 = 5.72 feet.
The water schedule for the 5 ye'ars of about 50-percent average
surface supply followed by 5 years of average surface-water supply
is given in the following table:
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Comparison of irrigation water available as diversions to the canals of the Elephant
Butte Irrigation District, for 5 years of 50-percent average surface supply followed
by a period of average surface supply
[Acre-feet per acre]
With supplemental
Without supplemental
pumping
pumping
Year of irrigation
Pumped
Surface
Surface
water
water
water
1................. .......................
2.42
1.95
2................ ........................
2.42
1.95
3........................................
2.42
1.95
4........................................
2.42
1.95
5........................................
2.42
1.95
6........................................
.83
3.77
7........................................
.83
3.77
8........................................
.83
3.77
9........................................
.00
5.72
10................... .....................
.00
6.50
Total..............................
14.59
33.28
48.75
Little net water can be gained to the Rio Grande project as a
whole by pumping ground water in the Elephant Butte district, and
the total amount of water received by the Elephant Butte district
under a pumping system is practically no more than would be
obtained from surface supplies, if the customary interest of the
El Paso district is preserved. The reason for this is, of course,
that the drain water is used again in the project and the district
has been assumed to be responsible for any decrease of the flow
of the drains resulting from pumping.
The ground-water debt could be repaid by efficient use of water
in 4 years of average water supply. If water were wasted^it would
not be possible to repay the ground-water debt and pumping probably would have to be continued for years.
As indicated previously (p. 44), Rincon and Mesilla Valleys
customarily use about 46 percent of the total reservoir releases
in a year of average surface supply. In the assumed drought period
of 5 years the surface water available for diversions was considered
as 50 percent of the average. The average diversion to the El Paso
division has been 395,400 acre-feet, and therefore in such adry
year presumably 197, 700 acre-feet should be available for diversion to the El Paso Valley. The reservoir releases in a year
should be equal to the sum of all diversions minus the return drain
flow, disregarding any nonbeneficial evaporation and transpiration
losses and any undiverted water that might bypass the El Paso
Valley. As the return drain flow from the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys
would be zero if extensive pumping were done, the reservoir releases
would be 88, 000 x 1. 95 + 197, 700 - 369, 000 acre-feet. The depletion of reservoir releases by the Elephant Butte Irrigation District

3.25
3.25
3.25
3.25
3.25
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
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for any of the first 5 years of pumping is then 46 percent, which,
disregarding canal wastes, is the same reservoir depletion as in
an average year. In the sixth, seventh, and eighth years, the
drains still being dry, the depletion of reservoir releases would
be about 45 percent. This shows that the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys
would be getting their usual share of the reservoir releases.
In the analysis it was assumed that the drains would be dry during all the first year, whereas actually they would not be dry until
near the end of the first pumping season and a small amount of water might flow during the first winter. Therefore, during the first
summer it is probable that a smaller amount of water would need to
be pumped. Also, it has been assumed that all the ground water taken from storage would be derived from the lowering of the water
table under only the irrigated area of the valley. Actually, the effects of pumping would be somewhat smaller in the valley area, as
the cone of depression would extend away from the valley, under
the mesas. As the irrigation water is applied to lands near the
drains, it is possible that water in the drains would begin to flow
in the eighth year, or earlier, even though all the ground-water
debt had not been repaid. The district would benefit by this lag,
which would spread the repayment of the ground-water debt over
a longer period of time than was assumed. A small amount of the
pumped water probably would not be taken from storage but would
be salvaged from areas of transpiration by the lowering of the
water level. This salvaged water would be a net gain of usable
water and would reduce the calculated pumpage from storage.
Pumping of ground water in the valley by individual farmers
would, of course, have the same effect upon the flow of the drains
as would pumping by the Elephant Butte Irrigation District. And
water pumped onto the land from ground-water storage that does
not return to the ground-water body would be water lost to the
project, even though a gain of water might accrue to an individual
farm. It is probable that in a dry year enough farmers would install wells and pumps so that the flow of the drains would be reduced markedly or, in some sections, even be stopped entirely.
If in a dry year such a reduction of normal drain flow occurred
through installation of individual pumps, and if the El Paso division
received its accustomed share of the reservoir water, diversions
to the Elephant Butte Irrigation District would have to be reduced
by a like amount. Any such reduction in diversions would work a
hardship on the farmers who had not installed pumps, provided
that the available surface water was distributed equally. If it were
desired to maintain the delivery of the same amount of water to the
farms not having pumps as they would have received had there been
no pumping, then it would be necessary to reduce the delivery of
water to the farms having pumps. This would be the condition
during years of a shortage of surface water. Pumping by individuals
during years of a normal supply is discussed in the following pages.
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PUMPING OF GROUND WATER WITH A NORMAL SUPPLY OF SURFACE WATER
Pumping of ground water in a year of normal supply of surface
water might be practiced by individuals upon project lands for
various reasons. A farmer who has a pump would have water
available at times convenient to himself. And, in years when
water was rationed, even though an adequate amount would be
available, he would be able to pump additional water to satisfy his
requirements. However, as pumped water would be an additional
cost for water, it is not expected that pumping would be prevalent
on project lands in years of normal supply of gravity water.
As the production of crops requires a certain amount of water
and as there would be adequate surface water available for all
crops in a normal year, the use of ground water for supplemental
purposes on project lands in such a year would not deplete the
project water supply any more than the use of gravity water, unless
excessive irrigation by ground water caused an excessive consumptive use by the crops and excessive transpiration and evaporation losses.
Pumping of ground water in a year of normal surface supply
could result in some saving of water to the project if pumps were
located in areas of native vegetation where a lowering of water
level would reduce nonbeneficial transpiration losses.
Also, use of ground water instead of surface water for winter
irrigation would result in some water savings to the project, especially if drain water were pumped. Approximately 50, 000 acrefeet of water is released from storage annually from October
through February for winter irrigation of a widely distributed
acreage planted principally to truck crops. This acreage constitutes
a small percentage of the total irrigated acreage. An unusually
large part of this winter release is lost through waste, seepage,
and unnecessary evaporation and transpiration, the losses per acre
served being proportionately much higher than those involved in
irrigation in the summer.
The pumping of drain water during the winter would utilize some
water that is now allowed to bypass the project. W. F. Resch,
project manager of the Bureau of Reclamation, El Paso, Tex.,
estimates roughly that, of the drain flow passing the end of Mesilla
Valley, 40 percent of that in October, 50 percent of that in November
and December, 100 percent of that in January, and 40 percent of
that in February is not used in the lower El Paso Valley. These
percentage estimates, combined with the drain flow given in table
5, pages I4i > 142, show that possibly 34, 000 acre-feet of the winter
drain flow is allowed to bypass the project. However, as part of
the winter drain flow is a result of the large losses from the winter
releases, it is not expected that this quantity would be available
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for pumping from the drains. Some pumping from ground-water
storage would be necessary. The quantity of water saved in winter
irrigation by substituting pumping, especially from drains, for
reservoir releases therefore presumably would be about 34, 000
acre-feet anually, if all water bypassing the project in the winter
could be stopped, plus some small saving in losses from evaporation
and transpiration. As drain flow removes undesirable salts from
the lands and is as necessary as removal of sewage from a city, it
is presumed that not all drain flow bypassing the project throughout the year should be stopped in order to save water, but that the
drain flow seemingly could be profitably stopped in the winter.
COST OF PUMPING SUPPLEMENTAL GROUND WATER
The minimum number of pumps required to deliver the 213, 000
acre-feet of pumped water believed necessary for the Elephant
Butte Irrigation District in a dry year is estimated to be about 148,
on the assumption that each pump would discharge 1, 800 gpm continuously for 6 months. Allowance should be made for periods of
high demand; otherwise, with the pumps running continuously at
full capacity, the farmers would have to take water on a strict
rotating schedule and any breakdown in pumping equipment would
result in a shortage of water. Also, it is unlikely that every well
drilled would be capable of discharging 1, 800 gpm. Therefore,
allowing a 15-percent operational variance and 10 percent for
breakdowns, and assuming a lower average discharge per well of
perhaps 1, 500 gpm, the number of pumps necessary is estimated
to be about 220.
Rough estimates made in 1948 of the costs of installation of a
well, pump, and motor; fuel and lubrication; labor and transportation; total depreciation in 5 years; interest on investment; and
taxes indicate a total charge of $2, 900 per pump per year during
the first 5 years of operation. The charge for 220 pumps would be
$638,000 a year, or $3, 190, 000 for the 5-year period. This is
equivalent to $7.25 per acre per year for 88,000 acres or $3. 00
per acre-foot of water on the basis of 2. 42 acre-feet per acre per
year.
Under the assumptions given previously, only 73, 000 acre-feet
of water per year would need to be pumped in the sixth, seventh,
and eighth years. This would require 75 pumps, on the basis that
220 pumps would be needed for pumping 213,000 acre-feet per
year. Assuming the pumps to be fully depreciated at the end of the
first 5 years, the unit cost per pump in the sixth, seventh, and
eighth years is estimated at about $1, 540 per year or $346, 860 for
75 pumps for 3 years. The total cost for 8 years thus would be
$3,536,900.
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As stated previously, a 50-percent gravity supply would suffice,
with extremely careful use, to irrigate about 70 percent of the
acreage. The pumping of irrigation water would result in saving
all the crops on the remaining 30 percent; thus the pumping costs
should be justified by that acreage. The average gross return per
acre for the Rio Grande project was about $140 in 1945 and about
$252 in 1946, the record year up to that time. However, the
average crop return on the project from 1914 to 1946 was about $84
per acre and from 1937 to 1946 was about $120 per acre 12. The
additional gross return through ground-water irrigation in 5 dry
years, on the basis of 1937-46 average crop returns, would be
$15, 800, 000. The total cost of pumping and pumping equipment is
thus approximately one-fifth of the increase in average gross crop
returns and probably less than the normal net profit. The average
cost per acre for 88, 000 acres during the initial 5 years would be
about $7. 25 a year.
Intermittent operation and the probable smaller capacity of a
pump on an individual farm would result in a somewhat higher unit
cost of pumping than would continuous operation of large-capacity
pumps by a district pumping system.
The favorable factor of cost of pumping is offset somewhat by the
unfavorable factor of little net gain of water and the problem of installation and operation. Installation of 220 wells, pumps, and
motors would consume sometime, but possibly less than the period
of shortage of surface water supply. Among the operational problems would be the distribution of the pumped water to the New
Mexico lands only. About 11,000 acres of irrigated land in the
Mesilla Valley is in Texas and is served by the same canal system.
Also, very strict operating and irrigating schedules would have to
be maintained, as only a 3-percent wastage was assumed in the
estimates.
RECOMMENDED LOCATION OF WELLS
Wells producing sufficient water for irrigation can be located
nearly everywhere on the floor of the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys.
As a result of the variable nature of the alluvial sediments that
have been deposited by the meandering Rio Grande, there will be
a variation in the performance of the wells. Many wells will be
filled with running sand and the perforations of some well casings
will be clogged by gravel and sand. It does not appear possible to
predict the location of gravel stringers in which presumably better
wells would be obtained than in sand alone. The meager information
available indicates that sand predominates in the lower end of the
Mesilla Valley.
12 U. S. Bureau of Reclamation. 1946, Project history: unpublished report, El Paso, Tex.
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With respect to the chemical quality of the water, generally
better water is obtained with depth; an exception is the lower end
of the Mesilla Valley, where apparently very poor water is obtained
at depth. Some shallow wells in the Selden Canyon area obtain socalled salt water, which may occur also at greater depths. As the
shallow water is generally satisfactory for irrigation, however,
the drilling of irrigation wells deeper than 100 feet for the better
water is not justified. Many domestic wells in the Mesilla Valley
obtain their comparatively good water from depths in excess of
100 feet. Deep irrigation wells would possibly disturb this availability of better water with depth by drawing in poorer water from
the upper strata to the lower.
As water of comparatively good chemical quality enters the
valleys as underflow from adjacent arroyos, wells located on the
valley floor in line with or a short distance downstream from these
arroyos may obtain better-than-average water from the valley
fill.
The alluvial fill in the Selden Canyon area and in the northern
end of the Mesilla Valley, near Leasburg Dam, is thin and narrow.
If a large number of irrigation wells were drilled in these areas
and used continuously, comparatively large drawdowns of water
level would result and wells drilled near the impermeable rocks
at the edges of the valleys would be relatively unproductive.
In order to draw a greater percentage of the pumped water from
storage, the wells should be located as far as possible from the
drains and the river. Canals that leak excessively are paralleled
with drains, and the water level in the canals is without doubt above
the water table. The water level in sections of canals that have
only a small leakage is also above the water table. Wells drilled
near canals whose water is not in direct contact with the ground
water will not appreciably increase the leakage from the canals,
but will divert to the pumps water that would normally be picked
up by drains.
Locating irrigation wells in areas of native vegetation will lower
the water table in these areas and will reduce transpiration losses
and save some water for the project.
Thereforei for least effect upon the project supply and for maximum well production, it is recommended that irrigation wells on
the valley floors should be located as far as possible from the
drains and the river; be drilled as far as practicable from the
mountain masses in Selden Canyon and the northern end of Mesilla
Valley; be drilled near arroyo mouths where possible; be drilled no
deeper than necessary to secure an adequate supply of water; and
not be drilled in the lower end of Mesilla Valley.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES
As brought out previously, water pumped by wells in the Rincan
and Mesilla Valleys is not an additional or new supply but, instead,
is water that would normally flow to the drains and be diverted for
use in a lower part of the project. Pumping of ground water, therefore, is essentially a change in point of diversion of an existing
supply. In times of normal or adequate supply of surface water to
the project, pumping obtains water that would otherwise be available by gravity. In a year of surface-water shortage, pumping re suits in an adequate supply of water to those farmers having pumps
but may reduce the amount of surface water availabl'e for diversion
in the lower part of the district or project. Pumping water from
wells upon new lands, either in or bordering the valleys, will result in reducing to some extent the supply of water to the project.
Because of these effects of pumping upon the water supply of the
project, continuing records should be kept of the amount pumped
and the location of the irrigation wells.
The initial effect of the pumping, especially in a year of inadequate
surface supply, will be a decrease in the drain flow. This decrease
may not be readily apparent for a small number of pumps unless
accurate and frequent measurements of the drain flow are made.
If 75 pumps are in operation, the decrease in drainflowmay amount
to approximately 10,000 acre-feet a year. If measurements of the
drain flow approach an accuracy of 5 percent, the error in measurements in a year of average drain flow may amount to about
12, 500 acre-feet. Thus, unless accurate and frequent measurements of drain flow are made, any decreases noted could not be
definitely attributed to the effects of pumping. At present, the
drainage return flow is measured only at the outlets to the river.
Measurements should be made at additional points along the drains
in order that any decrease in flow caused by pumping can be localized within sections of the drains.
The ground-water levels will decline as a result of pumping.
However, the decline will be small so long as water continues to
flow in the drains, the drains acting as sources of recharge to the
cones of depression caused by the pumps. An effort should be
made to continue measurements in the fifty-odd auger holes in the
Mesilla Valley that have been measured for a number of years by
the Bureau of Reclamation. Auger holes should be installed in the
Rincon Valley at pertinent locations in order to permit observation
of any effects of pumping upon the water level there. Also, measurements of water level should be made in the irrigation wells at
least once a year, preferably in January or early February when
the effects from the previous irrigation season are at a minimum.
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Records as to the performance of each well and logs of formations
penetrated would aid in interpretation of the effects of pumping.
In summary, in order to have reliable data for a future reevaluation of the effects of pumping, if such becomes desirable, the
following records should be kept: information on the irrigation wells
such as, location, performance, and pumpage; measurements of
water level in the irrigation wells annually and in the auger wells
seasonally; and additional measurements of drain flow.
SUMMARY
1. The ground water in the valley fill originates mainly from
surface water, that is, from seepage of the canals and the river,
and from excess water applied to irrigated lands, but partly from
ground water from the adjoining high lands, and, occasionally,
from precipitation upon the valley floor.
2. The quality of the shallow ground water in the alluvium of
the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys is slightly poorer than drain water
but satisfactory for most irrigation requirements. The Dissolved
solids generally decrease with increased depth of wells except in
a few areas, especially in the lower end of the Mesilla Valley and
in the Selden Canyon. Comparatively good water is obtained in
surrounding high lands and in arroyo beds.
3. Wells yielding sufficient water for irrigation can be developed
over the major part of the valley floors of the Rincon and Mesilla
Valleys, with the probable exceptions of the Selden Canyon area
and the southern end of the Mesilla Valley. Sanding of wells has
occurred and may occur in wells that may be drilled, and special
well construction may be necessary to prevent it.
4. Irrigation wells, generally of small capacity, can be developed
on the arroyos and on the low benchlands. However, many wells
in these areas may not obtain sufficient quantities for irrigation.
5. Pumping of ground water will divert water from the drains
and the river. The drains may practically stop flowing by the end
of the first summer in a dry year if enough pumps are installed to
furnish an adequate water supply for all lands.
6. If an increased portion of releases from the reservoir were
made up to the lower district as compensation for the reduction in
flow of the drains, caused by pumping in the Rincon and Mesilla
Valleys, a corresponding reduction in the diversions to the Elephant
Butte Irrigation District would be necessary.
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7. As no unused ground-water recharge escapes from the project, and there is very little unused ground-water discharge, only
a small amount of water can be salvaged to the Rio Grande project
as a whole over a period of years by pumping in the Elephant Butte
district.
8. Assuming that the El Paso division continues to get diversions
in the same proportion of reservoir releases as in the past, pumping
of ground water will not result in any additional water for the Elephant Butte Irrigation District on a year-to-year basis unless the
amount of pumping exceeds the amount of the diverted drain flow,
when this excess will come from storage.
9. On a long-term basis nearly all water removed from storage
must be replaced before the flow of the drains returns to normal.
10. With a gravity water supply available for diversions of 50
percent of average, about 70 percent of the land in the Elephant
Butte Irrigation District probably could be irrigated by careful use
and control of gravity water alone.
11. During a year in which the normal supply of surface water
is deficient by 50 percent, an additional acre-foot per acre would
be needed to successfully irrigate the water-right land in New
Mexico. To supply this deficit for 88, 000 acres by pumping from
wells would, because of distribution losses and reduction in flow
of the drains caused by pumping, require pumping 213, 000 acrefeet per year, assuming that the El Paso division receives its accustomed share of the reservoir water.
12. As supplemental pumpage would in effect save the crops on
30 percent of the land that could not be irrigated by surface water
in a year of 50-percent gravity supply, the additional gross crop
return resulting from pumping would be $15, 800,000 for a 5-year
period on the basis of the average annual gross crop return from
1937-46 of $120 an acre.
13. The total number of wells and pumps required in a year of
50-percent gravity supply is estimated to be about 220 and the
total cost about $3, 190, 000 on the basis of a 5-year period and
$3, 536, 900 for 8 years, including all charges, or approximately
one-fifth of the average gross dollar benefits from crops grown.
14. Total cost per acre-foot of water pumped would be about
$3. 00, equal to about $7. 25 per irrigated acre per year for the
district.
15. Pumping of ground water on individual farms in years of
deficient gravity water supply would ultimately reduce the water
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supply of the Rio .Grande project. If such a reduction were borne
by the Elephant Butte Irrigation District, it would be necessary to
reduce deliveries of surface water to farms with pumps in order to
maintain the expected deliveries to farms without pumps.
16. Pumping of ground water for winter irrigation in the project
could effect savings in water, as los'ses of winter releases are
disproportionately large for the acreage irrigated.
17. About 15, 000 acres of now undeveloped land and suspended
land could be irrigated by ground water. Water pumped on these
lands will, in afew years, reduce the water available to the existing
irrigated lands by an amount equal to the consumptive use by the
lands and crops irrigated.
18. As the water pumped will affect the water supply of the project, especially in years of deficient surface supply, continuing records should be kept of the amount of water pumped, of water-level
measurements, and of the location and performance of irrigation
wells.
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RECORDS
Table 1. Annual flow and depletion of the Rio Grande, 1930-46, in thousands of
acre-feet
[Water Bulletins 13-16, International Boundary and Water Commission, United States and
Mexico and U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, El Paso, Tex. ]
Flow passing
Depletion
Year
Rincon
Caballo
Leasburg
El Paso
Rincon
Mesilla
and
Dam
Dam
station
Valley
Valley
Mesilla
Valleys
1930...................
1799.9
790.5
532.7
9.4
257.8
267.2
1931...................
1776. 0
740.7
517.8
35.3
222.9
258.2
1932...................
1854. 0
816.0
567.2
38.0
248.8
286.8
1933...................
1 829.0
824.0
609.2
5.0
214.8
219.8
1934...................
1813.9
768.2
508.5
45.7
259.7
305.4
1935...................
1649. 1
633.0
459.9
16.1
173.1
189.2
1936...................
1757.9
693.3
473.8
64.6
219.5
284.1
1937...................
1798.3
740.8
536.2
57.5
204.6
262.1
1938...................
780.4
746.8
554.9
33.6
191.9
225.5
1939...................
789.1
737.5
511.6
51.6
225.9
277.5
1940...................
731.9
689.8
435.9
42.1
235.9
278.0
1941...................
703.5
685.9
511.4
17.6
174.5
192.1
1942...................
1,795.6
1,764.1
1,559.2
31.5
204.9
236.4
1943...................
911.8
861.0
631.8
50.8
229.2
280.0
1944....................
866.5
801.0
611.9
65.5
189.1
254.6
1945....................
882.8
814.2
568.9
68.6
245.3
313.9
1946...................
763.9
734.8
497.9
29.1
236.9
266.0
Average
853.1
814.2
594.5
38.9
219.7
258.6
Average
(except 1942)
794.2
754.8
534.2
39.4
220.6
260.0
Ipercha Dam.

Table 2. Releases from Caballo Reservoir as represented by monthly flow of the Rio Grande at "Below Caballo Dam" gage , 1938-46, in thousands of
acre-feet
[Water Bulletins 13 to 16, International Boundary and Water Commission, United States and Mexico]
Year
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Total
1938..........
3.1
22.2
73.8
116.0
113.0
121.0
109.0
131.0
43.8
26.1
12.1
9.3
780.4
1939..........
.2
20.0
76.0
106.0
105.0
121.0
128.0
118.0
76.8
19.3
10.1
8.7
789.1
1940..........
.1
12.7
84.3
110.4
91.5
114.3
129.1
114.3
68.8
2.8
3.4
.1
731.9
1941..........
.1
7.3
49.3
115.0
93.0
117.0
129.0
110.0
62.4
4.2
5.7
10.6
703.5
1942..........
4.8
64.3
88.7
212.0
412.0
354.0
234.0
179.0
181.0
35.4
14.4
16.0
1,795.6
1943..........
4.9
32.2
95.1
138.7
123.5
131.3
125.3
153.5
70.4
19.1
12.0
5.8
911.8
1944..........
.3
20.4
89.2
136.0
115.0
124.0
134.0
137.0
86.1
16.1
.3
8.1
866.5
1945..........
.7
22.9
85.2
129.0
112.0
122.0
141.0
132.0
98.3
11.1
9.5
19.1
882.8
1946..........
.3
18.2
82.3
119.0
97.2
120.0
138.0
130.0
34.5
10.9
7.5
6.0
763.9
Average......
1.6
24.5
80.4
131.3
140.2
147.2
140.8
133.9
80.2
16.1
8.3
9.3
913.9
Average minus 1942..
1.2
19.5
78.2
121.2
106.3
121.3
129.2
128.2
67.6
13.7
7.6
8.5
802.5
Percent.......
.1
2.4
10.1
15.1
13.2
15.1
16.0
15.9
8.4
1.7
.9
1.0
99.9
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Table 3. Gross diversions from the Rio Grande to the divisions of the Rio Grande
project and to Mexico, 1930-46, in thousands of acre-feet
[From U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, El Paso, Tex. , except Acequia Madre from Water Bulletins 13 to 16, International Boundary and Water Commission, United -States and Mexico]
Acequia
Year
Percha Dam
Leasburg
Mesilla
Mesilla
El Paso
Madre
(Rincon Valley)
Dam
Dam
Valley
Valley*
(Valle de Juarez)
1930
100.0
231.1
351.2
582.3
385.7
1931
98.6
211.0
353.8
564.8
353.2
1932
98.0
220.0
353.5
573.5
347.6
1933
97.3
224.0
336.7
560.7
349.0
1934
108.9
210.5
315.4
525.9
372.1
1935
66.7
123.1
222.8
345.9
308.6
1936
78.4
155.2
269.0
424.2
393.6
1937
77.9
151.9
277.0
.428.9
423.5
1938
79.2
151.0
289.8
440.8
427.4
1939
84.2
164.8
321.8
486.6
387.0
1940
80.9
154.8
292.4
447.2
386.3
1941
72.8
139.1
270.5
409.6
418.9
1942
101. 0
192.4
349.6
542.0
435.4
1943
105.2
219.9
330.6
550.5
500.8
1944
108.2
204.4
314.9
519.3
448.9
1945
103.8
218.1
328.2
546.3
408.7
1946
99.6
205.7
303.3
509.0
375.1
Average
91.8
186.9
310.6
497.5
392.5
Computed from reported acreages and headgate diversions in acre-feet per acre.
Table 4. Acreage irrigated and distribution of diversions for Rio Grande project,
New Mexico and Texas, as reported, 1930 46
Headgate
Canal and
Acres
diversion
Canal waste
unaccounted-for
Delivered to farms
Year
irrigated (acre -feet
or return
losses
per acre)
(percent)
(percent)
percent acre -feet per acre
Rincon division
1930
12,702
7.9
35
37
28
1931
13,069
7.5
35
42
23
1932
12,463
7.9
24
49
27
1933
12,283
7.9
29
47
24
1934
12,776
8.5
25
46
29
1935
11,834
5.6
23
42
35
1936
13,528
5.8
20
34
46
1937
14,462
5.4
22
33
45
1938
14, 152
5.6
21
36
43
1939
14,336
5.9
24
29
47
1940
14,813
5.5
20
29
51
1941
15,280
4.7
21
30
49
1942
15,916
6.4
25
34
41
1943
16,265
6.4
19
34
47
1944
16,049
6.7
22
34
44
1945
16,272
6.4
15
36
49
1946
17,000
5.9
14
38
48
Average
14,306
6.47
23.2
37.0
39.8

60.4
60.6
58.2
55.3
83.9
61.3
61.8
60.7
60.5
62.5

2.22
1.74
2.07
1.89
2.51
1.98
2.64
2.45
2.38
2.78
2.78
2.30
2.61
3.03
2.98
3.12
2.79
2.49
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Table 4. .Acreage irrigated and distribution of diversions for Rio Grande project,
New Mexico and Texas, as reported, 1930 46 Continued
Headgate
Canal and
diversion
Canal waste
unaccounted-for
Delivered to farms
Year
Acres
(acre -feet
or return
losses
irrigated
per acre)
(percent)
(percent)
percent
acre -feet per acre
Leasfaurg division
1930
28,061
8.2
35
33
32
1931
28,289
7.5
35
32
33
1932
28,569
7.7
30
36
34
1933
29,713
7.5
32
37
31
1934
25,531
8.2
23
37
40
1935
22,706
5.4
19
33
48
1936
27,670
5.6
14
32
54
1937
28.387
5.4
16
26
58
1938
25,907
5.8
16
31
53
1939
27,075
6.1
15
28
57
1940
28,811
5.4
16
26
58
1941
28,811
4.8
14
33
53
1942
28,942
6.6
24
34
42
1943
30,060
7.3
19
34
47
1944
32.081
6.4
17
35
48
1945
31,734
6.9
12
36
52
1946
31,765
6.5
8
44
48
Average
28.4T7
6.55
20.3
33.4
46.4
Mesilla division
1930
48,312
7.3
23
44
33
1931
48,433
7.3
25
46
29
1932
48,140
7.3
19
49
32
1933
47,348
7.1
21
45
34
1934
43,074
7.3
16
44
40
1935
39,469
5.6
11
44
45
1936
47,143
5.7
12
40
48
1937
49,223
5.6
12
34
54
1938
47,592
6.1
16
38
46
1939
46,959
6.7
12
40
48
1940
46,566
6.0
12
36
52
1941
50,050
5.4
15
37
48
1942
52,275
6.4
24
37
39
1943
52,585
6.3
21
30
49
1944
50,768
6.2
14
34
52
1945
51,537
6.4
13
31
56
1946
52,146
5.7
10
34
56
Average
48,331
6.38
16.2
39.0
44.8
317267 O - 55 - 10

2.62
2.51
2.63
2.30
3.28
2.59
3.00
3.09
3.08
3.48
3.12
2.58
2.74
3.36
3.06
3.57
3.14
2.95
2.37
2.12
2.35
2.37
2.90
2.52
2.73
3.01
2.80
3.28
3.24
2.58
2.61
3.10
3.21
3.57
3.28
2.83
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Table 4. Acreage irrigated and distribution of diversions for Rio Grande project,
New Mexico and Texas, as reported, 1930 46 Continued
Headgate
Canal and
diversion
Canal waste
unaccounted-for
Delivered to farms
Year
Acres
(acre -feet
or return
losses
irrigated per acre)
(percent)
(percent)
percent acre -feet per acre
El Paso Valley
1930
52.122
7.4
33
28
38
1931
50,455
7.0
30
34
36
1932
48.277
7.2
28
36
36
1933
49,862
7.0
30
28
42
1934
47,711
7.8
27
33
40
1935
46,066
6.7
30
34
36
1936
50,460
7.8
43
23
34
1937
52,939
8.0
42
23
35
1938
49,703
8.6
48
23
29
1939
51,597
7.5
25
36
39
1940
52.921
7.3
21
39
40
1941
53,709
7.8
42
30
28
1942
54,425
8.0
38
33
29
1943
55,032
9.1
31
35
34
1944
55,424
8.1
37
27
36
1945
55,232
7.4
27
27
46
1946
55,988
6.7
30
21
49
Average
51,876
7.61
33.0
30.0
36.9
Rio Grande project
1930
141.197
7.6
30
36
34
1931
140,246
7.2
29
39
32
1932
137,449
7.4
24
42
34
1933
139,206
7.2
25
40
35
1934
129,092
7.8
22
40
38
1935
120,075
6.0
20
39
41
1936
138,801
6.4
26
31
43
1937
145,011
6.4
28
27
45
1938
137,354
6.9
30
31
39
1939
139,967
6.8
19
35
46
1940
143,111
6.3
17
35
48
1941
147,860
6.1
28
33
39
1942
151,558
7.0
28
36
36
1943
153,942
7.4
24
36
42
1944
154, 322
6.9
24
32
44
1945
154.775
6.8
18
31
51
1946
156,899
6.2
17
32
51
Average
142,992
6.85
24.1
35.0
41.1

2.86
2.53
2.63
2.93
3.15
2.41
2.67
2.78
2.47
2.90
2.91
2.18
2.32
3.09
2.93
3.38
3.23
2.79
2.58
2.31
2.48
2.51
3.03
2.44
2.75
2.89
2.69
3.13
3.05
2.40
2.53
3.14
3.06
3.46
3.18
2.80

Table 5.~~Flow of drains to the Rio Grande in Rincon and Mesilla
Year
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
i
Rincon Valley
1930
1,543
1,666
2.601
3,153
3,228
1931
1,463
1,7222,540
3,439
3,504
1932
1.917
2,014
2,835
3,951
4,360
1933
1,605
1,692
2,638
4,006
3,831
1934
2,035
2.421
3,419
4,653
4,513
1935
1,599
1,428
1,820
2,565
2,397
1936
1,408
1.387
1,919
2.838
2,859
1937
1,235
1,289
1,882
3.004
3,474
1938
1,457
1.422
2,188
2,951
3,118
1939
1,641
1,643
2,564
3,659
3,634
1940
1,667
1,426
2,527
3,547
3.579
1941
1,322
1,188
1,630
3,434
3.720
1942
1,556
1,727
2,700
4,315
4,790
1943
2,201
2,150
3,308
4,421
4,650
1944
1.660
1,466
2,490
3,475
3,818
1945
1.420
1,370
2,080
3,540
3,940
1946
1.560
1,310
2,130
3,650
3.480
Average
1,605
1,607
2,428
3,565
3.700
Percent
4.5
4.5
6.9
10.1
10.4
Mesilla Valley
1930
8,602
8,624
12.857
17,548
18,483
1931
9.230
8,664
13,723
18,903
19,824
1932
9,254
9,066
12,857
17,071
18,606
1933
9,807
8,826
14,382
18,936
19,990
1934
9,880
9,670
18,840
20,791
23,101
1935
9,709
8,181
10,004
14, 174
15,556
1936
9,623
8,727
11.283
15,524
18,088
1937
9.512
8,375
11,485
16,019
18,033
1938
10,378
9.141
12.426
15,155
17,623
1939
10,422
9,374
14,025
19,441
20,972
1940
10,858
9; 772
14,634
19,797
22,443
1941
10,169
8,342
11,337
18,387
21,060
1942
10,840
11,273
14,227
20,917
24, 859

Valleys, N. Mex. and Tex.
June
July
Aug.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

3,296
3,927
4,409
3,963
4,653
2,586
2,898
3,213
3,349
3,784
3,713
2,903
4,546
4,665
3.791
3.780
3.680
3,774
10.7

3.800
4,463
4,021
4.426
4,802
3,321
3,615
3,419
3,149
3,776
3,885
4,218
5,319
4,939
4,526
4,060
4,530
4,133
11.7

3,627
4,095
4,532
5,386
4,236
3,228
3,929
4,021
3,610
3,682
4,169
4.372
5,669
5,196
5,084
4,400
4,790
4,354
12.3

Sept.
3,101
3.885
4,082
4.772
3,701
2,832
3,034
3,189
3,588
3,618
3,623
3,511
4,564
4,350
4,189
3,890
3,450
3,728
10.5

2,263
2,921
3,117
3,382
2,472
2,011
1,906
2,214
2,656
2,729
2, 299
2,933
3,468
3.302
2,736
2.670
2.150
2.660
7.5

1,904
2,553
1,952
2,642
1,987
1.696
1,416
1,696
1,945
2,035
1,750
1,922
2,678
2,361
1,738
1.930
1,770
1,998
5.6

1,752
2,207
2,104
2,681
1,980
1,439
1,421
1,612
1,925
1,881
1,396
1,813
2,515
2,053
1,704
1,740
1,450
1,863
5.2

Total
31,934
36,719
39,294
41,024
40,872
26,922
28,630
30,248
31,258
34.646
33,581
33,966,
43,847
43,596
36,677
34,820
33,950
35,416
99.9

18,762
20,838
19,683
19,761
24,291
15,661
18,442
18,149
18,430
21,892
24,278
22,589
24, 534

21,416
22,910
21,104
22,128
25,378
18,446
21,797
19,880
19,911
25,345
27,257
26,298
26,913

20,020
22,363
23,210
23,888
25,857
19.978
23,027
22, 247
21,416
25,185
27,239
25,873
27,934

19,643
20,851
23,834
22,064
21,607
17,857
19,816
19,029
19,376
23,354
25. 575
25,062
24,349

15,408
15, 163
16,178
19,485
15,876
15,003
15,594
14,567
16,565
19,435
18,809
19,313
20,014

11,526
12,788
12,150
13,549
12,281
11,596
12,370
11,811
13,364
14,768
13,227
14,060
15,798

10,884
11,289
11,345
12,549
10,213
10,915
10,913
11,313
12,094
13,177
11,589
13,065
14, 265

183,773
196, 546
194,358
205,365
217,785
167,080
185,204
180,420
185,879
217,390
225,478
215,555
235,923
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Table 6. Drillers togs of wells in parts of Sierra and Dona Ana Counties, //. Mex.
16.5.23.300.
O. B. Dawson
[Casing perforated from 105 ft to 215 ft]
ThickThickness Depth
ness Depth
(feet) (feet)
(feet) (feet)
37
37 Clay.................................
11
171
2
39
5 176
33
72
3 179
Sand (water)..........................
1
73
3 182
Clay and sandstone (?) stringers..
42
115
4 186
2
117
23
140
12
198
1
141
7 205
Clay and sand........................
11
152 Clay.................................
8 213
8
160
1 214
11
225
1 226
16. 5. 25.120. U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation (Caballo Dam)
[Casing perforated from 38 ft to 105 ft]
Topsoil, gravel, clay, and
Soft fine sand (water at 45 ft,
35
35
30
65
33
105
7
72
31
136
16.5.25.343.
A. ]. Osborn
Hard dirt...............................
38
38|lsoft red rock........................
90
loan
128||
17.4.30.133a.
W. B. Cantrell
4
4
4
55
Clay....................................
8
10
6
18
2
61
2
20
2
63
3
23
7
70
15
38
1
71
2
40
11
82
2
42
1
83
3
45
13
QfJ
6
51
1
Q7
17.4.31. 111.
Ben Luchini
10
10
5
60
10
20
3
63
15
35
3
66
Sand and coarse gravel (water)...
18
53 JRed and white clay, gray sand.
2
55
17.5.24.333. E. W. Powers
Sand and boulders (arroyo
Dirt...................................
35
<5cd
1B
Ti
10
45]
28
101
]L7.5.26 242. Lloyd Welch
52
52
27
84
C13.y * * ** *
* ***
*
5
57
18.4.35221.
Boggs
Sand and gravel with clay
Water between hard formation.
111
111
Hard rock formation resembling
D eiow,«
1
119
10?

24

152

4

59

5
10

4

71
55

88

114
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Table 6.
Drillers logs of wells in parts of Sierra and Dona Ana Counties,
N. Mex. Continued
19.2E.33.140b.
U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation
(Jornada Experimental Range)
ThickThickness Depth
ness Depth
(feet) (feet)
(feet) (feet)
7
7
85
175
13
20
135
310
10
30
35
345
30
60
15
360
30
90
19. 2.3.122.
Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Co.
[Casing perforated from 170 ft to 259 ft]
27
27
8
35
balls...............................
22
230
99
134
4
234
21
155
6
240
25
180
8
248
4
184
9
257
16
200
3
260
8
208
19.3.15.443.
I. W. Smallwood
10
10
3
43
12
22
3
46
18
40
6
52
19.4.11 .221.
Clyde Cowan
Soil......................................
16
16
39
55
15
70
4
74
20. IE. 14.140.
U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation
(Jornada Experimental Range)
5
5
33
280
40
45
8
288
Conglomerate rock and sand......
70
115 Alternate layers of clay and
10
125
35
323
60
185
7
330
15
200
18
348
35
235
8
356
12
247
20.1.10.
New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts
Caliche.................................
20
20
20
40
27
224
7
47
6
230
13
60
70
300
12
72
12
312
8
80
8
320
110
190
21.1.13.323.
Isaac Rhodes
29
29
10
58
7
36
35
93
Clay.....................................
12
48 Rock..................................

7

197

122

215
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Table 6. Drillers logs of wells in parts of Sierra and Dona Ana Counties,
' N. Mex. Continued
.22. IE. 10.413. E. A. Knight
[Casing perforated from 50 ft to 60 ft]
ThickThickness Depth
ness Depth
(feet) (feet)
(feet) (feet)
5
5
17
79
15
20
43
122
20
40
3
125
5
45
5
130
17
62
22. IE. 26.214.
'j. K. Nakayama
[Casing perforated from 30 ft to 52 ft]
6
6 Clay..................................
3
67
24
30
25
92
15
45
5
QT
5
50
3
100
14
64
21.2E. 12.222.
Edwin Parker
2
2
11
QQ1
3
5
5
386
Sandstone (?)..........................
4£
&/'
Clay.....................................
I1/
11
9
20
4
403
23
43 Clay
1
404
6
49
9.
413
27
76
17 Vi
430%
4
80
2%;
433
3
83
12
445
2
85
3
448
25
110
11
121
26
474
Clay.....................................
26
147
2
149
3
4.81
Clay.....................................
28
177
2
179
1
486
Clay.....................................
19
198
10%
2081/;
4
491
10%
219
10
501
68
287 Clay..................................
3
504
2
289
38
542
Clay.....................................
2
291 Shale.................................
37
328
3
549
Clay.....................................
4
332 Shale.................................
3
335
80
631
Clay and sand (small amount
35
370
23.1.15.211.
Picacho Oil and Gas Syndicate
[Old oil test, abbreviated log]
30
30
25
865
130
160
13
878
15
175
7
885
Very sticky, light -blue, gummy
5
180
10
900
5
185
45
945
20
205
30
975
345
550
14
564
34
598
10
985
92
620
50
1,035
25
646
10
1,045
5
650
69
1,114
4
654 Blue and gray lime and shale...
84
1,198
32
1,230
186
840
5
1,235

9
4

395
399

4

478

4

485

1

487

4

546

2

551

5

890
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Table 6.- -Drillers logs of wells in parts of Sierra and Dona Ana Counties,
N. Mex. Continued
23.1.15. 211. Picacho Oil and Gas Syndicate Continued
ThickThickness Depth
ness Depth
(feet) (feet)
(feet) (feet)
12
2,852
(salt water at 1,335 tt).. ........
280
1,515
Blue and red lime and shale......
95
1,610 Sandy lime streaks of shale....,
205
1
Q1 C
6
2,890
805
2,620
20
2,640
53
2,943
70
2
T\f\
3
2,946
90
2
Of\C\
Black slatey crystallized
40 2.840
3
3,073
123
3,196
23.1.32.330. H. S. Bissell
165
165
110
430
155
320
71
501
23.3.4.140. H. S. Bissell
200
200 Hard blue rock (malpais)
Hard rock and gray and blue
(water 600 to 900 ft)..........
295
495
23. IE. 13.144.
City of Las Cruces (Hadley Street well)
Soil......................................
10
10
15
25
55
165
65
qrv
10
175
23. IE. 13. 244.
Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Co.
[Backfilled to 82 ft]
Fine sand and boulders (water)....
62
62
Sand and boulders (water).....,.
0
co
991
Fine sand and boulders (water)....
58
120
0
120
8
234
Fine sand and boulders (water)....
45
165
4
169
o
243
31
200
8
251
2
909
23.2E. 6.332. Fay Sperry
101
101
23
126
2
103
7
133
23.2E. 6.332a. Fay Sperry
Sand.....................................
3
3
52
55 31ay..................................
15
125
23
78
5
1Qft
17
95
5
100
23.2E. 8.434.
City of Las Cruces (well 5)
[Casing perforated from 210 ft to 250 ft; screen 26J ft to 285 ft]
60
60 Clay.................................
15
97ft
35
95
20
290
Packed sand with thin strips of
105
200
Sand, gravel, and clay mixture
55
255

10
22

2,862
2,884

124

3,070

510

1,005

20

110

18

220

3

226

7

241

10

110

10

300
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Table 6. Drillers logs of wells in parts of Sierra and Dona Ana Counties^
W. A/ex. Continued
23. 2E. 17.210. City of Las Graces (well 1)
[Screen from 275 ft to 294 ft]
ThickThickness Depth
ness Depth
(feet) (feet)
(feet) (feet)
45
45
30
75
5
80
65
245
38
118
5
250
Quicksand (very little water)......
4
122
58
180
16
294
23. 2E. 17.210b.
City of Las Graces (well 3)
[Screen from 272 ft to 291 (?) ft]
42
42
70
245
28
70 Gray shale interbedded with
Packed sand with conglomerate
26
96
2
274
9
105 Gray shale with some gravel
Packed sand with conglomerate
70
175
23. 2E. 29. 243 New Mexico <! ollege of Agriculture & Mechanic Arts (well 2, domestic)
32
32
4
151
10
42
20
171
Fine sand, 80 percent dark,
Fine sand, 90 percent dark.....
40
82
5
211
5
87
9
220
Fine sand, 80 percent dark,
Very large gravel and
60
147
8
228
23.2E. 29.243b.
New Mexico College of Agriculture & Mechanic Arts
[Plugged at 81 ft with concrete; casing perforated from 52 ft to 72 ft]
50
50
8
83
Large loose rock and gravel with
Fine dark quicksand (ran into
25
75
well)..............................
0
83
23.2E. 29.243c.
New Mexico College of Agriculture & Mechanic Arts (well 4, domestic)
Soil......................................
5
5
5
10
23
205
25
35
4
209
Sand and large gravel (water at
Very hard dark-colored
25
60
46
255
Clay, gravel, and sand (no
Softer dark-colored material...
20
80
41
121
15
275
4
125
7
282
30
155
3
285
Conglomerate gravel and rock....
5
160
Very hard dark-colored
20
180
23.2E. 30.412c.
New Mexico College of Agriculture & Mechanic Arts
[Screen from 22 ft to 92 ft]
Soil......................................
4
4 Clay..................................
Clay.....................................
22
26
60
86

28

278

27

272

12

286

35

206

182

5

260

7
13

292
305

2
7

88
95
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Table 6. Drillers logs of wells in parts of Sierra and Dona Ana Counties,
N. Mex. Continued
24. IE. 1.111.
Stahman Farms, Inc. (well 1)
[Test hole from 306 ft to 331 ft]
ThickThickness Depth
ness Depth
(feet) (feet)
(feet) (feet)
Soft reddish-brown topsoil
10
10
4
99 SJ
Soft reddish-brown quicksand...
34
44 Medium-hard yellow sand.....
4.9i/
8#
2
9Qrr
7%
94
OyJC
4
98
1
246
1
99
1
247
5
104
5
OC9
14
1 10
2
9CA
7
125
1
9^^
Medium-hard reddish-brown
6
131
1
9ftQ
7
138
2
271K
13&
2
9T3
6
144V
2
eyn r
Vi
145
Soft sand..............................
3
148
1
149
5
OQC
Soft sand..............................
18
167
8
175
2
9Q r7
1
176
6
9Q^
Soft reddish-brown sand...........
10
186
1
9CM
1
187
1
9Qt;
12
199
2
OQf?
2
201
0
9QQ
1
202
1
300
QftQ
1
203 Medium -hard yellow clay.....
2
305
4
207
1
QAC
Soft yellow clay and gravel......
2 y2
209Vi Medium-hard sandrock, sand,
8
217/5 and gray conglomerate.......
9
315
0 1/2
218
4
31 Q
Soft sand..............................
2
220
3
223
24.3W. 8.310. H. S. Bissell
,
.
79
28
140
79
100
240
i
Gravel cla
24. 3W. 25. 230. H. S. Bissell
5
15
2
245
260
262
200
200
7
212
Red clay..............................
5
9AC
24. 4. 12. 230 . Biggs ranch
100
100
60
200
40
140
26. 3E. 9. 221 Berino Cotton Gin
80
80
Clay.................................
36
148
1
81
148+
31
112
26. 3E. 19. 432. Judo Yabumoto
[Test hole 90 ft to 131 ft]
Sand..................................
33
33
Gray shale (?)......................
2
35
24
59
Sand.................................
41
131

1

994.

7

235

i?

Q£IQ

5

OOfi

12

QQ1

27
4

86
90
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Table 6. Drillers logs ot wells in parts of Sierra and Dona Ana Counties,
N. Mex. Continued
26.3E. 30.114. O. E. Egbert
ThickThickness Depth,
ness Depth
(feet) (feet)'
^eet) (feet)
15
15
7
r7C
30
45
10
QC
Clay....................................
8
53
12
65
Rock................................
1017
3
68
26.1.4.410.
Southern Pacific Co. (Afton)
Caliche................................
25
25
7S
100
25
540
150
250
45
585
20
270
43
628
26
296
97
655
31
327
47
702
27. IE. 11.330. Southern Pacific Co. (Lanark, well 1. center well)
Clay....................................
229
229
525
754
53
Qfi9
31
785
30
932
Clay.... ........
...... .
16
801
Clay..................................
4
805
13
950
34
839
27.1E. 11.330a. Southern Pacific Co. (Lanark, well 2, west well)
5
5
97
974.
15
20
4
278
Clay....................................
ID:
30
50
80
Clay..................................
18
358
5
85
25
383
55
140
Clay...................................
11
394
10
150
Afvo
20
170
12
AT;
12
182
30
212
365ft)............................
100
515
15
227
Clay.................................
15
530
Clay............ . . ...
20
247
Sand.................................
27.1E.11.330b.
Southern Pacific Co. (Lanark, well 3, east well)
10
10
50
373
20
30 Clay.................................
35
408
Clay....................................
50
80
20
100
10
425
Clay....................................
40
140
12
152
365ft).«.........................
10
435
Clay....................................
30
182 Clay..................................
20
202
55
520
Clay....................................
50
252 Clay..................................
32
284
Of)
580
9
293
90
600
Clay....................................
30
323
27.3E. 6. 213.
Chester Little
[Casing perforated from 60 ft to 80 ft]
55
55
Clay..................................
90
105
Large rounded boulders and
30
85
11
126
27.3E. 15.143.
Paul Price
[Screen from 50ft to 90 ft]
5
5
48
90
37
42
Clay.................................
1
91

99

107

188

515

10

040

5

CW7

62

<w.n

85

615

7

415

30

465

30

550

4fi

646

10

115
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Table 6. Drillers logs of wells in parts of Sierra artd Dona Ana Counties,
N. Mex. Continued
28. 2E. 24.110.
Southern Pacific Co. (Strauss, well 1)
[Well later plugged back to 975 ft]
ThickThickness Depth
ness Depth
(feet) (feet)
(feet) (feet)
3
3
5
523
3
6
4
527
Caliche.................................
6
12
8
20
10
540
85
105
70
610
15
120
20
630
50
170
20
650
15
185
120
770
25
210
60
830
5
215
40
870
22
237
25
895
13
250
45
940
5
255
10
950
10
265
30
980
30
295
10
990
2
007
20
1,010
23
320
5
1,015
10
330
20
1,035
90
350
5
1,040
5
355
40
1,080
5
360
10
1,090
52
412
Clay..................................
35
1,125
38
450
15
1,140
25
475
Clay..................................
10
1,150
3
478
125
1,275
7
485
50
1,325
3
488
2
1,327
10
498
3
1,330
20
518
28.2E. 24. HOa. Southern Pacific Co. (Strauss, well 2)
Sand....................................
3
3
3
6
20
367
Caliche.................................
6
19
8
20
2
382
85
105
38
420
15
120
40
460
50
170
23
483
10
180 Clay..................................
22
505
Clay.....................................
46
226
00
248
25
565
Clay.....................................
6
254
8
262 Clay..................................
25
620
12
974.
70
690
Clay.....................................
33
307
13
320
13
333
14
347
28. 3E. 25.
Lippincott well
[Water-Supply Paper 919, p. 106]
49
4.0
4.0
410
5
54
43
453
31
85
17
470
5
90
10
480
9
99
Shell lime..........................
2
4.00
190
289
65
S47
21
310
err
604
Very coarse gravel and sand
23
333
flO^
Gravel, broken shale and sand...
12
345
10
355
3
868
13
368
1
869

3

13

530

380

35

540

30

595

15

705

218

822

40

865
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Table 6. Drillers logs of wells in parts ot sierra and Dona Ana Counties,
N. Mex. Continued
28.3E. 25. Lippincott well Continued
ThickFhickness Depth
ness Depth
(feet) (feet)
(feet) (feet)
8
997
71
Q40
7
1,004
11
951
3
1,007
Sandy limestone (some water).....
3
954 Yellow clay and sand seam.,.
3
957
10
1,017
6
963
9
1,026
Very hard solidified lime...........
1
964
1
965
7
1,034
2
967
3
1,037
3
970
20
1,057
4
974
5
1,062
3
977
2
1,064
986
10
1,074
3
989
29. IE. 8.2lOa. Southern Pacific Co. (Noria, well 2)
40
40
35
500
Clay.....................................
5
45
235
280 Clay, shale, and packed
95
375
30
540
30
405
11
551
30
435 Packed sand, clay, and
30
465
14
565
29. IE. 8. 210b. Southern Pacific Co. (Noria, well 3)
Sand.....................................
3
2
Chalk rock.. ...........................
12
15 Shale...............................
Sand.....................................
85
100
70
170 Shale...............................
27
487
110
28C Clay................................
18
505
Sand.....................................
83
363
Clay.....................................
21
384
29.2.6.230. Southern Pacific Co. (Mt. Riley, well 2)
[Well allowed to fill to 528 ft, August 1924]
10
560
110
IK
5
565
Clay.....................................
60
17(
110
28C
10
582
20
30(
Clay.....................................
25
32E
95
42(
5
620
7
42r, Rock...............................
10
630
106
53J
85
715
17
53
29.4.9.100. Southern Pacific Co. (Malpais, well 1)
Clay.....................................
5
5 Clay................................
103
108
75
445
29.4.9. lOOa. Southern Pacific Co. (Malpais, well 2)
Caliche................................
12
12 Clay................................
20
32 Rock...............................
1
366
56
88
22
388
98
186
5
393
13
199
34
427
25
224
38
465
Clay....................................
53
277 Clay................................
46
323

1

1,027

10

510

15
19
42

399
418
460

45
15

550
565

7

572

33

615

262

'- 370

42

365

49

514
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Table 7. Analyses of ground waters in parts
[Analysesby U. S. Geological Survey1 , unless otherwise noted.
Depth
Well
Date of
of
Silica
Calcium
Magnesium
location
Owner or name
collection
well (Si02)
(Ca)
(Mg)
no.
1947
(feet)
Wells drilled in arroyo deposits or
16.5.22.420...
(*)
216
32
22
2.9
Do..........
.........do.....................
(8)
216
21
4.4
Do..........
.........do.....................
216
25
22
2.5
16.5.23.300...,
.........do.....................
226
Do..........
.........do..................... July 31
226
28
24
1.6
16.5.25.120...
(4)
138
53
7.3
Reclamation.
17.5.14.212....
A. J. Osbom... .............. July 14
121
30
38
3.1
17. 5. 14. 441....
Earl Riggs. ................... Aug. 15
80
53
8.0
17.5.24.333....
E. W. Powers............... Apr. 17
102
60
8.3
17.5.26.212...,
July 14
68
24
66
8.0
19.4.11.221...,
Clyde Cowan................ Apr. 17
74
267
53.
20.1.26.210....
New Mexico Coll. of
May 175
284
73
34
13.
Agr. & Mech. Arts.
21.1.11.431....
C. C. Rice.................. Mar. 26 s
150
216
52.
22. IE. 33. 321..
K. H. Walker............... Aug. 29
74
158
27.
22. 2E. 13. 411..
Aug. 26 s 430
34
7..
23. 2E. 6. 323....
Aug. 13
200
58
17.
23. 2E. 8. 434....
May
6 300
124
32.
Do...........
.........do..................... Mar. 25 s 300
134
36.
23. 2E. 17.210..
23. 2E. 17. 210a.
( 6) ,
Mar. 25s
r>
56
70
17.
18.
24.3.5.330.....
H. S. Bissell................ Mar. 25 s '""132 ........
15
9.4
26. 3E. 19.311..
Mar. 25s
43
12.
26.1.4.410.....
( 8)
702
47
18.
(Afton).
26. 1.25.410a..
May
1 460
5
3.2
27. IE. 33. 130..
.........do..................... May
1 453
12
9.8
28. 2E. 24. 110..
Southern Pacific Co.
(8)
950
20
9.0
(Strauss).
28. 2E. 24. HOa.
.........do..................... May
1 705
24
10.
1 mile west of ;
Dr. J. E. Laws..............
f9 )
33
6.2
Cerro de
Muleros.
Wells drilled in alluvial fill
17.4.31.111...,
Ben Luchini..... ............. July 14
71
20
157
21.
19.3.4.331.....
Apr. 18
52
138
30.
19.3.9.121a....
Aug. 12
70
91
15.
19.3.10.333....
E. L. Cocks.................. Aug. 11
CO
200
29.
19.3.10.432....
Lee Stotts...... ............... Aug. 15
68
86
15.
22. IE. 26. 214..
Aug. 27
100
164
27.
22. IE. 28. 140..
Aug. 13
242
5?
9.4
22. IE. 28. 310..
.........do..................... Aug. 13
42
302
44.
22. IE. 28. 320..
.........do..................... Aug. 13
162
98
17.
23. 2E. 18. 141..
City of Las Cruces..........
(10)
32
161
24.
Do...........
.........do.....................
(»)
27
150
27.
Do...........
.........do.....................
(12)
33
165
28.
23. 2E. 29. 332..
Aug. 13
26.3.9.221.....
Aug. 12
148
142
45.
Springs
17.4.29.340....
Apr.
17
52
19.
21.1.10.213....
May
17 s
71
142
23.
Analysts: C. S. Howard, E. F. Williams, V. E. Arnold, L. S. Hughes.
2Dec. 19, 1945.
3June 14, 1946.
4Dec. 9, 1936.
51948.
6May 11, 1939
7Hydrant water at Pueblo Courts. City water supply being obtained from 3 city wells, 294,
296, and 301 feet deep.
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of Sierra and Dona Ana Counties, N. A/ex.
Parts per million except percent sodium and specific conductance]
Sodium
Total
Specific
and
Bicar- Sulfate Chloride Fluoride Nitrate hardness Dissolved conductance Percent
potassium bonate (S04)
(Cl)
(F)
(NOs) as CaCO
solids (micromhos sodium
(Na + K) (HC03)
at 25 C)
on mesa lands above valley floor
59
168
37
12
0.8
1.1
67
250
350
66
59
169
36
13
1.2
.8
70
219
360
64
74
180
58
11
1.0
1.1
66
283
385
71
180
11
357
73
180
52
13
1.2
1.3
66
283
360
70
35
207
44
10
1.7
11.
133
32
144
187
211
25
4.3
2.7
108
550
594
74
47
215
65
14
1.2
2.1
165
296
495
38
25
228
33
6
.2
9.1
184
254
449
23
53
218
103
14
.3
7.3
198
383
478
37
259
295
615
400
.3
1.5
884
1,740
2.640
39
90
181
145
18
.7
8.6
139
472
648
59
962
506
286
1,510
2.3
753
3,280
5,760
74
96
347
279
98
.2
505
829
1,260
29
30
120
65
9
.6
114
205
349
36
69
174
90
90
.6
.3
214
411
719
41
94
<232
227
153
.3
2.6
441
747
1,210
32
84
227
246
158
.7
482
770
1,260
27
177
90
66
210
660
63
180
126
76
.6
248
442
761
36
139
370
41
20
6.8
76
414
698
80
81
183
91
63
.7
157
381
657
53
355
423
210
282
191
1,120
80
300
492
121
42
7.9
18.
26
773
1,290
96
178
345
74
47
2.0
8.8
70
513
865
85
247
407
180
72
.75
87
729
86
240
365
195
69
1.5
1.2
101
731
1,180
84
132
188
156
50
9.1
108
479
73
of valley floor of Rio Grande
296
316
666
119
0.9
478
1,440
1,400
57
128
220
342
147
.4
2.5
468
896
1,380
37
86
213
193
71
.3
.1
288
561
897
39
140
354
399
153
.2
.8
618
1,100
1,650
33
85
237
179
56
.3
.3
276
538
858
40
142
337
376
108
.4
9.6
520
993
1,460
37
44
164
65
44
.4
.4
170
297
520
36
309
508
747
289
.1
4.7
934
1,950
2,740
42
52
188
98
120
.3
2.8
314
481
846
27
131
268
112
501
943
36
125
382
294
118
485
970
36
125
290
122
527
1,012
34
176
42
500
47
663
211
436
.1
.6
540
1,550
2,580
61
Springs Continued
303
370
309
160
5.8
2.0
208
1,030
1,650
76
1,160
427
265
1,660
4.6
2.0
449
3,540
6,060
86
8 Sayre, A N. , and Livingston, Penn, Ground-water resources of the El Paso area, Tex. ,
U. S. Geol. Survey Water-Supply Paper 919, p. 121. Date of collection, Apr. 22, 1936.
9 Idem Date of collection, July 17, 1936.
l°City water supply being obtained from 2 wells, 75 and 100 feet deep, of El Pasp Electric
Co. Date of collection, 1930. Analyzed by C. W. Botkin, chemist, State College, N. Mex.
"SeenotelO. Date of collection, 1934?
12 See note 10. Date of collection, Nov. 26, 1935.
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Table 9. Water levels in auger holes in 2 lines across Park drain, 1947 48. in feat below land surface
Held nos. of wells
Date
N1783W
N960W
N358W
N74W
N577E
N1501E
N2817E
S2916W
S1583W
S441W
S101W
S152E
S565E
S1067E
S2335E
1947
Feb.
14
12.02
11.80
8.50
9.14
13.09
7.93
11.15
9.68
9.53
11.12
11.13
10.33
11.78
10.63
8.43
21
12.09
11.84
8.54
9.16
13.14
7.99
11. 23*
*9.07
9.64
11.17
11.16
10.36
11.83
40. 88
8.50
28
12.14
11.89
8.55
9.14
13.15
8.05
11.29
*9.03
9.72
11.19
11.11
10.33
11.84
HO. 89
8.55
Mar.
7
12.13
11.89
8.55
9.27
13.17
8.08
11.34
9.90
9.75
11.20
11.14
10.34
11.86
11.22
8.60
14
12.20
11.93
8.58
9.18
13.20
8.13
11.40
10.00
9.82
11.24
11.15
10.37
11.88
11.26
8.67
28
11.49
11.57
8.35
9.00
13.19
8.18
11.43
9.89
9.69
11.13
11.02
10.27
11.86
11.28
8.71
Apr.
11
10.77
11.10
7.97
8.54
12.30
7.25
10.53
9.18
8.91
10.40
10.46
9.71
11.17
10.56
7.24
24
10.34
10.52
7.63
8.34
12.19
7.02
10.29
8.56
8.58
10.21
10.29
8.47
10.89
10.02
6.42
May
9
10.07
10.32
7.52
7.45
12.05
6.87
10.16
8.40
8.41
10.12
10.35
9.41
10.72
9.84
6.51
23
10.25
10.48
7.60
8.46
12.02
6.79
10.06
8.02
8.19
10.02
10.28
9.20
10.24
9.19
*5.37
June
6
10.23
10.48
7.62
8.52
12.04
6.77
10.05
7.80
8.02
10.01
10.36
9.31
10.33
9.17
5! 44
.19
9". 96
10.38
7.49
8.39
11.79
6.66
9.88
7.65
6.93
9.73
10.10
8.90
9.91
8.64
4.61
July
3
9.48
9.84
7.24
8.29
11.54
6.11
9.30
7.13
7.49
9.84
10.37
9.47
10.55
9.50
5.90
17
9.28
9.91
7.18
8.11
11.27
5.66
8.53
6.79
7.37
9.45
9.96
8.72
9.66
8.79
4.50
Aug.
1
8.68
9.42
6.78
7.84
10.82
5.25
8.32
6.47
6.73
9.09.
9.70
8.57
9.45
8.45
4.72
15
8.41
9.29
6.65
7.74
10.26
4.68
7.83
5.36
6.11
8.86
9.66
8.68
9.54
8.57
5.46
29
8.82
9.36
6.71
7.78
10.65
5.00
8.22
6.28
6.54
9.17
9.87
8.85
9.70
8.41
4.73
Sept.
12
9.02
9.60
6.90
7.90
11.09
5.57
8.75
5.55
6.20
8.98
9.85
8.90
9.79
8.60
5.40
28
9.40
9.84
7.04
8.01
10.79
5.46
8.62
6.61
6.94
9.48
10.11
9.20
10.27
9.24
5.95
Oct.
10
9.70
10.07
7.23
8.17
11.44
5.95
9.19
7.31
9.75
10.29
9.39
10.56
9.59
6.59
24
10.16
10.37
7.44
8.40
11.75
6.29
9.55
27.15
7.80
10.01
10.45
9.58
10.80
9.94
7.07
Nov.
7
10.49
10.61
7.62
8.49
12.01
6.60
9.80
7.84
9.78
40.52
9.70
10.98
10.16
7 19
21
10.71
10.81
7.62
8.56
12.20
6.86
10.05
7.89
8.27
10.29
40.59
9.75
11.02
10.11
15)47
Dec.
5
10.94
10.96
7.82
8.67
12.24
7.09
10.29
8.16
8.37
10.37
10.62
9.59
10.90
9.98
7! 15
19
11.18
11.01
7.98
8.71
12.50
7.26
10.51
8.55
8.66
10.56
10.74
9.69
11.16
10.40
7.67
Jan.
2
11.31
11.22
8.05
8.78
12.63
7.42
10.69
8.88
8.89
10.70
10.76
9.80
11.34
10.61
7.94
16
11.52
11.36
8.14
8.87
12.74
7.56
10.85
9.10
9.10
10.68
11.39
9.88
11.47
10.79
8.15
30
11.70
12.51
8.22
8.91
12.81
7.71
11.00
9.44
9.30
10.97
4,0. 39
9.91
11.55
10.92
8.32
Feb.
13 ,
11.61
8,30
12.90
7.85
U lq
9 ^*7
9 A8
11.05
11.03
10.10
U.70
Ue\A
8.47
27
11.73
11.70
8.46
12.99
7.97
11.27
9.91
9.77
10.99
11.06
10.03
11.71
11. 10
8.57
Ol
en
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Table 10. Water levels, in feet below land-surface datum, in auger well 23.2E.29.214
[Measured at 5:00 p.m., 1947-48]
Location: Northeast corner of westernmost weather instruments shelter of New Mexico College
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, State College, N. Mex.
Diameter: 2 inches; depth: 11 feet.
Measuring point: Top edge of hole in cap on casing, 5.22 feet below B. M. 102 U. S. C. and
G. S. (3,844 feet above mean sea level), 0.25 foot above land-surface datqm.
Reference point: Surface of northeast corner of concrete curbing for weather instruments shelter, 1. 5 feet from well, 0. 74 foot above land-surface datum.
Date
Water
Date
Water
Date
Water
Date
Water
level
level
level
level
1947
1947
1947
1947
Feb.
19
10.07 May
8
9.69 July
6
9.07 Sept.
3
9.06
20
10.06
9
9.58
7
9.11
4
9.08
21
10.09
10
9.51
8
9.13
5
9.07
22
10.09
11
9.49
9
9.17
6
9.02
23
10.08
12
9.49
10
9.19
7
9.00
24
10.08
13
9.52
11
9.19
8
8.22
25
10.09
14
9.53
12
9.19
9
8.48
26
10.08
15
9.54
13
9.15
10
8.58
27
10.09
16
9.45
14
9.14
11
8.54
28
10.08
17
9.53
15
9.10
12
8.64
Mar.
1
10.06
18
9.55
16
9.05
13
8.68
2
10.05
19
9.59
17
9.10
14
8.58
3
10.04
20
9.60
18
9.15
15
8.51
4
10.03
21
9.63
19
9.15
16
8.51
5
10.05
22
9.60
20
9.06
17
8.47
6
10.07
23
9.63
21
9.02
18
8.49
7
10.08
24
9.53
22
9.05
19
8.63
8
10.09
25
9.55
23
9.10
20
8.67
9
10.09
26
9.55
24
9.11
21
8.69
10
lO.'lO
27
9.55
25
9.05
22
8.73
11
10.10
28
9.56
26
9.01
23
8.76
12
10.10
29
9.61
27
8.94
24
8.80
13
10.11
30
9.43
28
8.95
25
8.84
14
10.12
31
8.64
29
8.97
26
8.87
15
10.12 June
1
9.03
30
9.01
27
8.90
16
10.13
2
9.12
31
8.80
28
8.93
17
10.14
3
9.23 Aug.
1
8.50
29
8.95
18
10.15
4
9.25
2
8.50
30
8.97
19
10.15
5
9.34
3
8.71 Oct.
1
8.99
20
10.15
6
9.35
4
8.79
2
9.00
21
10.15
7
9.35
5
8.85
3
9.05
22
10.15
8
9.33
6
8.90
4
9.05
23
10.15
9
9.31
7
8.92
5
9.07
24
10.15
10
9.33
8
8.91
6
9.11
25
10.15
11
9.33
9
8.89
7
9.12
26
10.16
12
9.33
10
8.89
8
9.15
27
10.17
13
9.29
11
8.90
9
9.18
28
10.16
14
9.23
12
8.94
10
9.18
29
10.15
15
9.25
13
8.95
11
9.21
30
10.13
16
9/23
14
8.95
12
9.23
31
10.11
17
9.31
15
8.95
13
9.25
Apr.
1
10.02
18
9.27
16
8.86
14
9.29
2
10.00
19
9.21
17
8.80
15
9.25
3
10.00
20
9:15
18
8.74
16
9.25
4
10.03
21
9.15
19
8.72
17
9.29
5
10.06
22
9.15
20
8.73
18
9.33
25
9.72
23
9.21
21
8.76
19
9.35
26
9.55
24
9.23
22
8.79
20
9.38
27
9.20
25
9.25
23
8.80
21
9.39
28
9.30
26
9.23
24
8.83
22
9.39
29
9.44
27
8.13
25
8.87
23
9.44
30
9.47
28
8.61
26
8.88
24
9.49
May
1
9.52
29
8.75
27
8.92
25
9.49
2
9.56
30
8.81
28
8.95
26
9.50
3
9.59 July
1
8.95
29
8.96
27
9.50
4
9.62
2
9.03
30
8.98
28
9.45
5
9.62
3
8.99
31
9.00
29
9.41
6
9.62
4
9.11 Sept.
1
9.02
30
9.46
7
9.67
5
9.11
2
9.03
31
9.51
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Table 10. Water levels, in feet below land-surface datum, in auger
well 23.2E. 29.214 Continued
Date
Water
Date
Water
Date
Water
level
level
level
1947
1947
1948
Nov.
1
9.54 Dec.
11
9.86 Jata.
20
10.09
2
9.55
12
9.88
21
10.10
3
9.56
13
9.90
22
10.11
4
9.58
14
9.90
23
10.12
5
9.61
15
9.90
24
10.13
May
6
9.61
16
9.91
25
10.13
7
9.62
17
9.92
26
10.13
8
9.63
18
9.92 Feb.
10
10.17
9
9.64
19
9.92
11
10.17
10
9.64
20
9.94
12
10.17
June
11
9.65
21
9.92
13
10.18
12
9.65
22
9.95
14
10.20
13
9.66
23
9.95
15
10.21
14
9.68
24
9.94
16
10.21
July
15
9.70
25
9.95
17
10.21
16
9.69
26
9.96
18
10.22
17
9.69;
27
9.96
19
10.23
18
9.70
28
9.97
20
10.23
Aug.
19
9.71
29
9.97
21
10.24
20
9.72
30
9.97
22
10.25
21
9.73
31
9.99
23
10.25
22
9.75
1948
24
10.26
23
9.75 Jan.
1
9.99
25
10.26
Sept.
24
9.75
2
9.99
26
10.25
25
9.76
4
10.00
27
10.25
26
9.76
5
10.00
28
10.15
27
9.77
6
10.01
29
10.05
Oct.
28
9.78
7
10.01 Mar.
1
10.15
29
9.79
8
10.01
2
10.15
30
9.79
9
10.02
3
10.23
Dec.
1
9.80
10
10.04
4
10.25
2
9.81
11
10.04
5
10.26
3
9.83
12
10.04
6
10.27
4
9.84
13
10.05
7
10.27
5
9.84
14
10.06
8
10.28
6
9.84
15
10.06
9
10.28
Dec.
7
9.84
16
10.07
15
10.32
8
9.84
17
10.08
22
10.35
9
9.85
18
10.09
29
10.35
10
9.87
19
10.09

Date
level
1948
Apr.
12
19
26
3
10
17
24
31
7
14
21
28
5
12
19
26
2
9
16
23
30
6
13
20
27
4
11
18
25
Nov.
8
15
22
29
6
13
20
27

Water
5
10.05
9.91
9.75
9.65
9.55
9.55
9.60
9.85
9.85
9.95
9.75
9.95
9.99
9.89
9.91
10.03
9.94
9.85
9.73
9.84
9.71
9.75
9.75
9.78
9.76
9.88
9.90
9.85
9.89
1
9.99
10.00
10.04
10.03
10.06
10.10
10.11
10.14

10.04

9.98

Table 11. Water levels in wells in Rincon and Mesilla Valleys,
Location no. and owner
16.5.25.211
16.5.25.343
I7.4.30.133a
Date
U. S. Bureau
Arley
W. B.
of Reclamation
Osborn
Cantrell
1946
Nov. 22....................
19.29
Dec. 18....................
J.y. OS?
1947
Jan. 8...................
19.44
Feb. 20...................
16.80
Apr. 17...................
11.30
May 27, 28.............
12.44
13.61
QO QC.
n
QQ
July a..................
Aug. J...................
15.23
Aug. 30...................
16.68
216.55
17.83
32.86
n ^O
7.17
Oct. 25...................
18.63
Dec. 2...................
19.46
8 ei
7
1948
Feb. 9, 14..............
19.43
Mar. 22...................
20.92
en
CO

ff. Mex., 1946 48, in feet below land-surface datum
17.4.31.111

17.4.32.112

Ben
Luchini

Ray
Painter

17. 5. 10. 442
Arley
Osborn

33.13
OO. <£O
33.34
33.36
33.28
32.60

13.32
19
Q.^

V) fil
39 ft1?

11.05
n OQ

8.88
5.83
5 an
1C
5 11
4 Q1
5.48

7.72
*6.40
7.01

15.94

OC
6 OC
6 r»e
6
CO

17.17

QC
OO
°.Q.
34.21
34.27

6
OQ
7 QC
71

11

1Q
7

OC
16.47

14.45
15.48

QQ
9.09

1 ff

/J£

1 c
15.25

Q/3

Table 11. Watet levels in wells in Rincon and Mesilla Valleys, N. Mex., 1946-48, in feet below land-sarface datum Continued
I.ocation no. and owner
17. 5. 14. 212
17. 5. 14. 231
17.5.24.333
17.5.26.212
17.5.26.242
19.3.4.331
Arley
Felix
E. W.
Mickey
Lloyd
B. S.
Osborn
Lara
Powers
Plemmons
Welch
Thurman
1946
Nov. 22. 23..................
58.73
28.23
Dec. 18.......................
58.85
828. 64
1947
Jan.
8.......................
58.96
328.92
Feb.
20.......................
59.17
S29.40
Mar.
3.......................
58.45 ,
Apr.
17.......................
60.76
59.37
43.99
May
27, 28..................
479.80
59.24
28.48
43.65
July
3.......................
60.04
59.15
28.29
42.64
Aug.
1.......................
60.00
59.15
28.02
43.50
Aug.
30.......................
59.88
59.07
27.98
42.94
Sept.
27.......................
60.43
59.04
27.90
42.97
Oct.
25.......................
61.22
59.24
28.54
43.37
Dec.
2.......................
61.79
59.48
29.45
44.11
1948
Feb. 14.......................
62.62
59.83
30.46
45.11
Mar. 22.......................
60.02
30.51

6.25

6.70
36.60
35.94
35.90
35.77
443. 87
35.32
35.71
36.42
37.40
37.57

4.93
5.15
411.45
5.30

Table 11. Water levels in wells in Rincon and Mesilla Valleys, N. Mex., 1946 48, in teet below land-surface datum Continued
Location no. and owner
19.3.4.331a
19.4.11.211
23. 2E. 29. 143
23.2E.29.243b
23. 2E. 29. 243c
Date
New Mexico
New Mexico
New Mexico
B. S.
Clyde
A. &M.
A. &M.
A. & M.
Thurman
Cowan
College
College
College
1W
Nov.
14.22,23......
6.25
11.92
12.82
Dec.
14,18..........
12.28
13.17
34.00
1947
Jan.
14...............
13.37
Feb. 15,20...........
6.70
12.97
13.53
34.38
Mar.
7...............
313.54
Apr. 16,17...........
4.86
420. 54
13.2034.34
May 23,26,27......
5.02
3 13. 80
12.84
34.10
July
3...............
5 6. 22
12.93
33.55
Aug.
1 ...............
5.17
'*I2. 58
423.04
33.39
Aug. 30...............
4.92
10.69
12.96
33.23
Sept. 27,29...........
5.73
11.32
12.34
33.22
Oct. 25...............
6.58
12.04
13.08
33.74
Dec.
2,3............
6.96
12.50
13.38
34.18
1948
Feb.
10. 14...........
7.20
13.25
13.55
34.54
Mar.
25...............
13.63
5 34. 81
1 Nearby field irrigated recently.
2 New measuring point, not exactly correlated with previous one.
3 Well had been'pumped.
* Well being pumped.
Nearby well being pumped.

30.35
30.24
30.11
29.70
31.04
29.39
30.92
29.89
30.38
30.63
5 32. 47
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Table 12. Records of large-diameter we/Is near or on the valley floor of the Rio Grande
in Rincon and Meailla Valleys
Sheet and tract: letters and numbers refer to Irrigable area and properly maps of Elephant Butte
Irrigation District, U S. Bureau of Reclamation Rio Grande project.
Owner or name: NMAC refers to New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
Topographic situation: A, arroyo bed; F, valley floor; M, mesa surface; S, alluvial side slope or
arroyo slope.
Altitude: A, determined by aneroid; T, determined from U. S. Geological Survey topographic
quadrangle maps.
Type of well: Dd, dug and drilled; Dr, drilled; Du, dug; J, jetted.
Depth of well: reported.
Water level: reported figures given to nearest foot.
Type of pump: AL, air lift; C, centrifugal; PI, plunger; T, turbine.
Kind of power: B, butane engine; D, diesel engine; E, electric motor; G, gasoline engine;T,
tractor engine; W, wind.
Discharge rate: E, estimated; M, measured;. R, reported.
Drawdown: E, estimated; M, measured; R, reported.
Use of water; A, abandoned; D, domestic; I, irrigation; II, intended irrigation; M, municipal,
RR, railroads; S, stock; U, unused, equipped with pump.
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GROUND-WATER CONDITIONS, RINCON AND MESILLA VALLEYS
Table 12. Records of large-diameter veils near or on the valley
Well
Owner
Date
TopoNo.
location
Sheet Tract
or
Driller
completed graphic
no.
name
situation
Rincon Valley, Sierra
1
16.5.23.300
April 1947..
S
?,
16. 5. 25. 120
A
1936..........
A
Reclamation.
3
16.5.25.211
A
..........do...........
.......do......
A
4
16.'5.25.341
A
July 1947...,
S
S
16. 5. 25. 343
A
..........do...........
March 1946
S
6
17.4.30. 133a
C
22
W. B. Cantrell....
March 1947
F
7
17.4.31.111
C
48
Ben Luchini. ........
............do........... December..,
F
1946.
8
17.4.32.112
C
37
Ray Painter.........
Mickey Plemmons., February....,
F
1947.
9
17. 5. 10. 442
B
...........do............ k......do......
M
10
17. 5. 14. 212
B
...........do...........
...........do............ March 1947
S
11
17. 5. 14. 231
B
""SSB Felix Lara..... ......
Harrison.............. 1946..........
A
12
17.5.14.441
B
July 1947...,
S
13
17.5.23.442
C
...........do............ 1934 (?).....
S
14
17.5.23.442a
C
...........do...........
S
1948.
IS
17.5.24.331
C
Harliss... .............. 1934..........
16
17.5.24.333
C
E. W. Powers......
April 1946..
S
17
17.5.25.123
r
25
G. P. Black........
F
1947.
18
17.5.25.134
C
25 ..........do........... ...........do............ ......do......
F
19
17.5.26.212
C
..........do............ March 1947
S
20
17. 5. 26. 242
C
Lloyd Welch........ ..........do............
S
1947.
Drawdown
Pump
Yield
below static level
Well
Size
Kind
Rate
Date
Duration
No.
location
Type
(in.)
of
(gpm)
of
Amount
of test
no.
power
measurement
(hr)
Rincon Valley, Sierra
1
16.5.23.300
T
8
G
850 M
June 5, 1947....
115. 00 M
4
2
16.5.25.120
AL
G
13 P
1936... ............
21 R
48
3
16.5.25.211
4
16. 5. 25. 341
None
None
None
125 R
July 14, 1947...
100 (?) R
2
S
16.5.25.343
T
6
G
250 E
July 15, 1947...,
6
17.4.30.133a
T
8
T
7
17.4.31.111
T
10
B
l.OOOM
July 18, 1947...
14. 2 M
9
8
17.4.32.112
T
6
G
800 R
February 1947...
14 R
4
9
17.5.10.442
10
17.5.14.212
T
6
G
250 E
July 23, 1947...
22. 6 M
6
11
17.5.14.231
500 R
1946...............
12
17.5.14.441
C
4
E
800 R
July 1947.........
19 R
10
13
17.5.23.442
C
4
G
250-300 E
Aug. 1. 1947...,
10 R
4
14
17.5.23.442a
T
15
17.5.24.331
C
6
T
450 E
Aug. 1, 1947...
12 R
5
16
17.5.24.333
T
8
G
650
M July 25, 1947...
20. 5 M
5
17
17.5.25.123
T
8
G
860
M Dec. 2, 1947...
40
18
17. 5. 25. 134
T
8
T
780
M .........do..........
3
19
17.5.26.212
T
6
G
225
M June 4, 1947....
20. 00 M
2
20
17.5.26.242
T
8
G
700 G
July 24, 1947...
8.5M
8
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floor of the Rio Grande in Rincon and Meailla Valleys Continued
Principal water-bearing bed
Depth
Water level
Altitude Type Depth eter Depth ThickCharacter
which Below
Date
above sea of
of
of to top ness
of
well is land
of
level well well
well of bed (ft)
material
cased surface
measurement
(ft)
(ft) (in.) (ft)
(ft)
(ft)
County, N. Mex.
4.280 A Dr
226
18
186
12
215
Flows June 5, 1947
4, 194 T Dr
138
6
107
24.12 Nov. 22, 1946
4,181
T
Dr
32
10
19.29
Do.
4,180
T
Dr
127
10
127
27.20
July 3, 1947
4,182
T
Dr
152
12
38
131
32.22
June 21, 1946
4, 140
T
Dr
97
18
12
43 Sand and gravel. 69
13.32
Apr. 17, 1947
4,113
T
Dr
71
14
10
43 ..........do........ 65
8.88
Feb. 20, 1947
4,110 T Dr
80
12
80
7.72
Do.
4,260
A
Dr
207
15*
15.94
Apr.
17, 1947
4, 188
T
Dr
121
10
121
58.45
Mar.
3, 1947
4, 180
T
Dr
100 (?)
12
58.73
Nov.
22, 1946
4, 140
T
Dd
80
12
80 ^' 13.90
Aug.
1, 1947
4, 140
T
Dd
65
6
4, 140
T
Dr
4, 140 T Dd
74
14
74
28.
Aug. 1, 1947
4,140 T Dr
101
12
55
18
28.23 Nov. 23, 1946
4,120 T Dr
59
18
..........do........
14.65 Feb. 14, 1948
4,120 T Dr
64
18
.........do........
12.77
Do.
4,160 T Dd
68
10
.........do........
68
43.99 Apr. 17, 1947
4,152 T Dr
85
12
57
27
85
36.60
Do.
Measuring point
Specific Use
Height
capacity of
above (+)
[gpm/ft) water
Description
orbelow(-)
Remarks
land-surface
datum (ft)
County, N. Mex. Continued
63
I
0.00
estimated June 5, 1947. See analysis.
0.6
D
Bottom of air-line elbow
+4.00 See analysis.
A
+3.00
1.2
II
.............do..............
+.60
I
.............do..............
+.25 Depth 131 ft measured July 1947.
n
.............do..............
+4.00
70
i
Top west edge of 3-in..
+.83 Temperature 67 F.
pipe in concrete.
57
n
Top of extended casing
+.85
A
+.00
bailer.
11
i
+.30
n
L.............do.:... ........
+1.38
42
i
.00
Dug 18 ft. Test pumped at date of
completion.
25
About 10 ft west of well 17. 5. 23. 442.
38
Bottom of N-S 8x8 in.,
.00
Temperature 67 F. Diameter of pit 72 in.
pump support, east
side of well.
32
+.50
Temperature 67 F. See analysis.
.............do.............
.00
.............do.............
1.00
Temperature 64 F.
11
Bottom of pump base...
+1.00
Temperature 67 F. Diameter of pit 60 in.
flange.
See analysis.
82
i
+.50
Temperature 67 F.
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GROUND*WATER CONDITIONS, RINCON AND MESILLA VALLEYS
Table 12. Records of large-diameter wells near or on the valley
Well
Owner
Date
TopoNo.
location
Sheet Tract
or
Driller
completed graphic
no.
name
Situation
Rincon Valley^ Dona Ana
9:1
18.4.5.214
D
IB W. A. Prater.......
1946..........
F
9:9,
18.4.17.312
D
145 W. B. Engler.......
July 1947....
F
9,3
18.4.17.411
D
144C
December...
F
1947.
94
18.4.35.231
F,
120
F
9,5
19. 2. 3. 122
A. T.&S. F. Ry... P. D. Wynne........ January 1932
S
9,fi
19. 3. 4. 331
G
July 1946....
F
27
19. 3. 4. 331a
G
......... ...........do........... ...........do............ 1946..........
F
9,8
19.3.5.
G
...........do...........
January 1948
F
9,9
19.3.9.121
G
10
1933..........
F
30
19. 3. 9. 121a
G
10 ...........do........... Claude Right........ July 1947....
F
31
19. 3. 10. 333
G
113 E. L. Cocks.........
........do......
F
39,
19. 3. 10. 432
G
89
Lee Stotts............ ...........do............ August 1947
F
33
19.3.15.443
G
169B I. W. Small wood..
F
1947.
34
19.4.3.234
F
D. L. Oliver........ Claude Right........ June 1947....
S
35
19.4.11.221
F
73
October 1946
S
Mesilla Valley, Dona
36
21. IE. 30. 323
2
11
B. W. Vermilion...'
Mar. 1948..
F
37
21. IE. 31. 322
2
23
Rudolph Garcia.... ......... .. .
.... Jan. 1948...
F
38
21. IE. 31. 412
2
22
Edgar Rhodes....... Morrison Bros........ ......do......
F
39
21.1.11.431
1
.........
C. C. Rice......... Jack Daniels......... Mar. 1948..
M
Drawdown
Pump
Yield
below static level
Well,
Size
Rind
Rate
Date
Duration
No.
location
Type
(iii.)
of
(gpm)
of
Amount
of test
no.
power
measurement
(hr)
Rincon Valley, Dona Ana
91 18.4.5.214
C
3
G
280 R
9,9, 18.4.17.312
T
6
T
9.3 18.4.17.411
C
6
G
9,4
18.4.35.231
T
8
G
1,000
R
95
19.2.3.122
T
E
225
R January 1932......
14 R
26
19.3.4.331
T
6
G
660
M Apr. 18, 1947....
8.9
96
97
19.3.4.331a
400
R 1946.. ....... .......
9.8
19.3.5
9.9
19.3.9.121
120 R
'/3
30
19.3.9.121a
C
E
150 E Aug. \ 1947.....
2.1 M
#
31
19. 3. 10. 333
T
10
G
600
E
Aug. 11, 1947....
10. OM
32
19.3.10.432
T
10
G
700
E
Aug. 15, 1947....
10. 4 M
3
33
19. 3. 15. 443
T
8
T
250
E
Anr
17
1 Q47
34
19. 4. 3. 234
C
6
T
500
R
June 1947..........
5
R
8
35
19.4.11.221
T
8
T
700
M
July 24, 1947.....
12
M
4
MeSilla Valley, Dona Ana
3fi
21. IE. 30. 323
T
8
G
1,000 R
37
21. IE. 31. 322
T
8
T
1,200 R
ii R
38
21. IE. 31. 412
1,000 R
30
R
39
21.1.11.431
T
8
D

\
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floor of the Rio Grande in Rincon and Mesilla Valleys Continued
Principal water-bearing bed Depth
Water level
Diamto
Altitude Type Depth eter Depth ThickCharacter which Below
Date
ibove sea of
of
of to top ness
of
well is land
of
level well well
well of bed (ft)
material
cased surface
measurement
(ft)
(ft) (in.) (ft)
(ft)
(ft)
County, N. Mex.
4,107 T Du
20
13.40
Feb.
14. 1948
4, 095 T Dr
70
12
5
60 Sand and gravel
70
5.34
Aug.
11. 1947
9.65
Feb.
14, 1948
4,092 T Dr
70
12
8.3
Dec.
2. 1947
4,070 T Dr
68
12
10
38 Sand and gravel
60
6.92 Aug. 15. 1947
Dr
260
14
260 120.
4,052 T Dr
52
10
52
6.25 Nov. 22, 1946
4, 052 T Or
35
12
35
6.25
Do.
4,050 T Or
32
8
32
3.38
Aug. 1, 1947
4, 050 T 1>
70
7
53
15
67
3.38
JDo.
4,049 T Dr
69
12
42
12 ...........do.......
69
4.98
Aug. 11. 1947
8.57
Feb. 14, 1948
4,049 T Dr
68
12
68
9.13
Aug. 27, 1947
11.71
Feb. 14, 1948
4,040 T Dr
53
12
10
30 Sand and grave]*
53
5.65
Feb. 20, 1947
4,075 T Dr
68
8
22
46
68
8.49 June 12, 1947
4,080 T Dr
74
10
16
54 Fine and^ coarse
74
11.92 Nov. 23, 1946
sand.
Ana County, N. Mex.
Dr.
........
14.
..............................
9.42 Mar. 26, 1948
3,943 T Dr
100
12
..................... .........
10.55 Feb. 12, 1948
3.945T Dr
77
16
50
25 Gravel............
75
9.58
Do.
4,020 T Dr
150
12
..................... .........
64.00 Mar. 26, 1948
Measuring point
Specific Use
Height
capacity of
above (+)
gpm/ft) water
Description
orbelow(-)
Remarks
land-surface
datum (ft)
County, N. Mex. Continued
I
+1.50 Pit, 5 by 9 ft.
cribbing.
I
+1.00
I
.00
drilled.
I
.00
16 M, RR
74 I
+2.00
A
.............do.............
+ .37 78 ft from well 19. 3. 4. 331.
I
A
+ .80 Well sanded.
71 M
.............do.............
+ .70 Temperature 62 F. Emergency use
only. Two pumps. See analysis.
60
I
.............do............'.
.00 Temperature 65 F. See analysis.
67
I
.............do.............
+1.00
I
+1.00
100
I
-5.40
58
I
............do..............
-.90 Temperature 66 F. See analysis.
County, N. Mex. Continued
I
+ .75
110
I
.............do..............
+.50
33
II
.............do..............
+2.00
I
.............do..............
+1.25 See analysis.
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GROUND-WATER CONDITIONS, RINCON AND MESILLA VALLEYS
Table 12. Records of large-diameter wells near or ort the valley
Well
Owner
Date
TopoNo.
location
Sheet Tract
or
Driller
completed
graphic
no.
name
situation
Mesilla Valley, Dona Ana
40
21.1.13.323
1
7
1948..........
F
41
21.1.14.433
1
4A1
Roy Black..........
F
4?,
22. IE. 8. 421
3
37
F
1947.
43
22. lE.8.421a 3
37
...........do........... McBee....... ......... October......
F
1947.
44
22. IE. 10.413 4
E. A. Knight........ Joe Clary............. September..
S
1947.
45
22. IE. 15. 343 4
37A
Clifford Hare.......
F
1947.
46
22. IE. 15.431 4
40
Claude Tharp...... Joe Clary............. September..
F
1947.
47
22. IE. 21. 211 4
12B2
1906..........
F
48
22. IE. 22
4
35B(?) ...........do...........
November...
F
1947.
49
22. IE. 26. 214 5
21
August 1947.
F
50
22. IE. 27. 411 5
32
J. W. Taylor....... Morrison Bros........ February.....
F
1948.
51
22. IE. 28. 142 4
63A
November...
F
1947.
5?.
22. IE. 33. 321 5
89
K. H. Walker......
August 1947.
F
53
23. IE. 1.414
7
68
1948... .......
F
54
23. IE. 1.423
7
70
S
1948.
55
23. IE. 1.443
9
2
L. B. Linbeck...... ............do..........
September..
F
1947.
56
23.
IE. 2. 143
7
8A
Tatman...... ........ Morrison Bros........
March 1948
F
57
23.
IE. 4. 413
6
16
J. A. Griffin........ ............do..........
......do......
F
58
23.
IE. 9. 411
8
1
............do..........
......do......
F
59
23.
IE. 10. 442
7
56
McBee................
F
1947.
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floor of the Rio Grande in Rincon and Meailla Valleys Continued
Principal water-bearing bed
Depth
Water level
Diamto
Altitude Type Depth eter
Depth ThickCharacter
which Below
land"
Date
above sea of
of
of
to top ness
of
well is
of
level well well
well
of bed (ft)
material
cased surface .measurement
(ft)
(ft) (in.)
(ft)
(ft)
(ft)
County, N. Mex. Continued
3,960 T 1>
215
16
48
10
12.4
Feb. 12, 1948
3,960 T Or
1 7=/o\
8.30 Dec. 5, 1947
3,925 T Dr
14
80,
8.46 Feb. 12, 1948
3,925 T Dr
16
12.23
Do.
3,945 T Dr
132
12
40
22
116
21.45 Sept. 11, 1947
gravel.
3,925 T Dr
108
16
.........do.........
11.87 Feb. 12, 1947
3,920 T Dr
75
12
11.15 Dec. 5, 1947
11.58 Feb. 12, 1948
3,920 T Dd
197
6
9.56 Dec. 5, 1947
10.41 Feb. 12, 1948
Dr
130
15'.
3,915 T Dr
100
12
30
34
93
August 1947
gravel.
3,920 T Dr
107
16
48
59 ........ ..do........
107
3,920 T Dr
80
16
55
25
11.19 Dec. 5, 1947
12.43 Feb. 12, 1948
3,925 T Dr
74
10
22
52
74
14.64 Aug. 12, 1947
gravel.
3,910 T J
60
a
15.46 Feb. 12. 1948
3,915 T Dr
100
14
21.27
Do3,905 T Dr
75
12
17.08 Dec. 5, 1947
17.53 Feb. 12, 1948
Dr
14
Dr
90
14
Dr
90
14
3,900 T Dr
95
16
50
15
13.98 Dec. 5, 1947
14.85 Feb. 11, 1948
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GROUND-WATER CONDITIONS, RINCON AND MESDLLA VALLEYS
Table 12. Records at large-diameter wells near or on the valley
Drawdown
Pump
Yield
below static level
Well
Size
Kind
Rate
Date
No.
location*
Type
(in.)
of
(gpm)
of
no.
power
measurement
Mesilla Valley, Dona Ana
40
21.1.13.323
41
22. 1. 14. 433
42
22. IE. a. 421
T
10
G
900 E Oct. 10. 1947....,
43
99 117 R 4.9 la
44
22. IE. 10. 413
T
8
T
45
22. IE. 15. 343
T
10
G
2,000 R
46
22. IE. 15.431
T
8
T
800 R
47
99 IT 91 911
T
10
T
1,000 R 1947.................
48
22. IE. 22
49
99 117 9fi 91A
T
T
1,000 E Aug. 29, 1947....
50
99 117 9T All
T
51
99 117 98 14.9
T
10
T
1 9nn n February 1948.....
5?,
22. IE. 33. 321
T
8
T
800 R 1947.,.. .............
53
23. IE. 1. 414
AL
54
23. IE. 1. 423
T
8
T
1,000 R
55
OQ IT? i /Ldq
T
6
T
600 R
56
23.
IE. 2. 143
T
10
57
23.
IE. 4. 413
58
23.
IE. 9. 411
59
23.
IE. 10.442
T
8
T
1,200 R

Duration
Amount
(hr)

26 M
30 R
16 R
16 R
30 M

of test

lot
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floor of the Rio Grande in Rincon and Meailla Valleys
Measuring point
Specific Use
capacity of
[gpm/ft) water
Description
land -surface
datum (ft)
County, N. Mex. Continued
II
II
35
I
II
...............do............
+.50
I
...............do............
+.40
67
I
..............do............
I
, ........ ...... do.. ..........
+ 1.25
63
I
Shalem Colony well; see W. S.P. 188.
p. 45.
II
63
I
II
I
-1.00
27
II
............ ...do............
II
....... ........do............
+1.75
I
...............do............
+1.00
I
...............do............
+.75
I
I
I
I
.00
317Z67 O - 55 - 1Z

Continued
Height
above (+)
or below (-)

Remarks

.00
About 120 feet north of well 22. IE. 8. 421.
+1.50
-1.00 Pit; diameter 18 ft, depth 30 ft. Old

Well sanded.
+2.85
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GROUND-WATER CONDITIONS, RINCON AND MESILLA VALLEYS
Table 12. Records of large-diameter wells near or on tne valley
Well
Owner
Date
TopoNo.
location
Sheet Tract
or
Driller
completed graphic
no.
name
situation
Mesilla Valley, Dona Ana
60 23. IE. 13. 144
9A
157
Hadley Street well, Frank Dickinson..... June 1947...
F
Las Cruces.
61 23. IE. 13. 244
9A
....... A. T. &S. F. Ry. , A. A. Riggs......... November
F
well 2.
1925.
62 23. IE. 21. 314
10
82A O. McElyea... ......
November
F
1947.
63 23. IE. 21. 314a 10
82A ......... .do........... ............do........... .......do......
F
64 23. IE. 26. 311
10
56
Victor Ginther...... Victor Ginther....... 1948..........
F
65 23. IE. 35. 231
10
64
Harry Tashiro....... McBee.... ............. August 1947
F
66 23. IE. 35. 421
10
64
Tashiko Tashiro.... ............do........... September...
F
1947.
67 23. IE. 36. 333
12
33A1 Stahman Farms
J. F. Williams...... November
F
Inc. , well 2.
1947.
68 23. 2E. 6. 323
9
.
Las Cruces
Andy Rominger...... 1925 (?).....
M
Country Club.
69 23. 2E. 6. 332
9
.
Mrs. Fay Sperry....
R. D. Sidey.. ....... March 1940.
M
70 23. 2E. 8. 434
.* < City of Las Cruces,
Frank Dickinson..... May 1947....
M
well 5.
71 23. 2E. 17.210
City of Las Cruces, McCollough.. ........ 1936 (?>.....
M
well 1.
7.2 23.2E. 17.210a
City of Las Cruces,
M
well 2.
73 23. 2E. 17. 210b
City of Las Cruces, Dickinson............. November
M
well 3.
brothers.
1938.
Drawdown
Pump
Yield
below static level
Well
Size
Kind
Rate
Date
Duration
No.
location
Type
(in.)
of
(gpm)
of
Amount
of test
no.
power
measurement
(hr)
Mesilla Valley, Dona Ana
60 23. IE. 13. 144
None
None None
61 23. IE. 13.244
C
2 E
230
R November 1925...
9 R
64
M Nov. 16, 1946....
3.9 M
16
62
23. IE. 21. 314
T
8
G
1,200
R
63
23.1E.21.314a
T
10
G
1,500
R
64
23. IE. 26. 311
65
23. IE. 35. 231
T
8
G
1,100
R
66
23. IE. 35. 421
T
8
G
700
R
67
23. IE. 36. 333
T
10
G
1,000
R
65 (?)R
5
68
23. 2E. 6. 323
T
4
E
150
R
13 R
24
69
23. 2E. 6. 332
45
R March 1940........
10 R
70
23. 2E. 8. 434
T
6
E
250
E May 13. 1947.....
12. 6 M
96
71
23. 2E. 17. 210
T
6
E
250
M Apr. 3, 1947......
72
23.2E.17.210a
T
6
E
205
M ...........do.........
10 (?)M
73
23. 2E.17.210b
T
6
E
270
M ...........do.........
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floor of the Rio Grande in Rincon and Mesilla Valleys
Continued
Principal water-bearing bed
Depth
Water level
DiamAltitude Type Depth eter
Depth ThickCharacter
which Below
Date
ibove sea of
of
of
to top ness
of
well is land
of
level well well
well
of bed (ft)
material
cased surface
measurement
(ft)
(ft) (in.)
(ft)
(ft)
(ft)
County, N. Mex. Continued
3.895 T Dr
175
14
110
55 Sand and small
170
11.34 July 31, 1947
gravel.
3,895 T Dd
82
13
87
15.
November 1925
boulders.
12.25
Nov. 13. 1946
3,898 T Dr
90
12
10.87
Dec. 5, 1947
11.63
Feb. 11, 1948
3,898 T Dr
90
12
10. 94
Dec. 5, 1947
10.93
Feb. 11, 1948
3,8807 Du
120
10 R
3.878T Dr
80
16
74
10.68
Dec.
4. 1947
11.50
Feb.
10, 1948
3.878 T Dr
80
16
12.84
Dec.
4, 1947
13.81
Feb.
10, 1948
3.878 T Dr
99
14
13.43
Dec.
4. 1947
14.30
Feb.
10. 1948
3,959 A Dd
190
8
190
77.8
Apr.
10, 1947
3.950 T Dr
133
8
133
65
March 1940
4,057 L Dr
300
13
200
55 Sand and
285
185. 09
Apr.
15. 1947
gravel.
189. 28
Oct.
8, 1947
186.71
Dec.
3. 1947
4.042 A Dr
294
10
294
170. t
1936
(?)
4.050 A Dr
296
10
296
192. 12 May 14, 1947
4,048 A Dr '
301
10
292
160. t
November 1938
gravel.
Measuring point
Specific Use
Height
capacity of
above (+)
(gpm/ft) water
Description
or below (-)
Remarks
land-surface
datum (ft)
County, N. Mex. Continued
M
+0.50
26
RR
-11.51
Original depth 251 ft. backfilled to 82
16
ft for best water.
I
.00
I
...............do............
'+.50
2001 ft east of well 23. IE. 21. 314.
II
I
+.50
Reportedly poor quality.
I
...............do.............
+.25
Filled with sand to 70 (-) ft.
15
I
............... do.............
+1.00
12
I
Top of 8 by 8 pump...
+.70
See analysis.
supports.
45
DI
Irrigates yard.
on
M
+ .50
See analysis.
M
20
M
Top of concrete floor.
.00
See analysis.
M
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GROUND*WATER CONDITIONS, RINCON AND MESILLA VALLEYS
Table 12. Records of large-diameter wells near or on the valley
Well
Owner
Date
TopoNo.
location
Sheet Tract
or
Driller
completed graphic
no.
name
Situation
Mesilla Valley, Dona Ana
74 23.2E. I7.210c
1940 (?)......
M
well 4.
75 23. 2E. 17. 210d
M
well 6.
1947.
76 23. 2E. 20.412
11
B. B. Evans.......... Dutch Chandler..... 1937...........
S
77 23. 2E. 28. 113
11
1906..........
S
well 1.
78 23. 2E. 29. 143
11
59
NMAC, Irrig. Eng.. R. D. Sidey.. ....... June 1935....
F
well 3.
79 23. 2E. 29. 243
11
1932 (?)......
S
well 2
80 23. 2E. 29. 243a
11
1938...........
S
well 3.
81 23. 2E. 29. 243b
11
NMAC................ ...........do...........
S
1946.
8?, 23. 2E. 29. 243c
11
...........do...........
S
well 4.
1947.
Drawdown
Pump
Yield
below static level
Well
Size
Kind
Rate
Date
Duration
No.
location
Type
(iB.)
of
(gpm)
of
Amount
of test
no.
power
measurement
(hr)
Mesilla Valley, Dona Ana
74
9^
917
T7
91fl^>
T
6
E
310 M Apr. 3, 1947.....
Ft C
9Q 917
1*7
91 fW
T
6
E
oon »* Feb. 12, 1948....
76 no 917 9A A1O
C
E
OAA o
1937................ ....... 3 R
77 23. 2E. 28. 113
PI
E
100 R
1946..... ....... ....
16 R
78 23. 2E. 29. 143
T
8
E
1.270M Nov. 18, 1946...
13 M
24
on
OTT
OQ OJQ
100 R
1946....... ....... ..
79
PI
E
Bft oo
OrOn OAQPI
£
1 AA D
,.........do..........
81 23. 2E. 29. 243b
82 23. 2E. 29. 243c
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floor of the Rio Granefe in Rincon and Meailla Valleys Continued
Principal water -bearing bed
Depth
Water level
Diamto
Altitude Type Depth eter Depth ThickCharacter
which Below
Date
ibove sea of
of
of
to top ness
of
well is land
of
level well well well of bed (ft)
material
cased surface measurement
(ft)
(ft) (in.) (ft)
(ft)
(ft)
County, N. Mex. Continued
4,048 A Or
298
10
298
Or
300±(?)
12
184. 54 Dec. 3, 1947
184. 91
Feb. 12, 1948
184. 90
Mar. 25, 1948
3,935 A Dd 70
12
50
20
70 56
April 1947
3.942T Dd 110
12
110 75
1946
3.883L
Or
50
16
50
12.82 Nov. 14, 1946
gravel.
3,899 T Dd 228
4
228
28
1932
3,906 T Dd 428
8
35
1938
3,903 L Dr
83
18
55
20 Sand and large...
81
34.00 Dec. 14, 1946
gravel.
3.898L
Dr
305
14
286
30.35 Feb. 15, 1947
Measuring point
Specific Use
Height
capacity of
above (+)
(gpm/ft) water
Description
or below (-)
Re*marks
land-surface
datum (ft)
County, N. Mex. Continued
M
M
+.82
pipe ineoncrete base.
67
I
Dug to 50 ft to water level, 1937.
6
D
Dug to 70 ft to water in 1906, 326 gpm,
drawdown 21 ft, 1906. Swimming pool
and emergency use.
98
I
Top of rib inside pump
+1.50 Yield, 1,625 gpm; drawdown, 18.5 ft
shell.
when drilled.
D
Pit, depth 28 ft.
D
Pit, depth 35 ft.
II
+ .80
........... D
.............do...............
+ .50 Intended for domestic.
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GROUND-WATER CONDITIONS, RINCON AND MESILLA VALLEYS
Table 12. Records of large-diameter wells near or on the valley
Well
Owner
Date
TopoNo.
location
Sheet
Tract
or
Driller
completed graphic
no.
name
situation
Mesilla Valley, Dona Ana
83 23. 2E. 30. 412b
11 74
NMAC, Horti......
R. D. Sidey....... May 1935...
F
cultural well 3.
84 23.2E.30.412c
11 74
NMAC, Horti......
Layne Texas....... November...
F
cultural well 4.
1947.
85 23. 2E. 31. 213
11 L29
NMAC, Agronomy
..........do........... .......do.....
F
well 1.
86 24. IE. 1. Ill
12 33A1
Stahmann Farms, ..
J. F. Williams.... August.......
F
Inc. , well 1.
1947.
87 24. IE. 1. 144
19! 33A2
...........do..........
F
Inc. , well 3.
1947.
88 24. 2E. 5. 234
13 18C
F
1948.
89 24. 2E. 5. 422
13 ISA
October......
F
1947.
90 24. 2E. 15. 231
15 14
F
1948.
91 24. 2E. 22. 444
15 63A
W. E. Evans........
F
(?) 1947...
99! 24. 3E. 31. 430
17
October......
S
1946.
93 25. 2E. 2. 221
17 72A1B
W. H. Walters.....
F
1947.
Drawdown
Pump
Yield
below static level
Well
Size
Kind
Rate
Date
Duration
No.
location
Type
(in-)
of
(gpm)
of
Amount
of test
no.
power
measurement
(hr)
Mesilla Valley, Dona Ana
83 23. 2E. 30. 412b
250 E
1946.
84 23.2E.30.412c
T
8
E
695 R
21 R
1947.
85 23. 2E. 31. 213
T
8
1,100 R .........do..........
40 R
86 24. IE. 1. Ill
T
8
1,200 R 1947...............
60 R
87 24. IE. 1. 144
88 24. 2E. 5. 234
T
8
T
89 24. 2E. 5. 422
T
8
T
800 R
90 24. 2E. 15. 231
91 24. 2E. 22. 444
T
4
92 24. 3E. 31.430
350 R
1946...............
19
93 25. 2E. 2. 221
T
6
T
600 R
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floor of the Rio Grande in Rincon and Mesilla Valleys Continued
Principal water-bearing bed
Depth
Water level
DiamAltitude Type Depth
eter
Depth ThickCharacter
which Below
Date
above sea of
of
of
to top ness
of
well is land
of
level
well well
well
of bed (ft)
material
cased surface
measurement
(ft)
(ft)
(in.)
(ft)
(ft)
(ft)
County. N. Mex. Continued
3,885 T
Dd
71
12
Sand and........
71
16.97
Dec. 3, 1947
gravel.
17.63
Feb. 12, 1948
3,885 T
Dr
95
14
26
60 ........do.........
92
16.89
Dec. 3, 1947
17.53
Feb. 10, 1948
3,880 T
Dr
70
14
........do.........
13.16
Dec. 3, 1947
14.13
Feb. 10, 1948
3,875 T
Dr
331
15
44
104 ........do.........
306
9.65
July 31, 1947
14.02
Dec. 4, 1947
14.93
Feb. 12, 1948
3,875 T
Dr
100
16
........do.........
12.48
Do.
3,870 T
Or
60
12
3,870 T
Or
80
12
10.92 Dec. 5, 1947
gravel.
11.57 Feb. 13, 1948
3.855T
Or
16
3,853 T
Dr
.80
10
13.16
Dec.
5, 1947
13.97
Feb.
11, 1948
3,860 T
Dr
90
12
90
41.78
Dec.
4, 1947
42.97
Feb.
11, 1948
3,840 T
Dr
96
12
50
11
gravel.
Measuring point
Specific Use
Height
capacity of
above (+)
(gpm/ft) water
Description
or below (-)
Remarks
land -surface
datum (ft)
County, N. Mex. Continued
A
-1.50
casing.
sanded.
33
I
+ .50
28
I
.............do..............
+1.75
20
I
.............do..............
+.87
II
.............do..............
+.50
I
I
+.75
n
Being drilled Feb. 13, 1948, depth, 48 ft.
ii
+1.75
18
n
.............do..............
+.50
i
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GROUND-WATER CONDITIONS, RINCON AND MESILLA VALLEYS
Table 12. Records of large-diameter wells near or on the valley
Well
Owner
Date
TopoNo.
location
Sheet Tract
or
Driller
completed
graphic
no.
name
situation
Mesilla Valley, Dona Ana
94 25. 2E. 4. 422
18
6A
S. Y. Wilson......
F
1947.
95 25. 2E. 24. 413
20
39
W. H. Randle.... ............do............ October.....
F
1947.
96 25. 3E. 8.132
19
Mrs. Fuller........
January.(?)u,
S
1948.
97 25. 3E. 19. 331
21
83
W. E. Esslinger... McBee.. ............... November...
F
1947.
98 26. 3E. 19.311
26
5
S
1948.
99 26. 3E. 19.432
26
12
Judo Yabumoto... Schumaker............ October.....
F
1947.
100 26. 3E. 30. 114
26
16
O. E. Egbert...... Morrison Bros......... February....
S
1948.
101 26. 3E. 31. 123
26
57
.............do........... .......do......
S
109: 27. 3E. 5. 414
28
ISA] L. G. Little.......
March 1948
F
103 27. 3E. 6.213
28
5
Chester Little.... ............do........... February....
F
1948.
104 27. 3E. 15. 143
30
7
F
1948.
Mesilla Valley. El
105 28. 3E. 12. 311
32 12-7
O. C. Coles....... Payne................... January......
F
1948.
106 28. 3E. 25. 424
33
4-2
1947.........
F
107 28. 3E. 25. 442
33
4-21A J. M. Taylor......
.......do......
F
108 28. 3E. 26. 232
33
5-21 ErickBrandis......
,......do......
F
Drawdown
Pump
Yield
below static level
Well
Size
Kind
Rate
Date
Duration
No.
location
Type (in.)
of
(gPm)
of
Amount
of test
no.
power
measurement
(hr)
Mesilla Valley, Dona Ana
94 25. 2E. 4. 422
T
10
G
1, 100 M Dec. 4, 1947....
42 M
4
95 25. 2E. 24. 413
T
6
T
600 R
1947.... ...........
35 R
OC 25. 3E. 8. 132
8
G
T
Q7 25. 3E. 19.331
T
8
T
1.100R 1948...............
33 R
98 26. 3E. 19. 311
T
8
G
600 R ..........do.........
11 R
99 26. 3E. 19.432
T
8
T
Qftft T? 1947
60 (?)R
100
26. 3E. 30. 114
800 R
1948...............
47 R
101
26. 3E. 31. 123
102
27. 3E. 5.414
T
10
G
1.500M Mar. 25, 1948
35
48
103
27. 3E. 6.213
T
8
G
1.100E ...........do.........
34
4
104
27. 3E. 15. 143
800 R 1948...............
40 R
Mesilla Valley, El
105
28. 3E. 12. 311
T
8 T
106
28. 3E. 25. 424
T
4 G
107
28. 3E. 25. 442
C
V: E
108
28. 3E. 26. 232
None None None
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floor of the Rio Gtande in Rincon and Mesilla Valleys
Continued
Principal water-bearing- bed
Depjh
Water level
Diamto
Altitude Type Depth eter Depth ThickCharacter
which Below
Date .
above sea of
of
of to top ness
of
well is land
of
level well well well
of bed (ft)
material
cased surface measurement
(ft)
(ft) (in.)
(ft)
(ft)
(ft)
County, N. Mex. Continued
3.840T
Dr
95
20
50
Sand and........
15.58 Dec. 4, 1947
gravel.
3,823 T
Or
130
12
8.57
Do.
9.20 Feb. 11, 1948
3,845 T
Dr
18
18.04
Do.
3.824T
Dr
90
16
58
Sand and.........
9.36 Dec. 4, 1947
gravel.
9.90 Feb. 11, 1948
3.810T
Dr
132
14
23.63
Do.
3,800 T
T>
131
16
59
27
90
10.17 Dec. 4, 1947
3,800 T
Dr
107
14
53
107
8.30 Feb. 11, 1948
gravel.
3,800 T
Or
90
16
52
20 ........do..........
10
Dr
82
14
40
42
82
13
March 1948
3,785 T
Dr
126
14
55
30 ....... .do...........
85
17
Do.
3.,780'T
Dr
91
16
42
38
8.42 Feb. 11, 1948
gravel.
Paso County, Tex.
3,755 T
Dr
...............................
7.04 Feb. 11, 1948
Or
..........
Dr
. . 60
3r ..................
Dr
64
.8 ..................
Measuring point
Specific Use
Height
capacity of
above (+)
[gpm/ft) 'water
Description
or below (-)
Remarks
land-surface
datum (ft)
County, N. Mex. Continued
26
I
+1.00
drawdown, 22 ft, February 1948.
17
I
.00
I
..............do.............
+.'50
33
I
..............do.............
.00
55
I
..............do.............
+2.00 Temperature 70. 5 F. See analysis.
15
I
..............do.............
+.50 Well sanded in (?), measured 250 gpm;
drawdown, 22 ft, February 1948.
17
II
...,...........do. ............
+3.00
n
Being completed Feb. 13, 1948.
43
i
32
i
20
n
+2.00
Paso County, Tex.
I
+1.50
I
ID
n
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GROUND-WATER CONDITIONS. RINCON AND MESILLA VALLEYS
Table 13. -Records of wells principally above the valley
Altitude: A, determined by aneroid barometer; T, determined from U. S. Geological Survey
topographic quadrangle maps.
Type of well: Dd dug and drilled; Dr, drilled; Du, dug; J, jetted.
Depth of well: .M, measured; otherwise reported.
Water level: Reported figures given to nearest foot.
Well
Date
No,
Location no.
Field name
Owner or name
Driller
completed
Sierra County,
1 19.5. l r
Mexican Querva... Homer Jones................ ......... .............
1925.......
2 19. 5. 16. 100
Twin Mills West... ..............do...............
1900.......
3 19.5.28.300
Iron Mill............. ..............do. ... ... Andy Romenger...
1917 (?)..
Dona Ana
4 18. IE. 27. 430
Jornada Experimental
Range.
5
18.4.5.211
C. W. Right................
1946 (?)..
6
18.4.8.410
Bre wster. .....................
EiiYott!"!!!!!"""!!!1916......
7
18.4.9.130
R. F. Hedge
Schoptaugh.......... 1945......
8
18.4.34.211
Simms............... Simms........
Boggs!.. ............... 1940 (?)..
9
18.4.35.221
Boggs
1940.......
10
19. IE. 1. 221Middle well........ Jornada Experimental
Turney
Range.
11 19. 2E. 33. 120 Headquarters West ................do.............
12 19. 2E. 33. 120a
................do.............
13 19. 2E. 33. 210 Headquarters East ................do.............
1937......
14
19. 4E. 31. 420
Little well........... ...............do.............
15
19.4.29.130
East well............ Homer Jones................ Andy Romenger....
1917......
16
19.4.30.240
...............do............. Boyd Lusk... .........
1936......
17
20. IE. 4. 120
West well........... Jornada Experimental
1906......
Range.
18 20. IE. 8.330
A. & M. Camp.. New Mexico Coll. of
Dutch Chandler.....
1930.......
Agr. and Mech. Arts. Jim Sewell.... .......
Water level
Depth to which
Below
Date
Type
Kind
No. Location no.
well is cased
land
of
of
of
(ft)
surface (ft)
measurement
pump
power
Sierra County,
1
19.5.1.
28.05
June 25, 1947.....
PI
W
?.
19. 5. 16. 100
99.80
...........do...........
PI
W
3 19.5.28.300
118. 20
...........do...........
PI
W
Dona Ana
4
18. IE. 27. 430
195
April 1947..........
PI
W
ft
18.4.5.211
3 to 4
1946.................
C
E
fi
18.4.8.410
7
18.4.9.130
100
4.72
July 15, 1947.....
None
...............
8
18.4.34.211
9
18.4.35.221
112
8
1940.................
PI
E
10
19. IE. 1. 221
350
236. 05
Apr. 17, 1947....
PI
W
11
19. 2E. 33. 120
PI
W
12
19.2E..33. 120a
PI
G
13
19. 2E. 33. 210
355
239. 50
Mar. 26, 1948....
PI
W
14
19. 4E. 31. 420
100
PI
W
15
19.4.29.130
30
160
1947.................
PI
W
16
19.4.30.240
PI
W
17
20. IE. 4. 120
300
1947.................
PI
W
18
20. IE. 8. 330
356
290
...........do.........
PI
W
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floor of the Rio Grande in Sierra end Dona Ana Counties, N. Mex.
Type of pump: AL, air lift; C, centrifugal; Pl,plunger; T, turbine.
Kind of power: B, butane engine; E, electric motor; G, gasoline motor; T, tractor engine; W,
wind.
Use of water: A, abandoned; D, domestic; I, irrigation; RR, railroad; S, stock.
Principal water-bearing bed
DiamTopographic
Altitude
Type
Depth eter Depth to ThickCharacter
situation
above sea
of
of well of well top of
ness
of
level (ft)
well
(ft)
(in.) bed (ft)
(ft)
material
N. Mex.
4.225 A
Du
40
60
.............do...........
4,490 A
Du
118 M
50
erate.
4,500 A
Dr
138 M
6
County, N. Mex.
......do...........
4, 355 A
Dr
350
6<
Quicksand.
Valle
4,066 T
J
82
2%
......do...........
4,058 T
Dr
200 (?)
6
......do...........
4,059 T
J
100
2%
Sand and gravel.
......do...........
4.036T
J
245
2%
......do...........
4.036T
214
3
On m
4,350 A
Dr
350
6
Quicksand.
......do...........
4,355 A
Dr
......do...........
4,350 A
Dr
6
.. t ...do...........
4,340 A
Dr
360
6
310
50 Quicksand and,
sandstone.
In cai
5,235 A
Dr
103
6
On m
4,440 A
Dr
180
6
Dr
160
12
4,360 A
Dr
390
6
4,395 A
Dr
373
6
295
78 Quicksand.
Measuring point
Height
Use
above (+) or
of
Quality
Description
below (-)
Remarks
water
land -surface
datum (ft)
N. Mex. Continued
S
Good
Top of tin well cover...
+0.30
S
.....do.... Top of wooden well.....
+ .50
Reportedly weak.
cover.
S
.....do....
+1.00
County, N. Mex.
S
Fair
D
.....do....
A
Bad
A
Poor
+5.80
A
.....do....
Clay from 70tollO±ft and 112tto 245
ft. Rock 1101 to 112t ft.
D
Good
S
Fair
+1.43
D,S
D
D.S
Good
Top of steel pipe clamps
+.50
D.S
camp.
S
Good
S
.».do.....
S
Poor
S
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GROUND-WATER CONDITIONS, RINCON AND MESILLA VALLEYS
Table 13. Records of wells principally above the valley floor of
Well
Date
No.
Location no.
Field name
Owner or name
Driller
completed
Dona Ana County,
19
20. IE. 14. 140
Range.
1936.
20
20. IE. 35. 220
...........do......... 1905 (?)..
Agr. and Mech. Arts.
21
20. 2E. 28. 330
Range.
22
20. 3E. 18. 210 Taylor well......... ...............do..............
23
20. 3E. 36. 330 T. Gardner spring., W. F. Isaacs............... ........................
24
20.1.10.
Agr. and Mech. Arts.
1936.
25
20.1.11.310 Mayfield............ ...............do...............
26
20.1.26.210 Selden....... ........ ...............do...............
1900 (?).'.
27
20. 1. 30. 330 Buckle Bar.......... ...............do...............
1935......
28
20.1.31.320
Beal... ........................
1942......
29
20.1.31.320a
...............do.............. ...........do..........
1945......
30
20.2.13.330 ........................ C. H. Ward.................
1938......
31
20.2.24.110
1947.
32
20.2.25.230
1937......
33
20. 2. 25.230a
...............do..............
1931.......
34
20.2.34.
Beal...........................
1943.......
35
20.4.6.210
Hackett.. ...........
Homer Jones................ Lusk......... ........ 1935.......
36
20.5.8.220
...............do..............
37
21. IE. 15. 230
Agr. and Mech. Arts.
38
21. IE. 22. 240 Cleofos....... ....... ...............do...............
1900 (?)..
Water level
Depth to which
Below
Date
Type
Kind
No. Location no.
well is cased
land
of
of
of
(ft)
surface (ft)
measurement
pump
power
Dona Ana County,
19 20. IE. 14. 140
356
325
February 1936.....
PI
W
319. 74
Mar. 26, 1948....
20
20. IE. 35. 220
356
290
1947.................
PI
W.G
21
20. 2E. 28. 330
365 (?)
230
...........do.........
PI
W
22
20. 3E. 18. 210
400
360. 00
Mar. 18, 1947....
23
20. 3E. 36.330
Mar. 4, 1947......
24
20. 1. 10.
316
25
20.1.11.310
366
355
1947.................
PI
W
26
20.1.26.210
267 (?)
267
...........do.........
PI
W
27
20. 1. 30. 330
18
13
......... ..do.........
PI
W
28
20.1.31.320
45
20
...........do.........
PI
W
29
20.1.31.320a
14
...........do.........
PI
W
.30
20.2.13.330
26
24
...........do.........
PI
W
31
20. 2. 24. 110
17
...........do.........
PI
Hand
32
20. 2. 25. 230
70
38
...........do.........
PI
W
33
20.2.25.230a
21
16
...........do.........
PI
W
34
20. 2. 34.
20 to 25
PI
W
35
20.4.6.210
7
120
1947.................
PI
W
36
20.5.8.220
0
53.95
June 24, 1947.....
PI
W.G
37
21. IE. 15. 230
0
4
1947.................
PI
W
38
21. IE. 22. 240
0
6
PI
W
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the Rio Grande in Sierra and Dona Ana Counties, N. Mex.
Continued
Principal water-bearing bed
DiamTopographic
Altitude Type
Depth
eter
Depth ThickCharacter
situation
above sea of
of well of wel] to top oi ness
of
level (ft) well
(ft)
(«.) bed (ft)
(ft)
material
N. Mex. Continued
4,415 A
Dr
"U.8
356
6.
4,390 A
Dr
373
6
9Q 1;
rjQ
4,325 A
Dr
365
6
Da.
4,455 A
Dr
499
6
Dr
320
6
312
4,380 A
Dr
369
6
355
Do.
4,335 A
Dr
284
6
267
17+
Do.
Dd
18
4
4,010 A
Dr
93
6
45
4, 006 A
J
59
6
59
Do.
Du
26
6
0
26
Do4
J
119
3
Q74.
4,023 A
Dr
70
6
68
2
4,010 A
Du
21
8
Dr
124
6
Do.
4,475 A
Dr
160
6
4,440 A
Du
60
0
60
rv-i
4.525T
Du
16
60(?)
CA /O\
0
16
Do.
.............do...........
4, 520 T
Du
20
(*f\ /O\
0
15
Do.
Measuring point
Height
Use
above (+) or
of
Quality
Description
below(-)
Remarks
water
land -surface
datum (ft)
N. Mex. Continued
S
Good
Top of casing......
+0.90
D,S .....do....
S
A
+1.00
S
Fair
phurv taste. Temperature 58 F.
Well not located.
S
S
S
D,S Hard
D,S
D,S
Salty
D.S
S
Salty
D,S
Hard
S
S .....do....
D.S .....do.... Top of pipe clamps......
+1.45
Temperature 67 F. Luna County.
S
S
springs cased in for supply.
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GROUND-WATER
CONDITIONS. RINCON AND. MESILLA VALLEYS
Table 13. Records of wells principally above the valley floor of
Well
Date
No.
Location no.
Field name
Owner or name
Driller
completed
Dona Ana County,
39 21. 2E. 12. 222
Parker............... Edwin Parker................ J. F. Williams...... April.....
1947.
40 21. 2E. 15. 244
Jornada Range Reserve
41 21. 2E. 25. 430
East Headquarters W. F. Isaacs................
1907.
42 21. 2E. 25.43 Oa West Headquarters
..............do...............
1899.....
43 21. 3E. 25.430 Home...............
1900.....
44 21. 4E. 30. 230 Merrimac mine.-.,
............ ..do (?)..........
American Smelting
spring.
& Refining Co.
45 21.1.9.230
46 21.2.31.440
H. S. Bissell.. ..............
47 22. IE. 28. 140
Jeff Chandler........
48 22. IE. 2G. 310
...............do..............
49 22. IE. 28. 320
...............do..............
50 22. 2E. 13.411
J. W. Daujjherty........... Boone......... ........ March....
1948.
51 22. 2E. 31. 340
....................... W. F. Isaacs................ Dutch Chandler..... 1920......
52 22. 3E. 2. 240
53 22. 3E. 2. 410
S. A. Walter................ Dickinson brothers . 1931......
54 22. 3E. 2. 420
1946......
55 22. 3E. 11.320
E. J. Isaacs................. Ed Boone............. 1939......
56 22. 3E. 23.320 West well........... ...............do..............
1922......
57 22. 3E. 23. 320a East well........... ...............do.............. Ed Boone............. 1939......
58 22. 3E. 26.420 Mine house......... ...............do..............
spring.
Water level
Depth to which
Below
Date
Type
Kind
No.
Location no.
well is cased
land
of
of
of
(ft)
surface (ft)
measurement
pump
power
Dona Ana County,
39 21. 2E. 12. 222
420 (?)
294
July 1947............
PI
G
40 21. 2E. 15. 244
41 21. 2E. 25.430
300
1947..................
PI
W
4?. 21. 2E.25.430a
290. 50
Feb. 26, 1947.....
PI
W
43 21. 3E. 25.430
75
75
1947..................
PI
W
44 21. 4E. 30. 230
Mar. 5, 1947......
45 21.1.9.230
30.07
May 26, 1947......
PI
W
46 21.2.31.440
90
PI
W
47 22. IE. 28. 140
242
5
C
E
48 22. IE. 28. 310
42
5
C
E
49 22. IE. 28.320
162
5
C
E
50 22. 2E. 13.411
430
375. 04
Mar. 26, 1948
51 22. 2E. 31. 340
164. 00
Mar. 18, 1947
PI
W
59! 22. 3E. 2. 240
T6l (?)
187
1947. ................
PI
W
53
22. 3E. 2.410
150
140
...........do..........
PI
W
54
22. 3E. 2. 420
50
115.30
Mar. 5, 1947
PI
W
55
22. 3E. 11. 320
40
135
1947..................
PI
W
56
22. 3E. 23. 320
122
135
...........do..........
PI
W
57
22. 3E. 23. 320a
40
135
...........do..........
PI
W
58
22. 3E. 26.420
Mar. 12, 1947
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the Rio Grande in Sierra and Dona Ana Counties, N. Mex.
Continued
DiamPrincipal wate -bearing bed
Topographic
Altitude
Type Depth
eter
Depth ThickCharacter
situation
above sea
of of well of well to top of ness
of
level (ft)
well
(ft)
(in.) bed (ft)
(ft)
material
N. Mex. Continued
4,370 T
Dr
631
6
335
165
Sandstone (?).
4,290 T
Dr
250
4 Ma
4.360T
Dr
342
6
320
5 Gravel.
..............do...........
4,360 T
Dr
325
4
320
5
Do.
5.190 T
Dr
75
6
Slope of San Andres..
5,500 T
Dr
125 (?)
Dr
6
In Rolling Hills .......
4,710 T
Dr
180
6
Valley floor
J
242
2V4
Sand and gravel.
............do............
Dr
42
4
5
37
Do.
............do............
J
162
2V4
150
Do.
4,450
Dr
430
6
386
Do.
4,060 A
Dr
175
6
165
10
Gravel.
In San Augustine Pass.,
5,110 T
Dr
198
6
187
Limestone and
Organ Mountains.
shale (?).
............do.............
5,030 T
Dd
155
6
Limestone (?).
............do.............
5,090 T
Dr
200
6
Limestone and shale (?).
4,890 T
Dr
204
6
Do.
Mountains.
............do.............
4,955 T
Dd
212
6
Do.
............do.............
4,935 T
Dr
204
6
Do.
5,360 T
Measuring point
Height
Use
above (+) or
of Quality
Description
below (-)
Remarks
water
land-surface
datum (ft)
N. Mex. Continued
n
A
D,S
Good
D,S .....do....
Top of 4 by 4 pipe......
+1.5
Reported by Lee, W. T. , Water clamps.
Supply Paper 188. Pumps dry.
D.S
Hard
S .....do....
diate vicinity. Small flow.
D.S
+1.20
D.S
Good
D,S .....do....
D.S
Poor
D.S
Good
....... .....do....
Top of collar on casing
+1.50
Temperature 76. 5 F. See analysis.
Fair'
Top of pipe column.....
+4.30
D
taste.
D,S
Hard
D.S .....do....,
+1.30
S .....do....,
D.S .....do....,
D,S ....do....,
S
.....do....
does not go dry.
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GROUND-WATER CONDITIONS, RINCON AND MESILLA VALLEYS
Table 13. Records of wells principally above the valley floor of
Well
Date
No.
Location no.
Field name
Owner or name
Driller
completed
Dona Ana County,
59
22.1.19.330
Hawkins............ H. S. Bissell... ............. ......................... ............
60
22.2.21.330
...............do..............
61
22.3.16.340
Little Mills North ...............do..............
fi2
22.3. 16.340a
Little Mills South ...............do..............
63
22.4.10.230
Monterey well..... Weldon Burris... ............ E. H. Boone.. .......
64
22.4.19.340
...............do..............
1929'!!!!!!
MacElhaney.
65 23. IE. 30.210
66 23.2E.6.332a
67 23. 2E. 7. 320
Will Washington...........
1947......
68
23. 2E. 29. 332
69
23. 2E. 30. 441
Jeff Chandler....... 1945......
70
23. 2E. 30. 443
............do.........
71
23. 3E. 1.340
72
23. 3E. 12. 230
R. E. Boyd.... ............. ........................ 1938......
73
23. 3E. 13. 330
74
23. 3E. 21. 310
.................do............
1907......
75
23.1.15.211
Picacho Oil & Gas Syn...
1941......
Water level
Depth to which
Below
Date
Type
Kind
No. Location no.
well is cased
land
of
of
of
(ft)
surface (ft)
measurement
pump
power
Dona Ana County,
59
22.1.19.330
151.00
Feb. 4, 1947.......
PI
w
60
22.2.21.330
277
235. 60
..........do...........
PI
w
61
22.3.16.340
75
12.00
Feb. 5, 1947.......
PI
w
62
22.3. 16.340a
75
63
22.4.10.230
383
310
1942 (?).............
PI
w
64
22.4.19.340
224
211
..........do...........
PI
W,G
65
23. IE. 30. 210
297.65
Feb. 6, 1947.......
PI
W.E
66
23. 2E. 6. 332a
65
PI
W
67 23. 2E. 7. 320
67
57.60
Apr. 10, 1947......
PI
W
68 23. 2E. 29. 332
224
16
C
E
69
23. 2E. 30. 441
268
11
C
E
70 23. 2E. 30. 443
157
17
C
E
71 23. 3E. 1.340
0.30
Mar. is, 1947.....
PI
G
72
23. 3E. 12. 230
69
1947..................
PI
W
73
23. 3E. 13. 330
65
...........do..........
PI
W
74
23. 3E. 21. 310
100 (?)
200
PI
W
75
23.1.15.211
550
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the Rio Grande in Sierra and Dona Ana Counties, N. A/ex. Continued
Principal water-bearing bed
DiamTopographic
Altitude
Type Depth
eter
Depth ThickCharacter
situation
above sea
of of well of well to top of ness
of
level (ft)
well
(ft)
(in.)
bed (ft) (ft)
material
N. Mex. Continued
Flat plain...............
4,460 T
Dr
180
8
Gap in range of hills..
4.610T
Dr
280
6
4,610 T
Dr
6
Alluvial fill.
4,610 T
Dr
75
6
Do.
Magdalena Draw......
4,815 T
Dr
383
4'/2
Do.
Dr
224
5V4
220
Bluff above valley....
4,180 T
Dr
330
6
floor.
.............do...........
3,950 T
Dr
130
130
Slope off Rio..........
3,940 T
Dd
67
5
Crande valley.
Dr
224
4V4
.............do...........
J
268
3
157
9 1/
148
9
J
5,650
T
Du
Q
.............do...........
5,780
T
Du
5,600
T
Dr
70-75
4,590
T
Dr
220
6
4,480
T
Dr
3,196
8
Measuring point
Height
Use
above (+) or
of
Quality
Description
below (-)
water
land -surf ace
datum (ft)
N. Mex. Continued
S
+0.50
S
...............do.............
+1.80
S
...............do.............
+.70
S
S
Good
D,S
Fair
D
+ .70
D
Good
water 2,130 ppm, lower water 720
ppm.
D
,....do....
+ 1.95
Ice
,....do....
See analysis.
D
.....do....
solved solids 300 ppm; hardness 150.
D
....do....
D,S
j.^ 9
behind dam across arroyo.
S
S
Good
S
....do.....
A
Poor
ported 5,430 ppm.
317267 O - 55 - 13

5

Remarks

188
GROUND-WATER CONDITIONS, RINCON AND MESILLA VALLEYS
Table 13. Records of wetts principally above the valley floor of
Well
Date
No.
Location no.
Field name
Owner or name
Driller
completed
Dona Ana County,
76
23.1.32.330
T^.
,
.
H. S. Bissell...............
1935.......
77
23.2.13.310
................do.............
78
23. 2. 13. 310a
Headquarters West
...............do............. .........do (?)....... .............
79
23. 2. 23. 330
................do.............
an
23.2.27.330
Little Gap East....
................do.............
81
23. 2. 27.330a
Little Gap West...
................do.............
82
23. 3. 4. 140
Kerr.. ...............
................do............. Payne.... ............. 1947.......
83
23.3.9.330
Le Febre............
................do.............
84
23.3.20.420
Temple East....... ................do.............
85
23.3. 20.420a
Temple West......
86
23.4.18.111
87
23.4.18.310
................do.............
88
23.4.26.440
................do.............
1916.......
89
23.4.32.144
Al
Kimball........ 1936.......
90
24. 3E. 31. 230
Mossman ranch..., Paul Price...................
1900 (?)..
91
24.1.22.120
92
24.3.4.420
Brass................. H. S. Bissell................ Payne................. ............
93
24.3.5.330
...............do..............
94
24.3.6.320
1941.......
95
24.3.6.430
F. C. Leach................
1926.......
Water level
Depth to which
Below
Date
Type
Kind
No.
Location no.
well is cased
land
of
of
of
(ft)
surface (ft)
measurement
pump
power
Dona Ana County
7fi
23.1.32.330
165
350
PI
W
77
23.2.13.310
130 (?)
PI
W
78
23.2. 13. 310a
180
117.70
Feb. 4, 1947......
PI
W.G
79
23. 2. 23. 330
PI
W
80
23.2.27.330
180
148. 00
Feb. 4, 1947.......
PI
W
81
23. 2. 27. 330a
172
149. 20
..........do...........
PI
W
82
23.3.4.140
1,005(?)
4.20
Feb. 5, 1947.......
PI
W,G
83
23.3.9.330
80
30.50
............do.........
None
""w"""
84
23.3.20.420
54.20
............do.........
PI
85
23. 3. 20. 420a
85.60
............do.........
PI
W
86
23.4.18.111
0
14
1942..................
PI
W,G
87
23.4.18.310
0
18
............do.........
88
23.4.26.440
78.40
Feb. 7, 1947.......
PI
W,G
89
23.4.32.144
90
24. 3E. 31. 230
130
90
PI
W
91
24. 1. 22. 120
300. 00+
Feb. 10, 1947.....
PI
W,G
92
24. 3. 4. 420
333
PI
W
300. 00+
Feb. 5, 1947.......
93
24.3.5.330
78.15
............do..........
PI
W
94
24.3.6.320
117
98
1942 (?)..............
PI
W
95
24. 3. 6. 430
135
99.35
Feb. 17, 1947......
PI
W
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the Rio Grande in Sierra and Dona Ana Counties, N. Mex, Continued
DiamPrincipal water-bearing Jevel
Topographic
Altitude
Type Depth
eter
Depth Thicksituation
above sea
of of well of well to top of ness
level (ft) well (ft)
(in.) bed (ft)
(ft)
material
N. Mex. Continued
4,410
T
Dr
501
8
430
71
4,420
T
Dr
200
6
.............do............
4,420
T
Dr
180
4,460
T
Dr
177
8
4,470
T
Dr
180
6
4,470
T
Dr
172
6
4,480
T
Dr
1,005
6
West side of Mason
4,450
T
Dr
80
Draw.
.............do............
4,390 T
Dr
.............do............
4,400 T
Dr
366
Du
18
.............do............
Du
20
4,360 T
Dr
200(?
6
Dr
280
On slope of valley....
3,930
T
Dr
130
4,220
T
6
4,360
T
Dr
366
6
4,330
T
Dr
6
- - Draw.
4.330 T
Dr
138
6
60
40
4, 325 T
Dr
135
6
Measuring point
Height
Use
above (+) or
of
Quality
Description
below ( -)
water
land-surface
datum (ft)
N. Mex. Continued
s
D.S
D,S
+0.70
S
c
+1.25
S
+.85
S
+1.85
A
...............do.............
+1.45
S
...............do.............
+1.50
S
...............do.............
+ .65
D.S
Good
S
Good
+.80
S
D.S
D.S .
S
+2.60
D,S
D
.....do....
+1.10

Character
of

6

6
6
6

5%

108

22

Quicksand.,

Remarks

Do.

Weak well.
Three windmill wells at this location.
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GROUND-WATER CONDITIONS, RINCON AND MESILLA VALLEYS
Table 13.
Records of wells principally above the valley floor of
Well
No.
Location no.
Field name
Owner or name
Driller
completed
Dona Ana County,
96
24.3.7.410
Works well....... John Biggs.................... Zeke Mordyke...... 1929 (?)..
97
24.3.8.310
West Line........ H. S. Bissell...... .......... Bob Payne........... 1936......
98
24.3.25.230
..............do................
qq
24.4.2.111
1941-42..
100
24.4.12.220
Phillips........... Phillips....................... E. H. Boone.. ...... 1934-35 ..
ini
24.4.12.230
Strickland.. ......... 1936 (?)..
102
24.4.12.322
...............do............... E. H. Boone........ 1928 (?)..
103
25. IE. 6.330
1942 (?)..
104
25. IE. 19. 240
...............do...............
105
25. 2E. 28. 220
10fi
25. 2E. 31. 130
...............do...............
1916......
107
25. 3E. 22. 120
Paul Price....................
1900......
108
25.2.12.240
Perry..............
1890 (?)..
109
25.2.30.320
R. T. ranch..... Johnson Bros.................
1946......
110
25.3.2.220
H. S. Bissell.................
111
25.3.10.240
Johnson Bros.................. Bob Payne........... 1947......
11?,
25.4.10.120
...............do...............
1900 (?)..
North well.
113 25.4.22.110
O. D. ranch,.... ...............do...............
South well.
114 26. IE. 18. 220
1915......
115 26. 2E. 17. 240
U. S. Grazing......
1942......
Service.
116 26. 2E. 31. 410
...............do...............
1917......
117 26. 3E. 9. 221
July 1947
118 26. 3E. 11. Ill
Paul Price.................... .......................
1943.......
Water level
Depth to which
Below
Date
Type
Kind
No. Location no.
well is cased
land
of
of
of
(ft)
surface (ft)
measurement
pump
power
Dona Ana County,
9fi 24.3.7.410
100+
1942 (?)..............
PI
W
97 24.3.8.310
169. 19
Mar. 25, 1948......
PI
w
98 24.3.25.230
178.80
Feb. 11, 1947......
None
qq 9 A. A. 9 1 1 1
0
136. 56
Sept. 16, 1942.....
100 9 A. A. 19 990
170
Qfi ^1
Feb. 7, 1947........
PI
W.G
101 24.4.12.230
91.28
...........do..........
PI
W
10?,
94. A. 19 ^99
130
120
1942 (?).............
PI
W,G
103
25. IE. 6. 330
300. 00+
Feb. 11, 1947......
PI
W
104
25. IE. 19.240
375
PI
W,G
105
25. 2E. 28. 220
100
104. 65
Apr. 29, 1947......
PI
W
106
25. 2E. 31. 130
360
107
25. 3E. 22. 120
185
155
PI
W,G
108
oc 9 19 94.0
398
383
1947.. ......... ........
PI
W,G
109
9C 9 on 090
217
917
PI
W
110
25.3.2.220
AAA O\
PI
W
300.00+
Feb. 11, 1947......
111 25.3.10.240
30
120
1947...................
PI
w
25.4.10.120
185.95
Feb. 7, 1947........
PI
w
113 25.4.22.110
121.20
...........do...........
PI
w
114 26. IE. 18. 220
437
390
PI
W,G
115 26. 2E. 17.240
321
PI
W
116 26. 2E. 31.410
338
317
PI
W
117 OR 0.17 Q 991
148
4
1947
G
E
118 26.3E.11. Ill
50
15
PI
W
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Principal water-bearing bed
DiamTopographic
Altitude Type
Depth
eter
Depth ThickCharacter
situation
above sea
of
of well of well to top of ness
of
level (ft) well
(ft)
(in.) bed (ft)
(ft)
material
N. Mex. Continued
4,315
T
Dr
140
4,325
T
Dr
262
6
4,550
T
Dr
7
4,320
T
Dr
480
265
4,320
T
Dr
170
4
140
30
4,310
T
Dr
200 (?)
6
140
60
....... Do.
Dr
130
6
On mesa................
4,210
T
Dr
400+
6
4,160
T
Dr
400t
6
3,920
T
Dr
120
7
4,. 170
T
Dr
360
6
3,980
T
Dr
185
8
170
15
4,225
T
Dr
398
6
4,280
T
Dr
017
6
200
17
4,480
T
Dr
444
8
506
21
4,420
T
Dr
527
8
4. 220
T
Dr
200
6
4. 170 T
Dr
300+
6
....
Do.
4.210 T
Dr
4-10
6
400
40
4.125T
Dr
340
6
320
20
Sand.
4,125 T
Dr
338
8
317
21
Do.
J
148
2'/2
148
Do.
3 860 T
Dr
50
4
Measuring point
Height
Use
above (+) or
of
Quality
Description
below (-)
Remarks
water
land -surface
datum (ft)
N. Mex. Continued
D.S
Weak well.
S
+1.50
A
...............do.............
+.75
North well of 3 wells.
D
+.45
D.S
...............do.............
+1.00
Southwesternmost of 2 wells.
S
Hit malpais; strong well.
S
Reported 10 to 12 gpm.
D.S
D.S
+ .75
Reported 5 to 7 gpm.
A
S
S .....do....
D,S .....do....
S
S
Bad
S
+1.10
North well of 2 wells.
S
+2.00
D.S
+.50
Reported 18 gpm, drawdown 1 to 2 ft.
S
....do....
S
....do.....
D
....do....
Reported 12 gpm, hardness 120 ppm.
D.S
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Table 13. Records of wells principally above the valley floor of
Well
Date
No.
Location no.
Field name
Owner or name
Driller
completed
Dona Ana County,
119 26.1.4.320
Shell Norwood..... 1943......
120 26.1.4.410
1918.
121
26.1.16.330
122
26.1.25.410
Headquarters New ..............do............... ..........do........... 1946......
123
26.1.25.410a
..............do............... ..........do...........
124
27. IE. 11. 330
1899......
125
27.1E. 11.330a
Lanark No. 2...... ..............do...............
1900......
12fi
27.lE.ll.330b
..............do...............
1900......
127
27. IE. 17. 210
Lanark.............. Mrs. Annie Braidfoot..... Bob Payne.......... 1944......
128
27. IE. 33. 130
..............do............... ...........do.......... 1941......
129
27.1.8.340
..............do...............
130
27.1.26.430
..............do...............
131
27.1.32.120
Little Hole well.. ..............do............... Shell Norwood.... 1910 (?)..
132
27. 2. 2. 320
..............do............... Bob Payne.......... 1946......
133
28. 2E. 24. 110
1917......
134
28.2E.24. HOa
..............do...............
1918......
135
28. 2E. 24. llOb
..............do...............
1945......
13fi
28. 2E. 31. 340
1910 (?).,
137
28. 3E. 3. 121
1936......
138
28. 3E. 5. 140
Water level
Depth to which
Below
Date
Type
Kind
No. Location no.
well is cased
land
of
of
of
(ft)
surface (ft)
measurernent
pump
power
Dona Ana County,
119 26.1.4.320
445
445
PI
G
1?,0 26.1.4.410
702
385
August 1918........
AL
S
121
26.1.16.330
445
406
1947..................
PI
G
122
26.1.25.410
450
450
...........do.........
PI
G
123
26.1.25.410a
450
430
...........do.........
PI
G
124
27. IE. 11. 330
950
365
1899..................
125
27.1E. 11.330a
615
365
1900..................
126 27.lE.ll.330b
646
365
...........do..........
127
27. IE. 17.210
396 (?)
390
1944..................
PI
W.G
128
27. IE. 33. 130
453 (?)
450
1941..................
PI
W
129
27.1.8.340
W.G*
130
27.1.26.430
314 (?)
310
PI
286. 39
Mar. 7, 1947......
131 27.1.32.120
280
280
PI
W
132 27.2.2.320
406
400 (?)
PI
G
133 28. 2E. 24. 110
975
342
1917..................
AL
Steam
340
1941..................
134 28.2E.24. HOa
705
342
1918..................
AL
Steam
330
1941..................
135 28.2E.24. llOb
507
328
1945..................
T
E
136 28. 2E. 31. 340
335
325
PI
W,G
298.5
May 6, 1947.......
137 28. 3E. 3. 121
140
15
1947..................
C
E
138 28. 3E. 5. 140
110
80-85
PI
W
52.36
Aug. 28, i9'47*
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Principal water-bearing bed
DiamTopographic
Altitude Type Depth
eter Depth to Thicksituation
above sea of
of well of well top of
ness
level (ft) well (ft)
(in.) bed (ft)
(ft)
material
N. Mex. Continued
4,210 T
Dr
445
6
4,210 T
Dr
702
14
385
130 Fine sand.
Depression in malpais.
4,210
T
Dr
445
6
4,190
T
Dr
460
5
Do.
4,190
T
Dr
450
6
Do.
4,170
T
Dr
950
10
754
31
Do.
4,170
T
Dr
615
12
415
185
Do.
4,170
T
Dr
646
10
425
Do.
4,170
T
Dr
396
6
......do...........
4.150
T
Dr
453
6
3,945
T
Dr
4,090
T
Dr
314
6
Depres si on in malpais.
4,030
T
Dr
280
6
On me
4,200
T
Dr
406
6
4,110
T
Dr
975
14
360
52 Sand.
4,110
T
Dr
705
15
382
101
Do.
4,110
T
Dr
550
8(?)
Do.
4,110
T
Dr
400
7
325
75
Do.
3,765
T
Dr
140
2X
140
Do.
3,820
T
Dr
110
6
100
10 Gravel.
Measuring point
Height
Use
above (+) or
of
Quality
Description
below (-)
water
land-surface
datum (ft)
N. Mex. Continued
s
Good
RR
Poor
drawdown 15 ft.
S
Good
D,S .....do....
D.S ,....do....
A
A
ft. Well abandoned and covered.
A
.....do...
ft. Well abandoned and covered.
S
Good
S
.....do...
A
Bad
S
Good
+0.50
S .....do...
S .....do...
RR
Fair
1,330 ftin 1907. Reported 30 gpm,
drawdown 110 ft.
RR .....do...
gpm, drawdown 120 ft. See analysis.
RR
S
+.30
D.S
Good
D,S
Top of casing............
.00

Character
of

Sand.

Remarks
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Table 13. ^Records of wells principally above the valley floor of
Well
Date
No.
Location no.
Field name
Owner or name
Driller
completed
Dona Ana County
139
29. IE. 6.110
140
29.1E. 8.210a Noria, well 2.....
Southern Pacific Co......
Layne & Bowler, April......
Inc.
1914.
141
29.1E. 8.210b
...............do.............. ..........do.......... Decembei
1916.
142 29. 3E. 12. 300
J. A. Wilson............... J. A. Wilson....... 1926.......
143 29. 4E. 7.440
Archie Bond................ Archie Bond........ 1925 (?)..
144 29.2.6.230
Mt. Riley, well 2
1914.
145
29. 2. 12. 240
Potrillo....... ...... ...............do..............
146
29.4.9.100
Malpais, well 1... ...............do.............. W. McLees.. ....... 1903.......
147
29.4.9.lOOa
...............do..............
1909.......
Well level
Depth to which
Below
Date
Type
Kind
No. Location no.
well is cased
land
of
of
of
(ft)
surface (ft)
measurement
pump
power
Dona Ana County,
139 29. IE. 6. 110
265
PI
W
140 29.lE.8.210a
565
321
1914.................
AL
Steam
141 29.1E. 8. 210b
560
320 (?)
1916..................
AT
142 29. 3E. 12. 300
147.80
Aug. 28, 1947......
PI
W
143 29. 4E. 7.440
60
44.26
...........do..........
PI
W
144 29.2.6.230
518
278
1914..................
PI
278
^.941
145 29.2.12.240
220
146 29.4.9.100
370
267
1903..................
147 29.4.9.100a
479
255
1909..................
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the Rio Grande in Sierra and Dona Counties, N. M ex. Continued
Principal water-bearing bed
DiamTopographic
Altitude
Type Depth
eter
Depth Thicksituation
above sea
of of well of well to top of ness
level (ft)
well (ft)
(in.) bed (ft)
(ft)
material
N. Mex. Continued
4,130 T
Dr
400
7
4,120 T
Dr
565
13
4,120 T
Dr
560
18
418
42
3,895 T
Dr
190
4
3,790 T
Dr
60
6
4,110 T
Dr
528
13
280
20
4,247 T
Dr
940
4,125 T
Dr
445
6
4,125 T
Dr
514
10
387
39
Measuring point
Height
Use
above (+) or
of
Quality
Description
below (-)
water
land -surf ace
datum (ft)
N. Mex. Continued
s
RR
Poor
gpm, drawdown 100 ft.
A
gpm.
D,S
+1.50
D
..............do.............
+2.00
RR
,...do....
dissolved solids. Reported 22 gpm,
drawdown 100 ft. Original depth
715 ft.
A
A
ported 18 gpm.
A
gpm.

Character
of

Remarks

Water struck at 425 ft. Reported 20
Water struck at 418 ft. Reported 23

See Water- Supply Paper 188, p. 40.
Water struck at 387 ft. Reported 5
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If you have any questIons or comments concerning the above Information,.
free to contact. me at: 534-6301. We look forward to continued cooperatIon concerning
the operation of the Rio Grande Project for the benef t of all Project water users.
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R E S O l. U T I O N
WHEREAS, there is pending before the U. S. Supreme Court, Case
No. '29, Original, October Term, 1966, Stateof Texas and State of New
Mexico v. the State of Colorado, which case has been continued by the
U. S. Supreme Court Order 391, [1.8. 901 (May 6, 1968), and
WHEREAS, the Motion for Continuance and Memorandum In Ioint
Action, signed by the three states, states that “The State of Colorado
undertakes to deliver water at the Colorado—New Mexico state line to
meet every year the delivery obligation established by the schedules of
Article III of the Rio Grande Compact. To this end the State of Colorado
shall exercise its best efforts to use all available administrative and
legal powers including, if necessary, the curtailment of diversions en—
forced by Agents of the State. The State of Colorado shall make frequent
and regular reports to the plaintiffs of all measures taken to effect com~
pliance. “, and
WHEREAS, the State of Colorado has complied with the terms of
this Motion for Continuance for a period of six years, and
WHEREAS, the Rio Grande Compact does not specifically provide
for the release of involuntarily stored flood waters, and
WHEREAS, Platoro Reservoir is presently operated exclusively for
flood control purposes, and
WHEREAS, without a permanent definite policy for releasing in—
voluntarily stored flood waters from Platoro Reservoir, it imposes an im~
possible burden on the Colorado State Water Officials to determine the
CO - 01 6957
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amount of water which can be delivered to Colorado water users through~l
the irrigation season, and be in compliance with the above cited Motion
for Continuance.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Rio Grande Compact
Commission direct the Corps of Engineers and the U. S. Bureau of
Reclamation to release involuntarily stored flood water from Platoro
Reservoir at the earliest practical time, without flood damage to down—
stream property, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the above Resolution be continued
as long as the above Motion for Continuance is in effect.
CO - 01 6958

\\\
Q“\
1
BEEQEEEEQE
WHEREAS, the members of the Rio Grande Compact Commission
have concluded that storage of flood waters in Platoro Reservoir in
Calendar Year 1973 has accomplished the objectigg of the Corps of
Engineers in preventing downstream flood damage;
NOW, THEREFORE, IT‘IS HEREBY RESOLVED that the U. S. Bureau
of Reclamation is requested to release those flood waters stored
in Calendar Year 1973 at the time and rate requested by the’
Commissioner from Colorado.
f co - 016959

\‘
~33.
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, under provisions of the fourth unnumbered paragraph
of Article VI of the Compact, the Commission, by unanimous action,
may authorize the release of water held in storage pursuant to.
the second and third unnumbered paragraphs of this Article.
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED that Colorado be authorized
to release and is hereby requested to release from storage in Platoro
Reservoir any amount of water which is held in storage on November 1,
‘3223 by reason of accrued debits of Colorado, such releases to be
commenced as soon as practicable thereafter, to attain maximum
delivery of the released water to Elephant Butte Reservoir, and to
be completed prior to March 1, 1975; provided that_said authorization
and request shall be subject to revocation by written notice of the
Commissioner of any signatory state at any time prior to
October 1, 1974.
a
a?“
§
§
$
é
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STATE ENGINEER OF THE
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Bataan Memorial Building
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503
Special Order No. 135
IN THE MATTER OF STATE ENGINEER SPECIAL
ORDER NO. 135 DECLARING AN EXTENSION OF THE
LOWER RIO GRANDE UNDERGROUND WATER BASIN IN
DONA ANA, GRANT AND SIERRA COUNTIES
I. WHEREAS, the waters of underground streams, channels,
artesian basins, reservoirs, or lakes, having reasonably
ascertainable boundaries, are public waters and are subject
to appropriation for beneficial use, and
Il. WHEREAS, all natural waters flowing in streams and
watercourses, whether such be perennial or torrential, within the State of New Mexico, belong to the public and are
subject to appropriation for beneficial use, and
Til. WHEREAS, the Lower Rio Grande Underground Water Basin
has been declared and bounded by order of the State Engineer
dated September 11, 1980, and
IV. WHEREAS, the Lower Rio Grande Underground Water Basin
boundaries, as presently defined, do not include certain
adjacent areas which are a part of the underground water
basin having reasonably ascertainable boundaries and in
which new appropriations of water might impair existing
Tights, and
V. WHEREAS, the surface and underground waters within
the boundaries of this basin are interrelated.
VI. NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY DECLARED that the area
in Dona Ana, Grant and Sierra Cowmties more fully described
hereinafter is a part of the Lower Rio Grande Underground
Water Basin, subject to the New Mexico Statutes, and the
rules and regulations of the State Engineer:
Beginning at the southwest corner of Section 7, T-22-S, R-2-W,
N.M.P.M., a point on the existing boundaries of the Lower Rio
Grande and the Mimbres Underground Water Basins; thence north
and west along the existing boundary of the Mimbres Underground Water Basin to the intersection of said boumdary with
the west surface drainage boundary of Silva Canyon on the
south line of Section 22, T-21-S, R-3-W: thence from the existing
boundary of the Mimbres Underground Water Basin northwesterly
State Engineer of the State of New Mexico
Special Order No. 135 Page 1 of 3
*
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along the western surface drainage boundary of the Rio Grande
passing through Magdalena Peak in Section 8, T-21-S, R-3-W,
Sugarloaf Peak in Section 7, T-21-S, R-3-W, Big White Gap in
Section 31, T-20-S, R-3-W, and Little White Gap in Section 30,
T-20-S, R-3-W, to its intersection with the west line of
Section 15, T-20-S, R-4-W, a point on the existing boundary of
the Nutt-Hockett Underground Water Basin; thence northerly
along the existing boundary of the Nutt-Hockett Underground
Water Basin to the northwest corner of Section 21, T-19-8S,
R-4-W and west to the southwest corner of Section 17, T-19-S,
R-5-W; thence west from the existing boundary of the NuttHockett Underground Water Basin along section lines to the
northeast corner of Section 22, T-19-S, R-6-W; thence south
along section lines to the southeast corner of Section 2/,
T-19-S, R-6-W, a point on the existing boundary of the Mimbres
Underground Water Basin; thence north and west along the
existing boundary of the Mimbres Underground Water Basin
to Hillsboro Peak a point on the existing boundary on the Las
Animas Creek Underground Water Basin; thence northeasterly
along the existing boundary of the Las Animas Creek Underground
Water Basin to Granite Peak; thence southeasterly along said
boundary to the intersection of the south line of the N% of
Section 36, T-15-S, R-5-W, with the western boundary of Caballo
Reservoir established at contour 4204 feet above mean sea level;
thence northerly along the eastern boundary of the Las Animas
Creek Underground Water Basin to the intersection of said
contour 4204 with the north line of said Section 36; thence
north westerly along the existing boundary of the Las Animas
Creek Underground Water Basin to its intersection with the
west surface drainage boundary of the Rio Grande, the Grant Sierra county line and the existing boundary of the Mimbres
Underground Water Basin in projected* Section 24, T+14-S,
R-10-W, near Mimbres Lake; thence northerly along county line
and the existing boundary of the Mimbres Underground Water
Basin to its intersection with the south surface drainage
boundary of Palomas Creek, a point on the existing boundary of
the Hot Springs Underground Water Basin near the section line
between projected* Sections 35 and 36, T-13-S, R-10-W; thence
southeasterly along the existing boundary of the Hot Springs
Underground Water Basin to the Rio Grande in Section 32, T-14-S,
R-4-W; thence northeasterly along the existing boundary of the
Hot Springs Underground Water Basin to its intersection with
the boundary of Rio Grande Underground Water Basin at the
intersection of the north Line of Section 3, T-14-S, R-4-W,
with the west Line of the Pedro Armendariz Grant; thence south
and east along the existing boundary of the Rio Grande Underground Water Basin to the northeast corner of Section 10,
f-15-S, R-3-W and north and east to the northeast corner of
Section 28, T-13-S, R-2-E, a point on the existing boundary of
the Tularosa Underground Water Basin; thence southerly along
the existing boundary of the Tularosa Underground Water Basin
to the southeast corner of Section 17, T-20-S, R-4-E, a point
State Engineer of the State of New Mexico
Special Order No, 135 Page 2 of 3
*

on the existing boundary of the Lower Rio Grande Underground
Water Basin; thence west and south along the existing boundary
of the Lower Rio Grande Underground Water Basin to the point
o£ beginning.
* Projected sections are based on meridian and paralled
projections of surveyed townships.
VIL. Witness my hand and official seal this 17th day
ofSeptember A.D., 1982
“ $. E. Réynolds
State Boeineer
Special Assistant Attorney General
State Engineer of the State of New Mexico
Special Order No. 135 Page 3 of 3
*

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER
IN THE MATTER OF THE CREATION OF )
THE LOWER RIO GRANDE WATER )
MASTER DISTRICT FOR THE )
ADMINISTRATION OF RIGHTS TO ) Order No. 169
THE USE OF GROUND WATER FROM )
THE LOWER RIO GRANDE GROUNDWATER )
BASIN OF NEW MEXICO )
The State Engineer for the State of New Mexico (”State Engineer”) is authorized by
statute to divide the State into water districts in conformity with the drainage areas for the
purpose of performing the essential governmental function of distributing water among water
right owners under the laws of the State of New Mexico. The State Engineer may appoint a
water master who will have immediate charge of such apportionment of waters.
STATUTORY AUTHORITIES
1, New Mexico law declares that all natural water _owing in streams and
watercourses, whether such be perennial, or torrential, within the limits of the
State of New Mexico, belong to the public and are subject to appropriation for
bene_cial use. NMSA 1978, § 72—1—1.
2. The State Engineer has a statutory responsibility to supervise, measure,
appropriate, and distribute the waters of the State. NMSA 1978, § 72—2—1,
including surface waters , NMSA 1978, §§ 72—5—1 through 37, and groundwaters,
NMSA 1978, §§ 72—12—1 through 28, in accordance with the prior appropriation
doctrine, as established by New Mexico law, NM Const. art. XVI; NMSA 1978, §
72—1—2.
3. The State Engineer is authorized, if it is in the best interest of the State and the
owners of water rights, to establish water districts upon any stream system within
the State of New Mexico as necessary for the economical and satisfactory
apportionment of said waters. NMSA 1978, § 72—3~1.
4. The State Engineer is authorized, if it is in the interest of public safety and the
best interest of water users, to appoint a water master who shall appropriate,
regulate and control the waters of such water districts so as to prevent waste.
NMSA 1978, § 72—3-2.
FINDINGS OF FACT
1. In order to properiy apportion the waters of the Lower Rio Grande stream system
in Sierra and Dona Ana Counties, New Mexico, the establishment ofthe Lower
Rio Grande Water Master District (“District”) and the appointment of a Water
Master in and for the District are necessary.
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The amount of water in the District is _nite and varies from year to year based on
annual spring run-off, which is dependent on annual precipitation, and on the
amount of groundwater being pumped in the District.
The Elephant Butte Irrigation District (“EBID”), and the majority of its
constituents, the City of Las Cruces, a number of mutual domestic water users
associations, and a number of connnercial/industrial users, are all water users in
the District.
Adjudication of water rights in the Lower Rio Grande stream system and
Underground Water Basin has begun, but has not been completed.
The recent drought in the State of New Mexico has created a water shortage crisis
in the Lower Rio Grande Stream System.
The shortage of water in the Lower Rio Grande Stream System is a problem
affecting the citizens of Sierra and Do_a Ana’Counties.
Creation of the District is necessary to ensure the economical and satisfactory
apportionment of water in the District.
Appointment of a Water Master is necessary to ensure the public safety of water
users in the District and to ensure protection of existing water rights in the District
from impairment.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
Creation of Water Master District and Appointment of Water Master
1.
The State Engineer concludes that, for the economical and satisfactory
apportionment of water in the District, it is in the interest of public safety and in
the interest of the water users that the LOWER RIO GRANDE WATER
MASTER DISTRICT (“District”) should be formed and a Water Master
appointed on a permanent basis, so as to administer the groundwaters of the
District in accordance with New Mexico law.
The District Water Master shall have immediate charge of the apportionment of
waters in the District under the general supervision of the State Engineer, and
shall appropriate, regulate and control the waters of the District so as to prevent
impairment of senior water right owners and to prevent waste.
This Order applies to all groundwater rights in the Lower Rio Grande Water
Master District, located in Sierra and Do_a Ana Counties, State of New Mexico.
Administration of Affected Water Rights
4.
The State Engineer concludes that the immediate administration of groundwater
rights in the District is necessary for the protection of the public, the protection of
prior surface water and groundwater rights, and the prevention of waste.
The State Engineer concludes that the Water Master of the District created by this
Order shall apportion the waters of the District in accordance with the Active
Water Resource Administration regulations for the Lower Rio Grande Water
Master District; other existing or future regulations; the Water Master Manual;
and any guidelines, directions and supervision provided by the State Engineer.

6. The State Engineer concludes that the Water Master of the District created by this
Order shall perform the following speci_c duties:
a.
b.
c.
Curtail illegal diversions (i.e. any diversion without a water right, or in
excess of the elements or conditions of a water right);
Measure and report water usage in the District;
Curtail out—of-priority diversions determined by the State Engineer to be
causing injury to senior priority water rights;
Administer water usage according to any agreements entered into by the
water right owners of the District; and .
Coordinate, where indicated, with the United States Bureau of
Reclamation and with the Elephant Butte Irrigation District Ditch Rider(s) _
so as to ensure appropriate regulation and control of groundwater
withdrawals.
I
.
Additional instructions to the Water Master for the administration of groundwater
rights in the District will be based upon available water rights data, hydrologic
models, and the State Engineer's best professional judgment.
8. The State Engineer concludes that the District created by this Order shall include
the following organizational features:
a.
b.
ORDER
The appointment of a single Water Master for the District.
The State Engineer may declare sub—districts and appoint sub—district water
masters if he deems it necessary.
The Water Master will be a direct employee of the Of_ce of the State
Engineer and shall receive compensation in an amount to be determined by
the State Engineer. The Water Master shall also be compensated for all actual
and necessary expenses incurred in performing the duties of Water Master.
The salary and expenses of the Water Master will be paid monthly by the
water right owners through the boards of county commissioners of Sierra and
Do_a Ana Counties, New Mexico, in accordance with the requirements of
NMSA 1978, § 72—3-4. The amount to be paid by each water right owner will
be based on the amount of water used by each water right owner, or as
otherwise provided for by _ature legislative acts.
The boundaries of the District may be changed from time to time, as may be
necessary in the opinion of the State Engineer, for the economical and
satisfactory apportionment of water in the District.
IT IS ORDERED that:
l. The LOWER RIO GRANDE WATER MASTER DISTRICT is hereby created to
include all groundwater rights within the drainage of the Lower Rio Grande
Stream System, within the area depicted on the map attached hereto as
Attachment A and incorporated herein by reference.

2. The State Engineer hereby authorizes the appointment of a Water Master for the
District for the purpose of administration and an portionment of the groundwaters
thereof.
DATED this 3rd day ofDecember, 2004.
\2/ %JW/
R D'ANTONIO JR. P. E.
jtate Engineer

OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
N THE MATTER OF THE REQUIREMENTS )
FOR METERING GROUNDWATER WITH— )
DRAWALS IN THE LOWER RIO GRANDE ) Order No, 168
WATERMASTER DISTRICT, NEW MEXICO )
ORDER
WHEREAS, New Mexico law deClares that the water of underground streams,
channels, artesian basins, reservoirs or lakes, having reasonably ascertainable boundaries,
belong to the public and are subject to appropriation for bene_cial use, NMSA 1978, §
72—1—1; and
WHEREAS, the State Engineer has a statutory responsibility to supervise the
measurement, appropriation, and distribution the waters of the state, NMSA 1978, § 72—
2—1 in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine, as established by New Mexico
law, NM. Const. art. XVI; NMSA 1978, § 72—1—2; and
WHEREAS, the State Engineer may adopt rules regarding the administration of
water and promoting expedited marketing and transfers of water, NMSA 1978, § 72—2—8;
NMSA 1978, § 72—2—91; and
WHEREAS, the unauthorized use of water to which another is entitled, or the
willful waste of surface or underground water to the detriment of another, or the public, is
a misdemeanor, NMSA 1978, § 72—8—4; and
WHEREAS, the State Legislature has recognized that the need for water
administration is urgent, NMSA 1978, § 72-2—91; and
WHEREAS, the groundwaters of the Lower Rio Grande Water Master District
are in hydrologic connection with the surface water system of the Lower Rio Grande; and
WHEREAS, a requirement for measuring and reporting ground water uses in the
Lower Rio Grande Watermaster District will assist the State Engineer in managing and
administering the waters of the Lower Rio Grande stream system; and
WHEREAS, measuring and reporting of ground water diversions in the Lower
Rio Grande Watermaster District will promote expedited leasing and marketing of water
by ensuring a high degree of accuracy in the determination of actual water use, and
assisting in State Engineer analysis of impairment, public welfare and conservation
issues; and
WHEREAS, this Order as set out below, providing for measurement and
reporting of groundwater uses in the Lower Rio Grande Water Master District, will assist
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the State Engineer in performing his statutory duties to protect existing water rights,
promote expedited leasing and marketing of water, conserve water, and promote the
public welfare by preventing the over~appropriation, illegal use and waste of water,
NOW THEREFORE, I, John R. D’Antonio Jr., State Engineer of the State of
New Mexico, do hereby order metering of all groundwater diversions by totalizing _ow
meters in the Lower Rio Grande Water Master District, unless speci_cally excluded
below. I further order that all metering devices be in place and operational no later than
Marchl, 2006. This date has been decided upon to provide adequate notice to
groundwater right owners that meters are now required and to provide suf_cient time for
their installation so as to avoid hardship.
DEFINITION OF THE LOWER RIO GRANDE WATERMASTER DISTRICT:
The Lower Rio Grande Water Master District includes‘all lands within the Lower Rio
Grande Underground Water Basin, Hot Springs Underground Water Basin and Las
Animas Creek Underground Water Basin.
METERING OF ALL GROUNDWATER USES IN THE LOWER RIO GRANDE
WATERMASTER DISTRICT: A totalizing flow meter, in accordance with the
standards set out in this Order, is required for every ground water well within the Lower
Rio Grande Water Master District, with the exception of wells that serve the household or
domestic uses of a single household, or the irrigation of one acre of noncommercial trees,
lawn or garden, or are used for the sole purpose of watering livestock in a grazing
operation. Nothing herein shall limit the authority of the State Engineer to require, at a
later date, that water uses currently excluded from the requirements of this order be
metered. Nothing herein shall limit the authority of the State Engineer to require speci_c
types of meters as a condition of approval for any permit granted by the State Engineer. If
the State Engineer procures meters, they shall be purchased from the State Engineer
subject to the State Engineer’s funding terms. No owners of groundwater rights may
divert from wells covered by this Order after March I, 2006, unless such wells are
metered in accordance with the speci_cations described in this Order.
INSTALLATION, NIAINTENANCE AND REPAIR: The water rights owner shall be
responsible for installing, maintaining and repairing the meter. The meter shall be
installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s speci_cations. The owner shall keep the
meter in good working order so as to provide a continuous and accurate record of the
amount of water withdrawn or diverted. If the meter is broken or not functioning in
accordance with the speci_cations of this Order, diversion of water from that well shall
be discontinued unless estimates of diversion can be made by hour meters or electrical
meters associated with the well pump. Estimates using data from hour meters shall be
made based upon the listed pump capacity. Broken or non~functioning meters must be
repaired within 30 days of the time the meter broke.
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS: Within ten days a_er meter installation, the owner
shall submit to the State Engineer a written record of the meter’s make, model, date of
installation, initial reading, units of measurement and multiplier (ifany); information as

to the presence of an hour meter or electrical meter associated wit. the well pump; and
the Of_ce of the State Engineer _le number for the well. The meter readings, and
readings from the hour meter or electrical meter associated with the well pump, shall be
reported on or before the tenth day of January, April, July and October of each year for
the three preceding calendar months, unless otherwise ordered by the State Engineer.
However, if a permit or license of the State Engineer requires more frequent meter
readings, the terms of the permit or license shall control.
All reporting shall be either electronically through a meter data input system developed
by the Of_ce of the State Engineer, or intwriting on a form acceptable to the State
Engineer. Reports shall include the Of_ce of State Engineer _le number for the well,
dates of reading, units of measurement and multiplier, if any. If a meter is serviced,
repaired or replaced, the owner shall record the meter readings before and alter such
actions, and shall include the readings in the written report for the quarter in which
servicing, repair or replacement occurred.
All overdiversions of water made in one accounting year shall be made up during the
accounting year following the year in which the overdiversions occurred.
STANDARDS, SPECIFICATIONS AND GUIDELINES: Each meter shall be of a
type acceptable to the State Engineer and shall be installed, maintained and repaired in a
manner that is acceptable to the State Engineer. The following minimum standards apply
to each meter:
A. The meter shall be a totalizing _ow meter with a rated accuracy of plus or
minus two (2) percent of actual _ow. The installed accuracy of the meter and
any secondary equipment such as data recorders shall be within plus or minus
ten (10) percent of actual _ow. The meter shall be calibrated according to
industry standards upon installation, and at least once every three years
thereafter.
The meter shall be installed, inspected and maintained according to the
manufacturer’s speci_cations.
C. The meter shall contain suf_cient recording digits to assure that “roll over” to
zero does not occur within a one year period.
The meter register or display shall record total volume and instantaneous _ow
rate or be capable of _ow rate calculation, be non-resetahle, and have a
waterproof and tamperproof seal.
E There shall be no diversions between the wellhead and the meter.
The meter shall be installed and maintained in such a manner as to prevent
meter error, for example, due to the pipe being incompletely _lled with water
at the location of the meter.
G. The meter shall be installed and maintained in such a manner as to prevent
meter error due to the meter being too close to bends in the pipe or changes in
pipe inner diameter. The meter shall be installed at a distance of at least 10
pipe diameters downstream from bends in the pipe or changes in pipe
diameter.

H. , The meter shall be accessible for reading, inspection and testing by a
representative of the State Engineer, including a duly appointed Water Master.
The units of measurement and the multiplier, if any, for determining the total
amount of water diverted shall be indicated on the meter.
The State Engineer may modify these standards, speci_cations and guidelines, or adopt
additional standards, speci_cations and guidelines for meters and for their installation,
repair and maintenance, or for other alternative measurement methods or devices, which
shall be on _le in his of_ce.
SUPERSESSION BY A COURT: In- the exercise of his statutory authority to measure
the public waters, the State Engineer shall consider this Order and any orders entered by a
court of competent jurisdiction regulating the use of gro'und water. Where there 18 any
inconsistency between this Order and the orders of a court of competent jurisdiction, the
court’s order shall control.
VARIANCES: When the strict application of any provision of this Order would be
impracticable or would cause unreasonable hardship, the State Engineer may, at his
discretion, grant a variance for a speci_c instance, provided a written request for the
variance is _led with the State Engineer and the State Engineer _nds the request
justi_able. Alternative methods or devices for measuring water uses are allowable only
upon written authorization from the State Engineer.
MODIFICATION OF THIS ORDER: The State Engineer may, at his sole discretion,
supplement this Order to accommodate any speci_c proposals to implement metering of
all groundwater diversions in the Lower Rio Grande Water Master District submitted to
him by any entity responsible for compliance with, or assuring compliance with, the
provisions of this Order. Decisions to supplement this Order will be made upon
consideration of any Interstate Stream Commission staff comments after their review of
such proposals and as veri_ed by the Lower Rio Grande Water Master.
EFFECTIVE DATE: This Order shall become effective on the date of signature by the
State Engineer. No water shall be diverted from any well in the Lower Rio Grande Water
Master District after Marchl, 2006 unless equipped with a functional meter as required in
this Order.
WITNESS my hand and seal ofmy of_ce this 3rd day ofDecember, 2004
(24’ /&%u
R. DANTONTO JR, P E.
Jtate Engineer
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
El Paso County Water Improvement District No. l
SUPFLEMENTAL CONTRACT PROVIDING FOR THE DEFERMENT OF
CONSTRUCTION CHARGES PAYABLE IN CALENDAR YEAR 1965
THIS SUPPLEMENTAL CONTRACT, made this Blst day of August,
1964, in purauance of the Act of Congress approved June 1?, 1902
(32 Stat. 388), and acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto,
including particularly the Act approved September 21, 1959 (73 Stat.
58a; 43 U.S.C. ABSb-l), all styled the Reclanmtion Law, between the
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, hereinafter styled the United States, acting
for this purpose through the Regional Director, Region 5, Bureau of
Reclamation, and the EL PASS COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 1,
a quasi municipal organization duly organized and existing under the
laws of the State of Texas, hereinafter styled the District.
WITNESSETH THAT:
WHEREAS, the United States and the District have heretofore
entered into certain contracts (including contract dated November 10,
1937, as amended and supplemented, particularly by modifications contained in contracts dated October 1, 1939; October 21, 19545 September 9,
1955; September 5, 1956; and November 1, 1957), by Which the District
has assumed reSponsibility for repayment of certain project construction
costs; and
WHEREAS, the District water supply is seriously low for
the season 196A resulting in allotments of three (3) inches of water
per acre of first—class water land, and forecasts indicate little
relief during Calendar Year 1965, and as a result the landowners of
the District will suffer, and are suffering, a heavy reduction in
their net income due to such shortage and resultant heavy costs for
producing private irrigation water with associated pumping costs
where available and a reduction in cotton acreage allotment; and
WHEREAS, the Congress, through the Act of September 21,
1959, has authorized the deferment in time of payment of installments of construction charges after a finding by the Secretary that
the installments probably cannot be paid on their due date without
undue burden on the water users, and by a report and Finding of Fact
acted June 30, l96h, the Secretary has made such a finding.
6 : 1 4
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NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and
covenants herein contained, it is mutually agreed as follows:
1. Construction charge payments due under existing contracts betwaen the District and the United States and payable dur—
ing Calendar Year 1965 in the amount of ninety Eight Thousand
Eight Hundred and Sixty Three ($98,863) Dollars, are hereby deferred
and rescheduled in two equal installments due March 1, 1971, and
September 1, 1971.
2. This contract is only an interim solution of the
repayment problems dealt with, and its terms are not, in themselves,
to be construed as a criterion of the terms of any amendatcry
contract that may be negotiated.
3. 8. During the performance of this contract, the
District, hereinafter referred to as the contractor, agrees as follows:
(1) The contractor will not discriminate against
any employee or applicant for employment because of race, creed, color,
or national origin. The contractor will take affirmative action to
ensure that applicants are employed, and that employees are treated
during employment without regard to their race, creed, color, or
national origin. Such action shall include, but not be limited to,
the following: employment, upgrading, demotion or transfer; recruit»
ment or recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay
or other forms of compensation; and selection for training, including
apprenticeship. The contractor agrees to po:* in canopicuoue places,
available to employees and applicants for employment, notices to be
piovided by the Contracting Officer setting forth the provisions of
this nondiscrimination clause.
(2) The contractor will, in all solicitations or
advertisements for employees placed by or on behalf of the con—
tractor, state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, creed, color, or national
origin.
(3) The contractor will send to each labor union
or representative of workers with which he has a collective bargaining
agreement or other contract or understanding, a notice, to be provided by the agency contracting officer, advising the said labor
union or workers' representative of the contractor's commitments
under this section, and shall post copies of the notice in conspic—
uous places available to employees and applicants for employment.
6 : 1 4
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(A) The contractor will comply with all provisions
of Executive Order No. 10925 of March 6, 1961, ac amended, and of the
rules, regulations, and relevant orders of the President's Committee
on Hotel Employment Opportunity created thereby.
(5) The contractor will furnieh all information
and reports required by Executive Order No. 10925 of March 6, 1961,
as amended, and by the rules, regulations, and orders of the said
Committee, or pursuant thereto, and will permit access to his books,
records, and accounts by th: contracting agency and the committee
for purposes of investigation to ascertain compliance with such
rules, regulations, and orders.
(6) In the event of the contractor's noncompliance
with the nondiscrimination clauses of this contract or with any of
the said rules, regulations, or orders, this contract may be cancelled,
terminated, or suspended in whole or in part and the contractor may
be declared ineligible for further Government contracts in accordance
with procedures authorized in Executive Order No. 10925 of March 6,
1961, as amended, and such other sanctions may be imposed and remedies
invoked as provided in the acid Executive Order or by rule, regulation,
or order of the President's Conmnttee or Equal Employment Opportunity,
or cc otherwise provided by law.
(7) The contractor will include the prOVisions of
paragraphs (1) through (7) in every subcontract or purchase order
unless exempted by rules, regulationo, or orders of the President's
Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity issued pursuant to
Section 303 of Executive Order No. 10925 of March 6, 1961, as amended,
SO that such provisions will be binding upon each subcontractor or
vendor. The contractor will take such action with respect to any
subcontract or purchase order as the contracting agency may direct as
a means of enforcing such provisions, including sanctions for non—
compliance: Provided, however, that in the event the contractor
becomes involved in, or is threatened with, litigation with a subcontractor or vendor as a result of such direction by the contracting
agency, the contractor may request the United States to enter into
such litigation to protect the interest of the United States.
b. Inclusion of the equal opportunity clause in sub—
contracts may 09 by reference to Section 301 of Executive Order
No. 10925, dated March 6, 1961, as amended. Subcontracte below the
second tier other than subcontracts calling for construction work
at the site of construction are exempt from inclusion of the clause.
6 : 1 5
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4. All the terms and ccnditions of existing contracts
between the parties hereto ahall remain in full force and effect
save to the extent they are specifically modified by this contract,
and shall continue to be effective through the additional time
granted herein for repayment,
5. No Member of or Delegate to Congress or Rasident
Commissioner shall be admitted to any share or part of this contract
or to any benefit that may arise hereircm, but this restriction
shall not b6 construed to extend to this contract if made with a
corporation or company for its general benefit.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto caused
to be affixed their names the day and year first above written.
T_E UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
By /5/ Each W. Hill
Regional Director, Region 5
(SEAL) EL PASO COUNTY WATER IMPROVEMENT
DISTRICT NO. 1
ATTEST:
By [8/ J.S. Samvles
[5/ Louise E. Seymour
Secretary
‘IZXTJ. 2, 1 9 8 9 6 : 1 5
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, 391
JS016 FQ. DRAWER 160
Las CRUCES, NEW MEX
KAREMDRA f UNAS
January 4, 1962 _
Mr, Frank Brordlow
Dovartnent of Engineering Co
New Mexico State University ~
University Park, Mew Mexico
Dear Frank:
iy, Naren Gunaji has furnished this District «ffitrepies of tho
final draft of a report on "Ground Water ConditYorf's in EhoShant Butte
ivrLgation District," dated November, 1961.
J have reviewed the report and wish to ackapt 4t on
this District, The preparation of this report was adr-tts
rather difficult. assignment, inasruch
of a substantial amount of data dra
with considerable other informatio
ts analysis and presentation in
non-technical, as well as technica
regarding all phases of the prouhd w ation in this District.
I feel that Ir, GCunaji handled’ rhe ssi gnnont well and that he has
made what will prove to ba 2 yaluabds contribution to the study of
ground water conditions and/problemg this area. One of the valuable
features of the report ig that it ¥reight up to date, and surmarized
within one volume, the estdntia eatures of the ground water situation
in this Dis
on the subjec
tian and, at th
drarm by previous
this area have no
places us in a po
tire in the futi
necessary.
eport oy
could be justified by availabla data and other inforname time, pointed out that. some of the conclusions
: the subject of ground vater conditions 4n
been borne out by subsequent excerience. The report
tion to proceed with more extensive studies at such
as the District may feel that they are advisable and
On behalf of this District, I wish to express our appreciation to
im, Gunaji for his work on the report and for his more than routine
interest in tho natter. se also wish to oxpress our % prgotaveon to
your Department for ite willingness for undertake the-project that
cub-inated in ir. Gunaji's ronort.
/ An ‘Le Grease
JE . froasurersi ‘anager
“
CCeir, aren Sunaji
vse Jom Clark
*
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— NARENDRA N. GUNA
GROUND EATER CONDITIONS
. IN
ELSPHANT BUTTER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
~. By
Narondra NW. Gunatt |
Civil Engineering DSopaxteent
Earinéerine Experiment Station
New Metico State University
University Park, New Mexico
tres od
November 1961
*
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< take this opportunity to express wy profoumd
appreciation te Me, Jolm L. Greer, Treasuver-Hanacer
of the Eleghant Bucta Irvigation District, whe, fron
hig exeélient knowledge of the area infer study, nada
wn helpiul exlticiaag and eusgestions im. thea courac
ox this investigations.
Appreciation 1a also expressed to Hr, Bruce A,
Tschante, Wi assisted ip making field ebservartone
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Tn addition, I wish to ackiowladge the finaacial
aecistanse renderad by tha Elephant Butte Irrigation
District that mada this atudy pousibie by the Eapi~
neering Experiment Station ef Hew Mexico State Univer=
sii,
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Tae
GROUND WATER
TH
ELEPHANT BUTIE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Introduct
Rarly irrigation development in the Elephant Butte Irrigation
Diatrict was almost exclusively based on the uge of susvface water, How
over, during the recent period of insufficlent surface water supply in
the Ric Granda Basin, from 1951 te mid-1957, irrigation was dependent to
a cossidernble extent on the avaliable supply of ground water in the
Elephant Butte Irrigation District.
During the above period of insufficient surface water supply,
the coordinated usa of surface and ground water for irrigation wes prac
ticed in the District. Ground water wae extensively used to aupptonent
a deficient surface water eupply. the substantial quantity of ground
water puupad without completely dewatering the aquifer ia evidence of
the lerge storege capacity of the pround water basin. ‘There is little
doubt that the future of the highly developed agricultural economy in
the Rlephant Butta Irrigation District is dependent upon the use of
ground water as a supplemental supply when shortage of surface water
eccurs.
The Elephant Butte Ixrication District is located in the New
Mexico portion of the Eio Grande Project, a Bureau of Reclamation project located in south central Hew Mexico and West Texas. The District
contains & grosg area of 112,500 acres, including 10,400 acres of right
of way, Of this gross arma, 90,600 acres have first class water rights,
and 11,500 acres do not have water rights. ‘he Elephant Butte Irrigation District ila the water users’ organization, formed for the purpese
of cooparating with the United States Goverment in connection with the
*
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United States Governmant in connection with the construction, operation,
aod oaintenanca of the profjact.
Rater supply probleas in tha Elephant Burta Irrigation District
originate principally from oecastonal prolonged droughts in the upper Rio
Grande Basin of Colorado and New Mexico, ‘Theae problems are becoming
more acuta because of the failure of the Rio Grande Compact to operate
effectively in assuring the delivery of that portion of river flow to
which the irrigated area below Elephant Butte Dan is entitled.
The affects of shortages in the surface water supply upon the
Elephant: Butte Irrigation District ura showa in Table I by the fluctuation
in the allotuente of aurfaca water avellable for delivery to the lend
during the last eleven years,
TABLE =
SURFACE WATER ALLOTAENTS
} £0
BINPUANT BUTTE IRRIGATION DYSTRICT
Allotment in Acre Feet Per Aere For
Yoor Water Richt Land in the District
19512 1.75
1952 2.75
1953 1.90
1954 6.50
1955 0.417
1956 0.392
1937 1.17
1958 4.00
1959 3.58
1960 3,25
i961 2.45
The normal use of witer per sacra ranpes from 3.25 to 3.50 acre
feet per acre delivered to first class water right lund. As a result of
the shortage in surface water allotments, pround water was extensively
punped frem 1951 to 1957, in order to satiofy irrigation requirements.
the puuping of ground water resulted in tha lowerdng of the water table
*
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in the District te a moderate extent. It also created interest ra
guxding the coures, extent, quality, ond outflow of the sround water
in the ovea,
Location mu the Extent of the Area
The aren covered by thie report includes the Rincon and Mestlia
Valleys in New Haxieo and Mesilia Valley, Texas.
tthe Rincon ond Hesiila Valleys, in tha south central part of
Naw Mentco, are tw ef the many widened parts of the Rio Granda Valley
which axe separated by narrows and conyons in the eroded chanel. ‘The
Rincon Valley lies worth of the Mesilla Valley im Sierra and Dona Ana
Comties in New Hoxteo, while the Mesilia Valley {a in Doan Ana Comty,
New Mexico and El Paso Comey, Texas. Geographically, the Mesilla
Valley fs located tn two different ataten. However, hydrologically,
Mesilla Valley, New Mexico and Mesilta Vallay, Texas are parte of the
sane hydrologic sone and eround wator basin,
Purpose end Scope off the Investinations —
, Until 1951, ivrigation with eround water wag a minor factor
in the Blephant Butte Irrigation Disteict. Because of droupht conditions
several years following 1950, subnernal surface vater guppiy mada it
necessary for individuals to dvill about 1,200 irrigation wells in the
District. These wills furnished a substantial portion of the total
irrigation water supply. It wes because of these willis that the agri«
cultural economy in the District has been abla to survive wder drought
conditions,
The normal water table was originally about eipht feet below
the surface of tha around, the extensive use of ground water during the
period fxan 1951 to 1957, lowered the wmter table by approximately eipht
fect throughout the District. When the drought terminated in mid+1957
*

the averare proud witer level in observation welle was recorded at
approuinuately sixteen fect below the curfaea of the proewid. When the
surface water supply returned to moxmal in 1956, pumping ims discon
tinued and the water table retuwmed to an elevation about two feet below
tha normal witer table within a period of two years. This rapid reeoyecy of the ground water table indicated thet the principal water bearing
strata are close to the — surface and that it ts highly permeabia.
Since the quantity of ground water in the District ie not definitely know, one purposa of this investigation ta to attempt to determine the axtent to which ground water resources can be developed
without changing. the atorage and constants of the aquifer, and without
sextously depleting ground water resources, ‘It is belleved that the
vater bearing atreta extends outwerd undernenth the adjoining mesae.
Depths at which growid water is available below these valls currently
used area not lawn. It is probable that ground water may be found be~
low the depths from which water is now obtained. Available Information
concerning pround water ie Linited, incomplate, and unccordinsted.
imother purpose of this investigation ig to siudy availiable
inforsation on grouml water in the area and attempt to mtrive at fogieal emclusions regarding the status ef pround water problems in the
aren. These conclusions should ba modified 25 mara reliable data be~
come available,
Previous Investizations
The earliifest information available on proud water observations
in the Diotrict waa compiled by Slichter™ 4m 1905. Hea reported the
follewing:
i, The wuderflow of the Rio Cremde at El Paso Gerse loeated
worth of the dewntow: business section of El Pase did not exceed 50
gallons per minute,
*
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2. The gradient of the water table across the Mesilla
Valley was determined duving the tnvastication and chances in the
gradient wore caused by flows in the Rie Grande. |
2. the principal | nource. of recharze te pround water war the
river, but a omatl amount, estinated st 0,515 cubie feet por second per
sille, waa derivad from adjoining mesas.
4, Specific capacities of 12 test welle varied frou a min»
imm of 6,00 gallons per mimte to a maximm of 88,00 gallons per mine
ute per foot of drawiow. . |
tee” investigated growsd water resources in the Rio Granda
Yalley in New Mexico and their development in 1907, Yee's conclusions
werey |
i. Ground water was probably discharged by evaporation. |
Ze Uaderground Blow fro La Mese was in the direction of the
Rio Grande rather then away from the river.
3. Underground water was foud at epproximately river level.
4, The water table changed elevation, to some extent, accord«
ing to changes in the volume of water in the river.
punheni” mada on investigation in 1935 of the geclosy of the
Organ Mountains, located east of the Rio Grande valley, aad briefly
moted prow: water occurence in some mines.
the Rio Grande Joint Investigation, which was proposed in 1938
by the Hetfonnl Renourcas Comietes* contains only a brief reference to
ground water conditions in the Elephant Butte Irrigation District.
Conover” davestigated gromd water conditions in the Plephant
Butte Irrigation District and adjacent areas of New Mexico in 146, A
summary of bis finding ig as follows:
1. Groud water in the valley £411 originated mainly fron
*
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girface waters that is, seepage from canals end the river and excess
waiter applied to irrigated lands. A pertion aloo originated from adjoining nega araaa, and from precipitation upon the valley floor.
2, The quality of shallow gromd water in the alluvius of tha
Rincon and Mesilla Valleys was slightly belew that of drain water, but
win satisfactory for most treipation reguivesants. Dissolved solids
geaerally decressed with the increased depty of walls except in a fer
areas in the lostr ead of the Mesilla Valley and in Seldon Canyon, locat~
2d inmediataly above the Masilla Valley. Comparatively goad quality water was obtained in mvortding mesa ges. and arroyo beds.
3. Welly yleldiug suffletent water for inrigation could be
devéloped throughout the Majer portion of the yalley floors of the Rincon
mul Mesilla Valleys, with the probable ancéptton of the Selden Caen
axea gut the southern endl of the Mesiiia Valley. Sinding of wells has
occurred and spacial wall consizuction might be necesamcy to avoid
demage to wells. .
‘ Terigation wells, generally af small capacity, cm be
developed in the aryoyos. and on the low bench land adjotuine the valiey
areas, Uowsver, mony walls in these evass way not produce a sufficient
volume of water for irrigation,
5. Pumping of ground witer willl divert water from the drains
aud the river, The drains eS practically step Flowing by the end of
the summer in the first year of low surface witer supply ie enough wells
are dyilled and operated to furnish om adequate weter supply for all Landa.
& If a exreater propertion of reservior water wore nade availe
able to the lownsr amd of the Mo Granda prefernt below EL Paso, as compere
sation for reduction in flow of the drains caused by pumping in che Rincon
*
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fod Mesilla Valleys, 4 correspondiug seduction in the diversion of
reservlor water above Bi Pase wuld be necesaary.
7. Since no unused pround water recharge escapes from tha
project, aad thera ia very little wweed ground water discharpe, only
@% omall amount of water could ba salvesed in the Rie Grande Project |
over a ported of years by puxping in the Elephatt Butts Terication |
Dioteict. |
S, Aosuning that the lower portion of tha Rio Grande Pro~
Jeet continues ia receive veleosed vater in the sana proportion. to
reaervoix réledaas a2 in the past yours, pimping of gram? water ‘would
wok wésult in additional wates for the Elephant Butte Irrigation District
aud Magilia Valley; Tess. On a year-to-year basis, LE the acount of
pumping eneexis the amount of the diverted drain Elow, thecescess water
would come fron gvound water storage.
S,. Qn a leme-tem basis, nearly @li water resoved from ground
water stovage wust ba replaced before the flow of the dvains returns to
normal,
if, With surface water supply available for diversion equal
to 86 per cent of noraal, about 760 per cent of the laad fn the Dheierdct
yeobably sould be fievigated by careful ume and contcol of surface water.
ii, During @ year in Witch tha normal supply of surface water
wos deficlent by 50 per cent, om additional ecre-foot per acre would be
nedded to adequately irrigate vater right lanl in How Mexico. To supply
this defielt for 08,090 acres by jumping from wolls would, because of
disteibution lossen and reduction of flow of drains caused by pumping,
require puoping 213,000 acre feet per year, assuming that the Bl Paso
division secelves ite accustomed properticn of reservoir water.
12. Since pumping of gromd water to supptement 4 deficient
surface waiter supply vould, in effect, save crops on 30 per cent of tha
*

lend that could not be iesigated by surface water in a year of 50 per
eet of uersal sucfaet weaker supply, ouch pooping would rasult in am
aiditionsl press exep return of $15,890,000 ovor a Five year pewied on
the basig of the average ammal eross crop retin from 1937-1MG, of
$120 poy acre,
W. he total nusber of velle required in a yaar of 30 par
cent gravity eupply iy catimared to. be about 220. The total cost,
based on 1246 prices; would be about $3,190,000 on the basis of five
yer depreciation parted, or $3,535,900 for om eight yeu depreciation
period fncluding all charges. ‘hone costa amount to appreninately ona
#£tfth of the estimated additional cross erep values vealized aver a
Five year period. .
U4. Estimsted tetal cost per soré-fdot of water pumped vould
be about 83.00, or about $7.28 per irrigated acre per year for the:
District. — . | | .
55. Pusping of ground water on individual ferme, in a year of dofieieat surfaca water supoly, will altimately reduce. the water
supply of tha Ric Grands Project. If such a reduction were boxne hy the
Elephant Butte Irelgation District aid Mastila Valley, Teng, it would
by mecestary to roduce delivertas of surfaca water to farms with wlla
ta thone aveas In ordex to maintain proper deliveries te fame without
. wells.
iG. Tae puming ef ground water fer winter iectration oa the
Rio Grande Project wuld affect a geving of water because transportation
Losses incurred in commection with winter veleasas ave dicproporticnately
large for the acreage irrigated.
17. About 15,000 acres of tmndeveloped and suspended Land
eould be ixrigated with pround water, Water pumped on theas leis wld,
im a fev years, reduce water available to existing irrigated lends by an
*
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amounk equal to consimptive use on suspended lands,
18. As powming of growed water tht avfeck tha water supply
of the project, especially in years o£ dagicient surface water supply,
continuous records should be kept on the voluaa of water pumped, water
level measurendnts, an the location and performace of irrigation vells.
‘ Gscloey of tha res
_ dvailable inforsution indicates the unconsolidated and partly
consolidated s@dinents of Tertioxry aul Tater ages wader tie the Elephant
Butte Inrigstion District, The deposit consists af wary tig proportions
of clay, slit, sand, and gravel that F121) the dea reck trough between
the mountains on each oide of the volley. Thic depostt fa most commonly
iment as the Sanit Fo fornation.
Wha oldest rock of the region fa of Prevanincian fee overlaid
by Combrien and Ovdevicine strata, Throughout the geologic period, subsequent to their Sounation, these cocks have bao resletent to erosion
Dwthen has recognized feur aroafon surfaces of the Lowar Rie
Grandé Basin in New Méuico of which the Elephant Butte Inrigation Dist~
sict forms a4 fintegrel part, . These ercalos awfaces are as follows:
1. The uppermost erosion surface - 700 feet above tha present
Rio Grande, represented by a small area of Mlerra De Las vas weat of
Robledo Peak aut the upper end of the Mesilla Valley.
2. The Jorunda-Le-Mosa surfaca ~ about 350 feet above the
xiver aad extending from Sen Marcial, New Mexico through Journada del
Muerto and southward aeross La Masa into Mesico. /
3, ‘the Pleache surface + 100 feet above the river and wall
developed around the hase of Picacho Peak,
4. The present Rio Greate Myer pizin,
*
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Sonte Fe Formition in tha Elept 3
Tae Santa Fa formation ie the mest isportant yl most extensive
deposit in thé Rio Grande depresaion of the Mesilla and Rincon Valleys.
it conforuably overlies earlier geological formations in the Rio. Grande
depression along ite becdera, bak Lt has becn xonoved by erosion fran
areds Wich hava bees deformed during, on sineg, the deposition of its
dediments, tha Santa Ye formation varies abruptly tn Lateral aad varti~
cai directions from coaves conglauerata and gravel to cand, ailt, and
clay, ‘he gravel and saad strate are udually tan in color and commnily
contain a Large amount of interstitial silt, The sile and clay bede are
usually reddish browm im color. The thickness of the formation ts probe
ably very extenalve, although ite only exposures are short sections in
asroyo walle and its tributaries. Duahas reperted the approxiuate depth
of the Santa Fa formation aa 4,906 ch feet. However, in ths Hiddle Rio
Gyvamie. Valliay the depth of the Santa Fe formation is reported as 4,809
feet. . |
the Seata ¥e formation has bean. deformed by Faulting ad
bvoad warping. Quaternary padiment gravel and alluviua uconformably
overlie the vecious unite of the Santa Fe formation and obscure much of
the depression ag wall as stratography. Exiumed, intecbedded flows of
audesite oxi basalt intecrupt the gaueraily supeth pedimemts in send
places. Tn places where erosion hag been severe along the uajor drein<
age ilnes, the evavel hag been stvipped off and the wind has worked tha
saudiex phase of the Santa Ya formation where the gravel has been re~
moved, The general nature of the Santa Fe formation reveals that it
gy once have covered the ontire area. Certainly the area was ecvered
with pediumt uaterial, the remalus of which ara still prasent as caps
on hilis and ridges in the area, the vesidual mateviala which reat wart
the pediments are included in the Santa Fa fomnation because lt is not
always possible to differentiate tha eadiments of tha Senta Fe formation,
*
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these features are genotically a part of the formation in that they
reprasont ralatively quiescent steges Zoliowing the sequence of da~
formation al sedimentation characteristics of che Sante Fe formation.
Occurrence
The occurrence of water in the eround and Lta movement are
governed by definite geological and physical principles. In order for
water te otem in the ground, there must be apacea in the soll or aliuyr. diwi fox 22 to oecupy. In oxigin these spaces con be primacy, secondary,
or both, Primacy interetions, ox poresy the moxé important type in this
area, ate the spaces betwen the particles of the Santa Fe formation.
|. These apaces exist because the particles waually are not Fitted together
perfectly ox cemented by geological processes which formed this atrata.
Aut types of interstices may ‘be modified by ‘geological processes which
act after the. oviginal. formation of intatstioes. Deposition of Eine
materials Ox precipitation of wiuerals froa solution by gxoud wuber
may reduce the ize of the intexsticess. soliton ai removal of material
ey calarga the por .
~ She relative voline of pared’ determina how much water iz con<«
tained in a peven voluse of aliwius, Perueable, unicesented alluviua,
consisting of rounded particles, theoretically may possess as much ag
4% pex cant water. Clay and coarse Stained aedinent composed of ixvreeular shaped particles way have higher porosities; bownver, the porosity
of these sedinents asperianced iu tha Field is between 10 to 25 per cent.
. Hearty all ground water that can ie used by rant, is in a state
of motion. In order for waters to move the pores must be interconnected;
they leo mist be of a sixes large enough to permit the motion, ‘Therefore,
the sina of the pores is one of the factors thet int luence tha vate of
fiow of grou water. Not all water contalmei in thea pures is free to
*
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dcain out by geavity. Sow of 2f ts retained in the mnlier porus by
eookl iaey action. This water is celled Soarific Retention. ‘The witer
iat wi tt drain erst ty pacers. by za called Spacifie Yield. Ground water
| Elows Hout the penseaiile strata according to a gupta. lau developed
| by Batey® shih atater that the pate of Flow Ee proportional te the.
hydvauli g eradient, or the ratio of vertical salt Bio } She lenge of : the
: ath taken by the sinters .
the tevel to visto the | ground ta soturated wish weeec da ees
- ag the eound sete. table: oe simply ‘the viata fable, “Above: thin level,
“the 3 pores ‘pf moth ara P1tted bith aly “and eter ‘md pert of the wake :
“way be moving doweaiia to the'watar table, Tits voter ts omnally 26eva rons precipitation that falta divectiy on. 1 the mcfoce or. fens -_
‘seopage feo gteenae,,- thevetorey the form of the water sable. $a & oat
- Somm aquicer ta: fn eqpet eet with the rates af recharge, storage, end | .
Gea: pice toeonee tn pacneabl ty. in the ani fer affects the = eu
“brian sid therefore changed the form of the water tabi. oO .
taler fatucal conditions, the amount of ster rachenged to
6 the grand aod Flowing umlergromd 1s tn dmnante equtLibeiam with the
. arom of water discharget feo the. equiger. Therefore, “he slope of
; the teat table is. aa aampeension of this onl Mterites and the water ‘bear=
ing chimactertotics of the aquifer. A inerenne in recharge amet ba |
acconpanted by 2 wise in the raster table, ‘which Am ton cannes eer ine.
exensa in the rate ‘ae movant og the exmmd weitere wrier the increased
7 ‘head. Wells constitute artsfictal éiacharge that disturbs ‘the natural
| equiltirioa by withdsauing water from gtorage. ‘Thin lowers the wates
table in the viednity of the weil, ani the Elow rate of water towids’
‘the wall {a incrensed, ‘As the area over which the water table is low
ere is inernased, the unter is diverted from its natural course,
qventudlly reducing its natural discharge,
*
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The valley Fill is the princfpal aaqwiser rim the Elephant Butte
izrfigation Matriet and ig comoazead soatly of eedingats of the Santa Fe
prowup. Ground water in the valley fili is generally wader water table
‘condtttona, but focal artesies conditions and perched water fable conditions may ‘extst owing EO the confinement of gatucated gravel, ox gand
| beds, between beta of silt and clay.
Eluctuctions of the Yater Table.
The water table fluctuates. ag water is added to, or withdraw
. Som, the ground witer reservoir, Weter level £fuctustion may be of
two kinds: (1) asasonal and (23 tong term, Heavy precipitation amd
rrigation with surface water diverted from streams tenda te raine the
water table, and Crought and pumping will lower the water table,
The iuvegtigation of water table fluctuations in the District
4s based mainly on periodic watex level messurenents made by the Bureau
of Reclamation tn 39 observation wells in the Hesilia Valley, it should
. be neted that these wells are net distributed in such a memner as to
give good coverage of the area, Therefore, the water levels obtained
are net. qualitiative; however, the. observations sfva soma idea rerarding the natura of fluctuations of the water table, To get a true pic~
ture of how the water table fluctuates, these data should be supp lexented
by other wells on which the data might be secured.
Seasonal Flostusations
Seasonal fluctuationg ef the ground water tacle in the District
are such that the water levels are highest in the sumer and lovest in
the winter. Summer high water levela are characteristic of the area where
land is irrigated by water diverted from the Rie Granda. Water levels in
the irrigated areas are usually highest during the sumer, immadiately
after the irrigation season, and lowest in the early spring before the
*
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fivet application of irzlgation water. Batwaen irrigation seasons,
water levels decline siowly. gS accumlated proud wmter moves through
the water Leming material tor wards tha vives and dcains.
Fiue sations oe | | \
Tong tern Eluctuations ia the water table are shows by changed
in water level slevation dn the observation wells aver a period of yoarai
ak
These fluctuations cen be tied te opecttite CAUSES. Tha decline in the :
water tedle in “the” Elephant Butte terigation District during. the. period
L951 to 1957, was dus to the effects of yrulmed surface Waker, shortage *
stcompented by ui thdrawat of ground water by punping. Tong tine fluctua,
FA
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tious of ground: woter levels have: definite effects on the. Zlow of drains. |
Conover predieted that, as goon #3 heavy posptag began, tows in the . 4
drainge would dlaiaiehs andy, fn ‘the case of = 50 per cent deficient oop
ply over & five year, period, about eighk or nine years would be vequited
\
i
i
i.
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t
before the Flow of drains would return te normml. Actual wecovery fe \ |
\
the effects of tha drought ef the 1950's has show: this prediction rent be »
inaccurate. The mesions decline in the: growmd water teble occurred in
1987, when it reached 16.75 feet below ground surface or 3.75 feet below
the normal proud water levale. By 1938, the surface water supply had
xeturned to normal and there was Little pumping in the area, During the
summax of 1958, the ground water teble, ad measured by observation walle,
reached a high point of 9.75 feat below the ground surface. ‘This indicates that flow of the draina recovered much earlier than was predicted
in the Conover report. Long time fluctuations of the ground water tables
its decline ducing the peried of drought; and ite quick recovery upen
the return of surface watex supply to normal, indicate the recherge capacity of the aquifer. (Sea Figure 1} ‘hese observations also indicate
that there may be several sources of recharge in addition to surfaca
water and seepage of exces irrigation water.
4
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fsoms’ Vater Resecvaiy mmdé Tis Chavgctartaties
The ground water regexvoir existe in native and its emparity
is sot by nature, Therecere, its capacity is: unknown aud comot be
deterainad easily. as pumping of exound weber inereases, the ground
water ‘eesérvotr is depleted wax tte safe yield becomes & wort important
consideration. - One of the factors thas determines sata yiald is the
eapecity of tha veservets init, & stated sbova, it cannot be measured
disectly, Howiver, doring the period of development of ground waber
reeources, data are sneumilatod concerning vet Flow, canal loss, pee~
cipitation, eveperation, conseaptive wie, change ih water table elevation,
senual paapiye cate, sirean flaw, ate. All of these factors may net be
applicable bp each ground water basin, bat fxom thoon that are applicable,
when properly aesoubled and interpreted, it may be possible to detemine
sate yield without: Inerwing, the capactty of the erulfer,
"Safe ylela™ oan be defined as the amount of water that can be
withivawt from grou water etorarea ouounlly without producing undesired
results. Uadesixed results inaludes |
i. Exceeding the avecoge smual recharge.
2, Lowering the axowd water table ag that « memping if is
not écononteal,
Se towering the water tebte to the extent that Intrusion of
water of undesixable quality is pernitted, So
by Taterfering with the priex rights of others in Bm adjacent
geound water basin, | .
Ta my hyévologic system, dispodal nasa equal supply. ‘This is
Amdaneeteal to ail physical processes. ‘The eupply of water to « amit,
or véach, of-2 atrem system fe the surface flow and undecflow into the
wait and the precipitation falling on the unit. Final disposal is by
*
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mirface flow, ot underflow, ot both; by excporation; or by artificial
withdrawal, IT CLaal disposal fa temporarily out of balance with the
tupply, storagta io the seach of the atrems changes.
| Guax 2 tans. of years the natural Sanne of eround pater. from
a mit helances: the natural gupply. ta. the walt, the emount: that ‘aacepes
ate omy partioulae. thea ig gevemed ay the elevation of he” water table.
Yheu puaping le tage, the seu additonal deat aékeen the wetex table
to lower aad ae natural outélow may ¢ oranges AE the sume ting, the
overed water table may induce greater supply becmen of ‘ereates pre
colation opsta shedt +
Zen thé otes of a umdengrenssd rescvoli etvan a Sat oF one |
ditions which couply with the hydvelogis: dquatton, aaute yietis aad other
Sostead informations cm be determined, .taera arg three variables ine.
volved: aupely, arate, and chung¢ in the water table glevation. The
voquirdacat 24 that the verLables should ? Tue wininen deviation Brow
average values. .
Bovecal tochniques have best wed to correlate avaregd changes
in woter loyals with {1) discharse fiom the ground uater renervelsy
(23 recharge to the rasecvoir: and @) the difference betwen. racharge
and &f Sacharge. if the discharge from proud water ean be considered to
be the youcty pues, then the change fn the ster levels cm ba cor~
related with pungewon. The upproach ig be daterne graphically the
dvait, that wlll couse no change in the average witer loval, ‘fable 1
ahows the éstinated quantity of “ground ‘itary pusped. The chauge in
water lovelg ts show. in Table ITT.
Figure 2 shew the sverage change in water level compared with
the aversge mmual desfr, In an ideal bagin these points wuld lie on
a straight ling, However, in actual cages, the points do net He on a
straight live. Thorefore, a Line 49 fitted to maka the daviation from
that Tine aminimum, This ling fotersects the Mua of zero change of
*
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ZABLE LTT
ESTHuaiy ed OF GROUND HATER PRED Aun ia > Sais 2 WATER LEVEL
ROR THE SEREOD 19311900, WE Bak eBe Co
ESTIMATED ObANT ITY AVERAGE cay YH
. OF GROUND WATER _ WASER LEVEL IN FEET
SEAR : PURE IN AGRE FEET DUR TING TOE, EAS ns
1951 178,564 | “1.63 |
1952 | 104, 498 -t,7S
1953 164, 948 | “1.55
154 226 , 129 3.40
1995 294,939 | ~5 00
1956 282,792 . wb.
1997 213, 752 . =7 05
1988 Yo Slontfteant Puxping «3,05
1959 Ho Sontfiemt Pumine ~E,58
1946 Ho Ment icomt Pomeier 1.20
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the water table at a point where the anni draft ig 165,000 acre foot,
Which is the sefe yield. This indicates that if 165,000 ucrae feet of
Eround water are pumped amnally, there may not be aay wignificant change
iz the prouad water teble |
the safe yield of the ground water basin wey also be caloulated by srephicel corralation of the onmial chenga im the water table
gud the net surface water contributions to the basin. ths ganoral approach
ts to detexmine the comrivad ast surface water coatribution te the basin
to meintaia a cmatant prow: water Level. 7
he gurface waiter supsly te the Elephant Butte irrigation
Diotriet ts provided by the Ric Grawe mi is augucated, shen defietent,
by mousing from wells. | the computed net sucface vated supply cout dbutiton
wsied in this analysis iu the nom of alt meadutah ia sowians of inflow, Tess
alt nensursble or estimable trans of outflow. ‘the taflew to the Clephait:
Putte Ievication District can ba obtained from tha vacorde of Caballo Baa
| . relonges zvl the outflow from the District cm be computed frou the dis
chavee vecards ot the Ei Paso station. Subwerfuee inflow ead outflow avd
balieved to be of such minor amouite ad. to have io effect of the analysis
or, at feast, tha differmca between the tuo ia ascumed te be ingignificant.
Sable IV shour the estimated qumtity of net mumfacé water contedtutions
ta the Hlephant Bucte Tneigation Dietret and changes in ground water
tevels. For anch season, the uet surfaca water conutslbution to the Bisfelet in neva font pat acra is plotted agains’ the seasonal chaoge in
gromd water elevation, in feat, a¢ show in Figure 3. A straight Line |
ia Fitted to produca winicum deviations fren that line. 7 7 | ?
Teble TY shows the sverace arta irrigated in she Elephant * | ‘
fate Invirarton District choring the ld-siar verted, 1944 to 2960. hia |
aeretaed avag in abowk 66.142 acrag, wich imehuias the & Elenkmt tutta
teetoation Diseriet: and Hasilin Valley, Tess, md the mazisaum vartatioa|
*
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Erem the average is about 7 pox cent, She net annual average surface
water contribution te the araa was 246 9496 acre feat, or 2596 acre feet
per acre iss agated. This ts the eversge annusl recharge and, therefora,
the perntastblesustained yield for the 10-year period, with this everago surface water conte ttutton, however, the ground uater teval would
have declined shout 3.26 feet. See Table ty. . oe
Por sere change ta ground veter level, the exaph tn Figure 3
indleates that nat gurface water contritutiion i the basin whould be.
«490 Bere feet pet - sere per season ox per year. If 4.10 acre foet per
aera had been the net surface water contyibution, the ratber table would
have renained st constant elevation, Hence, 4.10 axe feet pes: acre,
plus ox minus my difference between subsurface inflow axxit outflow is
the net water supply requirancat for the ateat a tetal of 4.10 x 96,142
foxe feot for the. 96,142 acres in the Elephant Butte irrigation District
end Mesiiisa Valley, Toxaz, Therefore, the averaze amusl overdraft on
the ground water of the unit for the Tast 10-yeor pertod is Cet x
96 » 12) ~ 246,946 = 147,686 sure feats.
Precipitation was not considered in the calculation because
£ was assumed in the above analysis thet, in thig ares, # neglintble
omomt would reach the sround exter table. 7
This method is subject te exror due te amual variation in
ixzigated aeresge and actual consumptive use of crops, although omiti«
plying the change ta greuad water elevation by the ratio of the sross
investigetion area to tha seasonal irrigated acreage will reduce the
magnitude of the error. This wathed of malysts is oftea mora reliable
when variation in the irrinated acreage ig small and the parcentage of
land irrigated ts high,
Retire Flow of Troatas fn the Btoshant Butte Tertention Diotrtict
To maintain the water table at a anfe love) below crop root
zones, 236 miles of drains have been constructed in tha Eleohant Butte
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Irrigation District, Since surface water supplies for apriculturel
bse in the District ara limited, return flow of drains must be fully:
utilised tharever pousibla £0 supplement regarvelz releages.
it is caperted that the annual flow of drains in the Rincda —
Valley averagea about 45 pes cenk of the averaga annual net diversion
in the Rincon Valley. Averag amaual flow of drains in the Mesilla
Valley is reported to be about 52 per cent of net diversion wer’
- gormal water supply conditions,
Majo factoxs that influence the flow of drains ara ag follows:
i.
2.
3e
be
Da
6.
7.
Consumptive Use - or the quintity of wter per year in |
acre feat pec acve of erdppad laud, absorbed by the ‘cxop
and transpired or uséd diseatly in the buildice of plant
tissuca, together with that evapovated from the area.
Farm Unter Use Bificlescy ~' exprassal asthe ratio of the
witer consmmtively asged on the farmy to that applted.
Conveyance Losses ~ waters Loss from the point of diversion
‘to the point of del ivery,
Operational Haste = these include relesses to waateways
-yesulting from maiataining canal flows to meet fluctuate
ing deliveries; ovecflows due to obstructions or leakage
past gates mid other structures. a :
Precipitation ~ as it affects levigation requirements, .
Depth te Vater Table ~ & assertain ground water conditions
as lose of xeturs, Flow within a basin may be o£ 4 temporary
mature, due to storage in the undereround reservoir.
Strean Plow Measurements ~ te provide accurate data a
water aydilable at selested points of diversions and a
determination of river conveyance loses.
*
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&, Time Gemvivowons iu Acsrusl of Return Plow for Rese «
which ontedis datecaiuation of the rate of maface and
undergrad Slow govemmoed by elope gradient, hydraulic
gratiest, the distance of travel and ih a posmonbility of
the subsoil and subskeata matavioals,
te is Giffteuls to ascertain and ic separate: the individual
efievti: of the above factors on the quantity of return flew of drafus,
4, general velationsidp anne marfece ‘Waker Supplies, grou water elevations, dad the volune of retum flow of gcatus can be expected, Hoa»
aver, fro yoor to year this relationship vill change.
Conover stated that tha pumping of ground water will divert
water frou the drains and the River. Furthermore, he stated that the
drains would practically atop Elowlag by the und of summer fa the fizet
ky year if emough pumps were installed te provide an adequata anppiee
westal fxrigaticn aupply. Re believed tat on a long teem basis nearly
: Ll water Teanved Y Stem atorags must Ge eked before the flow of drains
will retan to hovmal,
However, the drowkit ducing the yaurs 19S1 ta 1957, provided
xesulie thet differed sougviat from Conover’s conclustons. Extimsive
pusping took place in the Elephant Butte Terfeetton District during
that peried. Table ¥ chow the estluated aumual yvoluves of ground
woter Puuped, and return flow of drawing alone with the Faas of
the ground yater table duxing the paxvdod from 1950 to 1960 fnclusive,
it shows that drain flow was probably dininished in proportion to changes
in surface water alletrenta, ‘Table J also indicates that rhe recovery
of dycin return flow uss faster then anticipetead by Conover,
@unntity of Crosd Ueber Avalleatiea jc Storare in Blopheant Butte Teedi~
sation Tintesiet,
Pe re
~. TF ope feet ee, mitt eye tt ayia wert atatoan 2
Bh otharniadsy toa yeeatiiy af waiter available im a proud
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TASER Y
REPORTED RETURY PLOW OF DRADIS AND ESTIMATED QUANTETY oF
GROUND WATER PIRIEID AND CRCUED GATER PEECTTATIONS
ESTIMATED OuNE AVERACE CHANGE IN
‘E.bnD, iW ams =| __TUEG op pgume SHIN VATE TABLE
YEAR peer none TROON VARIEY " MESTIIA VATIEY “MESA Yatizy
1950 No signifteaut pumping 33, 103 - 290,592 om
1Si 476,864 16,599 136,750 “1.65
1953 101,488 36060 8 wh TS
1983 64,948 7 12,990 86,018 ats
1954 © -2AG, 122 - A, 220 aa “3,40
. 1955 294,939 4750 80
A 1956 tha, 732 oo 45 4,550 a ee
1987 213,752 «4,089 8078 #705
1958 No Sigaticant manag 9,960 64,231 3495
1959 Me Significant peming 95,270 -—=-28,300 6h
1960 Mo Significant pumping 26,906 144,790 “1,20
# NOTE: Normal wands tebie dn the Divorick was approminately 2 Zeat halew
the surfses of tha ground for the period of 25 years, Doom 1924
be 2088,
*
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wator raservelr, the rata of recharge, awunt of ueter im storape, and
-porneabdiity of che agifer must be coneideral, Ef water Ze resored
Seo the resasvoiy foster than ii is veplanished, water levels will dex
cling, eventually zeuching a level at witch is will no lenger bo econoer
teal te pup wates fxum wells, Rovever, ae the ranorvodr is large and
hes cousiderdisie stovage capscity, a leony period may elapada before the
water level bocouen so low that it fa necassacy to seok othar sources
of guypty.
ts de evident chat ground water was rencved Som storage dure
ims the drought paciod from 195% ta 1957, and thet the grou water xee~
erveiy vas doplated in the Eleyhast Dutse Ircigetion Bisoricr. The rate
of this depletion wag dilafly dapsadent upon the tate of rrichexge, - the
life of the reservoir ig Lintted by tha aadunt ant evailability of the
ground water tu storage. the data available sre uct yet aufficiont to
determine thase quantities sosmately aad only « preliminary sstinate:
tua be made. It is hoped that collection of data in tha Elephant Butte
irvvigation Diowrict may’ continue until secucate estionteas of the Soownt
and evatlebi lity of gromd witer can be nade. .
ty tha Uealita Valley, the extent of the sromd water basin,
gad the eer of influence of puoping from the basin, era not tmowt. ‘The
effective age con he upproxinutad by aamuwing a venconable value fox
average specific yield. Conever reported that spacifie yield for the
Mesiilu amd Rineos Valleys is beifeved to be in the neighbovheed of .
25 per cent, and this value ig used in che follewing calculation.
Ground water puupad in the Mesilla Yalloy during the period
from 2951 te 1960 was estinated ta be 2,253,300 sere foot, River losses
dining the sone period in the Meotila Valley were reported to ba
472,986 aove eet daa study made by Mew Mexico State University on
conveyaica losses of tha Rio Grande. Therefore, thea sround water
*
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paumed frag storage is angosiuaraly 1,250,380 + 472,086 = 784,294
¥
aere Feat, During ths sane pacied the ground water level win lowered
approniaz vialy aight Zees hetow tha norea) gcound wacer Levelt L glovation,
thavefoce, the folimelug equation can bs tedeten:
fea of aone indiueace ta secon gaa cipliad by che deciina ia ground
. Batinatet Gumbity of | 2s. Sous, water, roms: mat Ficeg Brora
ee
(Area of Zone Influence} = 8 , Hisaae
Therefore:
(area © ez Zous Invluesce} = 2 86, 208 #1 393,147 acces
Assim that in cia of extraza dcought, the sround eater went
be lowered 23 fest below the nemual ground water level, ‘Therefore, the
volueu of Soll draiasd tc 393,147 x 25 = 9,828,575 acre feat, Mk factor
G.25 veprosmis specific yield, ‘the aaciuatad quantity of ground water
avelisble in Mesilla Valley bafoca the water level drops te 25 feac bee
low the nocaal ground water ig 2,457,163 acre feet. Ie do sitictpatad | be OY
thar i¢ will take shout 2¢ yeara to lower the grouad water level 25 feat
below the worn guad mate wncl
Similar caleulations ara wade fox the Rincoa Valley. Thay
are as Zallous:
ee ‘eat’ , $s RAN :
(Area of ome Influace) = as Su 3, Sag = 124,280 acres
a
Asauming chat ground water wuld be lowered 23 fset in case of extyvems
desught, ta yoluew of soit draiaed tg 191,180 = 35, thieh aquais
3,279,500 acra feet, ‘hesefore the wates released fruw atorage is
3,279,500 x 6.25 = 019,575 sero feet. he eaciusced quant they of ground
water availgble in the Rincm Valley befere tha water cable drupu ta
25 Leuk below the nomial ground water Level is $19,875 ave fees, 2
is also onticipated that it will take about 20 yocrs to lowe the ground
7’
witer leval 25 feat belew tha noraal eeousd weter level.
*
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Cualtey of Geount Sater tn the Bloshase Bette Teripation Diserter
Im sgcent yonrs it hea been recegatzed that the quality of.
svound water io ae ingortaut ac quantity. 4s greater dovelepaent and use
os gromd wast soatioves, nlong with reuse of ratex, quality suftere
unless me hods ate developed to mointain ualtty. The quality requised
of a gromd waket.gupply depimds upoa its purpose; thus, quality ces:
igeivemsnte for drinkiag water, industrial weter, end ivrigation water
‘wary widely, To eeteblich quality crlterila, mesdures of ghenwlesl,
physical, ond bactextal constituents mast be npactfiad. Recomended iinits of ater quality can théa be detocniaed, serviag as a guide for
pooper protection and devdlogacst of the ground water basins —
Salts are added tp ground waiter passing through soils by
suluble produats of soil weathering and of exeston ty rained ond co ,
flowing water. Excess invigation water poreolating to the woher. table
may contribute 4 substantial mxoint of aalt. Vater patsiug. through the
root sones of cultivated aresa usually contains saline concentrations
several, times that of applied irrigation water. in aldition, woluble
soil matexials, fertilisers, ad selective ubsorption ef galte by plants
will modify the salt concentration of pereulating wabera. Other factors
governing Increases in selintty include soft pomueshilicy, deeiosee
facliities, qimtity of wate applied, creps, and climate. Eigh salinities ara fowl in sells and grovad water of arid regions where Teaching
by rain vetur ig not effactive im ddiubing sale contend,
Man suitabdiity of proud water for irrigation is contingent
wpon the effects of mineral conatitueats of the uater on both plents
and soils, Salts mity hara plant growth puysically ty Linitine the
intake of witer throush wadification of osmotic processes; ox chemically,
by metaholie resetions such ac those caused by toxic constituents.
*
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Tha effect of salts on soll cause chanzes in soil atructure, permeability,
endl aeration, and indirectly affect plant growth. Specific Limite of
pomisaible salt concentrations for irrigation water cannot be stated
heomuge of wide variations in salinity tolerance among different plants;
heuaver, field plot studies of eropa grow: on sells that are artifice
Sally adjusted te various salinity levels provide valuable infomation
relating to salt tolerance,
Ax important factox allted to the relation of crop grovth to
water quality is drainsge. Tf a soil fa open and ‘well drained, crops
may ba prom on it by the application of large volumes of saline water;
tat, om the other band, a poorly drained area in which pood quality
smtex ig ueed may fall te produce satiofactory crops, Yoor drainage
emuses salt concentration in the root zone to build up te texie proporIn place of xigid Limits of salinity for irrigation water,
quality ia commonly expressed by relative suitability. ‘The suitability
ef saline water for irrigation water ig based on measuranents of elece
trical conductivity, sodiun content, and beron concentration. Sodiun
concentration is important in clesstfying irrigation water because
podium recets with the zoll to reduce ite permeability.
Analysis of grounl weter from 30 walls and 2 pprings in the
Rinoon and Mesilla Valleys vas reported by the Quality of Water Branch
of the U.S, Geological Survey. Study of the data reveals that dissolved
solids in the ground water in the Riephant Butte Ineigation District
average about 1000 pre with about 40 to 50 per cent sodium, According
to the ralative suitability of irrigation water this can be claasified
as “good to permissible”, ‘Tha quality of ground water varies according
te depth and deoper wille yield better quality water, owner, in the
*
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lower ond of tha Mesilla Valley, quality of. uater becomes poor with
depth, Generally, good quality water can be obtained at the upper
mul of tha Dietrict, The quality of wter obtwined by wells iv the
Santa Fe formation’ fiaaking the valleys fa generally of soot quality, |
and ia potable, with dindolved solids of about 504 to 700 pon. Tn
gone lecations concenteatlod of fluoride te found vatch ts highee ‘
then the sefa limit of 1.5 ppm. Uslis dviiled fo arroyo bede yielded
-gupector quality water thick has lesa then 300 ppn of disaclved solids,
Less than 200 ppa herdniss, and only mixcxr tracea of fluorides, Side
inflow fvom bordering mesas in the Mesills Valley produces comparativaly
good quality water.
Dering the courne of the River logs Studfes nade by the
Civil Pugineering Degar tent of Hew Mexico State Univerut ty” > G test
welia wore driven in tine vicinity of the Jiighwey 8G Pheacho Intdge
befora the 1960 ixrigation soaaOn. The lecations ef theses wolls are
oho in Fierce 4. These walls were originally driven to collect dan
formation conceming the ground witer table adjacent. to the river bed
and to etudy the nature of seqpage losses or gatus in the vicinity of
Picacho Eridge. The data on those wells ave show fn the: appendix
aiong with the charts of average monthly ground water tabla profiles
in tha north, south, and northeast Lines ag observed during the teri
gation season of L061. — .
Study of data on these walla reveals the follouing information.
The position of tha watey table relative te river stare and £6 ground
surface determines relativa seepage rates oad how soon seepage tiny appear
in the adfoining draing, Seepage to the witer table from a short dur»
ation flood stage in the river may not affect surface conditions and
*
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dvain £lov, whereas the same situation with a high water table may
have 4 morked offect. the water table slopes along the Rilo Grande
| @d generally away from the vives. Bepthe to the water table vary
i widely depending on location, seaacny xiver atepe, ml subseurface
‘ drainese farilities, “Xt is observed that with tha vloe and fall of
‘ viver etace, cortéoponding fluctuations occur an the adjoining water
table, ‘the namnituda o£ Eluctuation decreases with the dletanca
. From the river esd the tine of the mecuass hetzht in the teet wells
lags socording to the distance auay from the river. The slope of
the unter table also affects agepaoe diutribetion away fron the
‘xiver, Seapage ig wore concentrated near the river with a reduction
dy concedtyation aé the slope of the water table covera a larger
‘portion of the total avellable head shove the lowest point of the
Blopea of the ground water table. .
md. Conclusions
1s Ground watex occurs bensath the area covered by the
. nhoshent — tertgation Diatrict end, tn genet] the water is um
gonfined and ster table conditions weiet in the ares,
2, The principal weter bearing strata are clone to the
-gxonund moface and highly permcubie.
3. Conclusions derived from older investigations, par- theuleriy’ thea of Slichter and Lee, cmmot be. accepted becauaa
matheda of investigation used are not deceptable by medem standards.
- & ‘The. pround water table slopes in the divection of
iver Flow and away fran the. river bed.
5, Safe yield of the proud water basin in the District
is 165,000 acre feet per yeer based of average yearly puxpage for the
ten year period fron 1951 ta 1960.
*
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& Tho pumping of prowmd water will not necassarily divert
water from the dvains and viver,
7, In spite of the fact that anough pumps wore installed
in the District te provide on adequate supplenental ierigation supply
the dratas dtd not stop flowing by the end of the sumer in the first
dey years . |
8. thé tate of xecovery of drain return flow fa faster than
- anticipated by previoudg investigators. oe dhe characteristica.of- the aquifer ave such that the
grou water table, 1£ lowered eousidérably, will rapidly return to
its approximate nemal elevation within a relatively short tina after
gurfaca water supply returns to normal.
a 10, ‘The eatimated qumtity of gromd water avatlable in the
Mesilla Valley, above a point 25 feat below normal gremd water elavation ig ea acre fdet, ond tn the Rincon Valley, 860,600 acre
feat.
Li. The quality ar ground water ix ‘the District is classified
as "good to poraissibie" scoording eo orkeeris of relative suitabt lity
o£ ievigation water.
12. Ground water should be pues ag a a stpplenentod water Bigpiy
for diexigation in years o£ deficient surface water dupply, it appears
that the qumtity of water in ground tater storare ad sufficiont to
supply supplemental iextpation vequixenants for a drought peelaa of
ton yodrs duration, Hovever, continued vee and reuse of proud water
will vesult tn on increase of saht eoatent and will lower the quality
of the witer. 13. The Blephant Butte Irrigation District camot totally
abeidon the use of surface water. It must maintain, and use, all of
ita surface water rights te the fullest extent possible. ‘The District
*
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sonnet dapant anticely upen pround water because ite continued use
for irrigation will uateclally inertase the satt content.
14, The Blo Gronda is det the only source of recharge to
the groumd witer basin In the District. Becherse is received Fron
aedicining mesa land, precipliation on the valley floor, and from
various foults in the Santa Fe formation in the District. The exact
marnmt of recharge from all of these sources conunot be evalusted
— gepaotely dn the ebsesce of pertinent data.
15, Pinging of prouad water fn the Disteiet will lows the
grou water table and will result in raduction of consumptive toss
of yvnter te phrentoghytes dnd by eveperation,
*
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RECCEMENDATIONS FOR A PUTURE GROUND WATER TMVESTIGATION
TY THE ELEPHANT BUTTE IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Manizum davelogmant of ground water resourese for bean
finial use rexatires. restarch covering the proud water basin o8-a
whole. By asmunding a basin te be a lovee nateurs? underptound reser
| vols it ig dlear that uittlization of pEround water by one Land over
affects the weaker. supply o£ sddoining land owers, In order to maintain. ground aber resource: indefinitely, a hydrologic equilibriusn
must ouist betwen all waters enttering and leaving the basins At
thea sama tine, the aconcate, legal, and. quality aapeeee of groumd .
water mist be-considered. ft terea of maxim development o£ ali:
water resources iu an ara, there are. somone benefite to be de~
cived by coordinating the use of surfdea and ground waters, This
eoaceye of joint usd xequizes investigation amd pleaning for all
new water resource developments, and ioprovenent of the exiatiug
system of utilizing surfece ad ground waters.
ia order te make a coupleta investigation of ground water
in the Blephant butte Terigation District, on 2 basin-«wide acale, the
collection of couprehensive data should be undertaken. ‘Tha following
outline sunnerizes types of basic data required, aad methods of
analysis of auch data for a basin-wide evaluation of ground water
development. Some of the data are already available in the rewards
of the Elephmt Butts Irvigation Distrier.
i. Surface Tatiow and Outflow | .
These quantities are mosaurable by ateandard procedures .
it may ba necessary to install an additional eugine station te camplete
the data ox to verify the data collected by other arencies,
*
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Records of precipitation can be obtained from the U.5,.
Heather Tnrroou climatelepior’ dats, Supplenentary pares way be
necessary to determina the. wwiatien of. rainfall in the Bhatrict.
« Lonsuemtive Use . Co. . Mon
. All smtex, curface and subsurface, rolossed 1 inte the eimog~
phera by processms. of evaporation and transpization fe consumptive use.
. We compute thie <lscharse fren the bistrict it may bo necksaary. to make
a tant. He, OF cutturel, survey ubich. whi yield. the mmumt of eeckh type
of mebecnconeetsy aren. “Matt. values of consumptive use cast then ba
determined. os |
. 4, Shanges iu Ground vetoes Storage
Ta pesetice, these changes are ltaltes to the rene of
cima . Chancas of water contest can, and at, occur in the rose
of arzationy however, . they sre AisfLeukt to determine on 5. field basis,
There changés can be minimized by selecting, periods of storage change
in which the volemes of water in, unsaturated gtorage at ‘the beginning
oF wuling of the irrigation RORSON«
Dateraination of changes in ground waber eterage can ealy | be
nade on the basis of a alequate Inavleige of the occurrence of grou
water iu the District. A general study should be made of well loge fn
tha District. “The aquifer in in the District should be delinaated and
ite degree oE conf inenent showld be establighad, Information on pround
water levels, poosine taste, end nacharre should ba collected and coIn obtaining the above information it may be necessary to
@vill 2 gexies ef observation walla in a exid pattern about three~
fomtha of a mile apart im beth the Rincon ond Neaii2 la Valleye. These
walla my be supplenontod by records on test holes where requis
*

Pactodically, water levels la these wollae should be measured under
eeBci tions a6 nee static as possible. A fou control wolls in the
Wieteict should be aquipped with automatic water level recerdera. A
aay showlus: Lines of equal changa in the groumd water table should be
prepared staning the situations before and after tha irrigation season,
‘These data wht make Lt pousibla to detetine the total change in pround
watee stovart.
5. ace Tatlow rt Ouctiow .
Subfurface inflow and putfiow aca vacy di€éteult to evaluate
because they cannot ba meaved directly. Hougver, direction ef flow
ems be catebliched fran water bable alopes. Fron ectinates, or nedoure=
weate of slopds, pienesbility of the strata, acd ccoss sectional creas
O£ flow, Use subsurface Llow caa be commuted from Detcyta Lav, witeh
stsies that the rate ef flew io propor tional to the hydraulic gradient.
& Ground Maker 4 Liss
Prom tine to tima, naslysia should be made to determing the
lity of the proud waber acpply from irrigation walls and observation
wells. Frém thia information the salt palence of grou weter can be
éatermined in the pantzts Kiso, relative suitability of ground voter
for Srvigation purposes can be evaluated, ‘the information obtatand
nx giso indicate various ; souress of ground water and the nature of
recharge. .
7, ‘Weseor Seudies
CGomercalaliy available radio~active tracern can be used to
dateruine the movement of grows! weter in the hesin. The tracer
stuwlies cat also be wed to verify different sources of ground water
vecherse ii the basin.
*
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Electvical auetos mathods can be used, and hyteeulie model
investigations eit be performed in the iabucutory, fe correlate flald
“data: for vba. purpose of: éotiacataing: seepage lesnes and the amount of
recharge te siomd water table for different reaches Of the river in the Districts” “The nay detind esly establish the contrt bution anda
by the river to vechurge of the srowid water basta.
*
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UNIFED STATES
DEPIRWEN'POF
Th't'ERIOR
31!!EAU OP HEW Ar[ATflN
C
RIO GFiANDE PROJECT -. e: auoa-mxs
WATER ACCOUNCEMFIiT
Mai'ch I t 195.4
Pxoject .ätorage today- is 195.,200 acre-feet. Sto$ge toda-3r is athut
17.5 Per cent or ut a$rage for this date sincq storage began in. 1915. On the
sanE dItelást 3!eai-' stc*áèwai j7OOO acie4eit;
igj'm :
Mai-dN 1 StU5ii
5fi'vèj ftjf%fl jt not yet available, there has
been nothing
nmg the :monh of
February .th iriiicate a reversal of the drought
w5ather
that it -i's quibe likely the March 1 report will
rfle.dt èoryiitidhidtfll tel'ow. ni
iI ahd %ht.pr.ob4.e .runoff,- based on the - - -March-' 'ltcon itib
ib- ;i
4ta
k4najor change in the weather pattern
.1'..'
rih to mid-May to produce apprecaalle funoff
bytJuiy.:tir 'Inf.ibDw/.torElephan t ., t%e düi9M% .the wiñt'er ftonths has -been bë'lovV
Rtü>flotd'tht'rii êr from the Project drainage system 1sgxceptaon1' the Rio Grande 'at EF -Paso being- the' lowest
sinco
-"-:,j
1912.
.3r.tfl
•.. ,..
'.'Ykè
i--s
iñC t1oda1th th9 flephant But.Vp Irrigation
ra't'ér Imj,ziiethent District No. 1 that the
'8ti&it 'to tle wIt&r.i'ight repayment lait of
: C5.-:1Yk0Te. Any -indrease in the .allotmont
aephant Bu4e reservir, the possili.lity ot
tine.. -D6.iverie after July 1 are depeAdent
C
.01
- maintain distribution system requirements.
It ' as a1s5.:eqde 'an - tie meethng that the gates at Cabaflo Reservoir
wall be opbned on"äaich 20, fc the beginning of the 1954 irrigation season.
. - Deliveries to- ovmei's .01 tw'o abres or under of water-riwit land will
'Eeceifve-Ctsr Sre dj?Sni the 45 day peaoo fu'llowang the op€nang of the gates
on Much 20. Debiienes to the cosmuruty ditch localities will be 'riade under
sceiuths thQcn are ngw bejng prepared. The schedules for the
nvnunaty ditch
rea vail be available shortly, and the ditchnders an the conmunity areas will
be able to advise as to the dateb water deliveries will be made in these areas.
The out16k fbi' water supply for the Project this year is discouraging;
and unless greater than normal precipitation occurs between now and mid-May,
fTe Projeét Wi-il wpetienco the most severe water shortage during the current
diout. Water users are urged to carefully plan their operations so that
maximum benefit nay be obtained from the minimum water availabk.
Fanners with good irrigation wells are requested to use them to the
greate8t extent possible as a source of supply and to make available for transfer
their allotment water to those tatters who do not have satisfactory wells.
Arrangenent s for such transfer may be made with the Elephant Butte Irrigation
District office in Las Cnxces, the Rio Grande Project division office in Las
Cruces, the office of the El Paso County Water L'nprovenent District No. 1 in El
Paso, and the Rio Grande Project division office at Ysleta, Thxas
W.Resch
Project Manager
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